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THE

STORY

OF THE

ROYAL SOCIETY oſLONDON,

FROM ITS FIRST RISE.

H I

A N U A R Y q8, IGZ-Z. Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN vice-preſident in the

chair.

The minutes of December 18, i,679, were read.

Mr. HOOKE read another letter of his to Mr. NEWTON concerning ſome farther

account of his theory of circular motion and attraction; as alſo ſeveral obſerva

tions and dednctions from that theory -, as 1. That pendulum clocks must vary their

velocity in ſeveral climates. 2. That this variation must alſo happen at different

hights in the ſame climate : Which last remark he confirmed by an obſervation of

Mr. HALLEY at St. I-lelena; and 3. as a conſequence of theſe, that a pendulum

was unfit for an univerſal standard oſ meaſure.

Dr. PAPIN being preſent at the reading of this letter related, that a perſon em

ployed by the Royal Academy oſSciences at Paris to try pendulum clocks in places

near the line ſound them to go much too ſlow -, and that the ſaid Academy doubted

the truth of this fact, but ſuppoſed, that he had been ſome way mistaken, though

he with much confidence affirmed the matter oſ fact to be true, but knew no reaſon

of it. ' _

Mr. Hooxz read alſo a letter oſ Mr. BALLn's, giving an account of his thoughts

concerning the hypotheſis of Monſ. MALLEMONT. ,

VOL. IV. B a Dr.



2 THE HISTORY OF THE [1642.

Dr. TvsoN read the first part of his obſervations made upon the porpoiſe -, the re

maining part being referred to another meeting; and his diſcourſe was ordered to,

be registered '.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed an experiment of the putting of camphire into aquafortis,

whereby that gum is preſently converted into oil, and ſwims in that form upon the

aquafortis.

He was deſired to make his trials as ſoon as poſſible of Mr. NEWTON's experi

ment concerning the earth's dium-il motion.

The experiment to try the comparative weight of tin, lead, and the mixture of

tin and lead was prepared -, but it being late it was referred to the next mecting.

January 14, at a meeting of the COUNCIL at the preſident's houſe were preſent,

Sir JOSEPH WILLlAMSON, preſid* Dr. HOLDZR

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL Dr. KING

Mr. COLWALL Dr. GALE,

Mr. HlLL Mr. Hooxe. -

Mr. HILL and Dr. GALE having ſpoken with Mr. Povzv concerning Monſ.

FAUBERT'S treaty about Chelſea College, reported, that Mr. Povnv was yet in

hopes, that Monſ. FAUBERT would go on with his deſign -, and that he would

fixak with Monſ. FAUBERT, and return his poſitive reſolution on that affair.

Sir CHRrsropr-LER WREN, Dr. CROUNE, Mr. HrLL, Dr. GALE, Mr. Hooxe,

or an three of them, were impowered to treat with Mr. ROSSINGTON concerning

Che] ea College. And, if he ſhould accept of the ſame conditions, that were pro.

poſed by Monſ. FAUBERT, to agree with him 3 otherwiſe to report their proceed

ings to the Council. .

\

Mr. 'HUNT was called in, and demanded, what he would expect for employing

all his time in the ſervice of the Society : Whereupon he ſaid, that he would refer

* himſelf for his reward to the Council, but that he had been informed, that Mr..

SHORTCRAVE had ſometimes beenallowed 501. pr ann. VVhereupon 40 l. per. ann.

being propoſed to him in full for all buſineſs done for the Society, the ten pounds

already allowed him being part theneof, he readily accepted thereof. '

January 15, at a meeti-ngof the Socrarv, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the
chair. - ct

_' If was notentered in the Register, but it was at Greſham College, with a preliminary diſcourſe

prmted at London 1680, under the title of Pba- concerning anatomy, and a natural history oſ

arm: or, The Anatomy of aPorpoiſe-'diſſected animals. *

t

6 t The
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The minutcs of January 8th were read -, which gave occaſion to diſcowſe about

the experiments made at the last meeting with camphire and aquaſortis.

Mr. HENSHAW related, that camphirzſo liquiſied had been found a certain and

ſpeedy remedy for the tooth-ach, ariſing from hollow teeth.

Dr. szw ſuppoſed, that it might be from the acidity given it by the aqua

fortis; for that all acids very much contribute to the ſastening and strengthening

of the teeth. Mr. HOOKE ſuppoſed, that a moderate acid might ſerve to cleanſe

the teeth, if ſoul 5 but that the acidity ok aquafortis was much too violent ; and he

conceived, that it would rather damage the tooth itſelf, and ſo ieave it more ſubject

to external injuries from acids or other noxious qualities; and that it is a general

obſervation, that after eating ſharp and acid juices the teeth will for ſome time be

very ſenſible and tender, and be much more affected with ſharp or ſweet juices, or

with hot or cold ſubstances, than at other times.

Mr. Povnv related from his own experience upon his own teeth, that the filing

of a long and ſlender tooth had made it grow thick, and fill the place between

the other teeth.

Mr. HENSHAW related an experiment oſ ſetting an artificial tooth into the

place of another tooth newly drawn out ; whereby it proved, that the artificial tooth

being ſo put into the ſocket of the jaw, the gum was obſerved to cloſe and grow

about it, and fix it, as iſ it had been the natural tooth.

Mr. Povzv related, that he had known a great part oſ the jaw-bone on one ſide

taken out, and that yet the perſon was able to Chew and grind his meat.

Mention was made alſo of others, who had lost all their teeth, and were not

withstanding able to chew their food, their gums growing callous.

Mr. Hooxz produced the tranſlation oſ a long letter, which he had received

from Mr. Le EWENHOECK, written in Low Dutch -, together with ſeveral curious

draughts of ſmall pieces of wood obſerved in the microſcopc; as alſo the letter itſelf.

.A part of this tranſlation was read, and the delineations examined, wherein were

explained the ſeveral veffils and curious contexture of the parts of wood. The re

maining part was referred to the next meeting.

A

The "experiment ſhewed was the examination of the ſpecific weights oſ tin, and

a mixture of equal parts of lead and tin-, which was done by weighing them First

in the air, and then in the water, and taking notice of their particular gravities.

The weights of them were as follow:

  

  

  

before melting in air in water the difference

Tin 3840 3536 3044 492 He? 7T*T

Lead 3840 3628 3266 362 IOT;T 10.;T

Tin and lead 7680 7096 6120 976 7137; T'

B 2 Fanuary
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January 21, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL at the preſident's houſe were preſent,

Sir JOSEPH WlLLIAMSON, preſid'

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWBLL (Dr. CROUNE

Dr. HOLDER Dr. GALE

Mr. HILL Mr. Hooxz.

The buſineſs oſ the New Atlas undertaken by Mr. Pt'rT, was debated; and it

was reſolved, that Mr. Pt'rT ſhould be deſired to give a meeting to thoſe mem

bers oſ the council, who were concerned and named in that deſign, and to take an

account of the preſent state and progreſs of that work.

Dr. CROUNE made the following propoſal, as from Mr. RosstGTON, concern.

ing Chelſea college; that the ſaid Mr. KOSSlNGTON was willing to take a leaſe of

that college and the ground belonging to it, being about ſix acres, for-61 years;

at 301. per arm. and to be obliged to lay out in ſubstantial building upon the

premiſes the ſum of * ". Whereupon it was propoſed, that Mr. Rosschox

ſhould be farther treated withal, to ſee, iſ he could be prevailed with to give 3; I.

per arm. rent for 61 years: but rather than break off with him, to comply with 'his

propoſal oſ 501. per ann. &c. only that it be inſisted on, that he lay out upon

the premiſes in ſubstantial building zcoo Z. at the least within two years at ſar

thest, and to give good ſecurity for the performance oſ the ſame. And it was re

commended to Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, Mr. HtLL, and Dr., CROUNE, Mr.

COLWALL, Dr. GALE, and Mr. HOOKE, or any three oſ them, to treat and agree

with Mr. ROSSlNGTON accordingly. .

Dr. CROUNE propofing from Mr. COLLlNS, that the latter was ready to print

two volumes oſ algebra, written by Dr. WALLIS, Mr. BAKER, Mr. NEWTON, &c.

provided the ſociety would engage to take off 60 copies after the rate oſ 1 d L a

ſheet; it was ordered, that Mr. COLLlNS ſhould be deſired to make his propoſal in

writing, and that the ſociety would farther conſider of encouraging the propoſal.

Yammryaz, at a meeting oſ the SOCIETY, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in

the chair. *

The minutes of January '5th were read, which gave occaſion oſ diſcourſing ſar

ther concerning camphire. n

Sir WlLLIAM PETTY related, that the powder of camphire, though mixed with

ſnow, would burn when kindled.

Mr. HENSHAW related, that the king oſ Achim had great quantities oſ it, which

he ke it in chests, which, when he had a mind to burn-ſhips in his harbour, he

woul pour out upon the ſea; part Oſ which ſwimming powder being fired, would

give fire to all the rest, that iwam upon the water, and thereby ſet fire to the outſide

' of any ſhip being at anchor in his harbours. -

Dr.
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Dr. CROUNB mentioned, that the ſociety had a glaſs of oil of champhire ſent

from Mr. VERNATTl, which he conceived to be extracted from the cam

phire-tree.

Others ſuppoſed, that it was the wood of einnamon, that yielded the camphire

gum, and conſequently, thatthe Cinnamon and the camphire came both from the.

ſame tree, the Cinnamon (called mnmlla) being the bark ſhrunk up into a pipe, and

the wood of the tree being that, which is called camphire-wood.

Mr. Hansnaw was of opinion, _that a caustic often stops the pain of the teeth by

destroying the worms, and alſo making the part ſenſeleſs. '

Mr. Hooxz read a letter, which he had received from Mr. LEEWENHOECK,

giving account of ſome further diſcoveries of an exceeding ſmall ſort of worms

found in ginger-water; as alſo the reaſons, why he conceived, that the parts of water

cannot be made viſible by a microſcope.

Mr. Homer: produced a phoſphorus given him by Dr. SLARE, which was ex

amined by Mr. HENSHAW, Sir CYRlL WYCHE, and ſeveral others, and was found'

to be very receptive of light.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed the ball, that had been let fall from the hight of 27 feet',

and fell into a box full of tobacco pipe-Clay, sticking in the Clay, upon the ſurſace'

ofwhich were made lines croſiing each other: which ſhewed the true perpendicular'

point indicated by the ball, when it hung ſuſpended by a thread from the top,

and how much the ball had varied from that perpendicular in its deſcent towards

the South and East : and he explained the manner, how the ſame was performed

in all particulars. It was deſired, that this experiment mi ht be made before a

number of the fociety, who might be witneſſes of it before the next meeting.

The time appointed was the Monday following at three in the afternoon.

The experiment of weighing the mixture of copper and lead was tried by ex

amining its weight both in air and water; and thereby it was found, that the ſaid

mixture in the air weighed 4188 grains; in the water 3746 grains; whence the

weight ofit to that of water was as 9-222, to one, or 92; to one.

I _

Dr. CHR15TIAN HavscH, principal phyciſian to the elector Palatine, who was

preſent at this meeting," was propoſed candidate by Mr. HOOKE -, as. were alſo Mr.

THOMAS FrRMIN and Mr. JOHN HOUGHTON. . s

January 29, the preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the zad instant were read; and upon diſhourſing about the ſmall

creatures diſcovered by Mr. LEBWENHOECK in ginger-water mixed With pepper.

water, it was ordered, that ſome ſhould be prepared against the next meeting.

3 ,
' Mr.

t
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Mr. COLWALL moved, that a magnetical needle might be made for the ſociety,

and lent to Mr. FLAMSTEAD to make obſervations at Greenwich of the variation of

the needle; and it was ordered, that ſuch a needle ſhould be made, and that

Mr. FLAMSTEAD might take care to have it well made.

Dr. Hauscn, Mr. FIRMIN and Mr. HOUOHTON were elected; as was alſo Mr.

LEEWENHOECK upon the motion of Dr. CROUNE, and Dr. GALE was deſired to

draw up a diploma to be ſent to him.

Mr. HOOKE read an account oſ the exPeriments, which had been ſhewn to the

ſociety of the corn arative weight of two mixed metals with the weight of the ſeve

ral metals, out o which they were compounded; from which he deduced, that

'the invention OfARCHlMEDES to find the cheat of the goldſmith in making Hrtao's

crown, though in itſelfvery ingenious, might not be ſufficient to perform what he

deſigned by it; for that ſome two metals compounded made a heavier, and ſome

other two a much lighter, than they really ought.

Sir WrLuAM PETTY explained the experiment, whereby the two metals ſeem

ed to penetrate each other, by the filling a veſſel first with large bullets or ſhot, as

of culverines; then by putting into the ſame muſket-bullets, which would run into

the cavities between the culverine-ſhot; and when no more of thoſe could be put

in, then by pouring in ſmall bird-ſhot, then ſand, and last ofall water ; in every one

Of which fillings the veſſel might be ſaid to be as full of theſe bodies, as it could

be; and yet by reaſon of the interstices left between them could receive bodies of

ſmaller parts.

He farther diſcourſed concerning what things were convenient to be obſerved in

other compoſitions for the future, as colour, malleableneſs, hardneſs, brittleneſs,

&e. together with the ſpecific gravity: and he mentioned, that there were other

qualities alſo obſervable in ſome metals, as that ſmiths generally obſerve, that

if any lead were ſpilt in their fire, the coals would not burn; nor will iron weld

well till all thoſe were thrown out.

He ſuppoſed, that the reaſon, why tin put into lead makes it brittle and unfit for

ſome uſes, might be the diſordering the parts of the lead, as by making thoſe parts

life acroſs, which before lay ſide by ſide; and that tin might be a kind of ferment '

o metals. a.

Upon this it was diſcourſed what was the best method of proſecuting experi

ments; and it was propounded by the preſident, that the best way was to proceed

ſynthetically by first making the propoſition what was deſigned to be proved, and

then proceeding with the experiments to make the proof.

Sir Tnzooona DE VAUX queried, whether it would be agreeable to the ſociety

to bring in ſome accounts, which he had of experiments made by Sir THEODORB

MAYERNE, that the ſociety might examine, which of them were conſiderable and

ſit to be again examined. Upon which the ſociety deſired, that he would produce

ſuch papers, and ſpoke of appointing ſome perſons to examine them. The
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'ſhe preſident moved, that all experiments might be examined by acommittee

choſen for that purpoſe.

Sir WILLIAM PBTTY deſired, that the operator might be employed for making

the apparatus, and in the trial oſ ſome experiments: to which the preſident and

ſociety agreed, and Mr. HUNT was ordered to attend accordingly.

Sir WlLHAM PETTY likewiſe mentioned it as a very deſirable thing, that every

member of the ſociety would have ſome aim or deſign for promoting the ends

of the ſociety ; and that he would do ſomething in order to proſecute ſuch deſign :

and he wiſhed, that the members would principally aim at ſuch experiments or ob

ſervations, as might prove of great and immediate uſe.

The preſident acquainted the ſociety, that the council had met ſeveral times to

conſider of the best ways of carrying on the deſign of the ſociety; and had made

ſome orders concerning it, which he cauſed to be read; and it was ordered, that

the amanuenſis ſhould write them in a fair hand to lie on the table of the ſociety.

The buſineſs of the philoſophical gazettes was then diſcourſed of ; and it was de

ſired, that the matter ſhould be conſidered against the next meeting of the ſociety;

' that the ſociety ſhould not be intitled to it : that the form ſhould be halſa ſheet

in folio, and not to be more than 2 d. price. This method, it was ſuppoſed,

would much propagate natural philoſophy and the Engliſh language.

It was farther mentioned, that the printer ſhould be diſcourſed with as to the

number to be printed, and the paper and letter.

It was deſired, that it might be recommended to the council to ſettle this

matter.

The experiment to be tried at the next meeting was the examination of the mix

ture of gold and ſilver ; and Mr. HrLL, Dr. BROWN, Mr. BERRY, and Dr.

CROUNE were appointed a committee to ſee the examination of it on the Monday!"

following at three in the aſternoon in the operator's lodgings.

February 5, the preſident in the chair. '

Dr. Hnusen and Mr. HoucHTON ſubſcribed and were admitted,v

Mr. Psz PBRKINS was choſen and admitted.

'ſhe minutes of january 29th were read, and ſeveral matters were diſcourſed of:

about the melting of metals,

Mr. Hexsnaw remarked, that ſulphur was very destructive to most metals, as

that it would meltiron, and make it drop', that it would calcinc ſilver ſo as t0>

make it hard to be reduced. 3

' The
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The method of making experiments was alſo farther diſcourſed of; that they

ſhould be made in order to prove a theory propounded : but Sir WlLLlAM PETTY

was of opinion. that they would be more faithfully made and delivered, if they

were not made to help out a theory, becauſe that might prepoſſeſs and biaſs the

experimenter. *

_ Mr. Hooxr: gave an account of ſome other qualities, which he had taken notice

of in the mixture of tin and copper, as r. That the Colour of the copper was quite

destroyed, it appearing much of the colour of iron, when poliſhed. 2. That the

compoſition, which was made of two very malleable metals, when mixt, became fria

ble and brittle. 3. That it bore a pretty good poliſh and reflection. 4. 'I hat though

copper is exceedingly hard to be melted, yet this mixture melted very eaſily.

5. That viewing the poliſhed ſurface of it with a glaſs, he found it very full of

extremely ſmall holes or 'blebs in the metal.

Sir THEODORE m: Vnux was deſired to bring in ſuch papers, as he ſhould think

fit, and order ſhould be taken to have them fairly copied into a book by themſelves,

that they might be peruſed ; and that the papers, after having been copied, ſhould

be ſafely delivered to him again.

There being a diſcourſe about the neceſſity of having ſome conveniences for mak

ing the experiments of mixtures of metals, Mr. HENSHAW promiſed to give a

ſmall pair of ſmiths bellows, which he had by him.

The experiment of tin and copper was deſired to be made at the next meeting.

Mr. Hooxe read an account of the experiment, which was made the Monday

before by Mr. HiLL, Dr. Cuoumz and Mr. Hooxe, which was ordered to be enter

ed into the register, as follows: "

5' Februa'y the 2, 16£_3-; the ſeveral weights of lead and tin, and a mixture

*' made of equal parts of lead and tin melted together, were examined; and the

" proportions taken as followeth:

3450 grains.

3450 grains.

3138 grains.

2988 grains.

U Lead, weighed in the air, was

" Tin, weighed in the air, was

" Lead, weighed in water, was

" Tin, weighed in water, was

__

-_

___

[11
lll

 

" The aforeſaid equal parts of lead and tin, being melted into one maſs in a

I" crucible, and being then examined, we found that,

-__-_
 

'* This mixture weighed in air -_ 6876 grains.

" The ſame weighed in waterwas --- - -- -- 6078 grains.

'* Whence the ſpeciſic weight of the metal compared with water, was 8,l,_',,

Þ Vol. 5, p. 216.

" The
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*' The ſpeciſic weight of lead, as above -- - - --- IIT-ZT,

of tin
 

'- -- _ '-_ 7%-£-.

" Whence the ſpecific weight of this mixture ſhould have been -- 9%H%."

It was deſired, that trials ſhould be made, between that and the next meeting,
ſi with mixture of tin and copper, tin and ſilver, ſilver and lead, and ſilver and cop

per: and that the time of making ſome of them ſhould be on the Monday following

at three in the afternoon, and that any member of the ſociety, who pleaſed,

might be preſent. '

Mr. HOOKE produced a letter from monſ. JUSTEL, which he had received that
afternoon, though dated at Paris 23 December, 1679 a. It was read by the preſident.

It contained an account of an artificial man and an artificial horſe, and of a ma

chine for tranſporting earth. Dr. GALE was deſired to ſend an anſwer to it, with

directions to him how to convey his letters.

Upon this it was diſcourſed what kind of information Dr. GALE ſhould ſend to

the correſpondents, and it was reſolved, that he ſhould receive directions at the next

meeting.

The two ſecretaries were appointed to have keys of the preſs, in which the

ſociety's books and papers were kept, and no perſon elſe.

Dr. HOOKE ſhewed an Indian fig or prickly pear from Bermudas, which was

opened, and the deep red juice thereof tasted by ſeveral of the members.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed an experiment in the exhausting engine, whereby, he affirm

ed, that a liquor incloſed in the exhausted receiver, extracted a cincture from red

wood much ſooner and stronger than the ſame liquor in another glaſs in the open

air would do in the ſame time.

February 12. Mr. Hznsr-mw Vice-preſident in the chair.

A letter from Mr. Hvoa of Oxford to Dr. Crmauzrou was produced by

Mr. COLWALL and read, giving an account of ſome obſervations of his about

moths, &c. as alſo cdncerning the generation of oisters; which letter was as

follows zd

" In the first place I preſent to you the little incloſed paper, which contains

" three or four embrios of moths: for every one of thoſe little things hath a

W worm in it. If you obſerve upon hangings in chambers, you ſhall ſee in ſome

" places the nap or wool ſheared off, that the place is left bare the breadth of about

U half a crown piece; and very near that bare place you ſhall ſee one of theſe

'5 things sticking upon the cloth, like a little roll of lint or flock, which is always

" of the ſame co10ur with the cloth or hangings, from whence it was ſheared off.

= Letter book, vol. 8. p. 88. * Letter book, vol. 8, p. 89. r

VOL. IV. C U Theſe'
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Theſe, which l have ſent, are partly red and blue, becauſe I took them off

from a Turky carpet, which had ſuch colours in it. l ſuppoſe, that at the end

of ſummer the old moth lays her worm or ſeed, and gives it this artificial
covering to preſerve it against the cold winter. As alſo the green beetle,ſiwhich

we call a roſe-ſly (becauſe they love to be upon roſes) doth not only earth itſelf

half a foot deep in the ſpmgy ground oſ beds in gardens, but thoſe, which do -

not happen upon that convenience, do find out another ſhift z'for example, of

the houſe of a man, who made baſkets and other things of twigs, the floor of his

houſe being hard earth, was covered with the ſhzeds and refuſe matter of ſmall

twigs as if it had been strewed with ruſhes, under which lay many of theſe roſe

flies. each ofthem being incloſed in a caſe of earth, which covered his whole bo

dy totally. Theſe caſes, when broken, are perfectly ſmooth within, but the out

ſide was rugged. My wonder is, by what art the fly could cement this earth ſo

as to make it stick together, and ſecondly how it could cloſe itſelf within, ſo that

the caſe ſhould be perfectly ſhut up on all parts. Theſe things I did, ſome years

agon, preſent to Dr. COMPTON, biſhop of London, for his friend Mr. MAR

SHAL of Winchester, who hath been the most curious obſervator of inſects, and

hath often ſpoke of printing a large volume about them.

" Concerning the generation of oisters, I lately obſerved sticking upon ſome of

their ſhells little knobs of matter between white and yellow, which, if you mark

it well, are ſo many knots or clusters of young oisters, which I have viewed in

a magniſying glaſs, and found one ſide convex and rugged, and the other in

clining to concave, as is the figure of an oister. Within each little particle of

the cluster was water mixed, with ſome more fat and unctuous matter. I ſup-v

poſe, that about December the oister ſpawns, and that by the ſides of her ſhell

iſſues out the matter, which is for generation of the young brood: which being

iſſued out sticks upon her ſhell, and is there nouriſhed up for a time, till either

nature or the rolling of the ſea ſeparate them. I ſuppoſe them to begin breeding

about'December, becauſe at the beginning of this preſent January I found theſe

clusters ſo far grown, as to be perfectly formed to their ſhape outwardly, with

fluid matter within them without form; there being alſo sticking to the ſame

ſhcll ſome oſ perhaps the former year's breed, as big as ſix-pences, whoſe ſhells

were perfectly hard, and ſome pretty little meat within them, whoſe ſhape

was perfect within, in all points. If you pleaſe to mind it, doubtleſs you may

find many of them in any parcel of oisters.

" Thoſe things, which we call crabs-eyes (which, for want of true ones, the apo

thecaries ſometimes make into that form out of powder of egg-ſhells) are found

in the little prauns or craſiſh at the time of ſpawning: for 1 found them when

they had the little round particles of their ſeed or young ones sticking in their

posteriors. But thoſe things called crabs-eyes are only in the male fiſh, ſuch

whereof hath two of them in his head, standing on the edge, likea couple of

millstones or wheels. Hitherto you have my own experience. But I have

been informed concerning the little fiſhes called bleaks, that the reaſon, why they

leap above water at Midſummer, is not to Catch flies, but becauſe they are at

that time of the year troubled with a little worm in their guts: which may be

inquired into better at ſummer. Ihave been alſo told, that the butter-flies

1 " are
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" are bred of the caterpillar, which in ſummer is green upon the leaves, and

" at winter grows hairy and hirſute, bodying themſelves (as [have ſeen) all

" the winter in a strong cobweb of their ſpinninrt. hanging within a bur'n in any

U hedge: but whether at ſpring theſe hirſute creatures come to be butter-flies,

" may be eaſily found :- for my partl doubt it, &c."

But Mr. HENSHAW was of opinion, that mr. IIYDE was mistaken in his notion,

that the oister by ſome means conveys it young ſo, as to make them stick on the

outſide of its ſhell -, for that thoſe young (hell-fiſh, that stick Upon the backs of

oisters, were for the most part of another kind, as the couter-fiſhes and the auris

marina, &c. and that when many oisters chance to cleave to the ſhell, he con

ceived them to be cast there from ſome other ſpawning oister.

A letter from Mr. LEEWENHOBCK to Mr. Hooxe, tranſlated by Mr. Asrox,

and dated at Delft 13 February, 1680, N. S. was read, acknowledging the receit

of the last letters and books ſent him, and expreſſing his deſire to be choſen a

member of the ſociety ; and mentioning, that he was buſy in making two obſerva

tions, which he promiſed to tranſmit to the ſociety.

Dr. GALE was called upon for the diploma directed at the meeting of January 29

to be ſent to Mr. LEEWENHOECK; and it was ordered, that the ſociety's ſeal ſhould

be affixed to it, and that a ſilver box ſhould be provided for it.

Mr. HOUOHTON preſented the ſociety with ſeveral prints of the line of the Nor

folk family, as alſo the copper plate itſelf, whereon it was ingraven, and a pane

of glaſs, on which the picture of the first duke of Norfolk was drawn; all which

Mr. HoucHTON had procured from his uncle, Mr. SrLVANUS MORGAN.

Mr. HOOKE read his account of the experiment, which had been made on the

Monday preceding, of melting ſilver and tin together e: -

*' Monday February 9, my" half an ounce of refined ſilver (the ſpecific

" gravity whereof, to water, was found to be as 9; to 1) was melted in a crucible

'* in a charcoal fire, in about halfa quarter of an hour; and then an equal weight

" of block-tin was thrown into it, which immediately melted like butter, but

" cooled the ſilver. Blowing the coals again, the whole maſs melted and incor

U porated, but there ſeemed a great deal of droſs at the top. Then we took out

the crucible, and ſuffered it to stand till it was almost cold : then turning up the

" crucible upon a ſheet of paper, a great deal of powder and ſcoria and ſome pieces

" of metal, which though it were ſo cold as not to burn the paper, yet was it ſo

U ſoft, as to temper and ſpread with the point of a knife like an amalgama of mer

" cury and tin : but breaking the crucible, we found a pretty quantity ot metal

U at the bottom. "We picked out as much as we could of the mettle, and to make

" it in a lump, we melted them in another crucible, which it preſently did, and

"- poured it into water: this lump of mettle we weighed, and found it to weigh in

** the air 17 3 grains, and in the water 157 grains; whence the ſpecific gravity

f Register, vol. 5, p. 217.

C a

'I
'

" thereof
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" thereof is roL-Z, ſomewhat more than lO-Jp So that by the mixture of an equal

" weight of tin, whoſe ſpeciſic gravity to water is but as 7 to 1, the ſilver is made

" above the tenth part heavier."

The metal being ſhewn to the ſociety, and by a blow of a hammer broken be

fore them, it was obſerved to be very heavy, cloſe, hard and brittle.

The experiments of gold and ſilver, and lead and "ſilver, were deſired to be made

on Monday following at two in the alternoon in the repoſitory.

Mr. HENSHAW read a paper of Dr. PAPIN, being propoſals of ſome experiments,

which-he could ſhew with ſpirit of wine mixed, both with freſh water, and ſalt

water, and then put into the exhausting engine, where ſometimes the mixture with

freſh-water would yield most bubbles, and ſometimes the mixture with ſalt-water.

The paper was as followsſ : . -

" Ardent ſpirits and particles of ſalt being two of the most active ſubstances in

** our bodies, I thought it would be good to try ſomething about them, in order

" to the diſcovery of the effects they can produce, when they are mixed in our

" veins and arteries. Therefore I took first common water in one bottle, and ſalt

" water in another bortle, and having put them both together in wem, I found,

" that common water would bubble more than ſalt-water. So it ſeemed, that

*' pouring equal parts of brandy into each bottle, there ſhould not follow ſo much

" ebullition in the bottle with ſalt, as in the bottle without ſalt. Nevertheleſs, when

" I came to try that, I found, contrary to my expectation, that the ebullition be

" gan ſooner, and was greater in the bottle with ſalt, than in the other; whichl

** thought to proceed from the mutual working of the particles of ſalt and ardent

*' ſpirits upon one another. And this might be the reaſon, why drunkards love ſalt

" meat, becauſe ſome particles of ſalt remaining in the organs of the taste, when they

" are wrought upon by the wine in drinking, they make a tickling motion, which

*' cauſeth the ſenſation of a pleaſing taste.

" Now becauſe acids and alcalis, after they have done working, are mortified

" and deprived of ſome qualities they had before, I would try, whether ſpirit of

" wine would be mortified too, by the particles of ſalt, and deprived of the quality it

" hath to boil in oamo, which hath been diſcovered many years ago by Mr. BOYLE.

" Therefore I poured two equal parts of brandy into two bottles, and I mixed with

** one twice as much ſalt-water, and with the other twice as much common water :

" theſe having been well stirred and kept ſeven hours together, I put them

** both in vacuo, at the ſame-time -, but l found, that then the working of the parti

* cles of the ſalt with the ardent ſpirits was stronger than when they are newly

' mingled ; the mixture with ſalt bubbling up a great deal ſooner than the other.

** Therefore I took out both the bottles, and having kept them ſeven or eight hours

U more, I put them again in 'varuo z and then I found at last, that the ſpirits were

*- much mortified by the ſalt; becauſe this' time the mixture without ſalt bubbled

U up much ſooner than the Other did.

f Register, vol. 5, p. 218.

a

n

_" From
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" From this I gueſs, that'ſalt and ardent ſpirits are antidotes against one another;

" and that ſalt meats may be good to thoſe, that drink ſuch liquors, as are apt to

** give many ardent ſpirits.

" The working of thoſe ſubstances may be hastened in our bodies, by reaſon of

" the heat: it might be hastened too, by uſing ſpirits of ſalt instead of flilt it

" ſelf: for I remember, that by an experiment made at Mr. Huvctus's, and print

5' ed in the year 1674, we found, that aquafortis doth preſently mortify ſpirit of

*' wine.

" By proſecuting ſuch experiments, I think ſeveral other ſubstances could be

" found to be antidotes against one another; but l ſubmit all to the judgment of

" the Royal Society."

Dr. GALB produced his draught of a diploma for Mr. Laeweunoecx.

The ſociety, it being late, would not stay to ſee the experiment, which was

ready ; but the minutes of the last meeting being read, adjourned.

February 19. The preſident in the chair.

The minutes oſ the rath instant were read, wherein mention being made of Mr.

HYDE's letter, it was deſired, that Dr. GALE would take this opportunity to write

to him on the ſubject thereof.

Upon mention of Mr. LEBWENHOECK'S diploma, it was ordered, that the arms

of the ſociety be ingraved on the ſilver box to be provided for the diploma.

The preſident deſiring to ſee the things preſented at the last meeting by Mr.

HOUGHTON, the prints were brought in and distributed one to each member; and

Mr. HUNT was ordered to paint upon the frame of the painting on glaſs the name

of the donor, Mr. MORGAN.

Mr. Hooxz read an account of ſome experiments made on the Monday precede

ing upon a mixture of ſilver and lead -, which account was ordered to be entered,

in the register-book 5, and was as follows:

" Monday February 16{%. We found by trial, that the ſpeciſic weight of ſilver

" was 93" and that the ſpecific weight of lead, examined by water, was iiz; and

" by melting half an ounce of ſilver and half an ounce of lead together, and weigh

" ing the mixture first in air, then in water, we found the weight of it in the air to

" be 439 TST, and the weight oſ the ſame in the water to be 39743: whence we

" deduced, that the ſpecific gravity thereof was toi'ſ : and by comparing it with

what it would have been, ſuppoſing an equal mixture without penetration, we

U ſound it ſhould have been toz, ſo that it was found ſomewhat lighter than

4' the medium of their two ſpecific gravities, which we ſuppoſed to be cauſed by

5 Vol. 5, p. 219. a_ e

45
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'* the wasting of ſome part oſ the lead into litharge. So that it ſeems in this com

" poſition the metals do not work upon and penetrate each other, as in ſome of

*' the other mixrures.

" Then with a hammer and anvil we beat this mixture very flat, to ſee iſ by the

strokes of the hammer they could be made to penetrate each other, or to lie in

a cloſer texture: but weighing the piece ſo hammered, first in air, and

** then in the water, we ſoundthe weight thereoſin both caſes the ſame with the

former weight. It was very malleable, and ſeemed of a middle nature, as to

hardneſs and malleableneſs, as it did alſo as to its colour between ſilver and

" lead.

(i

IC

I '

I'

" Aſter this we put the ſame lump into the ſame crucible, and ſuffered it to

stand in the fire melted, till all the lead was thrown out of the ſilver into a li
tharge, which remained melted at the top, and was converted into a glaſs, ſome-ſſ

what yellowiſh but tranſparent, and which was very brittle. But it was obſerv

able, that ſo long as there remained any lead with the ſilver, it kept the ſame in

fuſion, though the fire was not very strong: but ſo ſoon as it was all boiled

out into litharge, the ſilver grew hard, though the litharge remained melted in

to a glaſs; which we poured out into a cake.

'I

'I

(6

(i

'6

't

'6

" Examining the comparative weight of this glaſs oſ litharge to water, we'

ſound the ſpeciſic gravity thereof to be 6,_®,-, that is near 6f7. So that lead

reduced into glaſs hath acquired a texture twice as much rareſied, as it was

" whilst a metal.

GC

I'

" Examining the ſpeciſic gravity of a lump oſ glaſs between white and green,

we ſound it to be to water as 2£ + T'T: ſo that this glaſs of lead is almost three

times as heavy as common glaſs."

'G

'6

The experiments to be tried on the Monday following at three in the aſternoon

were appointed, viz. 1. With ſilver and gold. 2. With ſilver and copper -, and

3. with braſs and lead.

Mr. PACKER gave an account oſ the way of converting lead into litharge, by

ſkimming the melted lead with a ikimmer. t

The glaſs, which had been made out the lead boiled out oſ the ſilver, was ſhewn,

and the weight of it given, compared both to lead, common glaſs, water, &e.

Mr. HENSHAW gave an account of the way of making putty oſ tin and lead

calcined.

Two books brought by Mr. AUBREY from Mr. WILLIAMS were preſented to

the Society. They were ſent by JOHN BRUMSTE'N, M. D. ſecond phyſician to

their highncſſes the prince and princeſs oſ Orange, and had been ſent him by Mr.

J. SWAMMERDAM for this purpoſe, as appeared by a note incloſed. D P

r. APIN
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Dr. PAPIN ſhewed an experiment with the exhausting engine, the account

whereof he delivered to the preſident, which was ordered to be registered h.

Dr. CROUNE related that the fetid ſle-gm remaining after the ſpirit of Canary had

been extracted by distillain'i, could not be ſWCGlYCKleil by any method ſo welllas by

pouring on it ſreſh Canary, which did it immediately.

Dr-ch ſhewed a pair of microſcopes conveniently contrived to ſcrew together,

which, he affirmed, would do as well as anylarger microicope.

Dr. GALE was deſired, that he would in his letter to Monſ. JUSTEL request to

be informed, as much as might be, of what was known concerning the effects of .
the poiſon ſo much ſpoken of in France. ſi

Mr. HILL gave ſome accounts of the ppiſoning, that was ſo much practiſed in

Rome and ltaly in the year 1656. '

Mr. HENSHAW added, that the report ofthat Italian poiſon was, that it was not

diſcernible by ſmell or taste, when it was mixt either with meat or drink : That it

was ſaid to be ſome preparation of lettice : That the ſymptoms of it were, that the

perſon ſoon after taking it grew drowſy: That after ſleeping he awaked with a

ſhivering like an ague, with a great dejection of ſpirits: That il he were let blood, he

died preſently : If he took cordials, he fell into a high burning fever, that carried

him off in two or three days : And that the antidote against this poiſon was Vinegar

or juice of lemon.

Dr. Cnouua mentioned, that the grand duke of Tuſcany being ſent to by the

king, to know what that poiſon was, which was reputed ſo very mortal, returned

a bottle of the fetid oil oftobacco, and ſaid, that he knew no poiſon greater than

that.

Mr. Psnxrus gave ſome account of ſome obſervations, which he had marle about

the variation of the magnetical needle 5 of which a more full account was expected

at the next meeting.

Februaiy 23, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

The Preſident,

Sir WILLIAM PRTTY Dr. HOLDER

Mr. HENSHAW Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL Dr. GALE

Mr. HILL Mr. HOOKE.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer do pay to Dr. Pope for the uſe of his lodgings

ſo much rent, as ſhould be found due ſince the last payment to the time, when they

were delivered back to him : And,
h It is not entered in the regiſler. ct

That
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That Mr. HUNT prepare a ſilver box for the diploma to be ſent to Mr. Lnew -

nunozcx.

Dr. GALn was deſired to get a table fairly written with the inſcription now pro

duced by him, acknowledging the noble bounty of the duke of Norfolk in bestow

ing the Norfolcian library on the Society, the ſaid table to be hung up in the gallery,

where the ſaid library is placed. '

It was moved, that the duke of Norfolk ſhould be ſolicited to bestow his picture

tobe preſerved in the library.

Mr, COLWALLwasat the ſame'time deſired to bestow his picture upon the Society,

to be kept constantly in the repoſitory 3 which he, though with much modest re

luctancy, promiſed to do. '

It was ordered, that there ſhall be proviſion made for all the manuſcripts of the

Norfolcian library. .

Dr. Gaaw read a propoſal of his about procuring ſubſcriptions for encourage

ment of his undertaking to print a catalogue of the natural and artificial curioſi

ties of the Society -, and he was encouraged to bring in his propoſals on the 'Ihurſ

day following for ſubſcriptions.

The matter of the new diurnal to be printed in half a ſheet of paper was debated:

And it was reſolved to meet upon this matter on the Saturday following, February

28, at ten in the morning.

Mr.BAT1:s's bill for the partition in the gallery was past.

Frebruary 26, at a meeting of the SOCIBTY, the preſident in the chair.

Mr. FIRMIN was admitted fellow.

Mr. Hooxa preſented from Mr. BOYLE his Sreptical Cbemz'st, lately reprinted

by him with many additions 3 which treatiſe the committee for experiments were

deſired to peruſe, and to give an account of to the Society, and to ſee what expe

riments contained therein were proper to be ſhewn at the meetings of the Society.

The committee of experiments were Mr. HrLL, Mr. COLWALL, Mr. Hau
SHAW, Mr. EVELYN, Mr. As'rorr, Dr. GALE, Dr. CROUNE, Dr. ctBROWN, Mr.

Hooxz, and Mr. PERKINS. They were deſired by Mr. Hooxr to meet upon the

Monday following in the afternoon, when he deſigned to try ſome experiments of

weighing.

The preſident preſented from Dr. BECKERUS a book of his lately publiſhed, and

'dedicated to the Society, intitled, 717. Bec/eeri de now? tezzrparir dimctiendi ratione

is' accurate? horologiorum constructione, theoriti, (5 experientiti, ad Societatem Reginm An

g/im'mm in Collegio Greſhame'zfl Londz'm'. 1 Mr.
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Mr. FLAMSTBAD gave an account, that he had peruſed the book, and conceived,

that there was very little in it, that was ſignificant for the deſign, which it was

intended for; that the alteration by rarefaction and condenſation would do more

harm than good : And that he thought, that if the author had applied the barome

ter, it would have been more ſignificant. *

Mr. Hooxe mentioned, that one part of the deſign, viz. the taking off all

inequality of force from the pendulum, had been long ſince completed and ſhewn

by himſelf before the Society, when they met at Arundel-houſe, as would appear

from their registers : That this author had only aſſerted, that there was ſuch a way,

but had not ſhewn what his way was : and that ſome other of the ways, which he

had there propoſed, appeared to be much inferior to thoſe already practiſed.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD was deſired to bring in an account of his obſervations about a

strange tide, that had lately happened; which he promiſed to do.

He gave an account in writing of an obſervation, which he had made with the

Society's needle at the obſervatory at Greenwich, viz. that it varied about '4. or 4;

degrees at most to the west. _ s

Mr. Hooxa gave an account of the trials made upon the Monday preceding;

as likewiſe of the method, which he had made uſe ofto adjust the weights for ſuc

ceeding CXperiments by dividing extended wires, &o. into grains, half grains,

quarters, and eighths : And he mentioned, that he would by thoſe examine the

weight of gold, ſilver, copper, tin, lead, &c. and on the Monday following

make the trials. . -

Hereupon ſeveral diſcourſes were occaſioned about the nature and temperature of

ſimple and mixt metals; and particularly of the metal, of which the holes, through

which wire is drawn, are made; which, Mr. Hooxa ſaid, he had been informed,

was made by one man only, and not known to any other perſon.

It was deſired, that one of thoſe plates with holes ſhould be procured against the

next meeting. . .

Mr,-H£NSHAW mentioned, that the way of hardening and tempering tools for

cutting porphyry was by quenching' them in the distilled water of branca urſina.

Mr. HAAK produced an extract of a letter from a learned gentleman at Nurem

burg, dated 24 January loſſ, containing an account of a strange obſervation,

made on a dead corps, which appeared covered with red hair. He was deſired to

inquire farther concerning it; and the extract was ordered to be registered, 1 as

follows:

" We have nothing curious here now worth imparting, Unleſs you will permit

U a late accident in this town to ſupply_the defect -, . viz. That there being an occa

1 Register, Vol. v,.ſi p. 224.

* U fion
VOL. IV.
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U ſion to enlarge a burial-vault in one of ourchurch-yards, the werkmenlighted

U upon a corps buried there twenty and odd years ago; whiCh, the coffin being

U opened, did appear to be all over from top to toe (or from the head to the

U ſoles of the feet) thick overgrown with hair, of a red colour, and to the touch,

U'at first ſoft and ſmooth, but after it was a little while expoſed to the air, much

U harder and rougher than bristles."

Upon mentioning the obſervation, that the hair was first very ſoft, and after

wards hardened in the air, Mr. HOOKE remarked, that the of ſilk

worms, ſpiders, caterpillars, &e. which in the body were ſoft, ſo ſoon as they

were drawn into the air, hardened into a thread.

Dr. TYSON upon this occaſion mentioned a strange obſervation of his, of hair

found in the ovarium of a woman, who lately died; which hair he alſo ſhewed.

He remarked alſo, that he had found ſomething like it in the ovary of a bitch. He

was deſired to bring in an account thereof in writing.

Mr. Prartms read an account of ſome obſervations, which he had made on the

variation of the magnetical needle, which he ſaid varied in ſeveral inclinations, inſo

much that he could make it stand due east and west. This account was ordered

to be registered, k as follows: -

. U The ſouth end of the horizontal needle or compaſs being made to dip (in this

U northern hemiſphere) will cauſe the needle to vary, and that more or leſs accord

U ing to the dipping; ſo that when made to incline about as much as is the com

U plement of the natural inclination of the place, it will stand east and west ; and

U if dipt a certain number of degrees more, the ſouth end will wholly turn and

U stand north, and the north end ſouth. - ' 1' -

U The variation is either natural or accidental : the natural ls constantly regular

U and uniform.

U The accidental is either from the guns and iron work of the ſhip, according as

U it lies nearer or further off, higher or lower, in greater or leſi'er quantities; and

U that either cast or hammered, clean or rusty and foul, &c. and according to the

U tack or ſet of the ſhip: So that the compaſs upon one tack may have four degrees

U variation, on another 30, &e. according as the north or ſouth end comes to be

U inclined towards ſuch and ſuch a maſs of iron, and that lying aloft or below, &e.

U Alſo according to the warping of the card or needle, and ſtrength of the virtue

U now on the wire, or that was given by the touch at first, and truth of its

U horizontal ſet: alſo ſomewhat acuity or bluntneſs of the pin that bears the

U card, &e. ' -

U To which may be added the faults in obſervation and computation, as the not

U regarding of reiractton, and the true centre of the ſun or star, and erroneouſneſs

U of the tables of declination.

k Register, Vol. v. p. 221..

1 f* The
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" The natural variation is from the natural inclination or dipping, and the acci

" dental variation from the accidental dipping.

** Hence, the natural inclination being greater and greater, as nearer and nearer

" the pole, the leſs deViation from horizontality cauſeth a great variation : So that

" when as 2 or 3 degrees dipping under or near the equinoctial may cauſe but r

" degree variation ; as much dipping in 50 degrees latitude may cauſe 5 or 6 de

" grees variation." '

Mr. PERKINS ſhewed alſo an experiment with a dipping needle, whereby he

endeavoured to prove his theory, viz. by making the dipping needle incline in a

line in a north and ſouth poſition.

Mr. HOOKB objected, that though a dipping needle would vary from the meri

dian, according to various inclinations in ſeveral azymuths, as he had long

ſince found, and reduced to a theory; yet he conceived, that the leading' or

poiſing a horizontal needle to ſuch an inclination would not have the ſame effect z

and therefore he doubted, whether that would ſucceed. But Mr. PERKINs and

Mr. FLAMSTEAD both affirmed, that the variation would be much the ſame.- Mr.

PERKINS deſired to be informed of as many variations of the magnet, as could be

procured, that he might make a theory of the variation. He ſaid, that he had

found by obſervation, that there were ſix meridians, in which the needle did not

vary, three in the north, and three in the ſouth ; and that one of theſe went now

through St. Helena. '

Dr. HOLDBR acquainted the Society, that the preſent governor of Newfoſſund- '

land was well known to him; and that if the Society had any commands 01' in

quiriesfor that country, he would recommend them to that governor's care. -

Mr. Hooxr. produced a large diſcourſe about infects, being a tranſlation of the a

princi al things contained in Dr. SWAMMERDAMS book. But it being no'w eight

o'cloc at night, the Society roſe.

1 1

Febrtmry 28, at a meeting of the Covxcn. were preſent

The Preſident,

Sir CHRrSTOPHER WREN Mr. COLWALL

Sir WILLIAM PETTY Dr. GALE

Dr. Homer. Mr. Hooxz.

Mr. HlLL

The heads of the Philoſophical Gazette were diſcourſed of, and ſome of them

ſet dOWn.

Mr. Hooxz was deſired to make a trial of one.

March 4., at a meeting of the SOCIETY, the preſident in the chair. -

D 2 The
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The preſident read the rules (now fairly ingroſſcd in a ſheet of pasteboard) which.

were ordered by the council for the method of proceeding at every meeting of the

Society for the future -, and which were ordered to lie always upon the table at the

ſaid meetings; and the perſon in the c'nair was deſired to ſee, that they be ob

ſerved. ,

The ſaid rules were alſo to be produced at the next meeting of the committee of

experiments -, at which meeting the ſaid committee were deſired to conſider, what

authors, who had written of matters pertinent to the buſineſs of the Society, ſhall

be first conſidered, and of the perſons proper and at leiſure for peruſing the ſaid au

thors, and making extracts of them; and to recommend the ſaid authors to the

perſons ſo fixed upon. '

The time of the meeting of this committee was appointed to be the Tueſday

following in the alternoon in the repoſitory ; and Mr. HUNT was ordcrcd to give

notice to ſuch of them, as were not then preſent. -

The minutes of February 26 were read ; whereupon the matter of Dr. BECK

ta's book was diſcourſed of ; and becauſe it was thought, that all that Mr. FLAM

STEAD had ſaid concerning that book was not entered in the journal, he was des

ſired to bring in his account of it in writing at the next meeting.

Mr. PERKlNS ſuppoſed, that the drineſs and moisture of the air was a greater

cauſe of the variation of the pendulum clocks than the heat and cold. _

Mr. HENSHAW was of opinion, that the heat and cold might alter them conſi

derably, ſince the air itſelf in cold countries ſeems to freeze and cover. all things

with a frost.

Mr. Pakxms ſuppoſed, that the standing of the Dutchman's clock in Nova

Zembla might proceed from the foulneſs or rust thereof.

Mr. COLWALL gave an account, that Mr. HYDE was well pleaſed, that the

Society had the peruſal of his letter ; offering to affist them by communicating any

thing, that he ſhould meet with proper for their deſign.

Mr. Houcnrou produced a plate for drawing of wire, not yet drilled *,> as alſo a

broken piece of another wite-drawing plate, which had been uſed -,. and a piece of

mixed metal of the colour of gold, which would not cost above 5 s. a pound ;_

which, it was deſired, might be examined by weighing to find the ſpecific gravity

on the Tueſday following, and then returned to Mr. HoucHTON.

He gave likewiſe an accountoſ the weighing of two bullets, the one of lead,.the,

other of tin, cast in the ſame mould, and of the difference of their gravity in air

and water; and produced the bullets to the Society. He farther gave an account

from a ſilverſmith of his obſervations on the Wire-drawing plate, which was to.

this effect; that this metal breaks whiter than steel r. That it is believed, thatthere

13-.
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is ſome ſilver in it, and no iron ;, perhaps ſome steel : That it is made at Lyons in

France, and no where elſe: That it is prohibited upon the ſeverest penalties to

" * * * 'z That being heated quite red hot makes no variation in its temper:

That there is no way to ſoften it-but by working: and that prince Rupert had tried

to make it, but without ſucceſs. Mr.H0U0HT0N was deſired to inform himſelf

farther concerning it, and' to bring in a large account thereof in writing. Mr..

PERKINS deſired to beinformed how 'it rusted_ _,, '

Mr. HOOKE gave an account of the ſame metal; that it could be both hardened

and ſoftened by heating and quenching :. That it was ſuppoſed to be ſome prepa

ration of steel : That the great uſe of it was for drawing gold, ſilver, and copper

wire, &e. That steel Wire could be drawn thrOUgh plates made in England of

steel not hardened; but that theſe plates were apt to fret the wite of ſofter metal :

That he would make ſome tri-al of this, metal,v by which he hoped he might give

ſome more certain account what the metal was -,. which he was deſired to do.

Hereupon ſome diſcourſe was occaſionedlabout finding out ſome cheap metal,

that might be hard and tough, and not rust ; which would be'of good uſe as well

for ſheathing ſhips, as for Other occaſions.

Mr. Hintſ-related, that a ſhip was ſent to Muſcovy about r 30 years before,

which was ſheathed with lead -, but from the rusting of the nails it was left off :*

And that the inconvenience ot the rusting of' the copper nails was the cauſe of the

preſent diſuſe of it in the navy.

The preſident remarked, that it was ver deſirable, that the journals of all
' voyages made by ſea ſhould be procured by t e ſiSoſſciety to be peruſed, and what

was conſiderable extracted for uſe, as from the East-India Company, Trinity

houſe, &e. '

Mr. Hooxz inquired, whether any perſon preſent could give any information

concerning a certain Engliſh earth very effectual for ſcduring copper, braſs, &e.

but none having before heard ot it, the members were deſired to inform themſelves

farther concerning it : And Mr. HOUGHTON promiſed to quer of ſome, who,

he thought, could inform him. A v

It was moved by the preſident, that Mr. Pr'r'r ſhould be deſired to attend the

next meeting about giving ſecurity. _

The trial. on the Tueſday following, promiſed by Mr, Hooxe, was of copper

and ſilver.

The preſident took with him the diploma for Mr. LEEWENHOBCK, and preſente ct;

the Society with a ſcrew-preſs for ſealing ſuch diploma's. -

Upon the objections made by Mr. Hooxa to the inferences made at the last

meeting by Mr. Panxms from his experiments ſhewed with a dipping needle Vdim

1. riou y_,
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riouſly inclined in the north and ſouth 'azymuths, that the compaſs needle would

alſo vary, if the ſouth end 'thereof were made to dip; Mr. PERKXNS explained

what he meant by the north end of the dipping needles pointing ſouthwards beyond

the eqUator.m_' = - "' '5 ' - - '

Mr. Hooxa' alſo explained thoſe ex crimehts, and ſhewed, that' there was no

thing in them, which varied from me'fknokivn magnetical rules; and ſhewed the

reaſon of. the directing of the dipping needle towards other places than it would na
turally do',' if it were not limitedlla'nd restrainedz'and that in'this restraint it did, as

near as it could,*v'place itſelf in its most natural posture : That this had no manner of

influence upon the COmmon compaſs needle, whether it hung horizontal, or whe'e

ther the ſouth 'or north end dipped below it. And becauſe there were ſome miſun

derstandings about the names of the north and ſouth ends of the needle, Mr;

Hooxa explained what he meant' by pointing£northWards and ſouthwards, viz.

towards any point ofan "hemiſphere, ofthe north or ſouth'ſlde of the east and west

azymuth ; which he made more intelligible by a draught, whereby he ſhewed alſo

the manner of the dipping of the needle below the hoiizon. '

. _ I ,

Mr. PERKINS brought in the magnetical needle made by the direction of the So

ciety, and at their charge z and the latter part of the inſcription ingraven on it by

Mr. WYNNE was ordered to'be'taken'out, 'ſihce that needle was only made for the

uſe of the ſociety, where-ever'they-pleaſed, 'and to' be kept always in the repoa

litory. ' . * '-'- - -' -

Dr. GALB moved, that the Society's instruments at the obſervatory at Green;

wich might be brought back to their repoſitory, -- ' .' ' -- _
' ' ſ ' A _ A i l _ _ ; r .

Mr. JONAS Moonr was propoſed candidate =by-Mr. Hooxe.

 Rarities procured by Mr. Hooxa from WHISTLER, Fſq; and preſented

to the Society for their repoſitory, and delivered this day to Mr. HUNT.

The ſkin of an orbis-ritunatus. l-'

The ſnout of a pristis or ſaw-fiſh.

The core of a gazell's horn.

A large turtle's head.

A very large Molucca crab.

Two tropic birds.

The head of a ſeal or ſea-calf.

The pizzle of a ſea-horſe.

The fin of a ſhark.

10. A ſhark'sjaw.

1 r. The tail of a dolphin.

12. A dried gurnet.

r 3. Several pieces of coarſe white coral or petrified ſubstances.

14. A ſea-fan. < -

15. A decayed bird of Paradiſe.

PPOVSNP'EMPPÞ

1 6. Some
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16. Some'ſhells. ſi '7 ' 5 - " - -

17. An helmet-stone.

18. A West-Indian feather-cap, _ r _ v
ſſ 19. ſſAn East-Indian'ſhield madelof-lear'iesr' -'--1 T '

20. An East-Indian ſanſ i ſi- 7 ' " -v ' i

ar. A pair of China stiliards in a caſe.

On this day, there was read and entered into the register' the following ac

count of an ex eriment of the weight of gold and ſilver melted together, by Mr.

HOOKE: will ')lr®ſ' in' . ** ſz, - ,;_*,._ up) . v X

n r. -\ --, >t if' ct"' '11

_" Monday March r, 16}%. The weights having been before, with very great

'3 care and curioſity, adjusted, ſo as to be all in atrue proportion to one another,

** and every thing being well adjusted andfitted for-the trials; We examined the

" weight of the gold (which was of the best refined'water-gold) and found the

" ſame in the air t0_ be counterpoiſed by - leg; grains.
" In thewate'r 'twas counterpoiſed by ſſ--ſi

-L- _- 103-1- grains.

" The ſpeciſic gravity as to water was as 19 to r.
.ri)q"'-* - '-'

 

" We examined the weight alſo of refined ſilver by the ſame weights, and ſound
" it in air to be \ X '* * ' '4 "* he ſi I '* 1092.

u And (- 2.' . _ ſ." ') -_ i ,c4',Whencctev theſp'eciſic gravityy'toiivvater 'is Tasz'Io-FF'Qto -- A -r "

: . i '_ 1 U." , ., . ',"l !-_ --.: .,' -- _ 5. '

 

a" 4

" Then; we ſimelted i'themltoget'her and let them cool, and' weighing the

 
" maſs in air, we found, it _ . 2151'- grains.

** And in 'water __- -- -- -- -- --' 199% grains.

" whence the ſpeciſic gravity tc'rwater wasv as-13;',{- to I. But the medium of the

" ſpecific gravities o the gold and the ſilver was to water as '42r to 1. Therefore
" the mittiire Was li 'hte'r'thanſilt'oughtto have been, according to the ſuppoſition

" ' of Ancr-mvianas by 73, that is ſomewhat more than a twelfth part. *

" Then with a chiſibl we cut thelu'mp in two, and-'found the middle part of it

'4 look pretty yellow like gold, as if the gold had not been all perfectly mixt

' with' the ſilver," though the ſilver in'COmpaſſed it. ' 'We melted it therefore again

" in the ſame 'crucible',* and whentool, weighed it 'and found its Weight'in-the
" air 215; grains, and in the water 199; grains; whence iſit's ſpecific gravjty 'was

* much thekſame as before, viz. r3%% to 1.

p.

" Then vwe cut tlielump in ſunder witha 'chiffel as before, and found), that the

" mixture was perfect, and the colour of the gold wholly lost;" -- 1

..)AThere was likewiſe entered thefollowing 'papers ill -% > '

" December 19, 1676, ,hor,_8 hours, 9 min. lo ſee. in the morning, the ſun's fol

" lowing limb was in theſame azimuth with 'Eltham steepler " _
- fvbr.5ſi.-p'."zzzſi." *-* 31 Voſ15.'ctp."2ſiz'g.f *

U His

17'
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" His true azimuth from the meridian at this time by calculation found 51 deg.

** 15 min. East = to the angle EOM. _

" The angle ſubtended betwixt Eltham steeple and the windmill at Bromley at

" the obſervatory on Saturday last 48 deg. 15 min. 3; = EOB.

** Therefore the azimuth of Bromley B from 'the lmerzidiam Eastward

U BOM 3 deg. o min. '

' " But the azimuth of Bromley windmill from the magnetical meridian taken

4' yeſterday was one degree, or at most p; to the Westward BOM .

" Therefore the variation MOm 4 deg'. oo min. or at most 4; degrees WCstCſlY:

" in the North, to the East, in the South point of the compaſiizs, by the equili

* brated needle, one foot long. , _ z) . _ ,l __

".. February 25,_l1 16-372, in 'theobſervatory at Greenwichf'

a.

jl-[arc/a I 1, the preſident in the chair. *

The minutes of March ,4th, were read, which gave occaſion to diſcourſe farther,
concerning uſeful mixtures of metals,__and.patticularly of ſuch, as would ctnot ſuffer

rust from the air or ſalt water: and 'it (was propounded to be tried, whether iron,.

copper, or braſs nails being dipped in tin or lead, and well covered therewith,

would not ſecure them from being rusted, and eaten by the ſea-water -, which would
be of great uſe for ſheathing of ſhips -, ſince the nails now made uſeſi of were obſerv

ed to be much conſumed by the ſalt-water, and ſo to occaſion the leaving off or not

uſing of the new way of ſheathing ſhips with melted or rolled lead.

Hereupon it was queried, whether experiments of this kind could be well made

here, in' England, ſince the ſea-water in hotter countries might be more powerful

for that effect than here: but it was ſuppoſed, that a strong brine kept warm

might be made more powerful here than the ſea-water in hotter countries.

The preſident mentioned again the uſefulneſs of collecting allJthe journals of

voyages, that had been made, and had not yet been publiſhed; and urged, that

ſome care might be taken to make ſuch a collection. v. * ' , . ' . A 1: -

Mr. HILL moved, that a catalogue might be made of all the relations, that

have been hitherto printed, and particularly of ſuch, as have appearedſince Pun

CHAS publiſhed his collection. t r ,

The preſident deſired Mr Peaxms to make that collection, which he undertook
to do. i ct

Mr. Hooxr. gave an account, that upon his farther inquiring concerning the

material uſed for ſcouring and poliſhing metals, as braſs, copper, &o. he had been

informed
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informed, that it was called rotten stone; and that it was brought out of Lanca

ſhire, Derby ſhire or Cheſ'nire, or that way; but the particular place he could not

yet be informed of. Some of it was produced, and ſeemed to be a light hard and

gritty earth.

The account of the experiments tried on the Tueſday preceding was brought in

by Mr. HOOKE and read, being examinations of the weight oſ amixture ofſilvcr

and copper, as allo of a crown-piece; which account was ordered to be registered 3,

as follows :

" A/Iarcb 10, 16£>3-. The weight oſ refined ſilver was examined, first in the air,

' - in air -- 136 _
" and then in water- and lt was ſound . _ r 1 nc, lſl water 122; g ans, th e the

Then an equal weight of copper was ex

, whence its ſpecific gravity to water as

'5 gravity to water, as leg, to one.

. in air -- I '6
" ammed and ſound . 3 .

m water 1 18ſ

Then they were put together and melted in a crucible, and being

. . . . ' in air - 268 *
U weighed again when mixed, the maſs weighed 7? , whence

- in water 2387-5

d- S I

" the weight to water as 8Tff to one. But ſuppoſing a perſect mixture without

'* penetration, it ſhould have been 9 and ſomewhat more than a third. We ham

" mered it, and found it very hard and tough, and cutting of it with a chiſſel, we

" perceived, that the mixture was not ſo perfectly made, but that ſome parts were

" more brown than the others: therefore we melted it again and ſound its weight

which

" 7;_; to one.

5, in air - 264.; . . . I 0
. whe ce tts ſ)CClfi Vt a e _ 7Jm water 23637 , n t cgra ty to wtrwas as 9H-T,

" is ſomewhat heavier than it ought to be without penetration.

" We tried alſo a crown-piece, and ſound its weight in air 47rg, in water 425-_{_,

" whence its weight to water was as IOTYFT. So that it ſeemed to have ſome lead

" or tin mixed with it rather than copper; it being heavier than refined ſilver,

whereas copper makes it lighter."
'I '

Upon the mention of the ſpecific gravity of a crown-piece, Mr. COLLlNS affirmed,

that there was no mixture of tin or lead in the ſilver minted in the tower; but that

the standard ſilver was a mixture of 222 parts offine ſilver and 18 of copper; that

is, 37 ſilver and 3 copper, or almost a twelfth part of copper.

Mr. Povev moved, that Mr. SLINGESBY, the master oſ the mint, might be

deſired to inform the Society more particularly of this matter: and it was deſired,

that Mr. POVEY would ſpeak to him for that purpoſe; and that Mr. HOARE,

comptroller oſ the mint, might alſo be ſpoken to on the ſame account. '

The experiments for the Tueſday following propounded by Mr. HOOKE were

appointed to be on the mixrures of iron and tin, and iron and lead.

£ Vol. 5, p. 224.

Von. IV. . E Mr.v
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Mr. HOOKE gave an account, that he had lately written to Mr. WlLLIAM

BALLE, to inquire concerning the preſent variation of the needle in Devonſhire:

and he was deſired, when he wrote next to Mr. BALLE, to request an account of

what experiments of that kind he had formerly made.

Dr. GALE ſhewed an inſcription for the library to be printed in letters of gold

upon a blue ground 3 which was approved of and ordered to be done.

Dr. Trsou read his account of the anatomical obſervations made by him con

cerning hair, &c. found in the ovary of a woman ; and he preſented the ſubstancees

in a box, which were delivered to Mr. HUNT for the repoſitory ; and the account

was ordered to be registered o.

lt was deſired, that Mr. Lr. aweunorcx's long letter, tranſlated by Mr. Hooxa,

might be read at the next meeting.

JONAS Moone lEſq; was elected.

jl-Iarr/y 18, the preſident in the chair.

Mr. MOXON preſented his fourteen Mechanical exerciſex, bound in a volume; and

was encouraged to proceed in his undertaking.

Captain Wooo P was propoſed candidate by Mr. MOXON.

Mr. BRIDGEMAN was admitted a fellow.

Mr. Painems being called upon for an account of what he had been able to do

about the collection of voyages, anſwered, that upon inquiry he found, that the

greatest number of journals of voyages were in the navy-office; and very few, or

none, either in the East-India ortrinity-houſe. He alſo delivered in a paper con

taining the titles of ſome voyages, which had been printed, but were ſcarce. He

was deſired to proceed with his inquiry, and to bring in an account of his progreſs

from time to time; which he promiſed to do.

Sir ROBERT Rannmc moved, that Mr. BLATHWAYTE might be conſulted

with concerning this affair, to ſee, what aſiistance he could give in this matter of

voyages.

Mr. PLRKlNS ſhewed ſome nails cast by a founder in New-street in Shoe-lane

pnrpoſely for the ſheathing of ſhips. They were ſuppoſed to be a mixture of braſs

and lead. Some trials were ordered to be made with iron nails covered with lead

and tin, to ſee whether that would preſerve them from that inconvenienCe.

Mr. BRIDOEMAN ſuppoſed, that the journals of the East-India company of

Holland might be procured, if care were taken to inquire after them.

The

* It does not appear in the regifler.

I in, the printed. cataiogue he is called Joux Woon, Eſq;
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The preſident moved, that Sir JOHN NARBOROUGH and captain Woon might

be ſpoken to for procuring of their voyages; the one to the straits of Magellan,

and the other to the North East.

Mr. HiLL related, that in an old map of the straits of MAGELLAN made in the

time of queen EHZABETH, the paſſage to the Southward of the straits was de<

ſcribed long before LE MAlRE was ſaid to have found it. It was deſired, that this

map ſhould be farther inquired after, to ſee whether they were the ſame straits,

and who made that map, and the first diſcovery of thoſe straits.

Mr. Hooxa mentioned the deſcription of the South Sea coasts made for the

king of Spain; and preſented to his majesty, in the poſſeſſion of the earl of'

Bristol '1 at the time of his death, as he had been informed; but not heard of ſince

that time.

Mr. Moxou ſaid, that he had had it in his custody for ſome time, but had re

turned it to the earl of Bristol; that captain Woou might likewiſe have had it in

his custody for ſome time, and might probably now be able to give ſome account

of it. Mr. Moxon therefore undertook to make ſome farther inquiry after it.

A letter in latin from JOHN CHRISTOPHER STURMIUS to Mr. Hooxe, dared at

Altorf 10 February, 1680', was read, containing an account of the variation of

the needle lately obſerved there by himſelf and ſome other curious men; as alſo con

cerning the new phoſphorus or ſhining pills, &e. Dr. GALr-z was deſired to re

turn to him the thanks of the Society, and to deſire him to ſend ſome of thoſe _

pills, &e.

A letter from Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. HOOKE, dared at Paris 9 March, 1680,

N. Sſ was likewiſe read, giving an account of the diſſection of fiſhes by mouſ.

DU VERNEY, and of his curioſity in having them exactly drawn by monſ. DE LA

HlRE : as alſo an account of the poiſoners at Paris, and ofa new invention in Ger

many of printing without a preſs; and of a German, who had travelled over land

to China. Dr. GALE was deſired to return an anſwer to monſ. JUSTEL, and to
encourage him continue his correſpondence. ſſ

Dr. GALE read an account of the numbing eel given to him by Mr..FLAM

STEAD : which account was ordered to be registered *. lt was as follows :

** Since I promiſed you an account of what I heard from Mr. Bateman, who was

U for more than twenty years an inhabitant and planter in Surinam in the Weſt

" lndies, concerning the numb-eel of the place, that it might be the more perfect,

" I have taken occaſion to inquire of his acquaintance, the best merchants in this

" place, what report he had made them of it, and find them all agree in the

A GEORGE Drcnr, Earl ofBristol. No. 2. p. 8.

' Letter book, vol. 8. p. 98. An extract of it is ſ lbid. vol. 8. p. 105.

printed in Mr. Hoorte's Philoſoph. C'ollections, ' lbid. vol. 8. p. 91.

' E 2 ' " fol
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following particulars, most of which Iheard him tell his majesty and ſeve

ral of the nobility before he went hence for Guinca, where the last ſhips thence

tell us he is dead.

" That as ſoon as the ſiſh ſeizes the bait, the party holding the line finds his

hand struck with a numbneſs, which ſuddenly pierces to his ſhoulder, and ex

cept he quit his hold immediately, thence to his heart, ſo that he falls down dead.

That ſome uneXperienccd or forgetful perlons have by this means lost their

lives. But if as ſoon as they perceive it, they quit their hold, they recover again

in a few hours.

" That himſelf had been struck with one in 60 fathom water, and when he had

ſo much line out of the boat; but being forewarned of it, and quitting his line,

he received no great hurt by it.

" vThat whatever it be, that cauſes this numbneſs, 'tis of that active ſubtil na

ture, that when ſome perſons being struck with it have fallen, their friends, who

hasted to raiſe them, have for their officiouſneſs been rewarded with a ſenſe

of the ſame, though they have touched no part of the line, but only the body

affected.

V Enquiring concerning the eel itſelf, they tell me he informed them it was

about three or four feet long and of proportionable thickneſs, not unlike our

eels here: that it hath this benumming faculty only whilst alive. That when dead,

it may be handled and eat too without any inconvenience. That it is very good

food and Commonly eaten, both by the lndians and planters, from the former of

which the latter have learnt the following way of taking both it and other fiſh.

" The ſhore hath many creeks: in theſe, where they open into the ſea, with

poles and sticks they make wears, ſuch as are ſometimes ſeen made in other ri

vers, to keep the fiſh from getting out ofthe creek into the ſea. Then going to

the upper end of the creek in their boats or canoes, they make a faggot of a cer

tain ſort of wood they call poiſon-wood, and tying it up with a with-tow to the

ware, this wood is of that nature, that though it be not noxious to any other crea

ture that he knew of, yet it operates ſo on the fiſh, that all ſoon after riſe as it were

intoxicated, and float on the top of the water, ſo that they can eaſily take up

what they pleaſe: but the numb-eel is not to be touched, though ſhe float amongſt

the rest. Here therefore the lndian companion or ſervant ſhoots with an arrow,

and when ſhe is dead, they hand her up without hurt, and feed as boldly on her

as on any of the other fiſh. He added, that the intoxicated fiſh ſink themſelves

again; and that they do not esteem what they take thus intoxicated any leſs than

if it were taken by any other artifice. -

" This is all I can learn or remember at preſmt; but I have ſome hopes ofa far

ther account from an inquiſitive perſon, who copied ſeveral things from his mouth,

and got ſomething under his hand concerning that country and its rarities; but

not much, by reaſon that he was no ſcholar, and as l understand wrote but ill,

&e. Greenwich, Wedneſday, March-to, 16]9 " 'I here
ſo'
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There were likewiſe produced ſome letters of Dr. BEAL, which with the tranſla

tion of Dr. SWAMMERDAM'S deſcription ofthe inſect hemerobius, and the long letter

or Mr. LEBWENHOBCK, were reſerved to the next meeting.

The trials on the Tueſday following were appointed to be made on iron, lead,

braſs, &c.

On this day, though there is no entry of it in the journal, there was given in

by Mr. HOOKE the following account of the weight of ſeveral metals '.

** Tueſday, March 16, 1679. We first examined the weight of regulus of an

" timony in air and water, and found the weight to be in air 135%, in water r 15%:

U whence the ſpeciſic gravity is 62-3.

" NVe found alſo the weight of common iron in air 697, in water 606,'-, whence

'27

" the ſpeciſic gravity 7133..

*= The weight of the wiredrawing-plate was in air 465-Z-, in water 399%, whence

" its ſpecific gravity is ſhip,- or 7T'T.

" The weight of the gold-coloured mixture, ſuppoſed to be made of ſpelter and

" copper, was found in air 1317, in water I 166: its ſpecific gravity 4-22 or 8;

" Another piece examined, was found in air 1296, in water 114615 therefore its

U ſpecific gravity 825.; or ,}. -

" The mixture of antimony and iron did not ſucceed."

1680, March 25. Mr. HENSHAW Vice-preſident in the chair.

JONAs Moone, Eſq; was admitted a fellow.

Axnaaw CLENCH, M. D. " fellow of the college of phyſicians of London, was

propoſed candidate by Mr. Hooxe: as was alſo Roman-r NELSON, Eſq; by

Mr. LANE.

The minutes of the ISth instant were read.

Upon the mention of ſheathing of ſhips with lead, Mr. Hunt gave an account,

that he had tinned ſome iron nails; but that it would not wholly preſerve them

from rust. He was ordered to make trials of them and of the other ſheathing nails

with urine, brine, Vinegar, &c. against the next meeting. -

Upon the mention ofthe maps of the straits of Magellan, it was related, that ſir

JOHN NARBoaouou's map thereof was printing; wherein ſome remarks of his

* sort was exccutcd. See Smte-Trials, vol. 4. p.u Register, vol. 5. p. 225. 88 d d.

4 .2 e it.*" Afterwards strangled in a hackney-coach,

4 jaunary ltgfi, for which one HENRY HARRi

3 were
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were inſerted, but not all; for Mr. Hooxr remarked, that he had been in

formed by captain VVOOD, that upon founding in ſome parts of thoſe ſirarts with

rooo fathom ofline, he could find no bottom.

The preſident then came in, and took the chair.

Dr. CROUNE introduced monſ. CHARRAS, who preſented the Society with a

printed account oſ the obſervations of Dr. JOHN BAPTISTA ALPRUNUS, phyſician

to the empreſs ELEONORA, intitled, De Conlagione l/'iemzcn/i Experimcntum medium,

&c. together with a paper of his own, contaning his thoughts and animadverſions

thereupon x. -

Dr. CROUNE diſcourſed concerning the ferment ofthe stomach, and ſaid, that it

contained a ferment and menstruum quite different from any other ferment

whatſoever.

Mr. Hooxr was of opinion, that a great cauſe of the diſſolution by the stomach

was a continual motion of the stomach, whereby the food therein contained was

continually ſqueezed and churned; by which means concoctions, diſſolutions, or

digestions were cauſed, which without that motion could not be effected, either by

the heat or menstruum of the stomach.

Dr. CROUNE objected much against this ſuppoſition, and ſaid, that it did not ap

pear, that the stomach had any motion z'and that he conceived, that it was rather

cauſed by the glandules of the stomach and guts.

The account of the experiments made on the Tueſday before by the committee

for that purpoſe, was brought in by Mr. HOOKE, and read as follows 7 :

" Tueſday, March 23 16H. we made a regulus of equal parts of antimony

and iron. and found it to weigh in the air 533 grains, and in the water 457; :

" whence the ſpeciſic gravity is 7723. This we found to be very hard, but yet

** brittle and not at all malleable. lt broke with a ſhort grain and black, or little

" refiective: it ſeemed not very likely to take any poliſh. lt had no manner of

" operation on the magnetic needle.

6'

** This part we melted with equal parts of tin, and found a mixture, that looked

*' pretty white: it continued melted with a ſmall heat, little more than red-hot.

" It broke into ſeveral pieces with two or three blows of a hammer; the grain of

** which was exceeding fine, cloſe and ſmooth; and whiter than bell-metal. We

" poliſhed it, and found it held a very good poliſh, which gave a strong reflection.

" Its weight in air was 859;, in water, 738%, whence its ſpecific gravity is as

" 73'ng We conceive it may be very uſeſul for making ſpeculative glaſſes for

" Mr. New-rou's experiment.

" Then, with another part of the regulus of antimony, we mixed an equal

5' weight of lead, which ſoon incorporated together: the reſult was, that it made

3 See Mr. Hooxe's Philoſ. Collect. No. 2. p. 17. T Register, Vol. v. p. 225.

" a com
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Its weight in air was 4222- in the
U a compoſitum very hard and very brittle.

** water 3653- : whence its ſpecific gravity must be as 7424.."

The preſident moved, that against the next meeting Mr. HOOKE ſhould make

a table of all the exPeriments of this kind, that he had already tried and deſigned

farther to try, that ſo that ſubject might be br0ught to a concluſion, and another

be pitched upon.

Mr. HOUGHTON gave ſome farther account of his inquiries about wiſe-drawing,

and promiſed to digest them, and bring them in to be registered.

Dr. CROUNE remarked, that he had ſeen the Wire-drawing at E * *, and that

the motion thereof through the the hole was extremely ſwift.

The experiments appointed to be tried on the Tueſday following were' mixtures

of tin, lead, and regulus martis with braſs.

Dr. GALE preſented two papers from Mr. EVELYN, the one a letter oſ Mr..

WrLsorr a to the earl of LEXCESTER d, dated 12 August, 1568, giving ſome ac

count of an unicorn's horn, and a peculiar purging China root, called mackna

quam, probably mechoacan: the other was an account of the bezoar stone in

Portugueſe. Both theſe papers were referred to the next meeting, together with the

letters and diſcourſes not read at the last meeting.

April 1. Mr. HBNSHAW vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes the last meeting were read, which gave occaſion of ſome farther

diſcourſe about the way of preſerving iron from rust.

Mr. HUNT produced the braſs and iron nails, which were covered with tin, that

had lain all the preceding week in brine, and ſeemed to be little altered thereby.

However, it being conceived, that theſe nails were not ſo well covered with tin as,

they might be, Mr. HENSHAW directed, that they ſhould be filed before they were

dipped in tin, becauſe thereby the tin would more intirely join to them, and cover

them ..

Upon diſitourſing of. the great depth of ſome parts oſ the ſea near the ſhoar,,

Mr. HILL related, that in the faro of Meſſma not far from the ſhore, no bottom

could be found by founding.

Mr. Hooru: being aſked ſome reaſon, why he ſuppoſed the stomach to promote

digestion by its motion, alledged the muſcular compoſition and make of the sto-

mach, eſpecially remarkable in the gizzard of fowls -, and the motion, which he

had obſerved of it in-divers infects, which are tranſparent; as alſo the peristaltic

motion of the guts.

= Probably Dr. Tnomas Wusorr, master of d Ran-ear. DUDLEY-.

the requefls, and afterwards ſecretary of state.. y

Lz Mm.
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Mr. l-Izr:srmw conceived, that the gizzards of fowls were a ſupplement for teeth

to grind and bruii'e their ſood -, and that chickens and other fowls would die, it they

wanted gravel in their gizzards to grind their food.

The letter concerning the unicorn's horn and macquequam root, and the paper

concerning bezoar, which was tranſlated by Dr. WHiSTLER, were read.

This gave occaſion to diſcourſe concerning the unicorn ; and Mr. HENSHAW

obſerved, that no mention was made of lt in any Latin author to have been known

to the Romans.

Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter to Mr. HOOKE, who had tranſlated the ſenſe ofit into

Engliſh, was read, giving an account of ſome farther diſcoveries of his about the

eel-like worms in the ſeed of a rat ; as alſo ofthe motion of the gills of muſcies,

oisters, &e. <

It was ordered, that theſe ſhould be examined at the next meeting ; in order to

which Mr. HUNT was directed to procure ſome oisters and muſcles.

Dr. GALF. read a Latin letter to himſelffrom Dr. JOHN BOHN, procured by Mr.

I-IAAK, and dated at Leipſic, 1 2 February, 1680, ® containing ſome new anatomi

cal obſervations.

Dr. GALB was deſired to anſwer his letter, and to encourage him to continue his

correſpondence: And Dr. TYSON was deſired to peruſe the letter, and to commua

nicate to Dr. GALE ſome oſ his obſervations to be ſent in his anſwer to Dr. BOHN.

Mr. HENSHAW read part of a letter from Sir PETER WYCHE, in which he de

ſired to beinformed, whether CRAFT, who had been in England ſome time before,

in order to ſell his receit of the phoſphorus fulgurans, had received any reward for

it. Several of the members Were of opinion, that he had not received any at all.

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN then took the chair.

Dr. GALE related, that Dr. WALLls had adeſign to print P'rOLtMY's muſic.

Mr. HOOKE produced an account of the experiments made at the last day; as

alſo a table of all the mixtures of metals, that were at first deſigned to be tried ; but

no farther trials ſor the next meeting were fixed upon.

Mr. NELSON, Dr.CLENCH, and capt. Woon were elected.

Apri] 8, the Society did not meet.

April r5, being Easter week very few members met; but Sir CHRISTOPHER

WREN,Vice-preſident,taking the chair, ſeveral letters from correſpondents were read.

t Letter Book, Vol. 8. p. 101. The
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The first was a letter from Monſ. LElBNlTZ to Mr. Hooxe dated in February

16;%, at Hanover, giving an account of his prince's deſign of making a ſurvey of

his own country ; inquiring concerning the undertakings of Dr. PELL, and eſpe

cially his way of reſolving equations by a table ofſigns; anſwering ſome propoſition:

made to him by Mr. Hooxa, as particularly about his arithmetical instrument and

the late biſhop of Chester's univerſal character and language; hinting an inven

tion of his, which he ſuppoſed much more uſeful for the improving reaſon a men
tioning. that he had by him VAs ARCiANUM LUMlNlS PERPETUI different from all

other ſhining bodies z and inquiring concerning Mr. BERNARD, and whether our

manuſcripts contain more of APOLLomus than what Boaz'r'ros had printed.

Upon diſcourſing concerning Monſ. Laramrz's new invention, Mr. Hooxe ro

marked, that he had an invention of that kind in ſeveral other ſubjects beſides geo

metry and arithmetic. -

The ſecond letter was likewiſe from Monſ. insmrz to Dr. GREW, dared at

Hanover March rGZ-fg, deſiring ſeveral things to be ſent to him ; mentioning Dr.

VOLCAMER'S making obſervations of the declination of the needle -, and a book ub

liſhed by JOHN HALLEUS, intitled, Introitus ad novam is' inauditam pby/icam; w ich

writer he ſuppoſes to be one, who affects mysteries; taking notice of a maſs of am

ber ſound near Hanover ; of a great number of ſmall animals found in the ſnow of

a mountain ; of one BEATRrocs, who promiſed a powder, that at a certain time

would take ſire -, of a diſcovery of his, that the thermometer ought to be divided

in a muſical progreſſion: That he had almost perfected his arithmetical engine:

and that TABoa's febriſuge was made of Jeſuit's bark. He inquired in this letter

about dying and tinging glaſs red; and mentioned, that he had ſeen Sir SAMUEL

MonLAND's but doubted his concluſion ; and deſired to be informed

what the Royal Society was doing.

Hereupon ſome diſcourſes were occaſioned about dying and tinging of glaſs, and

of the excellency of the ſiint-glaſs now made in England; as alſo about the hard

neſs of precious stones, and the way of ſlitting them, ſome by the blow of a ham

mer, others by a wire dipped in vinegar and ſprinkled with diamond powder, of

which Dr. CR OUNE undertook to bring in a more full account.

The third letter was from Mr. Jon LUDOLFUS to Mr. Hooxs, dared at Franc

fort 31 December, 1679, giving an account, that Dr. CLAUDBR'S invention of

preſerving dead bodies was in the preſs -, and that himſelf would for the future

gladly Continue his correſpondence, and communicate what he ſhould meet with

conſiderable with regard to geography.

Aprr'lþzz. Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the chair.

He produced a Latin letter to the Society from Dr. WULFER dated at Nurem

berg, April 1, 1680 d, in anſwer to one oer. HAAK to him, and giving a more full

4 Ibid. p. 108. An abstract of this letter is printed in Mr. Hooxz's Philoſoph. Collect. No. z.

p. to.

YOL. IV. F acccount
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account concerning a body, which was there found to be converted into hair, as he

had received it from the ſexron himſelf, who had dug it up z viz'. that it was the

body ofa woman buried about forty-three years before in a black wooden coffin in

a dry yellowiſh earth : That it lay the lowest of three bodies : That the cover be

ing removed, the ſhape of the whole body appeared perfect, but all covered with

hair,'£long, thick and curled: That the ſexton going to feel the head, the whole

ſh'a ' o'fthe body fell to dust ; ſo that nothing remained but a part of the heeLbone:

- And that the hair, which covered the whole body, was at first very ſoft, but bee

i'ng 'expoſed to the air grew very hard. A paper ofwhich hair was incloſed in the

letter," and Was found to be stiff, red and rotten.

ſi, Dr. CLENCH was admitted fellow.

Dr. TYSON roduced three teeth fet or growing in a natural focket, together
with a paper ol curious white hair, both which were upon dillſſcction taken out of

the Ovary of a woman lately dead. This was the more remarkable, as it was much

ofthe fame kind with what he had formerly found himſelf upon the diſſecting of

another woman. He Was deſired to draw up an account thereofin writing ' against

the next meeting, that it miorht be registered before he returned the ſubstances
. D ,

themſelves to the perſon, that communicated them, who was Dr. WELMAN.

a

1 A paper: of Mr. HOUCHTON in anſwer to feVeral queries about Wire-drawing was

read; and h'e was deſired to inform himſelf yet more fully concerning that manu

kacture, and to bringin a farther account thereof. -

' He produced a blue bead much esteemed by thoſe of Guinea ; as alſo ſome glaſs

heads, that had been made to'counterfeit the colour : but they were in no reſpect

ſo beautiful and clear of colour as thoſe of Guinea. One of the latter was tried to

be melted in the flame of a lamp, but without ſucceſs; but it flamed and cracked

like' a. stone. The counterfeit one melted very readily.

' Mr. Hooxa _concciVed, that he could make glaſs heads as beautiful for colour,

but Could not imitate the hardneſs and fixednels of them. He was deſired to

make ſome trials about it.

' Some of Dr. BEAL's letters to the ' ſecretary were read, and the rest reſerved to

the next meeting. ,

ſſ Mr. HOOKE produced and ſhewed a new kind of level invented by himſelf, it

being the most convenient and exact way of any, that hath yet been made uſe of.

The instrument not being quite perfected, the deſcription thereof is omitted till.

the next meeting.

l This account is publiſhed in Mr. Hoou's in England; another dated March '3, on the

Philoſoph. Collect.No. a. p '1. ſame ſubject; and the Other z' March, lGSo,

ſ In the letter-book, Vol. 8. p. 9; and 107, concerning the improvement ofland by rain, and

are three letters of D'r. BEAL to h/fr. Hooxe, one about Cherries and cider. _

dared February 18, 16-753, about grapes thriving .
. ' ſi3 ' Apn'l
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April 29, Mr. HENSHAW, vicvpreſident, in the chair. - ct'

The minutes of the zzd instant were read.

After which Dr. TYSON produced a draught of the three teeth ſet in a ſocket

mentioned at the last meeting; as alſo of a stone taken out of the kidney of the

ſame perſon. He promiſed to draw up a large account thereof in writing.

Dr.Vv'ALLrs read part of a large diſcourſe of his about the paſchal tables, ſhew:

ing the reaſon of many mistakes and diverſities of opinions among authors about

aihgning the true time of Eastcr ; and alſo ſhewing a way how the ſame is to be

rectified. ' ' ' '

Dr. JAcOBus PIGHIUS of Verona, phyſician to the emperor, and profeſſor of

anatomy at Padua, formerly propoſed candidate by Dr. BROWN, was now at
his deſire put to the ballot, and elected fellow of the Society. ſſ * '

1'

.L

Captain Woon was admitted fellow.

A letter of WILLlAM BALLE, Eſq; to Mr. HOOKE, dated at Mainhead' in

Devonſhire, 24 April 1680. was read, giving an account of ſome'magnetical

obſervations, which he had already made, and of his intentions of making divers

other instruments and trials; as particularly of making a magnetical needle of

10 feet in length, and another of 20 feet in length, in order to examine the vaL

riation of the directive virtue. Mention was likewiſe made in this letter of an

obſervation of the variation near the Sound.

Hereupon Dr. WALLIS mentioned ſome opinions about the variation of the

latitude of places. And Mr. Hooxe remarked, that Monſ. PETER Pn'rr'r had

written a diſcourſe on' that ſubject, endeavouring to make it probable. It was

conceived, that the cauſe of this opinion might be imperfect obſervations made

of the latitude of places by different authors; and that till there was more cer

tainty of the accurateneſs of instruments and obſervations, nothing could be con-_

cluded about that controverſy. ' '

Dr. WALLIS ſaid, that they had found the latitude of Oxford now not to be

more than 51 deg. 46 min ; whereas divers had made it near 10 minutes more. '

Mr. SMlTH " ſaid, that Constantinople was now found to be 40 deg. 57 min. z

whereas in many maps it was placed in 43 degrees. -

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. HOOKE, dared at Paris io April 1680 3,

giving an account of a German phyſician, who distilled the matter of a plague

ſore; .of MonſiVaLL-ETTB'S making a burning glaſs of three feet ſeven inches di

ameter, the focus being 3;- feet distant; with ſome other articles of literary in

telligence.

.l Tflp'us Sm'rn, afterwards D. 5 Letter-Book, Yol. viii. p. no.

.'. F 3 * Some
.-'.
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Some diſcourſe was o'ccaſioned about the variation oſ the magnetical needle,

and the best iorm of dipping and variation needles.

Capt. Woon ſaid, that his needle was ſo ordered, as to ſet itſelf in the meri

dian, and ſo to find its own dipping; which was concluded to be the best way',

He affirmed, that the iſland of Iluas, which was almost all magnetical, did

notwithstanding not at all cauſe any variation of the compaſs at lea very near it.

He remarked likewiſe, that he had found the variation of the needle at Flores

and Coruo, which had formerly been nothing, to be now 9 degrees westward. '

Mr. Hooxa produced his new level, and eXplained it; and ſhewed wherein

'he conceived it to be ſuperior to any kind of level yet made for plainneſs, cer

tainty, and exactneſs. '

May 8, Mr. HENSHAW, vice-preſident, in the chair.

br. WALLis read the remainder of his diſcourſe about the account of time,

and the method of the palchal tables.

A preſent was made the Society, from Mr. JOI-IN SHORTER ſenior of London,

of the following particulars :

CHHMNiTius's Examen Comilz'i Tridcntz'ni, in ſol.

A book for ordering all the officers of the king's chambers; the order of the

king's going to chapel, and ordering of affairs on festival days, and the college

of Windſor for St. George's feasts; the creation of a prince of the banquet at

Greenwich on St. Thomas's day; and the order of fitting at the tables, with

many other orders and things belonging to the management of affairs at court :

a manuſcript in folio.

Another manuſcript in folio, bein the manner of placin all estates and de

grees according to their degrees at unerals or elſewhere; of all the officers at

court, and their standing fees: the names of all the towns of war, castles, and

bulwarks in all the counties of England and Wales, and the fees due to the com

manders of them : the names of the ſhips of war, and a general muster through

out the whole realm of England and Wales: the number of churches in every

ſhire ; with other curioſities.

, A Practice of Piety in the Poliſh language, in octavo.

* A Siam drum.

A prickle fiſh like a hedgehog.

- A Pintado bird.
r A Trcpic bird, with one long feather in the tail.

May 13, before the Society ſat, Mr. MELLlN, who had long made it his

pleaſure and buſineſs to make ſmall lens's for microſcopes, ſhewed ſeveral mem

bers of the Society ſome of his own making, which were extremely ſmall, and

yet very good; one whereof being a double convex, was no bigger than about

a twen
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a twentieth part of an inch. It magnified the object exceedingly, and yet was

very clear. He promiſed to preſent a ſet of ſuch lens's at the next meeting.

. After this Mr. Hooxe giving an account, that he had ſeen ſeveral ſmall ani

mals in the water, wherein mint grew, the water was examined with a micro

ſcope, and ſeveral of thoſe ſmall long creatures were diſcovered by the vice-pre

ſident and divers of the members.

The vice-preſident, Mr. HENSHAW, then took the chair.

The minutes of the meeting oſ May 6th were read.

The vice-preſident moved, that ſome of the ſmall microſcopes might be ſent

to Signor MALPIGHI as a preſent from the Society; which was well approved oſ

by the Society.

Mr. Hooxe produced three letters from_Mr. LEEWENHOECK; one to the

preſident and fellows of the Society, containing his thanks for the honour, which

they had done him in chooſing him a member. A ſecond to Mr. HOOKE, ac

knowledging the receipt of the diploma ſent, and a profeſſion of the great esteem,

which he had of the honour done him, and of his zeal to ſerve the Society in

what he was able, for the future as long as he lived. A third to Dr. GALE, con

tainin an anſwer to the doctor's addreſs by the last letter, and an account of

ſome tarther diſcoveries made in the juice oſ plants, animals, &Fc. .Mr. Ausrm

took this letter, and promiſed to tranſlate it into Engliſh against the next meet

ing, it being written in DUtch. -

Mr. HOOKE produced three papers delivered to him by Sir THEODORE DE

VAUX, being ſome of Sir THEODORE MAYERNE'S, containing ſome account of

the mixture of metals. They: were ordered to be uanlcribed, and the papers
to be returned to Sir THEODOR ſſ. - \

Mr. Hooxz produced the two first' ſheets of a diſcourſe of Mr. Jon LUDOL

rus, counſellor to the emperor and the duke of Saxe-Gotha, being the begin

ning oſ a history of ZEthiopia and' the kingdom of the Habeſiines : which ſheet:

were read, and ordered to be kept in the librany. '

Mr. Puncle preſented a paper, containing three queries about the mixture of

metals.

The first was, what way to toughen a piece of gold not malleable, called

eager, and to make it malleable without aqua ſortis. .

Mr. HENSHAW conceived, that the best way would be to 'anneal it by degrees,

ſince metals and glaſs being ſuddenly quenched, or cooled, Will become brittle.

Mr. Hooxn ſaid, that therewas a way of . making, ſome mixmres of metals

(as
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(as the fictitious gold made with ſþoiter,-.-_wlticl1._is of itſelf very brittle) very ſſ

tough and malleable, by cementing it-with-a-wegetable powder. And that there

was a way of hardening an amalgama of mercury and iron by a vegetable pow

der, 'Whichwouid make it almostzaszhardns hardened steel. This, he conceived,

would bean excellent material for making ſpecular planes for teleſcopes in Mr;

New'ÞON's way; ſince the form of ſuch plates would be eaſily given by laying

the ſaid amalgama, when ſoft, upon the convex ſide of an object glaſs for a tele

ſcope made very large. The compoſition and manner of making and harden
>

ing that amalgama was much. rite-ſtretcitſiv \ ma ...\. , , , r

-Mr. HOOKE mentioned,- that-he hadbeentlately informed of a way to harden

and fix mercury; but that he had not yet tried it, to ſee, whether it would

ſucceed. . * r ſ. ,

a

May 26, the Society did not ſit. i p 1A/[ay zy, Mr.:Hr:NsrtAw,, vic_e'.ſipz1_:eſidcnt,.in the dtair:.-.

The minutes of the' 3th instantlwere read. A

There was preſented a new book of Mr. BOYLB, ſent by himſelfto the Soci

ety, intitied,-Expe7=imentorum novonumpkzifico-mrcbanicoruw continuatia ſecunda: in

gmi' expmmenm wria tum in dere campnffr tum'in factitio instituta firm ignea,

animalia,-Uc. um? cum deſcriptier <'machines-ma, .t0ntimntur. z

It was deſired, that ſome member would peruſe this book, and give an account ſſ

thereof to the Society.

Mr. HUNT vvwas ordered to deſtre- Dr. PAHN to bring his glaſs, which, he

made uſe of for including bones, harts horns,r ivory, 5570. to be ſoftened, and

to ſhew it at the next meeting. . . t - . -. '

Dr. TYsonpreſented his rinted diſcourſe, containing the deſcription of the

parts of a porpoiſe diſſected) by him in Greſham-College, together with a diſ

courſe oſ the uſefulneſs of ſuch kind oft-anatomical inquiries. He received the

thanks of the Society for this preſent, and was deſired to proſecute his deſigned

_ method.

N

> .-i.". . ' ' ' ' 1

Upon this occaſion the deſign oſ getting the bodies of all ſuch exotic animals,

as ſhould chance to die in St James's Park, in order to their being anatomiſed

and deſcribed,.was again mentioned; and Mr. HENsnA-w and Sir CHRIST-OPHER

WREN were deſired to uſe their-interest withtthe keeper of them to procurethern

for the Society's uſe. '

Hereupon ſeveral things were mentioned relating 'to anatomy.

i Mr. Hooxr. produced. a letter to hintſelf from Eccaanus Larcnnrnus, dared

at
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at Erfort 8 May 1680 i, mentioning ſomewhat of a deſign, which he had, of '

ſending over ſome writings of his, to. be left with the Society. But upon diſ

courſing of the matter, and no perſon preſent being able to give a character of

this author or of his writings, they demurred upon giving their poſitive anſwer

till by a farther information they could. learn, whether they might deſerve to

be printed; or at least, whether it were convenient for the Society to be any ways

concerned for- the publiſhing or not publiſhing of them.

. Dr. TY'sor:v gave an account of the trials, which he had made in order to

examine the ſerpentine-stone of Mr. HOUBLON, which was, that he, together with

Dr. BROWN and one other perſon, had cried the biting of a Viper on two dogs; but

finding, that neither of them died, or grew very ſenſible of the viper's biting,

they did not think fit to make any farther trial- with it.

Mr. BOOK-i: mentioned, that he had found the place in Monſ. TAVERNIER'S

voyage, where he ſpeaks of this kind oſ ſhake-stone; and ſaid, that he had there

deſcribed the ſnake by a picture; and that the way of uſing it was by rubbing '

it against another stone; by which means a kind of oil was produced, which

was made uſe of for the antidote against poiſons.

Dr T'FSON remarked, that Signor Ram doubted of the effects of the flat fer

p'entine-st'one, ſuppoſing it to be factit-ious. _ - - - * .

Mr. ASTON affirmed, that it was a factitious stone.

Dr. T'Yson' gave an account of Ahis trial- of a' ſcrpentinezstone, by applying it:

tO' the hand of a ſervant bit by a- viper. He alſo affirmed, that this stone being! '

applied to an hycl-ropical leg was found to stick tO'i-t ; and that he had lmowm

andv uſed" it in an eryli'peias after 'a fevdr. * I . r , ' . z

Mr. Hrmr brought' in a draught, which he had made of this stone; 'which
was ordered to be inſerted in the Register k, with a deſcription of the ſtone,

when it? ſhould be brought in. 5 - ' " 1 .

lt was ordered, that ſome trials ſhould be made with the stone, to ſee, whe-a

ther it anſwers in all things Monſ. TAVLRNIER'S deſcription.

Mr; HOOKE ſhewed an experi-ment,-f01md out by his highneſs prince R'trpila'r;

which was, that a quantity of rectified ſpirit of wine being put into an atol'rpile,

and b the heat of a chafing-diſh of coals converted into vapours, which iſſued

one the finall holle o'f the molipile in a' stream with' great violence,\woul'd by'tlie
flame of a candle held under that stream be all fi'red and: t'urned into a great and i

hot flame, which readily melted lead, glaſs, 6594. and ſo might be of very good

uſe for blowing the flame of a lamp for working glaſſes, as his highneſs had at

firstdefignedk, _ ' ' - _ : ' -'

'letter-Book, ".Vor. viii; p." niſi', . name the e'nd or voi. v. 2; Mhrch idea; to"

'P There is noentry of paptrs inth-e' Regiffler'd the Begihnhig- of Vol-'s vii i-a Deceuſh'er '

. . - r.
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Mr. 'Hooxiz' alledged, that he had made uſe of this way for driving out the

air oil-ſmall round glaſſes, in order to make ſeveral experiments with them ; of

which an account was extant in the Register for the year 1662; and that, if the

' Society pleaſed, they might ſee the experiment of it upon this arolipile: but it

being late, this was referred to ſome other meeting.

jum- 3, Sir CHRISTOPHERWREN, vice-preſident, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, which gave occaſion to diſcourſe,

1. Of the new experiments of Mr. BOYLE, mentioned in his Experimentorum

nowrum pizſſm-matbema/ircrum cantinuatio, oſ which book Mr. HOOKE gave lome

account: as alſo of Dr. PAPIN's engine for boiling. Mr. HUNT mentioned,

that he had ſpoken to Dr. PAPIN about it; but that he was now making ſome

alterations in it, and therefore could not yet ſhew it to the Society. It was

moved, that ſome of the experiments might be ſhewn at the meeting; but it

was anſwered, that they required much time for making them: and that as to

the effects of the engines for rarefaction and condenſation, they had been already

ſeen by the Society.

v2. Of Dr. TYsou's book on the porpoiſe; upon which occaſion it was men

tioned, that he had ſeveral other curiOUS anatomical obſervations by him z which

he was therefore moved to publiſh.

3. Concerning the ſerpentine or ſnake-stone, ſhewn to the Society, eſ which

Dr. CROUNE gave an account, that steelping it in water he had found it very

brittle, and thereforejudged it to be the ame with the porcupine-stone, which is

much of that ſhape and taste: of which that the Society might he ſenſible wit

neſſes, it was steeped in a little water, and then the ston'e being touched by the .

tongue, it tasted extremely bitter; but the water, in which it was steeped, was

very little ſo. It was likewiſe rubbed upon a porphyry stone, whereby it left a.

kind oſ paste or pap, which tasted very bitter. This being mixed with the water,

in which it was steeped, was ordered to be given to the dogs, that were ſoon

after to be poiſoned, the one with a pill of nux tvomica, and the other with a

quantity of oil of tobacco.

Hereupon diſcourſing about the poiſon of rattle-ſnakes, it was inquired, whe

ther the Society had not had one alive to make experiments with, and what the

effects were.

Mr. HBNSHAW produced and read a propoſal, which he had received from

Sir PETER WYCHE, preſented to him at Hamburgh, about a new way for the

quenching oſ any fire very eaſily and ſuddenly. The propoſal itſelf was this :

" Nova et artificioſa inventio, qua omnia in civitatibus et propugnaculis oriunda

" incendia eo momento, quo innotuerint, citiſſime extingui queant, mediante

" commodiſiimo quodam instrumento, quod hactenus nullibi in uſu viſum et

" repertum, et quod tempore gliſcentis flammae ubique copiam ſui et applicati

3 ' Ft onem
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" onem facile admittit; paucis omnino ſumptibus abſque ullo tumultu per

" plateas, et destructione vicinarum aedium, tempore obſidionis, incendiorum,

" aliorumque infelicium caſuum; are omni dignius." Together with another

paper, wherein the author addreſſed himſelf to the Society for a reward upon his

diſcovery of it.

Mr. Avanav produced a letter from Mr. PASCHAL, giving an account of a

monstrous birth, at Hilbrewers in the county of Somerſet, of two children perfectly

joined together into one body about the navel, but ſeparated into two distinct

bodies both above and below the belly 1. They eat, ſucked, cried, ſlept, and

voided their excrements each apart, and very freely, and were likely to live.

Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN was of opinion, that most monstrous births pro

ceeded from twins.

Mr. HENSHAW related of the ltalian monster, that had been formerly in

England, and had his brother growing out of his ſide about the navel, that his

brother had the ſmall-pox, and yet he eſcaped them; that his brother a good

while after died first', and then he himſelf died quickly after.

Dr. Cnouna mentioned, that Dr. Kencnnmcrus had related, that a woman,

upon ſeeing a child fall and beat out its brains, had brought forth a child with

a head exceedingly bruifed.

rHereupon much diſcourſe was occaſioned about monstrous productions of

ſeveral kinds, as thoſe by conceits and frights; and from the mixtures of diffe

rent ſpecies, as of mules by that of the horſe and aſs. Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN

and Mr. Aunnav mentioned a production, which they had ſeen, from a male

cat and female rabbit. Others ſpoke of mixtures of partridges and pheaſants

with ſome poultry; and of ducks with ſea-fowl: many of which ſpecies,

though they were really different, yet varied fo little from one another, that they

often engendered one upon another : but that it was generally obſerved, that all

theſe mixt productions were barren, and would not go on to propagate their

like.

Hereupon ſeveral members mentioned the great va'rſſiety, that is to be found in

creatures of the ſame ſpecies, as of dogs, goats, ſheep, poultry, &it. amongst

Wnich Sir CHRISTOPHER Wnan deſcribed a pheaſantof Surinam, and Dr.

GALE the partridges of Portugal.

The experiment with the two dogs was tried, by giving to one a quantity' of

'mar 'vomim in butter, and to the other a quantity of the grand duke's oil of to

bacco, in order to try the ſerpentine-stone and water upon them : but theſe poiſons

not working during the ſitting of the Society, Mr. HUNT was ordered to take

care of them, and when ſick to give them the preparation abovementioned.

1 This account is printed in Mr. Hooxa's Philoſ. Collect. No. 2. p. at.

VOL. IV. G from
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A Yum 10, the preſident in the chair. ſſ

The minutes of june the 3d were read, and ſeveral parts thereof diſcourſed

upon.

Mr. Hooxn produced a letter to himſelf from Mr. PULLEYN, dated at Rome

25 May 1680 m, giving an account of the death of Signor BORELLI, and that

his work De motu animalzſium was half printed : that the fathers of the Sſbold? pies,

who were his exccutors, were printing the ſecond part of it; which would be

publiſhed in September following: that Signor VivrANi's piece De Ioa's ſolz'dz's

was not yet publiſhed: that Signor Bocconz deſigned to ſend 300 plants diſco

vered by him, and by none elſe, to the Society; and that his natural history of

Corſica was ready for the preſs : that Signor SClLLA had publiſhed at Naples a

tract concerning ſhells and petrified bodies : that Signor VITALE' GIORDANo had

publiſhed an edition of EUCLlD in folio, being the first of ſeven volumes of his

Curſur mal/zcmatz'cm then printing: that a Dutch engineer at Rome, named LIZ

MAIRE, had recovered much ground out of the Tiber, and thereby diſcovered

a pyramid ſomewhat like that of Cesrws, concerning which he had publiſhed a

treatiſe, and was about cutting a paſſage to Perugia: that Signor FABRETTI

was publiſhing a diſcourſe concerning old Roman aqueducts: that Signor BEL

LQRl and. Signor Pozzo had finiſhed a deſcription, with a great number of

copper-plates, of the monuments of the family oſ the NASONES, Eft."

With this letter came incloſed ſome part of BORELu's book, viz. his Proem,

and a ſheet of the book, with two cuts 3 which were all read and peruſed.

hſſr. HoOKE read likewiſe a letter to himſelf from 'Signor'NAZZARn dated at i

Rome 20 March 1680.

He produced two letters from Mr. LEEW'ENHOECK, which not being yet

tranſlated into Engliſh, were referred to the next meeting.

Mr. HOOKE gave 'an account 'of the experiments tried with the aeolipile ; as

alſo of what he, together with Dr. TYSON, had obſerved of ** at the lord.

mayor's on the Monday befongnvhile it was yet alive, and while it was cut to pieces

by the cook. It was hereuPon deſired, that ſome care might be taken to procure

ſome other hereaſter, either from the lord mayor, to whom any strange fiſhes

caught in the Thames are generally brought, ' or by ſome 'other means, that ſo. '

they might be diſſccted and deſcribed more particularly than they had hitherto.

been.
r >

ſ, - _ [n

1 _ \ l

Mr. Hooitiz was deſired to bring'in his account of the tri-als about metals at

the next meeting, and to think ol ſome'other ſubiect to be proſecmed for the;
future. ſi - ._ . ..

' ' ' t - - a , .

Fune 17. Upon occaſion Dr., CROUNE elivered to the Society a diſcourſe upon
v i ' :.*'

. 7
, '

. m Letter-Book, Vol. viii. p. 116.'

.. -the
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Fthe struct'ure'of am'Uſcle ſſ", read by him before the Society in 1674,*a1id grounded

, on a Iecture of his read in' chir'urgeOns hall. - .\

A letter from Mr. LEEWENHOECK was read.

Dr. GALE was deſired to write to Mr. PULLEYN at Rome.

Yune 24, Dr. PAMAN ſhewed a stone of great. bulk taken out of an horſe's

bladder, concreted of many stones, weighing four pounds and a quarter, one

ſide rugged, the other ſmooth like pebbles. He was deſired to take a particu

lar account of the horſe, stone, Uſ. '

Mr. HILL preſented from Mr. LANGERMAN, a merchant, a ſpar, or mixture

of stone, ſpar and pyrites, ſuch as is uſually found in lead-mines.

Mr. CHETWYND preſented a piece of lead-ore taken out of a mine in Stnf

fordſhire, in form octoedral, in which form all the ore in that mine ariſes.

MrſiAUBREY preſented a large fly, the product of a' ſcolopendra; the tongue

of it coiled up in the mouth. lt darteth it out, and from the end of it droppeth

a poiſon. t

The'pre'ſident' gave the Society Lord 'BACON'S Sstva Sylwrum. *

j'uZy 1. It was ordered, that an experiment be made, whether ſalt-water will

riſe higher than freſh. * : * - * * . . ' -

A letter from Mr. LIſuvlLLE Concerning a method of' ſOftening flints was

read. * -' * - ' ' - . r - .

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed a glaſs, 'which with a cement was made whole and strong,

after it was broken : which cement might be 'uſeful in porcelane, (995.

* 7 l ' " .- pZ, '

Sir CHR lSTOPl-lER WREN affirmed, that extreme freezing will ſweeten ſalt

water: that the curd, which is then upon the ſurfaCe of the water, Will be found

ſweet: that this is found in Hudſon's Bay : and that a little hole left in a window

in winter, and a little fire in the chimney, will freeze any thing to a great dez

gree.

He was of opinion, -that in- trees gum is the diſeaſe "of, them. r i = i'

Mr. ASTON read an account of the stone ſent by the East-'India company to

the Society; that it is called Picdm de Coþm de Mombzzza, as being found. at

Mombaza, in the province of Zangucbar in Africa, in the head or' belly of a

ſerpent: that its virtues are the helping of women in childbedzt curing the colic,:.

melancholy, or fevers, if given in the ſits : that theway of uſing it is to rub it

n It is printed in Mr. Hoortc's Philoſ. Collectct. No 2. p. 22.

- G z on
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on a hard ſmooch stone, till a cream comes out of it, which is generally diſſolved

in water, and administered to the patient as a counter-poiſon : that they are very

rare in Europe, and that in the East-Indies one of this ſort hath been esteemed

worth an hundred pieces oſ eight: that it was tried very accurately by FRAN

crsco REDI, a virtuoſo of FBRDXNAND grand duke of Tuſcany (who had one oſ

theſe stones preſented to him) but with no ſucceſs: that it was given to dogs

poiſoned with Vipers and nux vomim, but that the dog poiſoned with nux 'vomica

died very ſuddenly, notwithstanding this remedy; but that the Vipers were not

fit for poiſoning.

Yuly 8, Mr. HENSHAW, vice-preſident, in the chair.

Upon diſcourfing about the ſmall microſcope glaſſes lately made by Mr.

MELLlN, Mr. HENSHAW related, that he had newly obſerved a ſort oſ ſmall

animals generated in the water, in which ſliced ginger had been steeped, being

much the ſame with thoſe oſ pepper-water oſ the larger ſize -, in which he could

plainly perceive a distinction of the inner parts of their bodies, which he obſerved

to be much the ſame in divers of them : and he was of opinion, that theſe and

ſeveral other ſmall animals were ſpontaneouſly generated without any previous ſe

minal principles.

Mr. Hooxr: related, that upon long kee ing of pepper-water, and renewing

the water ſeveral times, as it had evaporate and dried away, he had obſerved a

ſort of exceedingly ſmall animals ſwimming in it, which were perfectly ſhaped

like fiſhes, ſuch as minews, or the like, in which he could plainly ſee the head

and belly or bowels more opake, and the tail or ſmallest part tranſparent.

Upon a diſcourſe oſ - the poiſonous nature oſ ſome trees, and particularly of

the yew-tree for horſes, &Ye. Mr. HOUGHTON affirmed, that he had notwithstanding

divers times eat the berries of it without harm.

Mr. Hrusnnw related, that there was a Frenchman in England, who contra-.

dicted the obſervations of Monſ. TAVERNIER in many particulars.

Mr. Hooru: gave an account of a letter to himſelf from Monſ. JUSTEL, dated

at Paris i 3 June 1680 N. S. 0, containing theſe remarkable particulars t

t. That there was at Paris a man, who pretended to have phoſphorus in much

greater perfection, than any yet known, which bein put into a glaſs well stop- -

ped, inlightened a whole room z and that a friend o Monſ. JUSTEL, who ſaw it,

ſaid, that it exceeded that oſ KUNKEL.

2. Oſ a treatiſe of one, who had been long oſ the mint of Paris, about the

eſſaying oſ metals; and that he had likewiſe a pair of ſcales, that would turn

with the 25ooth part of a grain.

f Letter-Book, Vol. viii. p. 119.

O

3. Of
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3. Of the diſcovery of an earth and mineral near Dreſden, of a red colour,

which ſmelt of Violets, and was found to have conſiderable effects in phyſic.

4. That Mr. BALDWIN of Dreſden, who formerly correſponded with Mr.

OLDBNBURG, was deſirous still to do ſo with the Society, and to communicate his

ſecrets: that he had a new way of printing with an instrument, that cost very

little, only fifteen livres.

5. That Monſ. CHARnrN was returned from India, and had brought with him

a book written in the Malabar language, and ſuppoſed from the curious writing

and pictures to be the Bible, but that the language was not understood : it was

written on the bark of trees and the leaves of the palm.

6. That the king of Poland being deſirous to have an account of the road, bwhich the Ruſſians travel by land to China, had ſent to his ambaſſador at Most-r

cow, to inform himſelf thereof, who had ſent the king an intelligent perſon, that:

had been ſeveral times that journey, and gave him a pertinent deſcription of the

manners, ſpeech, wars, and habitations of the people on that road : that the

king had called together at Warſaw the Tartars, Calmucs, and Greeks, who had

been in Tartary, to understand what they knew of thoſe parts, and propounded

ſeveral queries to them.

7. That a perſon had written from Poland, that he was informed, that in the

farthest part of Tartary there was a people, who ſpoke Hebrew.

8. Monſ. Jusnzr. inquired, whether the two ſpots in the ſun lately obſerved at

Paris had been ſeen at London.

Several parts of this letter were diſcourſed upon ; and it was deſired, that it

ſhould be anſwered; and that the correſpondence ſhould be renewed with Mr.

BAanrN : and inquiry being made, whether the ſpots in the ſun mentioned in

the letter had been ſeen here, it was anſwered in the negative.

Mr. ASTON related, that Mr. MELLIN had made a double convex microſcope

_ glaſs, which having weighed at the Tower, he found to weigh leſs than the Both

part of a grain 3 and that he had ſince perfected another not a 5th part of that

bigneſs.

Several experiments were tried about the riſing of liquors in ſmall pipes. The

experiments were made by dipping in a ſmall glaſs pipe to a certain depth into:

fair water, put into a ſmall glaſs, jar, or diſh, and then marking the weight oi

the water both within and without the pipe; then taking it out with the marks

upon it, and blowing out all the water in its cavity. It was ſunk into brine of

water and ſalt, to ſee how high that would riſe; and with the ſame care, the

brine being blown out, it was ſunk into ſpirit of wine -, and again, upon cleanſ

ing, into aqua fortis. Every one of theſe experiments were ſeveral times repeated ;

but upon many tri-als it was found, that the hights of theſe riſings were very
ct 3 . uncertain,
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Milan-tain, and varied 'every time they, were tried, and this ſo irregularly, that it

was rrot eaſy to aſſign the cauſe thereof. For ſometimes the water roſe highest,

ſometimes the brine; ſometimes the aqua ſortis. But the circumstances, that

cauſed that variety, were not diſcovered. However, it was 'deſired, that ſome

farther experiments ſhould be made at the next meeting about this matter, and

-trials made in the exhausting engine, to ſee what hight it would riſe therein, and

whether water would run in a ſyphon. t ,

After this 'was mucſih diſcourſe abOUt the cauſe oſ this effect, whether from

preſſure, inward motion of the water upon the pipe's touchingit, or the like. '

iHOOKiE explained his thoughts 'of it, and endeavoured'to ſhew the reaſon

thereof from the congruity of the fluid bodies with the ſolid : but it was deſired,
that ſome farther experimentsſhoulſid clear it. i " >

,r .- u.

> After this diſcourſe was ended, Mr. HENSHAW read the ſecond ſection oſ

Century I. of Lord BACON's Natural history, which related to the internal motion

oſ bodies, intitlcd, Of motion of bodies upon praſſhre: whereupon the first expe

riment was debared. Mr. Homer related, that he had obſerved,.that the motion oſ

the glaſs was vibrative perpendicular to the ſurface ofthe glaſs, and that the circu

lar figure changed into an oval one way, and the reciprocation preſently changed

it into an oval the other way ; which he diſcovered by the motion oſ undulation

or riſing oſ the water in the glaſs, which he diſcerned to be in four places of the

ſurſace in a ſquare posture. lt was moved, that the experiment ſhould now be

tried before the Society, which was accordingly done; but that figure was not ſo

plain, but that ſome doubted it. But Sir CHRxSTOPHER WREN coming in ſaid,

that the glaſs would vibrate much stronger, being struck on the edge witha viol

bow. This was alſo tried, and then the ſquare undulation was extremely plain.

But there was likewiſe diſcovered another undulation, by which the water was

obſerved to riſe in ſix' places like an hexagon; and upon farther trials, alſo in

eight places. like an octngon. Each of theſe gave their particular and distinct

ſounds; the 4 and 8 were octaves, and the 6 and 4 were fifths." The farther ex

amination of this was left to the next meeting.

July-I5, Mr. HENSHAw, vvice-preſident, in the chair. -

The minutes of jub- the 8th were readſſ

' Upon the first paragraph thereof Mr. HENSHAW gave a further deſcription

of the parts of thoſe ſmall animals, which he had obſerved in' gingeruwater ;*

and ſuppoſed thoſe parts, which Mr. Cocxs affirmed were protuberant and ſwell-'

ing, to be rather hollow and concave; and mentioned'the obſervation, which had'

been formerly taken notice of in viewing a guinea through a microſcope, 'that

ſwelling figures often appear hollow, and hollow ones ſwelling.

He deſired, that Mr. MELLIN ſhould be ſpoken to, to fit one of his glſiaſies

like thoſe, which Mr. COCKS made, with a plain glaſs before it, as being more'

ready than that, which himſelf made uſe of._ The

\
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The account of the experiment of ſound in a glaſs with water was read;

and it was deſired, that the experiment ſhould be tried at the next meeting

before the Society with ſome other glaſſes, to ſee what farther diſcoveries might be

made by it. -

Mr. Hooxz's letter to Monſ. LElBNITZ concerning the farther uſeſulneſs oſ

the philoſophical language and character was read.

Dr. ST. Jorm's letter was read.

Then the experiments to be made in the exhausting engine were tried; but

the engine was found to be imperfect, and ſo nothing could be concluded cer

tainly from them; the engine upon being removed into the place, where the

Society met, having proved leaky, ſo as that the receiver Could not be well.

exhausted. It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT ſhould put all things into better or

der against the next meeting. _

£7uly 22, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, vice-preſident, in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read ; whereupon Mr. HENSHAW gave

an account, that he had obſerved an infinite quantity of other yet ſmaller animals

in ginger-water; and that he conceived, that it was much more prolific than

pepper-water, and had beſides a greater number of very large animals, which

appeared ſo large, that he conceived their legs, fins, or parts for motion would

be ſeen, if they had any; and therefore he ſuppoſed, that they had none.

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN wasof opinion, that the reaſon, why thoſe parts

were not viſible, was the ſwiitneſs of the motion of the animals. -

It was deſired, that theſe ſmall animals might be examined with the beſt'

microſcopes, that could be made, to ſee, if any farther diſcovery could be made,

of their way of moving' _ .

Dr. Cxoum: acquainted the Society, that Mr.'MELLiN had promiſed to fit"

up one of his best microſcopes for that purpoſe. ' '

Dr. ch related, that he had obſerved the motion of theſe animals among,

the globules of blood, "by mixing a little blood with pepper-water. ' '_ ' '

Sir ROBERT REDDING affirmed, that he had ſeen multitudesctof them-ib; 'Tb'zikerTſiil

in which oſiers had been steeped. - ' - * '- - .- - -

Dr. GALE read part of a letter from -Dr. BOHN, and brought in-ſiſevenv little '

tracts on philoſophical ſubjects ſent by him to the Society, which were' as follow:- '

1. Dzffertdtianum cbymiaa-þbyſimfmn; prime de mrporuntldſſſdtiotzejefflblfjx

BQHMAEO" MJJ.W>>PAUL. Lipſ. - ' ' 1 13- - - < -S--

1 , 2. e
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2. Secunda de corporum continuation: stu contra-time per D. j. BOHN is? ERNEST.

GOTFREID. Heyſe Dantiſcanum.

3. JAC. Jon. WENCESLAX Doanzansxv de miprpentcprxſerwtioum uni-tverjlch

'lazar-ale. Praga: 1680.

4. De contagione Dicnerffi experimentum medicum Doctori: JOH. BAPT. ALPRUNL

Pragae 1680, 4to. half a ſheet.

5. Idem, 8vo. ibid. half a ſheet.

6. G. BALDWlNl Epzstola ad Dom. Jor-r. HEVELlUM de marbina male z' &Ft.

Ratiſbon 1679.

7. Subject;" maſ'culini anatomjm publira Iecturi: dmamiat D. J. BOHN. Lipſizc

1680.

Dr. GALB was deſired to return the Society's thanks to Dr. BOHN for this

preſent, and to ſend him Mr. Borna's late book, together with that of Dr.

TYSON, both in quires.

. Dr. CROUNE gave an account of Mr. WARREN'S method of preſerving bodies

by a powder; and was deſired to bring Mr.WARRBN to the Society, and to pre

vail with him to ſhew them the experiment: which Dr. Cnouna promiſed to

endeavour to do. It was ſuppoſed, that the chief ingredient of that powder was

ſomewhat of Vitriol. '

Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN, with the approbation of the Society, ſigned a bill

for the table and inſcription ſet up in the long gallery.

The following experiments were tried:

t. Of the extraordinary strong ſound of a glaſs funnel struck with a viol=bow,

which yielded four or five ſeveral and very distinct ſounds, viz. the lowest ſound

a fifth, a fourth, and an eighth, and twelve higher.

2. Another large glaſs holding about three quarts, almost filled with water,

was struck on the edge with a Viol-bow, and it was very viſible, that, according

to the ſound, was the number of the places in the glaſs, where the water played.

The places were either 4, 6, 8, 10, 12; and ſome were confounded and broad,

which ſeemed to participate of two ſounds.

3. Several experiments were tried with ſmall glaſs-canes in the exhausted re

ceiver, to ſee, whether the water would riſe in them : but upon trial there could

be nothin certainly concluded from them, ſome oſ them being stopped by the

melting o the cement on the top of them.

But a ſyphon being tried, it was found, that the water would run through the

ſame out o one veſſel into another, as well when the air was exhausted as before.

_Dr. PAPIN made a trial of ſmall pipes cloſed at the top in his exhausted re

ceiver, affirming, that it would aſcend into ſuch a pipe as well, as if it were an

open
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open ſmall pipe in common air. But it could not be perceived, that the water

aſcended into it till ſome air being let into the receiver, the water went to the top

of the ſealed pipe: and by the exhausting it afterwards, it was made to deſcend

again upon the top of the pipe.

jub' 29, Mr. HENSHAW, vice-preſident, in the chair.

The minutes of the zzd instant were read; whereupon the ſubject of filtration

and riſing of liquors in ſmall pipes Was debated, and an account was given of

the experiments made at the last meeting, and wherein the difficulty of them ap

peared; oz'z. first, from the imperfect exhaustion; and ſecondly, from the uncer

tainty of the riſing of the ſame liquor in the ſame pipes at ſeveral times. . "

Hereupon Mr. HENSHAW moved, that there might be two experiments farther

tried, 'viz. first, whether a liquor will riſe in vacuo in theſe ſmall pipes ; and ſe

condly, whether it would filtrate either through a cloth or a ſmall ſyphon';" fo'r

that he conceived, if it were found to do either, or both of theſe, it could noc

be ſaid to receive its motion from the different preſſure of the air.

Dr. KlNG related, that he had obſerved ſix or ſeven ſorts of animals, a thou

ſand of any of which were leſs than a globule of blood. . '

Mr. WARREN'S way of preſerving dead bodies being farther diſcourſed of,

Mr. HENSHAW conceived, that ſpices were the best ingredients of a powder for

doing it, as of pepper, cloves, mace, &it. adding, that he was ſure, that the child

preſented to the king by Dr.WARNER many years before was preſerved in a pickle,

and not in ſpirit of wine : that the glaſs was stopped with wax, and that no

wax-stopple would contain Vinous ſpirits. _

' Most of the members of the Society being either gone, or going into the

country, the Society adjourned their uſual meetings till further ſummons ſhould

be ſent by the preſident or vice-preſident. '

Novemþer 4, the Society upon notice ſent to them met again at Greſham-Col

lege, 'after their receſs during the autumn: but neither the preſident nor viceſi

preſidents being preſent, Sir ROBERT REDDING was deſired to take the chair. '

Dr. CROUNE produced a letter to himſelf from Col. WILLIAM SHARP, dared

at Barbados 16 Aug. 1680, together with an account of his obſervations of the

weather, and of the mercurial barometer ſent over thither by the Society, and

his conjectures about the cauſe of the motions of that instrument. The Letter

and account were as follow P:

'4 I received your letter in April last, together with the barometer, and having

" with all exactneſs fitted it, according to your direction, I purſued the account

V you deſired, a copy of which in the encloſed ſheetI ſend you ; and what you

P Letter-Book, Vol. viii. p. 127. ſſ '

VOL. IV- H " find
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find of method and order wanting therein, my own ignorance, and not hav

ing the converſation 'of any one man of exPerience here, will, Ihope, move

you to excuſe me.

" Iam ſufficiently convinced of the exactneſs of that instrument to the pur

poſes deſigned it; and being now grown into ſome acquaintance with it, am ſel

dom diſappointed in my expectations, and wiſh I could as well vindicate my

reaſon, which ſeems to oppoſe even the neceſſary conſequences of it, as that

the weight of the air ſhould compel the mercury to deſcend; for if the weight

of the air hath any effect, as doubtleſs it hath, it then ſeems to me, that the

stagnant mercury in the receiver, at the bottom of the barometer, is the most

proper and liable object to receive it; and that being impoſed on by ſuch

weight must needs preſs the parts downwards, and conſequently compel the

mercury to riſe in the barometer ; and by the lame conſequence, when the air

is highest, the mercury freed from ſuppreſiion ought to yield itſelf, and riſe in

the receiver, and grow low in the barometer. But that proving contrary to all

experience, I am willing to quit thoſe reaſons, and to accommodate myſelf to

ſuch other, as may be better justified by the effect, unleſs l could be allowed

to fix upon another notion, from which only the common abſurdity, that is

granted in it, prevents me, which is, that the air, which we apprehend the hea

viest, may perchance be the lightest, and being extenuated by exhalations, may

weigh leſs than a cl'ear one -, and if ſo, there would remain no Wonder, that the

mercury did- ſubſide at the approach of it, for the reaſons aforeſaid. But still

having a deſire to enquire after ſome more probable, l would, in order thereunto,

conſider the other end of the laſs, and aſk, if the air, or that included vacuum

there (I know not what to cal it) may not haVe ſome affinity to the atmoſphere,

and being ſenſible by ſome ſort of ſympathy of what happens there, when

that is ſlackened and loaded with exhalations, that vacuum may not alſo

ſlacken and relax, and loſing its volatile and aſcending quality, ſuſpend itſelf

on the mercury to the ſuppreſiion of it; and-on the contrary, when the at

moſphere is diſcharged, that ſpringy nature in that vacuum may not reaſſume

itſelf, and by its riſing, admit the ſame to the mercury.

" Thus far, Sir, you have my weak conjectures ; and it will be leſs confidence

to acquaint you with the few obſervations this little time hath furniſhed me

with ; and becauſe the notice of a storm's continuance may be as beneficial as

that of its approach, I was ſollicitous to find out ſome marks, that might direct

to it ; and having obſerved, upon an unuſual and remarkable depreſſion of the

mercury (not the little dippings, which commonly the latter end of a fair day

does uſually produce), the exact time of that depreſiion, the continuance of the

mercury's deſcending, even to the time of its apparent aſcending, which hap

pens ſome hours before the storm, I have thereupon hitherto found, that the

continuance of the violence of the storm, that happens after, is full as long, as

the time from the deſcending to the aſcending of the mercury. Sir, you may

alſo perceive, by the account I have ſent, that the motions of the mercury are

very minute here; which I attribute to the constancy and certainty of the wind

in this climate, where nature hath for the most part limited it within few points,

(I
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** and alſo to the ſmall, narrow, and broken'clouds that fall here, of whoſe weight

U the air can be but little ſenſible. And I have delayed the account the longer,

U that it might enter into that ſeaſon, Whereunto the tempestuous weather (if

" any in the whole year happen) is generally confined. And now, Sir, I can

" not buc conclude, that you may well wonder to ſee a man, ſo totally ignorant

a in ſpeculations of this nature, ſo forward to declare it alſo: but it is not through

" want: of my taking true meaſures of my own inſufficiency, but out of an unruly

deſire to appear, even in the meanest circumstance, ſerviceable to you; upon

" which ſcore I hope you will not only conceal, but pardon, Uc.

GG

_ a I have inſerted in my Calendar ſome other hours than you appointed, but

" have not admitted that; and in ſome places have divided a 710- into four

V parts, becauſe I found leſs than T'F denoted a conſiderable alteration. Barbados,

'* 16 August, 1680." '3' -

Hour. Degrees. Wind. Weather in Barbados.

April 8 9 ' 29;T E. N. E. fair and little wind.

9 9 29T'tz -} ſome ſhowers, the like Wind.

to 9 294., E. b. N. continues in the ſame manner.

II 9 2975'a E. N. E. the ſame. gg t .

Iz 9 29,_*cT the ſame. :3 '-:

13 9. * 2972, _ the ſame. (3 I '.

14. 9 '* ' 2940- * E. b. N. the ſame. gz . ,

15 9 ' i" 29720- E. the ſame, almost calm.

16 9 29;"F fair. -

17 . . 9 , 29;T E. b. S. fair, little wind.

18 ' 9 "'* 29735 fair, more wind.
19 9 '29T3i5- ſſ the ſame. _ "2

20 9 * 29733- E. ſome ſhowers.

21 9 2 9-3F frequent ſhowers, strong wind.

22 9 29;T rain, and ſome gusts. _

23 9 29715 E. S. E. ſhowers and ſmall winds.

4. 2 9.:er cloſe weather.

24. 9 29715 __ , _ much rain. _

25 w' 9 *' 2973.; " -- L '* _c]ear and gentle Wind. . L

26 " '91'ffl v&9110- ' the ſame.

27 9 29735 the ſame. ..

4. '* 'V 2972 3: E. very hot and ſoft Wind.

28 9 ' 29.-'e _ -:4. 29;U i thunder, lightning,,much rain. '

29 9 29735 fairer. - _

30 _ 9 29T3-0- ſome ſhowers, littlewmd.

May 1 9 '29735' E. fair gentle Wind.

2 9 29T3-0- ſhowers the ſame. '

3' 9 2 9,-*z_' changable. - i x

4 9 29710- * the ſame. e 1' t

He
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Degrees;

29-.-%

29.-35

2 9716

29T3-5

2912T

ZQFS

29F6

297E

29T%

29715

29127

29T3T

2 9715

52ng
2 9733

29115

2945

297317

zgr'r

29735

He

HeHe

He

. 29735 .

. 29T'c

2991

29135

2995

29733

29733

29735

29TZB

29715

29735

29.:5

HuNu

He

29735

2.

3975
He

29HU

29733

2973.,

ZQFL

29rh

2973.;

ZQFU

2913.;

29£Y z

2er 7:
ZJIZS'

Wind.

E- * .

E. b. S.

E- bq N

E. b. N.

E. b. N.

E. N. E.

\ t Weather in Barbados.

fair weather, ſoft wind.

the ſame.

the ſame.

fair, and ſoft wind.

the ſame. '

rain, thunder, little-wind.

much rain. x

grows fair. *

changable, z

X ſhowers and (hong Wind

* fair and windy. £

the ſame.

the ſame. - *

the ſame. ,
the ſame. ſi

the ſame. ſi ' ,

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame. ' .

ſhowers, and windyſi

ſhowers and strong wind. _

the ſame.

the ſame. ,

dry and strong wind,

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

great ſhowers, leſs wind.

ſhowers, more wind,

the ſame.

fair and windy.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame, leſs wind.

cloſe weather.

wind little, with ſhowers.

clear strong wind.

the ſame

lum:
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June I 2

Hour. Degrees.

39Tz'

+J0\0\0\O1þ\0gþio-Þ\O\O-Þ*O\O\O\OED\O\O\O\O\D\O\O\O\O-Þ\O\O\0\O\OiO\O\O\O\D\O\O\O'ÞNO-Þ*D 29;-a

2972

2946

293

29;iſ

29.-1

29;U

2972.?

29TH:

2 97'7,

29$e

29T'T

2 9.-25

29.:5

29755

2913'5

i 29Tz'6'

29.-2
7.

291'6

29'1-2'6

2971'6

2

2972

29133

2973,T

2972

29;

29735

29735

29130'

, 2972

. 29r®v
297117

29715

2972

2_9T'T
297277

297'3

293

29755

ZQTZT

291%

29.;T

29$a

2975.?

And"

'lus-la

HeHeHNHN

HeHanHNHnHn_

He

As

Wind.

E;

E.

tri

b. N.

.b.S.

b. N.

Weather in Barbados.

clear strong wind.

the ſame.

clowds and rain.

the ſame.

ſhowcrs and great wind.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

fairer, and strong wind.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

clowdy, ſhowers, strong wind.

more dry, and great wind.

the Fame.

many ſhowers, great wind.

ſhowers, fogs, like wind.

changable, much wind.

much' rain and wind.

clear and fairer, leſs wind.

fairer, and windy."

the ſame. .

changable, and very strong wind.
much rain, thunderſiand lightning,

a storm about5 this morn. ot a',- an

dry, and pretty fair, [houn

fair, leſs wind.

the ſame.

cloſe weather, much rain.

much rain. ſch suits.

'the ſame.

clear, and moderate wind.

the ſame.

gie fame- _

C il F- ,m; Mr
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July I9
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Degrees. '

29.-3

29.-'0

29T'e

291-'5

29T'z

29716

29T%

2 9710

29;U

29.-'5

29T'a

29T'T

29FU

29T*T

2911.,

2973

29T'T

29

29

28

28

29 '

29

29FU

'29le

29T%

29Fe

29FF

29135

29.-15

zgſie

29;e
1

2970-v

29gb

I

29Te'

291?

I.

29TT

297131

H-d

Hea

H

HNHNHau

H

He

' ' ind. Weather in Barbados.

E. clowdy, many ſhowers, great

the ſame. [wind.

clowdy, gusts, much rain.

much rain, great gusts.

the ſame.

more fair, wind more moderate.

the ſame.

E. b. N. fair and clear,- little wind.

the ſame.

clear, and stronger wind.

ſhowers, and the like wind.

E. fair and dry, great wind.

the ſame.

the ſame.

the ſame.

clowdy.

E. N. E. changable.

N. E. clowdy, ſhowers,&gusts ofwind.

N. much rain, fierce wind.

N. W. storm continues, and encreaſeth.

W. the ſame.

more violent.

S. W. the ſame. v

most violent, with terrible thun

S. der and lightning.

S. E. most violent rain.

the storm well ceaſed.

E. fair, clear, moderate'weather.

the ſame. .

the ſame. "

the ſame.

E. b. N. the ſame. _- "

E. N. E. hot and dry,r little wind.
'ſſ the ſame. ſ '

the ſame. " 4

clear, and calm.

the ſame. ' *

N. E. ſome ſhowers, little wind.

Dr. CROUNE was deſired to return the Society's thanks to Col. SHARP, and

to deſire him to continue to proſecute theſe obſervations, and communicate them

to the Society.

Dr. CROUNE deſired, that a copy might be made of theſe obſervations, to be

ſent to Mr. TOWNLEY', which was accordineg ordered. '

He
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He took notice, that the changes of the barometer at Barbados were not ſo

great as at Tangier; and thoſe at i'angier very much leſs than thoſe in England.

Mr. HALLEY affirmed, that the changes of the barometer at St. Helena were

very little, and much leſs than thoſe at Tangier: and that the greatest variations

in England were cauſed by the north-west winds.

Sir ROBERT REDDlNG ſaid, that he had an account of ſeveral obſervations

made at London and in Dublin at the ſame time ; which he promiſed to com

municate.

A paper oſ Mr. Towurzv's obſervations was produced ; and Dr. CROUNE re

marked, that he had found by them, that the weather was not the ſame both here

and where Mr. TOWNLEY had made thoſe obſervations, though the changes oſ

the barometers were not different.

Mr. HOOKE produced a letter to himſelf from Mr. JUSTl-ZL, dated at Paris

21 Aug. 1680. N. S. 'i giving an account oſ an astronomical instrument invented

by Monſ. ROEMER for finding the poſitions of the heavens at all times, either

past, preſent, or to come, performed by clock-work within to be turned with

the hand : as alſo ſuch an instrument invented by CASSINI, but without wheel

Work, and to be ſet by the help of tables. Monſ. JUSTEL mentioned likewiſe,

that Monſ. PlCART was gone to Bayonne with Meſſrs DE LA HiRE and no

VERNAY, the first being employed to obſerve the longitudes of different places

in France: that a friend of his had received from Poland an account of a jour

ney of ſome Muſcovites to China in 1674. and 1675 -, of which Monſ. JUSTEL

was promiſed a copy; with ſeveral other articles of literary intelligence.

Dr. CROUNE produced a letter of Mr. PULLEYN, dated at Rome, giving an

account of a new phyſico-mathematical academy ſounded by Signor CHAM

PIGNI', and mentioning, that he would correſpond with the Society: that he

had ſent ſome tracts as a preſent, and would continue to ſend ſuch pieces, as

ſhould be publiſhed, that were curious, as BORELLI'S book, when finiſhed. This

letter took notice of ſome things printing at Rome : of a balſam made by Signor

CHAMPIGNI: of a parcel oſ rare ſeeds ſent by Mr. UPTON for Oxford from

BOCCONE : of the poverty of Boccoms, and what would be an encouragement

to him to make farther ſearch for natural curioſities; and of a ſort oſ lithan

thrax, ſent among other things, and ſound in a crack oſ the Apennine mountains.

This letter promiſed likewiſe to ſettle a correſpondence with Signor PiTTiATTr

and Signor TOMASO CORNELIO, two learned men at Naples.

Dr. TYSON produced ſeveral ſorts oſ hair, which had been taken out oſ the

ovarium by Dr. SAMPSON, of which an account had been printed in the Philo

ſopbiml Collection: '.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a letter of Mr. BOYLE, ſent to him during the late receſs

'3 Letter-Book, Vol. viii. p. 135. ſ N" 2. p. 49. f

o
I

l
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of the Society, wherein was contained ſome ſecret, which the author deſired

might not be opened but by his own permiffion.

Novemlz. 1 1. Sir JOHN Hosrtvns was deſired to take the chair, on account of

the abſence of the preſident and vice-preſidents.

_ The minutes of the last meeting were read: whereupon Dr. CROUNE was de

ſired to write to Mr. TOWNLEY and Col. SHARP, to make obſervations of the

'barometer at the ſame time; and he moved, that a thermometer might be ſent

to Col. SHARP, to obſerve the changes of heat and cold by that instrument:

upon which Mr. HUNT was ordered to make one.

Mr. Hooxe preſented from ROBERT SOUTHWELL two books of Signor Vl

VlANI, De maximis et minimir, and De duplicatione Cubi.

Mr. AUBREY preſented a book in octavo, intitled, THOMAS HOBBES flizgli

Malmeſhuritnſis philoſopbi vita. *

Mr. Hoom: produced a long letter lately received by him from Mr. erw

ENHoacK. It was written in Low Dutch', but the contents of the ſeveral heads

were read by Mr. HOOKE. It was deſired, that the ſaid letter ſhould be tranſ

lated and anſwcred. '

Mr. PERRY ſhewed a catalogue of Mr. ENT's books preſented to the Society.

It was deſired, that a fair copy of it ſhould be made, in order to lie in the

library.

Novcmb. 25, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, vice-preſident,

Mr. HENSHAW Dr. GREW

Mr. HILL Dr. KING

Mr. COLWALL . Mr. Hooxn.

Mr. PARKER

It was ordered, that Mr. HENSHAW ſhould have lawful power and authority

from the Society to treat and agree with Mr. THOMAS FRANKLIN for the arable

ground belonging to Chelſea-College, at the rate oſ 32 s. an acre per annum, ſor

a term of 21 years ; and, in order to aſcertain the quantity thereof, Mr. HUN'r

was deſired forthwith to make an admeaſurement thereof: and Sir JOHN Hos

KYNS was deſired to get a leaſe drawn up with neceſſary proviſions, covenants, &it.

Mr. HILL brought in the following paper concerning the books of Mr. ENT,

delivered to the Society by Mr. EVERARD, 'viz.

" Whereas GEORCE ENT, of the Middle-Temple, Eſq; deceaſed, did 'give

" his books in the catalogue hereunto annexed to the Royal Society of London,

1 U and
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" and made Mr. WlLLIAM EVERARD of Middleſex, gentleman, the executor

" of his last will and testament : Theſe are to acknowledge the receit of the ſaid

" books by order of the Royal Society; and the ſaid Royal Society doth hereby

" promiſe, that if any controverſy ſhall ariſe in law, which may alter the poſ

** ſeſſion of the aforeſaid books, that then they will return the ſaid books to the

" ſaid Mr. WILLlAM EVERARD, as he hath now delivered them.

" Dated the day of

lt was agreed by the Council, and ordered, that a copy of this paper betde

livered to h'lr. EVERARD, to be ſigned by the ſecretary.

It was ordered, that the arrears of Mr. AVERY be conſidered, and that for the

future the ſaid Mr, AVERY be not charged with the uſual payments.

Nowmber 25. Many members of the Society met; but there was none in the

chair.

Mr. ASTON took Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S last letter, and promiſed to tranſlate

it into Engliſh.

Mr. Hooxa introduced Mr. MEESTER, who explaiiied his water-level ; a

print and deſcription whereof were preſented by Mr. Hooxa for the uſe of the

Society.

Dr. GALE delivered in from Dr. VVALLIS the two last lectures, which he had

read before the Society concerning the time of Easter. Dr. GALE was deſired to

return the Society's thanks to 1)_r. WALLlS, with their earnest request, that he

would pubiiſh thoſe lectures; of which Sir CYRlL Wcha deſired the peruſal

for a ſhort time, which was granted.

Mr. Hooxz produced and read a letter to himſelf from Mr. PULLEYN, dated

at Padua in the month of November.

Dr. GALE was deſired to write to Mr. PULLEYN, when the latter ſhould be ar

rived at Madrid.

Mr. Hooxn gave an account of the particular obſervations of the innermost

ſatellite of JUPITER, recommended to him by Monſ. TOlNARD, to be obſerved

by the Engliſh astronomers, who might correſpond with the French astronomers;

together with an account of ſeveral obſervations made by Mr. FLAMSTIZAD at

Greenwich ; which he deſigned to ſend to Paris.

Mr. Hooxa gave a particular relation concerning his obſervations made on

the Monday morning and Tueſday morning before or a new comet appearing in

the beginning of the ſign Scorpio a little to the ſouthward of the ecliptrc : That

VOL. IV. ' its

3 .
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its motion was eastward, and hasted towards the fUn : and that it would not be ſeen.

either on Wedneſday or Thurſday morning becauſe of the thickneſs of the air.I

Hereupon Mr. HiLL remarked, that he had been informed by Sir ROBERT

MORAY, that monſ. MARIOTTE had in his life time ſeen nine comets -, and that

of theſe nine he had predicted when ſeven ſhould appear.

Monſ. AUZOUT was ſaid to be thefirst, who had printed ephemerides of the

c'omet in 1664, though upon grounds very improbable. But Sir CHRISTOPHER

VVREN was the first, who ſound out and demonstrated the true way of making

ephemerides of all the way of the comet from any four obſervations.

No-vemþer 30. the day of the anniverſary election, of which there is no entry

in the journal. But it appears from the council books, that the eleven members of

the old council, who were continued of it, were

Mr. COLWALL Mr. Hooxe

Dr. CROUNE Sir JOHN Hosnvus

Dr. GALE Mr. PERRY

Dr. GREW , Sir JOSEPH VViLLiAMSON

Mr. HINSAAW Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN.

Mr. HILL

And that nine of the ten new members of the Couucn. were

' Mr. ASTON Sir JOHN Lowrmm

Mr. Both Dr. PLor

Mr._ 'Canto Sir Tneonoae DE VAUX

Sir J'omr LAWRIWCE Sir CYRH. WYCHE.

Dr. ch

Mr. Bovzſit was choſen preſident;" but de'clinin'g by a letter to Mr. HOOKE,

dated Pall-mall 18 Decemb. 1680, to accept of that office, and deſiring the So

ciety to proceed to a new election of a preſident, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN was

electe'd into that post, into Which he Was ſworn at the council held 12 January,

1682.

M_r.H*1LL was t'cchoſeh treastirer at 'this anniverſary election, as Dr. GALE

a'nd Mr. H'oOkn Were the tWo ſecretariest

Not long before this anniverſary election died an eminent member oſ the

Society,

JOSE'rr-i Cum/nt, B.D. born-at Plyn'iou'th 'in Devonſhire about the year

i'6 36, ' and educa'ted in EXeter 'College in Oxford, where he 'became batler, and

ſi* See Mr. l-Ioorct's poflhumous works, p. 250. 251.

53. * Mr. Woon, Athen. Oxon, Vol. ii,'Fo'l 662.

'I See life of the honourable Mr. BOYLE, p. ſays, that he was ſixteen years of age in 1652.

entered
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entered into commons April 19, 1652, under a very able tutor, SAMUEL CONANT,

M. A. He took the degree of batchelor of arts October 1 l, 16557, and in July the

year following removed to Lincoln Collcge, where he took the degree oſ master of

arts June 29, 16583 Soon after this he was invited to live with FRANCIS Rous,

' Eſq; provost of liton college, as his Chaplain ; which offer he accepted of, and re

ſided ſomewhat above half a year at Mr. Rous's houſe* : Upon whoſe death on the

7th of January 165-2" Mr.'GLAerLL returned to Oxford, and continued for ſome

time at Lincoln collegec. His first work was publiſhed at London in 1661, in 8vo,

and intitled, The 'vanity of dogmotiſing, orconfidenee in opinions, manifested in n difi'ourſe

aſ theſhortneſt and uncertainty ofour knowledge and its cauſer : ſ/I/ith ſome reflexionr
on periptzteticiſm, and anapologyjſiorphiloſophy; in the dedication to which, dated

at Cecil-houſe in the Strand, March r, 1660, he mentions his having writtena

diſcourſe of the ſoul'r immortality, and deſigned a preface to it, as a correctiw to

enthzſſaſm, in a vindication of the uſe of reaſon in matters of religion : But that

the latter was rendered leſs neceſſary by the king's much deſired and ſeaſonable

arrival, and the former by the maturer undertakings oſ the accompliſhed Dr.

HENRY Moaa. At the restoration he took orders from Dr. SANDERSON, biſhop

oſ Lincoln.c The ſecond piece publiſhed by him was at London 1662, in 8 vo,

under the title of Lux Orientalis : or, an enquiry into the opinion of the easternſhget

concerning the pre-exzstente ofſoulr, being a key to unlock the grand mysteries of religion.

In the beginning oſ November 1662 he was preſented by Sir JAMES THYNNE to
the vicarage ofſiFrome-Selwood in Somerſetſhire in the room of Mr. JOHN HUM

PHREY, deprived for non-conſormity. December 14th 1664. he was choſen fellow

Of the Royal Society, to whom the year following he dedicated his Stepſis Scienti

fiea, or, confeſſ) ignorance the way to ſcience : In on efflzy of the vanity ofdogmatizing

a confident opinion : With a reply to the exception: of the learned THOMAS Annws :

printed at London in 4t0. In June 1666 he became rector of the great church in

Bath. The ſame year he publiſhed at London in 4t0, Some philoſophical torfflderation:

touching the being of witche: and witchcraft : but all, or most oſ the impreſſion

eing burnt in the fire of London in the beginning of September of that year, it

was reprinted in 1667 in 4to, and the fourth edition of it appeared in 1668 in 8vo.

Theſe Philoſophical Coryiderations were anſwered by Mr. JOHN WEBSTER in his

D.£ſplzzy o/ ſuppoſed witthrroft, &e. London 1667 in ſol. In 1668 Mr. GLANVILL

publiſhed at London in 8vo his Plus ultra : or, the progreſſ' and advaneement of

knowledgeſince the days of/Zristotle, &tc which engaged him in a controverſy with
Mr. HENRY STUBBE of Warwick, and occaſioned his Prqfſſatory Anſwer to Mr.

STUBBE, printed at London 1671 in 8vo, and his Farther Diſcovety of Mr.

Stuhhe, printed the ſame year. In July 1 672, he exchanged his vicarage of Frome

for the rectory of Strear, with the chapel oſ Walton annexed, in Somerſetſhire.

About this time he was made Chaplain to the king, and in June 1678 installed

canon of Worcester, which dignity he obtained by the interest oſ HENRY mar

quis of 'Worcesten to whom Mr. GLANVILL'S wife claimed ſome relation- He

died at his houſe at Bath October 4., 1680, and was interred in his church there

on the 9th of that month, his funeral ſermon being preached by Mr. Josrpu

y Mr, Woon, Fasti Oxon. Vol. ii. Fol. 107. b igngvlomg Ath. Oxon. Vol. ii. Fol. 232.

'7 l . 0 . b 2.3 lbid. Fol. 122.

' Mr. GLANV'LL'S Farther diſcovery oſ Mr. ' Farther diſcovery oſ Mr. STUBBE, p. 32.

S'rvant, p. 31. .

PLEYDELL,Iz
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PLEYDELL, archdeacon of Chichester. Beſides his works abovementiond, he

publiſhed ſeveral others; an account of which may be ſeen in Mr. Woon's A

tbeme Oxen. He was a man of very lively genius and eXtenſive learning, and a

zealous advocate for the new againſt the old ſcholastic philoſophy, and for religion

against the extremes of enthuſiaſm and ſcepticiſm.

December 2, Mr. HENSHAW in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read z after which Dr. PAMAN

produced and ſhowed a very large calculus taken out of ahorſe, which at first

was larger and heavier than it was now 3 for at its being taken out it weighed.

ſour founds four ounces ; but being now weighed, it was ſound to weigh but.

three pounds nine ounces and a quarter. 'It was ſomewhat oſ the faſhion of a.

turnip, and was twenty one inches about, and live inches and a quarter in thickneſs.

lt was for the most part rough and ſpungy 5 but ſome few ſpots of it were ſmooth

and ſlick like a bezoar. The doctor read a diſcourſe of it, giving an account

of the age, uſe, manner of feeding, and death of the horſe; and of the place

where it was found, which was not in the bladder; together with various con

jectures concerning the cauſe and manner Of its production. This diſcourſe was

ordered to be entered into the registcr book'*. '

Mr. HOOKE read a letter, which he had ſent by Mr. HALLEY to Monſ Jus

TEL at Paris.

Dr. PAPlN produced his boiling engine, and ſhewed the proceſs of boiling

gooſeberries therein, which had been preſerved ſince Midſummer preceding z t0-

gether with the manner of making jelly oſ hartſhorn the ſame way in his engine.

Decemb. 8, at a meeting of the COUNeiL Were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER Wax-m Dr. PLQT

Mr. BOYLB Dr. GALE.

- Mr. HiLL Mr. PERRY

Mr. COLWALL lVIr. Hoor;r..

It was ordered, that a book, intitled, TbeTDigcstc-r: or, the deſcription of an'

engine for ſoftenng of bones, written by DENYS PAPIN, doctor ofphyſic, and ſel

low of the Society, beprinted and publiſhed :

That henceforth the weekly meetings oſ the Society be kept upon Wedneſdays

in the aſternoon at four o'clock ; and that ſummons be ſent out accordingly against

VVedneſday next :

That the ſecretary ſend Mr. NEWTON an anſwer to his letter, that the Society

give their conſent for the Italian' to dedicate his book, &e. And

That Dr. GALE write a letter to Sir JOSEPH VVlLLiAMSON in anſwer to his let

ter to SlſJOHN LOWTHER.

f It does not appear there. f GASPAuNi. See the minutes of the Society oſ Decemh. '6.

Dec.
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Decemb. 9. Very few members of the Society meeting, there was nothing

read ; only Mr. HOOKE brought in a book publilhed and preſented by Mr.

BOYLE, intitled, T/ye Aerial Nafr'ji'stca : or, ſame new pha-namena, and a proceſs of

aſuctitfous, ſeyſhiziagſuþsta'zce.

Decemb. 16. Mr. I'IENSHAW, vice-preſident, in the chair.

Mr. HOOKE read a letter to himſelf from Mr. NEWTON, dared at Cambridge

3 Decemb. 16So,'--giving an account, that Dommrco GASPARlNI, doctor of

phyſic ofLucca in Italy, had lately written a treatiſe of the method of admi

nistring the Cortcx Peruoizzmtr in fevers, in which he particularly diſcuſſed, whe

ther it might be administeer in malignant fevers; and alſo whether in any fevers

before the ſourtcenth day of ſickneſs, and that upon the fame of the Royal So

ciety ſpread every where abroad, he was ambitious to ſubmit his diſcourſe to ſo

great and authentic a judgment as that-of the Society 5 and thereupon deſired

another doctor of phyſic of his acquaintance in ltaly to write to his correſpondent

an Italian in London, to move, that the Society would give him leave to dedi

cate his book to them. The ſaid Italian being gone from London to Cambridge

before the arrival of the letters, on the receit of them applied himſelf to Mr.

NEW'I'ON, who promiſed him, that he would deſire Mr. Hooxa to acquaint the

Society with Dr. GASPARiNi's request. Mr. NEWTON added in this letter his

thanks to Mr. Hooxr for the trials, which the latter had made of an experiment

ſuggested by the former about falling bodies.

Mr. HOOKE was deſired to anſwer Mr. NEWTON's letter, which he did in one

dared 18 Decemb. 1680g, in which he took notice, that the Society was pleaſed

with the ſubject of Dr. GASPARINi's book, the Cartex Peruvianus being a ſpe

cific, which had of late been much diſcourſed of, and concerning which an in

genious phyſician of London, Dr. GOODALL, was then publiſhing a diſcourſe,

wherein he would endeavour to give a true account of the production and ule of

the Cortex, ſo far as he could be informed from writers, travellers, or his own ex

perience. That as to Dr. GASPARiNi's dedication of his book to the Society, he

needed no leave, things of that nature being uſually done without aſking acon-'

ſent -, but that doubtleſs the Society could not but be very well pleaſed with the

testimonies of reſpect from learned and ingenious perſons, of which nature this

was ſuppoſed to be : And therefore though they did not invite or prompt any per

ſhns to ſuch addreſſes, yet the author needed not to doubt of finding ſuch an ac

ceptance and reſentment thereof by the Society, as might anſwer his expectations.

Dr. SLARE was introduced by Mr. Hooxn, and having ſubſcribed the obliga-.

tion was admitted Fellow of the Society. . '

Mr. Hooxn produced the first ſheets of Mr. DETHLERUS CLUvERUS's Epheme

rides preſented by \Ir HAAK, containing a ſummary of his whole deſign m that

undertaking; which being read was approved of. _ '

' Letter-Book, Vol. viii. . 1 . I lbid. . 1 _o.
P 39 P 4.

A.
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A letter to Mr. HAAK from Dr. ARNOLDUS, dated at Leyden Tlſ Decemb.1680,

was read; wherein, amongst other conſiderable remarks, an account was given,

that there was printing at Amsterdam a body of anatomy illustrated with figures

of all the parts of the body as big as the life, curiouſly engraved in copper : And

that Dr. PAUL HERMANNUS, aGerman and profeſſor of botany at Leyden, was

printing an herbal of all the Zeylon plants, he having lived in that iſland eight

years : And that ſome curious naturalists at Leyden had found without the walls

of that city ſcorpions with wings.

Dr. GALE produced a letter to himſelf from Dr.WALLls, dated at Oxford 14Dec.

1680", which was read, giving an account of the tail of the comet's having been

ſeen there on the Friday, baturday and Sunday night before, the IO, r r, and 12th

instant. That the head, as he ſuppoſed from the ſituation of the tail, might be

about the head of ſagittarius, or the centaur, but ſo near the ſun, that it ſet be

fore the night was dark enough to ſee it : That the tail was long, ſlender, and

pointed, reaching almost to the zenith, pointing towards Meduſa's head, or

thereabouts: But Dr. WALLlS not having ſeen the head, took no accurate notice

of it. He gueſſed, that it might have been ſeen ſome weeks before as a morning

comet on the other ſide of the ſun ; ſince which time it had been in conjunction

with the ſun, and would ſhortly (being' then eastward of him) come to be ſeen

ſoon after ſun-ſet, at least if its motion were any thing quick. That the last night

beingcloudy, the comet was not ſeen.

Dr. GALE was deſired to request Dr. WALLIS to communicate ſuch further ob

ſervations on the comet, as ſhould be made at Oxford.

Hereupon a diſcourſe was held concerning the comet, and Mr. Hooxr. related

what obſervations he had made concerning it, and what he conjectured concerning

its place, motion, duration, &Ft. none of which could be poſitively determined till

ſome farther obſervations had informed him more particularly.

Mention being made of the ſhining of diamonds, Mr. HENSHAW related, that

it was conceived, that the ſhining of that diamond, in which this property was

first obſerved, was conjectured to proceed from the manner of its being ſet in the

ring : And though it were very ill ſet as to appearance, whilst it was in his poſſeſ

ſion, yet after the king had bought it of him for 201. the jewellers durst not new

ſet it for fear of ſpoiling that ſhining quality.

An experiment was tried for examining the electricity of glaſs after Mr- New

TON's method, by rubbing one ſide of a glaſs to make the other attract : But it

was found, that though at first it ſucceeded two or three times, yet afterwards,

for what reaſon could not be diſcovered, it did not ſucceed : ſo that the -e.:peri*

ments deſigned to be made farther with it could not be tried, which were to exa

mine, whether the air wereof any uſe for performing this operation -, or whether

the air being exausted from one ſide of the glaſs, the ſame effect would not be

produced on the bodies placed nearer it.

" Letter-Book, Vol. viii. p. '41.

It
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It was therefore ordered to be prepared with thinner glaſſes against the next

meeting, that ſo the experiment might be more certainly made, for that it was

ſuppoſed, that the uncertainty of its operation proceeded from the thickneſs of the

glaſs, which was rubbed.

Mr. Bovuz's book on the Nactiluca preſented at the last meeting was now pro

duced, and ſome parts thereof read and diſcourſed of.

Mr. HOUGHTON propoſed three perſons for candidates, viz. Mr. Goonwm, a

Portugal merchant, Mr. BRADDON, astudent of law, and Mr. OLIVER SALIS

BURY of the Middle Temple.

Decemþ. 2 3, the Society dining together this day had no meeting at the uſual

place.

1682, January 12, a meeting oſ the COUNClL, were preſent,

Sir CHRXSTOPHER WREN, Preſident,

Sir JOHN Low-run. Mr. COLWALL

Sir JOHN LAURENCE Mr. ASTON

Sir JOHN Hosxvns Mr. PERRY

Mr. HILL Mr. Hooxz.

Sir JOHN Lowrnta was ſworn oſ the Council.

Sir Cnnrsrornen WREN was ſworn preſident, who deputed Sir JTOHN Hos

KYNS vice-preſident for the year enſuing: upon which Sir Jonu Hosxyus was

ſworn vice-preſident.

At a meeting of the Socrr'rv on the ſame day, Sir CHRXSTOP'HER WREN pre

ſident in the chair.

A letter ſent by mr BOVL'E was read, containing an account of a strange hur

ricane at Hanau in November 1680. It was figned WILLIAM BYTHAS'lA.

A letter to Mr. Hooxr: from Mr. PASCALL.dated at Chedſey in Somerſetſhire
4 January 1ſi68$ was read, giving an account of an earthquake, which had ha

pened the day before at Chedſey and Other contiguous places z and of the comet

now appearing.

Hereupon the preſident diſcourſed concerning the cauſe oſ earthquakes ; that

he conceived, that many of thoſe, which only ſhook the earth, and did not break

the earth, were occaſioned by ſome vast ſubterraneous caverns, into which ſome

great impending parts of the upper parts might fall into the lower, and thereby

make that great dead noiſe and trembling, which is lenfible in 'the ſurlace of

the earth contiguous thereto: And that hence the reaſon might 'be given, why

after ſome earthquakes there have been found divers parts of the ground ſtinkl;

h i-- 'e

3 w lC
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hat

which are ſometimes alſo filled with water, and ſo make a lake or stagnum. And

he was of opinion, that there might be ſome general constztution ot the zethcr,

that might be the cauſe as Well or' the earthquake as ot the iiorm and comet.

Mr. HOOKE read a letter to himſelf from h'onſ. LElBNlTZ, containing ſeveral

ingenious conjectures, about the uſe of an univerſal language and character ; as

alſo of an univerſal algebra, and the great benefit thereof; and that by the help

thereof he had been able to perform very many conſiderable things, which the
commonly known algcbra would no way enable him to do, Csſi'c.

Mr. HOOKE was deſired to continue his correſpondencc with monſ. LEIBNITZ,

and toendeavour to prevail with him ſo far, as to procure from him ſome instance

Or experiment of theſe his new problems.

Mr. HOOKE produced alſo a letter to himſelf ſrom Monſ. JUSTEL, dated at

Paris I January 16313 N. S. wherein he gives the reaſon, why he could not yet

ſend the deſcription of a ſmall printing engine newly invented; nor the account

oſ thejourney from Moſcow to China z but that Monſ. THEVENOT had tranſlated

it from the Ruſſian language into French, and was now printing it : That Monſ.

PiCART was printing an account of his voyages, and the obſervations made by

him at Copenhagen, Montpellier, Bourdeaux and Brest -, to which he would add

his treatiſe of the meaſures oſ the earth : That monſ. ROEMER was returning to

Denmark, being recalled thither: That Monſ. MARioTTE had in the preſs a

treatiſe on colours : That the comet had been obſerved but three times at Paris -,

and that the astronomers therejudged it to be 62 degrees long, and to move two

degrees a day : That it appeared ſmall, and that the cloudy weather prevented

it from being obſerved : That CASSlNl affirmed, that just ſuch a comet had ap>

peared three hundred years before: That Monſ. DU VERNAY had not yet ſhewn

his friends the obſervations, which he had made on the diſſcction oſ the fiſhes,

which he had met with on the coast oſ Bourdeaux ; but that he had not ſeen any

whale: That the drawings of what had been diſſected were made by Monſ. DE LA

HlRE with the utmost exactneſs : That there would be an account of the comet in

an almanac printing in Paris, which contained ſeveral curious things, and particu

larly the longitudes and latitudes oſ places, as corrected by late obſervations :

That Monſ. CHAMARS was buſy in making experiments on the magnet : That

KUNKELL, who invented the liquid phoſphorus, had leſt Saxony, and was gone

for Poland.

Mr. ASTON having tranſlated a long letter oſ Mr. LEEWENHOECK from Low

Dutch into Engliſh, part of it was read, containing divers obſervations on the

Lees oſ ale and Wine 3 and the remainder was referred to the next meeting.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a piece of a talipat leaf, which one Mr. KNox,who had teen

nineteen years and an half captive in Ceylon, had brought with him from thence.

It was about ſeven feet lon and nine feet wide at one end, ſhaped like a woman's

ſan, cloſing and opening Eke that. The whole leaf was ſaid to be a circle oſ

twenty feet diameter, Dr.

_ 3 Letter-hook, Vol. viii. p. '47.
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Dr. RUSSEL waspropoſed candidate by Mr. Houcnrox.

January 19, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident,

Sir JOHN Hosxms Mr. CREBD

Sir THEODORE m: VAUX Mr. ASTON

Mr. HILL Dr. Caoum:

Mr. COLWALL Mr. Hooxe

The preſident moved, 1. that there might be an anatomical committee: to

which Dr. CROUNE objected the college of phyſicians :

2. A georgical committee :

3. A coſmographical committee to register all things, that ſhould be re

markable. ſſ

It was reſolved, that theſe three committees ſhould be appointed; and that

the preſident ſhould conſider of fit perſons to be of the.ſaid committees, and

to draw up ſome directions for what they are to conſider.

q

At a meeting of the Society on the ſame day; the preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the rzth instant were read. Whereupon there was occaſioned

a diſcourſe about earthquakes; and Mr. HILL related, that he had been certainly

informed, that there was an earthquake at Morocco the ſame day that there

was one at Malaga -, and that it happened at Morocco just at eight o'clock in the

morning.

Dr. ROBERT Woon, LL. D. was propounded candidate by the preſident,

HUGH CHAMBERLAYNE, M. D. by Mr. HOUGHTON, and JOHN PHILlP

JORDIS, M. D. of Francfort by Dr. SLARE.

On occaſion of Monſ. LEIBNITz's letter, the preſident and Sir John Hosvas

diſcourſed about the univerſal algebra mentioned by him; and they ſuppoſed,

that it might be ſomewhat like the ar: Lulliana; but did not conceive, that it could

be of ſo great uſe, as monſ. LElBNITZ ſeemed to imagine.

Mr. HrLL remarked, that profeſſor Sruamus had written an Enclides Univer

ſali: ſomewhat to this purpoſe -, and that he had the book now by him.

The preſident acquainted the Society with the undertaking of Mr. JOHN

ADAMS to ſurvey all England, by meaſuring, taking angles, and alſo the lati

tudes of laces; and in order to this running three ſeveral meridians clear

through ngland : that Mr. Nzw'rouoſ Cambridge had promiſed to aſiistþim;

and that he deſigned the next week to wait on the Society, in order to deſire their
K X

directions and aſſistance. Some
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Some diſcourſe aroſe about the comet; and Mr. HILL obſerved, that CAL

pnunmus the poet, who lived in the time ot CARINUS, had mentioned a comet

not taken notice of in writers of astronomy.

The preſident mentioned, that the fire-ball, which had ſormerlylbeen ſeen in

England, might poſiibly be aſublunary comet.

A letter oſ Sir THEODORE on VAUX was read, giving an account of ſome ap

paritions, that had been lately ſeen in the air like armies fighting: that the fire

was ſeen, and noiſe heard like the diſcharging of guns, and afterwards great

groanings were heard. _

The preſident ſaid, that he had formerly ſeen a very, pretty ſcene upon the open

ing of the clouds, and flaſhes of lightning running to a fro between them.

Sir Tnsonoan or. VAUX ſaid, that Sir HERBERT PERROT had lately ſeen

three ſuns and two moons at Swanſey in Pembrokeſhire.

Mr. HILL related, that a friend of Mr. Moses had lately given him an account

out of Somerſetſhire, that fighting in the air had been ſeen there.

Mr; THOMAS HiLL's paper concerning comcts k ſent by Dr. TILLOTSON was.

peruſed, and ordered to be copied.

Mr. vaanvs delivered in two printed papers ſent by Signior SAROTTl,

rinted in Italy, concerning the comet. One of them being in Latin was read,

but it conſisted most oſ predictions; as upon peruſing, the other alſo was found to

conſist of the ſame, and to contain very little or nothing of conſiderable obſervation.

A large pair of mooſe deer horns were preſented by Mr. BOYLE for the repo

fitory.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed his instrument for making experiments in order to find

out the attractive power of the load-stone at ſeveral distances, and to reduce that

powcr to a certain theory.

January 26, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Mr. JOHN ADAMS of the Inner Temple was introduced by Dr. G'iu-zw; his buſi

neſs being to deſire the advice and directions ofthe Society in an under-taking, which.

he was engaged in, a perfect ſurvey of England. He ſaid, that he had already

had the advice of the preſident, Mr. HOOKE and Mr. FLAMSTEAD concerning it..

k This paper is probably that mentioned in a with Mr. NELSON at Paris. He stiles this Mr.

letter of Dr. TILLOTSON to Roman' Nusou, HILL of Canterbury not a learned, her an in

Eſqz dared at London 7 March, 1680, in which dustriom man. See the life oſ Archbiſhop TlL

he incloſed that paper for Mr. HA-LLzY then LOTSON, p. 82. zd am, London 1-753, avo,

3 Sir
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Sir JOHN Hosxvns adviſed him, beſides the geographical deſcriptions, to make

alſo a t'opographical one of' all the principal feats and buildings, and to take an acu

count of the bigneſs and currents of rivers, &c.

Mr. ADAMS ſaid, that he would from time to time deſire and follow the di

rections of the Socrety in proſecuting this undertaking.

Dr. PAPIN preſented a book oſ his dedicated to the Society, intitled A new Di

gcster, &e.

Mr, Hooxxz_ produced the preſent, which he had received from Signor MAL

From, being leveral books lately printed in Italy, together with his picture very

well painted, as big as the life. 1 he books were as follow :

Ragguagli del P. ESCHlNARDl.

Redi del Ochialc. '

P. BARTOLI del ſuono.

Montalbani 8: Practica Minerale.

Sangallo della Zanzani.

Dialogo circa il ſistema Copernicans.

Rubei Epigrammata.

Lettione academica del Montanari.

Manualletto del Bombeffi della Steffo.

Ac'ta thefium Bononica.

L'Iride del Barbari.

Mr. Asron undertook to peruſe Sangallo della Zanzani, and to give an account

thereof to the Society at their next meeting.

It was ordered, that a frame ſhould be made for the picture of Signor MAL

and a motion being made, that it might be engraven, Mr. HooxaPlGHl :

OGGAN or Mr. FAITHORNE concerning it.was deſired to ſpeak with Mr.

February 2, The preſident in the chair.

The preſident gave an account of an accident of one Mr. HAMPSHlRB, who be

ing very much troubled with a canine appetite, and his wiſe with a deſign of poiſon

ing him giving him arſenic, it made him vomit violently, and thereby cleared

him of both.

Upon diſcourſm concerning the comet the preſident obſerved, that there were

two comets ', and t at the last was different from the first: that he had from Mr.

FLAMSTEAD'S obſervations tried the way of it, and ſound it to agree with his hy

potheſis, that comets move in strait lines equal ſpaces in equal times, but not ac

cording to KEPLEPKS hypotheſis.

Mr. Hooxz gave an account, that he had ſpoken with Mr. LOGGAN concerniiiilg

lK a t e
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the ingraving of Signor MALPicHI's picture; and that he had ſeen it, and was

willing to undertake it.

Upon this occaſion Dr. GALE moved, that the duke of Noarork's picture'

might be prefixed to the catalogue of the library then printing. ſ

A letter from Mr. JUSTEL to Mr. Hooxa, dated at Paris January 162-2, was

read 3 as alſo a ſhort account of the ephemerides of the late comet. It was deſired,

that Mr. HOOKE ſhould ſend to Mr. JUSTEL in the name of the Society Mr.

Bovta's NaJZilum and Dr. PAPlN's book on the new Digcster.

Mr. ASTON returned Sangallo dclla Zanzam', and gave an account, that there

was very little in the book new, but that the author's deſign was only to ſhew,

that gnats were not produced of the mud oſ water, but ſrom eggs : that most of

the obſervations were the ſame with thoſe publiſhed by Mr. HOOKB in his Affirm

grap/yia and by SWAMMERDAM in his book on inſects.

The books preſented by Signor MALPlGHl being now either stitched or bound,

ſeveral of them were recommended to ſeveral of the members preſent to peruſe

and give an account of to the Society: and according Sir JOHN HOSKYNS took

Practica Minerals; Dr. GALE Ruseus's poems z Sir. Cnarsropnan WREN BAR

TOLI del ſuono, and Ragguagli del Eſcbinardi, and Mr. ASTON Redi de] Orbiale.

. A paper of Mr. HAAK, giving an account of his experiments about recovering

and increaſing the attractive virtue of the magnet, was read.

Mr. HOOKE was deſired to think of ſome ſit books to ſend to Signor MAL

PlGHl for apreſhnt from the Society.

Februa'y 9, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice preſident in the chair.

Sir JOHN PERCLVAL was propoſed by Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL.

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL ſhewed a certain white powder, made of the lapis ſma

ragdinus, only finely beaten, without any other preparation -, which being ſcrewed

upon a copper-plate, and the plate being laid over a chafing-diſh oſcoals till pretty

warm in a dark room, the powder would ſhine like a glow-worm, and' continue

ſo for ſome time 5 but by degrees the light would diminiſh and diſappear.

This was preſently tried and ſound to anſwer the relation; and it was farther

remarkable, that iſ the plate was taken off the coals, whilst the powder yet ſhined,

as the plate grew cold, the light would diminiſh,; bth being laid on again, it

would continue to ſhine as before. It was alſo obſerved, that a little wet ſprinkled

on the plate put out the light, where the powder was wet.

Sir Roman-r SOUTHWELL ſhewed likewiſe the true receit oſ making the phoſ

phorus of Mr. KUNKELL, being the ſame that Mr. KRAFT had formerly ſhewed

3 In
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in England and ſeveral other places; the phaenomena of which are deſcribed by

Mr. BOYLE in one of the Philaſhplaictzl Collectiam. Sir ROBERT had none of the

ſubstance then about him, but promiſed to produce it at ſome other meeting of

the Society.

He ſhewed likewiſe a very curious piece of yellow tranſparent amber, in

which was a large ſpider ſo intirely and exactly preſerved, as if it had been yet alive;

as alſo a rare necklace of amber heads, which were made of ſeven ſorts of amber,

that reſembled ſpeckled marks of all variety of colours, as black and white, black,

white and red, white, yellow, and gray, &e. together with other curious pieces

of amber of all varieties of colours, as ſome milk-white, called Carbidge amber,

and ſome of brimstone-colour, and ſo of all varieties of whites and yellows both

opake and tranſparent. He related, that he had ſeen ſeveral other varieties exceed

ingly curious.

He gave afarther account of the phoſphorus of BRAN T, which he called Bramle

Brant, becauſe first invented by Dr. BRANT, though claimed by KUNKELL- and

KRAFT. And he ſaid, that Dr. BRANT had affirmed to him, that he knew how

to prepare a ſhining ſubstance as Well out of vegetable as out of animal or mineral

ſubstanCes, particularly wine, urine and mercury -, but that he had not diſco

vered to Sir ROBERT the ſeveral ways and methods, which he uſed for making

them.

Dr. GALE related, that there had lately happened a very strange accident to a

river in Yorkſhire called Burr near Maſſam, which was that all the fiſh in the

ſaid river for many miles to the entrance into the ſea were poiſoned or killed;

the reaſon of which was not known, but ſuppoſed to be the breaking out of the

earth of certain mineral waters; and ſo much the rather, becauſe it is well known,

that there were many mines of lead and coals not far distant from it.

Sir JOHN Hosvas obſerved, that quick lime thrown into water would poiſon

the water ſo as to kill all the fiſh in a pond.

Mr. HOUGHTON produced and read a letter of Dr. BEAL about earthquakes;

as alſo about the phoſphorus propoſed after a way experimented by Mr. BOYLE.

Mr. HoucHTON was deſired to give a copy ofthis letter to the Society.

A letter of Signor NAZZAR] dared at Rome 7 Decemb. 1680. was read; and

it was deſired, that Dr. GALE would continue the correſpondence with him. '

Dr. GALB gave ſome account of a book lately publiſhed by Mr. B'URNET of

Cambridge l concerning an hypotheſis to ſolve all the phenomcna of NOAH's

flood conſonant to the ſcriptures, the writings of the antients, and the Carteſian

philoſophy -, and the doctor was deſired to bring in an account of it to be printed

in the Philoſopbiml Collection: m. '

l lnritlcd 'It/[mix 'I/ſwriaſacra, London 1681. " An account is given of that back N'. 37 p.

in 4to. 75. Decemb. to, 1681. _ , ' _

* Sir

\
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Sir THEODORE na VAUX promiſed to communicate a method of staining am.

ber by ſinking in of any colour and with any figure, by which the animals in am

ber might be curiouſly imitated.

Mr. HOUGHTON produced a paper of the byſſus, or a kind of ſilk-cotton;

and deſired, that the Society would conſider of what uſe it might be in trade, ſince

great quantities thereofmight be had at very reaſonable rates.

Mr. ASTON returned Redi del chialt, and gave this account of it, that the au

thor's deſign was to prove, that a Florentine about 400 years before had found

out the uſe of ſpectacles, upon the hearing, that ſome other perſon had before that

had ſneh an invention. ' - -

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL remarked, that GALILEO invented teleſeopes upon

much the like occaſion of hearing, that another perſon had invented them.

Februa'y 16, being Aſh-VVedneſday, the Society did not meet.

Felzmary 23, Sir. JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the 9th instant were read.

Upon diſcourſing concerning the staining of amber, wood, and ſeveral other

'ſubstances, Dr. CROUNE affirmed, that the black stain of wood uſed for coaches

was obſerved to rot the wood, and on that account began to be diſuſed in coachesz .

Upon the occaſion of diſcourſing about the phoſphorus produced at a former '

meeting by Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL, Dr. CROUNE related ſome obſervatidns of

his own about the ſhining of a clean ſhirt, when put on very warm and rubbed

with his hand: that he had often tried it, and never found it to fail.

Of all fiſhy ſubstances, that ſhined, the eggs of a lobster, that had been boiled,

were aſſerted to ſhine the strongest.

Upon diſcourſing of Rznr's tract about ſpectacles it was conceived, that Rocra

BACON might be the first inventer of them, ſince he had before the time mention

ed by Ram deſcribed them, as appeared from his writings.

A paper ſent in by Sir Ronaar Sovrnwrau. from Mr. CRisp at St. CHRI

srornaa's was read, wherein he affirmed, that having followed the directions ſent

him from the Society for fitting his barometer, he found, that it had not varied

then upon any change of weather. It was hereupon conceived, that he had failed

in the making of his trials.

Dr. CROUNE remarked, that the barometer in Barbadoes varied but little.

Mr. Hooxz acquainted the Society with his obſervation on the hight of the

mercury
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mercury on the 7th of January preceding, when, according to a paper, which he

ſhewed, the three ſuns and ſeveral rainbows appeared in Sweden. Mr. HOOKE's

obſervation was, that the mercury at that instant stood higher than ever he had

remarked it to do before, though he had constantly taken notice of it for near

twenty years : that accordingly he had cauſed Mr. HUNT at that time to take no

tice of it, and meaſured it, though he knew nothing of the phxnomenon in Swe

den till the last week.

Dr. CROUNE broughtſiin the ſeeds ſent from Signor BOCCONE, part of every

ſort of which Dr. TYSON 'was deſired to ſend to Dr. PLOT at-Oxſord to be ſown in

the phyſic garden there.

Mr. HAAK preſented to the Society a book intitled Electorak Saxam'cum : au

tbore Tobia Bmtelio, printed at Dreſden in 1671.

He delivered in a paper of Mr. Hzmsws, which contained a catalogue of all

thoſe perſons and authors, who had written concerning amber. Sir JOHN Hos

KYNs took this paper to peruſe, and to return it at the next meeting.

Mr. HOOK-E preſented to the Society Dr. PAPIN's engine for boiling bones, &c.

which the doctor had left for the uſe of the Society. It was opened, and all the

ſeveral parts of it explained by Mr. HOOKE, together with the method of fitting

and uſing it for boiling, &c.

It'was deſired, that ſome trials ſhould be made with this engine at the next

Tmeeting.

7 Rocna Manaor'rn, M. A. 'profeſſor of civil law in Greſham college, was

propoſed candidate by Mr. Hooxa.

Mrcb 2, the preſident in the chair.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns gave an account of the Italian book intitled Pmtlica mine

mZe tratmta del Marco Antom'o della Frattzz, the ſubstance of which he promiſed to

put into writing against the next meeting.

The preſident gave an account of Raoi's and BARTou's books, which account

he promiſed to put into writing against the next meeting.

He acquainted the Society with an obſervation, that he had formerly made

about the motion of the ſuperficies of undulating water, which he had taken no

tice of by the motion of a cork floating in it', and ſaid, that the cork did not keep)

exactly riſing in a perpendicular line, but had alſo a lateral motion, the compoſi

tion ot which two motions together made the cork move in an elhpſis.

He remarked, that ESCHXNARDUS had demonstrated, that the best figure for

a ſpecular burning glaſs was a ſpherical concave, which was much- better than a

parabolical concave. He
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He alſo gave an account of EscmNAnous's way of graduating and adjusting

thcrmometers; as Mr. HOOKE likewiſe did of the method of adjusting thermome

ters by a standard, according to which all that were made by Mr. RICHARD

SHORTGRAVE were adjusted -, a ſhort account of which Mr. HOOKE had formerly

publiſhed in his Mcrograpbia.

Part of a letter of Dr. PAPIN to Dr. CROUNE dated at Antwerp l March 16.:4,

N. S. " Was read, wherein he mentioned his having, before his departure from

London, left at Mr. Hooxx's lodgings his engine for ſoftening of bones, &c.

to be preſented to the Society -, and his deſire and readineſs to ſerve the Society in

the places, where he ſhould reſide. -

- An experiment was made in Dr. PAPIN'S engine, wherein were ut pieces of

ivory, horn, and tortoiſe-ſhell; all which were in about the ſpace 0 half an hour

reduced to ſoftneſs; the tortoiſe-ſhell to the ſoftneſs and pliableneſs of ſhoe-leather

or tanned leather, the ivory to the conſistence of old Chedder cheeſe, and the horn

to the ſoftneſs and pliableneſs of pretty stiff tanned leather.

MtZ/'Cb 9, Dr. HOLBER in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

Sir JOHN HosKYNS's account in writing of the Prattica minerale was read.

Hereupon were occaſioned ſeveral diſcourſes about authors, who had written

cncerning mines; and particularly LAZARUS ERKAR, who was ſaid to be very

much esteemed for his knowledge and diſcourſe on that ſubject; but whoſe book

being in high Dutch was understood by few in England. It was therefore moved,

that ſome endeavours ſhould be uſed to get it tranſlated into Engliſh. Mr. Hau

SHAW ſaid, that he had the book by him, and that he would lend it to any perſon,

who ſhould be willing to tranſlate it. Upon which Mr. Hooxa Was deſired to per

uſe it, and to give what affistance he could in the tranſlation, which he promiſed

to do.

Dr. ALLEN propoſed, that a trial might be made with Dr. PAPiN's engine,

' whether coral and talc boiled well in it would be reduced to a ſoftneſs; which was

accordingly ordered to be done.

Mr. HOOKE delivered in a German book, which he had received from Mr.

HENSHAW, being an account of the appearances of the comet before and after its

conjunction with the ſun. This was ſent by Sir PETER_WYCHE from Hamburgh

as a preſent to theSociety. It was deſired, that ſome account of this book might

be given in to the Society. .

Dr. GALE preſented two letters to himſelf, one from profeſſor STURMIUS dared

at Altorf 10 Febr. 1624, o concerning the obſervatory to be ſet at Nuremberg;

_' Letter book vol. 8. p. 156. *' Ibid. p. 155.

which
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which was read : The other from Mr. Hevauvs, dated at Dantzick 17 January

1624 N. S.p concerning a comet, and the occultation of Palilicius or Bull's Ey:

by the moon, was referred to the next meeting.

The experiments made with Dr. PAPiN's boiling engine were in order to ex

amine the power of it in ſoſtcning beeſ-bones and wood : But though the fire

was urged ſo long till a drop oſ water would evaporate in three ſeconds of time ;

yet upon ſuffering the engine to cool, and then opening it, and examiniig the

ſubstance, it was ſound, that neither the wood nor bones were conſiderably altered

in their hardneſs.

March 16, the Prefident in the chair.

The minutes of March 9 were read, and ſeveral parts of them diſcourſed of.

Mr. Jorm ROGERS, Chaplain to the earl of Berkley, was propoſed candidate by

Dr. Howza.

Mr. Hooxr. preſented from ROBERT VVOOD, LL.D. one oſ his almanacks

put into a gilt frame for the uſe of the Society, and another to the preſident.

Upon diſcourſing concerning the tranſlation oſ LAZARUS ERKER into Engliſh,

Dr. HOLDER remarked, that this was actually done by Sir JOHN PETTUS -, but

that his tranſlation was not printed, becauſe the bookſellers were unwilling to un

dertake it. It was therefore thought, that the best expedient to have it publiſhed

would be to print it at the tranſlator's charge, and to procure ſubſcriptions for the

taking off a conſiderable number oſ copies. Dr. HOLDER was deſired to get from

SirJOHÞLPETTUS, then in the Fleet, a ſight of the ſaid tranſlation, and to diſcourſe

with him concerning this expedient for publiſhing it ; and to acquaint the Society

with the reſult of it.

Dr. PELI. mentioned, that he had tranſlated the greatest part oſ ERKER'S book

into Engliſh, but had not Completed it, finding great difficulty to understand the

mineral terms of art. And that for the doing that work,asitought to be done, great

care and ſkill were requifite, becauſe that in ſuch trials the greatest nicety is often very

neceſſary, ſince the omitting or varying of ſome little, and perhaps not otherwiſe

obſervable, circumstance frequently made deſired effects to be produced or not

produced ; which was ſufficiently known to ſuch, as had made experiments in

chemical matters. He instanced in the way of making verdigriſe of the huſks

of grapes preffiId and bits of copper, affirming, that the bits of copper being

mixed with the ſaid hui'ks dry would be turned to verdigriſe; but iſ mixed

with the huſks wet would produce none at all. _ This was confirmed by the opi

nion oſ Mr. BOYLE in one oſ his books.

Mr. HOUGHTON propoſed, that it might be tried, whether there could not in .

England be found out the way oſ making jeſſamine gloves by the help of the

' Letter-Book, an. viii. p. 151: - '

' L whiteVOL. lV.
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white narciſſus flowers, or daffodils 5 for that he had been informed, that ſuch a

thing had been done.

The preſident mentioned, that he had known oil oſ jeſſamine made in Eng

land withjeſſamine flowers by packing up the gloves first oiled with oil of ben or

of almonds, and mixing a layer of jeſſamine flowers.

He acquainted the Society, that Mr. MERCATOR had lately ſhewn the king

a new way or projection of maps uſeful for ſeamen; but did not mention the

particular method of it.

Mr. Hooxe ſaid, that Mr. MERCATOR had been with him to diſcover to him

his projection ; but that he was not willing to understand it from him, in order

that when his own, which he already diſcovered to the preſident, ſhould come

out, it might not be thought, that he had taken any part oſ Mr. MERCATOR's

invention.

Mr. Hooxe produced a paper, which he had procured from Mr. CLUVERUS,

who had taken the pains to peruſe JOHN Heumucu'r VorcT's book called, Ca

meta matutimu et 'aſpe-nium, and had made an extract of the ſame -, which was

read.

This gave occaſion to ſeveral diſcourſes about the comet.

Mr. Hstqu's letter to Dr. GALB was read, and the doctor was deſired to

return an anſwer to it.

The experiments tried with Dr. PAPiN's engine were with coral, tale, oister

ſhells, lobster-ſhells, and ſhrimp-ſhells -, none of which, though were urged very

long with a strong fire, were any way ſoftened by the operation.

March 23, at a meeting of the Councu. Were preſent,

The Preſident in the chair.

Mr. COLWALL Mr. PERRY

Mr. Him. Dr. GALE

Mr. ASTON Mr. Hooxn

Mr. HINSHAW

Upon conſideration, that there was a piece of ground at Chelſea-college, lying

along the ſide oſ the Society's field, to the ſree enjoyment of which ſome inter

ruption had been given, and ſome objections made, as if the tenants had a com

mon right of coming upon that piece of ground to dry their hay -, Mr. Cor.

WALL and Mr. Hoom: were deſired to diſcourſe with Mr. CHENEY upon that

point, and to find, if there were any reaſonable cauſe for this pretence, and to

make report to the Council what Mr. CHENEY'S ſenſe was of this affair 5 upon

which, farther advice ſhould be taken by the Council, Mr. HENSHAW havifng in

i ormed

s
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ſormed them, that Clay had been dug in the pasture by permiſſion of Mr. CHE

NEY, Mr. COLWALL and Mr. Hooru: were likewiſe deſired to diſcourſe with

Mr. CHENEY upon that point.

Mr. HENSHAW was deſired to employ ſome perſon in the country to mound

the ground before the college with a very ſufficient mound and ditch of earth, and

a plain gate and post, the charge to be defrayed by the Society; and if he ſhould

hear of any tenant, who ſhould offer' a reaſonable rent from year to year, 'till the

Society ſhould have any better offers for a longer leaſe, or other uſe of the ground

and building, that he would make a report to the Council.

He was farther deſired to ſpeak with the Churchwardens of Chelſea to. fill up

the pit, in which they had dug gravel, according to law.

Mr. HOOKE and Mr. ASTON were deſired to go to Mr. LANE, and give him a

fee to peruſe all the Society's writings; and to make an orderly abstract, eſpecially

of thoſe relating to the title to Chelſea-college and land z and that thoſe writings

be then orderly placed, according to the statutes, in the chest, together with the

other writings in Mr. HiLL's hands concerning the ſee-farms -, and that Mr. LANE

be aſked, whether any of the Writings be neceſſary to be inrolled -, and that it be

accordingly done, if he ſhould adviſe it. .

Mr. HUNT was ordered to make a good and perfect ſurvey and map in vellum

of the lands in Chelſea.

The catalogue of the books of the Society being now finiſhed, it was thought

neceſſary to look over all the orders concerning the library, and to' register them,

in order that a statute might be formed out of them, to be entered in the statute

book : And Mr. PERRY was deſired to take Mr. HUNT, and direct and employ

him from day to day to aſſort the books -, and Mr.WrcKs to write out tables

upon card past-boards to be affiXCd to the outſide of the preſſes.

The question being put, whether a printer ſhould be choſen for the Society,

and divers objecting, that it was rather prejudicial than otherwiſe to the SOCiety,

it was carried in the affirmative; but ſo that the debate might be reſumed, iſ new

reaſon ſhould offer to the contrary. The conſideration of the perſon was deferred

to the next Council.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, the preſident in the chair :

The minutes of March 18 were read, and upon diſcourſing concerning mines,

it was affirmed, that the laws of the miners in Derbyſhire were printed long be

fore by one Mr. THOMAS JOHNSON, who was now a clerk oſ the New River

Company; the title of which book is," The Barmoot Court.

Upon diſcourſing farther concerning the jeſſamine perfume, HENSHAW

obſerved, that he had the way of making it, which was, that the gloves to be

L 2 _ perfumcd
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perſumed were first oiled with oil of ben, that had been first stratified with jeſſamine

flowers three times repeated, and then the gloves were stratified with jeſſamine

i flowers. '

Mr. HERBERT mentioned, that he had known it done by only stratifying the

gloves dry (without oiling them) with the jeſſamine flowers.

Dr. CROUNE related, that having had a veſſel of orange flowers pickled brought

over hither, he had distilled them, and found them to yield a great quantity of

ſpirit or oil : And that he had divers times pickled peaſe-leaves, and afterwards

distilled them, and found them to yield very much ſpirit, and ſome oil.

Mr. HOUGHTON related, that Monſ. CHARRAs's way of extracting the eſſence

from jeſſamine flowers was to lay the flowers on a flannel blanket oiled with oil

of ben.

Dr. CROUNE ſaid, that the ſame way was in the Pbarmacopwia/Yugustam of Zwel

fer z but that ſome, instead of a blanket, made uſe ofcotton oiled as before.

Mr. HENSHAW moved, that it might be urged, whether the ſcent of the honey

ſuckle might not be extracted the ſame way, and that of ſeveral other curious

ſmelling flowers.

The preſident obſerved, that honey-ſuckles, violets, and ſeveral other fragrant

flowers loſe that fragrance, if any ways bruifed.

On diſcourſing about the lasting and strength of ſome ſcents, Dr. CROUNE

affirmed, that having made uſe of the point ot a knife for taking ſome civet,

which was very good, out of a box, he found the knife to retain that ſmell above

ten years after, though he had made much uſe of the knife, and had often

whetted it.

The reſident obſerved, that the Chineſe were ſo ſkillful in perfuming, that

he had ound a China cabinet to have in every drawer of it a distinct perfume,

which he conceived to be mingled or incorporated with the hard varniſh, ſince in

was varniſhed both within and without.

Dr. CROUNE was of opinion, that they were all made out ofone gum by mix

ture of ſome other ſubstance with it. But Mr. HENSHAW ſuppoſed, that they

might be rather made by the natural ſmell of ſeveral ſorts of wood, for that thoſe

countries afford great varieties oflweet-ſhielling woods.

Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN now ſomewhat explained Mr. MERCATOR'S new

projection for maps for the uſe of the ſeamen, e-iz. that it was a certain projection

ofthe ſurface of the globe upon a plain parallel to the plane of the aquator :

That the pole was the centre; and the parallels concentric circles ; the meridians

strait lines paſſing through the pole or centre z all which are common with ſe

veral;
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veral other polar projections already known and uſed : But the ſingularity of this

was, that the distances of the parallel circles were proportioned according to the

proper ſpreading ofthe meridians ſomewhat of the nature of the chart of Mr.

Waionr (commonly, but falſly, called MERCAroa's chart) to which he had a

certain ſcale appropriated ſo, as that he could eaſily meaſure distances.

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL-'s preſent, delivered in at the last meeting by Mr.

Hooxe, of a quantity of Dr. KUNKELL's phoſphorus (the receit of which Sir Ro

BERT had communicated to the Society ſome time before) was now examined, a

glaſs having been prepared for it, according to the order of the last meeting; and

by many trials this phoſpliorus was found to be much the ſame with that which

KRAFT had ſome years before ſhewed to Mr BOYLE and ſeveral other perſons.

But it was remarkable, that it wanted ſome ſmall quantity of freſh air to make it

ſhine; and beſides, that ſhaking and heat were very conducive to that effect;

that it emitted a perfect flame and a kind of ſmoke, but had no manner of ſenv
ſible heat. ſſ -

An experiment was tried in Dr. PAPIN's engine with barley covered with wa

ter, which after above an hour's boiling was reduced to a very thick pulp, it

having very much opened and looſened the body of it, ſo that the tincture or

strength of it might be extracted in water.

168 1. Marcb 36, the preſident and vice preſident being abſent, Mr. HEN

SHAW was deſired to take the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting being read, ſeveral matters were diſ

courſed concerning the ſorts of perfumes, and the way of making, compounding,

and uſing them : And Mr. EVELYN and Mr. HENSHAW both ſaid, that they had

all Sir RALPH HOPTON's receits for making and uſing of great variety of very

excellent perfumes.

Mr. EVELYN farther affirmed, that the preſent duke of Norfolk had a very.

large collection of receits of that kind.

Mr. HENSHAW related, that the way of making jeſſamine oil was to ſlit al

monds or ben nuts', and then to stratify them three times with freſhjeſſamine

flowers -, whereby the oil of the nut would be highly impregnated with the ſcent

of the flowers, and afterwards preſſing out this oil, therewith to rub the gloves

to be perfumed 3 and then to stratify them with freſh jeſſamine Flowers, which will

increaſe the ſmell. - _ ſi

Mr. EVELYN' ſaid, that the ſame might be done by cotton dipt in the oil of

ben, and laid within ſieves, ſuch as the apothecaries uſe for their powders, the

cotton being laid upon one hair-cloth, and the flowers on another, and the whole
included from the air by the. two outermost leathern ſieves. t ſi

With regard to the offence, which 'pſierfumes give to ſome women, HEN

' SHAVV'
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SHAW was of opinion, that there was ſomewhat peculiar in the air oſ England in

that reſpect -, lOr that it is obſerved, that ladies in Spain and Italy uſe the highest

perfumes without the least offence z whereas the contrary is very remarkable here.

And he added, that he knew a lady, who, when ſhe first came to England, uſed

the highest perfumes with great delight, and wondered with ſome diſdain at the

nature of Engliſh women, who ſuffered much prejudice by them: But having

lived here ſome time, ſhe began to hate them as much as ſhe had valued them

before, as well for the ſmell itſelf as ſor the effects

Dr. KING relates from his own experience, that roſe leaves beaten to a con

ſerve, and then dried in an oven, would preſerve the ſcent all the year.

For lpreſerving them alſo, they are uſually beaten-with ſalt like a conſerve, and

ſo kept all the year in a China or other earthen pot or jar, which being at any

time stirred with the ſinger would perfume a room.

Mr. HENSHAW related a way of immediately making hippocras, by mixing

double-refined ſugar with one part of good canary and two of white wine ; and

then dropping in ſome drops of ſpirit ot wine highly impregnated with ſpices.

He alſo affirmed, that the highest eſſence of roſes and ſome other flowers was

made by highly impregnating rectified ſpirit of wine with the dried leaves of thoſe

flowers.

The way of making oil of Cinnamon and oil of rhodium was related to be * * *.

After the diſcourſe was ended, the experiment was tried for finding the reſistance

of the air to bodies moved through it z and how mUCh longer a body would con

tinue its motion in an evacuated veſſel than in one filled with air.

To this purpoſe a pendulum was hung or fitted into a large receiver or veſſel of

glaſs, ſo as by moving the glaſs it might be put into motion. Then the air was

very well exhausted out ofit by the air-pump, and kept out by a stop-cock : Then

the compariſon was made by the keeping account how long the ſame pendulum

continued its motion in the veſſel, when exhausted, and how long in the ſame

veſſel, when filled with air.

April 6, the Society did not meet.

1!er 13, at a meeting of the COUNCIL, were preſent,

The Preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Mr. HENSHAW

Sir CYRlL WYCHE Mr. HlLL

Sir THEODORE DE VAUX MruAsroN

Mr. CREED Mr. Hooxs.

Mr. PERRY

1 This minute was left unfiniſhed in the journal, Vol. vii. p. 9. Mr.
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Mr. HILL reporting, that he had an acquaintance of his, who was a friend of

Mr. GREEN, he was deſired to ſpeak with his acquaintance to treat with Mr.

GREEN about procuring part of the meadow ground lying between Chelſea-col

lege and the Thames, and to report his proceedings to the next meeting of the

Council. '

It was reſolved, that the preſident, Sir Jor-m IJOWTHER, Mr. COLWALL, Mr.

HENSHAW and Mr. HILL, diſcourſe with Mr. CHENEY about the Society's acre

of ground, lying next the meadows on the Thames, the poſſeffion of which had

given the Society ſome disturbance.

It was ordered, that the ſmall charter-books of the Society's statutes and char

ters be carried to Mr. LANE -, as alſo the two following querics;

I. Whether the Society may demoliſh any part of the building at Chelſea now

standing ? - \

2. Whether the Society' may ſell, diſpoſe, or any ways alienate any part of the

ſaid materials P

It was ordered, that Mr. WICKS do make a copy of all the orders, that had

been made concernig the library, to be delivered at the next meeting of the

Council.

Mr. PERRY preſented the council with three printed catalogues of the library

of the Society '1 ; for which, and his care and great pains in compoſing the ſame,

he had the thanks of the council.

Dr. GALE was deſired to ſpeak to Sir WIL'LIAM DUGDALB, in order to procure

the copy of dooms-day book now in the Herald's- office.

Upon reſuming the debate, whether a printer ſhould be choſen for the Society,

it was reſolved in the affirmative; and Mr. RlCHARD Cmswzu. was unani

mouſly choſen.

It was ordered, that Mr. CHisWtLL'S charterbe made by Mr. Wrcxs against

the next meeting : And

That ſome catalogues of the library, well' bound at the charge of the Society,

be preſented as follows 5

To the Duke of Nonrom,

The Earl ofARtmoaL, -

.\
'

' Tth catalogue was printed at London in prinrcpr, Henriru: Dax No'ſoIt'ie, &Ft. R'gſ,f S 7

4to. under the following title : Bibli'otlnm Nor.- (it-tart' Lonrfirzrrzſi pro flientid 'rerum/i from-ursz

ſeldom-a; ſiwe, Catalogm Iibb. mmiustriptorum t' &ma-vit- '
imprzſſdmm in om'nſi am: e! lingua", gun: illustrz'ffi

The
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- The Lord lTHOMASHOWARD,

'" Mr. CHARLES HOWARD,

- Mr. EDWARD HOWARD.

'ſhe ſaid five books to be left with Sir 'I'Htonoaa DE VAUX.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY, on the ſame day, the preſident' in the chair :

The minutes of the last mecting were read.

Several debates aroſe about the uſe and abuſe of ſnuff-powder, and ſeveral in'

stances mentioned of the bewitching custom of taking ſnuff, tobacco, &c. '

Dr. HOLDER related, that having kept ſome roſe leaves ſo long till they were

eaten up by the inſects, he found in- the veſſel' a great quantity of the excrements

of thoſe inſects, which having kept in a box, he found them to give a better and

stronger ſmell of the roſe than the leaves themſelves did.

Mr. HENSHAW delivered in ſome obſervations on the comet made at Boston in

New England, ſent to him from Mr. BRAITHWAYTE ; which were read.

Sir THEODORE DE VAUX preſented to 'the Society, for their library, the works

of GALILEO, printed in Italian, and finely bound in three volumes.

i Mr. Housſſrou preſented a large piece of crystal fairly cut, being an exact

mode] of the grandduke of'Tuſcany's diamond; which model was preſented b'y

the grand duke himſelf to Dr. DU MOULIN. Mr. HOUGHTON had procured this

of Mr. SMITH, the writingmaster of Christ's Hoſpital.

There being a very full meeting, the Society proceeded to the election of the

ſeveral candidates, who had been formerly propoſed; and the following were
elected members ; ct ſi ſi

Roman-r Woon, LL.D. master of the mathematical ſchool founded by the

kingin Christ's Hoſpital.

Sir ANTHONY DEANE, Knt.
HUGH CHAMBſiERLAYNB, M.D.

Sir JOHN PERClVAL, Bart.

ROGER MEREDlTH, M. A. profeſſor of the civil law in Greſham Collegc.

Mr. Roceas. *

Mr. SALISBURY.

Dr. RussnLL.

Mr. Jonocus CRULL was propoſed candidate by Dr. HOLDEB z and JEREMY

SAMBROOKE, Eſq; by Mr. HOUGHTON.

Aprz'l 20, Mr. HENSHAW in the chair:

1 _ The
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The minutes oſ the last meeting were read and diſcourſed oſ. A

RlCHARD WALLER, Eſq, was propoſed candidate by Dr. CROUNE.

Mr. Hooxi: read a long diſcourſe about the nature of light and luminous

bodies ſ.

Mr. AUBREY preſented for the repoſitory a piece oſ iron ore, oſ which he pro

miſed to give an account in writing.

He produced a letter oſ Mr. JOHN Rocrns, dared at Chippenham March 14,

tGZZ, containing the following paſſage :

" The prodigious ſog in the Temple was between three and four oſ the clock in

** the aſternoon the 27th of November 1674 ; and the extreme hot time in Lon

" don was from the loth of June to the rgth, 1676. Theſe things for my own

" curioſity I entered in my book."

The experiment of fire burning in a box was exhibited and explained ; and it

was ſhewn how it was pertinent for the explanation of the theory of light in the

abovementioned diſcourſe oſ Mr. Hooxz.

ſip7i127, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent,

The PRESlDENT Dr. KING

Sir JOHN HosrcYNs Mr. ASTON

Sir JOHN LAURENCE Mr. PERRY

Mr. HOOKE.l\\Ir. Him.

Mr. COLWALL

Mr. HlLL communicated a letter of a friend of his, who was deſired to diſcourſe

Mr. GREEN, to find, iſ he would part with his meadow between Chelſea-college

and the Thamcs; and from the letter it appeared, that he ſet it at 6001.- being

ten acres. fft was thought convenient, that the preſident ſhould try whether Mr.

GREEN would part with half an acre, ſo much as would be neceſſaryto make a

..way; and the rather, becauſe there appeared deſigns of other perſons, which Would

turn to the prejudice of the college.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS was added to the committee appointed to diſcourſe with Mr.

CHENEY concerning the way by the meadows, Mr. CHENEY having offered,

that at the next meeting he would give the council fuller ſatisfaction in what he

aſſerted, that the ſaid way did not belong to the Society. "

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS was deſired to peruſe the statute relating to the printer of

the Society, and to draw up another patent for Mr. CHISWELL, in which the

f See his liſe by Mr. WALLER, p. 23. and his Pastlmmom Work, p. 71. &ſhy.

M powers
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powers given the printer may be leſs diſadvantageous to the Society, than (as by

exPerience had been found) the patent given formerly to MARTYN and ALLESTRB a

appeared to be; a copy of which parent Mr. VVICKS was directed to carry to Sir

JOHN Hosvas.

A propoſition being made by one Mr. THOMAS HUTTON to become tenant

for Chelſea-college, in order to erect there a manuiacture of paper, it was referred

to a committee conſisting of the preſident, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Mr. HiLL, and

Mr. HOOKE, to meet that evening.

Sir jouu Hosxvxs was added to the committee appointed 23 March, to diſ

courſe Mr. LANI-Z about the writings of the Society, and to inquire of him or any

learned in the law concerning the right of copies, upon Dr. GALE'S mentioning,

that Mr. CHlSWELL would reprint the History ofthe Royal Society, and other works,

if he knew where the title to them were.

Dr. GALE having informed the council, that there was an excellent libra

ry in the kind, which was one Mr. SMiTH's ' z and which he believed the widow

would be willing to depoſit with the Society, or at least upon very eaſy terms -,

Dr. GALE was deſired to proceed in his inquiry, according to his direction, and to

make a farther report.

Dr. GALE having mentioned, that the Earl of BERKLi-zv's books Were proba

bly not yet diſpoſed of; he was deſired to inquire farther, and acquaint the

preſident.

The preſident deſired Mr. HlLL to give in a paper concerning the state of the

incomepf the Society ; how the ſalaries were diſpoſed ; and what the other ex

pences had been of late years; and alſo a mediuzn of the payments, how much

they had amounted to yearly for the last five or ſeven years, in order the better to

state and proportion the ercpences.

At a meeting ofthe SocraTY on the ſame day, the preſident in the chair.

The minutes of April zoth were read : whereupon the preſident related', that he

had ſeveral times obſerved, that prawns would ſhine in the dark, whilst they were

yet freſh and new, and before they began to decay and taint,

Mr. HOOKE read another diſcourſe concerning the nature, cauſe, and effect of

light and luminous bodies, wherein. was an enumeration of all ſuch bodies, as af

ford light, and the manner how they might be made luminous ". '

The experiments of two pendulums, the one incloſed in a long glaſs body, out

of which the air was exhausted ; and the other in just ſuch another glaſs body with

' Mr. Ricmnm SMiTu, formerly ſecondaq auction in May and June 1682.. _

of the Poultry Compter, who died at London f See his Poſihumous Works,_ p. 71. U/ZH.

zfi March. 1675. His library was ſold by _

3 the
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'the air included, were tried -, and it was obſerved, that though the motion of the

pendulum in the exhausted receiver continued very much longer, and ſo larger

than that of the pendulum in the receiver unexhausted; yet the motion of the

pendulum therein alſo did by degrees decay, and was at last wholly lost ; ſo that

though the air ſeemed to be the only body, that would stop the motion of the

pendulum moving freely in it, yet there was a neceſſity of ſuppoſing ſome other

body to be contained in the receiver exhausted of air; which must produce that

effect ; unleſs it ſhould be ſuppoſed, that motion without any impediment would

ceaſe and be lost.

Dr. GALB read an account in Latin of Mr. BURNET'S book, intitled Telluris

tbeoriaſhcra, which was diſcourſed of and well approved of as to ſome particulars _

of the theory, though the proof and management thereof could not be judged of

without aperuſal of the diſcourſe itſelf.

It was deſired, that the experiments for the next meeting might be about the ex;"

plication of light.

Mr. WALLER, Mr. SAMBROOKE, Mr. BRADDOW, Mr. GOODWlN and Dr.

Jonnrs were elected fellows. _

Aſzzy 4, at a meeting of the COUNCiL were preſent,

Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Mr. ASTON

Dr. KlNG Mr. Hooxz.

Mr. HlLL ' '

Mr. HILL reported from the dean of Canterbury', that the books, which, it.

was hoped, might have been obtained from the Lord BERKLEY x, Were certainly

diſpoſed of, and legally ſettled ; and of that he had ſpoken to his lordſhip, who

ſeemed ſorry, that he had not been ſooner put in mind of it, before he had been

engaged.

Mr. HlLL brought in an account in general of the income and charges of the

Society for ſome late years, as he had been deſired, in order that. the council

might conſider of new modelling the affairs and expences of the Society. After

ſeveral diſcourſes the debate was adjourned till the next meeting of the council,

and the preſident was deſired to bring in ſome propoſitions in writing.

Mr. HU N T was ordered without farther delav to ſurvey the land at Chelſea-college

(as he had been before ordered on the 2 3d of November 1680) to the end, that the

tenants might haVe their leaſes ſealed accordinle : and Sir JOHN Hosxxus, Mr. _

'ſ Dr. TiLLorsou. ſhip's diſpoſal by the will oſSir Roman-r Coma,

' Gztnoz Earl oſ Berkley, who in 1682 who had collected in' See Mr. Resmua's State

gave to the library of the clergy of London in oſ Sionlibrary, p. 30,

Bean tolle e av: valuable one left to his lord- ,g ry M 2 HENSHAW,
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to conſider oſ the ſaid propoſals against the next meeting.

HENSHAW, and Mr. Hooxr were appointed a committee to cauſe draughts to be

made of the leaſe to THOMAS FRANKLYN of the arable and meadow, accord

ing as Mr. HENSHAW had formerly treated with him, viz. in November pre

ceding 5 and they were deſired to expreſs truly the names and boundaries, accord

ing to the original papers of the Society, in which (after the ſurvey made) they

were requested to inſpect the words of the grant and other papers neceſſary. And

the ſaid Committee were to have copies of this order, and make their report there

upon at- the next meeting of the Council.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN

preſident in the chair. '

The preſident- gave leave to Mr. GREGORY, a nephew of Mr. GREGORY the

profeſſor of mathematics at Glaſcow, to be preſent at this meeting.

Mr.MaRIDITH and Mr. RiCHARD WALLER ſubſcribed the obligation, and

were admitted fellows.

lVIr. JOHN ADAMS preſented his propoſals for making an actual ſurvey of Eng

' land by meaſuring the bounding line, the distances between places both in the road

and the strait lines, by taking the latitudes and angles of poſition; deſiring the

directions and encouragement of the Society in this undertakinc.

It was referred to Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Dr. PELL, Mr. HILL, and Mr. Homer,

Mr. Hooxr read another diſcourſe about his theory oflight.

The' experiment about the motion of the pendulum in man; and in the common

air was diſcourſed of; and it was queried, what ſhould be the cauſe of the stay of

the motion of the pendulum in warm, ſince there was no ſcnſible body to hinder

its free motion. It was ſuppoſed by ſome to be the weight of the string, as

had been alſo ſuppoſed by GALILEO 5 by ſome to be the bending of the string.

Mr. HOOKctE ſuppoſed it to be from a body of a middle'nature between zether

and air, the motion, gravitation, and denſity of which he conceived alſo to be"

the cauſe of divers of the phaenomena, which he ſhould have occaſion to diſcourſe

more of in his farther inquiries about light. ' '

This, he affirmed, would be likewiſe uſeful in the explication of the motions of

the celestial bodies, as the moon' and Other planets. '*

Mr. Hooxa explained and demonstrated a certainv property in the projection of

the planiſphere not taken notice of by any writer; which was to ſhew the propor

tion between the ſubstances of the arches of great circles in the globe and thoſe

lines projected in the planiſphere to 'be the ſame; and how by that means

the distances of any two places in a map ſo projected on the pole of the world,

. 3 or
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or the distanCe between any two stars in a projection of the heavens, either on the

pole of the equinoctial or ecliptic, might be certainly meaſured by the help of a

line of chords on a ſector, which he ſuppoſed would do all that was pretended to be

done by a new projection of Mr. MERCATOR, of which, he ſaid, Mr. M'ERCA

'I'OR had not yet diſcovered the ground nor the demonstration, but alledged it to

be upon another principle. _ ' '

The preſident was ſatisfied with the explanation and demonstration of Mr.

HOOKE -, and deſired, that he would bring in his demonstration in writing ; as al

ſo his method of ſolving by it all ſpherical triangles, , more eaſily than by the com

mon ways.

Mr. PERRY preſented a ſmall bottle of natural balſam or balm oſ Gilead, the

least drop of which being poured upon water, he affirmed, would immediately
ſpread itſelf, and cover the whole ſuriſiace of the water.

ill-fly 18, at a meeting of the Couucu. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER 'WREN preſident,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNs Mr. ASTON

Mr. HILL Mr. PERRY

Mr. COLWALL.' Mr. HooKe. -

It was ordered, that ſeven pair of preſſes more be made to fill up the ſouth ſide

oſ the library; and lWr. PERRY was deſired to contrive (which, it was computed,

might be done) that the whole Arundel library may be contained in that ſide, _

and Mr. ENT's books be placed between the windows, in order to commencc

the'library oſphiloſophical books on the window ſide : >

U

That Mr. HUNT providea stamp, according to direction, for the new books,

and ſuch as are ordered to be bound :

That Mr. HILL, Mr. ASTON, and Mr. PERRY be a committee to inquire

wh; books are lent abroad, and to ſend l'or them and diſpole them in the library;

and Mr. PLPJW to add them to the catalogue:

That obligations be printed and bound together in a book, one ſort with the

penalty of ten pounds ſor printed books ; another ſort of fiſty pounds for manu

ſcripts; which obligations were to remain in the librarian's hands, and to be

ſigned and ſealed by the borrower, and cancellcd, by the librarian, when the book

ſhall be returned : and ' ' .

That Sir JOHN HOSKYNs, Sir' JOHN LOWTHER, Mr. HENSHAW, Mr. HILL,

Dr. KiNc and Mr. HOOKE be a committce to meet on Friday alternoon at half

an hour after three, to go to Chelſea, and diſcourſe the neighbourhood therein

relation to the Society's interest in the public way. - *

Mr.
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Mr. HUNT brought in the map of the land belonging to Chelſea-college,

which he was ordered to keep with the charter and other writings of the Socie

ty: and to attend the committee at Chelſea on the Friday following with the

ſaid map.

It was ordered, that Mr. LANE be added to the committee appointed May 4.,

for ſealing the writings ; and Mr. HOOKE was deſired to procure a meeting of Mr.

LANE with Sir JOHN HOSKYNS immediately. '

Dr. CROUNE reported, that Mr. ROSSINGTON had no farther deſign of taking

Chelſea-college.

Mr. HENSHAW mentioned, that Mr. CLERKE near the Bowling--Alley in Chel

ſea was willing to become tenant for the college to the Society, and to give

twenty pounds per annum, if the Society ſhould not agree with Mr. HUTTON.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER Warm

preſident in the chair:

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

Mr. Hooxa acquainted the Society, that on the Saturday before he had met

Mr. MERCATOR at Mr. BERRY's, where, after Mr. HOOKE had told him. that be

had demonstrated the property of the planiſpherical projection fork meaſuring

distances of places in different longitudes and latitudes by the help of a line of
chords on a lſiector, who would ſerve indifferently for all magnitudes of that pro

jection; and had alſo ſhewn him the manner of meaſuring thereby, which Mr;

MERCATOR deſired to ſee a ſecond time -, the latter very often and very poſitively

affirmed, that his projection was not like that, but of another nature, and was

no optical projection, but done by a certain proportion, which he had found, of

dividing the meridian line, ſomewhat of the nature of Mr. WnrcriT's or MER

CAToa's projection, as it was called, for the finding the rhomb and distance :that

his projection was finite, and did not extend by the proportion of the half tanorent,

but was finiſhed with a circle not very far extended, which repreſented the fbuth

pole : with many other expreſiions of the like nature, by which he wholly diſclaim

ed this projection. But that on the Monday after Mr. MERCATOR came to Mr.

Hoomz's lodg-ings with Mr. AUBREY, where he poſitively ſaid, that his rojection

was no other than that of the common planiſphere ; and that though he had made

uſe of another way of meaſuring, yet he understood the way of uſing the ſector.

To which Mr. HOOKE anſwered, that though he was ſufficiently aſſured of Mr.

MERCAToa's ability, yet it did not evidently appear to him, that he, Mr. MER

CATOR, had known either that property of the planiſphere or the uſe of the

ſector in that particular, before he, Mr. Hooxa, had demonstrated it z or that the

projection, which he had ſhewn the king, was the ſame with the planiſphere, ſince

he had informed Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN as well as many others, that it was not

that, nor any optical projection. -

Mr.
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Mr. HOOKE diſſuaded Mr. MERCATOR from taking out a patent for the ſaid

invention ; ſince, as it could not restrain any perſon from making maps in that

way, it having been ſo old, common, and practiſed a way of making maps ; ſo,

though it could, yet he aſſured Mr. MERCATOR, that he himſelf was making

maps by another way, the properties of which far exceeded thoſe of the plani

ſpere; for which nevertheleſs he would not take the benefit of a parent, but de

ſired, that the uſe and benefit thereof might be free.

A diſcourſe was occaſioned about the pendulums standing still in an artificial

vacuum: whereupon ſome conceived, that it was occaſioned by the bending of

the string; others from the weight of the string or Wire: but Mr. Hooru: an

ſwered thoſe objections, and demonstrated, that it could not be either the bending

of the string, or the weight of any part thereof, that must cauſe that impediment.

And upon that occaſion he acquainted the Society with a way of hanging a pen

dulum by a very broad and thick ſpring, which he had many years ſince invented

and explained in one of his lectures in the year 1666. That he had ſince made

divers clocks that way : and that he had acquainted Mr. TOMPION with it, who

had alſo ſeveral times uſed it.

Mr. AnAMS was again preſent about his propoſals, with a deſign to ſhew the

ſmall quadrant, that he had made for making ſhort distances with perſpective

ſights: But the instrument-maker not coming till after the Society was riſen, it

was ſhewn to bur ſome few members, who stayed in Dr. Poma's lodgings.

He declared, that he had made trial by ſetting up four lights at Greenwich,

each eight inches aſunder, which were not to be distinguiſhed at London onc

trom another : but the four lights ſet up at London ten inches distance from one

another were distinguiſhed at Greenwich by the ſights of his quadrant of fifty

inches radius.

Mr. HOOKE read a tranſlation, which he had made of a paper of Sir THEO

none MAYERNE, brought in by Sir THEODORE or: VAUX, about a method of

staining agates. Sir Tneonoaa or: VAUX was deſired to communicate ſome

others of his collections ofSir THEODORE MAYBRNe's papers : which he promiſed

to do.

Some experiments were tried in Dr. PAPIN's engine for diſſolving of ſeveral.

gums by heat and preſſure; and it was ſound, that the engine very muchpr0+

moted the diſſolution, both of watry and oily gums. The trials were made with. _

gum Arabic, gum tragacanth, gum ſanderic, and gum mastic. The former

two were diſſolved in water -, the latter two in ſpirit oſ wine"

A/Iay 25, Sir. JOHN HOSKYNs in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read *, which gave occaſion to diſ

courſe about the ways of staining agate mentioned in Sir THEODQRE M 1 r '.

paper communicated by Sir THEODORE DE VAux: and it was gCnCſſhlY
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eluded, that the ways mentioned in that paper were only conjectures, and not the

reſult of experiments; and that there were other ways; of opening the bodies of

stones, ſo as that they might imbibe colours, than hy means of ſpirit ofnitre,

which would rather corrode a ſtone than ſink into it. Thereupon Mr. l-Ioomz

related, that he had been lately informed, that a goldſmith in Lombard-street had

an agate by him, that had been ſo stained.

Dr. PLOT related, that one Mr. BIRD, a maſon oſ Oxford, had very much

perfected the invention ofstaining, being able, as was alledged, to ſlain in the co

lours very deſincd, without running or ſpi'cading -, but that he could not yet find

out a way of staining a perfect black.

NIr. Aunnnv remarked, that Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN had ſhewed him a foot

ace of white marble, which by the fall of the drops from a tallow-candle was

stained black. . '

It was by ſeveralaffirmed, that there were ſome Engliſh ſiints, which, when

poliſhed, would be as beautiful as East-India stones: that Sir ANTHONY Coma

had ſome ſuch stones, which he took up at Biſhop-stortford, which being cut

and poliſhed ſeemed in their beauty, hardneſs, and poliſh even to exceed the.

India stones. .

Mr. }-IthriAw mentioned the stones of the ſame nature, which he had formerly

brought from St. Alban's, and which Were of as great hardneſs and beauty as

thoſe of Sir ANTHONY COPE, and were to be had of any deſirable ſize.

Dr. PLOT ſhewed a flint, which had been found in an urn in Staffordſhire, the

edges and ſides of which ſeemed to be cut by art as with a chiſiel, and the edge

to be crenated like that of the ſide of a fickle; which were 'ſuppoſed to be done

by art, though which way none could conjecture, any more than they could the

uſe of it, or why it ſhould be put in the urn. But ſome conjectured, that it might

be the head of a dart, there having been arrows of that kind ſeen by ſome mem

bers of the Society; and that the reaſon of its being found in the urn was, that

it might be buried with the aſhes of the perſon deceaſed, either as his weapon of

war, or as apiece of his own art, or as a trophy.

Two experiments were tried in Dr. PAPIN's boiling engine, viz. to ſee how well

and how ſoon gum lac and gum animi would be diſſolvcd in ſpirit of wine by the

. help of heat and preſſure. .

June 1, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. PERRY

Mr. HILL Mr. HOOKE.

Mr. ASTON

The
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The preſident reported his view and obſervations made at Chelſea college on

the Friday preceding: upon debating of which l\-Ir. HUNT was directed to go thi

ther this evening to ſpeak with Mr. BROMAGE, and to Mr. FRANKLYN, to de

ſire his father to be preſent with the jury, when they take a view of the strip of

ground in controverſy between the Society and the Lord CHENEY ; and to bring

back an account of his proceedings therein; and to take the preſident's directions

what to do farther in that affair.

At a meeting of the Socrrrv on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvus, vice-preſi

dent, in the chair:

The minutes of the last meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

JEREMY SAMBROOKIZ, Eſq; was admitted.

Mr. Hooxa communicated a letter to himſelffrom Mr. EDMUND HALLIY,

dated at Saumur, 19 May 168 I z containing ſome articles of literary intelligence,

and particularly an account of the books publiſhed by the Royal Academy of

Sciences, with a ſhort account of Monſ. CAssmt's hypotheſis of the comet : up

on which Mr. Hooxn ſhewed Monſ. CAssmi's book on that corner.

n

Mr. Hooxr was deſired, when he ſhould write next to Mr. HALLEY, to in

quire what was become of the works of Monſ. MYÞORGE,y which were not

printed.

Mr. AUBREY mentioned, that Mr. PASCHAL had informed him, that a come!

had been ſeen in the west the week before; and other members remarked, that in

the Scots Gazette there was alſo mention made of a comet lately ſeen.

Mr SAMBROOKE obſerved, that there had been ſeen a very conſiderable comet

in the East-Indies in the year 1667, of which he had the obſervations made by a

Padre, which he promiſed to ſhew the Society.

A letter in Latin to Dr. CROUNE from CAROLUS A Jesu, preposttus generalis cle

ricarum regularium matrir Deiſcbolarum pauperumZ, and one of the executors ofSig

nor BORELLI, was read, in which he deſired to be informed, what number of the

first part of BORELLFS book De motu animalium, printed at Rome, might be diſ'

poſed ofin England, that ſo he mi ht take care to ſend them ; deſiring only, that

returns ſhould be made to him in ome of the books publiſhed in England.

Mr. CHISWELL was ordered to be ſpoken with on this affair.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed a collection of obſervations of the comet made at Nurem

'7 CLAUDE leDORCE, born in 1585, at first He died in 1647- Baillet. Vie de DCS Cartes

counſellor in the chdtelet at Paris, and afterwards Tom. I. p. 36. & Tom. mp. 325.

treaſurer of France in the generality of Amiens. ' Letter-book, Vol. vui. p. 159.

VoL. lV. N berg,
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berg, Written by Dr. EIMMERT to Dr. ARNOLDUS, who communicated them to

the Society -, but there was not time enough to peruſe them.

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed alſo a draught of a mural quadrant made uſe of at Nu

'remberg

Yune 8, Sir JOHN Hosxvns, vice-preſident, in the chair :

The=minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS ſhewed a ſpecimen of the printed ſheets and copper-cuts of

a ſmall herbal, then printed by Dr. NEWTON z and gave ſome account of the

work deſigned to be publiſhed by the doctor.

Dr. GALE delivered in to the Society the copy of Domes-day book, which he

had received from the heralds, being the gift of the Duke of Norfolk to the So

ciety ; which was delivered to the library-keeper to be registered, and ſafely kept,

in the library. '

AMr. HOOKE gave a full account of Monſ. CAssml's book concerning the late

comets, together with ſome animadvcrſions on that astronomer's theories for ex

plaining the motions of them.

Dr. TYSON preſented the Society with a copy of the tranſlation of Dr. SWAM

MERDAM'S book of the life of the ephemeron made by Mr. FRANCis Lon

WICK.

Mr. HOUGHTON likewiſe preſented the Society with a ſmall treatiſe of his, in

titled, England's great happineſſ. '

Mr. Hooxz ſhewed a draught ſent by Mr. SAMBROOKE of a comet, which was

ſaid to be ſeen in the East-Indies in the year 1667, but not ſeen here, being far

removed to the ſouth.

Mr. Hooxi: explained a theory of his about light, and the manner how the eye

becomes the organ oſ ſight, and ſeems immediately to feel the action of the

luminous body, though ever ſo far distant, as if actually on the bottom of the

eye.

June 22, at a meeting of the Councn. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. Hooxz

Mr. COLWALL Mr. PERRY

Mr. HlLL ' Dr. CROUNE.

The
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The preſident gave an account of his diſcourſe with the Lord CHENEY concern

ing the strip of Chelſea-college ground lying next to the meadows, claimed by his

lordſhip: and it was thereupon concluded by the council, that it would be the

best expedient in this affair forthwith to incloſe the college-lands on the ſouth-ſide

next the meadows.

Dr. CROUNE acquainted the council, that Mr. ROSSlNGTON was ready to treat

with the Society for Chelſea-college, and the ground lying about it, provided he

might be ſecured a convenient paſſage: Whereupon the preſident informed the

council, that there was a ſmall piece of ground, that lay convenient ſor that pur

poſe, which was now to be ſold. lt was ordered therefore, that the preſident and

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS ſhould be deſired to take care to purchaſe it, and to treat and

agree with Mr. ROSSlNGTON about the college. .

lt was ordered, that all orders made by'the preſident during his preſidentſhip

ſhould continue till Christmas following St. Andrew's day.

In conſideration of the propoſitions made by Mr. HOOKE for a more ſedulous

proſecution of the experiments for the ſervice of the Society, and particularly the

drawing up into treatiſcs ſeveral excellent things. which he had formerly pro

miſed the world; the council as an encouragement, according to tl. ' " *"5

lities oſ the Society, agreed to add to his ſalary forty pounds for thlo J t." -

at Christmas-day.

j'une 29, at a meeting of the COUNClL, were preſent,

Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Mr. PERRY

Mr. HILL Mr. Hooxz.

Mr. COLWALI.

The patent to Mr. CHlSWELL to be printer to the Society being fairly en

groſſed, was read and approved.

The preſident gave an account of his diſcourſe with Mr. ROSSINGTON concern

ing Chelſea-college, whom he ſound unwilling to comply with the propoſitions

made him by the Society, and to propound only twenty pounds a year for the

ſame. Whereupon it was reſolved not to treat farther with him about it, but 'to

think of ſome other way oſ diſpoſing of it to ſome better advantage for the

Society.

At the meeting of the Socua'rv on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN,

preſident, in the chair:

The minutes of the laſt meeting oſ June 8th were read, and ſome heads oſ

them diſcourſed of. .

N 2 Mention
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vMention being made of the great stag's horns lately found in a quarry in Ire

land, and preſented to the king, the preſident remarked, that he had ſeen them,

and from 'their ſize and ſhape judged them to be the tire of a mooſe deer ; and

the large-st 'that he had ſeen.

_ He related, that this animal would in a ſhort time fall into a ſcouring, and die,

for want of eating graſs -, and that it was neceſſary to_ provide moſs for its food :

that its neck was lo ſhort, that it could not reach its food without kneeling.

He related likewiſe, that the pe0ple near Hudſon's Bay live to a great age, as

130 or [40 years, without the uſe of ſpectacles -, that they generally go well clad

in furs, and have a mantle of furs over their ſhoulders -, which being very curiouſly

tanned, ſo as to be like a piece oſcotton, they lie upon it in the night. The

oldest, while they are able, run a hunting; and when they can do that no longer,

deſire to die, and give themſelves up to their eldest ſons to be strangled. After

hunting, if it be winter, they chooſe themſelves a convenient place in the ſnow,

where they take up their quarters that night, which they do by making a pretty

deep hole in the ſnow, and covering it over head with ſkin, rest thereon very

quietly all night: but if it be the time, that the bears range (which they do till-the

cold forces them to go to ſleep) they trail the guts of what they have killed in

hunting in the day round their cabbins at a pretty good distance ; and having ſo

done, they leave them as a bait to divert the bears from falling on them -, for upon

ſcenting the entrails, the bears proceed no farther, but follow the tract of the

guts till they find and eat them ; after which they loſe their ſenſe of ſmelling, and.

are not ſenſible of ſo good a booty ſo near at hand, but depart ſatisfied.

Theſe people uſed to strike fire readily with flint against Hint -, but have been

ſince furniſhed by the Engliſh with steels, which they uſe with Hints.

They drink in the winter-time ſnow melted over a fire in a kettle, the bottom

of which is made oſ a kind offire-stone hollowed with llints like a tray ; about

the ſides of which they, fasten tanned ſkins, ſo as to make the ſidesor brims of the

ſkillet.

Dr. Woon remarked, that the Iriſh had a way of making milk and ſome other

liquids boil in a wooden veſſel ; which they performed by heating of pebbles al

most red hot, and casting them ſeveral times into the veſſels of milk.

This occaſioned a diſcourſe about the beavers of Hudſon's Bay, and of their

strange ſagacity in making dams in rivers, thereby to make lakes for fiſh, ſo that

the country is very full of ſuch lakes, ſuppoſed to be made by theſe dams : that

the beavers ſend out colonies, when they find they have too many for one lake z

who are ſaid to go and find a convenient place in the river, and make a new dam

and lake, and plant about it. They in a company will fell great trees, by eating

them off at the root ; which being ſelled, they will convey them to the river, and

there place them for making a dam.

Mru
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Mr. Auaazv related, that there were many true beavers in Wales.

The preſident gave a deſcription of and conjecture about the way of raiſing water

in China for watering ground; which it was deſired might be farther explained.

Mr. HOUGHTON preſented to the Society, for their repoſitory, ſeveral things

brought from Barbadoes; a yam, prunella, or purging nut, a cotton cod, a rock

weed, a ginger root budding forth, an ear of miller, ſome Caſſava bread, and

ſome Guinea pepper. lt was affirmed of the cotton cod, that it breaks of itſelf

with a great noiſe, when it opens.

The preſident remarked, that it was of late years found, that the blacks, who

feed only on potatoes, were apt to die of the dropſy ; and that therefore the planters

had found it neceſſary to allow them milk and bread, which prevented it.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns obſerved, that it was ſomewhat like an artichoke.

The preſident thence obſerved, that it was neceſſary, that all wholeſome food

ſhould have oils: that most roots wanting oil are not of themſelves a good

* n0uriſhment : and that in lreland, where the people feed much on potatoes, they

help themſelves by drinking milk ſoured, to make the potatoes digest the better.

This ſour milk is called bonny clabbe. '

A paper delivered in by Dr. Woon about the phaenomena of a burning glaſs

was read and diſcourſed of; and the hypotheſis thereof was judged to have been -

formed upon ſome mistake of the appearances obſervable in burning with it.

Two letters ofDr. VVALLIS were read and diſcourſed of; the first containing

an account of his own obſervations on the comet ſeen in December 1680, and Ja

nuary and February 1632. z and the latter containing ſome phyſical obſervations'.

A letter brought in by Mr. HOUGHTON was read, giving an account of the

"burning of a mountain of peat in * *.

Dr. 'Woon remarked, that there was in YVindſor-forest a place then burning of '

the like nature.

The preſident obſerved, that pear was made by a certain ſubterraneous plant,

which grew and filled and matted up all the place : which might eaſily be diſ

covered by waſhing the peat in "water, and ſo clearing away all the ſand and earth,

which would leave the vegetable matted and felted together.

Dr. SLARE preſented to the Society from Mr. Nun: the ſkeleton of a mouſe

very curiouſly done, and promiſed to ſhew his ſkill in making the ſkeleton of

any other larger animal, that ſhould be deſired.

* It is probably the letter to Dr. GALB, in the toad, and the blasting of aſh-leaves.

l-'tier-bcok. Vol. viii. p. 161, about a dried

IN:
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jub' 6, the Society did not meet -, only Signor DAVlA recominended by Signor

MALHGHI was entertained.

Jubv '13,ſſ-SirJ0HN Hosrtst, vice-preſident, in the chair:

Signor DAVIA was preſent with his friends.

Mr; SALTSBURY and Mr. THOMAS PIGGOT were admitted members.

The minutes of June 29 were read, which gave occaſion of diſcourſing farther,

'1. Concerning the affinity and agreement between the ſenſes of tasting and

ſmelling : whereupon Mr. COLWALL mentioned the story of JOHN of Liege, who

was able 'to follow a woman by the ſcent. '

2. Concerning the way of tanning leather by the natives ofHudſon's Bay, which

was extremely ſupple, and would not grow stiff upon drying it, after it had been

Wet, as most of our dreſſed leather is apt to do.

Mr. Hooxe mentioned the way uſed by the lndians in Virginia for tanning their

leather by the help offire, making uſe of the brains of the creature mixed with

the oil of the hickery and oister-ſhell lime.

Mr. HOUGHTON brought in the relation of Sir JOHN NARBOROUGH'S voyage

'through the straits of Magellan to Baldivia; which relation being pretty long,

the Society deſired, that Mr. Hooxz would peruſe it -, and that, if it contained

any thing very conſiderable, it might be tranſcribed.

Mr. MARTIN LISTER being preſent, ſhewed the Society a treatiſe of his, which

he was going to print, concerning infects, beng obſervations on GOEDARTrus's

book of infects; together with the figures of the infects therein mentioned, curi

ouſly engraven in copper : which book Mr. LISTER deſired might be printed

with the Society's approbation.

The Society thanked him for the pains, which he had taken on that ſubject, and

encouraged him to proceed with the ſpeedy publication of his book.

Mr. AUBREY related, that he had newly ſeen a live marten at a ſhop in Corn

hill ; adding, that there were many of them bred in England; and that Mr.

WYLDE had lately received divers ſkins of them from a tenant of his in * *.

Mr. LISTER ſaid, that he had ſeen many of them in England, and that they

were distinguiſhed from pole-Cats, by their climbing of trees in the manner of

ſquirrels.

Sir JOHN Hosvas obſerved, that he had been informed, that there were a

ſort of wild pole-cats, which had a ſweet ſmell like civet.

Dr.
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Dr. SLARF. read part oſ a letter to himſelf, dated at Francſort in june 1681,

from Dr. JORDIS, lately choſen fellow of the Society; and preſented alſo from

him five or ſix ſmall stones ſhining like marcaſites, taken out of the bladder of an

ox. The words oſ the letter were; " Inter illa, quae Cl. V. communicanda ha

" bebam, ſunt praeſentes lapilli vel pillulz', ut vidcntur, inauratae, quarum

" przeter propter centum ejuſdem formzr, magnitudinis, 8: coloris in veſicfi bo

" vinfl fuere inventze. Ex his unam vel alteram diffiactam, armato microſcopio

" oculo examinatus reperi eſſe ſubstantiam testaceam matris perlarum instar co

" loratam, 8: componi ex lamellis ſibi invicem ſuperimpoſitis, ut in ipſa matre

" perlarum necnon quibuſdam veſicae calculis conſpicitur; unde jam hic aurei

'* coloris ſplendor, cum in nullis aliorum animalium calculis (ſaltem quantum

" ſcio) obſervatus, non facile penetro, niſi ad ſalium in urinis differentiam con

" fugere liceat, qur aureum colorem induxerit; quod confirmaretur ex parte,

" quod alchemistaz quidam in urinis magnum ſecretum quzerant.

" Prodiit in Palitanatu ante aliquot ſeptimanas partus monstroſus capite admo

" dum deformi instar ululae. HUJUS iconem, 8: quid rari in uſus anatomiae obſer

" vatum ſit, data occaſione tranſmittam."

Mr. LlSTER affirmed, that he had divers times obſerved the like in an ox's

bladder: that he had taken out oſ one ox about 150 z and that he had formerly

ſent ſeveral oſ them to the Society.
I

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed a new helioſcope, which he had lately made, whereby the '

figure and true ſhape of the ſun, and the ſpots of it might be better obſerved than

by any ways yet made uſe of. He exPlained the particulars oſ it.

Several experiments about the propagation of motion were prepared -, but it

being past ſeven o'clock, the Society adjourned.

jub' 27, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Mr. HENSHAW Dr. GALE

Mr. HILL _ Dr. GREW

Dr. KlNG Mr. HOOKE.

The Preſident, Mr. HENSHAW, Mr. COLWALL, Dr. GALE, Dr. CROUNE,

Dr. KING and Mr. HOOKE were appointed acommitte to go to Chelſee. on the

Saturday following, and to meet at the Swan-tavern there at nine in the morning

' to ſpeak with the Lord CHBNEY about incloſmg the ground of Chelſea-COllege

next the meadows. ' .

It was reſolved, that a legal courſe ſhould forthwith be taken for recovering

the arrears oſ the Society ; and that the preſident be deſired to ſpeak immediately

to Mr. BALLARD, that it might be diſpatched. r _

ſi ſiAt
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At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, the preſident in the chair:

The minutes of july 13 were read : whereupon it was farther obſerved, that

martens were frequently found upon the downs in Wiltſhire: that there were

alſo a ſort of black polc<catsz that fables ſeemed to be or the ſame kind, hav

ing the ridge on their backs, and the tips on their tails, black, but that they were

yellow under the belly : and that pole-cats, weeſels, martens, &e. were of the

fox-kind.

Dr. TYSON related, that he had taken the liquor out of the glands or bag of

a weeſel, and keeping it a conſiderable time in a paper, ſound that it had a very

ſweet and pleaſant ſmell like muſk : that he had obſerved the ſame ſort of bags

in pole-cats, weeſels, martens, foxes, dogs, eats, rabbets, hares, rats, mice,&c.

asalſo in ſnakes, Vipers, and fowls, as ducks and geeſe, which have it contained

in pipes, and turkeys and hens in bags: that the ostrich has likewiſe ſuch a bag,

not on the rump, but higher on the back. -

Hereupon Dr. TYSON was put in mind to complete and publiſh his deſcription

of the anatomy of an ostrich ; which he promiſed to do.

He ſhewed a draught from the life of an embryo preſerved in ſpirit of wine, not

bigger than a bee, very completely ſhaped.

He took notice alſo, that he had obſerved lobsters and Vipers to have double

genitals 5 and that ſnails, worms, and leeches are hermaphrodites.

Mr. HOUGHTON read a paper of queries, which he had recommended to abrov

ther of his, who had been in Virginia, together with his anſwers and obſervations

thereupon.

Mr. HENSHAW preſented ſeveral letters and papers ſent by Sir PETER chnz

from Hamburgh concerning Dr. WASMUTH'S astronomico-chronological tables

and hypotheſis.

It was deſired, that ſome of the members would peruſe them, to ſee what was

contained in them.

Dr. PELL and Mr. CLUVERUS, being both preſent, who had formerly peruſed

theſe tables, conceived them to be of little worth.

Mr. HOOKB ſhewed his new-contrived aperture for long teleſcopes, which

would open and cloſejust like the pupil of a man's eye, leaving a round hole in the

middle of the glaſs of any ſize deſired ; which was well approved of.

He ſhewed an experiment of making muſical and other ſounds by the help of

teeth of braſs-wheels; which teeth were made of equal bigneſs for muſical ſounds,

but of unequal for vocal ſounds.

3 He
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ſſHe ſhewed likewiſe his helioſcope perfected by a double refiection,which would

exhibit the figure of the ſun very perfectly. <

Octab. 5, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

Sir CHRtSTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sll' JOHN LAURENCE Mr. ASTON

Mr. COLWALL Dr. CROUNE

Mr. HILL - Mr. PERRY

Mr.H£NSHAw Mr. Hooxn.

The preſident acquainted the Council with ſome treaty, which he had lately with

Sir STEPHEN Fox concerning Chelſea-college. ,

It was agreed, and ordered, the Preſident and Mr. EVELYN be deſired to treat

with Sir STEPHEN Fox about ſelling the houſe and the whole concerns of the

college (Sir STEPHEN having by letter to the preſident declared, that he would not

treat for the houſe alone, without all the concerns of the Society in Chelſea) and

the Preſident and Mr. EVELYN were empowered to ſet a price for the houſe and

land, viz. 1500 l. iſ it might be agreed; but not under 14ool. and in caſe the

last ſum be not agreed to, the matter was to be again referred to the Council : and

the Preſident and Mr. Hoom: were deſired to ſpeak with Mr. LANE, that he would

immediately aſiort the papers relating to the Society's title to Chelſca-college,

that they might be ready to be produced to Council.

Octab. 19, the Society, upon ſummons ſent to the reſpective members, met

again at Greſham-college.

The preſident being prevented from coming by extraordinary buſineſs, the

members preſent deſired Mr. EVELYN to take the chair.

Mr. Hooxz read a letter to Mr. EVELYN from Mr. WILLIAM LONDoN,

dated at Barbadoes 28 Decemb. 1680, wherein he declared his intention oſ writ:

ing a history of Barbadoes, and therein giving a true account of the ſituation,

ſurvey, ſeaſons, natural productions, plantations, people, artificial curioſities,

trade, government, governors civil, military, and eccleſiastical; of the customs

and manners of the people, &e. deſigning alſo to do the ſame thing in the ſame

method for all the other Engliſh plantations in America; and adding the heads'

oſ his diſcourſe: which being likewiſe read, werejudged very full and exact. But

having in his letter deſired the advice and affistance of Mr. EVELYN and oſ the

Royal Society, a committee was appointed to conſider farther of his propoſals;

and to communicate to Mr. EVELYN what they ſhould think proper to be farther

done by the ſaid Mr. LONDON. The perſons named oſ this committee were Mr.

HlLL, Mr. ASTON, Dr. PLOT, Sir JOHN Hosvas, iſ in town, and Mr. -

Hooxn; who were to meet the next day at Greſham-college. .

Mr. LONDON having alſo requested Mr. EVELYN's aſiistance in procuring him

VOLQ IV. O by
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by ſome means ſome of the ſpice-trees from the West-ladies, the ſame was diſ

courſed oſ, and the difficulty of' ſuch a buſineſs mentioned. However Mr.

EVELYN remarked, that VAN MUNTING Þ had produced thoſe trees, and kept:

them growing in Holland : and Mr. Hooxr. related, that he had been lately in

formed by one Mr. VVHISTON, abroker, that he had procured out oſ Holland three

nutmeg trees growing in pots. It was notwithstanding looked upon as extremely

difficult to procure any ſuch for Mr. LONDON.

Mr. EVELYN obſerved, that HOLLINGSHEAD in his 'Cbranz'cle affirms, that

ſaffron was first brought into England in the head of a pilgrim's staff.

Mr. Hooxn. ſhewed a letter of Monſ. JUSTEL, giving ſome account oſ the

quinquina or Jeſuit's bark; as alſo of the increaſing of the power of the loadstone.

Monſ. JUSTBL being now come to England, it was hoped, that he would give a

farther. account oſ thoſe. and. other particulars mentioned in the ſaid letter.

Mr. HAAK ſhewed ſome new books, which he had lately reCeived from:

abroad. The first was three folio's of OLAUS RUDBECK, proſeſſor at Upſal in.

Sweden. The ſubject of this work was the antiquity of the Northern countries,

and particularly of Sweden, and the language and character of this country. The

perſon, who. brought this work to Mr. HAAK, was preſent, and ſaid, that he

deſigned to ſend for more copies of it out of Sweden.

The other. book was a natural history of Bohemia, printed at Prague 1680, in

fol. and intitled, Mſcellama bistorim Regm' Bohemia,' : authore BOHUSLAO BALBXNO':

a Soc. 7414.

Mr. HAAK preſented two books, one intitled Comtarum flatter-a, motus, et orzlga,

[Leandum HLVBLH: is' PETlTI bypatbcſes; cut/acre JOH. CHRlSTO. STURM103.

rinted at Altorf in 4to. The other was a French tranſlation of Dr. PAPiN's,

book on ſoftening oſ bones, printed at Paris.

Dr. GALE brought in three books, which he had received from Dr. BOHN at

Leipſic, viz. 1. GEORGII CASP. KIRCHMAYER! de Pboſp/aoris, naturzi limit, (92

igne: Wittemberg 1680, 4to. 2.. Exercitatio * * c. "

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed a new invention of his concerning the true figure of the

rhomb-lines in the polar projection of the planiſphere z as alſo a way of drawing

all the ſaid lines true upon ſuch a projection of any bigneſs -, with a method of

finding the length of any part of any ſuch line ; and of straztening the ſaid line or

any part thereof with eaſe and certainty, and thereby anſwering many questions in

nzlwi atitLIL without calculations by the help of. a ruler and compaſſes without the

u e o ta s.

h AnaAHAM MUN'TXNCLUS, author oſthe book * The rest of the minute was leſt thus ini

Dz- 'yern was brimmim', printed at Amfierdam perfect.

rho I; in 4zot.

Octoþ.
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Octoþ. 26, Sir JOHN Hosxvns, vice-preſident, in the chair:

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read, and diſcourſed upon, and

particularly about the directions for Mr. LONDON.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS mentioned, that the memoirs of the French about the me

thod of deſcribing * * would be ſit to bc peruſed by Mr. LONDON, as containing

a very good method for that purpoſe.

He remarked likewiſe, that there was in the Wadripartitum botam'cum of SIMo't

PAUL] a very uſeful varniſh for preſerving plants.

Hereupon was occaſioned a diſcourſe about glues and varniſhes -, and Dr. KING

affirmed upon his own experience, that the gelly of bones made in Dr. PAPiN's

method was an excellent cement for glaſſes.

Dr. GALE related, that he had found * * * * that they had a way of glueing

wood by dipping a cloth in glue, and putting it between the pieces.

He reported, that he had been newly informed, that Prince RUPERT had lately

deſired a patent for a perſon, who had the way of making a gun-powder ten times

stronger than the common powder.

Dr. GALE was deſired to peruſe OLAUS RUDBECKJS book, 'and give ſome account

of it to the Society.

Mr. HOUCHTON ſhewed two bodies, ſuppoſed to be the pizzles of a ſhark.

No-v. 2, Sir JOHN Hosvas, vice-preſident, in the chair:

Dr. HUGH CHAMBERLAYNB ſigned the uſual obligation, and was admitted.

HENRY Eva, Eſq; and Wit.th PAYNE, M. A. rector of St. Mary White

chapel, were propounded candidates by Dr. TYSON 5 and W-ILLlAM PENN, Eſqz

by Mr. HOUCHTON,

The minutes of Octob, 26 were read, and ſeveral parts farther diſcourſed of,

particularly that about thedouble pizzle of a ſhark; which Dr. TYSON ſaid to be

a mistake, ſince that fiſh had not a double, but only a ſingle pizzle.

Mr. Herz produced a letter, which he had newly received from Mr. Lazwu

ENHOECK, dared at Delft Novemb. 4, 1681, N. S. which being written in Low

Dutch, and very long, was referred to the next meeting : and in the mean

time Mr. Homer. was deſired to procure an Engliſh tranſlation of that letter.

Dr. CROUNE moved, that Mr. LnEwENHOECK's letters might be all printed: to

which Mr. Hooxn anſwered, that the greatest part of them were already printed

O a in
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in the_Pbilo/b_pbiml Tranſactiam and Colle-ctions; and that there was anorher of

them going to be printed -, and that he deſigned to publiſh the rest in ſome ſuc

vCceding Collectiom.

Mr. HAAK produced a paper, which he had lately received from a gentleman

of Berne in Swiſſerland, being a letter in Latin from Srcrsmoun KONIG, M. D.

of that city, dated there 30 Sept. 1681 d, containing a large account of the ſym

ptoms of a woman, a patient of his, who had voided great quantities of stones

and other calculous matter by vomit, stool, and urine; together with a ſmall

box, containing ſeveral of the ſubstances ſo voided. This letter being very long

was reſerved for the next meeting.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a mechanical way of finding the focus of all parallel rays

falling upon the ſpherical ſuperficies of a more denſe refracting medium (whereby

would be avoided the tediouſneſs of calculating ſeveral triangles for the finding

the focus of every ſingle ray) by the motion of a certain circle upon a point in its

diametcr excentrically taken, according to a proportion aſſigned, .

He alſo ſhewed the geometrical ground and demonstration of the ſame: and

though it was denied by Mr. FLAMSTEAD as falſe and impoſſible, yet Mr. Hooxe

perſilted in his propoſition, and referred it to be judged by Sir CHRISTOPHER

VVREN, who, he doubted not, would eaſily ſatisfy the Society of the truth and evi

dence thereof.

Mr. Hooxn likewiſe engaged to produce at the next meeting a mechanical way

of finding the ſoci of' all the parallel rays falling perpendicularly upon the plain of

a plano-convex glaſs, where the convexity was turned towards the foci thereof:

as alſo the geometrical demonstration of the truth and certainty thereof -, which

Mr. FLAMSTEAD alſo denied as impoffible.

Novemb. 9, Sir JOHN Hosvas, vice-preſident, in the chair:

The minutes oſ the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed upon.

RICHARD ROBINSON, M. D. was propounded candidate by Dr. TYSON.

Mr. Faancrs Lonwrcx was propoſed candidate by Mr. HOUGHTON.

Mr. Eva, Mr. PAYNE, and Mr. PENN, were elected fellows of the Society.

Mr. HOUGHTON preſented from Mr. PENN his map of Pennſylvania.

Mr. Rior-iAnn WALLER preſented a picture ofDr. GODDARD, drawn by Mr.

WALLER himſelf on memory, after the death of Dr. GonnARo. It being viewed

by thoſe, who were preſent, and knew the doctor, was judged to reſemble him in

4 Letter book, vol. viii. p. 'A . Iris printed p. 68. Decemb. lo, 1681.

in Mr. Hooxz's Pbiltyz'rplairal Colectiaa', N'. ii.

many
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many particulars, and ordered to be carefully kept with the other pictures of the

fellows of theSociety.

Mr. HOUGHTON preſented the Society with a book, which he had met with z

which being a book of art, he thought it proper to be kept among the Society's

books. It was a book of curious patterns for laces and needleworks.

He preſented likewiſe a curious humming-bird.

Mr. HOOKE produced a tranſlation of the long letter lately received from Mr.

LEBWENHOLCK, and dated 4 Nov. 168 I, N. S.which he read; containingan account

of divers obſervations and diſcoveries, which he had lately made concerning great

numbers of finall animals in his excrements, which were most numerous when he

was troubled with a looſeneſs, and very few or none, when he was well. He

alſo found the ſame very obſervable in the excrements ofother animals, &c '.

Mr. Houcnrou acquainted the Society from Mr. SAMBROOKE, that his bro

ther Mr. Honces was in a ſhort time going to the East-Indies to reſide at Haukly

upon the river Ganges ; and that he was very ready to ſerve the Society in what

he was able in that place ; and therefore deſired, that he might receive ſome di

rections from the Society in what particulars he could be ſerviceable to them

there.

Dr, TYSON gave an account of his having lately diſſected a young lion, in

which he had taken notice of ſeveral things very conſiderable -, and, amongst the

rest, that this, as well as most other carnivorous creatures, had a very conſiderable

ſcent-bag; which he alſo ſhewed, and promiſed to give a more full account of all

his obſervations in writing.

Dr. SLARE gave an account, that he had made many chemical trials of ſeveral

ſorts of calculous matters; and had found them all to contain a kind of urinous

or volatile ſpirit and ſalt, as other animal ſubstances.

lVIr. Hooxa ſhewed and demonstrated a very exſpeditious way of finding all

the poſſible foci of parallel rays refracted by a plano- pherical lens -, whereof the

convex ſide was turned towards the focus -, as alſo what quantity of rays would

paſs through ſuch a glaſs, whoſe convexity was the full bigneſs of a hemiſphere.

Mr. Hooxr likewiſe acquainted the Society, that Mr. FLAMSTEAD had now

acknowledged, that what he had formerly adjudged against the problem ſhewn

and demonstrated at the last meeting by Mr. Hooxa, concerning the foci of pa

rallel rays refracted by an hemiſpherical ſurface, was a mistake of his; and that

upon conſidering it more ſeriouſly he had found out the demonstration, though

he had not done it before the way of demonstrating it was ſhewn by Mr. HOOKE.

Nowmber 16, at a meeting of the Comion. were preſent,

z This letter is printed in Mr. Home Philoſoph. Coma. No. iv. p. 93.
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Sir CHRlSTOPHER Warm, preſident,

Sir JOHN LAURENCE Mr. ASTON

Mr. HILL , Mr. Hooxz. '

It was agreed and ordered, that the- Pre-ſident, -Sir'JonN LAURENCB, Mr.

COLWALL, Mr. ASTON, and Mr. Hooxr, be a committee for auditing the trea

ſurer's accounts -, and they were deſired-to meet for that purpoſe before the nex:

anniverſary election.

The preſident diſcourſing concerning the 'library oF the Society, promiſed to give

the Society five pounds to be expended in books of geometry : and Mr. HOOKE

was deſired to find out ſuch "books, as he ſhould find proper, and were not already

in the library. And the Council taking into conſideration the improvement oſ the

library, thought fit to order, that-there ſhould be annually expended the ſum of ten

pounds in purchaſing philolophical books. *

At a meeting of the SOCſETY on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, pre

lident, in the-chair: '

The minutes of the 9th instant were read, and ſomeparts diſcourſed of.

Sir ROWLAND VVYNNE was propoſed candidate by Mr. HILL.

- Mr. ISAAC DORlSLAUS was propoſed candidate by Dr. ALLEN. '

Upon a diſcourſe concerning instruments uſeſul for the ſea, Mr. HOOKE men-'

tioned ſome contrived by himſelf, 'which Would be of great uſe ſor taking azi

muths, altitudes, &c. by a new way not before practiſed, which he deſigned

ſhortly to publiſh. He obſerved likewiſe, that he had been newly informed by

a perſon ſkilful in ſea-affairs, who had been ſeveral voyages to the East-lndies,

the Straits, and elſewhere, that he had been able to ſee the horizon at ſea *in a

star-light night, and ſo to take an altitude from it : and that he could thereby find

the variation of the compaſs. *

The preſident was deſirous, that a good and eaſy contrivance ſhould be thought

of, and made for an azimuth compaſs, in order that obſervations of' that kind

might be made more often and more certain by ſeamen 5 the difficulty of making

which obſervations with the instruments now known being the greatest reaſon, why

there were ſo few good obſervations of that kind. He farther obſerved, that no

ood obſervations could be made at ſea by the help of a perpendicular, which was

the reaſon of diſcontinuing the uſe of the astrolabe, and making uſe of the ſca

quadrant and back-staff. * '

Mr. Hooxa mentioned a quadrant of his contrivance, which he was now

making, and would ſhortly produce, and which, he conceived, would be much

more accurate than any yet uſed ſor that purpoſe, and which would obviate diVers

objections : but that ſomeparts of it were yet unfiniſhed. , Th

I " * e
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The ſkin of a large crocodile stuffed, brought out oſ Egypt, was preſented

from Sir NICHOLAS CRISPB to the Society, and delivered by Mr. HOUGHTON

Mr. HILL inquired concerning the stone ſent from the Fast India company to

be examined by the Society. lt was thought that this stone had been long ſince

returned to the company, with an account thereof.

There being ſome preſent, who had not heard Mr. Lzewwnorcx's letter read

at the last meeting. it was deſired, that the abstract oſ it might be again read ;

which was done, and thereupon ſome conjectures were made about the poroſity

and pith ofſcveral ſorts of hair. The preſident remarked, that there was a ſort

oſ rabbits, who had akind of long hair, which was branched towards the top.

He mentioned alſo the cleaving ot'ſeveral. ſorts of hair, as that of men's heads,

and of pigs bristles. He conceived likewiſe, that the horn of a rhinoceros was a

kind of hair; as were alſo the fins of whales; both which were obſerved to be .

very apt to cleave- '

Mr. I-Iooxlz ſhewed the beard of a morſe, which was very remarkable, having

strong and crooked bristles much like horn, but harder and bigger than the teeth -

of a large horn-comb, or of awheat-straw,, and hollow at the roots in the fleſh.

Dr. Gan-w preſented from Mr. LlSTER fifteen copper-plates of a book con-

cerning infects, which he was printing.

Mr. Hooxz brought in the demonstration of a new way of ſolving the phreno

mena of refraction, by ſuppoſing the denſer body to refract towards the perpendi

cular -, and ſhewed, that the line of light, that paſſes through two on more different'
media obliquely to the contiguous ſurface of the tranſparent media, the bulk ofzſi

the bodies of both media lying in that refracted line, is the least quantity, that is;

poſſible to be moved to communicate motion from the luminous to the inlightencd

body.

Mr. Hooxr alſo acquainted the Society with two ſorts oſcompaffis, which he

was making, for deſcribing all ſorts of ſpiral lines for the rhombs..

He mentioned likewiſe, that Mr. FLAMSTEAD had now conſeſſied, that he was

mistaken in his aſſertions against the problem, which Mr. HOOKE had formerly

demonstrated to the Society concerning the new way of meaſuring distances in

great circles laid down on the planiſphere projection of the globe by the help of

a ſector and compaſſes, without drawing lines or circles, or making any diviſions,

&c. which had been by Mr. FLAMSTEAD before the Society impugned as falſe -,

but now he acknowledged it: to be-true and real, as demonstrated by Mr.

HOOKB.

Nowmber 23, at a meetingof the. Councrtwerepreſenq,

Sir-r
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' Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. CROUNE

Mr. COLWALL Dr. ch

Mr. HILL Mr. PERRY

Mr. ASTON Mr.H00K1-:.

Mr. HlLL brought in the conveyance from Sir JOHN BANKS oſ a fee ſarm-rent

oſ twenty pounds per anmlm, which was ordered to be put into the chest.

Dr. BROWN was deſired to ſpeak to the Lady GRACE Pranntpomr', in order

to recover the arrears due from the late Marquis of Dorchester i*t0 the Society.

At a meeting of the Socm'rv on the ſame day :

The preſident and vice-preſident being not yet come, and a great number of

the Society being preſent, Mr. HENSHAW was deſired to take the chair, in order

to diſcourſe oſ ſome diſcoveries made by Mr. LEEWENHOECK, particularly about

the ſubstance and figure of hair: and it was judged, that the glaſſes, wherewith

- he had made allthole strange diſcoveries, were very extraordinary, and made in

ſome other manner than what was commonly known and made uſe of.

Mr. Hooxa was ofzopinion, that they were no other than thoſe mentioned in

the preface to his Micrograpbia, viz. very ſmall tranſparent globules uſed whole,

or by grinding reduced to a lens, or by another way, mentioned alſo by him in

the ſame preface, much more eaſy to be made -, a ſpecimen of which, he ſaid, he

would ſhortly ſhew, as he had long ſince done to the Society. Theſe he con

ceived were helped by the way oſ admitting light upon them in an appropriated

room by the extraordinary pains and care of Mr. LEEWENHOBCK, in examining

the objects in various ways.

However Mr. HENSHAW moved, that Mr. LEEWENHOECK ſhould be requested

to communicate or publiſh his invention, iſ it were any new way -, which the ſe

cretary promiſed to do in his next letter to Mr. LEEWENHOECK.

Sir Jor-m Hosxvns, vice-preſident, took the chair.

Sir ROWLAND WYNNE was elected by twenty-five ſuffrages : And,

Mr. Jonocus CROLL and Dr. ROBINSON were elected by the ſame number of

ſuffrages. .

l\Ir. HESSACK, a Swediſh gentleman, was propoſed candidate by Dr. GALE

and Mr. HOOKE : And,

Signoantcomo LET] by Sir THEODORE DE VAUX.

ſ Y0unger daughter of HENRY marquis oſDorcheſler. 8 He died Decemb. 1. 1680.

I Sir
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Sir ROWLAND WYNNE, Mr. PAYNB, and Mr. Eva, ſubſcribed the obligation,

and were admitted. *

Mr. Hooxn producedanew ſort of instrument for deſcribing the rhombs or'

ſpiral lines upon the plano-ſpherical proiection on the pole of the world ; and he

ſhewed how the ſame would eaſily deſcribe all manner of proportional ſpirals, whe

ther greater or leſs, whether wider or, narrower -, and mentioned alſo what uſe it

might be of for navigation and ſea-charts.

No-vcmber 30. The members of the Society having had the uſual ſummons

from the preſident to meet this day, in order to the electing the council and officers

of the Society for the year cnſuing, there being about thirty preſent. when the

preſident, Sir CHRtSTOPt-uza WREN, took the chair, after the ſecretary had

read the statutes concerning the election, the Society proceeded to the election of

ſome candidates, viz.

Mr. FRANCIS Lonwrcx,

Signor Gnrcoalo LETl,

Mr. IsAAc DORlSLAUS.

Mr. PI'T'rofWadham-college in Oxford was propoſed candidate by the preſident.
Mr. SAMUEL BLACKBURNE by Mr. PEPYS, ſi ' ' '

Mr. Hnwnn'by Mr. HoucHToN,, . _

Mr. Josapn MARTIN by Mr.HoucHT0N. w - . ,

' Sir vJorum PERClVAL, Dr. Ronmsorx, Signor yLETl, and Mr. CROLL ſub

-ſcribed the obligation, and were admitted. J _ -

- Whilst- the lists were gathering. Monſ'.LYtNBI-:Rcii, 'envoy from the king of
.Swe_den,ct preſented the Society with a letter 5, and two books,'_ From Dr. CLAUS

RUDBECK, 'profeſſor of anatoſimy at Upſal in Swedcnt for which the preſident re

turned the Society's thanks to the envoy, and ordered the ſaid letter and books

to be produced at the next meeting, that ſo a more full account might be taken

ofthem. A, __H- ., A. z' . '1

* * l

*..'>* .

Monſ. Lunoanzs preſented to the Society from his uncle Monſ. JOB LUDOL'
rus his deſcription of jEthiopiſia£ ' - r

The society' then proceeded to the election, and choſe the following eleven

members to be continued of the Council for the enſuing year -,

.'£

'.\

SirCnR-rs'TOPHER Wuu g . £ __Mr. HILL _

Mr. A-s'row x . .,> 1., .. -- Mr. H'ooxiz ' A .Mr. CoLwALL _. 3 - - - 1 Sir JOHN HOSKYNS , .'

Dr.CſſRoim£ ' ſſ' ( SirJor-m Low-mea

Dr.GALE ' ' Sir Josrpu WILLXAMSON.
_ .. , , , A

Mr. Hausnxw

VOL. IV. The

3 Letter-book, Vol.viii. p. '86.

P
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And the following ten members were choſen in the Council z

Mr. AERSKINE Mr. PACKER

Mr. EVELYN Mr. PEPYS

Mr. FLAMSTEAD Sir Roman-r SOUTHWELL

Dr. GREW Dr. TYSON .

Mr. HALL Dr. Woon.

The officers elected were,

Sir CHRiSTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Mr. HiLL, treaſurer

Mr. FRANcrs ASTON
ſecretaries.

Mr. Hooxn, }

Then Dr. Guw, Mr. HALL, Mr. PACKER, _Sir Ronervr SOUTszLL, Dr.

TYSON, and Dr. Woon, were ſworn of the Councrl.

Several months before this election died Sir Jonas Moone, Kr't; who was

born at Whitbee in Lancaſhire h, about the year 1615 i, and distinguiſhodhimſelf

very early by his knowledge in mathematics and astronomy -, ſo that his friend

Mr. SHRRBURNÞ:le repreſents him as eminent in the latter in the year 1640.

Whilst king CHARL'ES I. was at Durham, in his expedition to the northern parts,

being acquainted by a perſon of Puality with Mr. Moout's studies. his majesty

admitted him togive an account 0 them to himſelf', and encouraged him to pur

ſue them, with a promiſe of encouragement. .His majesty being afterwards at

Holdenby-houſe in 1647 directed, that Mr. Moone ſhould be employed to in

struct the Duke of York, then at St.James's, in arithmetic, the uſes of the lobes,

and geography : but the malicious and running ſubtifly, as Mr. Moone expreg'cs it ',

of Mr. Ascunufl and the Duke's eſcape from St. Ja-mes's, A-pril 2 I, 1648 ", In

vented his Highneſs from making any great progreſs under Mr. MOOR£.- His

loyalty was in thoſe times a conſiderable PI'CJLIdiCC to his fortune; but in. his

greatest neceſſity he was aſiisted by Col. GrLas STRANGWAYS, then a priſoner in the

Tower in London, who likewiſe recommended him to the other eminent perſbns,

his fellow-priſoners, and proſecuted his interest ſo far, as to procure him to be

choſen ſurveyor in the work of draining the great level ofthe fens ". '

* Catalogne oſ aflronomers, antient and mo

dern, p. 93. ſubjoined'to the tranſlation of? the

SphereofMAmes, by Enwnnn SHEMUKNB,

EſcP Edit. London, r6e5. Fol.

It appears from the inſcription under his pic

ture, prefixed to his .\_'rit/ametic, that he was in

'he 45th year of his age in 1660.

t ſuffa. .*.

* Dedication of his Jn'MF in 1660 to the

duke of York.

* Mr- ANTRONY Ascuau, who hadbeen ap

pointed by the long parliament tutor to the Duke

of Yonk. Mr. Ascmm had been educated at

Eton-ſchool and King's-calle ,Cambrid_ge; andbeing ſent agent from the parfieament to the court

of Spain, was aſſaſſinated at Madrid June 6,

1650, by ſome of the royal party;

m WHrTatocxn's Memonials, p. got. Edit.

London, 1732.

n Dedicationoſ his dlgdm, publiſhed in his

Arit/metir, to the Colonel.

Soon
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Soon after the Restoration he publiſhed at London, in 8 vo. his book intitled,

MOORE's arithmetic : in two hoo/a. Thefiist treating of thevulgar arithmetic in all'

its parts, 'with ſeveral new invention: to eaſe the memory, by IN' LPER'S rcdr, [aga

rithms, decimalr, &c. fittedfor the uſe of all perſon: : The ſecond of arithmetic in

ſpecies, or clgehra, 'wherely all difficult questions receive their and) tic [ii-LA: and rejo

lutioni, made 'very plain and eaſy for the uſe of ſcholars, and the wore curious. To

which are added two treatiſer, I. A 'te-w contemplation geometrical upcn the owl
figure, called the Ellipſi: : 2. The two first hook; of MYDoaoius's MIHctſ/Il fection-s,

mob-ſed by that revert-rid divine Mr. W. OUGHTRED, Englzſhed and completed with

cuts. By JONAS Moon e, proſe/fir of the mathematics. In the preface, dated from

his houle in Stanhope-street, June 10, 1660, he remarked, that in this edition

of his Arithmetic he had endeavoured to correct the mistakes both of pen and preſs,

and to alter all ſuch paſſages and rules in the former edition,as he had heard to be

objected to, or found too abstruk or difficult : but that the times had not encou

,raged him to finiſh or complete many pieces, which he had formerly promiſed

and had by him. " Indeed, added he, the abuſe in the birth in the midwife's

V hand is none of the least diſcouragementsz a piece of mine of astronomy and

" astronomical tables, which cost me a year's labourand above, was stified in

" the preſs, when one ſheet was brought forth, and a great part of the copy lost,

" though I know the method, not yet_ uſed by any, would have inſinitely

" pleaſed the ingenious." .

About June 1663, he was ſent by the government in ſome office to Tangier o 5

and after his return was advanced to the post of ſurveyor of the ordnance, and

knighted by king CHARLES II. Being propoſed candidate for election into the

Royal Society by the Lord Viſcount BROUNCKER, ANovemb. 30, 1674, he was

choſen into it on the 3d of Decemb. following; as he was afterwards into the

Council of the Society. In. the ſame year 1674 was publiſhed at London in

lzmo. a treatiſe collected out of his notes and papers, by Mr. NlCHOLAS STEPHEN

SON, intitled, A mathematical compendium; or uſcſul practice: in arithmetic, geome

try, and astronomy, geography and navzlgation', emhattclling and quarter-ing of armier,

fortification andgunnen', gauging and' dyalling ; explaining the logarz'thms with 'rew

indicer, NEPER'S rod: or bones; making of movements, and the application of pendu

lum: -, 'with theprojection of the ſþherefor an univerſal dyal, Go. The last work, in

which he was. engaged, but did not live to ſee publiſhed, was his Newſyſtem oſ the

mathematicr, printed at London in 1681 in 4t0. This was deſigned by him' for

the uſe of the royal foundation of the mathematical ſchool in Christ's Hoſpital in

London, ofwhich hoſpital.he had been choſen ſome years before his death one

of the governors. Of this work the arithmetic, practical geometry, trigonometry

and coſmography, were written by Sir JONAS himſelf, and printed during his life

time. He was ready to enter upon the chapter of navigation, and conceived him

ſelf' within view of the concluſion of his work, when death put a period to his

labours, which happened anſwerably to his own deſire, that of ending his days in

the ſervice of his royal master P, upon whom he was attending in a_]0u1*ney -, his

death being ſo ſudden, that he had no time to make a willq. He left a ſon, for

" See above, Vol. i. p. 259. '1 Mr. Asrox's letter to JOHN Earc OLHOFF,

P Preface to his qujstcm oft/or mathtmntm. 1 june, 1633, Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 17.

- P 2 whom
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whom he had procured a reverſion of his office of ſurveyor general of the ord
nance, ctand who enjoyed it for a few years, till his death '. Two of 'his daughters

were married to Mr. WILLlAM HANWAY and Mr. JOHN POTTINGER, who both

dedicated his Newþstem of the malbematics to king CHARLES lI. Sir JONAS was the

great patron of Mr. FLAMSTEAD, for whom he obtained, in March 1674, the

place of royal astronomer, with a ſalary of an hundred pounds a year payable out

of the office oſ ordnance'; and when the building of a royal obſervatory was

reſolved upon in 167 5, he inclined to Hyde-park as a proper plaCe for it ; but Sir

CHRiTOPHER YVRBN mentioning Greenwich, it Was immediately fixed upon '.

He tranſlated from the ltalian of ToMASO MORETTr A treatiſe quzrtille'jz or great

ordname; which tranſlation, with an appendix' oſ artificial fire-works by Sir A

BRAHAM DUGER, was printed at London 1683 in 8vo.

Deremb. 7, at a meeting of the COUNCIL Were preſent,

Sir CHMSTOPHEÞ. WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. GREW

Mr. AERSKINE Dr. TYSON

Mr. HlLL Dr. Woon "

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. ASTON . '

Mr. PACKER Mr. HOOKE.

Mr. PBPYS

'Mr. Annsxrm: and Mr. PEPYS were ſworn of the Council.

Mr ASTON was ſworn ſecretary.

The Preſident deſired, that the statutes concerning the payments of the mem

bers of the Society, and alſo concerning the cauſes of ejection, might be tranſcribed

into a paper for the next Council to conſider and debate.

Mr. HENSHAW reported to the Council, that he had treated with Mr. FRANK

LlN about the arable and meadow ground of CheIIEa-college ; and that he was to

have a leaſe of the ſame for twenty-one years, to commence from Christmas last,

at the rate of thirty-two ſhillings per arm. per acre for the arable, and per

annum for the meadow.

The order oſNovember 23, wherein Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Mr. HENSHAW,

and Mr. HOOKE, were deſired to be of the committee, to treat with Mr. FRANK

LIN about his leaſe, was revived, and they were deſired to employ immediately a

ſcrivener to draw up a book of the ſaid leaſe, to be offered to the next meeting of

the Council. And Mr. HENSHAW was deſired to give ſuch instructions, as were

neceſſary, according to the agreement, which he had made: and becauſe there

were pretences still on foot relating to the way, the Council thought fit, that the

number of acres ſhould be expreſſed, that the Society's right might not be pre

' General Dictionary, article of FLAMSTEAD _' Ibid. * Ibid. p. 259. note E.

UOHN) Vol. V. p. 258.

1 judiced :
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r_---_--w

judiced : and whereas Mr._ HENSHAW reported, that he had agreed after the rate

of thirty-two ſhillings the acre, that the rent ſhould be expreſſed in the groſs ſum

by computation, with a reaſonable abatement for the prejudice, which that pre

tence might do to the tenant. *

it was ordered, that the tenant be ſummoned to attend the next meeting of the

Council, and that Mr. HUNT do call on the man of the Pie in Chelſea, who had

dugſand carried away gravel out of the college-ground, that he ſill up, and level

the ame. = '

7 The papers, which were formerly left in the hands of Mr. LANE, to conſider,

digest, and make an abstract of the title, were brought back, and left in the cuſ

tody of Mr. HOOKE.

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooxa ſhould take care, that all orders of Council

ſhould be tranſcribed into the Journal-book. .

The Preſident and Ml'.-PACKER undertook to peruſe the writings of the So

ciety, and to make an abstract of them.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, the preſident, Sir.Cnaisro

PHER WREN, -in the chair :

Dr. OLAUS Runaecx's letter and two books, preſented on St. Andrew's day

by Monſ. LYENBERGH, envoy extraordinary from the king of Sweden, were

now produced, and the letter read. Whereupon it was ordered, that Mr. CLU

YERUS ſhould be deſired to peruſe Dr. RUDBECK'S work, and make an abstract of

the principal matters contained in it, and give the Society his judgment of it :

which being done, Mr. ASTON was deſired to return the author the thanks of the

Society', with ſome account of the ſentiments of thoſe, who had peruſed his

work.

, Mr. Hooxe produced a paper, which he had received from Mr. HAAK, being

an account of the ſeveral things affirmed to be performed by Dr. ELSHOLT of

Berlin ; which paper " was read. It contained an account of, 1. His univerſal

balſamation. 2. His great vine and wine cure in five particulars, 'viz. for im

proving the vine, procuring and regulating fermentation, improvingi it in the

veſſel and in the glaſs, and making artificial wines. 3. His way of ma ing wines

with water. 4. His way of making Vinegar of water. 5. His true way of diſ

tilling ſpirits from grains. 6. Of making eſſence of Vegetables. 7. Of depu
rating alcaline ſalts and pot-aſhes. 8. Of ambering or perfuming iuinſimſitum.

It was deſired, that Mr. HA AK might be furniſhed with a proper anſwer by the

ſecretaries.

* Mr. As-ron's letter is dated in January 1682. ' it is printed in Mr. Hooxe's Philoſhphical

Letter-book, Vol. 8. p. 185. Collect. No. iv. p. 104. M _

. _ ſ.
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Mr. Hobchox ſhewed a ſmall-Chineſe idol, curiouſly cut and poliſhed out oſ

a very hard and heavy stone.

Mr. JUSTELL, formerly propoſed candidate by the Prefident, being put to the

ballot, was unanimouſly elected, and being preſent, was admitted by the Pre

fidcnt. '

Mr. Hooxr gave an account oſa ſmall treatiſe oſJonn DANIEL MAYER, printed

at Sleſwick in1679, and intitled, Cwffideratio fern' radiantir, qud in naturam igm's out

lacidzſpiritus uttungue inguiritur. Quit-dam de tbermis 710'00 artificio pas-audis adduntur.

In which was contained an account oſ a very strange experiment to be made with

a piece of iron heated till it be almost ready to melt; from which iron there will.

be emitted or darted ſorth every way a great number of ſparkles, ſome of which

will be oſa most pure ſilver bright light. Theſe the author affirms to be without

any hurtſul heat 3 ſo that being received on the back of one's hand they will not

burn, nor affect it at all with heat. But Mr. HOOKE remarked, that he had

newly tried the experiment with Mr HUNT, and could not find any ſuch effect z

but on the contrary, that both of them had found the ſparkles to burn or ſcale the

back of their hands : and that, together with thoſe bright ſprinklings, there were

Other red-hot ones emitted, which, he ſaid, MAYER affirmed, would burn; from

whence he raiſed a new theory of light and fire. lt was deſired, that the expe

riment ſhould be further tried, and an account thereof brought to the Society.

There was produced an experiment ſent by Mr. BOYLB, to be ſhewn the So

ciety. It was a new way oſ producing light by the effuſion of two liquors, one

upon the other; vboth which liquors were very clear and tranſparent, and afforded

no light, when they were apart : but whilst they were poured one upon the other,

they afforded a briſk light, which lasted for a little while in the veſſel, that re

ceived them. -

Mr. HOOKE produced two pendulum clocks, which he had procured and ad

justed, in order to make trial of a curious inquiry concerning the attractive power

of the earth at ſeveral distances from its centre. This was done by placing

one oſ them at the top, and the other at the bottom of the pillar on Fiſh-street

. hill, and accurately examining, whether they would keep together; or whether

that, which was nearest to the earth, would go faster. At which trial Mr. Hooxn

deſired, that ſome other members of the Society might be preſent to bear testi

mony oſ it.

Dr. SLARE produced a ſmall piece of his ſolid phoſphorus, and with it wrote

upon a piece of paper; which was not viſible, when the candles were in the room,

but on removing them the letters ſhined very bright and vividly, and were very

legible. But the candles being brought in again, the doctor warmed the paper

by the fire, the letters appeared oſ a dark brown colour very legible.

Mr. HENSHAW produced a paper containing the milk-white Pieces oſ glaſs,

which had been ſo mad: by the corruption of a menstruum contained therein.

I This
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This ſubstance was very brittle, and with one's fingers might eaſily be Crumblcd

into ſand. This was received from Mr. JOHN DWlGHT of Fuſha.

Mr. HOOKE remarked, that he knew a menſtruum, that would produce the

ſame effect, 'viz. being put into a glaſs it would in a ſhort time ſo corrode it, as to

turn it all into a brittle milk white Mstance, like that now produced before the

Society ; but the parts of the glaſs above the ſurface of the menstruum would re

ceive no damage by it.

Mr. HEISIG, a Swediſh gentleman, who had been propoſed candidate by Mr."

HAAK and Dr. GALE, being permitted to be preſent, gave the Society a Lap

land magical dru'm, and a Runic almanac cut u on a staff; and ſhewed a table

curiouſly ingraven on copper, and containing a full explication of the Runic lan

guage, publiſhed in Sweden by JOHANNES Buanzus long before WORMIUS had

pub iſhed his book on that ſubject, '

He likewiſe gave an account, that one ANDREAS SPOLA, proſeſſor of astro

nomy at Upſal, had given him an account, in a letter dated injuly 1680, that in

May 1679, as he was hastening to Upſal, near the city oſ Jenkoping, upon a

pretty high hill, he ſaw the lake called Water, and in it the iſland called Wi

ſengſburg, and the people ſo plain, as to distinguiſh men from women, as if it

had been but a quarter of a mile distant -, whereas that lake was really not then

viſible, by reaſon of the interjacent hills, it being distant alſo at least twenty-two

Engliſh miles. This happened at ſun-riſing.

Mr. Hooxe mentioned an obſervation ſomewhat like this, which was affirmed

bya minister oſ Sligo in Ireland, that he himſelf, and ſeveral hundreds more, had

ſeen in the ſea the perfect reprekntation of an iſland riſing out of it, as it were,

with trees on the hills very plain and conſpicuous; but as ſoon as the ſun was ſet,

it perfectly diſappeared. This was related by the perſon himſelf. being an arch

deacon, in the preſence oſDr. WlLLlAM LLOYD, Biſhop of St. Aſaph.

The experiments to be tried at the next meeting, were that of the iron's radi

ation of ſilver bright ſparkles z and a method of drawing an helix on a cone.

December 14, at a meeting of the Couucu. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN Hosvas Mr. HlLL

Sir jorm Low'rmzn Dr. Wooo

Sir Roman-r Sou'ruwa-th. Dr. anw

Mr. Hnnsuaw Mr. As'ren

Mr. Pnpvs Mr. Hooxn. X

A draught of a leaſe of the meadow and arable ground of Chelſea-college to be

let to Mr. Fn ANKLIN for twenty-one years from Christmas last, was read and ap

proved z and Mr. FRANKLIN being called in, was acquainted with the conditions,

to
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i to which he agreed, but deſired to have' the ſame to ſhew; which when he had

done, he was to return it, that it might be ingroſſed and ſealed.

At a meeting of the _SOCXETY on the ſame day, Sir CnnrsTOPHnn WREN,

preſident, in the chair : "

I

The minutes of the 1 7th instant were read.

OLAUS RUDBBCK, M. D. and profeſſor of anatomy at Upſal, was propoſed

candidate by Dr. GALE. '

Mr. ASTON mentioned, that having peruſed ſome part of the ſaid Dr. Run

Btcx's works, preſented by him to the Society, he had ſound him to be laborious

_ as well as learned.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns remarked, that he had been informed, that the Doctor,

beſides his knowledge in anatomy and antient history, was well ſkilled in botany,

and now writing a history ofplants; for which purpoſe he had already drawn and

cut in wood above two thouſand plants. That the first part of his deſigned work

would be the history of ſuch plants, as flouriſhed, or could be made to grow, in

_Sweden, of which there were ſaid to be two thouſand, that flouriſhed in that

_ country. v

Mr. BLACKBURNE was elected.

Upon reading the minutes taken about JOHN DAN. MAYER's experiments of

the radiation of iron, Mr. HAAK, who ſhewed the book, remarked, that he

was certified by the perſon, who had brought him the ſaid book. that he had him

A ſelf tried the experiment of the not burning of the ſilver-bright ſparklings of iron,

and found it, as affirmed by Mr. MAYER -, and that the thing was not doubted

of. But there were many preſent of another mind. '

.' ,Mr. ASTON read an abstract of Mr. LUDOLFus's history of jEthiopia, pre

ſented by the author to the Society, and he was deſired, as ſoon as he conveniently

could, to write a letter of thanks to Mr. LUDOLFUS '. '

Mr. Hersrc's paper about the strange appearance of the lake and iſland, men

tioned in the minutes of the last meeting, was read.

Several things, which he had only ſhewn at the last meeting, were now pre

ſented to the Society z as, 1. A Runicalmanac, being a _stick about four feet long,

and about two inches big. - About three feet of it was a priſm of eight ſides, and

the other foot was round like the handle of a two-handed ſword. - Upon the eight

ſides of the priſm the whole length was cut the almanac Runic ; Runic ſignifying

nOthing elſe but letters : but the interpretation was not ſhewed.- 2. A Lapland

ſi '1 Mr. As-ron's letter in Latin, datcd to December, 1681, is inſerted in the Letter-book, Vol. viii.

p.- 189. ' -- - - '

drum,
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drum, and the beater or drum-hammer, much the ſame with that deſcribed by

Scuoerrzn. 3; A picce of braſs with rings hanging by chains, called the frog,

which the Laplanders lay on their drum-head, when they beat it, and by

knocking with their drum-stick or hammer are ſaid to make it dance to and fro

Upon the drum-head, till at last it fixes upon ſome figure made upon it, and 'will

not be thence removed by any farther taboring : which having found, they pre

tend, that that mark, on which the ſrog rests, gives them ſufficient information.

Mr. Hrrsro left alſo for the repoſitory a pebble, and ſome tin twist, affirmed

to be drawn only by the teeth : but the twist being examined, was concluded to

be made much in the ſame way as our ſilver twist is.

Mr. HUNT brought in from Mr. WYBERD, ſon ofDr. WYBERD, as a preſent

to the Society, a ſmall ivory box, in which was contained ſome curious writing
made by the doctor, being the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Lord'ſis

Prayer, all written within the compaſs of a ſilver peny -, together with a pro

blem ſolved by him concerning ſome properties of an ellipſis.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed an engine for exactly deſcribing all manner of proportion

and heliXes upon cones and cylinders 3 as alſo of makin or turning any variety

notable in the ſhape of any fiſh-ſhell -, and all helixes, Erews, crenated, foliated,

echinated, wreathed, &e. conchoeids; and he obſerved, that this engine would

be of great uſe for making the diviſions oſ mathematical and astronomical instru

ments, ſor turning wreathed work, and many other uſes.

Divers members of the Society were well pleaſed with the contrivance -, and

Mr. PACKER urged very earnestly, that a complete engine ſhould be forthwith

made; at least, that ſome workmen ſhould be conſulted what ſuch an engine

well made would cost: and he deſired, that a deſcription of it might be brought

in by Mr. Hooxa.

The experiment propoſed by Mr. Hooxn for the nexc meeting was an engine

to draw all the rhomb-lines upon a globe as truly and exactly, as any greater or

leſſer circles could be drawn upon it; which had never been yet done by any

perſon -, with an explanation of the true nature and properties of all ſuch lines, &ck

Decemb. 21, the preſident and vice-preſident being abſent, Mr. Hsusunw was

deſired to take the chair.

Mr. HlLL preſented a box of cedar-feeds.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. ASTON read a letter of his to be ſent to Mr. Luoonrus, returning him

the thanks of the Society for the preſent of his book.

Upon mentioning the agate and crystal mountains, and ſeveral other hard

VOL. IV. stOnes,
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stones, as load-stones and gems found in ſome plenty in the northern parts of'

Sweden and Lapland, Dr. GALE related, that EPIPHANIUS mentions, that divers

of theſe stones were found in the northern regions, and particularly that there were

three ſorts of hyacinths to be found there. -

Mr. HAAK ſhewed two ſheets, with a draught belonging to them, written by

Dr. ELSHOLT of Berlin, containing a deſcription of ſeveral ſorts of phoſphorus

known to him, and their effects :

Of the phoſphorus Bononienſis.

. Of the phoſphorus Baldwini.

Of the phoſphorus Smaragdinus.

Of the phoſ horus fulgurans.

Of the pho horus liquidus.

Of the pholghorus stillatus nubiloſus 8: * * *.

END-Hent"

A letter of Monſ. Ennnsrus Gorrrnrmus szsws to Mr. I'IAAK was read,.,

containing an account of ſeveral remarkable particulars :

1. Concerning a ſecond edition of Dr. PAPIN'S book about ſoftening of bones,

and the improvement of it in France; and of a book of Dr. DAURAN about the

alteration of the juices of the body by a natural chemistry-.

2. Concerning a book of Monſ. DU V1-: RNEY, Circa ſþirituum animalium genera

tionem, quo dictosſpiritus non ton/um in ſuhstantid cerehri corticali et glanduloſa et
terehello elahorari, ſed et in ſpinali quoque medulld pi*oduci et rationi et adrad/(a inmſixus

affirit.

3. Concerning another treatiſe of Monſ. nu VERNEY about the fabric of the

ear, which was to be ſoon publiſhed.

4. Concerning load-stones, one of which Monſ. HEsts ſaw in the hands of

Monſ. DU GLUS, which weighing but two- drachms, took up two pounds ofiron;

and which, as the owner affirmed, would take up one hundred and ſeven times its

own weight.

5. Concerning the strange effects of a ſpecular burning glaſs of two ells in dia

meter ſuddenly melting almost all ſorts of bodies, and converting others into glaſs.

The mention of heat occaſioned a diſcourſe concerning the effects of cold, par

ticularly the phxnomena obſerved of frozen eggs and apples, that they being put

into water would in a ſhort time freeze about themſelves a certain ſhell or crust

of ice.

Mr. HENSHAW ſuppoſed this to be produced from the partieles of cold, which.

iſſuing out of the egg or apple, and entering into the water, cauſe the parts of the

water
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water to ſreeze into ice, and ſo leave the parts of the egg or apple unfrozen.

Mr. HOOKE conceived it not to be by any really iſſuing of particles offeold,

but that the egg or apple needing a much greater degree of cold to freeze them

than the water, they being already frozen, and ſo having in them that degree ofcold,

and the water being yet unſrozen, and having a degree of heat in it enough to
keep it unlctrozen, they being put together, reduce each other to a middle degree of

temper as to heat and cold, which is cold enough to ſreeze the water into ice, but

yet warm enough to leave the egg or apple unſrozen.

Dr. GREW ſuppoſed, that it might proceed from' the ſpirituous part contained in

the egg or apple -, and the water of it, in the water, in the ſame manner as ſpirit

of wine would remain unſrozen, when water with the ſame degree of cold would

be turned into ice.

But Mr. Hooxr ſuppoſed, that there was no need oſhaving ſuch a ſpirituouſneſs

as Vinous ſpirits, becauſe there are instances of other bodies, that require much

greater degree of cold to freeze them than water, ſome of which were yet much

leſs ſpirituous in that kind than water, as a strong brine or ſolution oſ ſalt, and

quickſilver, which no cold had been yet found ſufficient to congeal -, and becauſe

there are other bodies more ſpirituous than water, which yet congeal ſooner, as oil

oſ anniſeed, which grows hard with a much leſs degree of cold. He therefore

ſuppoſed it to be from the particular texture of the body, which might be oſ a

very different nature in other reſpects from a Vinous ſpirit, and yet might agree

with it in this, of being ſubject to be frozen.

Mr. Hooxr-z produced a_globe of about a foot diameter ſo fitted with an in

strument, that he could thereby both geometrically and mechanically draw all

the rhomb-lines upon it most exactly : which he explained, and by ſeveral expe

riments proved the truth thereof. '

1684, Yanua'y 4., Sir CHRLSTOPHER VVREN, preſident, in the chair:

The minutes of the two preceding meetings were read, and ſome parts of them

diſcourſed of.

Upon mentioning the phoſphorus, the preſident moved, that a quantity thereof

might be rocured, in order to make ſeveral other experiments with it more ex

actly for t e true nature of its flame, and what affinity it hath with other flame ;

what effects the preſence or abſence of the air produces ; what pa'rt or qualification

o; itll: the cauſe thereof -, how its effects may be increaſed and diminiſhed, and

t e li e.

Dr. SLARE related, that he had put a piece of his phoſphorus in a'ring under

a red stone.

' Mr. HENSHAW mentioned an experiment, which he had ſeen tried with calcined

g Q 2 lead,

\
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lead, that being preſently put up into a glaſs bottle, in order to make an artificial

carbuncle, had continued to ſhine three days -, and having been kept therein cloſe

stopped ſrorn the air for three months, and then opened and expoſed upon a board

to the air, had taken fire, and burnt the board, upon which it lay.

Mr. HOOKE gave an account of a book, which he had newly procured from

Paris, of father DE FONTANEY, a Jeſuit, containing his obſetvations and hypo

theſis of the late comet of 1680 and 1681 z together with ſome diſcourſes about,

and cenſures of the hypotheſes of ſeveral other writers 7. This account being long,

was reſerved for another meeting.

_ The preſident moved it, as a thing very deſirable to be procured by the So

ciety, on account of the strange effects which it would produce, that a ve'ry large

burning or ſpecular concave of metal might be forthwith made, in order to make

ſeveral trials therewith. This was agreed to by ſeveral other members, as a thing,

that might be of very great uſe for the farther diſcovery of the nature and effects

of heat, eſpecially for diſſolving many things, and calcining of ſeveral ſorts of

bodies.

Mr. ASTON brought in and read an account of Dr. OLAUS RUDBECK's Atlan

rim ; as alſo a letter of thanks, which he had written to the author for his preſent

of that work to the Society.

Dr. GREW produced a paper from Mr. LISTER for the Society, which was read,

containing an account of ſeveral curious obſervations made by him about Roman

urns found in divers parts of Yorkſhire, and other parts of the north : of which

urns he had obſerved three ſorts -, ſome of which were very elegantly adorned

with baſſo relievo's, and other marks, which he ſuppoſed to be the workmen's

names, and not the names of the perſons, whoſe aſhes were contained in

thoſe urns ; for that he had found the ſame character upon ſeveral of them, which

were of the ſame kind and ſhape and materials. He obſerved them to differ much

from ours in their materials and glazing, for that most of them were not glazed,

and others were varniſhed, as it were, with a bitumen -, which he ſupported from

a paſſage of PLINY. He remarked, that he had found ſeveral places, where the

Roman pots were made; one between Wilber-foſs and Bornbie on the Moor, ſix

miles from York -, another at the ſand-hills at Santon near Brigg in Lincolnſhire ;

in both which places there were many remains of pots and urns within leſs than

a mile from the Roman road. In the making of thoſe pots and urns the Romans

generally uſed more ſand than clay z and they baked them in coffins. Some of

theſe pot-ſherds, which he ſuppoſed to be of the ſame colour with the clay, being
now baked again, turned red like our pots t.

Mr. Luna-ran. ſent likewiſe to the Society a preſent of a picture of a remarkable

kind Of cornu nmmom'r, in his poſſeſſion, and would have ſent the stone itſelf, if he

had had an opportunity.

_ 7 See Mr. Hooke'sPhileſophical Collect. No. ' Mr. Llsrsa's paper is printed in Mr.

iv. p. '06. jan. no. '6813. Hooxs's Philoſoph.Collcct. No. iv. p. 87.
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Dr. SLARz ſhewed a paſſage in a letter of Monſ. M * * of Paris, giving an

account of a strange tooth,which grew ſoft in the head after it had been hard 5 and

afterwards grew hard again -, but ſoon after fell out.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed an engine for deſcribing all manner of helixes upon acone,

which he affirmed to be able to divide any given length, though exceedingly ſhort,

into almost any affignable number of given parts -, as for instance, an inch into

IO0,000 equal parts, and that with the greatest eaſe and certainty imaginable z

which he conceived to be the best way yet thought of in the world for perfecting

all manner of astronomical and geographical instruments.

Yanua'y 1 1, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir Cnarsrornra WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. Woon

Mr. PaPYs Dr. Gruzw

Mr. HlLL Dr. TYSON

Mr. COLWALL Mr. Homer.

Mr. ASTON

The preſident having been impowered by former orders to diſpoſe by ſale of

Chelſea-college with the appurtenances, reported, that he had ſold it with the lands

belonging to it to Sir STEPHEN Fox for his majesty's uſe, in caſe the Council

ſhould ratify the ſaid ſale, for 1300 I. ready money, to be paid by Sir STZPHEN

Fox at one payment at the ſealing of the conveyances.

The Council hereuponjudged, that the preſident had done a ſervice to the So

ciety, and approved of the ſaid ſale at the rate of 13001. ready money, and re

turned him thanks accordingly -, and ordered, that the papers relating to the title

belodged in counſellor BALLEY'S hands, in order to give ſatisfaction to the attor

ney-general.

The Preſident and Mr. HENSHAW were deſired to treat and agree with Mr,

FRANKLiN concerning the ground of Chellea-college, and the rent now due.

Mr. Hru. having treated with Dr. HORNECK concerning his arrears, being

28 l. 1 s. and the doctor having propoſed to give his bond for 20 I. to be paid

within half a year, with a request to withdraw from the Society for the future, it

was ordered, that the treaſurer be deſired to agree with the doctor accordingly,

and take his bond to himſelf for the 20 1. and to give the doctor a full diſcharge_

for the time past. .

In purſuance of an order of 22 June 1681, it was ordered, that the treaſurer

pay Mr. HOOKE the ſum of 40 I.

At a meeting of the SOCXETY on the ſame day,

311 The
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The miiiutes of the preceding nieeting were read, and ſeveral parts diſcourſed of.

Mr. THOMAS Crusp preſented a very large branch ofwhite coral, of which ſe

veral pieces had been broken off; but he preſerved most of them, and brought

them along withit, and deſired, that they might be again fixed On with cement z

which was ordered to be done. -

Mr. Homer brought in a preſent from RALPH Box, Eſq; of a very large stone,

or calculus of a turtle, formed like a bezoar stone.

Mr. LISTER'S paper on the antiquities found in Yorkſhire being again diſ

courſed of, it was ordered to be registercd: upon which occaſion Mr.-RlCHARn

WALLER mentioned, that he had ſound ſome obſervations agrecable to thoſe of

Mr. LlSTER, in abook of JOANNES Sutrrus, intitled, sin/zgm'nztes Nwmzzgenſes,

printed at Nimeguen in 1678 -, and to ſatisly the dociety more fully, he ſent for

the book itſelf, and preſented it to the Society.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a new instrument, by which he deſcribed a certain curve

line, which might be called an inverted parabola, or parabolical hyperbola, having

theſe properties, that it is infinite both ways, and hath two aſymptotes, as an hy

perbola; and that one of the aſymptotes being laid upon the axis of a parabola,

and upon which occaſion lines drawn parallel to it, Cutting the parabola and

curve, the tangents of the curve are always at right angles with the tangents of

the curve. This gave occaſion to much diſcourſe concerning ſome properties of

the ſame -, as alſo, whether it would ever arrive at a certain line drawn upon the

cylinder, &c.which Mr. HOOKE affirmed it would never do, though it approached

nearer to it every revolution.

January 18, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. GREW

Mr. HENSHAW Dr. Wooo

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON

Mr. COLWALL Mr. Hooxz.

Mr. PEPYS

Mr. FLAMsrzAD was ſworn of the Council.

I

The preſident gave an account of his proceedings in the diſpoſal of Chelſea

college -, for which the Council returned him their thanks, with their earnest re

quest, that he would complete and finiſh the ſaid undertaking.

Mr. HlLL was deſired to ſpeak with Mr. Enwm about depoſiting the money,

when it ſhall be received, in the East-India company.

The treaſurer read over a list of the names of ſuch members, as do not pay at

all, or are much in arrears : whereupon he and the two ſecretaries were deſired

to
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to meet the preſident and Sir JOHN Hosvas at the preſident's houſe every Mon

day night; and they were appointed a committee to conſider of all matters relating

to the arrears, and what expedients were fit to be made uſe of for the recovery

of the ſame, and to report their proceedings and opinions therein to the Council.

Dr. Woon reported his prOCeedings with Mr. SHEanAN concerning his arrears,

viz. that he had propoſed to pay down to] provided he might continue of the

Society, and be excuſed from any further payment for the future : which propoſal

being debated, was rejected.

Mr. COLWALL reported the ſeveral anſwers of Mr. HOARE and Dr. MILLES to

his demand of their arrears; which were leſt to be conſidered of by the committee.

Whereupon the preſident moved, that the anſwers made by ſeveral members

upon ſuch demands ſhould be registered in a book, to be produced, when the

Council ſhould conſider of that affair.

An order was past for the payment of Mr. Wrcxs's ſalary for one year, ending

at Christmas preceding ; and it was further ordered, that a stop be put to the ſa

lary of the clerk and operator for the future,till the Council ſhall have farther con

ſidered and ſettled that affair.

At ameeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir CBRXSTOHPER WREN, pre

ſident, in the chair:

Aletter in Latin from WILHEM TEN RHYNE, dated at Batavia 23 July 1681,

and directed to Mr. OLDENBURG 1, was brought in by Mr. HAAK, and read; in

which he deſired to be informed concerning ſome affairs in England -, and gave

an account of ſome obſervations, which he had made, and ſome which he had

by him, which he was willing to communicate 3 of a treatiſe ſent by him to Hol

land, which he was deſirous might be printed in England, concerning the uſe of

moxa, and the acupunctura of the Japaneſe phyſicians, which he had taken out' of

their praxis. lt was hereupon deſired, that Mr. ASTON would make inquiry con

cerning Mr. TEN RHYNt's kinſman, JOHN Gaowvxzt'r, and concerning the

treatiies mentioned in his letter, whether they could be procured -, and to Write an

anſwer to that letter I, in order to ſee, whether he would Contihue a correſpondence

with the Society, though Mr. OLDENBURG were dead.

Mr. TEN RHYNE in his letter remarked, that moxa was made ofartemiſia :

whereupon Dr. SLARE affirmed, that he had made a kind of moxa of _th_e ſibres

of mugwort, being well dried, and the dust blown away. _ - '

Mr. HENSHAW was oſ opinion, that the virtue of the moxa lies only in burn

ing and came-riſing ; and that the ſame might be done with any other burning

ſubstance -, which would diſcuſs the humours, and raiſe a blister -, and' that amongſt

1 Letter-Book, Vol viii. p. 164.

3 Mr. Asrc-rr's letter, dared January 1C8i, is inſerted there, p. 187.

3 ſeveral.
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ſeveral barbarous people the uſe of firebrands was commonly applied' to parts,

where any acute pain was lelt, as in the head or limbs. *

IWr. Hooxe was of opinion, that there might be ſome peculiar virtue in the very

ſubstance of the moxa, which might cauſe this effect, beſides the heat and caute

riſing ; which virtue might lie in the ſolid oil oſ it, which most vegetables upon

burning yield, as tobacco, paper, lincn, &te. in which ſolid oil lies very much of

the virtues and qualities of the vegetable ſubstance, which being ſeparated from

the ſalts of vegetables, they were round all alike z and that this Only ſpeciſicated

them.

The preſident ſpeaking of the practice oſ the Chineſe phyſicians "obſerved, that

they were excremely curious about feeling the pulſe oſ the patient, examining the

beating thereof, not only in the wrist, but in divers other parts of the body ; by

which they pretended to make great diſcoveries of the diſeaſe. And he was of

opinion. that the antients might know and make more uſe oſ the information of

the pulſe than our modern phyſicians oſ Euro e; and that there might be more

GALEN's curioſity about pulies than was at pre ent understood.

Mr. Hooxn was of opinion, that the pulſe might diſcover ſomewhat oſ the state

oſ the part, where it was, by means oſ the stopping of. the blood; whether it

were in the vein, artery, or muſcular fleſh, the artery being thereby more strained

and extended. -

The preſident conceived, that there might be ſomewhat even in the motion of

the parts of the artery itſelf ; for that it is very viſible in diHEctions in living ſub

jects, that the artery had a peculiar muſcular motion of its own distinct from the

pulſe of the heart -, and that by diſſecting it a peared plainly made up of three

ſorts of muſcular coats, the innermost of them having long fibres, the outermost

round fibres, and the middlemost diagonal or tubical fibres.

Mr. Hooxz produced an instrument, and ſhewed a way of exactly deſcribing

the ſpiral of Ancnmaors by a new 'property thereof, and that with as much

eaſe and exactneſs, as acircle could be deſcribed z whereby not only a given arch

might be divided into any number of equal parts, but a strait line given equal to

the Circumference oſ the circle. '

January 25, at a meeting oſ the Covncu. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir Jorm LOWTHER Dr. CROUNB

Mr. Hru. Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Mr. PEPYS Mr. ASTON

Mr. Hrnsnnw Mr. Hooxr.

Mr. EVELYN

The
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The preſident reported his proceedings relating to Chelſea-college with Mr.

BAILEY, Sir STEPHEN liox, and the attorney general.

It was ordered, that no perſon whatever, who is a ſoreigner, ſhall be admitted

fellow of the Society, without a diploma ſent to him from the Society.

The preſident deſired, that it might be farther conſidered, what expedient

might be agreed upon for stopping the proceeding in too eaſy a choice oſ perſons

propounded to be elected: and it was propoſed, whether the belt expedient to

prevent the ſame were not, that after the perſon ſhould be propoſed in the Socie

ty, the council at their next meeting ſhould conſider, whether he be fitly quali

fied for promoting the ends oſ the institution.

And whereas notice had been taken in the council, that ſeveral perſons had

been oſlate admitted members oſ the Society without ſubſcribing the bond, and

paying their admiſſion-money; to prevent this for the future, it was ropoſed,

that after any any perſon had paſſed the ballot, and been declared choſen by the

preſident, the perſon, who propounded him, ſhall take care to bring him to the

treaſurer to pay his admiſſion-money and to ſign his bond, and receive an acquit

tance for the ſame from the treaſurer; which acquittance being ſhewn to the ſe

cretary, the perſon ſhall be admitted to write his name in the ſtatute-book, and

by the ſecretary be preſented to the preſident for admiſſion.

Theſe two last orders were to be again debated at the next meeting of the-coun

cil, in order to be paſſed into a statute.

It was ordered, that a book oſ blank bonds be forthwith provided for the trea

ſurer for ſuch perſons ſo to be admitted: and

That the ſecretaries make trial oſ ſome perſons for writing between this and

the next meeting of the council, and give an account thereof to the next meeting.

Dr. GREW's order brought in by himſelf was ſigned.

'4 At a meeting of the council of the Royal Society, _

a Dr. Gaaw having read ſeveral lectures before the ſaid Society, of the ana

" tomy of plants, ſome whereof have been already printed at divers times, and

" ſome are not rinted, together with ſome others oſ their colours, tastes,

" and ſalts; alſo of the ſolution of ſalts, of the waters of this city oſ London,

" and of mixture; all of them to the good liking and approbation of the ſaid

" Society, it is therefore ordered,

" That he be deſired to cauſe them to be printed together in one volume:

" and in regard of the great number of figures belonging to them, to take upon

" himſelf a more particular care oſ the impreſfiOn."

VOL. IV; R At
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At a meeting of the SoenzTY on the ſame day,

The preſident being called away by ſome urgent occaſiOns, Mr. HBNSHAW

was deſired to take the chair.

The minutes oſ January 18th were read and diſcourſed oſ.

Mr. As'rou gave an account concerning GROENVELT, the phyſician inquired of

in Mr. TEN RHYNE's letter -, and he was deſired to hasten his anſwer to that letter.

Mr. HUNT brought in, as a preſent from Mr. BAGFORD for the repoſitory,

a horn or tooth of ſome strange animal, and the bearded head oſ an Indian ar

row, being made of an hard wood, and bearded with fangs like the sting oſ_a bee

or waſp.

Mr. HOUGHTON related, that having ſpoken with Monſ. GROENVELT, the

perſon mentioned in the letter of WlLHEM TON RHYNE, he had been informed

:by the ſaid Monſ. GROENVELT, that the ſaid WILHEM TEN RHYNE was phyſician
to thevDutch iſiactory at Batavia, and one of the council there.

vMr. Hooxr. ſhewed a new method of deſcribing a parabola, which on a plain

is exactly as a circle by the help of compaſſes 5 which method he demonstrated to

be geometrically as well as mechanically true: by which means he deſigned to

make a true gage for the forming the ſhape oſ the ſpecular concave.

Feb. 1, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting wereread.

Part of a letter from Mr. CASWELL to Mr. FLAMSTEAD was read, giving an

account of hishaving lately taken the fall of the river Severn, and round it fall

three yards three inches in five miles. The river is indeed ſwift; and yet Mr.

CASWELL was of opinion, that the meaſure oſ the fall was too great, though it was

taken with a quadrant, and, he thought, very carefully. He mentioned alſo the

hight of Rekin hill in Shropſhire by levelling down from the top to the Severn

river; which hight he ſound to be 396 yards above that river; and the place or'

the Severn, .to which he brought down the meaſure, he gueſſed to. be 40 yards

above the-ſea. On'the top ofithe-Rekin he meaſured angles of altitude of other

hills, whoſe distance he pretty well knew, by the help of his triangle-work; and

he ſound Sliperstoneclear hill in Shropſhire tobe 600 yards high; Caradocke hill

490 yards: and for other reaſons he gueſſed the Longment hill to be near 600

yards, and the Brithin, Cavanatester, and Malagolven above 500. Theſe four

last he only gueſſed. He added, that trying the hight oſRekin by angles of al

l titude and distance, lie-had calculated it to be 30 yards higher than he found it

to<þe by actual meaſure. W-hether this was cauſed by refraction or unſkilfulneſs

of meaſure and obſervation, he would not be poſitive.

AA pros
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A propoſal oſ one ROBERT LOWMAN was read, in which he pretended to

make all rivers navigable, and deſired the council's approbation of his deſign. He

was called in, and aſked, whether he had any thing farther to deſire of the Socie*

ty, or to propound: to which he anſwered, that he only deſired an approbation

or recommendation of his propoſal, he having a deſign thereby to carry up coals
to ſiWinchester and Saliſbury. The vice-preſident told him, that the Society

would take time to conſider of his request, and give him an anſwer the next week.

Mr. ASTON read a letter to himſelf from Mr. LISTER.

Dr. SLARE gave an account of ſome farther experiments, which he had made
with the new ſhining ſubstance h ; which was read -, and he produced ſome of the

ſubstance, and a trial thereof was made with ſucceſs in the gallery, which was,

that by exhausting the air, this ſubstance flamed more.

Mr. HOOKE gave an account of the contents oſ a letter to Mr. HAAK from a gen

tleman of Berlin, mentioning, that Dr. ELSHOLTZ hoped, that he ſhould ſoon have

the perpetual noctiluca ſo as to enlighten the whole room, he being already able to

read alarge print by it: and that provost ANDREW MULLER was ready still to

give a ſpecimen of his knowledge in the Chineſe language by the help of a certain

clavis invented by him; and that co'gſideratz's conſiderandis he would impart his

knowledge in that and other curioſities.

Mr. Hoom: produced ſeveral eggs and apples, which had been covered with

ſnow and ſalt all the day, in order to try the experiments, which had been 'for

merly propoſed by Mr. HENSHAW, viz. whether two of ſuch frozen eggs or ap

ples bein at the ſame time put, the one into a glaſs oſ cold water, the other into

a glaſs o warm, that, which was put into the warm, would not ſooner freeze,

and form a crust of ice about itſelf, than that, which was put into the cold. But

two of them being ſo ordered and ſuffered to lie in the waters about halſ an

hour, neither of them had contracted a crust of ice; which was judged to be oc

caſioned by the warmth of the meeting-room, in which the, experiment was tried.

Feþ. 8, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOW'f'HER Dr. TYSON.

Mr. HILL Dr. Wooo

Mr. COLWALL Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Mr. PEPYS ' Mr. ASTON

Mr. HENSHAW \ Mr. HOOKE

Dr. GREW

Mr. WlLLIAM BAlLEY and Mr. NICHOLAS JOHNSON appearing from the at

torney general, in order to ſee the conveyance of Chelſea-college and the apperte

b An account concerning a farther proſecution SLARE is printed in Mr. Hoortt's P/zi/q/I Coll/xtct.

of experiments with the phoſphorus by Dr. N'. 5. p. 84. _

R_ 2 nances
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nances thereof to his majesty, ſealed with the common ſeal of the Society, the

council being met, the deed of ſale was read over, and the common ſeal was ſet,

to it, the whole council conſenting thereto. And at the ſame time Mr. JOHN

SON produced an acquittance to be ſigned by Mr. HILL the treaſurer upon the:

receit of the money.

It was ordered, that the 13001. now received by the treaſurer from Mr. JOHN

son be depoſited in the East-India company: and that the obligation from the

ſaid company for the ſame be depoſited in the iron chest; and that the keys

of the ſame be in the custody of the perfons mentioned in the statutes -, and that:

at the ſame time the three charters and the common ſeal be alſo put into the ſaid

chest.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns was deſired to call again upon Mr. BAILEY, and to ob

tain a copy of the conveyance of Chelſea-college to the king, and to peruſe

the papers now in the hands of Mr. BAILBY, to ſee, whether any of them be

of farther uſe to the Society, and not beIOnging to Chelfea-college, and to bring

back ſuch with him, and to leave the rest in Mr. BALLEY'S hands_

Mr. HlLL returned and brought in a note from Coox and CARY for the pay,

ment of 13001.. to the East-India company ; and he was deſired to procure the

bond of that company for the ſame upon the Friday following, and to bring it in,

that it might be put into the iron chest.

At a meeting of the SocrizTY on the ſame day, Mr. HENSHAW was deſired to

take the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

Mr. WICKES brought in' a ſecond paper from Mr. ROBERT LOWMAN, where

in he humbly deſired, that in caſe he ſhould meet with ſome unexpected difficul

ties-in his undertaking, he might have the liberty to crave the Society's direction

and advice.

The Society thereupon thought ſit to deſire Sir JOHN Hosxvxs, Mr. HILL,

Mr. ASTON, and Mr. Hooxr to conſider oſ his propoſal, and to give him ſuch

testimonial, as they ſhould think proper.

The difficulties, which Mr.- LlS.TER had met with in his deſign of printing a

diſcourſe of his about infects, being diſcourſed of, the Society endeavoured to

find out ſome expedient to have the thing done at their charge, if there could be

procured a ſufficient number of ſubſcribers to take off ſuch books at a very eaſy

rate, as would pay for the impreſſion. It was thought, that this might be eaſily

effected, if there could be ſubſcriptions enough of the Society to take offſifty co

pies, and that ſome care were taken by the fecretaries to procure ſubſcriptions

from the two univerſities and their other correſpondents to make up the number in

all 150, Mr. LlSTER having engraven the plates at his own charge, and given

them to the Society. 3 Sir
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Sir JosaPH_W1LLrAM50N acquainted the Society, that the duke oſ Nonrouc

was newly arrived in England .

Upon diſcourſing farther concerning phoſphorus, there were ſeveral diſputes,

whether there were any ſuch thing as anmmu/a wite: and it was conceived by

ſome, that the experiments oſ phoſphorus plainly proved ſuch a flammula, as be

ing extracted either immediately out oſ the blood, or mediately out of the

urine. Mr. Hooxz was of opinion, that there could be nothing proved oſ that

nature by it; for though by a certain preparation, a ſhining burning ſubstance

was extracted from it, yet it was poſiible, that as a ſhining and burning ſubstance"

might be extracted out oſ other ſubstances not animal -, as was particularly proved

by the ſhining of other ſubstances, and particularly lime, formerly mentioned by

the preſident, which was made oſ that quality by the violence oſ the fire: and for

the quality of burning, he urged, that oil oſvitriol and oil of turpentine would

produce very strange effects by mixture. He mentioned alſo an experiment with

oil oſturpentine and rectified ſPirit ol' urine, to ſhew the strange motion and ex

panſive power of liquors. It was thereupon deſired, that he would ſhew theſe ex

periments at the next meeting.

Hereupon was alſo occaſioned a farther diſcourſe concerning the nature of fire,

and how conſonant experiments were to the theory oſ the diſſolution of bodies by the

air as a menstruum.

Part oſ a letter from Berlin to Mr. HAAK was read *' * '*

Mr. RICAUT upon occaſion of this letter mentioned WERNERUS *' '* *

Feb. 15, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL. were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Mr. CODWALL Mr. HENSHAW

Mr. HrLL Mr. ASTON

Dr. CROUNE Mr. Hooxe

Jorw \V1LK1N'50N having been employed by the ſecretaries in tranſcribing ſome
papers in prſſoſecution of an order of council oſ the 25th oſ January last ; and he

there producing his writings, they were well approved'of; and it was thereupon

ordered, that the treaſurer ſhould pay him ſixteen ſhillings for the time past, and

eight ſhilfings a week for the time to come, during which he ſhould be employed by

the lecretaries or either ofthem, upon his producing a note from either of them for

his having been ſo employed.

The treaſurer acquainted the council, that PAUL RICAUT, Eſip lias paid his

52 5.. on account of his arrears z and that he had been abſent out oſ England for

many years. lt was ordered, that Mr. RICAUT be diſcharged of' his ſaid arrears.

to Michaelmas laſt, he preſenting to the library his own printed books, and ſeal

ing the uſual bond for the time to come. - T]

le
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The treaſdrer brought in the Eaſt-India company's bond for '1305*1. 6 s. 8 d.

which was put into the chest: and when the bond ſhould be renewed in March

following, the word ſucceſſrs was to be inſerted.

With relation to the collection of money in arrear to the Society,

_Mr. RICAUT being applied to by the treaſurer, paid fifty two ſhillings upon his

arrears, and excuſed himſelf, that he had been many years out of England, de

claring, that he would pay for the future.

Mr. V_VoouR01-*Fr-. being applied to by the treaſurer, alledged, that about ſeven

years before, he had declared to Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL, that he would with

draw from the Society.

Sir NiCHOLAsſſ STEWARD doubted of his arrears being ſo much as were de

manded.

Dr. MlLLS and Mr. HOARE being ſpoken to by Mr. COLWALL, did not refuſe

to pay, but hoped abatement.

Sir WILLIAM PETTY had ordered his lady to pay ten pounds of his arrears by

letter to Dr. WOOD.

The treaſurer acquainting the council, that of late years a part of the ſee-farm
ſirent of the Society was not anſwered, by reaſon that the counteſs of Do'RSET had

ſold away in parts the barony of Lewes; and that what remained in her hands

was not ſufficient to anſwer the payment of the ſaid rent; the treaſurer and Mr.

PACKBR were deſired to inquire how this fee-ſarm rent was anſwered to the king

before it was the Society's, and who were then the collectors : as alſo to inquire

of Sir JOHN BANKES, the former owner, and to ſpeak to Mr. Goonwm, attor

ney at Lewes, and deſire his advice about the best way of proceeding in this affair.

With reſpect to the arrears, it was ordered,

That Mr. RlCAUT be diſcharged from the payment of more arrears, in conſi

deration of his abſence from England, he preſenting his books to the library, and

ſealing the bond for future payment : -

That Mr. HOUGHTON be deſired to acquaint Dr. WOODROFFE, that the

council could take no notice of his withdrawing from the Society, unleſs it had

been formerly done according to the statute, by ſignifying his deſire to the pre

ſident -, and that there was ſeven years ago a conſiderable arrear due : that how

ever, becauſe the doctor might believe, that his ſignification to Sir ROBERT

SOUTHWELL might have been ſufficient, if he would pay 201. to the treaſurer,

t he ſhould be diſcharged from all arrears, and remain at his own choice, whether

he would continue, ſigning the bond, or recede:

That '
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That Mr. ASTON be deſired to write to Sir NICHOLAS STEWARD, and ſend him

an account of hlS arrears, Mr. PACKER undertaking to give an anſwer:

That Mr. ASTON be likewiſe deſired to write to Dr. MlLLS and Mr. HOARE,

Mr. COLWALL undertaking to obtain their anſwers : and

That Dr.VVooo be deſired to acquaint the lady PETTY, how the money is to

be paid, and return thanks to Sir WILLlAM PETTY.

At a meeting oſ the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN

preſident in the chair.

The minutes oſ the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed oſ.

Mr. ASTON read a letter from Mr. LISTER e, in which he obſerved, that the

taking off fiſty copies oſGOEDART was very obliging -, and that he would print

it, if he could : but that his own papers were but trifles in conſideration of thoſe

excellent manuſcripts, which Mr. VVrLLuoHaY had leſt behind him; wiſhing, that

the Royal Society would interest themſelves in promoting the printing of thoſe

manuſcripts : that the history of fiſhes was, to his knowledge, made ready for

the preſs four years beſore by Mr. RAY, and put into the hand of Mr. CHlLD d,

the merchant in London, who married Mr. VVILLUGHBY'S widow, and who had

all the rest oſ his papers: and that it was pity, that Mr. VVXLLUGHBY'S curious

and voluminous obſervations on infects, in which he greatly delighted, ſhould be

lost; as they probably would, without ſome ſuch powerful interceſſion and ſollici

tation as that of the Royal Society. With this letter Mr. LlSTER lent ſix Eng

liſh turquoiſes.

Upon reading this letter it was ordered, that inquiry ſhould be made after Mr.

WrLLUGHBY's manuſcript on fiſhes; and Sir JOHN LOWTHER being preſent un

dertook to ſpeak to Sir JOSIAH CHILD about it. '

Mr. HOOKE was deſired to inquire, whether Mr. RAY was in town; and, iſhe

were, to inquire of him, whether he had any oſ the philoſophical manuſcripts of

Mr. WILLUGHBY .in his hands. '

Mr. HAAK produced a paper, which he had received from a correſpondent at

Berlin, being a catalogue of the writings of ANÞREW .MULL-ER, viz. _AN.DBAEJB

-MULLERI Greſſnbagii de Sinenſium rebus aliaque opzzſru/a : * 1 l

r. ABDALLIE. Perſe bistorizz Sinenſis, Perſite'.

2. Endem erh'm.= cum nolis maizgina/'iburzedoris et filtezpretis. .

3 A-rba'zg z-zwr Rotten die erste eme: .Mvſco*vilijtben Beſandxm 'lar/9 Siþrricn mal'

China, die ANDERE HERNE ZACH-ARIE WAGBNERS, durcb ez'n graſs. fIZwi/ 'de

Wall and unler en dam aucb nati' China. *
i * That dateti at York, Feb. 11. 1632. inſert- 4 Aſtenvards Sir Josnm CHlLD,

ed in the letter book vol. viii. p. 177. '

* ' 4. Com

ſ
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it. Commrnlalio alpbaþrtim de Sinarum þſzzgme/jue Tm-MFS-c'wbur.

5. Baſilicon Sinenje, ſea Regia-7; U Operator-um Stnr'zstum Now/'m is: re: gazed-rit

geſ/ice ab exora'ia ad nostra uſqzze temporel.

'6. Izzzperii Simzrum mapsz geograp/bim 5 mappi mnfflifflmd, guam ipſi deder'mſ, in
angusticrrmſormam rcdacta, U [irrrzſis La/imſis expaſita.

7. Impzrii Si'mrum 'lament/alaſ gcogmplvicm, prior a'affirur, postrrior aflþbaþc/irur.

der/fur lndex adderzdofflm. '

8. Pmffatfoncs in historiam Sincl'zflm, Bcſi/irm, Caiizmmtatiourm alplmlzcx'irmn,

Nomenc/atorem, Uſ. e '

.9. Pmpoſi/ianes intrmli Sim'ci, Edz'lio guarta tum nofz's.

10. Epistola de Inzenm Siniro, tum ncrir.
1 1. Oratia Damim'm &ſille cum 'verſions U fleſh', Uc.

12. Ok/rrtmtionir Sim're.

1 3. Monummti Sz'm'ri bi/Zcti'l-d textzZJ, rommentarii, &it. gilte/Mr nor/dun' edifzim

&tamen. v

14. Hi/Iarin de Sim's ex Armmiw Latim; verſe.

15. Excerpta de Sinir e Gregorio Mazlflſifflſt'.

16. Bcſſv untarricbt 'under Siniſcr Scbrist and Drark al/Zwa in bern Delie Grob

nitzen untarrirbt vendcr Lutbcrzſrlaen and Reſarmirten Kirc/am Enba/lawzst. Artedzmt

Iter, (575.

'17. Specimen analzſit-e lite-write.

18. Symþolze Syrian-3, 1. Mosrs MARDENX Et? ANDREzE MASII Epistolze lS'yriacci

aim I/'e'ſſam- &17 Natir. 2. Dzfflrtationes, I. de Mosa MARDINO, 2. de &rinds/ame

Scripture I/e'ſicnibus. .

19. Commentariur de pemntz'guo Pentateuchi Hebraici manuſcripto, quad anm

'CHRlSTl 334 in inſula Rhodaſrriptum q/l, jamgue in Bibliotbeai E/ectora/i ajerwtur.

20. Actio Plngii Literarii Sinenſis, Uſ.

21. Specimen throno/ogicum.

22. Specimen . . . . . Mandarinin'.

2 3. Index generalir Authorum rerumque, &Pa.

24.. Catalogus Opuſrulorum ab Author? bactenus edilorum U inedz'tarum.

2 5. Elenc/aus Librorum rariorum tum manuſcriplorum guam edim'um pro Em

plorz'bus.

Mr. ASTON read a letter *, which he had written to Signor MALt-tcm, to re

turn him the Society's thanks for his picture and preſent of books.

Mr. As-roN preſented from Mr. THOMAS Moams of Westminster a manuſcript

of PAULUS answs.

Dr. Woon preſented Monſ. DES CARTEs's works, viz. I. Principa is' Speci

mina, Amstelod. 1664. 2. Meditationer, ibid. 1663. 3. Geomrtria, 2 volumes,

ibid. 4. De Homine, Lugd. 1664. 5. Lettres, 3 volumes, Paris 1657: as alſo

MERSENNUS'S Cogz'tam Pbyſiro-Mzztbrmatica, Paris 1664.

Dr. SLARE preſented the Society with a ball taken out of the stomach oſ an Alpine

_* Letter book, vol. viii. p. 191.

goat,
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goat, given him by Mr. FRY, an apothecary, who had taken it out of the

animal.

He ſhewed a strange ſort of rice ſhaped like a clutched fist, and ſaid to grow

in Morocco.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed the two experiments, which had been ordered at the last

meetin , r. The moving of oil of turpentine upon ſpirit or wine. In the first

trial in highly-rectiſied ſpirit of wine, the turpentine ſunk 5 but in brandy it ſuc

ceeded well, and exhibited a great variety of motions.

2. The mixture of oil of vitriol with oil of turpentine, which grew very hot,

and ſwelled much, as was expected, but not ſo much as had happened in ſeveral

other trials.

The preſident being now preſent, and Mr. FLAMSTEAD having cavilled against

the method ſhewn by Mr. HOOKE of deſcribing a parabola, and affirming it to

be falſe, the Society deſired Mr. HOOKE to lhew again the way, which he had

demonstrated at the last meeting: and which he now repeated, and demonstrated

the ground thereof. _Upon which the preſident declared to the Society, that it

was true and certain, and the best way yet known of deſcribing that curve, and ne

ver publiſhed before.

Fcþruary 22, at a meeting of the Couucu. were preſent,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident,

Nlr. HENSHAW ' Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL Dr. TYSON ,

Mr. HlLL Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Mr. PEPYS Mr. HOOKB.

Mr. HOOKE, in proſecution oſ the deſire of the Council, having attended Sir

\VILL1AM JONES with the state of the caſe concerning the arrears due to the So

ciety from ſeveral members, produced Sir \VlLLrAM's opinion thereupon as follows:

" The king by his charter grants to the preſident and council of the Royal

" Society power to make ſuch by-laws, as they ſhall think fit for the government

" of the Society -, which he injoins and commands to be inviolably obſerved, ſo

" as they be reaſonable, and not repugnant to the laws and statutes oſ this

" kingdom.

" They make a by-law or statute, that every fellow pay one ſhilling a week

" for defraying'the charng and expences of the Society. -*

" Ever member at his admiſſion does ſubſcribe a promiſe or engagement,

** that he will obſerve the statutes and orders oſ the Society, and has notice of

*,* this statute.

VOL. IV. S V Many
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" Many Fellows in arrears. -

" Qu. Whether theſe arrears are reaſonable ? how ? and by what action, and

" for what time back ?

** *I think an action may be brought for the recovery of the arrears; and it is

" not material in the cauſe, whether the laws be confirmed by the chancellor,

" chieſ justice, &e. And the action to be brought must be an action of debt

" in the name of the corporation; It will be best to bring it for the whole ar

" rears, and let the defendant plead the statute of limitation to all but ſix years,

** if he ſhall think fit. Perhaps ſome will think it a diſhonour to do it: however

* it will be a bar but for'what is above ſix years.
a

" WrLLrAM JONEs."

Mr. HILL reported, that Mr. HOAR had paid his arrears due upon bond, viz.

eight pounds nine ſhillings, and taken up his bond, and deſired to be diſcharged

from the Society for the future : to which purpoſe he would write to the preſident:

but that the ſaid Mr. HOAR still owed upon the old arrears twenty pounds ſixteen

ſhillings.

Mr. Him. reported alſo, that Dr. MILLES had refuſed to pay his arrears,

though due upon bond, amounting to 71. 165. Whereupon after. a debate it

was thought fit, in reſpect to the perſon, that a- letter ſhould be written to him,

to acquaint him with the reſolution of the Society to put his bond in ſuit, and tov

preſs him to pay, _or give his poſitive anſwer.

Mr. HILL reported concerning Mr. STANHo-PB, that he had ſome years before

aid to the ſociety 1 61. and deſired to be diſcharged at that time from the Society.

hereupon it was ordered, that the account ſhould be examined and reported to

the council.

He reported the anſwer of Mr. EDMUND WALLER as follows: Mr. YVALLER

ſaid, that the plague happening ſome time after the Society was establiſhed, and

he being perpetually in parliament had never been able to attend the Society, ei

ther to ſerve them, or receive any advantage thereby : that he was now of a great

age, had lost half his fortune for the king, and having a great charge of children,

hoped, that he ſhould be conſidered as others, who had not been able- to wait on.

them al: well as he : and he-humbly took leave to conſider how he might be able to.

ſerve t em.

Mr. HOUGHTON brought in an account of his ſucceſs incollectingarſſrears:

That he had been four times to find Sir NiCHOLAs SLANlNG, and that he was

now gone into the country :

That Mr. I'IOAR had paid his arrears on bond, and deſired to be excuſed from

attending on the Society for the future a

7 ' That
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That Dr. CLENCH readily paid his arrears, and was willing to do any thing, that

ſhould be for the Society's ſervice for the future.

Mr. HOUGHTON being deſired, promiſed'to deliver in writing the rest of the

anſwers, which he had received.

The council deſired, that inquiry ſhould be made cancerning the deceaſe of

ſeveral members, and the time of it; as of the Lord BRERETON, Mr. BARRING

TON, Mr. HOAR, junior, Sir KINCSMHL LUCY, Sir JONAS MOORE, ſenior,

the lord Viſcount STAFFORD, and Sir JOHN' \V1L1,1AM5; and likewiſe, who

Were the executors or perſons liable to pay their debts, in order to the procuring

their reſpective arrears due to the Society. _

It was reſolved, that the caſe of Signor SAROTTl, Monſ. SPANHElM, and ſome

other foreigners, with relation to their payments, be debath at the next meeting of

the council.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-pre

ſident in the chair :

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

The turquoiſe-stones mentioned in a letter of Mr. LISTER read at the last meet

ing were now produced; ſome of which being broken appeared of a very cu

rious blue like lapis lazuli. It was deſired, that ſome oſ them ſhould be tried by

a lapidary, and by ſome other means, to find out the true nature of them.

Mr. DACRns preſented by Mr. HOUCHTON a parcel of cuttings of a leaf, ſup

poſed from the ſmell and taste not to be toba'cco, but of ſome other plant, wrapped

up in a roll of plantain leaf, which is uſed by lighting it at one end, and apply

ing the other end to the mouth, and drawing the ſmoke through it.

Mr. Hoom: preſented ſome papers given him by Mr. ARNOLDUS of Nurem

burg, viz.

r. A repreſentation of the appearance of the comet, as it was obſerved there by

Mr. EYMART, and printed upon blue paper with the hightening of the lights of

it by awhite laid on, as was ſuppoſed, with a pencil.

2. A repreſentation of the view of the inſide of a church in Nuremberg in re'

building, made by ANDREAS GRAFFEN. *

3. A taille douce made by SUSANNA MARIA SANDRACTXNA, after a painting

of PlETRO BERETTlNI of Certona. .

4. A map of the country oſ Veneaela given by the Emperor CHARLES V. to

the noble family of the Vansm's ofAugſburgh.

5 2 Mr. HOOKE
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Mr. Homer: likewiſe ſhewed a draught of a ſextant made by Mr. EYMART for

making obſervations of the late comet.

The experiments oſ phoſphorus were ſhewed by Dr. Sl.ARE, viz. ſome pieces

of that ſhining ſubstance exalted to a much greater perfection -, with which expe

riments the Society was very well pleaſed, eſpecially the Earl of AYLESBURY,

the Lord CAVENDLsH, and Monſ. JUSTEL, who had not ſeen the like,

March 1, Sir JOHN Hosxvxs vice-preſident in the chair z

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. ASTON gave an account, that Dr. Baown with ſome other phyſicians

had diſiected an ,0strich-, and had drawn up an account of his obſervations made

in that diſſection, which he now communicated to the Society -, and it was acu

cordingly read',

Mr. HOOKE produced a long letter from Mr. LEEWENHOECK, containing an

account of ſeveral curious obſervations and diſcoverics made with a microſcope by

himſelf. The letter being in Low Dutch was not read ;, but Mr. Hooxe hav

ing tranſlated half of it read it to the Society, wherein was an account of ſeveral

curious diſcoveries relating to the fibrils, hair or ſmall claws of muſclesg. He

promiſed to tranſlate the remaining part of this letter against the next meeting.

Mr. HOUGHTON ſhewed a very curious piece of turned work, viz. a double

branched candle-stick of box, with ſixteen branches all glewed together upon a

stock in two rows one above the other, and ſo ordered with a globe of glaſs with a

ſmall arch, as almost to fill the whole cavity of the globe : of which Mr. HUNT

was ordered to make a ſmall draught to be inſerted in the register-book.

Mr. HOUGHTON brought in alſo a picce of white marble stained rcd, and half a

large bladder ſuppoſed to be the crop of a pelican -, both which were given him for

the repoſitory by Mr. SMLTH of Christ-Church.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed a way of deſcribing all varieties of ellipſes by a new ſore

of compaſſes invented by himſelf, in which he made uſe of the ſame instrument,

with which he deſcribed the parabola and ſpirals.

Alum/2 8, at a meeting of the coUNCXL were preſent,

Sir CURISTOPHERWREN, preſident,

Mr. HlLL Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON

Mr. PACKER Mr. HOOKE.

Mr. PEPYS 7

T It is printed in Mr. Hooxrjs P/Jiſqſ: Collrct. I lbid. p. 151.

No; 5. p. 147.

The
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The opinion of Sir VVrLuAM Jours concerning the way of recovering the So

ciety's arrears was again read.

The ſeveral anſwers of Mr. HOAR, Dr. Mumes, M'r. STANHOPE, Mr.

\VALLER, Sir NlCHOLAS SLANlNG, Mr. LE HUNT, Sir JAMES SHAEN, Dr.

TUOMAS Cox, Capt \VYNDE, Dr. CLENCH, Dr. CHAMBERLAYNE, Dr. An

LEN, and Dr.K1N0 were reported by Mr. Houcn'rou.

Upon debating the anſwer of Mr. HOAR, it was ordered, that he ſhould

from henCeforth be left out of the treaſurer's books, and out of the list of the

Society. . '

Upon the debating of Dr. MILLEs's anſwer, it was ordered, that Mr. Honora

TON ſhould go with another letter from the ſecretary, and preſs him for a poſitive

anſwer to the ſame.

Mr. STANHOPE'S anſwer being debated, it was ordered, that he ſhould be left

out of the treaſurer's book, and out of the list of the Society, for the future; he

now alledging, that he gave notice to be ſo left out of the Society, when he paid

his last arrears. v

Mr. EDMUND WALLER'S anſwer being read, it was ordered, that Mr.

HOUGHTON ſhould again attend Mr. VVALLER, and ſee to get what he can of

his arrears, and make as good a compoſition with him as poſiible.

Concerning Sir NlCHOLAS SLANlNG, it was ordered, that there ſhould be

a letter of demand ſent to him into Cornwa-ll ;. and that the leaving him out of the

Society ſhould be for ſome time ſufpended: and that the ſecretar ſhould in ſome

part of the letter intimate, that the Society deſigns to take out o their body, the

names of thoſe, who ſhould remain in arrear.

Mr. HOUGHTON was deſired to call again upon Sir JAMES' SHAEN, and' if he

would pay twenty pounds, to deliver up to him his bond: as alſo to call again

upon Dr. Cox, and acquaint him, that the arrears due from him were due upon

his bond. _

Mr. HOUG'HTON was deſired to inform himſelf concerning the time of the death

of Sir JONAS Moone, ſenior, Sir KlNGSMlLL LUCY, and of other members.

Signor SAROTTl, Monſ. SPANHEIM, Dr. Hursn, and Dr. PAPlN were or._

dered to be left out of the treaſurer's book, but not out of the Society, but to be:

as honorary members.

Mr. PACKER reported the anſwer of Sir NlCHOLAS Srrwnan. that he was wilſi

ling to ay ten pounds, and deſired to be diſcharged from the Society for the fu.

ture. thereupon it was ordered and deſired, that the treaſurer and Dr. CROUNE

ſhould write to him, and put him in mind of his former promiſe oſ paying his.

2 arrears,
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arrears to the Society; and of procuring his ſon to be admitted oſ the Society to

ſucceed him.

Mr. HOUCHTON reported Capt. WYNDE's anſwer, that he would ſpeak with

the preſident about his arrears z and it was reſpited till he had ſo done.

He reported alſo Dr. ALLEN's anſwer : to which he was deſiied to return this

meſſage from the Society, that the Society expected and demanded the full ar

rears due upon bond -, and that they would diſcourſe with him afterwards concern

ing the other arrears.

IVIr. HILL reported the anſwer oſ Dr. KlNG, that he having made ſeveral ex

periments, and brought in the accounts of them to the Society, conceived, that

' they might balance his old arrears: which being debated, it was ordered, that in

conſideration of his trouble and charges, and oſ the accounts brought in, as was

aliedged, the ſaid Dr. KING ſhould be diſcharged of all his old arrears due to the

Society beſore he gave his bond.

lVlr. PACKER gave an account of his inquiry concerning the way oſ collecting

the ſee-farm rent -, and he was deſired to continue his care to be farther informed

about that aſſair, and to report his ſucceſs to the council.

Mr. ASTON read a letter from Dr. BATHURST, containing many expreſſions of

reſpect and kindneſs to the Society, and that he deſigned to ſend them ten pounds;

and that he had bequeathcd more to them in his will.

Mr. ASTON read alſo a letter from Dr. PLOT, giving an account oſ his ſollici

tations of Dr. CLARKE, Dr. BATHURST, and Mr. SMITH, viz. that Dr. CLARKE

was dangerouſly ſick; that Dr. BA'THURST and Mr. SMLTH hoped, that they

ſhould not be obliged to the weekly contributions. But that Dr. BATHURST

would ſpeedily preſent to the Society ten pounds; and that Mr. SMiTH would alſo

preſent them with ſomewhat conſiderable.

It was ordered, that Dr. THRUSTON be leſt out oſ the treaſurer's book and

out of the list of the Society for the future.

Upon debate concerning the manner oſ cancelling the names of ſuch, as

ſhould be left out of the Society's lists ſor the future, it was agreed, that it ſhould

be done by placing a croſs before the name, with the time, when it was ſo can

celled.

Mr. HlLL read a letter from Sir Ronsnr SOUTHWELL deſiring to be accom

modated with ſome oſ the things in the repoſitory, of which there were dupli

cates. Whereupon it was ordered, that he ſhould be ſo accommodated; and it

was referred to Dr. GREW to examine the particulars laid aſide for him ; and to

take an account thereof; and that they be delivered to ſuch perſon, as Sir Roaenr

SOUTHWELL ſhould ſi:nd for them.

2 Mr.
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Mr. HOUGHTON brought in anſwer from Mr. MOXON in writing, which was

read, but the debate of it was reſpited to the next meeting, it being late.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day : '

The preſident and vice-preſident being abſent, Mr. Hru. the treaſurer was de

ſired to take the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read, and ſome parts diſcourſed of.

Mr. Hooxe brought in the tranſlation of Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter, which

he read and explained ſome parts of it, and gave an account of what obſervations

he had himſelf formerly made about the fibrils of muſcles, their ſmallneſs, and

form much like a chain of beads or a necklace of pearl; and he remarked, that.

he had ſeveral times written to Mr. LEEWENHOOECK to deſire him to inquire far

ther concerning the nature of muſeles. _

Mr. HOOKE was deſired to anſwer this letter of Mr. LEEWENHOOECK, and to

ſend him the Pbiloſbpbiml Collectiom, that had been printed, and to publiſh this

letter in the next Collection.

Mr. CLuvenus's account of three tracts or relations concerning the nature and

effects and theory of comets (ſhewn to the Society by Mr. ASHMOLB, and which,

by reaſon they were printed in the German tongue, were recommended to the per

uſal of Mr. CLUVERUS) was read. He promiſed alſo to bring in an account con

cerning anOther tract referred to him for. his peruſal.

A letter of Mr. Havnuus to Mr. vaanus was read ; whereupon it was de

ſired, that when an anſwer ſhould be ſent him, the Philoſhpbical Collection: ſhould

be ſent with it.

Dr. GALE brought in a letter to himſelf from Mr. Havauus, dated at Dant

zick 17 January, 1681 N. S. 5 concerning a comet and the occultation of pali

licium or bulls eye by the moon; which was read.

Dr. GALB roduced alſo other letters to himſelf, viz. 1. from Dr. BOHN of Leip

ſic, dared there 15 July, 1681 '3 intimating his deſign of ſending over ſome pa

pers, and deſiring to know the Society'sjudgment about the Clauderian embalming.

2. From profeſſor STURMIUS of Altorf, dared there Io February, 1681',

giving notice of the obſervatory to be erected at Nuremberg.

3. From Dr. BOHN of January 8, 1681, containing a draught oſ a monstrous

female foetus.

Theſe letters were ordered to be peruſed again at the next meeting.
i Letter book, vol. viii. p. 151. 'j lbid. p. 163. i lbid. p. 153. i

The
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The extremely ſmall stringy parts oſ the muſcles of a lobster were ſhewn by

lr. HOOKE in a microſcope; wherebv it appeared, that theſe filaments ofmuſelcs

were not more than the tenth part of the diameter of the hair of one's head.

Afarcb 15, at a meeting oſ the COUNClL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, preſident,

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. Gazw

Mr. HlLL Dr. VVOOD

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON

Dr. GALE Mn. Hooxa.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer pay fifty ſhillings for Mr. LlS'rER's 50 books;
and that Mr. HUNT receive one ſhilling iſſor each upon delivering them, and repay

the treaſurer: and

*That a letter be written to Dr. PARKER by Mr. ASTON -, and that if no anſwer

be returned, there be ſome farther application made to him by ſome friend.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, the preſident being abſent, Mr.

HlLL the treaſurer was delired to take the chair.

Mr. ASTON read a letter to himſelf from Mr. LiSTER, dared at York 4 March,

168z-k, mentioning, that he had ſent up fifty ſmall books, intitled Appendix ad

blsttTZX Animalimn Anglia trrs tractatm, Eft. contincm addenda is? emendenda, of

which [50 copies only had been printe'd at his own expence ;' the ſaid fifty copies

to be diſpoſed oſ amongst the members of the Society at one ſhilling each. He

mentioned likewiſe, that he had ſent a black muſcle rarely to be met with in Eng

land except in the river Tees, and a piece of a rock perforated by the pholades of

the ſea.

Mr. ASTON read a paper ofWrLLIAM BRiccs, M. D. concerning a new theo

ry of viſion 1, explaining the cauſe, why, though the picture of the object be

made in both eyes, and ſo be ſeen by both, yet the imagination forms but one

itlea, which he conceived to be an harmonious tenſion oſ correſponding fibres oſ

the optic nerve.

. Some objections were made about the tenſion oſ ſuch fibres; but becauſe the de

bating thereof would have been too long for the prelent meeting, it was reſpited

to another.

Nlr. ASTON read a propofiil oſDr. GREW for publiſhing by ſubſcription in folio

an edition oſ all his Writings, except his 1W'ſeL/m ngll/ij o'orietdlz's; which deſign

was well approved oſ, and ſubſcribed to by ſeveral preſent. -

'* Letter book, vol. viii. p. 179.' N". vi. p. 107. ſor March 1682.

l lt is printed in Mr. Hooue's Pl-ſ/z/i C-Ilrfl.

Mr. Hooxz
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Mr. HOOKE exhibited an experiment to ſhew, that the heat of the fire was

not propagated in the ſame manner as the heat of the ſun; for that a plain look

ing-glaſs plate being put between the concave metal and the fire, though it ſeemed

very little to hinder the propagation of light, yet it took off almost all the heat in

the focus of the concave; as was experimented by ſeveral there preſent, and parti

cularly by a nobleman of Savoy introduced by Sir THEODORE or: VAUX.

Dr. SLARE, for the entertainment of the strangers, ſhewed ſome experiments

with his phoſphorus, which he had formerly ſhewn to the Society.

iMarrlJ 22, the preſident being abſent, Mr. EVELYN was deſired to take the

chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed or.

Mr. ASTON read a letter from Dr. BATHURST in anſwer to one from Mr. As

'rON about his arrears to the Society; in which letter the doctor ſent a bill of tem

pounds to be paid to the treaſurer. .

Mr. Asron read an extract of a letter in Latin to Mr. HAAK from Monſ_

Hevsms ", containing obſervations made with the thermometer, and on the

magnet, and the porolity of gold and ſilver

Much diſcourſe was occaſioned hereby about the colours of glaſs.

Dr. TYSON ſhewed in the eyes of ſheep thoſe particulars, which were men

tioned in Dr. Bruccs's New theory of viſion, read at the last meeting.

Mr. HOOKE brought in Mr. LlSTER's preſent for the repoſitory of the ſhells

of a very large thick river muſcle, and a stone all over incrustated, wherein were

ſome kinds of worms.

Mr. HoucHToN preſented for ſthe repoſitory a piece of coarſe * ** cloth,

affirmed to be made of materials very different from flocks, hemp, cotton, &e. as.

alſo two lumps of a kind of braſs ſaid to be taken from the Guinea gold in the

Indians refining of it, and commonly known by the name of Guinea drops.

Dr. SLARE brought in from Mr. MELLING the ſcorpion, which he had for-

merly ſhewn to the Society alive, now well. preſerved in ſpirit of wine in a. glaſs.

ſealed up hermetically.

Mr. HlLL preſented from Sir'ROBERT SOUTHWELL four pieces of amber,,

which were very extraordinary z one contained a very large ſpider -, the ſecond.

contained a kind of moth or ſmall fly; the third divers ſmall flies; the fourth.

I 'i i 'X

f' Letter book, vol. viii. p. 192.

YOL. IV. .Marc/a
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Aſsrrb 29, the preſident being abſent, Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON' was deſired

to take the chair.

"i he minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

Mr. I'IOOKE read a letter to himſelf from Mr. LISTER, dated at York 2!

March, 1 68 iſ', giving an account ofa patient of his, who had for about the ſpace

of four months been troubled with great pains, and ſometimes with horrors and

chillncſſes, and at last with a most violent vomiting, with which he cast up a

great quantity of blood -, and in that a strange creature, the ſhape of which was

particularly deſcribed by him in words and by a figure, and thereby ſhewn to be

different from that of any other creature ever ſeen by him. He endeavoured to

give ſome probable conjectures at the cauſe of the monstrous production, ſuppo

ſing it to have been generated out of ſome ſeminal water ſwallowed in pond-wa

ter, which he often drank, when wearied with labour in his employment, which

was that of a baker. The strangeneſs of this relation, with the attestation of it byMr.

LlSTER, as it pleaſed the Society, ſo it occaſioned much diſcourſe concerning

the reaſon of ſuch strange kinds of monstrous productions -, and ſeveral other

instances of the like nature were related on this occaſion ; as Mr. HOUGHTON

mentioned an acquaintance of his, a barber in the Old Jewry, who for many

years past voided pieces of the cucurbitive worm. ſometimes two or three yards

at a time : that he had taken all the medicines, which he could imagine, even to

aconſiderable quantity of ſublimate itſelf, being almost careleſs of his own' life -,

and yet was not able to free himſelf from that distemper. He alſo mentioned

another perſon, who had voided one of theſe worms, which had 50'7 joints, and

was in all ſeven yards and three quarters long; which worm was yet to be ſeen

preſerved. ,

Dr. SLARE related an obſervation, which he had made of a like worm vomited

up by a cat.

Mr. ASTON was of opinion, that thoſe kinds of worms might proceed from

ſome other cauſes than thoſe mentioned by Mr. LISTER', and mentioned two

instances, that he conceived to favour his conjectures, which were ſome obſerva

tions, that had lately been made of worms of a conſiderable ſize, found in the

kidneys; one whereof had eat out all the parenchyma of the kidney, and left no

thing but a ſkin or bladder. He therefore queried, how the ſeminal principle could

paſs all thoſe narrow paſſages and digestions, which it must do before it arrived

at the kidney, and yet keep its ſeminal principle alive. To this there were ſeve

ral anſwers made, and arguments alledged for the method of explaining men

tioned by Mr. LISTER.

Mr. Hooxe read an account, which he had received from Mr. HALLEY, of

an occultation of the bull's eye by the moon, which had been obſerved 28 Oct.

1680, at Ballaſore in the East Indies by Mr. BENJAMlN HARRY, master of the

ſhip Berkley Castle; by which it appeared, that the Dutch maps of the East In

" Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 164. It is printed in Mr. Hooxt's Philoſoph. Collcct. No. 6. p. 641.

. dies
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dies are no leſs than i 3 degrees falſe in their longitudes, and the French maps of

Monſ. SANSON no leſs than 18 whole degrees.

The third paper of Mr. CLUVERUS was read, giving an account of another

treatiſe about the late comet 5 which being printed in High Dutch, he had been.

deſired to peruſe.

There was another paper, which Mr. Hooru: would have read, 'viz. his

tranſlation of an account of the diſcovery to the ſouthward oſ Nova Hollandia in

the East lndies in the year 1643, extracted out of the journal of captain ABEL

JANSEN TASMAN , and publiſhed in Low Dutch by DIRK REMBRANTSE: but

this accounto being ſomewhat long, it was deferred. However, Mr. Homer.

moved, that the Society would take care to collect all ſuch voyages, as had been

already publiſhed, or that could by any other ways be procured. Whereupon it

was deſired, that Mr. HILL and Mr. Hooxe would endeavour to procure and

buy as many of that kind, as they ſhould meet with, for the uſe of the Society,

and bring in an account of the expence to the council.

April 5, the preſident in the chair :

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

Mr. Hooxe read a ſecond letter, which he had received from Mr. Lrsrra

dated at York April 4. 168 2, adding this further obſervation concerning the man,

who vomited a worm, that he was then perfectly recovered ; and that this fact

had brought into his memory many others, which had happened in thoſe parts,

but ſo strange and ſo imperfectly related, that he could not Venture to mention

any ofthem.

Upon this occaſion the question concerning the generation of theſe strange 'crea

tures within the body of man was again diſcourſed of ; and the strangeneſs of their.

ſhape cauſed ſome of the members to doubt, whether this creature was ever really

alive ; and whether, if ſo, it could be produced from the previous ſeed of any

other creature, eſpecially becauſe of its ſhape and magnitude ſo different from

thoſe of any other creature. But it was agreed, that the particular quality of the

place, in which ſeed had been iostered, 'viz. the stomach and guts of a man, might

cauſe that ſeed, whateverit were, whether of a toad, ſrog. or ſome inſect, to grow

thus monstrous ; to which cauſe might be aſcribed the monstroſity of divers other

strange births.

This occaſioned a farther diſcourſe about the various and strange manners.

of the productions of inſects -, and it was again urged, that the papers of Mr.

NVILLUGHBY', formerly mentioned, ſhould be procured for the Society, it poſ

ſible. Mr. Him. informed the Society, that they were leſt in Warwickſhire -,,

and that if Mr. RAY ſhould be deſired to look them out, they might be had for

0 lt is printed in Mr. Hooxe's Philoſoph.ct Collect. No. 6. p. 179.

T 2 the
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the Society. Sir JOHN LOWTHER affirmed, that Sir JosrAH'CHILD was willing

to deliver them to the Society.

The preſident gave an account of the writings of Dr. VVrBERD, which the

Society had deſired him to peruſe, 'viz. that the ſaid doctor had been very dili

gent and curious in obſerving the figure, quality, refraction, &it. of the parts of

the eye, and had many very good obſervations and concluſions thereupon; but '

that in relating he was ſomewhat too prolix and particular, and owns, that he ſet

them down for his own memory -, and therefore that it were very deſirable, that

the ſaid writings might be recommended to ſome knowing and judicious perſon

in the study of anatomy, geometry and optics, to peruſe the ſame, and make an

abstract of whatever was neceſſary and pertinent, and toleave out ſuch othethhings,

as ſhould be judged otherwiſe -, and that being done, to procure it to be printed

and publiſhed in the doctor's name.

Mr. ASTON read a letter from Dr. SIBELIUS dated at Amsterdam, giving an

account, that he had ſent the diſcourſe ofDr. WILHEM TEN RHYNE, formerly

mentioned, to Dr. GROENVELT; and Mr. ASTON added, that Dr. GROENVELT

had received it, and promiſed to bring it that afternoon to the Society; but that

Mr. HOUGHTON, who had undertaken to bring it, was gone out of town.

Mr. HOOKE read a letter P, which he had ſent to Mr. LEEWENHOECK con

cerning the diſcoveries, which he had made and ſhewn the Society four or five

years before of the figure of the fibrills of the muſcles of crabs, lobsters and

ſhrimps, &e. 'viz. that they in appearance through a microſcope reſembled a neck-

lace of ſeed pearl 3 and that every one of thoſe fibrills, which was not much

above a hundredth part of the bigneſs ofan hair, ſeemed to be distinct strings of

pearls or bullets; and that the whole bulk of the ileſhy part of thoſe muſcles was

made up of an infinite number of thoſe fibrills lying parallel by one another -, but

that he had not hitherto been able to ſee that figure in the fibrills of the muſcles

of the fleſh.

He alſo read a letter from Mr. LEEWENHOECK in anſwer to the ſame, dated at

Delft 4 April, 1682, N. Sq. giving an aCCOUnt, that he had at the deſire of

Mr. HOOKE viewed the muſcles of crabs and ſhrimps_ and had found the ſame

appearance -, but that he had diſcovered them to be of the ſame nature with the

rimples in the frbrills of fleſh-muſcles; and to be compoſed of other leſs fibrills, as

are thoſe of fleſh. - .

The preſident gave an account of Signor Boa ELLz's book De main mnſczt'arum,

peruſed by him, 'viz. that the author had been very elaborate and ingenious in his

inquiries into that ſubject ; but ſeemed to be very much mistaken in ſeveral things

affirrted by him, and particularly in the motion ofa horſe, and in the strenoth of
the motion of _a muſcle; for that, according to his calculation ofithe strenncfh, it

was impoſſible, that the tendons of ſeveral muſcles could ſustain ſuch abforce

though they ſhould be as strong as a piece of iron of the ſame bigneſs. ,

,l_' See Mr.Hoortt's _Philoſoph.Collect. No. 7. p. 189. F Ibid. p. 188.

Mr.
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Mr. HrLL deſired, that the former letter ſent to Mr. LEEWENHOECK might

be likewiſe read ; but Mr. HOOKE not knowing whether he had any copy of it,

Sir JOSEPH WiLLIAMSON and Mr. HiLL were very urgent to have all papers en

tered into books. The Society thereupon thinking it a matter not ſo proper to

be diſcourſed of at theſe meetings, deſired, that it ſhould be recommended to the

council to conſider of it at their next meeting.

Mr. HOOKE read a letter, which he had received from Mr. VViLLIAM Mon

GAN, his majeſty's coſmographer, ſignifying his reſpect to the Society, which

had cauſed him to ſend them a preſent of his new map of London, W'estminster,

Southwark, and all the adjacent ſuburbs, deſirin their approbation of it; and
that they would be favourable in their cenſures ofgwhat they might find not ſo

perfect, as could be wiſhed -, and that they would give it their good word, which

would be a great encouragement. The Society deſired, that their thanks might

be returned to him for his map, and that there might be ſome favourable character

given of it in the Collections ofthis month '.

The ſhape and structure of the fibrills of the muſcles of a lobster were ſhewn

ina microſcope by Mr. HOOKE ; and plainly ſeen by ſeveral of the members pre

ſent, who had had ſome doubts of the truth dſ the appearance, as having not been

able at other times to diſcern them.

ſiprz'l 12, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident in the chair:

The minutes of April 5 were read ; and upon occaſion of thoſe concerning the

transformation of creatures by means of the qualifications of the place, wherein

they are fostered, the preſident related, that he had obſerved in a garden made

out of the ruins of an old building, that the leaves of all the plants became

ſpeckled and striped ; and that the ſame plants being tranſplanted from thence to

another place would for ſome time continue stri ed and ſpeckled. The change

effected in mulcs and in the redstreak fruit was alſo mentioned. It was likewiſe -

urged, that there are many of the Jews black, who yet are very strict in not

mingling with other nations -, and that Europeans, by continuing to inhabit in

Africa, have been found to turn black, and that Blacks in England, after a few '

generations, become white: and that wild aſparagus, which is very ſmall and

sticky, being planted in gardens, and heightened with dung, become large and

ſoft.

Mr. Asron read a letter to himſelffrom Signor MALPlGHI, dated at Bologna

I zlpril, 1682 ', giving an account, that LAURENCE BELLlNi's medical works

were printing there, in which he exPlained a courſe of phyſic by mechanical prin

ciples in a mathematical method: That Boartu's posthumous works were pub

liſhed ; and that father BARTOLI a Jeſuit had publiſhed a book on freezing and

ice.

' There is nathiug ſaid of it in Mr. Hooxt's the last, whid1 he publiſhed.

Philoſoph. Collections, No. 7. for April 1682. * Letter-book. Vol, vux p. 203.
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Mr. HAAK preſented a ſmall tract, which he had newly received from Leipſic,

intitled, Afia eruditorum publimta Lipſid calendir Januarii, anna MDCLXXXII.

it being the first of that kind, which had been there publiſhed, the author thereof _

deſigning to continue the publication of them every month. It contained an ac

count, 1. Of Dr. Gnaw's Muſemn Regali: Sorietalir. 2. Of Sacrum Anticclzcnum

Comilium, publiſhed byDr. EMANUEL 31 SCHELSTRATEN, canon of Antwerp.

Of Z'ALOWSKl's [frct'is delineatio Eccleſia- Oricn/alis Ghent. 4.. Of the Chevalier

LEWIS DU MAY's Prudent l'oydgeztr. 5. Of a treatiſe, intitled, Traire' du Droit de

Cbaffl'. 6. OfDr. TYSON's Anatomy of a porpq/Ir. 7. Of BLAsws's Anzitome A

m'ma/ium. 8. Of Dr. BATI-zs's Vitze ſhlectorum aliguot virorum. 9. Of HENRY

VALEsws's edition of Amm/'tmus Marcellinus. Io. Of ABRAHAM Munrmcws's

book De 'va-(7 antiquorum berþd Brilamzird. 1 1. Of Monſ. GRELOT'S Relation nou

wlle d'mz 'voyage de Constantinople. 12. Of SCHERZER'S Anti-BrI/arminur. 13 Of

Obstmationer qlſtt'dlllfl analomimr. 14. Of a new way of doubling an equilateral tri

angle, by Father COLPlTlUS. 15. Of HEVEst's obſervations on an eclipſe of

the moon 29 Aug. 1681.

Mr. HAAK remarked, that the ſaid Father Cotpi'rws had about four years

ſince publiſhed a large book of mechanics -, but that it had not yet been brought

into England; but that he, Mr. HAAK, had ſent for it, as alſo for ſuch other of

theſe monthly tlcta Eruditorum, as had been ſince publiſhed at Leipſic. '

Mr. Hooxr gave an account of a Voyage made by the Dutch in the year 1643

to the ſouth of Nova Hollandia, ſhewing the way, which they had taken upon

the globe, together with an account of the most conſiderable remarks, which they

had made on the variation Ofthe needle, the hollowneſs of the ſea, and the nature

of the countries.

He alſo ſhewed in a microſcope a very curious ſort of ſand, brought out of

Italy, and different in ſhape from allthe other ſand ever ſeen by him, being very

fine and white, and yet all the orains thereof were of ſome round or o.val figure,

and none angular, as all the ſand in England is.

He ſhewed likewiſe part of a fleſh muſcle in a microſcope -, but the rimples,

mentioned by Mr. LEEWENHOECK could not be diſcovered, though examined by

a very good microſcope.

Dr. WALLlS preſented' the Society with a copy of PTOLLMY'S Harmonies, pub<

liſhed by himſelf at Oxford : and the preſident deſiring him, that he would far

therinrich the Society with all the rest of his works, he promiſed to do it.

Mr. Houcnron preſented a ſmall book of Dr. EDWARD VVILSON, intitled,

Spadacrena Dunelmen/'L

The preſident moved, that ſome exPeriments might be made about the ſtrength

of timber and iron.

April 19. The preſident being abſent, Sir Joszen WILLIAMSON was deſired to.

_ take the chair. The
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The minutes of the preceding meeting were read : after which the ſiibiect for

merly diſcourſed ofconcerning the alteration of the form of animal bodies, by the

variety of food, climate, ſoil, and uſage, was again dclzatcd, and ſeveral argu

ments alledged for and against the opinion.

Mr. AsroN by the way remarked, that he had ſeen an he aſs in Spain ſeventeen

hands high.

Mr. Him. ſaid, that he had been told by Mr. COLWALL, that a Black, who

had had the ſmall pox in England, grew afterwards white.

It was conceived by ſome, that the cuticula might be ſomewhat ofthe nature

of hair, nails, horns, &e. and that there'might be various changes effected by

art in each of them. '

Mr. HOOKE mentioned the way of making a white star in the forehead of a

horſe by ſcalding out the old hair, or ſome other way making alteration there:

That it is generally affirmed. that the plucking out hairs or feathers by the roots

will make the hairs or feathers, that grow anew, to become white: That from

the texture, which he had obſerved in a porcupine's quill, he conceived, that the

texture ofſome ſorts of hairs might be * *.

Dr. PLOT obſerved, that there were ſeveral arts in England, as in Oxford

fordſhire, Staffordſhire, &c. where ſheep have our, others lix, others eight, and

ſome twelve horns all at once : That the gelding of bulls makes their horns grow

larger ; but that the gelding of rams makes them grow leſs : That the gelding

of a buck, when the horns were on, would make them never ſhed 5 but that

when the horns were off, they would never grow again: That ſheep in Dor=

ſetſhire have exceedingly great horns, but in ſeveral other places none at all.

Mr. HlLL mentioned, that he had been informed by Mr. CHETWYND, that the

Lord FERRERS, upon destroying a warren in his park, found, that his deer lost

their horned heads.

Dr. PLOT confirmed this, having ſeen the ſaid deer, which, he ſaid, were very

large, and fair, but had no horned heads. But he remarked, that the reaſon was

the want of burrows.

He related alſo, that at Clarendon the contrary had happened, viz.' that whilst

the warren was in the park, the deer were obſerved to have no horns -, but as ſoon

as the warren was removed, they were found to be preſently horned.

Mr. ASTON gave a farther account of what progreſs he had made in the peruſal

and printing of the treatiſe ſent over by Dr. WlLHEM TEN RHYNE: and he

read a letter, which he had written concerning the ſame to his friend in Holland.

LIr.
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Mr. CLUVE'RUS was deſired at his leiſure to peruſe the diſcourſe publiſhed and

preſented by Dr. WALLIS, viz. PTOLEMY's Harmonics; which he undertook

to do.

April 26. The whole time of the meeting was employed in entertaining the Mo

rocco ambaſſador, by ſhewing him the repoſztory and library; with which his ex

cellency ſeemed well pleaſed, but more particularly with a very fair Alcoran written

in Arabic.

After his excellency's return into the meeting-room he inſcribed his name in

the charter-book among the Fellows of the Society in a fair character in Arabic,

and ſo was Waited upon to the gate ', where he took coach and returned.

tibi-il 27, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir CHRXSTOPHER WREN preſident

Sir JOHN Lowrnna Dr. GREW

Mr. HiLL Mr. ASTON

Dr. Caouua Mr. HOOKE.

A letter of Mr. WlLLXAM BALLE-to Mr. Hooxe concerning his arrears due

the Society being read, wherein he deſired to know what they were,

It was ordered, that Sir JOHN HOSKYNs be deſired to acquaint Mr. BALLE what

arrears were due from him to the Society, and to procure from him a poſitive

anſwer concening them. Mr. BALLB's bond was dated 21 Oct. 1676.

It- was deſired, that Mr. ASTON and Mr. Hooxn ſhould meet on the Monday

following to- draw up a catalogue of benefactors;

Mr. HILL acquainted the council, that Dr. CASTELL had paid his arrears, and

deſired to take uphis bond: Whereupon his bond was preſently delivered to Mr.

HlLL to be returned to the doctor._ -

The bill for 1300 I. was delivered'to Mr. HILL, and he was deſired to have an

indorſement upon it, ſo that the-money may be called in when the Society ſhall
have occaſion for it. ct ' ſi

Upon the report of Dr. Murrs's anſwer touching his arrears, it was ordered,

that Mr. HOUGHTON ſhould be deſired to carry him a note of what was due, and

acquaint him, that he had given his hand for the payment thereof 5 and that the

council had ordered the bonds of, all ſuch, as had not duly paid their dues, to be
forthwith put in ſuit. 'ſi -

Dr. CROUNE was deſired, and undertook,to ſpeak to Dr.Coxr. in particular cona

' Of Greſhamcollege.

' 3' cerning
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cerning his arrears due to the Society. After which Mr. HoucHTon was deſired

to call upon him for the ſame. ,

Mr. Hooxe was deſired, when he ſhould meet Mr. COLGRAVE, to inquire of

him how the arrears of the late Marquis of Dorcester might be procured from the

Lady GRACE PIERREPOINT.

May 3. Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON was deſired to'take the chair.

The minutes of April the 19th were read.

Mr. COLLms preſented his book about Salt and Fiſhwy ".

Dr. PLOT preſented his Natural bistory of Oxfordſhire, bring an qffay toward: lb:

natural history of England'.

' Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe about the manner and reaſon of the propagation

of light, whereby he explained the difficulties of Des CAn'ras's propenſion to

motion, and Mr. Hoanzs's conatus to motion, by ſhowing how they might both

be understood to be actual local motion: which was done by ſhewing what was

to be understood by a human moment and a ſenſible ſpace, and how much ſhorter

moments, how much ſmaller bodies, how much ſhorter ſpaces, how much

quicker motions mioht ſuffice to perform the ſeveral propagations of the local

motions of light through a ſenſible particle of body thouſands of various ways ſuc

ceflively, without interfering with one another'.

This occaſioned much diſcourſe, and ſome difficulties ſuppoſed therein were re

moved by ſome farther diſcourſes thereupon.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed ſome experiments of colours, as particularly the changes

made into green by ſpirit of urine, and into purple by aqua fortis put upon a blue

ſyrup of Violets.

He ſhewed alſo the experiment with the tincture of lignum ncpbriticum, which

by a ſolution of ſalt of tartar after ſome time standing grew thick and muddy,

but by- pouring in a little ſpirit of nitre, began to grow clear up from the bottom,

and ſo made a repreſentation of the changes cauſed in the air by the various

steems ariſing out of the earth.

Hereupon Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON inquired, whether the barometer had: been

any further improved -, and whether yet any certain theory had been fotmded.v

Mr. HOOKE anſwered, that the barometer, that stood in the meeting-room,

ſhewed the alterations very ſenſibly -, ſo that the alterations, which in the com

mon barometer were but two inches, were by that made tour feet; and conſe

' Printxl at London 1682 in quarto. 7 See Mr. Hoo'xt's Pnsthnmous Works, p.

1 Printzd at Oxford 1677 in ſolio. '29 Es'ſzyy. -

VOL. lV. U quently
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quently the thouſand part of the whole difference was made very ſenſible: that

there had not been any more rules made different from thoſe, which he had taken

notice of twenty years before, rviz. that in windy and rainy weather the quick

ſilver was lowest'; and that in calm and dry weather it was highest : But the cauſe

was not yet determined : that he had farther obſerved the ſmooth under ſurſace of

the clouds to be high in dry weather, and low in wet: that he conceived, that

the lower region of the air might be increaſed or diminiſhed by the steams iſſuing

out oſ the earth at one time, and being ſoaked up or imbibed at another: that in

thundry weather he ſuppoſed great quantities of hot ſuiphuerous steams to iſſue

out of the earth, which cauſed the ſultrineſs that preceded: that he had often

ſeen the lightning kindle at the ſurſace of the earth, and dart up into the clouds -,

and had often ſeen the thunder-cloud increaſed by continued steams of vapours,

like ſmoke riſing under the cloud, and aſcending into it: and that the clouds

ſeemed to ſwim like froth upon the ſurface of ſeveral regions of air.

A gentleman recommended by Mr. BOYLE ſhewed the Society ſome tables of

multiplication, by which he affirmed, that multiplication, diviſion, and the ex

traction ofthe root might be much facilitated.

Mr. Hooxz, Mr. COLuNs, and Mr. vaznus were deſired to meet this

gentleman at Dr. PELL's lodgings on the Friday following at four in the aſter

noon, and to draw up a report to the Society concerning theſe tables.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were for the trying of the

firengths oſ ſeveral ſorts of timber.

May to, at 'a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent,

Sir CHRlSTOPHI-ZR WREN preſident

Mr. HILL Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Dr. Wooo Mr. As'rox

Dr. GREW Mr. Hooxn.

Mr. PACKER

Mr. HlLL acquainted the council, that he had received I 3 I. from Sir Nrcno

LAS STEWARD, and had given him an acquittance in full of all his arrears.

Upon Mr. HILL's reporting the anſwer of Dr. CROUNE to his demand of the

doctor's arrears, it was reſolved, that Mr. HrLL ſhould acquaint the doctor, that

what he paid ſhould be diſpoſed of for the uſe of the Society with his good liking.

MlZ. Hren reported, that c tain Woon was lately dead at Portſmouth 5 and

thar he doubted, that little of t captain's arrears would be received.

Mr. PAcxzn havi'ngadeputation fromthe preſident to be vice-preſident, was

ſhow as. vice-preſident.

1

Dr.
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'Dr. WOOD having alſo alike deputation, was likEWiſe ſworn vice-preſident.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer ſhould be deſired to ſend immediately Mr.

HUNT to ſuch members, as were more intimately concerned in the affairs oſ the

Society, by being actually at preſent, or having been of the council, deſiring them,

that they would give a good example to others, by paying all their arrears -, and

the rather at preſent, becauſe of the approaching term, that the Society's reſolu

tions of proceeding to ſuit in caſe of refuſal may be proceeded upon. Mr. Honou

TON was alſo deſired to be affistant herein, to apply to ſuch perſons, as the trea

ſurer ſhall direct.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident

in the chair:

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

Whereupon was occaſioned ſome farther diſcourſe concerning the barometer -,

and Mr. HENSHAW was of opinion, that the gravitation of the air was cauſed by

new * * * from other parts to the upper regions ofthe air. Mr. HOOKE thought,

that most of theſe changes might be cauſed, partly by the temperature of the ſea

ſons, as to heat and cold, partly by particular exhalations and breathings out of

the earth itſelf, and the particular qualifications of the earth at that time 3 for that

it was obſervable, that the earth at ſome times was more ſpongy and ſucking than

at others -, partly alſo by the very nature of the air itſelf cauſed by ſuch exhala

tions, being ſometimes more apt to diſſolve, at other times more apt to precipi

tate moisture.

Dr. SLARB ſhewed a very large calculus taken out of the kidney oſ a woman

about four years before, who yet neither knew, that ſhe had the stone, nor died

of that distemper.

The maſk-head oſSignor Jomx ALPHONSO BORBLLI was ſent into the Socie

ty by Mr. OCTAVIAN PULLEYN, being preſented to theSociety by the Lord

Kingston.

Mr. HENSHAW preſented a very curious ſmall tortoiſe, as alſo a piece of a ſhell,

whereby the helical contortions of the central parts appeared very plainly.

The experiments were the trial of the strength of ſeveral ſorts of timber by the

help of an engine, made after the manner of a double stiliard or lever, whereby it

was found,that a parallelo iped * inches broad,and * inches thick, and 'F inches long

between the two places o bearing, being charged in the middle with the weight

of ſeven great hundreds did but just break, and that not till after it had ſustained

the ſaid weights ſeveral minutes.

Mzzy 1 7. Mr. Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the chair: _ ,

U a The
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The minutes of the preceding meeting wereread. '

Mr. FLAMSTEAD read part of a letter from Mr. CASWBLL, containing ſeveral

obſervations made by him in his travels about the ſurveying of the west parts of

England.

Dr. SLARE gave an account from the Morocco embaſſador of a certain per

ſon, who was always dumb except at noon.

Hereupon Dr. GALE related his converſation with the chirurgeon at Lambeth,

who had been dumb for three or four years, and was recovered first in his preſence,

by praying by him : and that much of the printed relation concerning him was

true.

Mr. Lonrwrcx, who was very well acquainted with this chirurgeon, both be

fore and ſince, gave an account of what he knew concerning him.

Mr. HOOKE read adiſcourſe of his own about local motions, ſmſible and inſen

ſible times, and celcrity, being a farther continuation of the diſcourſe read by him

to the Society in the meeting of the 3d of May, which was well approved.

The experiments were made in order to find the exact strength of ſeveral ſorts

of wood, white fir, aſh, &e. by trying what weight on the middle of a priſm

of the wood of a certain length, breadth and thickneſs, was ſufficient to break it.

May 24, Sir JOHN Hosvas vice-preſident in the chair;

The minutes of the lastvmeeting were read.

Dr. SLARE brought in aletter in Latin to himſelf from Dr. ELSHOLZ, dated at.

Berlin 30 April 1682, which was read, and contained an anſwer to certain queries

ſent by Dr. SLARE concerning the propoſitions, which were lately publiſhed in

the Pbiloſopbical Collection: 1, and aſcribed to the ſaid Dr. ELSHOLZ. But from this,

letter it appeared, that they were the propoſitions of Groncr: MOLLERUS, who,

aſſerted, that he was able to make them good ; and, if he had not been fifty years

old, would have come to England 5' and that for avaluable conſideration, he was

ready to communicate all or any ofthem. In this letter Dr. ELsHOLz mentioned.

his obſervations lately made about Pboſioborus fu/garim; and queried, whether

the ſerum of the blood, cow's milk, or man's ſpittle, might not by inſpiſſation. be

brought to produce a phoſphorus as well as urine. This letter alſo incloſed the

anſwers to Dr. SLAna's queries, which were read.

Mr Hooxe ſhewed an earthen veſſel, which ſeemed as if it had been covered

with burniſhed copper : but he conceived, that there was nothing of metal in itbut that it was a peculiar quality of the glazing, which made it loſe of that cozb

lour : that he knew the way, how to make * * to look like ſilver or white metal :

IN' 4. p. rot.

that
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that there were ſeveral ways with little or no addition to change the colour of

glaſſes very conſiderably z and thereupon he ſhewed a piece of glaſs, which gave a

urple, blue, green, yellow, red, according asit was held various ways to the

ight.

He alſo ſhewed a piece of glaſs, which he had newly changed into an' opal in

a very little time.

Hereupon the way of making chalcedonies and opals and * * *, was diſ

courſed -, as alſo concerning the Indian gold thread, the covering of which is of

plated wire, but draWn finer than the hair of a man's head,and flatted and twisted

about ſilk, as over gold twist -, ſo that ſome were of opinion, that it was only a

varniſh : but Mr. Hooxn affirmed, that he had found it to be covered with a

flatted Wire, which he conceived to be gold. Sir JQHN Hosxvus ſuppoſed, that

it might be ſome other factitious metal, and that becauſe he had been informed

they could do ſuch things, and had likewiſe known a gold-beater in Green-Ar

bour Court in the Old Bailey, who everyv day made a quantity of a certain metal

for his trade, by which he could get ten pounds in a morning.

The experiments tried were about the flren th of ſeveral pieces of timber, by '

examining what weight was neceſſary to bre a priſm of each, a foot long, one

inch and an half board, and an inch thick, of which ſize they were all made.

May 3 r, Sir CHRISſſTOHPI-IR WREN preſident in the chair.

' The minutes of the preceding) meeting Were read and diſcourſed oſ, and by the

way Dr. Guw affirmed, that y trials he had ſound, that ſpittle by mere evapo

ration would yield a' ſalt.

Mr. COLWALL ſent in a letter, which he had received from Mr. THOMA8:

Ciusp, dared at Dornſord 27 May, 168-2 *, with a ſmall animal ſound in digging,

about a pond-bank -, which animal, upon being viewed, was found to be a gryllo-'

talpa.

Mr. Hooxz produced the letters, which Dr. CROUNE had received from Rome

concerning fifty co ies oſ Signor BORELLi's book De A/Iotu Animalium, ſent over

with a catalogue o the books to be returned; as alſo ſome accounts concerning

the Cortex Peru'vianus, or Jeſuit's bark, for curing agues b ; which being. part in

ltalian and part in Spaniſh were rendered into Engliſh by Mr. HENSHAW.

It was deſired, that copi'es ſhould be taken of theſe paper-s concerning the tartar,

and that Dr. GOODALL ſhould have an account of them, they being in anſwer tO-z

his queries.

Some further experiments. were made to try the strength oſ timber: of ſeveral.

ſorts.

I Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 218.. f- Ibid.. p. 205.

Yum'
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jane 7, Sir CHRXSTOPHER WREN- preſident in the chair:

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read, and diſcourſed of.

Hereupon was occaſioned a diſcourſe about the motions of pendulum clocks,

concerning which Mr. Hooxz affirmed, that he had in the year 1664. read ſome

diſcourſes before the Society, that the length of pendulum clocks in ſeveral

countries ou ht to be different, and therefore that the pendulum clocks could

not be fit ingruments for keeping time at ſea ſufficient to diſcover the longi

tude, though they could be carried never ſo steadily; and that he had ſince

been aſſured by ſeveral perſons from ſeveral places, that there was ſuch a different

motion of them, that in places more towards the line they were to be made

ſhorter to keep the ſame time: and that Captain SHEERES had newly con

firmed that obſervation, by relating his own experience at Tangier with a pen

dulum clock adjusted in England, before he went 3 which he had found to move

there too fast; and therefore was obliged to make his pendulum longer conſi

derably.

The preſident thereupon acquainted the Society, that Capt. SHEERES was again

in a ſhort time to go to Tangier, and therefore deſired, that he might be fur

niſhed with instmctions for making that and ſeveral other experiments very accu

rately 3 for that he had engaged to receive ſuch instructions, and to do his utmost

_ to obſerve them, and to give an account thereof to the Society.

Hereupon the Society diſcourſed farther concerning the comparative meaſures of

ſeveral countries, both of weight, length and capacity; and ſeVCral authors were

mentioned, who had taken pains in adjusting that affair ;' among whom the pre

ſident ſuppoſed Mr. JOHN GREAVES to be the most accurate. Dr. Wrsenn was

alſo ſuppoſed to have uſed much care in comparing the meaſures of capacity with

thoſe of weight in his Tactamehy. '

Mr. HOOKB mentioned likewiſe Monſ. PlCART as having taken much pains in

comparing the meaſures of the length of other countries with the Paris foot in his

book concerning of the meaſure a degree upon the earth.

Hereupon the preſident inquired of Mr. Hooxe the reaſon, why the meaſure of

a degree upon the earth was not taken here in England, as had been formerly de

ſired. To which he anſwered, that if the Society would defray the expence thereof,

he was willing to take care of it, and to ſee, that it ſhould be accurately done : that

the French in their experiments had made uſe of ſome of thoſe means, which long

before they had undertaken it, himſelf had propounded and diſcourſed of to the

Society ; and that in the uſe thereof they had doubtleſs been very accurate, as ap

peared from the account, which they had given thereof in Monſ. PICART'S book;

by which notwithstanding it was evident, that they differed very little from the length

of ſuch a degree long before examined in England by Mr. Noawooo between

London and York : that therefore, if the thing were to be done now again here,

it would be neceſſary, that yet more accurate ways ſhould be made uſe for per

forming
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forming it -, or elſe it would be but actio acti : that it would be neceſſary both for

this and any other accurate trials, that the Society ſhould have in their custody

an accurate meaſure of the standard- foot of London : and that for other experi

ments alſo they have the true weights and meaſures of England,with which to make

the compariſons of other weights and meaſures. Whereupon it was deſired, that

Mr. Hooxe would take care to procure thoſe for the Society, that they might be

always ready to have recourſe to, when there ſhould be occaſion.

The preſident was of opinion, that the best stand'ard for this occaſion would be

a certain part of the length oſ a degree upon the earth, if at least, upon ſeveral ac

curate trials of the meaſure oſ a degree in ſeveral' l-atitudes, it ſhould be ſound the

ſame, and not different, as it would be, if the body of the earth were oval, and not'

perfectly globlular.

Mr. Hooxr read a diſcourſe ſent to him from Dr. JOHN' CARTE, a phyſician

at Manchester, of which Dr. CARTE affirmed. ſaid, that he had ſent an account

to Dr. GREW about three years before ® ; but Dr. GREW declared, that he had not

received it. lt related to a certain distemper, to which the workmen employed in.

the ſmelting mills in Derbyſhire were very ſubject, and which was called by the

country people the Belland. '

Dr. SLARB communicated a letter ſent to him by Dr. ANTHONY Nucx, dared'

at Harderwick 18 May 1682, in which were ſome remarkable particulars: that

Monſ. ANDREAS, profeſſor of philoſophy at Faneker, had in a treatiſe, intitled,

Bilanx Bil/fane 55' Clauderiana, lately publiſhed by him, boasted himſelf to be the:

only perſon, who ſince m: BILLS knew the ſecret of embalming bodies in or

BILLs's method, though he did not in that book diſcover it, but only his own ig

norance in anatomy: that in the mean time the heir: of on BILLS affirmed them

ſelves only to know it, and had lately offered it, but at too high a price, to a

friend of Dr. NUCK : that BLAsws was printing a treatiſe, which be called Am?

tomia practica; as alſo Dr. Wiurs's works with an index reduced into another

method.

That Mon-ſ. BIDLOO, a ſkilful chirurgeon of Amsterdam, had newly ſhewed'

him above lOO anatomical figures of the parts ol'a man as big as the life, ingraven

on copper, with a deſcription of the parts, but not of their uſe.

That aphyſician of Amſ'terdam had written a learned treatiſe concerning the

muſeles, and intended to publiſh it, if he had leiſure.

' In the Letter-book, Vol; viii. p. 67. is a

letter oſ Dr. Cure to Dr. Garw, dated at

Manchester 6 Decemb. 1678. mentioning,_ that

he had written to him before concerning the

Btllaml, and that he had ſince been in Derby

ſhire, where all that he could learn farther of it

was, that the workmen were leſs ſubject to it

in thoſe ſmelting mills, that stand in an open.

and moveable air, or that havea large chimney,

and are not built cloſe : that he had met with a

gentleman, who told him, that a ſervant or two

oſhis had it very ſeverely in their bellies, _and

were cured by taking the ſalt, which comes from

the ſulphur-well at- Knaresborough : and this

remedy was one of the likeliest,, that he, Dr.

CARTE, had heard oſ

That
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That Di'._'MUN1CKS of Utrecht' was writing an 'Cummin Animalir.

That Dr. i *Ucr< himſelf had diſcovered the mouths of ſeveral veſſels not yet de

ſcribed near the cheek tooth, as alſo the trunks and branches of the greater ſalival

ductus's diſperſed through the glands z together with the branching of the ſmall

arteries in thoſe glands, which he had preſerved' by injecting wax, and thereby

could ſhew the clinging of theſe curious veſſels to the arteries like ivy to a tree :

that in the cavity of the breast he had diſcovered ſeveral lymphatic veſſels riſing

from the glands, and diſcharging 'into the'veins, which he found by the diſcovery

of multitudcs of valves in the ſaid veſſels; of which he inſerted a figure and de

ſcription : that he had diſſected the veſſels of the lungs, and ſo preſerved them by

filling each of them with wax of a different colour : that he had made ſome cu

rious obſervations on the divarication of the bronchial arteries : that he had ſound

out an excellent way of preſerving the lungs of animals by inflation, and had by

him thoſe of a horſe, a dog, a cat, and an hare: and that he was very ready

to ſend to the Royal Society any ſpecimens of his anatomical preparations, which

they ſhould deſire. -

Mr. HALL preſented to the Society for the repoſitory a large gloſſopetra found

by one HENRY Gnrrrr'rn of Colesford in the forest of Dean, miner in the Blacks

in the pariſh of Staunton in the county of Gloucester.

The experiments were ſome farther trials about the strength of ſeveral ſorts of

wood.

7une 14, Sir JonN Hosxyus vice-preſident in the the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the 7th concerning the quicker or [lower motions

ofa pendulum in different climates, Sir JOHN-I-lostNs remarked, that the Soſi

'iety had formerly made trial of wire-pendulums of about 38 inches in the way

of a common meaſure, and he thought, that the alteration made- by the air

might be avoided by incloſing them in a glaſs with a quickſilver register. .

Upon mentioning, that Mr. HALLEY had found his pendulum at St. He

lena flower Upon a mountain than at- the bottom, it was deſired, that he would

communicate that and ſuch like philoſophical obſervations, as were not yet entered

in the Society's books.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns ſuggested the putting CaptainSHi-zaars upon inquiries

concernirg the plants growing about Tangier, adding, that formerly there had

been ſomething of that kind done there -, but that the deſign came to nothing on

account cſ the untimely death of the perſon, who managed it: and that Dr.

LAWRBNCE, now' living there, was thought a flt perſon for ſuch inquiries.

Upon reading the account of the Belland, a diſeaſe common among the work

men m the ſmelting mills, which had been ſent to Mr. Hooxe from Manchester,

Dr. GREW ſaid, that he had one from Keckworth, which he was willing to pro
duce and compare with it. t o Dr.
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Dr. GALE propoſed to the Society the conſidering of ſome method to keep the

manuſcripts of the Arundel library from being destroyed by worms. Upon

which Sir JOHN HOSKYNS obſerved, that Sir KENELM DioBv uſed to waſh the

leaves of his books with alum water, which made them ſit to write on, kept

them from cankers, and gave them a lustre: and that honey mingled with the

glue keeps it from being brittle and breaking. Dr. SLARE added, that honey is

put into ſeveral medicaments to keep them from hardening. It was remarked

likewiſe, that bad glue and wooden covers breed worms ; and that pastboard is the

most convenient binding.

A book intitled, New Experiments and Oþſerwtiom made zlpon the for Noctz'lum,

&it. d was preſented by the author, Mr. BOYLE.

An Indian bird's nest was preſented from Dr. ALLEN.

WALTER MlLLS, M. D. fellow of the college of phyſicians, London, was

propoſed candidate by Dr. SLARE.

jane 21, Dr. GALE was deſired to take the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of; and upon

mentioning of pendulums, Mr. HILL remarked, that GASSENDUS in one of his

diſcourſes had affirmed, that he had obſerved pendulums to move quicker in winter

than in ſummer.

A letter from * * to Dr. Ganwcwas read.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD obſerved, that it was remarked, that if the workmen

employed in the ſmelting mills worked every other Week in the mine un

der ground, they would eſcape the belland; but if they continued much

longer in the ſmelting mills, they would certainly be ſome Way or other affected

with it.

Dr. GALE made a motion concerning the new binding of the manuſcripts of the

_ Norfolcian library, they being much decayed. This being diſcourſed of was re

ferred to the council to conſider of at their next meeting.

Mr. Hooxr read a long diſcourſe, being the ſubstance of three lectures, which

he had miſſed the reading of at two last meetings, concerning the means, how

the ſoul becomes ſenſible of time, explaining the organ of memory, and its uſe

for retaining and producing ideas therein stored upſ. '

fine 28, Sir jonu HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair :

tioned at the precciing meeting. *' Printed at London in '682, in 81'0. '

ſ See his posthu nous ivorks, p. l+o, &if/277.* This was probably that on the belland, men

i. VOL. IV. - ' X ſi i ſi The
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' The minutes of the preceding meeting being read and diſcourſed of, there be

ing ſeveral perſons preſent, as Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Sir VVILLrAM PETTY, Sir

ROBERT SOUTHWELL, Mr. HENSHAW, Monſ. JUSTEL, Monſ. Auzour, and

others, who were not at the last meeting when Mr. HOOKE'S diſcourſe was read,

it was deſired by them, that Mr. Hooxa ſhould read the ſame again; which he

accordingly did.

After which ſome objecting, that this diſcourſe ſeemed to, tend to prove the fowl

mechanical, Mr. Homer: anſwered, that no ſuch thing was hinted, or in the least:

intended in it -, it being only deſigned to ſhew, that the ſoul forms for its own

uſe certain corporeal ideas, 'which it stored up in the repoſitory or organ of me

mory, and that by its powcr of being immediately ſenſible of thoſe ideas, when

ever it exerts its power for that end, it thereby becomes ſenſible of thoſe ideas

formerly made, as if they were made at that instant, but with this difference,

that the farther they were removed from the center or ſeat of its more imme

diate momentary reſidence, the more faint are the reflections or reactions from

them 3, and thar this oceaſions the notion of the distance of time.

Mr. Homer. ſhewed a very eaſy way of plainly demonstradng the problem of

ARCHlMEDES, whereby he proved, that the tangent of his ſpiral at the point of

one revolution from the center will cut a my produced from the center at right

angles to the ray from the touched point; ſo that the part. between the point of

interſection and the centre ſhall be equal to the Circumference of the circle, that

paſſes through the point of the ſpiral, where the ſaid tangent touches it; which was

performed with any ſiippoſcd praognita in geometry known.

ful) 5, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of, and the

Society deſired, that Mr. HOOKB would, with what convenient ſpeed he could,

print his diſcourſes and lectures read before the Society ;, as alſo a more full dew

ſcription of all thoſe ſeveral instruments, which he had ſhewn that year to the So

ciety, together with the demonstrations of the grounds and reaſons and uſe of

them; which, he ſaid, he was willing to do as ſoon as he could find leiſune to fit'

them for the preſs. -

He alſo more particularly explained that problem, which he had ſhewn at the

last meeting concerning the nature of the ſpiral. OfARCHIMEDES, and the tangent.

of any part thereof.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTBL to Mr. Homer: was read, giving an account of a new

invention found at Paris, of making wood incombustible with a ſmall charge -, an,

experiment of which the inventor had ſheWn the French KingC at Verſailles with

good ſucceſs: and that the ſame perſon had undertaken to ma e a fireſhip of the

like nature; and pretended to have a method of preſerving all kinds of fruits.

Zub 12, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

2_ , Sit
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Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair

Mr. HlLL Dr. TYSON

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON

Dr. GREW Mr. HOOKE.

Upon reading Mr. COLLINs's propoſal for printing a book of algebra in ſuch

manner, as by the ſaid propoſal appeared, it was ordered by the council, that

the treaſurer ſubſcribe for 60 copies ; and that notice be given of the ſaid propo-_

ſal and this order at the next meeting of the Society.

It was ordered, that Sir WILLIAM PETTY be deſired to accompany thoſe mem

bers of the council, who by a former order were deſired to ſpeak to Sir JOHN

CUTLER for obtaining Mr. Hooxe's arrears.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir Jorm HOSKYNS vice-preli

dent in the chair. .

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL was read, and he being preſent with Monſ. AuzouT

gave afarther account of the making wood ſcarce combustible.

Mr. ASTON read a letter to himſelf from Mr. HEVELIUS '.

A letter of Monſ. CASSINI to Mr. FLAMSTEAD was read, containing anac

count of his obſervations of the eclipſe of the moon * * * * * * last, together

with thoſe made by * * * * Monſ. AUZOUT, DE LA FONTANEY, at Paris. Rome,

and Copenhagen, which confirm the difference of the meridians between Paris and

Copenhagen found by former obſervations of the ſatellites of Jupiter. To theſe

Mr. FLAMSTEAD had added his own correſponding obſervations, and Mr.

HALLEY ſhewed his, by which it appeared, that the difference of the meridians of

Paris and London was 91ſ minutes of time.

* A propoſal was read of Mr. JOHN COLLINs for the printing a book of Mr. THO

MAS BAKER, rector of Biſhop's Nymphton, intitled, The Geometrical Key ; or t/se

Gate of Eguatiom unlorked z or a new Diſcovery of the construction of all Eyuatiom

however affected, not exceeding the fourth Degree, 'viz. of Linmrr, zmdraticr,

Cuþicr, Biguadratirs, and the finding of all their root: as well falſe as true, fief'

This propoſal was well approved of after a long debate concerning it; but the

concluſion of what was to be done by the ſecretary for promoting of the printing

this work, was deferred till the next meeting.

5 In the jonrnal book, vol. 7. p. 92. there his namelal been itſ: out ofthe Society's yearly

is no farther account of this letter; but it was catalogue for 1681. _

probably that inſerted in the letter book, vol. 8. ' This book was publiſhed at London 1684,

214. dared at Danrzick, ipſa ſc/stitii asti-vi die in 4to.

lez, wherein Mr. Heveuus complained, that

X 2 Mr.
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Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe concerning the unlimited extent and diviſibility

oſ matter, ſhewing the bulk of a man to be in a medium betweem them -, and how

far endeavours hitherto uſed had informed us concerning the media between them ;

and how much farther mechanical contrivances could yet advance us beyond the

imaginations of most men hitherto known. '

Dr. MiLLs was elected.

* i Yui'y 1 9. The minutes oſ the last meeting were read, and every member reſolved

to take from the treaſurer one copy of Mr. BAKER's book, the propoſals of which

had been read at that meeting, and to recommend it.

Dr. Gaaw ſhewed a book ſaid to be written in the Chineſe character, and' to

contain the principles oſ their religion.

' jay 26, Drt 'Woon vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes oſ the preceding meeting being read, and the ſubject oſ them

diſcourſed oſ, Dr. GREW mentioned, that Dr. JOHNSON was the owner oſ the

,book ſhewn at the last meeting -, and that the two first leaves of it were wanting,

'which was diſcovered by the lndian numbers, with which the leaves were mark

ed It was conjectured, that the characters now uſed in arithmetic were taken

from thoſe characters -, and that theſe were much the ſame with thoſe of the Chi

neſe for numbers, and ſo ſeemed derived primarily from them.

Mr. HOOKE read a paſſage, that he had met with in Drcczs's Stralioticas,

wherein he affirms, that his father had a method oſ diſcovering all objects pretty

'far distant, which lay round about in the country; and that this was by the

help of a book or manuſcript of ROGER BACON of Oxford, who, he conceived,

was the only man beſides his father, who knew it. This was the more remarka

'ble-, for that this Stratioticnr was printed in 1579i -, which was more than thirty

years before METlUS or GALlLEO made their diſcovery of thoſe glaſſes: and

therefore it ſeemed evident, that ROGER BACON was the first inventor of tele

ſcopes, and LEONARD DIGGES the next reviver of them, both Engliſhmem '

' Dr. PLOT being preſent ſaid, that he conceived, that this book of ROGER Bau

con, which accidentally ſell into the hands of LEONARD Drcces, might have

'been in the custody oſ Mr. THOMAS ALLEN oſ Gloucester-hall in Oxford.

Mr. AUBREY remarked likewiſe, that there was a paſſage in the preface of LEOp
NARD Drccts's sztometria k, which mentions the ſamejhing to be known by

him; and that he had ſhewn it to divers; which book was printed ſome time be

ſore the Stratiaticos '.

' At London in 4to ſuch parts oſit, as were leſt obſcure and imperfect

V This book is ſaid by Mr. VVoon Alba. at his death, being ſupplied by his ſon THOMAS,

Oxen. vol. I. ſol. 180. to have been attempted by that work was printed at London 1-591, in ſol.

.LEONARD chcns in his younger years; and that It was not printed till twelve years after.

Mrs.
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Mr. HlLL obſerved, that there was a' great controverſy between the ſaid

Drcces and the Lord chief baron * * to which of them the reviving of that in

vention was to be aſcribed.

The ſame thing is alſo mentioned in Dr. Dee's commentary upon ROGER BA

CON's epistle to the pope.

Mr. HILL took notice likewiſe, that FRACASTORlUS had mentioned in the 8th

chapter of his Homaren/rira his being able to diſcover things at a distance by the

help of two ſpectacle glaſſes ſet at a distance one before another; which was about

the year 1530.

Dr. GREW preſented a calculus or stone very hard, voided by stool, and ſent by

Mr. MATTHEWS of Ledbury near Gloucester. r

He preſented alſo from Dr. JENNER a box of lapidc: Judairi, taken up in

Lydiard park near Swindon in Wiltſhire. '

Dr. GREW read a letter from Dr. Coc A, vice-chancellor of the univerſity of

Cambridge, wherein he mentioned, that Hevruus's last book was not to be

found in that univerſity.

Mr. Hooxz ſhewed a Chineſe perſpective-box, in which by help of reflection

the room and figures were conſiderably lengthened p

He alſo gave an account of the theories contained in the ſecond volume of Bo

RLLLL's book de Motu Animalium.

He ſhewed two. toptical experiments in a darkened room, the one of the ſue.

ceeding of colours, viz. yellow, green, and blue; and the other of making the

repreſentation of a man's face and body, or any ſuch object, of any convenient.

bigneſs, ſo as.t,0 be able to delineate the ſame exactly upon paper, cloth, or

the' like.

'August 2, at-ſſa meeting of the COUNCiL were preſent _

Sir CHRiS'roLHER; WREN preſident

Mr. HlLL Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL. A . Mr. ASTON

Dr. CROUNE - Mr. HOOKL

The draught of a statute brought in by the preſident was read, and debated,

And ſome amendments made therein 3, and was again read in the following

words, viz.

" The Society being instated in a revenue, which, it is hoped, may in time

V improve to be anſwerable to the expences, and not contemptible in. order to

z_ U the
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'* the ends deſigned -, the council think it not reaſonable, that any members ſhould

'" be eligible into the council, who are ſo far from improving the revenue, that

" they are backwards to pay their own just dues: and therefore propoſe the

" following statute; '

" No perſon ſhall be capable of being choſen into the council, who hath not

" at or before the tenth day of Novcmber preceding the election accounted with

" the treaſurer, and aid his dues to the Michaelmas before : and in order there
" unto the names oiPthoie, who have not paid till the Michaelmas preceding,

" ſhall not be inſerted in the printed lists for the uſe oſ the Society at the election

<= day." .

It was put to the vote, whether this statute ſhall be read at another meeting;

and it was unanimouſly agreed to.

The draught alſo of 'a ſecond statute being read and debated, the question

was put, whether this statute ſhould be read at another meeting of the council, and

was unanimouſly agreed to. The statute was as follows:

U The statute for electi'on oſfiellows having by long experience been found in

" ſufficient for bringing in perſons qualified for the ends oſ the-institution of the

U Royal Society, few ballotin in the negative, and preſuming the perſon to be

M well known to the member, t at propoſeth the candidate; it is thought requiſite

" by the council to propoſe this statute following; '

** Every perſon, that would propoſe a candidate, ſhall first give in his name to

" ſome of the council, that ſo in the next council it may be diſcourſed 'wi-'ad

*' voce, whether the perſon is known to be ſo qualified, as in probability to be

** uſelul to the Society. And if the council return no other anſwer, but that

" they deſire farther time to be acquainted with the gentleman propoſed, the pro

M poſer is to take that for an anſwer : and if they are well aſſured, that the can

" didate may be uſeful to the Society, then the candidate ſhall be propoſed at the

" next meeting of the Society, and balloted according to the statute in that

" behalf ; and ſhall immediately ſign the uſual bond, and pay his admiſſion-mo

" ney upon his admiſſion." * '

Dr. CROUNE preſented to the Society ſix books lately ſent him from Italy, viz.

ESCHINARDI Centuria Praþ. Oplicorum, 410.

Bone/[i Eueunrs reſſitutus, 8710.

ARCHIMEDES (93 APOLLONlUS, 8172.

Oþſer'vatianer wmetim.

Raggrzagii del ESCHINARDL

Ilſasforo di CROLLlO.

Aug. 5, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir
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Sit CHMSTOP'HER WREN preſident

Mr. HILL Dr. anw

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. HOOKE.

The order of August 2d relating to a statute to be made for rendering perſons

not eligible, who had not paid their arrears, was again read; and it was thought

not fit at preſent to be made a statute : but it was thought, that an order to the

following purpoſe might produce the ſame effect:

That the list be printed with ſeveral titles distinguiſhing all the fellows into the

foreigners honorary and ſuch as uſually attend the Society, and pay their dues;

and that a little mark be made before their names of ſuch, as have been bene

factors, and 'ſuch as frequently account with the treaſurer for their arrears: and

that the preſident intimate to the Society, that he hopes they will esteem ſuch,

who ſhew their affection to the Society this way, as more properly eligible in

to the council than ſuch, who are not like to attend their affairs, notwithstand-z

ing they are left to their liberty according to the statutes, &c.

The ſecond statute. which had been read the. 2d instant, was read again, and;

fully debated, and being putto the vote, it was paffid in the affirmative 'mnine

contmdicente. _

Aug. 9, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. COLWALL

Dr, G-Au Dr. Woon

Mr. HlLL t Dr.erw.

It was conſidered, whether the following perſons ſhould not be leſt out of the

fists to be printed, which was agreed to, with reſervatidn to make amendments at

the next meetings :

t

The Lord ANNESLEY Mr. Josnpu MOXON

Dr. AGLIONBY HENRY Earl of Peterborough

Sir THOMHS CLUTTERBUCK RICHARD Earl of Ranelagh.

The Lord DURSLEY Sir NlCHOLAS SLAN1NG

The Lord Viſcount FLTZHARDING Mr FRANCLS BORTHWICK '

Sir FRANcrs VANE Dr. SAMUEL Woooronn _

Sir HENRY Form Dr.BENJAMlN Woonnorrs

Sir WILLlAM LE HUNT ROBERT Earl of Yarmouth

Sir ANTHONY LOWTHER ARCHiBALD Earl of Argyle

Dr. JACVJES DU MOULlN CHARLES Earl oſCarliſle

Mr. jznxes JOHN Earl of Crawford, LlNDSAY'.

Mr. OLIVBR HlLL

Theſe"
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Theſe twenty three were ordered to be left out of the lists to be rinted for the

election on the goth of November next; and alſo to be leſt out o the treaſurer's

book for the future. '

Mr. SHl-ZRlDAN deſiring to pay in 10 Z. itwas leſt to Dr. WOOD to treat

with him.

i Sir JOHN BANKES'S arrears to Michaelmas 163 r, were 48 l. 143.

_The treaſurer was allowed to abate for abſence, if deſired.

Octob. 19, at a meeting of the COUNcu. were preſent

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. HrLL

Sir CYRlL WYCHE Dr. TYSON

Mr. COLWALL a Mr. Hooxz.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS propounded a particular of an estate near Raleigh in Eſſex,
which Was read and debated,' ctwhcthcr it were fit to be Purchaſed by the Society.

It was valued at 861. pe'ra'm. and' there was demanded for it 14001. which was

about ſeventeen years purchaſe. It was thereupon reſolved, that .Dr. Woon

ſhould be conſulted with, and deſired to procure ſuch an information concerning

the ſame, as the council might thereupon ground their farther proceeding aboiit it.

To this end Sir JOHN Hosnvus was deſired to write that day to Dr. WOOD to

that effect. *

Mr. HrLL alſo propounded a fee-farm-rent payable ſrom Monmouth oſ 4o,'.

per anm' and ſomewhat more. This was thought fit to be conſidered of,.When an

account concerning the former propoſal ſhould be returned:

It was farther diſcourſed, whether it were not the best way for the Society to lay

out their stock in purchaſing actions in the African company, or in ſome other

company, if neither of the former ways ſhould be thought fit to be proceeded

with. . '

Octob. 25, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN preſident,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. PACKER

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON

Mr. COLWALL . Mr. HOOKE.

Dr. VVooo

The propoſal of Sir JOHN HOSKYNS concerning the estate to be purchaſed by

the Society at Raleigh in Eſſex was again debated; and Dr..W001) gave an ac

count of the ſituation of the place to be five or ſix miles within the hundreds; and

. that
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that therefore it would not bevalued at above years purchaſe: and that be

cauſe of the difficulty of tenants, and becauſe at that time he had himſelf newly

agreed for another estate within the hundreds at thirteen years purchaſe; and that

ſome estates had been fold for twelve years purchaſe z though ſome others had

yielded, but very ſeldom, fifteen years purchaſe. Whereupon Dr. Woon was

deſired to inform himſelf farther concerning it, and to give the Society an an

ſwer ; which he undertook to do.

Upon reading over the liſt drawn up and agreed to by the council, August 9,

168 2, concernino ſuch members, as were ordered to be leſt out of the treaſurer's

book, and the list of the Society, it was agreed to, and ordered, that thoſe twen

ty three members, mentioned in the ſaid list, ſh0uld be left out of the list to be

printed for the next election, and out of the treaſurers's book for the future.

The council likewiſe in peruſing the lists, and finding many fellows of the

Society exempted from payments in whole or in part, either by order, promiſe, or

intimation at their admittance, conceived this way to have been prejudicial to

their affairs, and a diſcouragement to others, who duly paid; and conſidering,

that the reaſon of their exemption was in conſideration, that thoſe members were

admitted for their great abilities to be ſerviceable in their experiments or otherwiſe

to the Society, and were therefore exempted from payment 5- it was ordered, that

for the future no perſon ſhould be excmpted from payment, or left out of the

treaſurer's books, except foreigners. And if the members formerly exempted

ſhall be leaſed to bring in experiments at their own charge, they ſhall be con

ſidered by striking off their dues in balance to their ſervice and charge, and not

otherwiſe. And whereas the Society looked upon themſelves as guests to the fel

lows of Greſham-college, the council did not intend to charge them with pay

ments, but, if they deſired it, to take off their dues annually in conſideration _0f

their kindneſs ; though they hoped alſo, that thoſe' fellows Would contribute their

labours and studies.

Mr. Corwua. moved, that the bonds of ſuch of the Society, as were much in

art-ear, might be put in ſuit; which being debated, it was agreed andordered,
that Mr. Hooxa ſhould find out the bonds of Dr. \NH15TLER,ctſſDr. MILLES, Dr. _

ALLEN, and Dr. Cnouxr, and ſpeak to Mr. BALLOT to take care toput the
ſame in ſuit. But before he was to do this, it was ordered; that Mrct; HUNT

ſhould attend upon each of them, and acquaint them with the order, to ſee whe

ther they would pay their reſpective dues without farther trouble.

Mr. COLWALL acquainted the council, that he deſigned to propoſe Mr.

TURNER and Mr. PAGET for candidates at the next meeting of the Society.

Mr. HOOKE alſo acquainted the council, that Mr. HAAK deſigned to pro

pound Mr. Aasornus candidate. But the conſideration of this matter was

reſpited till ſome farther reſolution be concluded by the council.

On the ſame day the Society upon ſummons ctſcnt by the preſident met again,

Vor. lV. Y . aItCl'
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after their receſs, at Greſham-college, Sir Gums-rowen WREN the preſident

being in the chair.

Monſ. Jusrn and Monſ. Auzour deſired, that Monſ. HUBlN, enameller to

the French King, might be admitted to be preſent, for that he had ſome expez

riments to ſhew the Society; which was granted.

Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe concerning comets ", and in this first part of it

gave an account of ſeveral of his own obſervations concerning the appearances of

the comets in 1680 and 168 I -, in which he mentioned ſeveral new and wonderful

appearances of them, taking notice of the other remarks concerning them, as of

their place, poſition, magnitude, motion, way or courſe, only in ſhort, and by

the bye, referring his obſervations in thoſe particulars to the other parts of the

diſcourſe. '

Dr. " Lis'riaa's tranſlation and notes of GOEDARTIUS de InſZ-ctis, fifty copies of

them having been bought b the Society for the uſe of their members, Were

brought in, to repay the trea urer what had been laid down for them.

Monſ. HUBIN ſhewed the Society three experiments :

The first was a ſyphon fountain neatly made, which is at large deſcribed in

SCHOTTUS.

The ſecond was an icuncula, which deſcended and aſcended in the water by

the preſſure oſ the thumb upon the top of the water z which had been ſhewn to

the Society ſeveral years before.

The third was a ſmall-glaſs cane of water ſo well exhausted of air, that with

the ſhake of the hand the water would ſink ſo briſkly against the bottom of it,

as to ſound like the stroke of ſome very hard body: which was an experiment,

that had likewiſe been ſeveral years before ſhewn the Society.

Mr. Hooxz ſhewed a new projection of the ſphere into a concave cylinder,

which could be opened into a plain, in which he deſcribed the rhomb lines geo

metrically and mechanically by a very eaſy instrument, and very ſit for the uſe

of navigators.

Mr. JOHN Coums delivered to the members of the Society propoſals for

printing Mr. BAKER'S Geometriml Kq.

,N0v. 1, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent

*' See In) Poſihumous Works, p. 149. Ufigg. doctor of hyſic till March 1682, when he was

" So he is stiled in the books of the Society created ſo y the univerſity of Oxford. Wood

from this time, thOugh he had not the degree of Fast. Oxen. vol. ii. col. 224.

Sir
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Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident

Sir JOHN LOWTHER Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL Dr. TYSON

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON

Mr. HOOKE.Mr. PACKBR

It was again debated concerning the propounding of Mr. TURNER, and it was

put to the vote, and there were eight affirmatives and one negative.

It was thereupon debated and ordered, that a paper ſhould be drawn up con

cerning the conditions, upon which perſons were admitted into the Society.

Dr. Gnnw read a letter of Dr. LISTER, wherein mention was made of the

prices of the forty ſeven books for the Society's uſe; and it was thereupon or

dered, that the treaſurer ſhould pay 171. 125. 6d. to Dr. Lrs-rzn for the

ſame.

It was again debated, whether the twenty three members mentioned in the list

rinted against St. Andrew's Day, ſhould alſo be leftto be left out of that to be tp

out of the treaſurer's book or the future z and it was agreed on and ordered to be

done accordingly.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-pro

ſident in the chair.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

Mr. HOOKE delivered in the pictures of five strange birds, which had been i

taken at Nuremberg in Germany, and there delineated and ingraven in copper.

They were preſented by Mr. ARNOLDUS, who had lately received them from

Nuremberg. I. An onocratulus. 2. Scherben or ſeerab, as it is CLIll-"Ll in

High Dutch, a kind of Soland gooſe. 3. A strange kind of breastea' duck.

4. A kind of bittern.

the library with Mr. Wrttucnnv's Ornitbologia.

A paper ſent by Sir Ronak'r SOUTHWBLL to Mr. HENSHAW was read, cond

taining a more full and exact deſcription of the ſubterraneous cavern near King

road by Bristol, formerly deſcribed by Captain STURMY.

Dr. WALTER MlLLS was admitted follow.

Mr. HAAK preſented a printed ſheet, intitled Epg'flola invitatoria ad obſerva

tiones magnetiw variatioun' commum' studia junctiſque Iaboribur instituendzzs, (i Jo

HANNE CHRiSTOPnERo STURMto, P. P. Alldorf. The contents of which were

related by Mr. HAAK, who had peruſed it, to be an invitation to ſuch, as were

intelligent and curious to make obſervations of the preſent variations oſ the mag-_

netical needle from the meridian of their reſpective places of abode, with a deſilre,

Y 2 t laſ.

5. A ſort of bustard. They were ordered to be kept in ,
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that they would communicate ſuch their obſervations to Mr. VOLCKAM ER at Nu

l'emberg, that they might be publiſhed for the common benefit. Profeſſor STUR

MIUS delivered four rules how he deſired the obſervations ſhould be made. 1.

That they ſhould all agree upon one certain time, viz, on the next mquinoctial

and ſummer ſolstice days -, and the meridian being once fixed, to reſpect the ob

ſervation every month. 2. To take great care in finding the true meridian by

large instruments, and ſome other ways deſcribed by him. 3. To have two very

good needleswell fitted to ſhew minutes, which must not be either very large or

very ſmall, but ofa middling ſort. 4. To take care to avord thcproximity of

iron, or other magnetical body, at the place of obſervation.

Navembrr 8, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair :

The minutes of November I were read and diſcourſed of, particularly concern

ing Profeſſor S-ruamws's propoſals about making and collecting obſervations of

the variation of the magnetical needle. Upon which Mr. HOOKE related, that

he had lately got an obſervation to be made thereofat Liſbon, and expected 'to re

ceive an aCCount from Ireland, and ſome 'other parts, concerning the ſame.

Mr. Hooxe read a letter, which he had received from Dr. CARTE of Man

chester, giving an account of ſome obſervatidns, which he had made on a patient,

who had voided by vomit and stool ſeveral live millepedes o, ſomew of which were

produced and ſhewn. .

He communicated likewiſe a letter from a friend, giving an account of the ob<

ſervations made by him in the anatomy of a bat, &e.

He read alſo an account from a friend of his, giving an account of a lamb,

that had been, taken out ot an ewe, which had been venerated extrzz ulmzm; and

mentioning a woman lately deceaſed in, Cornwall of the age of __i 54 years.

Dr. Tvson related, that he had received 'an account from Oxford of a bitch,

which had divers puppies generated extre uierum in the abdomen.

Mr. Hooxa read part of a further diſcourſe concerning his obſervations and

theory of comets z and the remainder of it was referred to another meeting.

Dr. CHAMBERLAYNE'S propoſal-s about a bank of credit were left with the

Society, together with his 'anſwers to ſeveral objections, that had been'made

against it P.

Novemþer 15. Dr. GALE vice-preſident in the chair :

The minutes of the last meeting were read and diſcourſed of.

' This letter is printed in Dr. HOOKL'S Philo- ſe110ws at this meeting, then h there is no entrv

ſephical Experiments and Obſervations, p. 75, ofit in the joumal-book, m? \'ii. p. lOl. Seſſe

r Mr. Turan and Mr. PACET were cle-ded the minutes of the following meeting.

' With
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With regard to the great age, to which ſome perſons attain, Dr. GALE re

lated, that in a trial at law at York, the testimony of a perſon was admitted for

120 years or more. This man lived at Ellerton. near Richmond, in Yorkſhire,

and maintained himſelf by ſiſhing on the river Swale. Mr. HOU'GHTON added,

that he had been informed, that the ſameperſon, when he died,was 157 years old.

There is a record of it in the year 1665 in the Rcmembrancefs-office.

Mr. EVELYN remarked, that Sir VVALTER RALEGH had in the account of his

voyage to Virginia related, that he there met with a king of that country, who

was 300 years old, and who lived alſo aconfiderable time longer, as had been

certified by other writers. He ſuppoſed, that it might be Captain SMITH, who

had been there, and ſeen him about thirty years after Sir WALTER RAl EGH had

been there. He farther thought, that the king's name was was POUHATAN, but

was not certain whether it were ſo or not.

Dr. GALE added, that he knew a man, who lived at Coton, not far from Cam

bridge, who was above 1 20 years old : and that he had been told there, that this

man had been puniſhed, when he was IOO years old, for fornication : that he had

a renovation of his hair, and anew ſet of teeth, after he was of that age.

Mr. HOUGHTON mentioned, that he had been credibly informed, that the

people of Ireland commonly lived to the age of 150 years.

Mr. Hooxe took notice of what Sir CHRISTOPHER WneN'had formerly ac

quainted the Society, that the people at Hudſon's Bay commonly live to 120 or

130 years of age -, and till that age are very lusty, and commonly go to hunting,

which when they are. no longer able to do, they uſually invite all their kindred,

and lie down and reſign themſelves to. be strangled by the eldest of thoſe, who

ſurvive, and who takes the care of government in his father's stead.

Mr. HOOKE reada further diſcourſe concerning comets," therein explaining

how it may be ſuppoſed, that comets are burning bedies, and that the blaze of

them is made partly by steams into flame : that all theſe steams do proceed from
a ſmall ſolid body or star actually on fire, which is inve]<ct>ped with a white cloudy

body of steams, or ſmoke, which make up the appearance of the nucleus in the

middle 3 from which doctrine he deduced ſeveral concluſions, which he under

tock to explain more fully hereafter.

Mr. TURNBR and Mr. PAGET, who were choſen at the last meeting, were ad

mitted fellows. a

Novcmber 22, at a meeting of vthe COUNClL were preſent,

l

Sir CHRISTOPHER WRBN' preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS 'Dr. TYSON

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. ASTON

Mr. COLWALL Mr. H,00K£..

Mr. HILL A
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A committee was appointed for auditing the treaſurer's accounts, conſisting of

the preſident, Mr. COLWALL,_D1'. TYSON, and the two ſecretaries.

Upon the conſideration oflaying outpart ofthe stock oſthe Royal Society to the

best advantage, it was concluded, that 200 1. original stock in the Aſrican com

pany ſhould be bought at the rate, which it then went at, 260 per cent. that is in

all 520 l. And Mr. HILL was deſired to contract for the ſame, and to ſee it

transferred, according to the custom in that company, giving a declaration to the

Society, that the ſaid money is in trust for the Society.

Mr. HlLL preſented a propoſal from Mr. JOHN COLLINS concerning his under

taking to print a diſcourſe of Dr. WALLls's, intitled, A treatiſe of A'debra histori

ml andpractiml, written in the year 1676 by Dr. WALLIS, and then ſent by him

to Mr. COLLlNS to be communicated with other members of the Royal Society,

and ſince inlarged by him, ſo as to contain not only an history, but likewiſe an

institution of algebra, according to the ſeveral methods hitherto in practice, with

many additions of his own; provided the treaſurer, in the name of the Society,

would engage to take off ſixty copies at three half pence a ſheet. This propoſal

of Mr. COLLINS being read, was well approved of, and Mr. HILL the trtaſurer

was deſired to do as was requested, and to take care, that as many of the c '-"Zt".**.'y, '

as were deſirous to have the. treatiſe, might be deſired to ſubſcribe ler it, an: mite

it off ofthe Society at the ſame rate.

At a meeting ofthe Socrrrv on the ſame day, Sir CHRlSTOPHER Wart' PI'CH
ſident in the chair. _ ſi

The minutes of November I 5 were read, and ſome amendments made therein.

Mr. ASTON read a letter to himſelf from Mr. HEVELIUS, dared at Dantzick

17 November 168 2, N. S q. deſiriug the aſſistance of the Society for the printing

of his globes, of which he had the deſign ready drawn, but wanted the engraving

of the plates. His propoſals to be offered to a bookſeller were ; l. That the author

would take care of the delineations of the stars and constellations 5 but that the

undertaker ſhould maintain an engraver at Dantzick till the whole be completed.

2. That he would-reſerve the dedication to himſelf, and expected ſome globes to

preſent to his friends, and ſome acknowledgment for his great labour and charge.

3. That he had the privilege of the emperor and king of Poland for the ſole

vending them. He added, that the undertaker and engraver ſhould have the

publication of his Uranograpbia z which would be quite finiſhed in the ſpring.

In the ſame letter was an account of the obſervations, which he had made of

the late comet, with ſome other celestial obſervations, and the daily places and

motions of the comet taken off from a globe, but not by calculation, and a ſmall

draught of the apparent figure of the comet on the of August '.

1 Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 2 31. loſophical Tranſactions. Vol. xii. N" 143. p. 16.

' This part of the letter is printed in the Phi- for January 1682.

1 Whereupon
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Whereupon Mr. Hooxz fetched his obſervations on the ſame comet, and

ſhewed the figure of it taken by himſelf on the ſame day, having carefully ob

ſerved it with afourteen feet teleſcope, and delineated it with his own hand.

Mr. HOOKE read the contents of atreatiſe of Dr. WALLIS of Oxford ſent to

Mr. COLL1N5,to be communicated to the Society. Concerning which the author

ſaid, that the whole was ſubmitted to the Society, to be printed, or otherwiſe

diſpoſed of, as they ſhould pleaſe. If printed, he ſuppoſed it might make about

fifty or ſixty ſheets. This was a treatiſe of algebra historical and practical,

written in the year 1676, and then ſent by Dſ.WALLIS to Mr. COLLlNS, to be

communicated to others, who were members of the Society -, and it was

ſince inlarged ſo as to contain, not only an history, but an institution of alge

bra, according to ſeveral methods hitherto in practice, with many additions of

his own ; together with an account of the original, progreſs, and advancement of

what is now called algebra from time to time, and by what steps it attained to the

hight, at which it then was. *

A committee was choſen by ballot, to audit the treaſurer's accounts, viz. Mr.

COLLINS, Mr. HAAK, Dr. KING, Mr. Lonwrcx, and Mr. PERRY.

No-vemþer 28, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident

Mr. HlLL Dr. TYSON

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON

Mr. ſ-LvaLYN Mr. Hooxm

Dr. GREW '

Mr. HlLL ſealed and delivered a declaration of trust for the 200 I. stock lately

purchaſed in his name, and transferred to him by Mr. RYDER.

Nowmber 29, at a meeting of the SOCIBTY, Sir CH'RXSTOPHER WRBN preſident

in the chair :

Prince Boncmzsz making a viſit to the Society, was entertained with ſeeing the

curioſities of the repoſitory and library, and afterwards in the meeting-room With

ſome experiments mathematical and mechanical, particularly with the instruments

and ways of deſcribing various ſorts of regular and geometrical curve-lines, and

the uſe of them.

His Highneſs ſubſcribed his name in the charter-books, as one of the members

of the Society.

DON JOSEPPE DE FARIA. knight ofthe order of CHRlST, and envoy extraor

dinary from the King of Portugal in England, was propoſed candidate by the

preſident.

Sir JOHN CHARDIN, Knt. was likewiſe propoſed candidate by the preſident.

Nowmber
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Not-ember 30. The Society met upon ſummons, as uſual, for electing the coun

cil and officers for the year enſuing.

Before the Society proceeded to the election DON Josnppa FARIA and Sir Jonu

CHARDIN were elected fellows, and after ſealing their bonds, and ſubſcribing their

names, admitted fellows by the preſident.

As ſoon as a ſufficient number of members .were come, they proceeded to the

election ofthe ſcrutators, who were Mr. FLAMSTEAD and Mr. CLUVERUS.

The eleven continued of the COUNClL were

Mr. ASTON Sir JOHN Hosers

Mr. COLWALL Sir JOHN Low-man

Mr. EVELYN Mr. PACKER

Dr. GREW Sir JOSEPH VVILLIAMSON

Mr. HENSHAW Sir CHlSTOPHER WREN.

Mr. Hru. '

The ten choſen into the Councu. were

Sir ANTHONY DEANE . Mr. PERRY

Mr. Cum) Sir WlLLIAM PETTY

Dr. HOLDER Dr. PLOT

Dr. KlNG Dr. SLARE

Mr. MEREDlTH Sir CYRlL chnz.

The officers elected were

Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident

Mr. HILL treaſurer

Mr' ASTON } ſecretaries

Dr. PLOT '

December 6, at a meeting of the Covncrr. were preſent

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident

Mr. HILL Dr. GREW

Mr. COLWALL - Dr. PLOT

Dr. HOLDER Mr. ASTON.

Dr. KING

Mr. Hooxa delivered up the bonds to AMrl HILL, the key of the chest and the

council books to Mr. ASTON -, and the key Of the preſs to Dr. PLOT.

The great ſeal was put into the iron chest, the keys remaining in the hands of

the preſident, Mr. HILL and Mr. ASTON. -

Mr. HiLL's acknowledgment ofa trust of zoo I. stock in the Aſrican company

for the uſe of the Society was put in 'he chest, as alſo the ſeal of the East-India

company for 300 I. of the Society's lying there at interest. . Mr.
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Mr. ASTON was deſired to ſpeak to Mr. RlCAUT about the getting ſome ori

ginal books from Sir JOHN CHARDIN, which he ſeemed willing to give the

Society.

At a mecting of the Socrerv on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident

in the chair.

Mr. ASTON read a letter from Dr. Lrsrrn ', mentioning his having lately met

with PAYERUS de glanduli: intg/iinorum -, the principal part of which book he

found to conſist of ſuch diſcoveries, as were communicated by himſelf to the So

ciety, and afterwards printed in the Pbiloſopbiral Tranſactiom five years before that

book was publiſhed.

The ſame letter contained an account of a tincture of indigo injected into the

guts of a live dog, which after three hours was found to paſs coloured into the

lacte-e.

Dr. AGLIONBY, Dr. TYSON, and Dr. SLARE were deſired to try over again the

experiment, aud to make report of the ſucceſs.

Dr. Smrn was ſaid to have obſerved the chyle retaining a perfume (given it)

in the lactez.

A paper of Dr. Lrsren about chyle was read, being ſome probable thoughts

concerning its whiteneſs, and what it is after it is conveyed into the artery *. '

Upon this Dr. GREW objected, that the whiteneſs of chyle proceeds not ſolely

from a ſaline principle, but an oleous one likewiſe : that therefore the milk of all

plants is oily : that the milk of goats beard dries into a gum, and burns like

turpflentine : and that it is the whey and buttery parts mixt together, which make

mil .

Upon a diſcourſe concerning animals ruminating ſome things, that are in the

stomach, and not others, Dr. Gnnw remarked, that thoſe animals have a ſort of

papilI-e in the stomach very like thoſe belonging to the taste in the mouth, which

might be proper for distinguiſhing the ſeveral ſubstances fit to be reſumed.

Upon'reading a letter from Dr. TEN RHYNE, the camphire-tree at Chelſea was

ſaid to come from him ; and a number of other plants were named as natural to

hot countries, but capable of being made to grow in cold, of which it was Wiſhed

that a catalogue were procured, though it was ſaid, that VAN lVIUN'rmc m

Frieſland had made most ſort of trees grow in that country, even Cinnamon and

nurmeg.

The Prince Boacmasa having promiſed the Society a pulumbus marinus,

ſophical Tranſactions. Vol. xii. N' 143. p. 6. for' Letter-book, Vol. viii. p zzo.

January 168j. _

Z which

' lbid p 223. Ustqq. printed in the Philo

VOL. IV.
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which is often brought forth, having foetus's in the uterus, Dr. PLOT took no

tice out of his Natural history of Oxford/hire of ſeveral other animals, to whom the

ſame thing had happened. Dr. TYSON in a dog-fiſh diſſected at Greſham-college

found a ſeries of foetus's, ſome near a foot long, ſome three inches, and others one

inch, and perfect eggs like that of a hen.

Mr CLUVERUS 'preſented eight months of the acta erudilarum, publiſhed at

Leipſic.

December 13, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident,

Sir ANTHONY DEANE Mr. MEREDITH

Sir CYRiLVVYCHe Dr. SLARE

Mr. HlLL - Dr; PLOT

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON.

Dr. GREW

Sir ANTHONY DE ANE was ſworn of the council.

N'r. MEREDlTl-l was deſired to ſpeak to Dr. AGLLONBY concernino his arrears

in 01 der to the compounding for them, provided that he enter into abond for the

future.

Upon a propoſal of the preſident, that there might be an effectual courſe taken

with ſuch fellows of the Society, as were in arrears for their weekly contributions,

it was propoſed, that ſuch perſons, as were two years in arrear to the Society,

ſhould have their names left out of the list, and their bonds be ſued of courſe,

Mr. As'ron having acquainted the council, that the Philaſapbical Tranſactfam '

might be carried on the next year,- if ſome encouragement were given to the pub

liſhers, by taking off a good number ofcopies, as ſoon as they ſhould be printed ;

' The Plriloſhplnſiral Tranſactcto-zr began to be " to condemn a work they have formerly en

republiſhed in 'January l(8;. wi h N" 143. The " couraged, or to neglect the just expectations

Prt are to that number was as follows: V Al- U of learned and ingenious men, they have

" though the writing of theſe Tranſactiom is not ' therefore thought fit to take care for the revi

7' to be looked upon as the buſineſs of the Royal ' val thereof, that they may be publiſhed once

'* Society; yet in regard they are a ſpecimen " every month, or at ſuch times, w'ereoffore

" ofmany things, which lie before them, con- ' notice ſhall be given at the end of theſe and

** tain a great variety of uſeſul matter, are a " the following Tra'z/Zzctiom. Neitheris it doubt.

" convenient register for the bringing in and pre- " ed but that thoſe, who deſire to be accommo

** ſerving many experiments,which, not enough " dated herewith, will most readily endeavour

" for a book, would elſe be lost, and have pro- " themſelves, or by others, to ſupply and keep

" ved a very good ferment for the ſetting ' up that stock of experiments and other phi

" men oſ uncommon thoughts in all parts at " loſophical matters, which will be neceſſary

" work; and becauſe moreover the want of " hereunto; with this aſſurance given them,

u them for theſe ſourlast years, wherein they ' that whatever they ſhall be pleaſed to com

0 have diſcontinued, is much complained U municate, ſhall be diſpoſedofwith all fidelity."

U of ; that the Society may not ſeem now

a

'a

n It
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It was ordered, that the treaſurer ſhould buy of them at the current price

ſixty copies, for the uſe of the Society, every time that'the Tranſactiom ſhould be

publiſhed during the enſuing year.

It was ordered, that Dr. GREW take upon him the care of the repoſitory un

der the name of prefectus Must;" regali: Sorietatir, Mr. and that he make a ſhort

catalogue of the rarities, with a method for the ready finding them out : as alſo

a catalogue of the benefactors, and the particulars given by them: that he

enter into a book all ſuch things, as ſhall be given hereafter, with the name of

the donor, and from time to time obſerve what may be neceſſary for the pre

ſervation and augmentation of the ſaid repoſitory, and make a report thereof to

the council ; and that he bring in to the uſual meetings of the Society ſuch de

ſcriptions of natural things there contained, as have not yet been publiſhed in his

book. Dr. GREW accepted of this office.

At a meeting of the Councu. at ſix o'clock in the afternoon of the ſame day

were preſent,

The 'PRESlDBNT

Sir CYRIL chnz Dr. GREW

Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON Mr. MEREDITH

Mr. HlLL Mr. PERRY

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON.

Sir JOHN Hosxvus took the oath of allegiance and ſupremacy as preſident of

the Royal Society.

The preſident appointed Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN, Mr. HENSHAW, Sir CYth.

chmz, and Mr. DANIEL COLWALL to execute each of them the office of vice

preſident. r

At a meeting of the SocraTY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident

in the chair:

Mr. WATTS, keeper of the phyſic-garden at Chelſea being permitted to be

preſent, produced a parcel of curious exotic plants, which had been brought

from the East-Indies, the names of which were Acacia Yamterffls; Pbaſeolur ar

þoreſcenr Malaþaricus; Herþaſenticm; Vicia percnnir fruticaſa; adiantbum [niirum -,

Kalapar arbor baca'fera; Araria tinctorizz maxima; Paeom'a Zeylom'ra ſuperba; Flos

Can/cin arbor baccifera; A/Iustmda Ze_y[0n-, Christa pawm's; Filex ſtanden: 12 Pegu ;

Mzſcoides arboreſcens Indim (i Tunquin; Welmendia; Scabioſa qulom'ca; Altlyzea

India: tinctoria; For Margri; Marunga; Priapus wgetabiz'z's chlon; arbor tri

folz'aflore muſcato odcrata -, Polypadium Indicum Clu/ii; 22. Cinnamomum.

A rattle-ſnake of about four foot long, brought alive from the West-lndies, 'was

ſent by Mr. LEEDS the merchant to be ſhewn to the Society. It had been four

months in abarrel without eating. M

Z 2 - r.
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Mr. HOUGHTON preſented ſome freſh ſaſſafras berries. *'*

Dr. GALE preſented from Sir GEORGE VVHEELBR his book of travels into

GreeCe and Aſia.

Monſ. CONRAD VAN BEUNIN'GEN, envoy extraordinary from the States Ge

neral, was elected a member, and afterwards admitted, having ſigned the uſual

'bond for the payment of the weckly contribut_i0ns._

Der. 20, Sir CYRlL chna vice-preſident in the chair:

Mr. HOOKE brought in a tall exhausted glaſs with a feather incl'oſed, which ap

peared to fall from the top of a- glafs with a velocity equal to that of a more ſolid

body in the air ; but the ſame feather upon readmiſiion of the air fell'wavering

and flower by many degrees.
'the eaſy diviſi-bility oftheſibody of the ather -, that though the motion of a comet

be ſwift, yet the reſistance made to its motion is but ſmall: and that though

the flame of a comet gives a little way to the ather, yet it does not follow it,_

like that of a candle moved in the air, being a groſſer body. ,

Part of a letter of Dr. Lrsran- t0_ Mr. ASTON-x was read', containing an an

ſwer to ſome objections, which had been offered against his conjectures about the

whiteneſs of Chyle. Mr. As-TON was deſired tov communicate it- to Dr. Gnew.

A letter from Dr. TYSON to Dr. PlT was read, containing an account of the
diſſection of a monstrous lamb largev and well grown -, but when it was yeaned, not

having a mouth or other paſſage to the oeſophagus. '

From hence it was questioned how this lamb was nouriſhed'in the uterus, it

being the received opinion, that the foetus takes in its nouriſhment by the mouth,

which Dr. TYsoN confirmed by ſeveral arguments, instancing particularly in an

embryo," in which he found the tongue large and well formed, as being neceſſai

ry for its nouriſhment, the legs and arms ſmall and imperfect. Mr. HOOKE was

of opinion, that the blood contributes much to the nutrition of an embryo 3 and

in this caſe of the lamb there was no doubt made by any one.

Dr. Tvsort judgedthe lamb to be ſuffocated, as ſOOn as it was yeaned, by its be

ing divided from the umbilical veſſels, which communicated the air contained in

the arteries of the ſheep. He ſaid, that-there were two pabulums neceſſary for

, maintenance of animal life, the one ſulphureous, the other nitrous. This' he

explained by the white and yolk of an egg; the yolk being the ſulphureous pa

bulum analogous to Chyle; the white being the nitrous pabulum analogous to

the air in breathing animals: which he concluded from its fermentativeneſs to be

impregnated with air: 'as alſo that a chick, as ſoon as the white is conſumed in,

1 This letter was dared at York '7 December,

'683, and is inſerted in the Letter-book, vol,

2. the,

viii. p. 243.

The intention of this experiment was to ſhew'

re
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the ſhall, is immediately hatched and thrust into the air, to be helpt by it; the

' remainder of the yolk continuing in its belly, as one part of its nouriſhment.

Several things were mentioned of Mr. Hooxt's experiment of blowing into

the lungs of a dog, which keeps theanimal alive, not by raiſing the lungs to

make the blood circulate, but perfecting the blood by the nitrous particles of air,

which have that efficacy, as to make the blood. come out of the lungs an arterial

blood, which entered into them a venal.

Dr. Tvson added, that hehad found ſpirit of man's blood and ſpirit of nitre

mixt together turn of a deep red colour like arterial blood.

Sir CYRIL NVYCHE deſired Dr. Tvson to produce the experiment at. the next

meeting.

Dr. AGLlONBY reported, that the King had' lately eaten ſome trufles found in

England as good as any beyond ſea.

Sir JOSEPH WILLlAMSON remarked, that they came from Ruſhton, a houſe of

Lord CULLEN's in Northaniptonſhire within two miles of Kettering; and he

moved, that Mr. LUTTER the gardener ſhould be inquired of concerning the par

ticularities in the finding them, and whatever might be obſervable; which was

approved of 3 and Dr. PLOT was deſired to charge himſelf therewith.

Mr. PAYNB preſented'a ſea-plant, rooted in, and ſeeming to have grown out of

a.- hard pebble-stone, found in an oister-barrel.

Mr. HUNT brought in apetriſied moſs, and.a large hare'sfoot, given for the

repoſitory.

ROBERT PlT, M. D. profeſſor ofanatomy at Oxford, having been formerly

propoſed candidate by Dr. PLOT, and being deſirous to be of. the Society, was

unanimouſly elected. '

Mr. SALISBURY produced a braſs-ring, ſaid tobe taken from the root of a

ſheep's tongue, and almost covered with the ſkin : but the perſon, who erte the

account of it to him, being unknown, and the circumstances of the fact not ap-

pearing, it was no farther conſidered.

t_68-}. _'7an. 3, at a meeting of the COUNein were preſent,

Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident

SirWLuAM PETTY Mr. MEREDlTH

Sir JOHN LOWTHER ' Dr. GREW

Mr. HILL Dr. PLOT

Air. EvtLYN. Mr. ASTON._

' - Mr.
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Mr. COLWALL took the oath of allegiance and ſupremacy, and the oath of office

as vice-preſident.

Some of the council having lately ſpoken to Mr. EVELYN about buying 2 50 1.

stock of his in the East-India company with a ſum of money of the Society, lying

then at uſe in the ſaid East-India company, the council having conſidered of the

affair, aſked Mr. Evevvu, if he were willing to take 750 l. for 2501. stock,

taking his money from the ſum due to the Society by the East-lndia company ?

to which he agreed. Whereupon it was ordered, that the ſeal of the East-India

company to the Society for 8001. be delivered up to Mr. EVELYN in exchange of

2 50 1. stock in the ſaid company belonging to him; and a bond to be given the

Society for the payment of 501. by Mr. EVELYN on the 25th of March next

enſuing.

It was ordered and agreed, that the interest of the aforeſaid 7501. be to the So

ciety until this day, and for the future belong to Mr. EVELYN : and

That the entry oſ the stock be made in the name of Mr. HILL or Sir JOHN

LAWRENCE, and a declaration of the trust delivered to the council by the re

ſpective perſon.

The Earl of ANGLESEY having formerly bought Mr. OLBBNBURG'S books and

papers, and it being ſuppoſed, that his Lordſhip had received ſeveral of the So

ciety's papers therewith, it was ordered, that his Lordſhip ſhould be ſpoken to,

either to restore them, or let copies be taken.

The ſecretaries having drawn up a state of the papers in their office, and it ap

pearing, that ſeveral things of the Society's had not been put into their hands, as

ought to have been -, it was ordered,

That Mr. Hooxn deliver up into the hands of either of the ſecretaries all ſuch

books and papers, as any way belong to the Society, or came to his hands upon

the account of his having been ſecretary.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRlL VVYCHE vice-preſi

dent in the chair.

Upon the reading of the minutes of ithe last meeting, wherein are mentioned

ſome reaſons of Mr. LISTER's not thinking an oily ſubstance to be neceſſary in

the compoſition of Chyle and other white juices, particularly of plants; Sir YVIL

LIAM PETTY mentioned an experiment, which he had made by beating common

oil with water for the producing not only the colour of milk, but likewiſe

the taste.

But the conſiderations of Mr Lrsrza and Dr. Gnew having been upon the par

ticular production of whiteneſs in bodies by oils or ſalts, Mr. Hooxe obſerved

in general, that whiteneſs proceeded from the reflection of multiplicity of rays:

that
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that therefore glaſs, though of itſelf tranſparent, yet when beaten to a ſmall pow

der, is white; that blue glaſs is the ſame, and that ultramarine, the strongest

blue, when very finely ground, makes a whitiſh powder: that in liquors two

heterogeneous bodies (not mixing well together) one of which is tranſparent, the

other beat into ſmall balls, make a white by the reflection and refraction of more

rays from the little opake bodies.

Sir WILLIAM -PETTY added, that, vinegar by corroding lead, and dividing it

into ſmall particles, makes a white powder orſaa-barum Saturni.

From the notion of white a tſiranſition was made to that of black, as being a bo

dy, that reflects few or no rays.

Sir WILLIAM PETTY ſaid, that a plate of lead turns blackiſh, only by being

peckt full of holes.

Mr. HOOKE remarked, that black and white marble being expoſed equally to

the fire, the black is much hotter than the white ; becauſe this reflected back the

rays, which the other did not v: and that a white marble or stone, if one half of

it were coloured black, would, when expoſed to the fire, be much hotter in the

black part, than in the white.

The not reflecting rays from dark bodies might proceed from ſhveral cauſes.

Sir VVLLLIAM PzTTY named three, 1. Throwing in of rays into the hollow

nelsts ofa body, which are not ſent out again. 2. The sticking of rays in a body.

e3. A faintneſs in ſending back a ray like that of a (lack string.

. Mr. FLAMSTEAD queried, why a ſpunge is not blacker, ſince it is ſo full of

holes, that abſorb the light.

Mr. Hooxs anſwered, that though the hollowneſſes were many, yet there

were alſo many reflecting and refracting parts in a ſpunge, which he had often

obſerved to conſist of many clear pipes a little inclining to yellow. Other re

flecting parts in it were many, as he had often obſerved in its texture.

Dr. AGLlONBY brought in ſome queries about the trufles ſound in Northamp

tonſhire, which were read and ordered to be tranſmitted to Mr. WATTS.

An EUCLID in Greek was preſented by Dr. Wooo.

Dr. PLOT ſhewed a paper with Arabic letters and ſome strange characters, being

a ſpell found wrapt up in the hair of the Guinea Negros; which, they ſay, makes

them valiant. . ' ,

An experiment was made for. proving, that bodies retain their gravity in the

zther; but by reaſon of ſome accidents in the making of it, there was nothing

concluded from it. ' '
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Yan. 10, Sir CYRIL VVYCHx-z vice-preſident in the chair:

UpOn a caſual diſcourſe concerning the entries of experiments brought in by

the curator, ſome orders of the council made in the preſidentſhip of Sir JOSEPH

VViLLiAMSON were revived:

l. That the experiments to be made by the curator at the next meeting be de

clared at the preceding meeting, to the end, that all perſons might come pro

vided to ſpeak with relation to them.

2. That the curator give an account in writing ofthe intent of the experiment,

as it is entered by the ſecretary, to the end that both the curator may be ſecured

of a full entry, and the ſecretary warranted.

Mr. RlCHARD WALLER lrought in for the repoſitory, a ſkeleton, which he

had male, of a rattle ſnake lately diſiected.

Dr. TYSON produced ſeveral' figures of the parts of the rattle-ſnakes, as they

were drawn by Mr, FAITHORNE, Mr. WALLER, and Mr. HUNT, and were ready

to be engraved.

A paper was read, containing ſeveral curious obſervations made by Dr. TY

son upon a teenia, or jointed worm, which he found alive in the guts of a dog

diſſected by him 5 the worm itſelf about three feet long being ſhewn preſerved in

ſpirit of wine.

The experiments for the next meeting were to prove the gravitating of bodies

in the aether 3 and to ſhew bodies different in colour to be variouſly ſuſceptible

of heat.

January 17. Mr. EVELYN in the chair.

The first experiment, being the proof of the gravitating of bodies in the wher,

as much as the air, was made; for which purpoſe Mr. Hooxa brought in a long

narrow glaſs well exhausted, having a long ſpiral Wire fastened to the top, which

bore an empty glaſs ball hanging at the end of it. The glaſs had a ring drawn'

roundjust at the fastening of the glaſs-ball to the wire, that the true place and

lear ofthe ball might be obſerved; which being well taken notice of, the air was

then let into the receiver, and the ſituation of the ball obſerved to be still the

ſame it was before.

The ſecond experiment was to ſhew the different ſuſceptibility of heat by a white

and black body : for which purpoſe Mr. Hooxr-z brought in awhite marble stone,

the one half of it being coloured with a black colour. When the stone had been

a good while expoſed equally to the fire, though the black part ſeemed to most

preſent to be the hottest; yet it- was acrreed, that if the stone were very much
eated through, the white would appeartthe hottest, as touching the hand with a

more cloſe and even ſurſace. Dr.
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Dr. Trson read a part of his anatomy of a rattle-ſnake 7.

In the explaining the figure of the stomach and guts, he had occaſion to name

that of the Arm marinus Oppiam' ; of which he produced the draught, it being one

continued pipe or cavity without ventricle or valve, and ſomething tapering to

wards the ends. Upon mentioning the ſcent-bags, which he found in the ſnake, -

full of strong ſcent peculiar to that animal, he diſcourſed of the different ſhapes of

them in ſeveral ſpecies of animals, and their different inſertions into ſeveral parts

near the anus.

He ſuppoſed the lungs to contain a good part ofa year's proviſion of air, as the

stomach does of victuals; and remarked, that animals, which do not often uſe

reſpiration, have commonly a bladder for the containing a large quantity of air:

that animals of little heat have proportionably leſs expence of it ; but that ſome

thing of air, or what is analogous to it, is neceſſary even to fiſhes, who take it

in by the bronchiae, together with the water, and not only die after being ſome

time out of the water, but likewiſe if the water in the ſmall veſſels, in which they'

ſwim, be not often changed. *

Mr. WALLER brought in the figures of the iointed worm, which he had care

fully drawn, both by the naked eye and the microſcope; particularly the end

taken for the head was found a part ſeeming tendinous with hooks coming out of
it on all ſides, whereby it fastenedſſitſelf to the guts..

In aletter from Mr. LXSTER, it was remarked, that the juice of a prickle-pear,

either raw or preſerved, might be very uſeful in making Chyle paſs tinctured into

the lacteze.

The experiments appOinted for the next meeting were for the farther proving

the gravity of bodies in the aether.

January 24.. Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, wherein mention was made of

the 1 difference o black and white marble in receiving and reflecting heat, it was

farther ſaid, that the black is of a different nature from the other, and might pro

bably contain ſomething of bitumen.

Aletter from Dr. PLOT to Mr. ASTON 1 was read, containing ſome obſer

vations concerning the brines in Staffordſhire, and the generation of ſand in them

upon boiling, though they are strained through ever ſo many folds of fine lawn.

The diſſolubility of theſe ſands in water having-been mentioned as attempted,

it_was conceived not practicable; and Mr. HOOKE ſaid, that nitre might be

Y It is printed in the Philoſophical Tranſacti- ed in the Philoſophical Tranſactions. Vol. xii.

ons, vol. xii. No 144. p. 25.for February i68%. N" 145. p. 96.

= Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 250. lt is print- ,

'V0L. lV. t A a mixed
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mixed with ſand, and baked in an oven ſo as to loſe its ſaltneſs, and become a per

fect stone no ways diſſolvable in water.

Upon mentioning ſmall animalcules ſound in Staffordſhire brine, and paſſing

through the finest strainer, it was ſaid, that there had been animalcules found in

ſea-brines made by the ſea at Limington.

From hence a ſdiſcourſe happening concerning animals in pepper-water, Mr.

Hooxa gave notice, that he had obſerved them turned into aurelias, which he

would ſhew the Society at their next meeting.

Dr. TYSON read a continuation of his Anatomy of araItZe-ſna/ze.

Mr. COLWALL preſented to the Society for the repoſitory fourteen particulars

given him by Mr. JOHN EVANS, who brought them from the East-lndies, which

were, I. A ſmall cup made oſ a rhinoceros's horn. 2. A piece of rhinoceros's

ſkin. 3. A petrified crab. 4. A ſea-bean. 5. A mirabolin. 6. A ſhake-stone.

7. A piece of cannanore-stone. 8. A piece of ſallow wood. 9. A picce of

Entacka wood. 10. A cullumba root. 1 1. An Arabian stone to provoke mine.

12. A piece of wood good for green wounds. 13. A piece of China ink. 14.

A piece of benzoin. .

He alſo gave ſome ſhells found near Reading ao feet under ground.

' Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN produced a letter to himſelf from Mr. LGsz

HOECK, written at Delft 22 January 1683, ' ; which was ordered to be tranſlated

against the neXt meeting.

Dr. SLARE communicated an account of a murrain in Swiſſerland, with the

method of cure, in a letter to himſelf from Dr. WlNKLER, chief phyſician of the

Prince Palatine, dared December 22. 1682.b This murrain appeared in a ſwel

ling, or ſome blister on the tongue; which being broken with a ſilver instru

ment, and the matter wiped away, there are given the following medicines, ſoot,

gunpowder, ſalt, brimstone, equal parts, and as much water as is neceſſary to

waſh it down -, of which a large ſpoonful was a proper cloſe.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed an experiment of raiſing the ſpirit of wine much higher

than in the ordinary barometer, made with quickſilver and ſpirit of wine.

Yamm'y 31. Sir JOHN Hosvas preſident in the chair.

Sir ANTHONY DEAN ſhewed the Society a large thick cake of rust, which he

had taken up out of a ſhip, that had lain ſixteen ears covered with the ſea at
Harwich. This cake was ſo incloſed in the keel ofythe ſhip, that the rust falling

down could not be waſhed away at any time with the water. It was formed from

3 I: is printed in the Philoſophical Tmnſacti- _' It is printed ibid. p. 93.

ons, Vol. xu. N' 145. p. 74. for March 168}. 2

the
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the rust of a' long bolt, that fastened ſome adjoining timber of the ſhip ; which

bolt had been of the diameter of an inch and a half, but was now in ſeveral places

almost conſumed. Though the cake looked very much like iron, yet when it was

tried with a magnet, it did not adhere to it.

Mr. Hooxe was of opinion, that a peculiar vinegar of the oak had diſſolved

ſome parts of the bolt, and precipitated them into the place, where they were

found.

But Sir ANTHONY DEAN affirmed, that he had found iron to rust ſooner in

elm than in oak, and in beach than in elm.

Mr. HOUGHT'ON ſaid in general, that in the preparation of powder of steel, the

filings of steel being mixt with vinegar became a hard luznp, which was afterwards

beat in pieces in a mortar for uſe.

Whatever were the cauſe of the diſſolution of the iron, and gathering in a hard

lump, it was ſaid, that Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN had found a great cake of iron,

which had inſenſibly grown from the decay of a bar of iron, that fastened ſome

of the stones of a pinnacle upon Westminster-hall -, which cake was of ſo great ſo

lidity, as to raiſe ſeveral tons of stone out of their place, and thereby ruin the

pinnacle. ,

Dr. PLOT ſent the Society two ſinall boxes of the following earths. First box,

I. Moyra, an earth, wherewith the Turks paint their walls of their houſes. 2. A

depilatory, F lime, and:ſ orpiment, made in a cataplaſin, to take away hair. 3.

Beiloon, which made into paste takes away ſpots. It is uſed by the Turks in

bathing to make their ikins ſoft. 4. L'Ombra from Aleppo, uſed for ſhadowing

by painters. The ſecond box, 5. Orpimentum nativum, quod Arabic: dium: conti

nere aliquidſimile lapidi lþetu/ari. 6. Term 'verd from France, uſed in painting, fat

like terraſapanaria, and sticking to the tongue like a bole. 7. Zaffer, uſed for

tinging glaſs blue. 8. Bolus Alepperffls.

Dr. SLARE obſerved, that this, as well as other zaffer, was not given abroad

pure, but diſguiſed with other ingredients by others, that owned the mine : that

he had heard of but one mine, which was in the Duke of Hanover's territory, in

a place called the Hartz : and that the name of the mineral in Dutch is caþalt.

Upon reading the minUtes of the last meeting,it being questioned, whether nitre

and ſand could be baked into a stone by any the hottest fire ; Mr. Hooxa was

deſired to bring in a trial.

Dr. PLOT communicated from an unknown hand the anatomy of a monstrous

pig, having no paſſage for the fceces, nor viſible ſign of ſex ®.

He alſo ſent an account of an unſucceſsful trial made at Oxford, of making an

f Letter-book, VOl. viii. p. 256. It is printed in the Philoſoph. Tranſ. vol.xii. No 147. p '88.

- A a a infuſiou
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infuſion of' rhubarb, injected into the guts of a live dog, paſs coloured into the

lactea: -, as alſo ſome doubts, whether the holes found in the body of the broad

worm were mouths, and not air-veſſels d. To which Dr. TYSON anſwered, that

it- would be difficult to have a worm of eight yards long nouriſhed by ſo ſmall a

part as that ſuppoſed to be the head, where alſo he could find no hole with a mi

croſcope : that the worm was full of Chyle, when he put it into ſpirit of wine -,

and that it reſently muddied the wine, and became more empty 2 that he found

one joint o the worm ſeparated, and at a good distance from the rest; and yet

that ioint was alive and full of Chyle: that the holes on the body of the worm

nere not ſo regular on each ſide, as the air-veſſels of the ſilk-worm.

Part of a letter communicated by Mr. BEAUMONT was read, containing ſome

ot ſervations of ſeveral mines near Upſal in Sweden.

A letter from Mr. LlSTER to Mr. ASTON ' was read, giving an account of the

contents of his book, intitled, De fontibus medicalis Anglia' : Exercitatia now U

prior : printed at York 168 2, in 8vo. Several copies of which were ſent by him,

and preſented to the preſident and ſeveral members of the Society.

February 7. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair.

Mr. HOOKE brought in a way of meaſuring the riſe and fall of quickſilver in

the barometer upon a ſpiral line, of which he was ordered to deliver an account

in writing, that it might be conſidered and registered.

The tranſlation of Mr. LEBWENHOECK'S letter to Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN of

January 22, 1683, was read, concerning generation from an animalcule, not an

egg; the muſcles of a flea, and its testicles, the worm and nympha, the sting and

wings of a gnat, and its feathers z the alteration made in the blood by ſa/ w

Ializ'e aleoſz m.

A letter from Mr. LISTER with ſome draughts in metzotinto, dedicated" to Sir

JOHN Hosvas, was read, containing an account of a Roman altar in all its di
menſions, as it was found near the river Tlne in the biſhopric of Durhſiam '.

Some account by Monſ. JUSTEL of the philoſophical books publiſhino in

France s was read. 5

A letter from Dr. PLOT, dared at Oxford 5 February 168.; h, was' read, givino

an account of ſeveral philoſophical matters examined by an ingenious aſſembly r:

Oxford. lt was as follows : '

" The company met as uſually, where first report was made, that the experi

" ment of baking nitre with ſand in equal proportions did not ſucceed, either in

d Letteþbook, VOL viii_ p_ 257_ - 2 This is prOpably Mr. Jus'rEL's letter to Mr.

e [bid vol. viii. p. 247. ASTON in the Letter-hook, vol. viii. p. 265.

ſ Ibid p 261. It is printed in the Philoſo- d Ibid. p.z'>7.

phical tranſactions, vol.xii. No 145. p, 70.

" the
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the baker's oven, or in a stronger heat in a crucible. The mixture, 'tis true,

came to a hard concretion, but being put into water (though cold) the ſalt diſ

ſolved, and the ſand fell into the ſame minute particles it conſisted of before

the mixture. However, it was queried, whether ſome other ſort of ſand, ſuch

as ſea-ſand, &c, might not anſwer expectation in this point, though that, which

was uſed, did not. In fine, 'twas concluded, that this exPeriment must needs

ſucceed, however, in any ſand with a ſufficient heat, as wc ſee it does in Vitri

fication in the glaſs-houſes, &c.

a As to the chyle-like ſubstance, whereof this lumbricus latus ſeemed to be

full, the company deſire to know, whether the animal voided it upon its being

put into the ſpirit of wine, or whether you ſaw it through the tranſparent coat

of it : And as to the quantity of ſlime it left in the ſpirit of wine, though but

a little while in it, it was deſired (with ſubmiſſion) that you would conſider,

whether it were neceſſary it ſhould all come forth of oral paſſages, it being con

ceived probable, that this ſlime might come forth of all the porcs of the animal

in all parts, upon its being put into the ſpirit of wine, which being of a ſearch

ing pungent nature, might eaſily inſert itſelf into all the pores, and expel

the ſlime, by ſeparating it, both from the animal, and its parts from one

another. ..< - '

" The preſſure of a body ſufpended on a ſpiral wire, was alſo conſidered, bu-t

that experiment was not conceived nice enough to try the difference of gravita

tions in 'vacua and in nere. Beſides it was hinted by way of objection, that

ſprings did loſe much of their restitutive power in the receiver of an air pump

well evacuated, which 'tis reſolVed ſhall be tried this week by. two (exquiſiter

made) minute watches, one to be put within, and the other to remain without,

the receiver; which if found true, 'twill be to little purpoſe to proceed any fur

ther in that matter.

" We failed this week alſo of tinging the [acts-e with an infuſion ofindigo in luke- A

warm water, the dog having gnawn his cord aſunder, and eſcaped before-we

met; but we have gotten another which will hardly be ſo fortunate. The ſue

ceſs you may expect this day ſevennight.

** To fill up the time of this meeting, one of the company gave us an account

of ſome strange efflUViums from the body ofa master of arts of his own college,

which both he and ſome others of our company had frequently ſeen. This gen

tleman is now about 21 years of age, who, whenever he puts off his clothes in

the dark, there appear ſparks of fire between his ſhirt and his waistcoat-;

whence they iſſue uſo violently, that they may be plainly heard to crackle, as

ſparks do ſometimes from wood, and this without any frication, or other vio

lence uſed.

" There was alſo a problem started, viz. why the arterial blood is not conveyed

by a direct paſſage to the liver, but first through the veſſels belonging to the in

testines : whereas to all other ſecretory viſcera it is conveyed directly out of the

' U aortau
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aorta. The arteria hepatica ſeeming to be to the liver as the arteria bron

chialis is to the lungs, only for the uſe of the particularpart.

** Mr. GOULD of Wadham College brought in the draught of a prodigious po

lypus found in a man's heart here at Oxford, which I have ſent you here in

cloſed with his account of it.

" The POLYPUS.

" The perſon, in whom we found this polypus, was a poor labouring man, a

mere stranger to the town, ſo that there cannot be given ſo particular account

of the ſymptoms he laboured under as the thing requires. He died above a

year and a half ago, no relations then or ſince inquiring after him. If there be

much heed to be given to the uſual outward medical ſigns, he ſeemed to be of

a melancholic constitution. As far as we could learn from the vulgar, who con

verſed with him in his illneſs, for he conſulted no phyſician at all, the diſ

temper he was infested with, was ſome ſits of the falling ſickneſs z an obstinate

quartan of above a year's Continuance; a deep jaundice to that degree, which

is Called the black, with its uſual conſequent, an univerſal ſettled cachexy; a

ſenſe of much preſſure at his stomach (as he termed it) very great ſhortneſs of

breath, with grievous involuntary ſighings, prodigious palpitations of his heart,

frequent ſwoonings. He died, according to the 'udgment of his atoendants,

in a ſhivering fit of his ague, with convulſions like thoſe of the epilepſy, not

without foaming at the mouth. Our deſign, upon this fair occaſion of a body

wholly at our own diſpoſal, was to make a muſcular diſſection ; ſo that a nice

particular ſcrutiny was not made in every part affected : what appeared obvious

is this, viz. a liver upon deep inciſions appearing bloodlcſs, stuft throughout

with a yellow gritty ſandy ſubstance, ſuppoſed to be gall concreted by a mor

bid acid. The like ſubſtance of a darker hue being alſo in the veſicula bilis,

his ſplecn only large, and of too ſoft looſe a texture. His omentum all rotten,

his stomach black with membranes extremely flaccid and thin, appearing mor

tified ; and upon 'cutting of it out,'though tied cloſe, it ſent forth an intolerable

ſouriſh rancid ſcent beyond that of aqua fortis: his lungs were distended, and

full of a purulent froth 3 his veins of an extraordinary bigneſs, particularly the

U jugulars, where the polypus past,were % of an inch diameter; an argument ſuffi

cient to demonstrate polypus's to be of a long growrh, and not extemporary

concretions made in veſſels, after death, as ſome fancy.

" The draught of the polypus I thought to have taken off by the new way,

and afterward with a pen to have perfected it ſomething fairer than now I ſend

it; but the attemtpt did not ſucceed : ſo l hope, Sir, you will pardon the ſend

ing of it thus de aced with thoſe blots in correcting the deſcription of it; but '

hereafter, if it be worth publiſhing, the draught may be amended. NVhat I

have written is all that occurred to my mind at the ſhort warning I had for this

deſcription; ſo I hope you will excuſe all faults, &c."

Ichzmzy 14. SlſJOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair. -

There
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There was preſented by Dr. PLOT another parcel of earths z 1. Terra Ni/atim.

2. Verde viridis Cypria. 3 A yellow mineral earth from Cyprus. 4.. Crete rubra

from France.

A, preſent of ſeveral medals for the repoſitory was made by Captain HAnLaY,

Mr. JAGER, a friend of Mr. CHOLMONDELEY, was propoſed as a good cor

reſpondent for the Society in the East-Indies; and it was ordered, he ſhould be

written to.

Sir WILLXAM PETTY named a tincture of ſaffron, to be tried how it would paſs

into thelactcar. The other colours, that were named, were litmus blue, gam

bogium and cochineal.

Dr. erw remarked, that there were ſeveral things, that cauſed a ſmell and

colour in the urine, when there was neither of them perceptible in the blood.

A letter from Dr. PLo'r,dated at Oxford rz February 168;', giving an account

of what had paſſed at a philoſophical aſſembly there, was read, and was as

follows :

** The company being met, the method and ſucceſs of the experiment on Fri

" day upon the ſpring of awatch in a well exhausted receiver of an air-pump,

** was first diſcourſed of. The' trial whereof was made in this manner : we took

" a watch and a pendulum clock both of the best reputation amongst us for

" going well, and ſet them exactly together on Thurſday in the evening, and

" locked them up in a room for 'fifteen hours, that we might first know what

" difference there wouldbe between them in all that time, ſo that allowance

** might be made when we come to trial of the experiment. In the morning

" we found them differ a minute and a half: however we proceeded to the trial,

" and hung the watch up in the top of a tall receiver, which being well evacu

" ated, we locked the watch and clock up again for four hours -, then returning

" again, we found the watch had lost in that little time near three minutes. Then

" locking them up again, we returned not after till twelve hours were expired,

" when we found the watch had lost near nine minutes; whence making ſome

" abatement for what the watch lost of the clock the night before, we concluded',

" that the watch had lost ſeven minutes at least. But ſome objections being made,

" upon a little bubble or two that appeared upon the hole Under the bottom of

" the receiver, through which the air is exhausted, and the gages being ſunk a

U little, that poſſibly ſome moisture might be gotten into the receiver (upon ſome

' defect of the ſlop-cock) which might affect the ſpring of the watch, and occa

" ſion this difference -, it was deſired, that further time might be aIIOWed for fre

** quent trial of this experiment, hasty determinations in ſuch nice matters being

" looked upon amongst us as very pernicious.

" The ſame day we alſo tried Mr. Lrs'rzk's experiment for ſinging the lacteaz,

" with an infuſion of indigo, which upon filtration being found to be no true

i Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 273.

** cincture0
a;
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tiuc'iure, the liquor being tranſmitted clear, it was ordered, that Mr. LlSTER

ſhould be wrote to, to know how he made his cincture ;_ andthat for this time

a tincture of Venus ſhould rather be uſed : but' whether by reaſon of the astrin

gency of the injected liquor, or becauſe we waited for the event not long

enough (though the dog was kept empty and fasting above two days, and 12
ounces of liquor were injected at least) there was not the least appearance ſiof any

tincture in the lacteals. However, we are not diſcouraged by theſe many diſ

appointments, but many other tinctures are thoughtof, and frequent trials

will be made, ſome whereof were ordered at this meeting. _n' ,,_ > _.

'

" Then there was an aecount given of the diſſection of the genitals of a boar

made at Christmas, which animal (as they all agreed) has evidently four di

stinct ſeminal juices, and as many distinct exits for them : the exit of the proſ

tates, whoſe juice is extreme clammy, and very like the gluten in the cervix

uteri of pregnant cows, being a vhand's breadth and moredistant from the rest ;

and all the other exits (but that of the prostates) about the crista gallinaginis.

The prostates are covered with very strong muſcles to'ſqueezezout- the afore

ſaid clammy juice. The juice brought from the stones by the vaſa deferentia

was very thick and white, and the epididymides were full of the ſame. There

are two distinct ſorts of veſiculz ſeminales; the one extreme large, membra

nous, like the ſkin containing the ſpawn offiſhes, which diſcharged a vast quan

tity of _very thin, almost limpid, juice on thejugum of the crista gallinaginis -,

the other veſiculae ſmaller, nearer the urethra, were more thick and glandulous,

yielding a thick whitejuice, just under each ſide of the crista. The, penis was

; of a yard long, crooked toward the end, winding about like a wimble.

There is a valve just behind the exitof the prostates. '

55 Another of the company gave a strange relation, but a very true one, howa

friend of his, amaster of arts of this univerſity, 'who was exceedingly troubled

with deafneſs, had found out a remedy for it, in great meaſure at least, by go

ing into the bellfry of his college on the Ist of November last, where staying

for ſome time among the bells (which are thebiggest in toWn) he found his

hearing ſo well restored, that it continued with him near two months after;

and decaying. he repaired to the ſame remedy, and recovered it again, as he

constantly now does, as often as he finds that ſenſe to fail him. The relations

of Mr. BOYLB and Dr. HOLDER concerning perſons, that could hear better in

London streets upon the ratling of coaches, with the reaſons of it, were here

upon diſcourſed of -, but this being more conſiderable in divers reſpects, l was

however ordered to acquaint you with it. Your's, See."

Upon a diſcourſe about the polypus found in a diſſection of a man's heart at

Oxford, Dr. KING mentioned his having predicted a polypus in a patient four or

five days before he was troubled with it; and that he afterwards cut it out of his

heart, being as big as his fist. *

of the vein going into the'left auricle of the heart,

He alſo mentioned a stone, which he had found, that had stopped up the paſſage

ſi 2 Dr.
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Dr TYSON' mentioned his having diſſected an hydropie body not quite cold,

in which ſome of the blood let out of the veins into the thorax, as it came to

cool, turned preſently into a matterlike that of a polypus.

Mr. Hooxe brought in a method of explaining the cauſe of gravity, an ac

count of which he was to give in writing.

'Feh 21, Sir JOHN Hosvas vice-preſident in the chair.

There was preſented by Dr. PLOT a ſmall box of Engliſh earths, t. A white

earth for poliſhing ſilver. 2. A very weighty white earth deſcribed in the

Natural Hzstory of Oxford/hire, ch. 3. p. 4. 3. Lac Luna- deſcribed, ibid. ch. 3.

4. A bole of Oxfordſhire. 5. An earth found under Fair r-rings.

A note from Monſ. JUSTEL " was read, together with a letter to him from two

capuchins at Nantes, Frere TRANCLVILLE D'ORLEANS and HENRY m: MONTBA

zon, capucins cle Louvre, dated I 3 February 168; N. 5.' intimating their deſign

of writing to the Society concerning ſeveral diſcoveries made by themſelves in

phyſic and chemistry. Mr. ASTON was deſired to acquaint Monſ. JUSTEL, that

the Society was ready to accept the offer of their correſpondence -, and that they

needed only to direct their letter to one of the ſecretaries, from whom they ſhould

alſo receive ſuch anſwers, as were requiſite.

Mr. HENSHAW having been deſired by the Society to peruſe Mr. LrSTER's

book of the mineral waters in England, there was accordingly read a particular

account of the contents of the book, together with ſeveral obſervations upon the

matters there treated of -, as alſo an intimation of ſome things fit to be made trial

of before the Society, which were recommended to Mr. Hooxz.

1. Whether iron bruſh ore of the forest of Dean would anſwer the magnet ?

2. Whether'the mud and ſand of the Bath-water being heated, would ſend

forth a kind of a flame or light ?

3. Whether the ſilings of iron, if moistened with water, will grow hot like

quick lime P the truth of which experiment Dr. SLARE ſeemed to attest.

4. Whether red oker burnt would apply to the magnet ?

5. Whether okers diluted ſo long till the water will no longer turn inky

with galls have yet a vitriolic effioreſcence ?

6. Whether by means of kelp put into ſea-water there be gotten a freſh potable

water P
'

There were alſo ſome exceptions against the inflammableneſs of nitre, the

5 Letter-book, vol. viii. p, 284. Ibid. p. 280.

VOL. IV. B l) a cauſing
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cauſing of rain, thunder, and ſubterraneous heat, chiefly by pyrites and ſal

calcarium.

Upon the mentioning black lead to be found only in Westmorland, Mr. Han

BERT ſaid, that there was a mine of it belonging to Mr. 'HiLROM BAULKS, but,

_ he knew not whether it were the ſame.

Mr. HOOKE mentioned one in New England, and Mr. HOUGHTQN one in.

Penſilvania, and Dr. PLOT one in-Cumberland. -

It was ordered, that Mr. LISTER ſhould be deſired, iſ he could ſpare it, to ſend'

\up apiece of that petrified aſh, which he ſaid had the qualities oſ the magnetz as.

alſo lome ſamples of ores and earths for the repoſitory.

Upon mentioning ſome medicated ſ irings to 'be full of pyrites, the preſident

and Mr. AUBREY affirmed, that ſeveral, that were dug in Surrey and Kent as far

as Shooter's hill, were full of pyrites.

A letter from Mr._ WILLIAM MUSCRAVE of New-college in Oxford to Mr.
ASTON, dated February 20, 163;k was read, giving an account of two ſeveral.

exPeriments made with two tinctures of indigo injected into the duodenum of

two dogs, according to Mr. LISTER's direction; in both which experiments the

lactea: appeared coloured blue in the ſame proportion as the tinctures themſelves

were to one another. '

This account was ordered to be registered--, and, for the greater authority, Mr,

MUSGRAVE was to be deſired to name the perſons, who were preſent at his mak

ing the experiments. His account was as follows :

" I have lately repeated Mr. LISTER'S experiment mentioned in the last tranſ

" action, much after his own manner, and with ſucceſs; l ſyringed about Exii

" of a moderate tincture of indigo, without any filtration beforehand, into the

" ileon of a dog; which had had no meat nor water for ſixteen, and but little meat

" for twenty four hours before the experiment, the guts again being put into the

" abdomen, &e. Three hours after I returned, and upon opening the abdomen
" of the dog (which had been kept muzzled all this while) I ſaw ſeveral laeſiteal

" veins of a bluiſh colour: they were eaſily ſeen, when the meſentery lay looſe,

" but upon stretching it did diſ-appear. Two days after I tried another CXPLI'i

** ment, in which I ſyringed gxii of tincture of indigo into the ileon ofa lusty

*'* dog, which had been kept fasting thirty ſix hours before. Though my experi

" ment did not ſucceed as I expected, yetI met with this obſervable; upon putting

" in the guts after I had injected the cincture, I ſaw four or live of thelacteals

" full of a deep azure liquor; which was the happy event of my tarrying longer

" than ordinary about ſewing'up the gut. I might urge ſeveral arguments ſrom

" anatomy to prove, that thoſe veſſels, that appeared thus more or leſs blue, were.

" really lactcals 3 but ifl argue only from the colour it may be ſufficient. Now

I' Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 279.

" the.
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U the colour of theſe veſiifls being (in both the experiments) differing from that of

" the blood veſſels; and there being the ſame differences in the deepneſs of the

" colour of the veſſizls that was obſerved in the deepneſs of the colour of the

" tincture, Iam apt to think, thatI do not impoſe on myſelf in this matter.

" There were two gentlemen of this univerſity, who are no strangers to anatomy,

" and were pleaſed to aſſist me in the experiments before mentioned, and can at

" test-the truth'of whatl write to you.

". You will have a larger account of the testicles of aboar, as ſoon as the author

" of the account, already ſent to you, has any opportunity to try over his experi_

" ment a ſecond time. *

" That ſome polypuſes grow in a very little time may be true, but 'tis hard

to think that all do ſo; for when a polypus is the cauſe of the palpitation of th_e

U heart for ſeveral years, and the Palpitation increaſes, we may ſuppoſe, that the

" polypm increaſes alſo.

C a

" The great haste, that I am in, does force me to write after an unuſual manner

U to you, and perhaps not expreſs myſelf clearly to you 5 butI hope you will ex-_

** cuſe, &c. New-college, February 20, 16833'

A lump of earth being produced by Mr. AUBRBY, upon trial made thereof

Dr. PLOT found it to be a good marl, and no better. ' '

The experiment was made of a body poiſed ſo, as just to be covered with water,

which by a knock at the bottom of the veſſel was made to ſink more into the wa

ter : an account of which was expected from Mr. Hooxe.

Feb. 28, at a meeting of the COUNCiL were preſent

Sir JOHN Hosvas preſident

Sir WlLLIAM PETTY Mr. PERRY

Mr. HILL Dr. PLOT

Mr. PACKER Mr. ASTON.

Dr. KING

' The ſpeedy collecting of the arrears being conſidered, it was ordered,

That the bonds of Dr. THOMAS Cox, Dr. JAMES ARDERNE, Dr. JOHN An

LEN, and ANTHONY Earl of Shafteſbury be put into the hands of Mr. OLIVER

SALISBURY, an attorney, who was deſired to ſpeak to the executor of the Earl of

SHAFTESBURY and to the other three perſons, and upon their refuſal to pay him,

immediately to deſire an appearance ofthe three perſons, and put their bonds in ſuit

in the most expeditious way poſſible.

It being mentioned, that the Society wanted experiments at their ordinary meet

b a r ings,
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ings, Dr. Tvsou and Dr. SLARE were propoſed as perſons very fit to aſſist the 80-

ciety in that work, and unanimoufiy accepted. Whereupon it was ordered,

That Dr. TYSON aſſisting the Society this year in making anatomical diſſections

and obſervations, and Dr. SLARE in making chemical and other experiments, ſhall

be rewarded each of them at the end of the year with a piece of plate to the value.

of 201; and that the expences, which they ſhall be at in making experiments,,

ſhall be allowed them, as is uſual to other curators.

It was mentioned, that Dr. TYSON and Dr. SLARE would ſo ſettle the buſineſs;

among themſelves, that the Society at every meeting ſhould never be without an.

experiment from one of them.

. A propoſalv being. made, that- themathematicarinstruments or engines, which,

had at any time been made by the Society,, or given to them, as alſo the appara

tus made uſe of in* the making experiments, might be taken an account of,"

brought together, and carefully preſerved; it was ordered accordingly,

That Mr, HOOKE be ſpoken to, that he give the best account he can of them'

at the next meeting of the council, there being many of them ſaid by the preſident

to be laid together in an upper room.

Mr. ASTQN having propoſed, that he might have authority to buy up any

ſmall new book for the Society, or other neceſſaries for the execution of his office,

or ſmall preſents for his correſpondents -, it was ordered accordingly, and that he

ſhould be repaid his expences by the treaſurer.

At a meeting of the SocuzTY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident

in the chair,

Upon the burning a pyrites, as deſcribed by Mr. LlSTER, the powder was;

found to apply very well to the magnet. . '

A letter from Monſ, M-ARIOTTE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Paris February 2 3.

168.}. N. S.l was read, giving an account of ſome new books printed there -, as,

alſo of ſome obſervations of (Assmi upon VENUS, and of Monſ. VARlN about;

the neceſſity of ſhortening the line of the pendulum, beating a ſecond in places near;
the zquator T; of a Paris inch, ſi '

Upon ſpeaking of the Paris foot, Mrt FLA-MSTEAD being ſaid to have it made, -

it was deſired, that the Society might cauſe one to be made after his model, to be

kept in the repoſitory.

In the ſame letter of Monſ. MARIOTTE, a demonstration having been men

tioned, how the length of the pendulum at Paris being 3 feet 8;- lines ſhould neare

the quuator be two lines leſs, and near Spitſberg one and % longer, upon the ſup-.

I Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 286.

poſitionſi
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poſition of the diurnal motion of the earth 3 it was queried by Mr. HALLEY, what

_ oſition, as to the meridian, their pendulum vibrated in : as alſo what hight from

the ſea; he having been forced at St. Helena to contract his pendulum, being

' then at the hight of 400 toiſes ; which he took to proceed from the decreaſe of the

gravitating power at that hight from the ſea.

A letter of Dr. PlT of Oxford to- Dr. PLOT m was read, giving an account of.ſi

ſome trials made with a magnet upon ſeveral preparations of crocus martis, ſome'

of which applied very well tO-the magnet, and others not: as alſo of a child of

eight months old having the dura mater in all parts. firmly fastened to the cra

nium. The letter was as follows: .

" l communicated your last to the company, who own themſelves much obliged

a to you for the information you gave at the last meeting: but we cannot think

" we have yet me'rited ſo far, as the public notice of the Society, and deſire only

" their pardon, or at most a favourable acceptance of thoſe little things we

" can hence preſent you with. Mr. MUSGRAVE and Mr. PACKER, &c. who

** made the experiment of tincture- of indigo, are fully ſatisfied, that they ſaw it

" in very many of the lactere, but they intend tomake further trials of that

" kind, and deſign a more perfect account, than they can at preſent preſent you

'* with. We made a few experiments of crocus of steel applying to the magne',,

V and crocus from the distillation of ſal armoniac on &lingsz- the crocus cum ſely/um,

" readily applied. to the load-stone; but eſpecially- tart. cbaſybeat. though the

'* metalline parts had been ſo far. divided by the tartar, as to paſs through the pa

" per filtre : but the crocus from the distillation of ſal armoniac, after it had been

" ſome time in a strong fire, and the crocus martis astring. (calcined in a re

** verberatory) didnot take the least notice of the magnet, and yet we doubt not

" but theſe crocuſes with fluxing powder may be reduced into steel. Theſe little

** trials are of ſome uſe in medicine, but' whether. they. may be to-any advantage

** compared with Dr..Lrsarn's obſervatory; we refer to you. I am confident

" there is no black lead. found in Dorſetſhire; you may have flintand chalk

'3 enoughthere, but nothing like that mineral. I ſaw the dura mater in a child

" of eight months old firmly in all parts fastened to the cranium. The impreſ

" ſions frequently ſeen in the oſſa ſincipitis of the arterial branches, where the dura

" mater was, as uſually diſingaged' from' the' ſkull, make it probable it had beerr

" affixt to it.-. But of this I deſire you to enquire : your anſwer toit, and a fur-'

" ther-account of what ſhallbe the next weekobſCrvedby the Society, will very

U much oblige-us, particularly, &c.'." , '

fl/[arcb 7, Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident in the chain.

There were preſented from Dr. PLo-r four more earths,£ viz. t. Tobacco-pipe

Clay from Shotover. 2. Some yellow oker from Shotover. 3. Clay yellow oker

from Shotover. 4. Terra lapidoſa found between Thame and Kinſey in.

Oxford ſhire.

i' Letter-book, voL.viii. p. 288..

Three
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Three earths were likewiſe ſent to the Society by Mr. FLAMSTEAD, which had

'been found in digging a well at Greenwich. They ſeemed to be all Clay, though

of very different colours.

A letter of Mr. GOULD 'to Mr. ASTON, dated at Viſadham college in Oxford

March 6, i68}" was read, mentioning, that a tincture of stone-blue appeared

freſh not only in the lacteaz, but alſo in the receptacut'um and ductur thoraatus:

that the ſame tincture with an acid turned into a lively red, but with an alcaii the

blue was more intended: that a vial filled to the neck with oil of Vitriol mix:

with a little water continued to run over ſeveral days together : and that oil of tar

tar per' deliquium falling on a deal ſhelf was in ſome time covered with a perfect

nitre.

This occaſioned a diſcourſe concerning aerial magnets ; oil of Vitriol drawing

--water out of the air; and calx's growing heavicr in the air; Dr. SLARE remark

ing, that phoſphorus after burning increaſed above four times its own weight.

In a diſcourſe about ſalts it was propounded by Mr. HENSHAW, whether any'

perſon could make it appear, that ſalts, which had never been in the fire, would

by mixture together produce an actual heat.

A letter of Mr. LISTER to Mr. ASTON, dated at York March 3, 1683ſ P was

read, containing an anſwer to ſome objections, that had been made to ſome paſſages

in his bOOk about mineral water. It was as follows :

" Objections fairly put are, and will be ever, welcome to me -, but if studiouſly

made to beget diſcourſe, I am an enemy to them, and ſhall decline anſwering

them, becauſe they hinder a man's own thoughts and tire him, like a great

dust raiſed in a ſandy road, that blinds a man rather than promotes his journey.

And indeed one is apt enough to raiſe dust of himſelf, for there is yet little

enough, that can be diſcourſed of in natural philoſophy, but is too liable to ob

" jections. However 1 will tell you what l think of thoſe you ſent me, though

" they may be anſwered, and are ſo in a great part in the book.
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1. " 'Nitre is not of itſelfinflammable; if it be meant of ſalt-petre, melted ina

crucible, it is true, but if the ſame be cast into the naked fire, it is otherwiſe,

for it flames readily. Thus brimstone itſelf is to be melted and kept ſo inflamed :

but it ſerves my turn to distinguiſh betwixt the two nitres, that ſalt-petre is

infiammable in a naked fire, and that rock-nitre is not ſo, however managed.

Beſides*the eſſential difference of the crystals, if it be meant, that ſalt-petre

will not take fire of itſelf, nor will rock-nitrc; but if the vegetation of this

latter be hot, which I think I have ſufficiently proved, it is enough for my

purpoſe. '
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2. " That the pyrites need not be ſo much concerned in rain: it is leſs con

cerned in rain than rock-nitre, becauſe it is infinitely leſs in quantity, becauſe

n Letter-book, voi. n'ii p. 293. ſ P lbid. p. 292.
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the greatest part of the mountains are of lime-stone : but iſ it be true, that all

ſprings and waters vaporate or ſend forth a humid vapour upon the account of

vegetating ſalts, which I think I have proved, then is the rock-nitre much

concerned, as alſo the pyrites, and I will not ſay but alſo vegetating ſalt too.

" Butl cannot ſolve thunder ſhowers without a vapour from the pyrites : and

much more I could ſay, .if it, were convenient to anticipate my papers, to,

prove it.

3. " That nitre and other things beſides the pyrites and lapis calcarius may be

the cauſes of ſubterraneous heats, &e. agreed: but it must be remembered,

that the baths of England are my talk only. As for nitre, 'rf it be meant ſalt

petre, Ithink it will not be proved, that there ever was found of it in the

bowels of the mountains, but only where men and beasts have frequented. And

in ſpn'ngs, where it is not naturally found, it is far from me to ſuſpect it as a

cauſe. As for Borelli, I never law the book : but I am apt to believe the py

rites a ſufficient cauſe of- the infiammability of all the vulcanos of the world,

for that all the other metalla inflammaþiiia are very ſmall and inconſiderable, if

compared to it ;v and GOD forbid they ſhould be otherwiſe, being many of

them pernicious poiſon, and therefore providentially little and rare. '

" I do purpoſe to print the ad part ſome time this year, if I live, and then I ſhall'
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endeavour to give what ſatisfaction l can to ſuch reaſonable objections as ſhall

be fairly put.

" The book is ſo ill printed, for want oſ letters and a corrector, that l am

aſhamed of the little impreſſion I made here : however I have ſent them all up

to Mr. CHURCHILL to diſpoſe of them as you ſhall. order, there being not above

thirty left undiſpoſed of.

" I have likewiſe ſent up in the ſame box the copper plate of the altar, and

deſire only a hundred fairly printed off to be reſerved for me to be put to a

bookl intend, and then the plate is it your ſervice: it will print well and long

enough, being a rough ground, eſpecially if care be taken, that the ink be all

well and firmly ground, otherwiſe theſe kind of plates, are ſoon ſpoiled. I re

commend you to Mr. P. TEMI'EST in the Strand to get it 'well printed, for

myſelf and you.

** You-may command what earths I have by me, and any thing elſe to facili

tate the experiments deſigned -, but I deſire you would particularly name them,

and the circumstances you deſire to be informed of, &C., York March 3,

1682.

A letter of Monſſ JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON, dared March 5, 1683.q was

read, mentioning new relation publiſhed by monſ. Rezouz'r of the western parts

ofAmerica from Canada to the gulph of Mexico; as allo giving an account ot

2 Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 296. '

Z IllOX'DU'r
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mortar-pieces cast at Paris, ready fixed to the angle of forty five degrees, which

could be ſo managed by proportioning the powder, as to throw a bomb to any

distance within 1300 toiſes. This letter took notice likewiſe, that the pretended

contrivanceofrendering wood incombustible was found to be a cheat.

Dr. S'LARE brought in a vitrified ſubstance made of half an ounce oſ petre to an

ounce of ſand, being a trial of ſomething, that had been ſaid of petre and ſand

baking into a stone. _

Dr. SLARE communicated an account oſ ſome experiments ſent by Dr. PIT

about the force oſ a loadstone upon ſeveral crocus's, and other chemical bodies,

made out of iron.

He alſo ſhewed the cracur cum ſu þbure, to apply to the magnet : but the crocus

martis rdiringem, made in a reverberatory fire, not to yield to it at all.

Nlarrb 14. Sir JOSEPH WILLlAMSON in the chair :

A gentleman of Pruflia, at the deſire of Mr. HA'AK, had leave of the Society to

be preſent.

An account being given of Dr. Ptor's having examined ſome earths ſent at the

last meeting by Mr. FLAMSTEAD, which the Dr. ſound to be different marls, Sir

WlLLlAM PETTY took occaſion from hence to move, that the criteria or diſtin

guiſhing qualities of ſeveral natural things might be ſo agreed on, that there -

might be no ambiguity in the terms. He inquired particularly what was the no

tion of_marl, fullers-earth, clay, &c.?

To this Dr. PLOT anſwered, that he thought clay might be distinguiſhed by

its not diſſolvilng in water 3, and that therefore it was commonly ground of bogs :

That marl had always a greet miXt with it;

That fuller's earth was withoth greet :

That loam is an earth fit for making bricks, which will not crack in the fire 1

That chalk is injured by being wet, and becomes unfit to ſcore :

But that oker ſeores better and firmer foribeing wet:

That free-stone has no [lates nor grain : that it will cut uniformly, and not

eaſily break to pieces as marble: that it is ſofter in the quarry than out : that it

* ivill ſaw without ſand and water.

Dr. PLOT was then deſired, at his leiſure, to draw up a farther account of theſe

and other things of the like nature, and ſend it to the Society.
2 ſſ Mr. Hooxs
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Mr. HOOKE distinguiſhed stones into thoſe, that had a bituminous and ſui

phureous cement, and thoſe, that had a ſaline:

That the bituminous burnt to lime:

But that the ſaline turned hard:

That marble was a bituminous, but Portland stone a ſaline:

That loam was a mixture of ſand and clay :

That clay was ſittest for making bricks 3 and ſo uſed by the Romans ; but re

qurred a long time for the making them : that the clay must be laid open to the

air and frost to have the body of it opened :

That stones, that are flaky, ought to be laid in the building as they lie-in their

bed; elſe they will be apt to moulder and decay:

That ſome stones, that cut firm, yet by lying in the air, diſſolved, ſeeming

to be made of a vitriolated ſalt.

Dr. PLOT being ſaid to have twenty two ſorts of iron ore ſent him out of Suſſex,

Sir WrLLrAM PETTY remarked, that a criterion of them, and of all iron, was,

that, if they are a little calcined in the fire, they stick to the tongue. '

Upon reading the minutes oſ the last meeting, wherein was mentioned the

ringing of the lactea: with stone-blue, Sir WlLLIAM PETTY took notice; that

the paſſages into them must neceſſarily be very large and open, ſince they receiv

ed ſo groſs a body: that he conceived it to be ſmalt, which appears to the eye

very rough upon painting: and that indigo being but a fecula was not proper

neither : for which reaſon he preferred liting and violet, that had been formerly

mentioned for blues:

The words corgſidembly I/zgger having been uſed in ſome things, that were

read, Sir Wr'LLrAN PETTY cautioned, that no word might be uied but what

marks either number, weight, or meaſure.

A letter from Mr. GOULD to Mr. ASTON, dated at Wadham-college in Ox

ford, March 13, 168-3-r was read, giving an account of a trial made of the at

traction of oil of Vitriol in glaſſes of different mouths. The first glaſs, the mouth

having -;- an inch diameter, weighed with the liquor 42. 15. 30 gr. but_af_ter hav

ing stood a week weighed 42. 33. The ſecond glaſs of rectiſied oil of Vitriol perſe

having the opening three inches diameter, and weighing 12. 15. 41 gr. after it

had stood a week, was increaſed in weight 7 5. 25 gr. ſo that the alteration was

ſomething after the proportion of the diameter of the veſſels.

ſ Letter-book, vgl.viii. p. 303.

VoL. IV. C c Mr. Hooxs
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Mr. Hooxr: obſerved, that things, which had ſuffered the fire, were apt to at

tract. *

Upon mentioning the attraction of nitre by oil of tartar, Sir VVILLlAM PELTY

recommended to the Society the distinguiſhing of chemical ſalts by ſome ſenſible

mark, ſuch as the riſing of ſpirit oſ wine ſeven; eight, or ten inches to a flame,

and ordinary aqua vita: not above an inch.

Mr. Hooxz ſaid, that he took Volatile bodies to be ſuch, as mixt eaſily with

the air: that the more eaſily they mix, ſh much the more volatile they are. He

named three degrees of them; ſome, that mix with cold, ſome with a tepid,

and ſome with a very hot.

Fixed bodies he understood to be ſuch, as will not mix with the air.

It being queried at the last meeting, whether ſalts not having ſuffered the fire,

would heat by being mixed ;

Mr. Hooxa mentioned braſs lumps ſound in cole-pits, being a kind oſ Vitrio

late ſalt, which have been ſaid to take fire by rain and weather, burning the

houſes, where they have been laid.

He alſo named fermenting ſubstances, ſuch as hay.

Dr. PLOT named a stuff called lam, lying among the ſhale of cole-pits, which

being mixed with water and other ſubstances there found, ſets the pits on fire,

though no perſon had worked there for a long time.

Upon mentioning in the minutes French mortar-pieces ſhooting I 300 toiſes, it

was queried, whether the force of powder would not put the out fuz6e: as alſo

whether grenados ſhot in a ſhort gun by one of the King's gunners, was not the

invention of Sir WILLIAM PETTY about eight or nine years before.

Dr. Tvsou was ready to exhibit the anatomy of a worm, which was deferred,

as the time was too far ſpent.

Mr. HOOKE brought in an experiment for proving an attraction from the ſur

ſace of a glaſs of water to the place struck with a fiddle-stick on the ſide; an ac

count oſ which was directed to be brought in.

Dr. PLOT ſhewed a parcel of legumina and other grains brought from

the Indies; the names of which were Surinam peaſe, clay peaſe, East-India

maiz, black ſpeckled peaſe, East-lndia kidney beans ſpotted red, caſhou, a

black-eyed pea, Jamaica peaſe, a large flat White bean, the red pea, a large

black ſpotted pea.

Sir WILLIAM PETTY mentioned an opinion of ſome men, that freſh ſalmon

would
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would stink by being carried through a field of beans at the time when they are

bloſſoming: but the truth of it was very much doubted.

March 21. Sir JOSEPH WlLLLAMSON in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, which mention irOn ore's stick

ing to the tongue, after having ſuffered fire 3 - -

The ſame quality was asterted to be in ſeveral holes, in many of which Dr.

SLARE was of opinion, there is iron contained.

Upon mentioning ſome things, that had been formerly treated of by the Society,

it wzu recommended to the council to conſider of a way of making a general index,

like a concordance, to the journals and register-books of the Society; for the

doing which it would be neceſſary to frame a dictionaryof ſuch words or heads,

as are to be inſerted into the concordance, as alſo to look over the journals and

registers, and to rectify them, if there be occaſion.

A letter of Mr. GOULD to Mr. ASTON, dated at Wadham-college. March 20,

1683ſ ' was read, mentioning the eaſy flaming of the steams, which ariſe from the

pouring oil of Vitriol upon filings of steel, when a candle is applied to them. Up

on which Dr. SLARB was deſired to prepare the ſame for the next meeting.

In the ſame letter was a fuller account of the imbibing of the moisture of the air

by oil of Vitriol. The quantity of the oil of Vitriol at first was but 6 3. 6 gr. but

the increaſe in a fortnight's time was I I 3. 5 gr. over and above.

A letter from Dr. PLOT was read, containing an account of a monstrous birth

of one TAYLER of Heywood in Staffordſhire; the monster itſelf being promiſed

to be ſent to the Society at their next meeting. In the mean time there was read a

letter of Mr. SAMPSON BlRCH of Stafford to Mr. WALTER CHETWYND ofIngstry

giving him a particular information of the matter of fact.

The Society not doubting of the ſincerity of Mr. BIRCH, but being not over

credulOUS of strange stories, Sir ROWLAND WYNNE undertook to write to Sir

CHARLES WOLSELEY about it, as living near the woman, who produced the mon

ster, and having been fOrmerly her' master.

Dr. SLARE produced a phoſphorus, which had formerly ſhined for five or ſix

hous in 'vacuo Boyliano; but then being extinct it could never be brought to ſhine

again by any extraordinary heat applied to it, but had continued dark for about

five months. \

The vacuum was tried by breaking one end of the glaſs under water, and prov

ed good.

f Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 309.

C c 2 Ther
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There was alſo ſhewn a phoſphorus in water, which darted fiaſhes through the

water like lightning : upon which was read an analogy between common light

ning and the phoſphorus ', they ſeeming to agree in many particulars.

1683. Marcia 28, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent

Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. MERIDITH

Mr. PACKER Mr. PERRY.

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON.

The arrears of Sir JONAS Moon and Mr. THOMAS BARRINGTON being upon

bond, were ordered to be demanded of their executors.

The council having taken notice, that the journal books of the meetings of the

Society, which have been written ſince 1677, have ſeveral vacancies in them,

omiſſions of things and names, and mistakes; it was ordered,

That any three or more of the council, then preſent,'or of any other members of it

for the preſent year, be a committee to meet at the repoſitory, and inſpect the jour

nal books, to note any vacancies, omiſſions, or mistakes; or, Mr. Hooxz being

preſent, to mend them, and ſupply them, with his conſent or opinion, and on

just occaſions alter and strike out ſuch places or paſſages, as he and they ſhall

agree to; and in caſe of diſagreement, make report to the council, that they

may take farther order therein: and if the omiſſions and vacancies be ſuch, as

could not be ſupplied, then to draw lines there in void ſpaces, that for the future

there may be no new thing written therein.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident

in the chair.

A letter from Mr. GOULD, dated at Oxford, March 27, 1683," was read,

mentioning an experiment made there by steeping true Engliſh ſlate in water, and

mixin with it the infuſion or powder of galls, to ſee, whether it would turn inky.

This ucceeded according to expectation, and ſeemed of good' uſe, both for di

stinguiſhing the true ſiate, and finding out the mineral, which probably makes it

ſo good a medicine.

Upon diſcourſing concerning Iriſh flate, Sir WlLLIAM PETTY remarked, that

there were two ſorts in Ireland; the one more strong or ſiaty, found at Slane in

the county oſ Meath; the other an earth or bole, being blacker and leſs ſlaty than

the former, casting ſomething alumiſh, and being found near ſome places, which

afford alum. This being the best is found in Kerry near Armagraſs.

It was recommended to Dr. SLARE to try the experiment abovementioned before

the Society at their next meeting.

1 Dr. Smith's account of his experiments on Tranſactions, N'. 150. p. 289.

this ſubject is printed in the Philoſophicul Mr.
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Mr. GouLD's letter contained likewiſe a trial to ſeparate the acids from the

mercury in mercurius dulcis, by ſpirit ofſal armoniac, upon which the mercury

appeared in a. black form. This experiment was repreſented as of good uſe in

caſes of poiſon by ſublimate, and for the ſubduing acid Juices in the body.

This experiment was recommended to Dr. SLARE to be made by him.

In the ſame letter was a farther account of the addition to the oil of vitriol this

third week z which (the liquor being now very weak) was butone drachm twenty

grains; but the increaſe in the whole above treble the first weight.

Upon this Dr. SLARE gave an account of his having expoſed in a broad glaſs

ſix drachms of oil of vitriol, which after eight hours weighed one drachm thirty

two grains more. After 32 hours it had gained three drachms and a half above

the first weight : and this was done, the room being very cloſe, and the air very

dry.

This experiment, though the additions after three weeks were not expected to

be conſiderable, was thought fit by Mr. HENSHAW to be farther carried on by

an inquiry into the nature of the compounded liquor, whether the increaſe would

prove a ſalt or a phlegm. He propoſed the distilling it in balm-30, and ſome other
ſſways, whereby a nitrous ſalt would be made to riſe before a vitriolic.

Dr. PLOT ſent afarther relation of the monstrous birth in Staffordſhire, as it

came to him in a letter from Mr. SAMPSON BlRCH, alderman and apothecary of

Stafford ", together with the ſubstance itſelf, which was to be ſhewn the Society,

and then ſent him back.

This ſubstance appeared much the ſame, as' was deſcribed. It was ordered to

be leſt in Dr. TYSON's hands to make ſome obſervations on it, and to get the

figure of it taken.

Two letters to Mr. As'rou were read,'_the one fr0m Mr. ANDREW BORCKMAN,

dated at Hamburgh March 16, 168y, incloſing another from JOHN Eruc OLHOFF,

ſecretary of the republic of Dantzick, dated there February 1, 1683ſ *, giving no

tice of the latter's having ſent the Society for themſelves and ſome others a preſent

of a book publiſhed by himſelf, containing the judgments of ſeveral learned men

in Europe upon the performances of Mr. Heveuus in astronomy.

A letter from Dr. LlSTI-ZR to Mr. ASTON, dated at York March 26, 1683',

was produced, containing an account of an hydrophoby in aman bitten by a mad

dog -, which letter was referred to the next meeting.

* ' Two letters oſ his to Dr. PLOT, one dared "' Ibid. p. 312.

Feb. i, and the otherFeb. 28, 1683. are inſerted x Ibid. p. 313.

in the Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 330 and 333. 7 lbid. pf 314. It is printed in the Philo

An extract of them is printed in the Piloſoph. ſephieal Tranſactions. Vol. xii. N'147. p. 162.

Tranſ. No 150. p. 281. for May 1683.

1 Dr.
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Dr. Tvson read a lar e diſcourſe concerning the Inmbrim: [afar ', conſisting

of ſeveral obſervations o his own, and a refutation of ſeveral errors maintained at

ſeveral times concerning it.

Mr. _H00KE was ready to bring in a magnetical experiment; but it was de

ferred till the next meeting.

Mr. HUNT preſented for the repoſitory alarge (hell of an echinus marinus from

a friend of his. .

April 4. Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the chair.

Mr. HOOKE exhibited an experiment tending to explain magnetiſm :

There were two flat pieces of wood like rulers, the one- having a pin fastened

in the middle; the other was in the middle ſuſpended by that pin like a needle of

the compaſs. By knocking gently on the end of the lower piece of wood, the

upper piece moved towards the line of knocking, or not a quarter of the com

paſs from it. The application of this experiment was not declared.

Mr .WALLER ſhewed ſome rough ſapphires, which strongly adhered to the

magnet,

It was much doubted, whether thoſe ſubstances be what they are ſold for ; and

it was deſired, that aninquiry be made of Mr. RALPH Box concerning them.

Dr. SLARE made a trial of Iriſh [late tinging with alls, but not a l ' tthe magnet, though after burning. , g PP Ymg o

ſHe alſo made a trial of the taking fire of the fumes of oil of Vitriol and filings

o steel.

The filings of steel, with a little water poured On them, did not heat ſenſibly to

the touch.

He gave an account, that the oil of Vitriol mentioned at the last "meeting, was

now increaſed to fourteen drachms ſeventeen grains.

A letter of Mr. WILLIAM MUSGRAVE toMr. ASTON, dated from New-coL

lege, Oxford, March 3, 168; ', was read, mentioning, that Dr. WALLlS had

lately Kmet a remarkable piece of antiquity, which was the date I r 33 in figures,

on an old mantle-tree at the minister's houſe at Helmdon near Brackley in Nor

thamptonſhire.

That he had tried whether a tincture of the stone hazmatites will tinge with galls,

but without ſucceſs.

f It is printed in the Philoſoph. Tranſact. N" 146. p. 113. e Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 323. ,

1 That
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That Mr.WELST£ AD of Merton-college, and himſelf had injected one drachm of

gutta gamandra, diſſolved in warm water, into the axillary vein of a lusty young

dog, which had been kept fasting thirty-ſix hours before : that as ſoon as the dog

was untied (which was as ſoon as could be) he was ſo uneaſy, that he laid down

and employed his whole endeavours in breathing, which he did as fast as poſiible

for a quarter of an hour, at the end of which a blue thin matter came from him ab

ano -, and he breathed with difficulty a quarter of an hour longer, and then died.

Being opened, the meſeraic veins were found distended to double their uſual ſize -,

and the blood appeared thinner than ordinary, and not ſo apt to coagulate as

uſual.

That Dr. MERRYWEATHER, practitioner of phyſick at the Devizes, had ſent

an account of a woman in that neighbourhood, who was cured of a tympany' of

eight years standing by an onion diet.

Mr. Ltsrtn's obſervations on a caſe of hydrophoby were read.

April I l, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the chair.

Monſ. BENJAMIN DE BROECKHUYSEN, a phyſician of Holland, being per

mitted to be preſent, gave the Society two copies of his book de oeconomia corporis

animalisjuxtzz methodrzm PhilD/bpbſcf Earl-aſſume.

There were preſented from Dr. PLOT the following ſpecimens 3

Lignum foffile from Nidlington and Duclington in Oxfordſhire.

Blue Oker to colour gloves from Darlaston in Staffordſhire.

Creta umbra from Hinkley in Staffordſhire.

Rubrica from Ipston in Staffordſhire.

Yellow Oker from VVillen-hall in Staffordſhire.

Mr. PAYNE preſented likewiſe ſome pieces of urns both of earth and glaſs, with

a stone ring found therewith.

An extract ofaletter from Monſ. ANDREW ARNOLDUS to Mr. HAAK, dated

at Paris 6 Aprll 168 3, N. S. b was read, mentioning, among other things, that

his father at Nuremberg had lately received ſome Bohemian muſhrooms, which in

dreſſing ſeemed petrified, but were found to contain ſome of them nine, and others

twelve grains of fine ſilver.

It being queried, whether theſe muſhrooms were like thoſe of England, Dr.

SLARE ſaid, that they were.

Another ſort, common in Germany, being dried and strung, keep the year

round, and are good for eating.

Upon mentioning the inſcription in Indian figures, anm 1 133, Mr. HENSHAW

f Letter-book. Vol. viii. p. 323. remarked,

\
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remarked, that this ſort of figures were first brought from the Moors by Pope

SYLVESTER II. who had long studied in Spain, though they were not in common

uſe till long after.

Mr. Hooxz brought a draught in perſpective of a ſquare ſaid to be equal to a

circle.

April 18, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent

Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident,

Mr. CREED Dr. GREW

Mr. Hru. Mr. PBRRY

Dr. KING Mr. ASTON.

Mr. EDWARD HAYNES and Mr. WlLLlAM GOULD being recommended as

candidates (together with ſome others) the council approved of the two named,

and ordered them to be ropoſed to the Society at the next meeting, as perſons

capable of being elected ellows.

At a meeting of the Society on the ſame day, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in

the chair :

There were preſented by Dr. PLOT the five following earths -,

h Talcum Staffordienst, amblicot clay from Stafford, fit to make pots for glaſs

ouſes.

Terra ſaponoria Comberferdimſir, in Staffordſhire.

Earth of Lawton park in Staffordſhire, in which filings of iron, wrapt up and

melted again, make a purer ſort of iron than before.

Terra Anglz'm ignotu.

Bolus Harþonenſis in Staffordſhire.

Mr. HouoHTON brought in a bundle of ſeeds of different ſorts, which he had

collected towards the furniſhing a particular theſaurus of feeds in the rcpoſitory.

He having conſulted Mr. Box about the ſapphires mentioned at the meeting of

April 4, was informed, that they came all from Lyons in France.

But there being little anſwered about ſmalts, Mr. HOOKE ſaid, that out of a

copper mineral calcined and powdered, and mixed with ſand, is made a bluiſh

glaſs, which being quenched in water, cracks and crumbles into afine blue

powder. '

Mr. CLUVERUS and Mr. PERRY were deſired, either of them, to read over

Monſ. DE BROECKHUYSEN'S Oeronomia corporir animalir, and give ſome ſhort ac

count of it.

A letter of Mr. Musanva to Mr. ASTON, dared at New-college April 17,

1683 c, was read, concerning the nitron of Egypt, which, he was informed, has

Þ Letter-book, Vol. viii. p. 326. _ ice
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ice on the top of ſome of the rivers of that country. It was brought from Egypt

by Mr. HUNTrNGDON, and given by him to Dr. PLOT, who preſented ſome Of

it to Mr. MUSGRAVE, who thought it to be a ſort ofſal armoniac.

Mr. HENSHAW deſired, that Dr. PLOT would ſend the Society ſome of it, it

ſeeming in PuNY to be only a nitre, and being accompanied with ſuch a yellowiſh

oil as that is. ' *

Mr. MusoRAve's letter mentioned likewiſe his having ſeen the famous febri

fuge of THOMAS CORNELlUS CONSENTlNUS, much reſembling anfimonium dia

pboreticum as to its colour, and altogether inſipid as that.

It mentioned likewiſe the caſe of a girl dead with the palſy.

An experiment formerly ſhewn the Society by Mr. HENSHAw was again ex

hibited, of abar of iron having a different direction or polarity, as either end of

it is turned to or from the earth.

This occaſioning ſome diſcourſes about magnetiſm, Monſ. JUSTEL affirmed,

that he had ſeen a petuliar ſort of load-stone, which being struck on an iron both

backward and forward, first forward, and then backward, did not destroy its

magnetiſm, asothers uſually do.

Mr. HUNT preſented from Mr. TAYLOR a very large ſaw of the pristis.

Mr. EDWARD HAlNES and Mr. WILLlAM GOULD having been mentioned to

the council, were propoſed to the Society for candidates -, the former being re

commended by Mr. FLAMSTEAD and Mr. HALLBY, and the latter by Dr. PLor.

APriZ 25. Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident in the chair.

It was deſired, that a more full account of the experiment about the mag

net, ſhewn at the last meeting by Mr. HENSHAW, might be taken, and entered

into the Register-book 4, which was done as follows :

" Mr. HENSHAW, at the deſire of ſome of the Society who had not ſeen it,

" brought a magnetical experiment, which he had many years before ſhewn in

" the ſame lace; which becauſe it is ſurpriſing, and has been heretofore known

" by very rew, he was deſired to bring in an account of what he had exhibited,

** in writing.

" The experiment was this: he took a piece of iron of a foot length, broad

" about % of an inch, and thick about If, that had never been touched with

" the loadstone, though any piece of iron of any length and figure will have the

" ſame effect. Holding this piece of iron erect or perpendicular to the horizon,

" he applied averſorium, or magnetical needle to both the ends of this piece of

fVol. vi. p. 38. '

D dVOL. lV. " iron.
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U iron. In this poſition, the north end of the needle always turned to that end of

" the iron, that was uppermost, and the ſouth point of the needle to that end of

" the iron, that was held downwards; and changing as often and as fast as he

" could the poſition of the ends of the iron, as turning that end which was first

" uppermoſt to be lowermost, and that which was lowermost uppermost, the

*' needle had no particular regard to either of the ends, but still turned the north

" point to that which was uppermost, though it hadjust before turned ſouth to it,

A? when that end was lowermost. This phaenomenon he leaves to be diſcuſſed

" by thoſe of better judgment, whether it does not confirm the opinion of Dr.

" GILBERT, that the whole globe of the earth is a great magnet; and of Monſ.

" DES CARTES, that the magnetical effiuvia of the earth are carried in certain

" lines from one pole of the magnetiſrn to the other.

" He further ſhewed, that there was a very great latitude as to the erection of

" this iron to almost any angle to the horizon, wherein the needle performed its

" part with the ſame constant reſpect; but if the iron were held parallel to the

" horizon, the needle had no regard to either end of the iron, nor any reſpect to

" the whole body of the iron, when applied to it in an horizontal poſition -, and yet

" when the iron is held in a perpendicular poſition, ifthe needle be applied to it,

" and removed gently and gradually from the bottom to the top, and, 'vice ver/a,

" the needle will stand east and west, or at right angles to the iron, when the needle

" is brought a little beyond the middle of the iron. And he thinks it a notable

*' confirmation of the above-mentioned theory, what Mr. EDMOND HALLEY

" (who had formerly ſeen this experiment) affirms, that in the iſland of St. He

" lena, the needle turns its ſouth point to the uppermost or erect end of the iron z

" whereas in our northern hemiſphere, it constantly turns its north point."

A letter from Dr. PIT to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford April 25, 1683 e, was

read, deſiring, that ſome of the Egyptian earth, being in the Society's repoſitory,

might be weighed constantly every fortnight till the 17th of June, and the ſeveral

weights ſet down, in order to the comparing them with the like trials at Oxford.

This letter contained likewiſe an account of two optic nerves found by Dr. PIT

in each eye of a jack, and formerly in thoſe of a barble, of which he intended to

ſend a farther account.

A letter oer. LiSTER's to Mr. ASTON, dated at York April 23, 1683 ', was

read, giving an account of his having ſent to the Society ſeveral ſam les of mine

rals relating to the history of iron. They were in number twenty- our, and the

greatest part of them calcinations; but he offered ſome crude, if the Society

ſhould deſire them. '

Mr. ASTON was deſired to accept of that offer, and to inquire of him what ob

ſervations he had made about braſs lumps ; whether they take fire in moist wea

ther P whether his Indian iron came from Golconda? whether he knew of a rock

in Yorkſhire stuck over with large nautilus's ? _

* Letterbook, p. 3 34.. ' Ibid. p. 327.

. I Dr.
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Dr. SLARB ſhewed a piece of brOWn oker, which after ignition being placed on

the ground plainly attracted the needle, that was applied to it. '

He farther obſerved that end of the oker, which was towards the ground, to

draw the ſouth pole, and its oppoſite the north pole; as alſo, that the yellow

oker gains no polar verticity this way, though it turns red after it has been burnt

in the fire, as the pyrites, and other iron ores are obſerved to do.

He gave a farther account of oil of Vitriol expoſed to the air twenty-five days

before : That the last five days it had gained but forty-two grains : That the li

quor tasted ſubacid, like a weak flegm of Vitriol: That oil of Vitriol gains in

eight days ofvery wet weather but half a drachm more than in ſeven of dry and

very hot weather; which is very inconliderable.

May 2. Sir JOHN Hosvas preſident in the chair.

A box of iron ores being preſented by Mr. Lis-rER, ſithe greatest part of them

calcined, were now examined by a good magnet; as black lead, gur, yellow

oker, brown oker of the Spaw, golden pyrites, mundic, Suſſu ball mine, Derby

ſhire blue iron, Virginia iron stone, red emery, black emery, East-India iron

ore, Swediſh iron ore, petrified wood, or pyrites from Lough Neagh in Ireland,

the earthy contents of Malton Spaw : All theſe cleaved to the loadstone.

Upon mentioning Dr. PlT's having diſcovered two optic nerves in the eye of a

barble and pike, it was recommended to Dr. TYSON to examine the eye of thoſe

fiſhes, and report how the optic nerves ordinarily appear.

Mr, Asron read a diſcourſe oſ WILLlAM Barccs, M. D. and fellow of the

college of phyſicians, being acontinuation of his diſcourſe about viſiong, read

formerly before the Society; wherein were anſwered ſeveral objections, which

had beenfpropoſed against his theory 3 and ſome farther argument urged in confir

mationo it.

Mr. CLUVERUS gave an account of Monſ. m: Baozcxnursrn's Oeronomia

tarporis animalir.

Mr. Gounn and Mr. HAINES were elected fellows of the Society.

May 9. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair.

A piece of the nitron of Egypt, ſent by Dr. PLOT, was preſented to the Society;

as alſo ſome ſand of that country, taken from a place n0t covered with the Nile.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at New-college, Oxford,

May 8, 168 3 h, was read, giving an account of his having cut out the coecum

I This continuation is printed in the Philoſo- d Letter-book. Vol. viii. p. 335. See Philo

phicalTranſactions. Vol. N' 147. p. 171. ſophical Tranſactions, N' 151. p. 324, for

for May 1683. September 1683. .

D d 2 i of
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of a bitch ten days before with ſo good ſucceſs, that the bitch was very likely to

continue lusty and well.

Dr. TYSON remarked, that the ccecum of a bitch and ſeveral other - animals

was ſmall and full of glands, but without excrements -, but that it was contrary

in a rabbit, and ſome others.

The ſame letter mentioned a tincture of hzematites not turning black upon an

infuſion of galls.

An account of the magnetical experiment, ſhewn by Mr. HENSHAW, was read,

and ordered to be registered.

Dr. TYSON ſhewed the figure of the inward parts oſ the polypus, wherein were

remarkable the beak like a parrot's, with strong muſcles to it z a large globous

liver, and the gall contained in the vffirafellir, which was perfectly black, ſo as

to be made uſe of instead of ink z with other particulars relating to the stomach,

ovarium and acetabulum.

Dr. SLARB brought in the chemical analyſis of the urine of a healthy man after

drinking plentifully of wine and other strong drinks. There was no Vinous ſpi

rit; the first thing, that aſcended, was an inſipid liquor like a fiegm. There were

two ſorts of ſalts ſhewn, the one ſeeming a. marine, by other qualities, as well as

the figure.

He was deſired to communicate acopy of the proceſs, in order to its being

registered.

Dr. WILHEM TEN RHYNE's book De Arthritide, &e. being printed off, a.

copy of it was ordered to be put into the library.

Mr. GOULD was admitted fellow.

May 16, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair.

Upon inquiring what alteration had happened to the term Nilotica, which had

been ordered t_o be weighed and expoſed to the air ? Mr. ASTON anſwered, that
upon the 7th of May there were weighed out, and put into an exact pctair of fine

> ſcales, three drachms, thirty-ſeven grains, and 43,- of that earth, being all the

parceli given by Dr. PLOT'; but that the poiſe ſince that time was not ſenſibly

altere .

Upon mentioning the heavineſs of the air in fair weather, and its lightneſs in

rain, it was obſerved, that fair weather was very hazy and unfit for a teleſcope z

but rainy weather clear, by reaſon of the rains gathering up, and carrying away

all the little drops diſpcrſcd in the air, whereby it becomes more pure and dry.

Hence
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Hence Mr. HBNSHAW obſerved, that watery grounds were uſed to be floated for

the better carrying away and clearing them ot water.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS was of opinion, that floated grounds became thereby le

velled, and ſo apter to lie dry.

Upon reading Dr. SLARE's account of a man's urine, after drinking wine, it

was taken notice of, that there was no Vinous ſpirit found, though Dr. WILLlS

ſpoke much about it.

Dr. KING named an experiment, which he had formerly made, to prove the

circulation of the blood, but having other uſes: He injected into the artery of a

dog eighteeen ounces of milk, which after half an hour's time, and divers circu

lations, came out of a vein, then opened, in a leſs or greater quantity, according

to the blood mixed with it, but not altered in colour or other qualities, but

ſwilrſnming upon the blood. After ſeven or eight hours the dog uſually died con

vu ive.

Mr. ASTON read a letter to himſelf from Monſ. MARIOTTE, dated at Paris

2 5 April, 168 3, N. S i. in anſwer to one about the motion of the pendulum in

ſeveral climates -, as alſo concerning a book of Monſ. PERRAULT, affigning new

proportions to the five orders of architecture; and concerning Monſ. DU Van

Nav's treatiſe of the organs of hearing; on which occaſion Monſ. MARXOTTE

mentions his own opinion, that the perception of the ſenſory lies in the inward

membrane, incompaſiing the nerve 5 which membrane comes from the pia mater.

An account was given of two printed letters of Monſ. PERRAULT and Monſ.

MARroTTE, preſented to the Society for their library; the former aſſertrng the

organ of viſion to be the retina, the latter the choroid.

There was read likewiſe a tranſlation of a paper, received from Monſ. JUSTEL,

being a ſummary of the experiments about magnetiſm made at Paris by Monſ.

LHAMARs, with other things relating thereto.

A curious ſmall quadrant of two feet radius, very well fitted up, for the taking

distances as well as hights, to be ſent to Venice, was brought by the inſtrument

maker, Mr. WYNNIZ, to be ſhewn to the Society.

May 23. Sir JOHN HostNs preſidentin the chair.

'A diſcourſe being occaſioned concerning the ſlope, which is neceſſary in the

bed of a river for making the water flow conveniently, one foot deſcent in 200

having always been accounted too much; Mr. PACKER was aſked his opinion

about the deſcent of the new river water between Ware and Iſlington -, which up

on all the windings was estimated to be about fifty miles : to which he anſwered,

that he conceived it might be about fifty feet.

f Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 336. .

r 2 A
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G

A'letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. Asron, dated at London r June 1683,

'* was read, concerning ſome things lately made in France z and, among the rest,

a ſort of candlestick very good for preſerving the ſight, and increaſing of light;

and a new kind of pneumatic engine, ſaid to be made more perfect than that then

in uſe: and that Monſ. D'ALANCE, a very curious gentleman at Paris, had

made trial of it.

Mr. HALLEY having a new hypotheſis concerning the variation of the compaſs,

and the magnetiſm of the earth ', made ſome experiments for the better explain

ing it.

He placed two loadstones and a needle triangular wiſe, ſo as the needle might

be equally distant from either pole. The needle lay indifferent, not pointing to

either pole, but between both.

If the needle was removed altogether on one ſide, then it pointed to the nearest

pole, and took no notice of the other. To apply this, he ſuppoſed four magnetical

points or poles in the earth -, the first of theſe, and nighest to us, lying in or

near the meridian of the land's end, within about ſeven degrees of the north

pole. -By this the variation of Europe and Tartary are chiefly governed, till the

other magnet pole concerns itſelf, which lies in the meridian of California, about

ſixteen degrees from the north pole. By this North America is affected ; and

the ſea on both ſides of it from the Azores to Japan. The third pole lies in a

meridian, about twenty degrees westward of the straits of Magellan, about ſix

teen degrees from the ſouth pole. This governs in South America and the ocean

on both ſides of it. The last pole, and of greatest force, is in the meridian of

Nova Hollandia, and the iſland Celibes, about twenty degrees from the ſouth

pole. This rules the Cape of Good Hope to the middle of the South Sea.

Though the ſimple force of each of theſe poles, and much more the. compli

cated one of two or more, are able to do much ; yet he propoſed as a deſideratum,

to know the proportion, in which the virtue of a magnet decreaſes, when you re

move from one of its poles ?

Dr. TYSON brought in a lizard, which he had anatomiſed, together with the

figures curiouſly drawn by Mr. VVALLER "'. The things remarkable in it were

four penis's, as in a rattle ſnakej; the lungs a large bladder; the testes lying high

in the body, and the kidneys near the anus.

May 30, at a meeting of the Councn. in the repoſitory were preſent

- Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident

Sir ANTHONY DEANE Dr. Kmo

Mr. CREBD Dr. SLARE

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. MERBDITH

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON.

* Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 339. june '683.

lThis theory is printed in the Philoſophical 2 Mr. chnun Want-an, F. R, s,

Tranſactions. vol. xii. N'j 148. p. 208. for [t
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It was ordered, that the ſecretaries take all their minutes at the table in a ſmall

book, which ſhall remain to the Society.

That a committee be appointed every month for looking over the entries to be

made in the Journal and other books of the Society 5 and that Mr. HiLL, Dr.

SLARE, and Mr. PERRY, or any two of them, take care of the first month.

At a meeting of the Socu-zTY, on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident

in the chair :

There were preſented from Dr. PLOT the following particulars, r. Sulphur Ori

entale. 2. Metallic coals, ſuch as take fire of themſelves. 3. Clod ſalt from the

brine pits in Staffordſhire. 4. Natural vitriol crystallized, from Chemnitz, just

as it was taken out of the earth. 5. Green ſpar.

Dr. AGLIONBY produced an account, taken out of the ſecond volunie of RA

MUSIO, concerning an herb growing in Tartary, called Bactracan, being of ſuch

excellent uſe, that it ſustains both horſe and man, and is the best part of their

food in the deſerts. The ſame herb was afterwards taken notice of to grow in

Epirus and near Padua. ,

A letter of Mr. LISTER to Mr. ASTON, dated at York May 28, 1683 o, was

read, containing anſwers to ſome queries, which had been formerly ſent him con

cerning ruddle, ſeeming to be a ſort of htrmatites z the ſpontaneous firing of py

rites, and the powder of the melted stones of ZEtna applying to the loadstone; and

cornua Ammonis, found plentifully at Huntley Nabb, in a ſort of stones called

cuts-heads.

Dr. SLARE ſhewed an experiment of two clear liquors, which upon mixing to

gether by day-light fiamed during two or three minutes ; then cast up ſhining ſub

stances like stars against the ſides of the glaſs, flaſhed like lightning, and filled the

glaſs with a white ſmoke.

fine 6, at a meeting of the COUNcrL were preſent

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident

Sir ANTHONY DEANE Dr. ch

Mr. HBNSHAW Dr. SLARE

Mr. COLWALL Mr. MBREDlTI-X

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON.

It was reſolved, that Mr. HOOKE ſhall receive every meeting day order for the

bringing in two experiments at the next meeting-day, together with a declaration

by word of mouth of the purpoſe and deſign of the experiments, and an account

in writing of the history thereof, and the purpoſe as aforeſaid, ſuch as may be

fit to be entered in the register : and that at the end of every quarter there ſhall

_* Letter-book, vol. viii. p. 340. be
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be ameeting of the council, where his performances ſhall be conſidered, and a

gratuity ordered him accordingly; and that from this time he have no other

ſalary. '

The ſecretary was ordered to leave a copy of this order at Mr. Hooxa's

lodgings.

At a meeting of the Socrarv on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident

in the chair.

Upon the mentioning the bactracan, the preſident remarked, that it was deſcribed

in BAumNus's Pinax, under the name of Panax Heracleo ſimili: ; which Mr.

CHARLES HOWARD ſaid was growing upon the downs in Surrey and in ſeveral

other parts of England. *

A piece of cinder of ZEtna was beaten ſmall, and tried by a magnet (as

Mr. LISTER had given advice to do) for the better finding the concern of the

pyrites in natural vulcanos. It appeared plainly, that ſome of the finaller parts

stuck to the magnet.

The preſident obſerVed, that the cinder of ZEtna was like the cinderſul

pburis 'vi-vi,

Upon naming the (ormm Ammonir, Dr. GALE ſaid, that about Whitby in York

ſhire there were ſeveral of theſe ſnake-stones.

Mr. EVELYN remarked, that there were great quantities of ſmaller ones in the

copperas beds.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS mentioned, that they were generally to be found in the

places, where petrifactions are made.

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL gave a deſcription ofa fiſh, which he had lately ſeen

at Sir NATHANAEL HERNE's Lady's houſe, called a ſea-bar, having a kind of

fins placed along the top of the back, like wings, on each ſide, a little tail, and

ſhort legs.

Mr. HALLEY deſcribed a ſailing fiſh about St. Helena, called a carvel, being

like a worm in abladder.

There were preſented from Dr. PLOT, 1. A piece of rock crystal from Mada

gaſcar. 2. Naphtha from Pitchford in Shropſhire. 3. Sand from St. Christo

pher's; which being examined by a magnet, ſeemed to conſist mostly of iron, it

being black and ſparkling in colour, and almost as ſenſible of the magnet as

filings of steel.

There was alſo examined by a magnet ſome ſand,-'ſuch as is uſed in ink-horns,

and
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and ſaid to be brought from Ormus, which adhere strongly to the magnet, as the

former. ' 1 * -

Mr. HAAK ſhewed a load-stone, which uſually takes up a ſix pound weight.

The ſame stone, when ſatiated with ſilings of iron, would not take up 1', a pound;

nor much more than Q a pound, till all the filings were carefully wiped away.

A ſmall pair of braſs compaſſes with iron points being ſet upright with the

feet upwards, the stone held over itin the air, and not touching it, kept the com

paſſes standing for two or three minutes of time.

Mr. NVALLER repeated the experiment made at the last meeting by Dr. SLARE.

He put a phoſphorus into oil of Vitriol; then he poured into them oil of turpen

tine, which flamed up from the ground above half a yard high. Upon the

pouring in a larger quantity of oil of turpentine the flame was the stronger.

Mr. AUBREY related from an eminent embalmer, that he' found a ſort of infects

in dead bodies, which he concluded to be bred in the brain z but of this there was

no proof offered. -

Dr. GALE being to write to Dr. Born: of Leipſic had a preſent allotted to be

ſent to Dr. BOHN of Mr. LiSTER's book de Aquis Medimtir, and ſome of the late

Pbi/aſophical Tranſactiom. ,

Dr. SLARE ſhewed ſome figures made upon diſſecting the guts and uterus of a

goat.

fine 13, Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the trials made with a magnet on ſand from Ormus and St. Chri.

stropher's, Mr. WICKS was deſired to procure from the East-India ſhips a quan

tity of the ſhining ſand of St. Christopher's and vJames river in Virginia for the

making farther experiments.

Count ZlNZENDORF, envoy from the elector of Saxony, having been intro

duced, >there were first ſhewn the magnetical experiments made the last week by

Mr. HAAK.

Then Dr. SLARE tried an experiment ofBAarnotmvs. He poured into a

deep glaſs receiver ſix ounces of freſh drawn aqua fortis, and into that four ounces

of recent ſpirit of Venice turpentine well rectiſied. 3The receiver was lightly stop

ped with a. cork, for the keeping down the fumes: then was ſet in the ſun. In

leſs than a quarter of an hour there was ſaid by one perſon to be ſeen a flame in the

glaſs -, but upon ſp'eedy viewing it, this was rather thought to be thejun paſſing

among the steams.

fine 20, at a meeting of the Common. were preſent, _ '_

VOL. IV. E e SH'
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Sir Jor-m Hosxvns preſident

Mr. COLWALL Mr. Mnaam'ru

Mr. HlLL Mr. Asron.

Dr. SLARE

Mr; Hooxa being called in, and the order made concerning him on the

6th O'fJune being read, he then declared his ſatisfaction therewith, and his reſolu

tion to proceed in his office of curator upon thoſe conditions.

Leave was given to Mr. Hooxa to have acceſs to the journals or council-books

upon occaſion of his buſineſs with Sir JOHN CUTLER '.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident

in the chair.

In an occaſional diſcourſe about the production of gold, Mr. HENSHAW re

. marked, that though it was often found in the beds of rivers, yet it ſeemed ra

ther to be bred in a stone like a white marble, of which Dr. Bnownn brought a

piece from Chremnitz, which was now viewed, and appeared to be ſuch.

Some ſand from the Danube given formerly by Mr. BEMBDE, and containing

gold, being tried with a magnet, adhered to it very strongly.

A diſcourſe having formerly been read of a bitch bearing her puppies extra u

terum, Dr. TYSON ſhewed a draught, that had been taken of the uterus of a

bitch, together with four or five places extra uterum, where ſeveral puppies had

been contained in ſkins of their own.

There was alſo ſhewn one of the puppies bred cxtra uterum, together with ſeveral

pieces of bones and ſome vſkulls, the inſides of which were all filled with hairs

growing out of the ſides.

Dr. Tvsox likewiſe ſhewed a part of the great artery of a woman, having ſeve

ral distinct flat bones growing to the inſide:

As alſo the bone of a chicken, which after having been broken had cemented

itſelf together very strongly.

Dr. SLARE ſhewed how freſh ſpirit of nitre highly t'CctlſiCd, poured upon freſh

ſpirit of wine highly rectified, would not ferment, or cauſe any ebullition: but if

_ the ſpirit of wine Were poured u on the ſpirit of nitre, the efferveſcence became

Very great and ſcarce to be equal ed.

There was alſo repeated the experiment of BARTHOLINUS, tried at the last

meeting, with aqua fortis and ſpirit of turpcntine. About a quarter of an hour

after theſe two bodies were mixt, there was an extraordinary strong and ſudden

8 Who had refuſed paying Mr. Hoom; his ſalary for reading the Cutlerian lectures.

efferveſcence
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efferveſcence, which not only flung off the cork of the glaſs receiver, but broke

out a piece of the ſide. But no flame was obſerved by any perſon.

It was hinted, that the conflict of bodies ought not to be attributed to alkali's

and acids, there being little or no alkali to be found in the two receding exPeri

ments, though the heat and ebullition in the liquors was extraordinary.

fine 27. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair.

In ſpeaking of bodies, wherein gold is found, Mr. Hoortz ſaid, that lapis

lazuli was copper or the pyrites.

bodl\i/Ir. EVELYN counted glauber for gold, being univerſally to be found in other

es. .

He remarked likewiſe, that it was found in a brook falling into the lake of

Geneva.

Mr. Hooxz ſaid, that there had been ſome taken up in the west parts of

England.

Upon-ſpeaking of the waſhing gold ſand, it was related, that one lVIr. Pun

weu. of the Temple recovered 15001. in gold, when his chamber was burns

upon waſhing the rubbiſh.

There being mentioned ſome Bohemian muſhrooms containing gold, as was cer

tified in a letter from Nuremberg, Mr. EVELYN ſaid, that he had a very perfect

muſhroom petrified, which he took to be a field muſhroom. Mr. Hooxr. was

of opinion, that the greatest pan: of the petrified muſhrooms grew in the water.

Upon reading the experiments of the last meetings about efferveſcence, Dr.

GREW remarked, that two or three drops of ſpirit of wine poured into aqua fortis

made no alteration; but that if eight or nine drops were put in, they stirred it

"ſufficiently. v

There were preſented from Dr. PLOT for the repoſitory, 1. Selenite: dadecabedros,

mentioned in his Natural Hz'flar) of Oxford/hire. 2. A piece of a cup made of the

true Lemnian earth, having a peculiar ſmell, which was ſuppoſed by Dr. Gazw

to be oil of ſulphur. 3. Selem'ler ſru lapis ſþcrularis from Shotover.

The first experiment brought in by Mr. Hooxe was the ſhewing how a piece of

unmelted lead would ſwim in melted lead b. '

Upon this it was diſcourſed by ſome, that the air keeping to the unmelted lead

hindred the melted lead from taking it in. -

þ Register, voi. vi. p. 65. [t is printed ings P/Ji/oſ Experiment: and Obſer-vatiour, p. 89. I

C 2 t
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It was alſo ſaid, that the ſurfaces of bodies often bear up a weight, 'which will

ſink, when it is emerſed._ , .

Upon diſcourſing of the droſs of metals, Mr. Hooxrfi took notice, that irorr

upon heating turns it in a ſcale -, and ſo as often as it is taken off 5 but that the ſame

ſcales are eaſily reducible to iron.

Upon mentioning the riſing of ice in rivers upon a thaw, it was conceived, that

rivers do not ſreeze at the bottom z but if ice were accidentally carried down to

the bottom of a river, the ſame in a thaw growing like a honey-comb would cer

tainly riſe up again.

The ſecond experiment of Mr. Hooru: was to ſhew how high water will rifie in

any place c:

The experiments appointed for Mr. Hooxz at the next meeting,

1. A ſcale to meaſure the force of mountinor waters.

2. An experiment to examine the ſpecific gravity of-melted' metals.

July 4, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in the chair.

Dr. WBTHERALL, Lord Biſhop of Cork, was elected unanimouſly.

There being a diſcourſe about petrified muſhrooms, Mr. RICAUT ſaid, that he

had ſeen great quantities of them taken out of the Red-ſea.

He remarked likewiſe, that he had ſeen coral fiſhed up at the ier Fagignana,

near Sicily, which at the first taking out oſ the water was ſomething pliable, but

became hard afterwards by lying in the ſun.

To this was objected the authority oſ B'occom: and' ſome others.

It was anſwered, that there might be a difference in coralline bodies; and

that ſome plants might be more hardened with a coralline juice than others.

Mr. HENSHAW mentioned a- coralline, which he had ſeen on the coast ofEngu'

land, the under branches of which were hard, and the upper parts ſoſt, though all

lying under water. .

Dr. SLARE ſhewed the thigh-bone of a man having an exostoſis in the middle '

four inches long, and an inch and 4; broad.

A letter from Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

July x, 168 3 A was read, giving an account of the alteration in weight happening

e Register, vcl. vi. p. 66. It is printed in his fl- Letter-book, vol. ix. p..'4..
I'H/oſ. Experiment', &c. p. 90. i

in
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in the terra Nilotica between the Ist of May and "the 17th of June; the gain of

eleven drachms and ten grains being in all that time but two grains, the greatest

increaſe of weight being in wet weather.

The ſame letter gives likewiſe an account of an experiment of the injection of

4 3 of warm water into the thorax of a dog, which cauſed a rigor in his hinder

parts, and difficulty of breathing; but the ſymptoms were past in two days time.

Mr. Lxsren ſent a draught of a piece of the wall in York, being a remainder
of a Romanbuilding, together with a diſcourſe about ite *, which being read, was

very well approved of. ln the length of the didoran he inclined to PLrNY, who

calls it a foot and a half, and not to VrTRuvws, who makes it but a foot. But

the paſſage of VlTRUVlUS being turned to in a manuſcript of the Norfolcian libra

ry, the length of the didoron was read a foot and an half.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed the rule for calculating the preſſure of water in a pipe'.

He ſhewed likewiſe a way to find the true and compatative expanſion of any

metal, when melted 3.

The experiments appointed for the next meeting were,

t. Comparing of buckets, forcers, and pumps:

2. The model of a new kind of wind-mill of Mr. Hooxt's invention.

7uly t 1, at a meeting of the Councxr. were preſent,

Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident

Dr. SLARE

Mr. Asrrou.

Mr. HlLL.

Dr. GREW

Thejournal books being not yet corrected and perfected, according to an order'

of March 28, the preſident was pleaſed to undertake the trouble of doing it ; and

the journal books were left at the repoſitory for his uſe. _

Dr. ALLLN Mouun of Ireland being pro ſed as a candidate by Dr. SLARE

in the name of Mr. BOYLE, was approved'of ythe council.

It being thought proper, that ſome man ſhould be appointed to keep the door

of the meeting- room during the time, that the Society was aſſembled, the porter, '

who removed the feats, was. ordered to wait, and to have 12 d. a time, whcnthe

waited.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir Jonn Hosxvns the preſi

dent in the chair. '

' It is printed in the sz'lq/I Tran/Ezctiom, vol.

xii. N". 149. p. 238. for july 1083.

Z Register, vol. vi. p. 68. It is printed in

his Pbi/oſ Experimenrr, p. 91.

l Re ister, vol. vi. p. 71. it is printed in

his Pin' aſ; Experimnm, p. 94.

JPOR
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Upon readin the minutes concerning Mr. Lts'rzn's obſervations on a Roman

wall ſound out y himſelf at York, a paper of Mr. WALLER- concernin the wall

at Verulam was read. This wall was made of brick and Hints. The ricks lay

in three rows, as at York in five. The ſpace between the ranges of bricks was

2 ſeet 7 inches, which is near the meaſure laid down by PALLAmo. The length

oſ the bricks was 16T®i5 inches; the breadth 12 inches and near 775, ſometimes a

quarter oſ an inch narrower; the thickneſs 1.-65 inch, but in ſome 171, more, in

other 11, or 11, leſs.

Mr. PAYNE took notice, that he had meaſured a Roman brick in London wall,

which was about 17 inches long and an inch and half' thick.

' It was deſired, that iſ a whole brick could be procured, it ſhould be ſent to

the Society.

Dr. Tvson brought in two pieces of a Roman pavement lately taken up near

Croſby ſquare h, where it was 9 ſect under ground, that, which was above, being

all made earth.

Dr. SLARE explained ſome hysterical ſymptoms by a ſolurion of ſal armoniac

in water, which gave a conſiderable degree of cold without any ebullition of the

liquors.

He alſo explained the cold paroxyſm of an ague by a mixture made with vola

tile ſalt of human blood, and a ſpirit of Vinegar or acetum radicatum, which pro

duced a remarkable degree of cold with a very high ebullition i.

While the liquor was in this condition, there was poured into it a ſpirit oſ ſul

phur per campamzm, which immediately altered the temper of the liquor to a mani

fest warmth, and raiſed the weather-glaſs above an inch and half.

Mr. Human-r propoſed, that the Jeſuits powder might be put into the cold li

quor, to ſee whether it_,would hinder the efferveſcence.

Dr. ALLEN Moqu of Ireland was propoſed as a candidate, having paſſed the

council.

Mr. Hooxz ſhewed the model of a new ſort of wind-mill '2

He ſhewed likewiſe a way to stop any great weight from falling down to the

bottom, when the rope or chain, by which it is drawn, chances to break '.

The experiments appointed to be made by him at the next meeting were about

chariots.

l' In Biſhopſgate street. Pbiloſ Experiment', &c. p. [07. \

* See Pbi/oſ Tranſact. N'. lSO, p. 295. &e. i Register, vol. vi. p. 75. It is printed in his

't An account oſ it is entered in the regiller, P/ziloſi Experiments, p. 109. *

vol. vi. p. 73. and printed in Mr. Hoou's

At
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At a meeting of the Covucu. were preſent,

Sir Jomr Hosxvns preſident

Mr. Hru. Dr. SLARE

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Asrou.

Mr. COLWALL

It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT provide ſix keys for the preſſes, which he may

lend to any of the council : but if any, who are not of the council, deſire a book

to read in the library, Mr. HUNT ſhall ſet down their names and the title of the

book in a quire of paper, and when he receives the book again, ſhall strike out

the name : and

That Mr. HUNT bring down all the instruments, which lie in the upper

moms, and lay them in the library to be _viewed and diſpoſed of as ſhall be

most proper.

At a meeting ofthe Socrz'rx on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident

in the chair.

Upon mentioning the printing Mr. LISTER'S obſervations about the Ro

man wall at York, it was ſuggested, that a note ſhould be added ſignifying,

that a manuſcript of VITRUVlUS in the Norfolcian library agreed with Mr. Lls

Taa's opinion about the meaſure of the didoron. -

Dr. SLARE gave an account of his examination of the oil oſ vitriol, which had

increaſed its quantity by lying expoſed to the open air. The liquor, which was

first drawn off, was an infipid water near the quantity of that gained out of the

air: then there was an oil of Vitriol about the quantity, which was first expoſed.

Dr. CHARLES WILLOUGHBY was propoſed as a candidate 'by the Biſhop

of Cork.

Dr. ALLEN Mouuu was elected a member.

A long letter oer. Lzewaunoecx m, dated July 16, 1683, was read, con

taining ſeveral curious obſervations about the manner of generation, ſuppoſed by

him to be out of the animalcules found in ſemine maſculino, which is received in -

the point of the egg, which he calls bet plat-tie of stx'pie van be' cloir ruat bet ez'j ;

in which place alone it receives its nouriſhment and growth.

This letter contained likewiſe ſeveral obſervables in the parts of a ſrog; the de

ſcription of the animals found in the ſeed and the excrement; a notion of dige

stion in the stomach and guts by breaking the meat in pieces through the motion

oſ theſe parts ; and an opinion concerning the motion of the blood in a fever.

' It is printed in the PlaiIoſi ſran/Zzct. No. 152. p. 367. for October, 1683.

I Notice
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Notice was given the Society, that after the next meeting there would be an

adiournment during the long vacation.
a

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed two experiments for the converting an horizontal circular

motion into a perpendicular, or any otherwiſe floped circular motion, or 'vice 'ver/a, '

&c. of which he gave in the following account "'
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" Then I ſhewed the two following experiments or inventions, which were

both to do the ſame thing, but by different ways, and with different advan

tages -,' namely, bow to comract a horizontal circular motion into a perpendicular,

or any ofberwiſe stoped circular motion, and 'vice verſa,_ keeping in all parts of the

revolution the ſame velocities with the vclocities of the correſponding parts of

the revolution of the circulating body, that communicated the motion. And

this without wheel pinions or trundles, and without any conſiderable friction

or impediment to the motion of either; which are of great uſe in mechanic in

ventions and engines, though poffibly not ſo well understood byzthe greatest

part of mechanicians, much leſs by thoſe, that make uſe of them, and least of all

by others, not concerned in either. -

** The first was performed by the means of a double croſs, after the ſame man

ner contrived with the ſingle croſs deſcribed and explained in an inventionI

formerly ſhewed to this Society, of an engine to make all manner of dials,

both mechanically and geometrically true to the minutest diviſions, without

the help of calculations or troubleſome * * * * * of practical geOmetry,

*' The only thing to be taken heed of in this invention was, that the arms of

the intermediate piece between the horizontal and perpendicular axis ſhould be

in the ſame plain, and that the axis of it ſhould lie equally inclined to both the

other axes. r ' i .

-" This way performed the effect with the greatest steadineſ's, freeneſs, and eaſi

neſs of motion, without friction or wearing, and ſo for most uſes is best, though

it be ſomewhat more troubleſome and chargeable in the making -, but for di

vers other uſes the ſecond way was more eaſy, which was done only by a ring

joining the two ends of the cylinders (namely, of the horizontal and ofthe per

pendicular) together, each of which ends had a hole or loop through it ſit to

receive the ſaid ring, as by the model and experiment made therewith plainly

appeared. * '

*' This ſecond or latter way, though it were more ſimple and eaſy to make,

was not in the uſe thereof, where strength was very conſiderable, or equality

of motion was neceſſary, ſo good as the former; though for many ordinary

uſes it might ſerve well enough, and ſo be of more eneral and common uſe

than the other, and ſo is valuable upon the account of its plainneſs and practi

cableneſs. For in mechanics (contrary tothe opinion and practice of most pro

jecting mechanics and ignorant ſpectators) an invention is valuable not for the

* Register, vol, vi. p. 79.
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" clutter, pOmp, complication, and difficulty; but for the ſimplicity, plainneſs,

" obviouſneſs, and eaſineſs, both of understanding, making. uſing, and repair

" ing, which makes it approach the nearer to the example of nature, which doth

" nothing in vain, or by longer and more difficult ways, which may be done by

*' a ſhorter. '

** Nor were theſe inventions only uſeful for communicating a motion of rota

" tion true at right angles, but of doing the ſame thing at any other inclination

" of the axes, which in many caſes is very uſeful; as alſo for conveying a-vi

" brating or reciprocating motion, and farther likewiſe for conveying a reverſed,

" circular, or reciprocated motion to a parallel cylinder, ſome good uſes whereof >
** I may hereafter make appear. ſſ

7qu 25, Sir JOHN HostNS preſident in the chair.

Dr.. MQULIN was admitted fellow.

Dr. VVrLLouor-rav was elected and admitted.

Mr. ABRAHAM HlLL, in his own name and that of Dr. TiLLOTSON, dean

of Canterbury, preſented to the Society for their library a manuſcript of Dr. ISAAe

BARROW, containing his demonstrations ofAchrMenzs and APOLLONIUS. '

It was obſerved upon Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter of July 16th, that the point,

where the animal of the male ſeed is to be first received, and where it is to be first

nouriſhed, is placed in the yolk of the egg -, and accordingly, that Mr. LEEWBN'

noecx made ſearch for the animal in the yolk of the egg: whereas he Ought to

have looked for it in the white; which is certainly the first nouriſhment of the

Zhicken, the colliquamentum being there to be found after twelve hours incu

ation. -

It remained to know, whether Mr. LEEWENHOECK by the abovementioned

point did not mean the cicatricula, which adheres to the yolk of the egg. , _l

Mr. Lnnwzuuoecx having hitherto been unſucceſsful in tracing the animal, it

was deſired, that he would examine a greater variety of eggs, and particularly thoſe

of a ſilk-worm. _

Dr. SLARF. having in the meeting of July 1 1, produced a cold liquor, cauſing

an ebullition, ſuch as may be ſuppoſed in agues, and it being deſired to know

what effects the Jeſuits powder would have, being mixed with it, brought the

following experiment '.

He made a strong infuſion of the cortex Peruvianus in a highly dephlegmated ſpio

rit of Vinegar, which being examined by a quantity of volatile ſalt of human blood

cast into it, whether any fermentation would enſue; it was found, that it did,

P See Pbi/aſ. (ſung/act. N'. 150. p. zor. -

Von. IV. F f ' - * and
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and that very conſiderably. But having afterwards iniuſed a quantity of opium

in the ſaid tincture, it was found, that the volatile ſalt made much leſs ebullition.

He joined chalk with the cortex Peruvianus, which ſo far altered the liquor,

that the uſual ebullition did not ſucceed.

The Society adjourned, as uſual, during the long vacationf

Octoþ. 24. The Society met again at Greſham-college after their receſs, having

been ſummoned in the uſual manner, Sir JOHN HQSKYNS preſident being in

the chair,

Monſ. Lunouus, the author of the history of IEthiopia, with two other gen

tlemen his companions, were permitted to be preſent at this meeting.

Mr. ASTON gave an account, that he had received a preſent to the Society

from Signor MALPlGHl, being the following books, I. Rirreatione del? Occbio et

del/a Meme nel/e Offa-mation del/e Cbiocciole del Padre PHlL. BUONAMY: printed

at Rome in 4to.

2. Relazioae del ritrotvamenta del uovo del/e Cbiocriaſe: printed at Bologna

in rzmo.

3. Eraſistratur, ſi-ve de Saqguini: miffione: autbon LUCA ANTONIO Pox-no:

in .1 amo.

4.. De] Gbiaccio del Padre DAN. BARTHOL! : 1683, in 4to.

5. De urim'r U pulſibus, de mſſme ſanguini: et febribm, de Morbi: Capiti: U'

Pectorir, a LAURBNTlO BELLmr: Bologna 4to, 1683, '

' 6. De CometarumNaturzi U Ortu (i DOMINICO GUGLXELMXNI : Bologna 168 1 fol.

There came no letter with this preſent; but Mr. ASTQN writing to Signor

MALP-IPH! q ſent him, ' in the Society's name, Dr. GREW'S Anatomy of plants,

Mr. LiSTER's book De fontibus meditati; Anglia', ſome of the Pbilaſopbical Tranjl

actions, Przlcctiolm pqstbum lSAAci BARROW, and Dr. WILHEM TBN RHYNE

De Arthritide.

. A letter of Mr-szetrus to Mr. As-rou, dated at Dantzick July 17, 1683 '

was read, together with his obſervations about the conjunction of SATURN and

JUPITER, and ſome Occultations of the fixt stars '. - i

An anſwer being returned by Mr. As'rou ', there were ſent him as a preſent

from the Society, Dr. Ganw's Anatomy afplants, Mr. Lls-TER Defontibus meditatis

Mglfle, ISAACI BARROW Prelectiones postbume; Dr. TEN RHYNE De Arthri'ide,

ſome of Mr. Hoortn's, Philostzpbica/ Collection', and ſome of the Pbilojbpbiral Tranſ

frctiam for this year. '

ſſ * Mr. As'rON's letter was dated 23 May, 1683, printed in the Philoſ. Tranſact. N'. xgi. p. 325.

and is inſerted in the letter-book, vol. ix. p, 24., for Sept._ 1083. _ '

* Letter-book vol ix. p. 12. _ . K Dated Au uſt 23, 1683. and inſerted in the

A. ibid. 1 and 9. Theſe obkrvations are letter-book, vo . ix. p. 25.

A letter
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A letter of Mr. Leeweunozcx, dared September 17, 1683 ", was read,- con

taining a deſcription oſ three ſorts of animals found in the ſcurſ of the teeth,

when it is mixed or diſſolved in ſpittle or rain-water. Theſe animals die in the

water upon putting in a drop or two of wine-vinegar.

This letter contained alſo an account of the ſubstance in the noſe and ſace called

worms, which are nothing elſe but pieces of hair, ſometimes to the number of

twenty or thirty, mixed with a cla'mmy body.

It- contained likewiſe a diſcovery of the structure of the cuticula in a man to be

all ſcaly like a fiſh, and the ſcales ſhewn to be five-ſided, to lie three deep one upon

another, to expoſe but one third part of a ſcale to view, to ſhed at ſome times from

the body, to be ſo ſmall, that a ſand will cover zoo of them. It was alſo af

firmed, that there are no viſible pores for the ejection oſ ſweat.

It was deſired, that Dr. SLARB would endeavour to borrow one of Mr. Me L

uN's glaſſes, whereby thele obſervations of Mr. LEEWENHOBCK might be ex

amine at the next meeting.

Some being apt to doubt, whether bodies ſo ſmall as Mr. LEEWBNHOECK

mentioned, are really to be ſeen, Dr. ch affirmed, that he had ſeen things

after 3000 times magnifying, which were then no bigger than the point of a fine

needle. U

Dr. GREW objected against there being no pores in the body, and ſaid, that he

had ſeen pores in the hand ranged in ſpherical triangles, and ſome in eiliptics.

The diſcourſe falling from microſcopical worms to other large worms in the

teeth, Sir ROBERT REDDING mentioned a worm found in a hollow tooth: and'

Sir THEODORE DE VAUX mentioned a paper of Sir THEODOR'E MAYzRNE's,

which the Society had ſeen, concerning a woman, who killed worms in the

teeth.

Dr. KING mentioned a worm, which he had found in the liver of a mouſe.

Mr. Asron was deſired to inquire in his anſwer to Mr. LEEWBNHOECK, whether

the latter had obſerved any worms in the pt'itrefaction of boils or the ſmall pox.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON ", containing ſome deſcription of Sir

SAMUEL MORLANo's engine for carrying water to Verſailles -, that it conſisted of

fourteen wheels, twenty pipes to carry water up to the top of the tower, and

gourteen deſcending to carry it to Verſailles, which had each eight inches

lameter.

With this letter Came a book preſented to the Society by the author, Monſ.

" It is'prin'te'd'in the Philoſ. Tranſact. N*. 159. " Letter-book, voi. ix. p. 27. i

4601. ix. p. 568. for May 1684. '-'.

F f 2 HAUTE
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HAUTEFEUILLE, about the improvement of perſpective glaſſcs, and the best ways

of finding the focus of lon objectives ; concerning which book the Society's opi

nion was deſired by the aut or.

Mr. Hooxn having just cast his eye upon it did not ſeem to find any thing

new, which might be of very great concern; but the book being longer than.

he could read at preſent, it was referred to be peruſed by ſome of the members.

Dr. HOLDBR mentioned, that an earthquake having lately happened in ſeveral

parts of England, it would be proper, that the Socie? ſhould rocure ſuch

accounts thereof, as they might rely upon hereafter in the orming o a theory;

Mr. AUBRBY ſhewed a part of a letter from Rutland concerning the earth

quake in that county 3 but it was not circumstantial, either in the day, time of

the day, or duration.

Dr. GALE promiſed to bring a letter, which he had received from Derby, con

cerning the earthquake.

It was deſired, that ſuch members, as could procure accounts, would com

municate them ; and that Dr. PLOT be written to about it.

From ſeveral members of the Society and others, meeting at Oxford for mak

ing experiments, was communicated an obſervation of the weight of the earth oſ

the Nile about the time oſ the overflowing of that river, but eſpecially a relenting

of a piece of nitroon or nitre, brought from IEgypt, which continually wet the

papers, on which it lay, both in rains and dry weather, from the middle of June

till about the end of September.

There was alſo an intimation of fiſh having lived in a eistern upon rain-water on

l for half a year, till upon the ſreezing of the water they died by breaking oſ

- e ice.

There was alſo mention made oſ a probable way of ringing white marble black,

but it was not diſcovered.

An experiment was propoſed of tying the Fallopian tubes of a bitch preſently

after her being limed.

Mr. MELLIN, the maker of the curious microſcopes, preſented to the Society

BARTHOLOM/EUS de proprietatibur.

GUAnim's book, rDelle mifitrelldellc inmmmenſurabile, was preſented by Dr.

Acuomzv. _

Mr. Hooxr was deſired to bring in ſuch experiments as he ſhould have ready

at the next meeting. v -

Octoþ.
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Octob. 31. Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident in the chair.

Mr. Luwnrmoncx's last obſervations having not yet been tried, Dr. Acuon

BY, Dr. TYSON, and Dr. SLARB were deſired to undertake the trial, and report the

ſucceſs.

The preſident queried upon the aſſettion, that there are no pores, how that

would a e with MALPlGHi's diſcovery of glandules in the ſkin, whereby the

ſweat is eparated. -

Dr. GRBW produced a draught of the apparent ſi'tuation of the pores in the

middle of the hand z whereupon he obſerved the magnitude of the pores and their

poſition.

As to the magnitude, he ſaid, that the pores were biggest, where the hand was

hardest and most callous.

In the poſition of the pores, he ſaid, that they were ranged to anſwer three' ſorts

of motion in the hand, one towards the right, another to the leſt, and the third mo

tion in graſping.

He confirmed the truth of Mr. LneszHoncx's obſErvations in his ſChemes

of ſeveral ſorts of wood x, which he had obſerved with a glaſs of his own, though

Dr. GREW differed from him ſometimes in his deductions or the philoſophical

part.

Upon mentioning worms being found in the air during a plague-time by father

KlRCHER, Dr. Acuonnv ſaid, that the late murrain in Germany preceded by a

blue mist, which might be ſome ſort of inſects.

It was questioned whether the engine deſcribed in Monſ. Jusrzn's letter were

Sir SAMUEL MORLAND'S : however it was wiſhed, that a draught of it might be

procured.

w t

Mention being again made of Monſ. HAUTEFEUiLLB's book, Mr. 'Hooxn

ſaid, that he had formerly contrived glaſſes of parallel pieces, but found them un

ſerviceable. '

Dr. GALE ſhewed a letter from Mr. WILLls at Derby concerning the last

earthquake. It happened on the 6th of October two minutes before eleven at

night. It was then calm, but in the day the wind had been strong from the ſouth-
west. From ſithe ſame corner for two minutes was heard a roaring noiſe like

thunder, before the ſhaking was felt. The earthquake was ſaid to be' more vio*

lent towards the north-east.

' Thoſe obſervations are printed in the Philoſ. Tmnſnct. No. 148. p. 197. ſat-Juno 1683.

Dr.
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Dr. GALa ſaid, that he had been informed, that the ground had cleft in ſome

places

Mr. HlLL remarked, that the earthquake had been ſaid to ſhake a bed-stead

with a man in bed above ſix inches out of the place. -

_ Dr. AGLIONBY having read over the Italian book intitled Relazione di retro-va

par-'nto del ' now drlle Cbz'occiole, delivered in a good account of it in writing, which

was read. *" '

A'zletter of Mr. Muscnavetto Mr. Asrou, dated at New-college Oxford, Oct.

27, 168 3 7 was read, mentioning, that the company meeting the night before in the

natural history ſchools there, Dr. PLOT made a diſcourſe concerning earths -, which,

when perfected, would make a table of all kinds of earths, ſuch as the Society had

deſired of him at his being in London.

In this letter it was aſſerted, that hard tempered iron upon striking yields a

larger ſpark, and deeper in colour, than steel will; and that a magnet carried

in a pocket attracted unequally at different times.

It was mentioned in this letter, that in the aſſembly it had been ordered to try

the way of ſoftening and hardening iron ; the alteration in the poles of a needle

after cutting it in two; and whether bricks heated and afterwards grown cold,

lying north and ſouth, will acquire a verticity. -

It was deſired by ſome preſent, that if an of the Society had taken the trouble

of defining and distinguiſhing the ſeveral orts of earth in England, they would

produce their draught together with Dr. PLoT's.

Mr. Lrs'rzn promiſed to bring in a table of ſands and clays, ſuch as he had

found in the' north of England; as alſo ſome ſamples of the things themſelves.

He ſhewed the way, which he had made uſe of, for the keeping his account of

the barometer, which was approved of as very eaſy and convenient. He ſhewed

likewiſe the book containing three or four years account. Every table containing

a month's account was printed off upon a copper-plate. The upper line con

tained the inches from twenty eight to thirty one incluſive, each inch divided by

lines into ten parts. The lines by the ſides ſhewed the days of the month to thirty

one. The account waskept by drawing a red line at the hight of the quick-ſilver

ſuch a time of the day. The account for the whole month was but one red line

bending as the quick-ſilver riſes or falls.

Mr. Lrsran remarked, that by ſeeing the red line, he could generally tell

what weather had been at any time, without reading the particular written by the

ſide : That he had often predicted weather four days before it happened : That

upon a great storm, ſuch as he had obſerved three at ſtaveral times, he ſound the
i Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 35. ſi

top
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top of the quickſilver flutter and break like yeast in a vat, sticking in little atoms

against the ſide of the glaſs: Which obſervation ſeemed new to all who were

_ preſent. >

Mr. Hooxe brought in an experiment, in order to meaſhre the strength of

the wind '. -

Mr. CRlSPB preſented to the Society ſome ieces oſ awhite ſubstance, incrusted

by the dropping of water through the vault o Roma ſuþtermnea.

Navember 7, Sir JOHN Hosmms preſident in the chair.

Mr. Aunnzv related, that the widow oſ Mr. THOMAS MBRRY had ſcveral

mathematical papers oſ her huſband's, which might be viewed by ſome of the So

ciety, upon whoſe approbation the widow might be encouraged to print them.

He instanced in a new method ot'demonstrating EUCLID different from all yet

printed.

There were reſented from Dr. PLOT, N0 48. a ſhmpleof iron-are from Wal

ſall in Stafford ire, working alone, in which the white liquOr, called Gur, is oſ

ten found by the miner. 49. A piece oſ lapi: aſhq/fu: from Cyprus, found ſome

times in the iſle of Angleſey. 50. A piece of stone from Molecup, ſuch as they

make mill-stones of in'Staffordſhire. 51. A piece of natural copper, ſound like

a dye.

Mr. Lrsrzn remarked, thatthe veins of copper at Keſwick in Cumberland lay:

above two yards thick.

The ſkinof arangiſer was preſented by RICHARD WALLER.

Part of a letter from Mr.TANCRED Ronmson toMr. LISTER, dared at Mohts

pellier, August 4, 168 3, concerning the fabric of the bridge Pont de St. Eſptit

on the Rhine, &c 7. wasread. 1 '

Mr. Asrou brought in a propoſal of Mr. JOHN DAvrs of Nottinghamſhire, of

ſeveral things performable by himſelf; as to'make a machine to weavc loop lace ;

an engine for the making of twist; a way to card wool with a' wheel; a way to

make a jack go longerthan ordinary without windin up or pullies; a pattem

of a machine for weaving, as in a ſilk stocking frame; Home ways ſuppoſed. by him:

new, of raiſing water, &c.

Mr. Hooxn conceived, that most of the things, which he propoſed, were al

ready Practiſed in London. '

1 .

* There iii no account of this experiment enz the Philoſhphical Tranſactions, Vol. xiv.* N"

'ered in the Re iſicr-book. 169. p. 584. for jane 1684.

1 Letter-bon . Vol. ix. p. 31. It is printedin

'i- \

A
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A letter from Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. As-rON, dated at New-college, Ox.

ford, Novemb. 3. 1683 1, was read', giving an account of the cutting in two a

_magnetic needle, of a loadstone capt taking up most filings upon the edge of

the iron -, and of an opinion ſuggested by Dr. ALDRlCH, that the ear must have

two tympanums ſor the judging of harmony; ſince if harmony proceeds bare

ly from vibrations concurring, 'three fourths would be the ſwe'etest notes.

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed the impreſſion of a medal taken off upon fiſh-glue or iſin

glaſs ; which he ſaid was done by diſſolving the glue in ſpirit of wine, and laying

it upon the medal till it be dry a. ' >

Dr. LlSTER gave an account of a way, that had been uſed in England of tak

ing off the impreſſion of a medal, and contracting it at the ſame time by re

peatedlaying on of mouth glue,_ and filling it with brimstone.

Novcmbcr 14, Sir JOHN _Hosvas preſident 1in the chair.

The preſident having, according to the statute, nominated five members, not

of the council, to audit the treaſurer's accounts, they were ballotted for, and

elected, being Dr. AGLIONBY, Dr. TYSON, Mr. RICHARDWALLER, Mr, 'Hooxzz

and Mr. LODWICK. ' . i 1

Mr. Hooxe was deſired to go With Mr. AUBREY to Mrs. Meant, to exa

mine the mathematical papers other huſband.

Monſ Jusru preſented to the Society thenew book of Monſ. DU VERNEY De

l'Oreil/e. ' ,

Dr. PLOT ſent the following ſpecimens ;,

52. Lead one from Craven, mixt with a ſpongy stone bluiſh. This, he ſaid,

was found upon examination to contain a piece of ſilver no bigger than a ſmall,

Fin's head in an ounce of the ore.
53. A ſea-cockle from Scanderoon, which is to be diſſolved andctuſed in co

louring.

54.' Copper ore from Ecton Hill in Staffordſhire.

55. Madely Copper-are in Staffordſhire.

Dr. Acn'xounv ſhewed a heavy stone found among coals, which was judged to

be pyrites. '

The Gur, mentioned by Dr_. PLOT, was ſuch, as Mr. LlSTER formerly ſent a

bottle of to the Society, and which is not mentioned in Dr. GREW'S Muſeum.

' Letter-book, vol. ix. p . Philoſophical Experiment: and _Obſinvations, p.
l _Hrs account of this method is entered in the n l, '12. i ct

_Register, Vol. vi. p. 81, 82, and printed in his

l

Mr.
p'
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Mr.ſi LISTER mentioned two ſorts of Gur: this, which is of iron, and medi

cinal, upon burning it in a crucible, turns to a rusty colour, and applies to a

loadstone, as good iron uſes to do. Another ſort is found in a lead-mine, and is

of a different nature.

A remark was made oſ the earthquake on the 6th oſ October from Mr. FLAM

STEAD of Derby, that at Porto Yale, four miles above VVirtſworth, north by

west, ſome miners being in a ſhaſt ſeventy-two yards under ground, heard a noiſe

like that of a great ſoughing wind, and preſently felt the rock and engines, and

all things elſe about them, ſhake b.

' A letter from Mr. MUSGRAVB to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

November 10, 1683 *, was read, containing an account of Dr. PLOT's having

tinged white marble a quarter of an inch deep: That a loadstone was cut strandum

meridianum, the north oſ one half drawing the north of the other : That Mr. Pr

cor's experiment had been tried with ſucceſs, the upper end of the bar (which

end ſoever it was) always drawin the north of' the middle : That Dr. PLOT had

ſhewn a branch oſ an Engliſh cor -tree with ſome oſ the leaves and acorns, grow

ing at Abington in Cambridgeſhire ; and had given an account oſ the ſeveral me

thods uſed by the ſmiths at Wolverhampton in Staffordſhire, for the hardening

of theiriron : That Dr. SMITH had undertaken to procure a new chart, by which

it appeared, that Muſcovy and China are not ſo far distant from each other, as

the maps commonly made them -, which chart was made by a perſon, whom Dr.

SMITH knew at Constantinople, and who had not long ſince travelled from Muſ

covy to China.

Upon occaſion of mentioning the cork-tree, it was ſaid, that there was one at

Mr. EVELYN's, at Mr. BALLE's, and perhaps other places.

A paper of Dr. GREW was read concerning the pores, ** chiefly in the hands

and feet, in purſuance of what he had ſaid at the last meeting. He first took no

tice of the viſibleneſs of the pores, which was ſheWn in a new ſcheme of part of

the hand very much magnified; their fituation upon the ridges, _ not within the

parallel furrows 5 their convenience as t'0 the motion of the a jommg arts ; their

extraordinary largeneſs in ſome places ; and their neceſſary uſe ſor e health of

* the body.

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed an instrument to meaſure the velocity of the air or wind,

as follows ' :

" I ſhewed an instrument to meafltre 'be 'velocity of the air or wind, and ſhewed t_a

" find tbestrengtb thereof, which was by four vanes put upon an axis, and made very

" light and eaſy for motion -, and the vanes ſo contrived, as that they could be

" ſet to what Hope ſhould be deſired.

4 It is printed in the Philoſophical Tran'actib This account is inſerted in the Letter-book,

- ons, Vol. xiv. N' 159. p. 566. for May 1684..Vol. ix. p. 40. _

* Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 39, - * Register, vol. vr. p. 83. _.

Von. lV. __ G g _" It
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" lt was ſeveral times tried and examined in the long gallery of Greſham-col

U vlege, whereby it appeared, that by walking from one end thereof to the other,

** and carrying the ſame above one's head, the doors and windows of the ſaid gal

" ler being ſhut, and ſo the air within it being not in motion but stagnant, the

U inſirument made lo many turns, as there were circumſerential lengths of the ſaid

vanes in the length of the gallery : and if by trial it were found to be more or

leſs than the due meaſure oſ thoſe circumſerential lengths, then by letting the

ſaid vanes either flatter or ſharper, in reſpect oſ the way of its motion through

-" and against the air, the ſame was eaſy to be adjusted. '

i'

'i

It

" The uſe of which may be of very great conſequence in the buſineſs of ſailing

and steering a ſhip upon the ſea, and for examining the power and strength of

the wind upon land in order to the theory of ſhipping, for which it was.

** deſigned." -

(i

Al

r Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a convenient way of copying any thing, &e. by making a

thin plate of fiſh glue diſſolved in ſpirit of wine, and well Clarified; then poured

upon a glaſs plate as thin as paper, lying there till it be dry -, at which time the

lin:s of' the object may be drawn upon it as they appear under ſ,

Nwembcr ar, at a meeting of the-COUNcu. in Mr. Hooxe's lodgings were

preſent -

Sir JOHN Hosxvus preſident

Dr. Homer. Mr. PERRY

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Mannmrm A

Mr. HILL

The minutes of this council were taken by the preſident in the abſence of both

the ſecretaries '.

The auditors of the treaſu-rer's accounts appointed on the part of the councik

were the Preſident, Mr.A5T0N, Mr. COLWALL, Mr. PERRY, and Mr.MEREDITH.

- The gratuity due to Dr. SLARE' and Dr. Tvsou could not be aſcertained for

Want of the books, wherein were contained the orders relating to that matter.

It was reſhlved, that Dr. GRBW, Dr. GALE, Mr. ASTON, Dr. PLOT, and' Dre

AGLIONBY be excuſed from payments due from them to the Society last Mi

chaelmas.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on theſame day, Mr. ASTON being indiſpoſed',

no minutes were taken; but Mr. Hooxa brought in a paper of curioſities brought

by Captain ROBERT KNOX from Tunquin, upon the main Of China, and pre

ſented by him to the Society for their repoſitory, viz.

7 Register, Vol. vi. p. 82. and Dr. Hooxk's_ _ I Mr. ASTON was indiſpoſed, and Dr.?nor

Philoſophical Experiments, p. in. at Oxford.

a r. A
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1. A Tunquin plow and yoke, both varniſhed with the true lacker varniſh.

which grows in Tunquin, and is thence tranſported to Japan for making thoſe cu

riOUs cabinets, ſcreens, boxes, &e. which are thence brought into Europe. This

plow is ſo light and eaſy to be made and uſed, that the Captain judged it might

be of very good uſe here in England. The ſhare is cast of iron very curiouſly.

2. Two Tunquin pictures, the first repreſenting the mandarins barcre and pro
' - . ' o -

grels therein upon the water -, the ſecond their progreſs at land With their guard

and retinue.

3. A true dolphin's ſkin, caught by the Captain in his homeward bound

voyage, and stuffed, being very different from the porpeſs, which is commonly

here called and esteemed to be the dolphin.

4.. A paper of the lime commonly uſed in the Indies to ſpread upon the Betele

leaf. It was extremely fine and white, and had nothing ofthe ſulphureous burning

taste, which our Engliſh lime generally retains. ' .

5. The Betele nut, being ſomewhat like a nutmeg for ſubstance. If cut, it

appeared veined, and ſolid like a nutmeg, and had a thin ſhell, that incloſed it,

and without that a stringy pod ſomewhat like mace 5 but more like the outward
tegument of the cocoa nut. ſſ

6. A paper of the dry leaves of Betele, which are gathered from a climbing

plant growing up against the bodies of other trees like our ivy, but yet of a very

different ſpecies. *

Theſe three last are the ingredients, that compoſe that masticatory, which is ſo '

generally uſed-in all India. Their manner of preparing it is thus : They ſlice the

nut into very thin ſlices, as we commonly do nutmegs here; then taking a green

Betele leaf, which they gather freſh every morning, they ſpread upon it ſo much

of the aforeſaid lime tempered with water, to the conſistence of batter for fritters,

as almost to cover one ſide of it : then laying a little of the ſaid fliced nut upon

the lime, they fold up the leaf, and ſo put it into their mouth to chew.

7. The root of the tea-tree, which the Captain deſigning to bring home grow

ing had planted, and kept growing in a pot of earth aboard the ſhip, but which

by the way was gnawed and ſo killed by the rats. It is in taste very bitter.

8. The tea-ſeed, being a kind of corn as big as a hazel-nutz which it was

hoped might grow in England, it growing in that part of China, where there is

both frost and ſnow.

9. A stick of the wood, with which they make their gun-powder in Tunquin.

IO. A ſmall pipe of Tunquin marble, broken off from the steps of one of their.

temples. _

1 1. A branch of the tea-tree, the tree and leaf being as big as an ordinary bay

tree.

12. The leaves or blades of the Indian gallingale.

13. A ſptig with leaf of the bogaw-tree, worſhipped by the Chingale'ſe, but

not regarded in Tunquin.

14. Some ſprigs of a ſhrub called Ki-to-hepe, much esteemed for its medicinal

virtues.

15. A plant called Ki-luke. It is eaten raw with raw fiſh as a ſalade. - _

16, A plant called Ki-ma . Bruiſed with ſalt, and applied to the legs, it alz

leviates pains in them from (grains or wearineſs with walking. -

ng 17.A
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17. A ſprig of a lhrub called Ki=vong, of strange virtue; for being put into

water it driveth the crabs from it 5 and being put to the mouth of the holes, where

they have burrowed themſelves, they immediately run out, or are killed in their

holes. And it is for that end uſed by the natives to catch them.

18. The Betele leaf, very well preſerved in a book, ſo that the true ſhape may

be ſeen.

19. The ſprigs of a tree called Ki-coy. This is the plant, with which they dye

their cloth black in this manner: They boil the leaves in water, and then dip

their cloth in it : then dipping their cloth in mud, as at Ceylon, it turns ofa per

fect black. *

20. A ſprig of the kitule- tree -, the virtues oſ which tree are deſcribed in the

History Ceylozz.

2 I. The leaves oſ the deutro or dotra, called by the Chingaleſe, attuna atta, but

by the Tunquineſe ki-karrock. It is of a strange intoxicating nature. See LIN

SCHOTEN.

22. The feed oſ the Tunquin oranges, the best in the world.

2 3. The ſeed of a certain bean or peaſe that grows in Java, and is there eaten

commonly as peaſe or beans are here.

24. The ſeedsof water-melons, which grow in the iſland of St. Jago. One

of the melons was from thence carried to Tunquin very fair and freſh -, and being

there eaten, the ſeeds taken out of the melon grew and throve very well, though

they had none of them in that country 5 and ſo, it was hoped, they might do in

En land.

35. The Lichen plumbs, accounted the best plumbs oſ China.

26. The plumbs called in the Chingaleſe Murtas, growing alſo plentifully in

Tunquin. It is both pleaſant and wholeſome to eat. '

2-7. The ſeed, with which they make oil, not much different from our linſeed

oil, being uſed for painting ; as alſo for burning in lamps, and of great uſe for

anointing for any pains of the body. In the Chingaleſe language it is called En

dra-atta -, in Tunquin, Hot-to-doo.

28. The ſeeds of a plant, called in the Tunquin language Hot-com-gon; in

the Chin aleſe language Kermda-etta.

2 . The ſeeds of the Deutro, uſed in the Indies for intoxicating. See SPRAT's
History of the Royal Society. ct

Nowmber 24, at a meeting of the COUNCIL at Mr. Hooxa's lodgings were

preſent,

Sir JQHN HOSKYNS preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. MEREDlTl-I.

Mr. HILL Mr. PERRY.

The minutes of the last council were read ".

It was ordered, that Mr. ASTON be deſired to take care, that the papers need

ful be brought to the Society on the Wedneſday following, and on St. Andrew's

day; and Mr. HUNT was ordered to ſpeak with him for that purpoſe ; That Mr.

I The minutes of the following council were taken by the preſident.

PAGE'P
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PAGET be excuſed from payment due at Michaelmasz and that Mr. HrLL ac

quaint him, that ſomething of his work was expected : And,

- That a preſent be made from the Society to Mr. Knox ; and that it be of about

50 s. or 31. value.

It was reſolved, that it is the opinion of the council, that Mr. Hooxa ſhould

be owned and afflsted by the Society as far as lawfully they' may, and is warrant

able by the orders and journals of the Society. '

It was ordered that Mr. Hooxa have 15 I. upon account, as part of what he

is to have, when he brings in the account of the experiments made this year: And

That inquiry be made for ſuch a clerk for; the Society, as may perform the

laborious part of the ſecretaries office.

Novmber 27, at a meeting of the Councrc were preſent,

Sir JOHN Hosxvns preſident

Sir ANTHONY Dram: Dr. SLARE

Dr. HOLDER Mr. Penn

Mr. Evanvx Mr. Mauor'm

Dr. Gaaw Mr. Canto.

The minutes of the last council were read.

Dr. VlNCENT and Mr. BAILEY were propounded, inordet'tu their being' elected

fellows, and approved.

'Reſolved, that Mr. WALLBR'S tranſlation of the' Florentine eXperiments li

cenſ'ed : And

That Mr. CRAMER be clerk to the society in WrcKs's place', and be ſubject

to the directions oſ the ſecretaries in the ſervice of the Society, and have about

301. per man. or as- can be agreed: and that Mr. Wrcxs be told, that his attcnr

dance is of no farther uſe : '

That the ledger and joumal books of the' Society be' broughtin 'a box every

meeting, as by former orders, and be ſhut up when the preſident' is irf the' chair :

And , - .

That a list of all the papers and books in the'ſe'cretaries custodY be kept' in the

treaſurer's chest, and be called over before two of the council at the beginningr of

the ſecretaries entering upon their office after election.

Mr. Hoomz acquainted the council, that he intended to write an historical ac

count of the experiments, which he had ſhewed before the Seciety, together wilth

a e
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a declaration of the uſe and conſectaries of each, and an idea of natural philoſophy

built upon them: and he deſired, that the experiments not heretofore clearly

made, and which were imperfectly entered, might be repeated at the Society's

charge : which was ordered accordingly, with this addition, that at the meetinor

before any ſuch experiment made, he ſhould give the Society notice, that ſuch a:

pleaſed might be preſent.

November 28, at a meeting-of the Socrrrv, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſident in

the chair. ' ' =

Dr.N1\THANAl-ZL VINCENT, and Mr. Enwann BAiLLY were propoſed to the

Society as candidates by the preſident.

A letter ofDr. WALLlS to Dr. PLOT,-dated at Oxford November 16, 1683, i

was rſiead, concerning an antient mantle-tree in Northamptonſhire, on which the

date ofit (for the year of our Lono I 133) is 'expreſſed by numeral figures 3 which

ſhews the great antiquity of thoſe figures in England.

A letter from GRlFFlTH HATLEY, M. D. to Dr. GREW, dared at Maidstone

in Kent, November 12, l683 k, . was read, concerning a bed of ſhells found

abOUt ſix feet under ground at Hunton in Kent about five miles from Maidstone,

and a mile from the river Medway. Theſe ſhells were ſuppoſed by Dr. HATLEY

to be lapidesſui gem-rit, and not ſhells petrified.

Two letters from Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON were read, one dated at New

college, Oxford, November 17, 168 3 ', the other November 26 m; both men

tioning ſome experiments there tried, viz.

That filing takes off the polarity of iron :

That a knife touched with a magnet after whetting attracts more than before :

That a rou h magnet struck with a hammer ſeems to emit bristles, which are

the ramcnta o the stone : And,

That the needle turnsjust at the center of gravity.

There was alſo an account of ſeveral electrical bodies 5 of metallic earths A; and

other eaiths of promiſcuous uſe.

Mr. HOOKE delivered in a box for the repoſitory the curioſities given by Cap

tain Knox, which had been ſhewn at the last meeting.

Mr. Hooxr ſhewed an instrument, which was one part of a way-wiſer z his

account of which was as follows ". -

ſil Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 46. It is printed

in the Philoſoph. Tranſ N0 154. p. 399. for

Dexmber 1683.

if Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 42. It is printed in

the Philoſoph. Tranſact. N" 1 . . 6 .
' Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. p 4 3

I' Ibid. p. 54..

f Register, Vol. vi. p. 84.
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'" Iſhewed an ihstrument I had contrived, and ſhewed ſome of the Society

" about twenty years ſince, by which the way of a ſhip through the ſea might be

" exactly meaſured, as alſo the velocity oſ any running water or river, and thereby

" the comparative velocity of it in its ſeveral parts. By this alſo the quantity of

" the water venth by any river into the ſea, or any other river, might be found.

" It was one part of a way-wiſer for the ſea ; the whole engine being deſigned tal-1',

" keep a true account, not only of the length of the run of the ſhip through the

" water, but the true rumb or leeward way, together with all the jackings and

" workings of the ſhip. This part of the engine now ſhewn was the vane, fiv,

" or first mover of the whole, feeling as it were, and d-isti-nguiſhing the ſeveral

" qualifications of the ſhip's courſe; but was to be regulated by ſeveral Other

U additions in the compleated engine, which I deſign ſhortly to get executed."

A letter of Mr. HEVELIUS to Mr. ASTON, dared at Dantzick 30 September

168 3 *, was read, giving an account of the last comet ſiten at D'antzick from July

30, to September 4, 168 3 1', and preſcribing ſome conditions for a bookſeller,

who would undertake to print his Umnograpþia and globesſi

Novmber 30, the day of the anniverſary election of the council and officers for

the year enſuing ;

Dr. NATHANAEL VJNCENT and Mr. Eownan BAILEY were elected fellows.

Mr. BOYLE ſent a depoſitum of an arranum to remain ſealed in the custody of

the ſecretary. .

He likewiſe preſented a piece ofnative Cinnabar.

The ſiecretary having read the statutes for election of officers, the preſident

drew the two ſcrutators by lot, who were JOHN HERBBRT, Eſq -, and Mr. ED

WARD Prco-r.

The Society then elected out of the old council the following eleven perſons,.

who ſhould remain still of the council for another year, viz.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. HlLL

Sir JOSEPH VViLIJAMSON Mr. MEREDlTH.

Sir CYRIL WYCHE - Dr. GREW \

Sir CHRISTOPHER War-m Dr. PLOT ' '

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Asrorr.

Mr. COLWALL.

There were then ten others elected out of the Society into the council, viz.

GEORGE Earl of Berkley Dr. GALE

Sir ROBERT REDDING Dr. TYSON

Dr. Aouomw . . . Mr. LlSTER

Dr. BROWN' - Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Dr. Cnouun Mr. HALLEY.

' Letter-book, vol. p. 57. 3 It is printed in the Philoſoph. Tranlafl. N' 154.. p. 416.

' . The
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The Society then proceeded to elect the preſident and other officers, and ac

cordingly choſe Sir CYRlL VVYCHE- preſident by thirty voices out of forty-three -,

Mr. HILL treaſurer, and Dr. PLOT and Mr. ASTON ſecretaries, as the last year.

Then the oath ofoffice was administered to the new preſident, and the ten per

4Cffſons newly choſen into the council by the following perſons, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS,

'I Sir CHRlSTOPHER WREN , Mr. HENSHAW, Mr. MEREDITH, Mr. HlLL, Mr.

PERRY, Dr. PLOT, Mr. ASTON,- &e.

Not long before this anniverſary election the Society lost by death, an eminent

member,

Mr. JOHN COLLlNS, born at Wood-Eaton near Oxford, on Saturday March 5,

162-gl, and ſon of a non-conformist divine,_who, though not ſuffered to preach

in church, was permitted to do ſo in priſons to malefactors, which with correcting

the preſs afforded him a ſubſistence. At ſixteen years of age Mr. COLLms was

put apprentice to Mr. THOMAS ALLAM, a bookſeller without the Turl-gate of

Oxford; but the war between the king and parliament breaking out ſoon after,

he left that trade, and was employed in clerkſhip under, and received ſome ma

thematical knowledge, from Mr. Jor-m MARR, one of the clerks of the kitchin to

the Prince of Wales, eminent for his ſkill in mathematics, and for thoſe excellent

dials, with which the gardens of King CHARLES I. were adorned. But the in

testine troubles and confuſions increaſing, Mr. COLL1Ns lost that employment,

and went to ſea ſeven years, most part of which Was in an Engliſh merchant-man,

that became a man pf war in the Venetian ſervice against the Turks -, in which

having leiſure, he applied part of his study to the mathematics and merchants ac'

counts; and upon his return to En land taught them together with writing';

and in 1652 publiſhed An Introductzon to Merchant: deraunlr, which had been

drawn up for the uſe of his ſcholars. It was reprinted- in 1665, but the greatest

part of the impreſſion was conſumed in the fire of London the ear following,

A new edition was- publiſhed in 1674., in fol. with the addition o two more ac

counts. His Sector on a Knadrant; or a Treatiſe containing the De/rriptiaa and U/Z:

" of four everal Qxyadranls, &r. wasprinted at London 1658, in 4t0, as his Ada

rz'ner': p ain Scale new plained, and' his Treatiſe afgeometrieal Dialling, were the year

following. In 1664 he publiſhed at London in a quarter of a ſheet, The Doctrine

a Decimal Arlzbmetie, Simple Intere/l, fie. as alſo of Compound Interdi and Annui

tz'ex, generally performed for any 'Time aſ Payment. After the restoration he was ap

pointed accountant to the exciſe-office, then kept in Bartholomew-Lane near the

Royal Exchange. October Io, 1667, he was propoſed candidate for election

into the Royal Society by Dr. SETH VVARD, Biſhop of Saliſbury, and on the

17th of that month was choſen a member of it, ſeveral of his pieces being printed

in the Pbiloſopþieal Tranſactianr. .

In March 1668, he had an offer of an employment in'Ireland, but had no great

inclination to leave his own country '. *

I Woou, Fasti Oxon. vol. ii. p. 117. 166f, among Dr. Pgtt's papers;

P Copy of a letter of his, (lated March 11,

3 He
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He was nominated by the Earl ofShafteſbury, while Lord High Chancellon

in divers references concerning ſuits depending in Chancery about intricate ac

counts, to aſſist in the stating thereof; which he performed with ſuch ſucceſs,

that his repUtation in that reſpect occaſioned him to be much employed in Other

places and by other perſons. '

Upon the loſs of his place in the Exciſe-office, and of that under the com

miſiioners of accounts, he 'was recommended by Sir Pnrup WARWXCK in a

letterc dared May 1670, to Sir J'orm Tnzvon, one of the principal Secretaries

of state, as long known to, and reſpected by him for his great and uſeſul parts,

and greater modesty; and that, beſides his knowledge oſ mathematics and ac

counts, he was a great master of trade : U I conceive, added Sir PHILlP, he takes

" better meaſures of it, and knows the hinges it turns on better than any diſcourſes

** I have met with, and can rectify the methods of ſeveral accounts relating td

" the navy and ſuch affairs, if he be leiſurely dealt with, for he neither makes

" noiſe nor ſhew. 1 find (for he is neither cot'etous nor greedy) he could

" reckon aoo I. per am. for a reaſonable ſubſistence: which it his Majesty and

** my Lords Commiſſioners think fit to buy him at, ſure he may' be ſet on work

" immediately upon ſuch ſubjects, as he will ſoon earn' his wages, though it be

" an extraordinary allowance; and the next commiſſioners of appeals place,

** which falls in the EXCiſe (which is now rather a bounty than 'a ſalary'jv may take

*' off that exrraordinary charge." Sir PHtLrP VVARWlCR. wrote another letthrirl

his favour, August 6, 1677, to Mr. BRENT, incloſing a paper recommending

Mr. COLLlNS to the Lord Treaſurer, the Earl ofDANBY; in which letter he

stiled him A num ofgood arts, and yet great flmplirity ; able, But no wayrſor-wa'rd 3

, and obſetve'd, that he had deſerved, when he was in employment, the ſmall pen

ſion aſſigned him, when he quitted that employment. Sir PmtrP Wrote a third

letter of recom'mendation, October 31', 1678, to CHARLES BERTra, Eſq; ſecre

tary to the Lord Treaſurer, mentioning, that in the ſmall office, which Mr.

COLLINs had in the Exciſe while the Earl of Southampton was Treaſurer, he

was very trusty to his charge, and very careful in the true stating of the accounts

at Brooke-houſe; and that he could have very ample testimonies of his ſervices in

attending the commiſiioners, and more lately in his office oſ accountant to the Royo

al Fiſhery company. " But as a man, continues Sir PerP', that hath attended more

** his buſineſs than himſelf, he fell ſhort of receiving thoſe ſalaries, which were pro

" miſed him: but i contract myſelfand my ſuit to you, and pray you to repreſent

" it, if it would do any geod, in my name to my Lord Treaſurer, that he havin ,

K upon diffilving the then commiſfion ſor Exciſe, but a poor penfion of fi ty

'* pounds per am. ſertled on him by privy ſeal, and of Which heis now five or ſix

" years in arrear, you would be instrumental to get him ſuch a portiOn, as might

" be comfortable to him, and whereof, I aſſure you, he stands in great need for

" his Family as well as for himſelf, his preſent ſubſistentte being only ſometimes

** taking ſome intricate accounts of merchants, which are litigant, and others, who

" call him thereunto upon ſuch occaſions. l extend my request ſomewhat farther,
5' that if m'y Lord Treafurer have need of ſuch a man's ſervice, as- he may pſiro

" bably upon the balance of trade or of a steady accountoſ another nature, you

t Copies oſ this and two following letters are extant among Dr. Pitt's papers.

Yon. IV. H h ff would

\
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" would remember him, and gain him ſome employment; for thus he will re

" commend himſelf."

- Mr. COLLrNs publiſhed at London in 1680 in 4to, A Plea for bringing in of

Iriſ/2 Cnttle, and keeping out of caught by Foreignerx. His next piece was, A'n

Addreſi to the Aſcmbers of Parliament of the Countits of Cornwnl! and De-van about

the Admncement of Tin, Fi/hery, and other Manufactum. His book intitled Salt

and F1_'/he7y was printed at London 1682 in 4t0: but his Arithmetic in whole Num

ber: and Fractions, both 'vulgar and decimnl, with Tables for the Forbenrance and

Rebate of M'oney, Uſ. did not appear till ſome years after his death, being pub

liſhed at London in 1688, in 12m0, by Mr. THOMAS PLANT, accountant.

. After the act at Oxford, July to, 1682, riding from thence to Malmeſbury

in Wiltſhire, in order to view the ground to be cut for a river between the Iſis and

Avon, and drinking cider while he was hot, he contracted an asthma and con

ſumption, which at length put an end to his life at his lodging on Garlick-hill

in London, on Saturday November 10, 1683, his body being interred, on the

Tueſday following, in the pariſh church of St. James Garlick-hill, in the ſouth

iſle just behind the pulpit a,

t U

About five and twenty years after his death, all his papers and most of his

books came into the hands of Mr. WlLLIAM Jonas, F. R. S. amongst which

were found manuſcripts upon mathematical ſubjects of Mr. BRIGGS, Mr. Ouon

TRED, Dr. PELL, Dr. SCARBURGH, Dr. BARROW, and Mr. ISAAC NEWTON,

with amultitude of letters received from, and copies of letters ſent to, many learned

erſons, particularly Dr. PBLL, Dr. WALLIS, Dr. BARROw,Mr. NEWTON,

R/Ir. JAMES GREGORY, Mr. FLAMSTEAD, Mr. THOMAs BAKER, Mr. BRANCK

rR, Dr. EDWARD BERNARD, Monſ. SLUSIUS, Monſ. LElBNITZ, Monſ.

TscmRNAus, Father BERTET, and others.

From theſe papers it appeared, that Mr. COLLINS was ſo ſollicitous in his

ſearch after uſeful truths, ſo indefatigably industrious in proſecuting theſe in

quiries, and of ſo communicative a diſpoſition, that he held a constant correſpon

dence for many years with all the eminent mathematicians of his time, and ſpared

neither pains nor cost to procure what was requiſite to promote real ſcience; ſo

that the world was obliged to him for the greatest part of the late diſcoveries in

all uſeful learning'. It was from his papers chiefiy, that the great NEWTON's

claim to the invention of fluxions was establiſhed, as may be ſeen in the Commem'um

Epistohtnm D. JOHANNI COLLINS is' aliarum de Amby/i promotd, juffu Regia- Socie

tatis lucenzeditnm, London 1712, in 4to.

Another of the Society's Members, who appears to have died in the year

1683, was

i Woon, ubi ſupra, col. 117. NARY HlST. AND CIUTICAL, Vol..IV. p. 406,.

* See farther concerning his character and mc- 407, and the notes B and C.

rits oſ him the article in the GENERAL Dtcrio

I Jonn.
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JOHN BEAL, D. D. who was deſcended ofa good family in Herefordſhire, where

he was born ', being nephew of SirWILLlAM PY 12, attorney of the Court ofWardsg.

He was born about the year 1603 h, and educated at first at WVorcester ſchool i, and "

thence removed to Eaton collegek; from which he was tranſplanted toKing's

college in Cambridge, where he read philoſophy to the students for two years '.

At his entrance into that univerſity, he found the writings of the Ramists in high

esteem, from which they ſunk within three or four years after, without the ſolli

citation of any party or faction, or other concernment, merely by the prevalence of

ſolid truth and reaſonable diſcourſes. And the ſame fate ſoon after befel Cal

viniſm in both univerſities, though defended by the public profeſſors, COLLlNS

and Pamanux, by ſwarms of writers and diſputants, the noiſe of pulpits, all

pretences of zeal, and the juncture of many foreign and national correſpon

dencies "2 Mr. BEAL ſpent ſome time in his travels abroad, being at Orleans in

France in 163 6, when he was thirty three years of age ". ,His love of learning and

zeal for the promotion of all the most uſeful parts of it engaged him in a cor-'

reſpondence with Mr. SAMUEL HARTLlB, and afterwards with Mr. BOYLE, many

of his letters to the latter being publiſhed in the fifth volume of the works Of that

great man.

His zeal for the plantation of orchards for the making of cider was hereditary,

his great grandfather and father being eminent for the ſame P. In conſequence of

this he wrote two letters addreſſed to Mr. HARTLIB, which were printed by Ro

GER DANIEL the printer, in 1656, with the title of Herqfcrdſhz're Cro/yards a Pat

tern for England; within a few years after which, that county gained ſome hun<

dred thouſand pounds stirling by the fame of their orchards q. He reſided chiefly

at Hereford till the year 1660, when'he became rector oſYeovil in Somerſet- ,

ſhire, where he reſided till his death.

He was an early member of the Royal Society, being declared an honorary

one, January 7, 166}, and elected a fellow of it on the 21st of the ſame month.

He was promoted to be Chaplain to King CHARLES in 1665 ', and was likewiſe

doctor of divinity. Several of his papers are printed in the Pbii'o opbical Tranſ

actiom'. He was a man of excellent parts, extenſive learning, and great public

ſpirit; and the character, which his friend Mr. HARTLIB, gave ofhim in a letter

to Mr. Bovu: ', was, that there was not the like man in this iſland or continent,

who could be made more univerſally uſeful.

Decemb. 5. Sir CYRIL chimz preſident in the chair.

Dr. VINCENT was admitted fellow.

ſ Bovcr'r works, vol. v. p. 440. P Mr. BEAL's letter to Mr. EVELYN, Decemb.

5 Ibid. p. 429. rz, 1662 : Supplement to the letter-books, vol. i.

d In a letter of his to Mr. BOYLE, dared July p. 158. 4 lbid. p. 476. _ ' lbid. p. 468.

I, 1682, p. LOS, he mentions his being then ' Life of Mr. BOYLE, p. 115, cdit. 1744., Svo.

entering into 's eightieth 'can i P. 459. ' Of April 27, 1658. BOYLn's Work, vol. v.

'5 P. 426. 1 Ibid. I P. 483. p. 275. , -

='. P- w, 464- * *

Hh a ' Upon
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Upon mentioning Dr. HATLEY'S letter, read at the meeting of November 28', i_t

was deſired, that ſome of the turbinated and bivalvous ſhells might be ſent up

and conſidered of.

_ Some magnetical experiments being mentioned as made at Oxford, it was re

quired, that the three following ſhould be tried at the next meeting.

1. To strike a load-stone with a hammer, and to ſee the ramnta hang upon

the stone.

.2. To file a touched iron, to try whether the polarity be lost.

3'. To ſee whether a needle begins to turn just at the center ofgmvity.

Mr. HALLEY queried, in a ſhip's paſſing the line towards, the Indies about what

lace the ſouthol became. strongest ? The inquiry was recommended to-be made

By Mr. BAILEY..

Upon Mr, Hrvruus's letter concerning the printing his Uramgraphia, Uſ.

it was ordered, that Dr. GALE or the ſecretary ſhould ſpeak to Mr. Cmswsu,

to know whether he would undertake the doing it on the conditions offered.

Upon mentioning Dr._WALus's account of the numeral figure-s, Dr. 0.-th

remarked, that theſe figures had been uſed in France above too years ſooner,

inabout 1005, having been introduced by GEmmR'nus,

A, letter of Mr. Muscknvq to Dr. Tvsom, dated- at: New-college. Oxford,

December 1, 168 3 ", was read, containing ſome obſervations made by a friend of

his on the lumbricus latus -, that in the middle of the join: onrone ſide was a fora.

men, and from that lace downwards a body like an ant, ſeeming to be in'cloſed in

the ſkin, &e. Dr. YSONſ was deſired to procure, if he could, ſome-of the worm,

and report how he finds it agree-with thiþ account,

Mr. Hecuba brought in a modelof a balance for finding any deſired part of a

weight given. The beam-was ſuſpended, and poiſed in a, part, from which one

arm was tcn times as long asthe other, The ſcales alſo were one to the Other as

ten to one'. *

Decemb. 12, at a meeting of the COUNCZL- were preſent

Sir CYRrL Wtcn preſident

Sir JOHN Hosxvns Mr. Him.

Sir ROBERT annmo Mr. MEREDITH

Dr. BROWN Dr. PLOT

Dr. TYSON. Mr. FLAMSTEAQ

Dr. Gazwſ ' Mr. AsTON.

Dr- Lrsfrzn '

* Letter-book, vol. ix. p. so. and printed in his Pbila/J Experimeth &e. p, 113.

' It is entered in the Register, vol. vi, p. 85.

2 ' The
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The council debatin the legality of holding a council without a ſecretary

cauſed the minutes of t e three preceding councils to be read over, and made the

following alterations :

Whereas November 27th one CRAMBR was choſen clerk in Mr. WieKs's place,

that election was declared void -, becauſe, according to the charter, the clerk

ought to be choſen by the whole Society, in the ſame manner as the treaſurer. and

ſecretaxies. -

It was ordered, that the preſident, Sir JOHN HOSKYNs, Mr. COLW'ALL, Mr,

MtRaDiTH, and Mr. Asrox, do meet as a committee for the ſpeedy auditing

the treaſurer's accounts. '

Mr. HOOKE being ſent for in, and required to deliver to the ſecretaries

the written account of the experiments made by him as curator during the last

half year, he promiſed to deliver the ſaid account to Mr. ASTON by Christmaſse

day.

Thczcouncil. recommended to Mr. Homer the retrieving and delivering to be

entered ſuch other experiments, as had been made by him as curator during the

last ſeven years.

Mr. Hooreawaa deſired, when he ſhould make any experiment at the Society's

charge; to acquaintthem with it the week before, and' to have their conſents ; ſome

perſons, if it ſhould be thought neceſſary, being appointed to be preſent at the

making of theexperiment.

At a meeting ofthe SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in

the. chair,

A letter was read from Dr. HATLEY to Mr. ASTON, da'ted at Maidstone

Detemb. 1.o,\ 1683 7', promiſing to ſend ſome of the figured stones found at Hun

ton in Kent.

In the mean time-Dr. Geewhaving had ſome of them formerly ſent him, offer

ed them to the Society. The turbinites wasdeclared by Dr- LJSTEB to be a stone

undeſcribed either by himſelf or Dr. PLO-T. The bivalve was ſo imperfect, as

not to ſuffer a judgment to be madeofiitt. * The inner part of: the stones ſeemed'

to partake of the nature of the marl, where they were found, as being diſſolvable

in water. The outward part of the stone being more hard, wasjudged by Dr.

Lrsrmtto be a ſelenites -, but Mr. Hooxlt took-it to-be a: ſhen

To-this Dr. Lrsmen anſwered, that' them: was. no ſhellzſi-ſh know,- thzt an'

Bvered. either this stone, or any one of: the cochlites of England" When-'Of them

are forty or fifty ſorts.

I Letter-ſhook. vol. ix. p. 35. M

r.
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Mr. HOOKE mentioned a plaCC, where ſhells falling upon a ſhore were petri.._

fied, ſome more ſome leſs, as they lay more or longer in the water.

Dr. LrsrnR did not deny the petrification of ſhells, but he denied any altera

tion, which might make them like the cochlites found in England. He appeal

ed alſo to any trial to be made in petrifying Water. He ſaid, that ſome petrifica

tions left the ſhell quite intire, but incrusted with stone within and without, as

one, which he ſhewed, belonging to the repoſitory. Other petriſications increaſe

the weight of a ſhell -, but it appears still the ſame it was formerly, without any

outward alteration.

Mr. HOOKE having mentioned ſeveral ſorts of petrified oisters, Dr. Lrsrrn

ſeemed to allow but two ſorts of oisters in Europe, with either of which the rock

oister-ſhells had no ſimilitude, as having no strize on the outſide going from the

valve to the rim. '

Upon viewing a ſnail-ſhell incrusted with stone within and without, Dr. Vm

CENT ſaid, that there was a petrified ſkull in Sidney college in Cambridge, ſo

that the ſkull might eaſily be ſcraped out from the stone. This had been brought

out of Candia in the reign of King JAMES I.

Dr. PLOT ſhewed an experiment, how the ramen'a start out of the load-stone,

when it is struck with an hammer: and he affirmed, that ſuch ramenla' do not

appear, where a load-stone is struck with a braſs pestle : but this was not tried.

A piece of iron, that had been touched with a magnet, was filed; but there was

yet ſome doubt, that the iron retained its polarity.

Mr. Hoom: propoſed the trial, whether grinding a loadstone would destroy

its polarity, though it were true, that filing would confound it.

It was alſo queried whether the touching of a needle penetrates it, and gives a

'virtue to the inner part of the iron.

Mr. Hooxe read a paper concerning the uſe and convenience of the beam or

steelyard propoſed at the last meeting 1.

He alſo promiſed, that ſuch a beam ſhould be made, and ſhewed the Society

at their next meeting.

Dr. GREW produced ſome crystals of tale found by Mr. STEPHENSON at

Dedham in Eſſex. They lay in deep wells in a blackiſh loam. He obſerved,

that the ſame are found upon the cliffs of Walton in the Naſe in the ſame ſort of

earth. Half a buſhel of them may be got in a day. The water, where the

tale is found, 'upon the first opening the ground, purges.

v 2 This paper is entered in the register, vol. vi. p. 88. and printed in his P/Jz'laſ Experimzm, p. 116.

t He
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He alſo produced a hard ſpar, that will cut glaſs clustered in little pieces like

gum ammoniac, found in the ſame place. This he took to be a ſilver ore, but

poor; and not worth the working.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed a ſort ofglistering ore, which, Dr. LISTER ſaid, was call- i i

ed throstle-breast; and that it yielded its ſilver eaſily, but that the quantity was,

not great.

Mr. EVELYN remarked, that he had been lately informed. of a ſilver mine in

Norway, that was 6oo fathoms deep. '

Mr. Hoona ſhewed a way to weigh gold, &c. and at the ſame time to ex

amine the bulk. The body to be weighed in water was hung from an helical coil

of wire. The weight was to be judged from a body placed Within the wire, and

divided conveniently. The trial hereof was not made, t-he apparatus being only

contrived to ſhew the manner how the thing was to be done.

A treatiſe of Dr. SLARE on the 'calculur bumanus was read, wherein not only

ſeveral received opinions concerning it were refuted, but the true nature of it was

ſubstantially examined by the help of chemiſtry and hydrostatics.

The calculus was found to partake more of the nature of bone than of stone.

He ſhewed the offa alba of VAN Ham-tour.v

Dr. LISTER having formerly found the eaput mortuum of the stone appli

ed to the magnet, found, that ſome of it did ſo now, though it had not been

above an hour in the fire. He therefore deſired, that the calcination of the rapnt

mortuum might be longer continued, whereby it would yet become more mag

netical. 7

It was objected, that most bodies would turn magnetical by the ſire..

Dr. LISTER was of the opinion, that the pyrites only did ſo: and he obſhrv- -

ed, that he had ſeen two ſorts of calculi urin-e, one opake, and another tran

ſparent, which had been brought in by Dr. GREW, and was very like the ſhooting;

Of the pyrites.

Dr. Gnnw remarked with regard to that part of the stone not being made by

acids, that a rigor uſually preceded a fit; that the drinking of March beer often

occaſioned a fit, which beer is allowed to have an acidity: and that things correct

ing acidity were good for the stone.

He took notice of the confirming an experiment tried by himſelf, that stones,

were wrought on by no acid, but nitrous.

I It is entered in the regifler, vol. w. p. I. and printed inthe Pþilaſi Tranſhct. No. 157. p. 523..

ſſ ' Dre SLAREL
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7 Dr. SLARE ſaid, that he had weighed the stone brought from the D. of N. by

Sir THBODORE DE Vaux, and ſound it to be four ounces and ſeven drachms.

December 19, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Mr. BAILEY ſubſcribed the charter-book, and was admitted, promiſing to

give bond at the next meeting.

The minutes of the preceding meeting were read.

Two letters from Oxford were read, the latter whereof contained ſome astro

nomical and geographical obſervations of Mr. JOHN GREAvrs,,tranſcribed from

his own manuſcript, and ſent by Dr. THOMAS SMITH -. which were ordered to

be put into the hands of Mr. HALLEY to be conſidered, and an account of them

to be given to the Society at the next meeting. They are as follow b:

" Declinatio acus magnetica: a meridiano Alexandrian occidentem verſus, 86

" Multis obſervationibus iiſque accuratis 50 45' .

" Altitudo poli Alexandria 31' Io', licet in iiſdem cphemeridibus' alibi dicit

* 31" 5', alibi tantum 3' minut.
'

" The ſun's meridian altitude taken at Galata by Constantinople nth March,

" 1637, O. St 49®T%'1,. 49" 18' 36" Sun in Aries I" 5' Decl. Bor. o' 26' Al
' titudo poliConstantinopolis, 41' 7%'. ſſ
'

"* Snuuus ſuPpoſes the altiq

' tude of the arquinoctial at A- At Rhodes Sept llth, 1638. 53 : egz53 : 53

** leXandria to be 58o 58', and ſo > At Alexandria 19th Dec. 1638, 35 : Q-H.

' the pole to be raiſed there but] 3 5o 40' 12".

ſi 3lo Tſſ- J

A " The variation of the needle at Rome, March r7th N. S. 2 of a degree east.

" Of Leghorn March 14, O, S. 50' '0 the east. ſi

-" Thcobliquity of the Zodiaclt 1639, 23* 30' 15".

*' The colours of the planets and of the stars in IEgypt not different at all

" from what the antient astronomers obſerve, and from what we ſee in England.

- " At the riſing and ſetting of the ſun in lEgy , eſpecially about Alexandria,

" there is teat store of vapours. At a good d' _ance from the horizon the body

" of the un grows ruddy, and appears bigger than isuſually ſeems to be in

V England, ' *

"_ Few nights, and thoſe without wind, that he could ſee the stars near the ho-u

'f nzon, For which he alledgeth this reaſon, becauſe when the winds blow they

P Letter-book, Yol. be p. 81.

3" raiſe
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" raiſe a great quantity oſ ſand, which oftentimes makes the ſky to look as when

" it is hazy weather in England. , z .

" He could obſerve no ſpots in the ſun for ſeveral weeks together in the latter

p " end of January, February and Nlarch. On the 5th of April, three little ſpots in

" the ſun, two cloſe together. , _ -_

'4 The diameter ofthe ſun taken Jan. 25,0. S. 2 hours 7le p.- m. and ſo

" again 4. hours p. m. was 35' 25".

" Jan. 29, O. S. 1638, about. 5 hours p. m. he ſound the ſame diameter.

'* His eyes were hurt with gazing upon the ſun -, ſo that ſor ſeveral days after

" there appeared to the eye, with which he had obſerved, as it were acompany oſ

** crows, flying together in the air at a good distance. .

** Posmomvs, as CLEOMBDES writes, obſerved the altitude of Canopus at

" Alexandria to be 7% : he obſerved it to be but 6 and almost 4..

** The Jewiſh paſſovcr began on Monday night 8th April, O. S. 1639, at A

" lexandria ;. ſo that Tueſday the 9th oſ April was the 15th of Niſan.

" At this day, he ſays, there be but four Channels or ostia of Nilus, two natuq

" ral, Damiata and Roſetto, which make the Delta, and part ſome 20 miles below

** Cairo; and two artificial, the one o'n the ſouth ſide of Alexandria, and hath

" its beginning ſouth thirty miles above Roſetto._ By this all merchandize was

" anticntly brought to Alexandria, which now comes ſrom Roſetto to Giermas

'4 with great uncertainty, by reaſon that bocca of Nile is very dangerous ; both

" becauſe ofthe NW. and NNW. winds, which bar in all thoſe ſhi s and veſſels,

*' as alſo for the ſands and ſhallows, which at the overllowing of tle Nile good

" ſhips may paſs. The other artificial Channel is at Boulas, 'where it falls (into

'* the Delta) into a ſinus of the ſea, that is in the mid-way between Roſetto and

V' Damiata, and like to that at Madiga, which is in the mid-way between Alex

*' andria and Roſetto, between theſe two places about forty miles Engliſh.

" Roſetto lies from AlexandriaE by S.

'5 The'courſes oſ Nilus,allowing for the ſeveral turnings,SSE.VVhereſore Mem

"' phis and Alexandria cannot be in the ſame meridian, nor Rhodus . For from

a Rhodus they ſail SSE to Alexandria.

** On land, about three miles from Shiemon, you may ſee the pyramids, which

" lie WV. of it at the distance of between fiſty and ſixty miles.

'1 PTOLOMY's pillar at Alexandria, as it is commonly called, is of Corinthian

" work. He ſays, that he had ſeen two or three Greek characters on the plin

** thus to the ſea-ſide. On the west fide of the plinthus A I O O X.

Von. IV. l i " At
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U At Cairo, where they hatch chickens by an artificial warmth, they know by

" looking on a new laid egg, of what colour the Chicken will be; as alſo whether

" it be a cock or a hen. .

In a paper containing an account of the mountains of the earth, according to the

Arabians, he has this note :

'* That Mount Sina reaches to the Red Sea, is confirmed by the geographers

" and travellers of our times. One thing is remarkable, which neither histo

" rian, nor any other, that I know of, make mention of, and that is this:

** That the rocks are there of a goodly ſpeckled kind of marble, the colour being

" red, with ſome mixture of black and white. From whence almost all the

'* choicest pillars, and huge vast stones, that are now in the world, have been

" brought down the Red Sea, and ſo conveyed to the Nilus,by which they have been

- " carried up to Thebes, or down to Alexandria, and other places. I have ſeen won

" derful fair and reat stones, that have been brought antiently from Mount Sina,,

" whereof ſome o them are in the pyramids, others are made into obeliſks and pil

" lars : thoſe pieces both at Constantinple and Rome, which are ſo huge and vast',

" thoſe goodly pillars, which are in the pantheon built by Agrippa; as alſo the

" aguglias full of [Egyptian hieroglyphics, have all had their original from hence.

" This l may the more confidently aver, becauſe a learned man, a Venetian, who

" had been ſome pretty while at Mount Sina, and whom I knew to be very curi

"' ous, aſſured me, that he had ſeen ſome pillars there, which were almost finiſhed,

" but by caſualty had been left imperfect, and not brought away: and that for

** many miles there were huge tocks and mountains of this red marble ſpeckled'

" with black and white. Ofwhich kind all the antient fabrics of [Egypt conſisted.

" And beſides this place 'of Mount Sina, all their other quarries and hills are of

" a kind of white free stone, like ours : wherefore they could not have of them

" from theſe, but from thoſe of Mount Sina,."

4 . I

Mr. Hoom: produced a- ſleelyard', whoſe beam was to a third proportion -, where

by he ſhewed the conveniency of weighing of bodies with a leſs number of

weights, than uſually is done any other way, and declared, that he deſigned no

more by this. steelyard than the giving of an aliquot part of any aſſigned weight ;

ſo that for any different diviſion of weight there must be a different steelyard. His

account of it was as follows c : ' '

"' I ſhewed a pair ofſeales and weight: made by'order of 'the Society. The beam

" made for tm'plimting or tertiating any weight ſmall enough to be 'weighed by it;

" And' the uſe of it was for accommodating our European weights to thoſe of'

'4. Indies. So that with a pile of weights of 21 3'- pounds Troy weight, any body

" to 64 pounds Troy could be exactly weighed; So that almost a ſingle cunda

*'* rine would turn the ſcale, when charged with that weight. -.* YVhich cundariue is

" but the thouſandth part of our pound Troy.

U Theſe ſort of ſcales will be of excellent uſe for weighing of great weights, bee

f Register, vol. vi. p. 91, 92, - -
'

I

*-* caust:
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" cauſe the beam may with eaſe be ſo made, as that one twentieth part ofthe

" weights may ſerve, and the beam and tri-angle need not be much more than of

" halfthe strength and weight, and yet the beam more nice and curious than the

" best made the ordinary way. Nor is this at all the ſame with the butcher's
ſi " steelyard, this having ſcales as ordinary beams, and as great variety ofweights,

" tholigh each of them be but one twentieth part of the weights neceſſary to be

" uſed in the common way. And whereas in a tun weight there are not leſs than

" forty half hundred weights neceſſary ſometimes to be removed from place to

"' lace -, in this way one pile of weights, amounting in all to one hundred weight,

" will fully and more exactly perform it 3 and any weight may be weighed exactly

" thereby, that is not leſs than a ſcruple, nor bigger or heavier than a tun, which

" I think is not to be done by any beam yet uſed."

Upon producing this steelyard, Monſ. Jus-rei. remarked, that steelyards were

uſed in France, which would weigh bodies to the two thouſandth part of a grain.

A letter of Dr. LiSTER's to Mr. ASTON was read concerning the nature of

earthquakes, more particularly of the origin of the matter of them from pyrites

alone 4.

Upon which a member of the Society'defired, that Dr. LlSTER might be aſked,

whether he could produce any history of an earthquake, wherein the vapour

took fire.

Another letter from Dr. LISTER to Mr. ASTON, dated rz December 1683,

was then read, concerning the stone ®, purſuant to a paper of Dr. SLARE, on the

ſame ſubject,- read at the preceding meeting. It was as follows: i

*' In the yearſſ1677, I 'publiſhed a notion in the preface to one of the tracts, De

." Cocht'z'tir Anglia, that there were but two only Succi lapideſcmter in nature, that

" I knew of, viz. the vitriolic, proceeding from the pyrites, and the ſuccus cal

" carius proceeding from that genus of foſiils : And Idid there promiſel would

" further diſcourſe of them.

" YVhich I have ſince performed in the tract De familiar medicatz's Anglia' 3 the

' deſign of that book being to fix the true characteristical notes of thoſe two

** lapideſcent juices, and to explain the nature of them, and to ſhew the great

" concern they have in almost all our medicinal waters. This in the first part.

- " In the ſecond part of that tract (which is now in the preſs) I have briefly

U endeavoured to ſhew, that as there are but two lapideſcent iuices in nature

" without us ; ſo theſe two are the only material cauſes of the stone, whenever it

" ſhall happen to be bred within us ; For that the ways to distinguiſh them with

" out us, will ſerve alſo to demonstrate their existence, when found in our bodies,

" as if vitriolic, the application of the loadstone, &e. r

* Letter-book, Vol. ix p. 72. _ It is printed in the Philoſoph. Tranſ No 157. p. 512. for March

1581. _t Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 71.

- li 2 zs That
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** That from theſe two juices not Only animals of all ſorts must 'be diſeaſed,

" but that they owe the matter of their more ſolid parts to them : the bones of'

" ſanguineous animals, and the ſhells of testaceous being of the ſame nature, and

" ſome vegetables are wholly ſed and nouriſhed by them.

" Which makes the elegant and learned diſcourſe of Dr. SLARE, read the laſt

meeting to the Society, to be in my judgment ſo very near the explicating

the true nature of the stone, as nothing yet I know of, has appeared like it.

(i

L'

" He having very rationally deduced the diſeaſe of the stone from the per

" verted juices of the bones, or the abraſions of them. AndI only add, that the

" bones themſelves are fed oſpetreſcentjuices.

" As for the reaſon oſ the diſeaſe of the stone in man, how people come'ſome<

" times to be plagued with that, which nature deſigned them for good, I refer

" (becauſe it would be too tedious here) to the tract itſelf -, every body being leſt .

" to his own ſenſe and thoughts concerning the manner of underſtanding the

cauſes of things; which lthink, however different, will never-inJure philoſo- '

" phy or real friendſhip." -

is

Mr. HOOKE read a paper concerning his way of Weighing bodies by a helical

-coil, whereby not only the quantity of the weight of any body ſhould be diſl

covered , but likewiſe the quantities of it z as in the mixture of any metal, &e.

which, he ſaid, could not be done ſo commodiouſly by any other instrument.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD's tables of-the eclipſes of JvPiTER's Satellites were ſhewn -,

and it was deſired, that they might be printed in the Pþiz'ostng-bical Tranſactiom '.

Modſ. BULLIALDUS'S Aritbmelira-inſinitorum was preſented by hands

oſ Monſ. JUSTEL.

1682, January 9, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Mr. I-IALLEY having peruſed the paper of obſervations ofMr. JOHN Garavas,

lcollected ' a

The latitude ofCOnstantinople to be 40 : 7; Bor..

The latitude of Rhodes - - 3-6 : 47 Bor.

The latitude of Alexandria 31 : 4.

- The ſecretary then reading over the' paper of Mr. Gnnnvrs, it was very much

doubted, that the great porphyry pillars and obeliſks ſhould be dug in Mount Sina,

and thence brought to the Nile. .

Dr.AoL10NBY was of the opinion of a late French author, that they were

brought out of Upper Egypt.

ſ They are printed there, N' 154. p. 404.. _

- l- a ' ct ſ Mr'
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Mr. Hooxs thought, that the pyramids might be built upon a rock of ſuch

stone in the place where they stand.

This diſcourſe giving occaſion to mention Mr. VERNON, Mr. HOOKE was de

ſired to return the copy ot Mr. VERNON's papers, which the Society had cauſed'

to be made of them;

The Lord MONTAGU 5 being mentioned to have ſome obſervations of Mr.

VERNON, Mr. HERBERT was deſired to endeavour to procure' a copy of them.

Mr. AUBREY alſo undertook, that Sir WILLIAM Escoua'r ſhould be deſired

to give acopy of ſome papers of Mr. VERNON, which were in his hands.

The weather in Egypt being obſerved to be very hazy near the horizon, Mr.

HALLEY remarked, that it was ſo in Guinea, and that the ſun before his ſetting

ſeemed to enter into a cloud, which he conceived not to be cauſed by ſand raiſed

by the wind, as Mr. Gnsaves aſſerts.

Mr. HtLL queried, whether the ſpots in the ſun, ſeen by Mr. Gneavrs, were

not the ſame obſerved by GASSENDUS.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed the contrivance of a kind of balance, which would give

any deſired part of a weight h.

The charges of one of theſe balances being bur ſmall, he was deſired to get one

well made by a good workman.

There were preſented by Dr. PLOT henna- the flower of Cyprus, or ligustrum

dried, which being mixed with water colours red, according to his account; a

piece of rude corai from the Red Sea -, a piece of zaffer, and a golden marcaſite

from Monmouthſhire.

_'fanuary 16, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent, \

Sir CYRlL WYCHE preſident

Dr. GREW' - Mr. MEREDITH

Dr BROWN Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Dr. LlSTER Mr. HALLEY

Dr.AcL10NBY Mr. ASTON.

Mr. HOOKE being ſent to, but being abſent, Mr. MsnEDm-i was deſired to

ſpeak to him to deliver to the ſecretary the particulars ot his experiments.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer Mr. HrLL do pay Dr. TYSON and Dr.

SLARE ao I. apiece, according to an order ofcouncil made Feb. 28. 168;-.

s RALPH, afterwards Earl and Duke of Mon- I It is entered in the Register, Vol._vi. p. 134.

'agup WhOſe ſvcrctary. during his embaſſy in and printed in his Philoſophical Egpenmems tnd

France, Mr. VERNON had been. Ohſervations, p. 118. Scme
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Some propoſals being read ſor regulating the buſineſs of the Society were re

ferred to the next meeting of the council.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRlL VVYCHE preſident in

the chair.

Upon the reading of the minutes of the last meeting, it was ſaid, that the stone

found in the place, where the pyramids stand, was not porphyry; and therefore

that the porphyry made uſe of in the pyramids must be brought from another

place. '

ſſ A letterof Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. Asrox, dared at New-college, Oxford, Ja

nuary 12, 168-1-1, being read, mentioning an ingot of cast iron, which the Phi

lolophical Society at Oxford had made, which was not magnetical, it was queried,

whether cast iron would draw the needle as well as forged.

Dr. LISTER deſired to be ſatisfied, that the ingot, which they had made, was

iron -, for that more is required to make iron than barely to melt down the iron

stone. Hereupon he alſo mentioned the difference between iron ore and ſow

ntetal. *

In Mr. MusoRAvt's letter were alſo mentioned ſome obſervations of Dr.

THOMAS SMITH in his voyage in 1668 to Constantinople: As I. That it was tide

and half tide in the Downs. 2. That the dolphin of the Greeks is our porpeſs.

3. That there might be an under-current in the Straits mouth. This he proved

by an instance of ſuch a current in the Sound. The instance being strange and but _

one, it was deſired, that the obſervation of it might be recommended to ſome

able ſeamen upon occaſion. 4. That upon the coast of Greece in 3 5' 53'. the

variation of the needle was 5" 22' westerly.

A letter of Dr. ROBERT HUNTlNGTON, provost of Trinity-college in Dublin,

to Dr. PLOT, dated at Dublin December 18, 1683 k, giving an account of a weekly

meeting there of ſeveral ingenious men about philoſophical ſubjects, was read.

It was as follows :

" I have received your letters of the 28th past, &e. and ſend ſomething leſs

** than your minutes (ſeconds ifyou pleaſe) an abstract out of them, &c. Here

" after you may expect a more accurate account from the ſecretary Mr. WILLIAM

" MOLYNERX (who is writing the Atlas for this country) nigh Ormond's Gate,

" in Dublin. And ſince you do ſo gcnerouſly as well as charitably offer your aſ

" ſistances, Ithink this will be the best method of conveyance, to tranſmit our

" notices to the ſecretary of the Royal Society, who, after he has peruſed them,

" can ſend them to Oxford; as you likewiſe by him may ſend hither. After

" Christmas that we meet next, our ſecretary will purſue that courſe ; you ſmooth

" ing our way at London once again, as it ſeems you have already done. After

" a while we may perchance eaſe ourſelves of that expence, and have our in

f Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 85. Ibid. p. 103.

** telligence
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telligencc for nothing. However, you may be ſure we ſhall never grudge to

defray all manner of thar-ges, that ſhall be incident to our correſpondences; and

we have raiſed afund, of which to do it. By Moses PIT, if not before, you

may expect one or two of their diſcourſes at large : For the way is for particu- '

lar ſubjects mentioned the foregoing meeting, to be treated on by particular

perſons the next : And when they have done, every one, that has any thing to

add or object, has his time and liberty to exPreſs himſelf. I don't give you the

names of our Society, becauſe you know few of them, except the Biſhop of

Fernes and Loughlin, Sir \V1LLIAM PETTY, and Dr. WILLUGHBY. And be

ſides, you will rcccive it more authentic from the ſecretary. Several of the

number meet at five upon Sunday nights (as the whole company does on Mon

days) to diſcourſe theologically, of Gon ſuppoſe, and his attributes, and how

to establiſh religion, and confute atheiſm, by reaſon, evidence and demon

stration : And when this work ſhall be well done (for all are not arguments,

that ſome men call ſo) the way to the Scriptures and Christianity will be plain

and eaſy 5 and the end is, that men might walk therein. Amcn.

" After this particular narration, you muſt be pleaſed to give me Icaveſſto be

ſpeak you more publicly; to preſent the thanks and acknowledgments of the

perſons afore-named, and all the gentlemen, who met here yesterday for the im

provement of philoſophical learning -, and to aſſure you, and your whole So

ciety at the Muſaeum, that as they are very ſenſible of the honour you have

been pleaſed to confer on them, by offering ſuch an advantageous correſpon

dence ; ſo will they be ready to maintain it, according to the utmost of their

ability, and glad upon every occaſion to approve themſelves your ſervants

This is but part of what I was commanded to ſay -, andjust enough to inform

y'ou, that you have a great many well-willers in lreland, &C.

" After ſome previous meetings in tendency to the better regulation, ſettlement,

and method of future tranſactions: *

" October 15th, 1683, diſcourſed Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX, De apparente

magni/ua'ine ſolir, bumi/ir et fill/[finis : wherein declaring the matter of fact, ard'

propounding the certain ways of trying it, he deſcended to the ſolutions hereof

given by ſeveral great authors, particularly Monſ. DES CARTES, HOBBES,

GASSENDUS, and an Abbot in the Journal des Scavans. And all theſe he found

fault with, demonstrating their ſolutions to be diſſatisfactory and erroneous.

TheBiſhop of Ferns diſcourſed the Radiis reflexis et reyfractis: wherein he

ſhewed, after a ſuccinct manner, the common appearances of refracting and

reflecting concaves and convexes, as their magnifying and diminiſhing an ob

ject, their inverſion and erection of the ſpecies. Alſo that the reflected and rc

fracted rays together make a cylinder, if the glaſs be plain : but if concave or

(Onvex (ex parte corpori Iumz'noſo obwrſa) that then they make a cone, (only al

lowing for the refraction made within the glaſſes) yet with this difference, that

when concave, the cone's vertex is towards the luminous body, and the baſis

avers ; but when convex, 'tis quite contrary. And that, whereas if theſe two.

last are made uſe of as ſpecula or perſpicilla, their affections are quite oppoſite

' - ' * U one.
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V one to the other: but iſ one be a ſpeculum, and the othera perſpicilium,

** they are all 'together agreeing. And this was ſhewn in three plain and eaſy fi

** gures. Mr. FOLEY explained Dr. Balcos's theory of viſion, and confirmed it

"- with ſome obſervations from anatomy. And Mr. Asm: gave an account oſpart

** of DE CHALts's book oſ motion.

" October 22, Mr. MOLYNEUX proceeded in his diſcourſe, for Confutation of

the forementioned authors in the abovementioned appearance : And then Mr.

VVILLIAM KING offered to bring in a ſatisfactory ſolution thereof at the next

" meeting. Dr. LOFTUs diſcourſed concerning Pere SIMON's Hzstoire Cn'tzlzuc -,
" Dr. MOULiN De Alkali et nridſio ; and Mr. NVALKINGTON concerning JAC

" BIET'S way of demonstrating Aac'mMEDEs, with which he found fault.

SG

iſ

" October 31, Mr. KING produCed his ſolution of the phaenomenon ofthe diſ-,

ferent bigneſs of the horizontal and meridional ſun, and yet its ſubtending the

ſame angle : But his account was not judged ſatisfactory. Mr. ASTON began

his animadverſions on HQBBES de Give. Mr. WALKLNGTON proceeded with the

5" former animadverſions : as alſo took an occaſion thercfrom to diſcourſe in the

" algebraical way ofproceedings in demonstrations mathematical, removing the

" three grand objections, that HOBBIZS makes against it: but Oiie'thing not being
" very clear, he was deſired to reaſſumeſiit at the next meeting. The thing 'was

** how ncgative quantities multiplied on each other, as - A on - B ſhould pro

" duce + A B -, and likewiſe how the roots A - B and B --A (though diſſe-,

" magnitudes) have the ſame powers.

CS

LL

November 12. The Lord Biſhop oſ Ferns produced a diſcourſe concerning

ſounds and hearing, and comparing them in many reſpects to images and ſee

" ing, he offered many curious propoſals for advancing one, as the other is ad

" vanced by optic glaſſhs. Mr. WALKINCTON gave the company full ſatisfac

" tion in the buſineſs last left upon him ; but Mr. FOLEY raiſed' an objection

i against the algebraical mathemathics drawn from the 27th question of the 16th

U chapter of Krasay's 1st book of algebra, p. 117. which Mr. VVALKlNGTON

-" was deſired to anſwer at his leiſure.

i o

November 19. Mr. MOLYNEUX eitplained the volution of concentric circles

V after JAchUE'r's method. Dr, Mouun explained the ſabric of the ear, and the

t bones belonging thereto. Mr. WALKlNGTON diſcourſed of the objections

" against algebra raiſed by Mr. FOLEY.

a

" December 3. Upon occaſion of ſome former diſcourſe, Mr. Arch-deacon

BAYNARD proved at large, that monarchy is the most natural government. Alſo

Mr. ASHE gave an account of part of or CHALts's book of motion.

ſ'

is

'*' DeCCmber to. Mr. MOLYNEUY explained the phffinomenon oſ double viſion;

2" viz. placing, ſuppoſe, two candles directly before you, one a foot, the other

** three feet distance from you, and looking stedfastly at the nighest, the farthest

V ſeems double t alſo looking stedſastly at the farthest, the nighest ſeems double :

" then
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" .Then winking alternately with one and the other eye: In the first caſe, the

'4 image correſpondent to the ſhut eye vaniſhes; that is, to_the left eye ſhut,

U the left image of the farther duplicated object vaniſhes ; and to the right eye,

" the right image, viz. when looking at the farther object the nigher is dupii

'* cated, the image contrary to the ſhut eye vaniſhes : i. e. to the leſt eye ſhut,

" the right image Of the nigher duplicated object vaniſhes -, and ſo the right

" eye ſhut, the left image vaniſhes.

" Dr. Mouuiu proſecuted his account of the structure of the ear.

" Mr. FOLEY diſcourſed of the contagious communication oſ a strong imagþ

N nation ; to explain and improve a notion ot Monſ. MALEBRANCH'S, in his La

*' rcrbercbe de la write', l. 2. part 3. '

" The ſame gentleman has upon the loom a very fine piece, which he calls

" Computatio univerſalir, or Logica rerum: Being an eſſay attempting in a geo

" metrical method, to demonstrate an univerſal standard; whereby to judge of

" the intrinſic value of every thing in the world. But of this, and Sir WILLIAM

" PETTY's new invention, when they ſhall think ſit to communicate them. Only

" let me take notice to you of one lately found out by a gentleman in Ireland,

" viz. to hang a coach ſo, that notwithstanding the wheels of one ſide be never

" ſo high, or quite overturn, yet ſhall the body still hang in aequilibrio, and that

V the perſons, that are therein, ſit upright still, and be free from harm, &c."

Dr. PLOT was deſired to acquaint Dr. HUNTlNGTON, that the Royal Society

very willingly embraced the correſpondence of the Society at Dublin -, and had

ordered their ſecretary to write to them in the manner propoſed '.

There were read certain obſervations of Dr. L'STER concerning the midland

ſalt ſprings of Worcester, Staffordſhire and Cheſhire : Of the crude ſalt, which

grows from the stone-powder dejected by the ſaid brines in boiling : Of the ſpe

cific difference betwixt ſea-ſalt and common ſalt: A way (which ſeems to be the

true method of nature) of distilling ſweet and freſh water from ſea-water by the

breath of ſea-plants growing on it -, and that this breath probably is the material
cauſe of the trade ſior tropic wind '.

Dr. LLSTER then ſhewed the difference between the crystals of ſha-ſalt and com

mon ſalt. Thoſe of ſea-ſalt (which were viewed) had been evaporated from the

ſea-water taken up at Scarborough ; the other from a ſpring at Knareſborough.

The angles of the latter were all intire 5 as likewiſe thoſe of lixiviate marine ſalts,

deſcribed by Dr. GREW. But the angles oſ ſea-ſalt were cut into triangular plains,

at least on one of the ſides, as plainly appeared. ' '

'* Mr. ASTONB letter to Mr. MOLYNEUX, ſe. 1 Theſe obſervations are entered inthe Re

cre'ary to the Dublin Society, dazed' Feb. 26, Filler, vol.vi. p. 29, and printed in the Philo

168-}. is inſerted in the Letter-book, vol. ix. p. oph. Tranſ. N" 156, p. 489. ſor Feb. 1684Y.

101.

Yon. lV. K k Concerning
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Concerning the breath of plants, there was read a paſſage inDr. PLOT's _Narural

History of Oc-frrdſhz're concerning one Wir.Ls, who experimented how 13 ounces

of water werebreathcd out by a ſprig of mintin the time, that to ounces was eva

'porated by the ſun.

Some plants were mentioned as remarkable for this breathing.

Dr. AGLlONBY obſerved the ſenſibleneſs of this breath in.a green-houſe.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed a way how to give the proportions of two weights one ter.

another, the apparatus being not deſigned for an accurate trial 'e

2471., 2 3, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſimt,

' ſſ Sir CYRlL VVYeHn preſident

Mr. HILL Mr. FLAMSTEAD.
Dr.'ctGMw Mr. HALLEY

Dr. AcLIONBY Mr. ASTON.

It Was ordered, that the treaſurer- pay Mr. HuNT'sctbill, vbeing 20 '1.4 for-half a

year's vſalary due at Christmas. -

Mr. HTLL'l'ead acatalogue'of ſuch books, as Dr. Tnnorson, dean ofCanter

bury, was willing to give the Society, iſ the would deliver up his bond : n

which it was Ordered, that it be leſt to Mr. ILL to get what books he can 0 the

*dcan,"and then deliver up- his bond, but keep the dean's name still in 'the list.

It was ordered', that the treaſurer pay Mr. ASTON 401. as a preſent for his

ſervices done the Society. '

A propoſal being made by Dr. LISTER, 'that if the council would order a;

'preſs or two to be made after the ſaſhIOn of thoſe, which are already in the Mu

ſeum, that it might ſuit them, 'with drawers, as he ſhould give directions to the

Workmen, he would givehis pains in reducing the minerals into ſuch order and.

method, as might facilitate the understanding them, andalſo preſerve them,

that they\might be readily had at any time for inſpection, and other uſes, that

"may happen: Upon which it was ordered, that Mr. HUNT ſhould get one or

'more preſſes made according to the directions given him by Dr. LlSTER

Dr. GREW acquainted the conncil, that he had almost finiſhed an indexto the

repofitory. '

He was deſired to give all help and aſiistance to Dr. LISTER in diſpoſing the

minerals.

' His account of this instrument is entered in: Plailaſ.,£xpn*immu, &e. p. 121.

the rtgfller, vol. vi. p 138. and printed in his

a Some
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Some propoſals having been read at the last meeting of the council, and re

ferred to the next, were now read again, and concluded upon in the following

manner:

r. That a. duPlicate be tranſcribed of the register-books and journal books;

and that it be kept distinct from them for the more ſecurity.

2. That a very particular index be made of the register, journal, and letter

books; and that in the ſaid index be noted with an asteriſm what had been al<

ready publiſhed in the Philoſapbica! Tranſactiom.

The method of the index was to be farther conſidered.

Dr. Acuonnv and Mr. HILL ropoſed to make the index.

3. That the index be printed, i the council think fit.

4. That no mechanical experiment be brought in by the curator without a fi

niſhed deſign upon paper, as uſed formerly to be done, well and circumstantially

explained in writing, which ſhall be left with one of the ſecretaries to be entered

in the register.

5. That whatever experiment is ordered by the Society to be tried, the order

thereof being first drawn up, read, and approved of by the Society, ſhall be given

to the curator in writing. And that the curator ſhall give an account in writing

of the event, whatever it be, and deliver that paper to the ſecretary, ſubſcribing

his name to it. K _ '

At a meeting of the Socrarr on the Lame day, Sir Cxau, chm preſident in

the chair. ' '

Upon occaſion of cast iron's being doubted to be magnetical, two pieces of ſow

metal ſent by Dr. Lrsraa were found to draw round the needle of a compaſs _: ,

As likewiſe another piece from Mr. AUBREY,

Upon occaſion of under-currents, Mr. Hooxz mentioned an Italian book,

lately written to this purpoſe about the Boſphorus of Thrace. Dr. AGLIONBY

was deſired to take the trouble of peruſing the book. '

A letter of Dr. LISTER to Mr. As-rou was read concerning thunder and

lightning being only from pyrites ".

It contained, r. Some instances of iron having been rained at ſeveral times;

but no other metal. 2. An instance of lightning being magnetical, mentioned
in the Philoſopbiml Tranſactiom, N*. raſſ7. Which paſſage being read, it was que

ried, whether any one could object against the truth of the relation there ſet down i

but nothing was ſaid against the truth of it.

Mr. HOOKE remarked, that by striking a needle with a braſs hammer, thpriole

might be changed from north to ſouth. To which it was anſwered by Dr. ' Al.

' It is inſerted in the letter-book, vol. ix. NO. 157. p. 517.

p. 89. and printed in the Philq/I Tranſhctiom, j

K k 2 Lls,
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are-m

us, that there was nothing of hammering mentioned in this relation, but with

more probability a new touch of a magnet.

However, Mr. Homer. was ordered to ſhew at the next meeting, how the pole

of a needle is altered by striking, that the applicableneſs to this caſe might the

better appear. "

Mr. Hooxe ſaid, that he had found a ſapphire electrical, though denied to be

ſo by Dr. PLOT. '

Dr. WALLIS remarked, that the, individuals might differ, and ſome be electri

cal, though others were not ſo.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college Oxford,

January 20, 1683,X was read, mentioning ſeveral distillations performed by him

ſelf and Dr. PLQT; as brimstone per ſe, brine from ſalt of tartar, brine from

ralx viva, brine from chalk, and brine from aſhes. The product was a clear

water, not brackiſh 5 which was reſerved for farther experiments.

Mr. Musoaavn mentioned alſo a Latin MS'. which he had met with at Ley

den in 1680, by Dr. DE MAELS, in which, among other things, the author

gave an account of the chemical analyſis of the stone of the bladder, which, he ob

ſerved, reſolved itſelf by distillation into portionem aliquam ſeroſam, pauxillum olei,

cum ſali: rvolatilis urx'noſi quantitate ſZztis notabili -, and the caput mortuum is a mere

term.

Mr. Hooruz ſhewed the manner of a balance, in which the weight was not mia'

ed, and which had a greater latitude than the common ones: and he ſhewed a

pair of Japan ſcales', which appeared to be not at all exact, and was ſaid by

Dr. WALLIS to have the point of ſufpenſion a great deal above the center of

gravrty. *

Monſ MUNCKH-AUSEN preſented from two copies of a book of his

De brmiir, which Dr. AGLIONBY was deſired to peruſe.

Mr, HAAK preſented a book of ISRABL CONRADUS de frxlgoris Nature? 55'

Effectibur.

_7an. 30, there was no meeting of the SOClETY 'on account of the anniverſary.

of the death ofKing CHARLES I.

Feþ. 6, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Mr. Bone preſented tovthe Socieey a copy of his new book, intitled Flemin

' Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 87. is entered in the re ister, vol. vi. p. 142. and.

r. His account of the balancc and Japan ſcales printed in his PhiIo/Z xpnimmtr, &e. p. 123.

fen
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for the Natural History of Human Blood, eſpecially the Spirit of that Liquor; with. an

Appendix ; which book Dr. AGLlONBY was deſired by the Society to peruſe.

Mr. HAAK preſented to the Society an edition of the emperor JULrAN's

Czeſhi'J, publiſhed in France by Monſ: SPANHEIM. -

Dr. HOLDER moved, that ſome of the steeds brought from Tunquin might

be diſpoſed of to curious perſons, deſiring to ſet and cultivate them : which was

agreed to, provided that ſome few of every ſort be left for a ſample in the repoſi

tory ; and that the names of the perſOns, to whom the feeds ſhould be distributed,

were taken, that they might be inquired after.

Mr. Hooxz being called upon for the changing magnetical poles produced a

drill 1, whereby-the intention of the experiment appearing, it was not proceeded

on -, eſpecially as he declared, that it related not to the instances of the magneti

ealneſs of lightning mentioned at the last meeting. ' 3

. . J v. _

Dr. Lisrtn having mentioned, that braſs. is magnetical, promiſed to give an

account ol that aſſertion another time.

Dr. Honnnn ſhewed the draught of a piece of Moſaic work found in Sir ED

WARD HUNGERFORD's lands near Bath, which Mr. Hour' was ordered to take a

copy of for the Society.

Mr. PACET being ſaid to have ſhewn, that the dipping needle follows the fire,

was deſired to ſhew the experiment at the next meeting.

Dr.. AGLIONBY having read over the book De herniir, declared, that there was

a great deal of readingin it, but little experiment.

A letter of Mr. Muscnavn to Mr. ASTON', dated at New-college Oxford, Fe

bruary 2, 1682F was read, containing, among other things, ſeveral experiments

about freezing ; as that a inches of water in a tube of L inch diameter expanded.

itſelf upon freezing % higher: that a tube of 1- inch diameter filled 6 inches, roſe up

on freezingfT of an inch: and that % a pint of water upon freezing lost in weight

5ii. 5ii. gr. viii. - ' ' - '

Dr. Cnoune ſaid, that. having weighed 3 ounces of water, he found it after

freezing to differ a ſcruple and half.

Sir CUlSTOPHER WREN remarked, that if water were ſuddenly frozen, there

would be leſs difference in weight. '

Dr.. Cnoumz- ſaid, that he obſerved' water, which he had put into a bolt-head,

to rLſe higher before there was any thing oſ treezing in it.

* His account of this is entered in the register, riment: and Olzſhr'vatio'u, p. 128..

'oltvit p. '45. and printed.th Philqſ. Expl
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Mr. [IOOKE attributed the riſing of the water in the neck of the bolt-head to

the ſhrinking of the glaſs.

Dr. CRQUNB ſaid, that the glaſs had been long in the cold before, and that the

water roſe immediately.

Dr. WALLIS propoſed, that an empty glaſs might be cooled well in freezing

liquor, in order that it might have its contraction before the water be put into it.

This was done immediately by Mr. HUNT', and the water being put into a

ſmall bolt-head roſe about of an * * inch in the neck, though the air at that time

was very warm. '

Mr. Hooxz gave an account, that himſelf, Dr. Acuonnv, and Mr. MERB

DITH had made a trial of the strength of ice * : and that a piece of ice 3; inches

thick, 4 inches broad, and having a foot clear between the places oſ bearing an

_ir0n-rod in the middle, bore 300 weight very well, but 3 50 being laid on, it

broke after' ſome time, this weight with the two beams making near 400
pounds. i '

Dfe CROUNK ſaid, that a piece of ice like a coffee-'diſh bore about L of an ounce

in water without Emking._ I

Mr. Hooru; ſaid, that ice was 7? lighter than water.

Dr. Lisrm took notice, that frost makes inanimate things flaccid, and ani

xmate stiff; the leaves of laurel hanging down probably from a stoppage of the

nonriſhment. . .

Upon mentioning ruſma. it was doubted, whether it were a mixture or mere

Orpiment. r

Dr. LISTER obſerved, that it might eaſily be tried z for iſ it were orpiment,

when it is burnt upon ſilver, it turns it. '

\ ' , a '

Februa'y 13, Sll' JOSEPH WILLIAMSON in the chair.

Mr. Hux'r ſhewed the draught of the Moſaic floor, which Was ordered to be

hung up in the repoſitory.

A book of Mr. Dems concerning a strange fountain in Poland waYpreſented

lrom MonLLupoLFUs, to whom thanks were ordered to be returned by his nephew,

An =extrath of a letter for Mr. Luwaunoncx, dared at Delft December 28,

' This account is entered in the register, vol. Experiment; and' Offl/Zr-vntiom, p. '50.

yi. p. 146. and printed in Mr. Hoou's Pbilqfl

3 ' 1683
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'Lng *' was read, containing ſome farther obſervations of the ſcales growing upon

men as they do on fiſhes: oſ the ſcales on the middle of the lips: of a ſcaly

child: alſo an examination oſ the ſlimy matter or woolly ſubstance Within the

gtzltls: and an experiment, that water paſſes through a bladder, when Wine

w- not. r

This experiment was not looked upon as new, though the truth of it was nor

doubted of.

Mr. Hooxr. made a trial' oſ the different weights of ice and water "..

An extract ofa letteroſ HENRY GYLFS to Dr. Lrsrea *' was read, concerning

a strange ſort oſ field-mice, which had done much miſchief in Holderneſs for four

months past, eating up the graſs and corn; and that they had now ſpread them

ſelves as far as Hull. ' '

Mr. HAAK reported from a letter oſ Mr. CLUVE'RU'S, that Monſi "KERCKRIN

owe,- reſident at Hamburgh for the Grand Duke, intended to publiſh a treatiſe De

MquJWuſculor-um is' Origine Nerwrum, in oppoſition to, ſeveral received opinions.

firm prina'pia maſtſ: in animalz'bzzr. - . -

w

The ſecretary was ordered to write to MonstKzchnmcws as being'a member

of the Society.

Dr. TYSON propoſed Monſ. chxnrmus, livng about Hamburgh alſo, as a.

correſpondent;

Mr. HAAK obſerved, that MonſI'BR AND, whomade the phoſphoms, affirmed;

that he could make a liquor, that would keep flowers in their preſent hue and co

lour; but that each fioWer must have a peculiar matter.

A letter of Monſ. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, (lated-at New-college Oxford,

February 9, 168-} ', was read, mentioning, that pump-water expanded in ſreez

'ing in a glaſs tube of an inch diameter from 6 inches to-L- Of an inch more : and

that pump-water boiled to i; -, river-water but to r; r

That lumps ſound in marl-pits in Staffordſhire, and a stone in a boar's bladder

aftcr calcination, applied to a magnet :

That a stſarp stone had been found between the prmffu mamillare: of ahog:

And that Mr. _M0L)*Nnux had ſent to the Philoſophical Society ſome of the

5 It is printed in the szlaſ Tran/Zzct. No. 160. Mr. Hoon's PZ'in/ Exþrr. and Obſcr-va'. p. 134.

P._58.*. for june 1684. '1 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 93. '

. * His account oſ thtſe experiments is entered _*_ Ibid. p. 95.

an, the registcr, vol. vi. p. 149. and printed in

' Lougl'
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q . 1

Lough Neagh stone originally holly (for Lough Nea h turns norhing but holly

into stone) and a black ſtone full of golden stars, and ome Iriſh rock crystal.

Dr. LlSTER conceived, that he had two ſorts of theſe Lough Neagh stones,

one from holly, and another from aſh; one a lime-stone, and another an iron

stone. He added, that holly might turn ſuddenly by reaſon of its viſcouſneſs and

tenacity.

Dr. LISTER ſhewed a piece of this stone in the Muſeum, which was stone, iron,

and wood. *

Mr. Face-r gave in a paper of experiments ofthe force of heat upon magneti

cal bodies; as follows '. - _

. H _ .
5 am a 2; Y

5' s 3 3ted. 04 la,m. 72'5' 65 '4 The ſouth pole of the inclinatory needle was

" drawn with half a ſheet of the lighted paper, as

" in the margin.

95 ropan. 72: 69 5' ** The ſame pole with the flame of a candle

U applied to the ring.

" With the flames of two half ſiſheets of paper

*'- ſucceſſively applied to the north and ſouth ſides

" of the ſame pole: and half an hour past twelve

" the ſame nightl find it returned to 63.8

06 lop.m. 72 2 68 76

" This experiment was tried as the former: but

" about half an hour past twelve changing the plain

" of the instrument to north-west and ſouth-east

" (which in the former obſervations had continued

" in the plain of meridian) that ſo the needle' coin

" ciding with the horizontal axe, mi ht restrain the

" force of the terrestrial attraction, found, what

09 zS/an. 90 80 80 " I expected, that the ſouth pole did comply much

" more with the influence of heat, as appears in

" the margin.

09 llZp.m.705 685

" Having a mind to try, whether the heat

" would not have a contrary effect on the north

" pole, I placed the instrument in the meridian,

" and after that itſelf and the needle were ſetled, I

- ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 40.

'z o' am. 72 74

" applied
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" applied two half ſheets at the ſame time on each

U ſide of the instrument parallel to the ſouthern

" chord of 60', keeping theſiames up to the north

" pole, and I ſound it to chaſe that pole in the

** ſame manner as the unſriendly poles of magnets

" uſe to do. I tried the ſame thing three or four

" times the ſame day, and still the north pole ſhun

" ned the flame."

An inclinatory needle was hung up in the gallery, and it appeared, that the

ſouth pole of the needle followed the flame 5', but the north pole ſhunned the

flame.

Mr. PAGET was deſired to proſecute his obſervations on this ſubject.

Feb. 20, Sir CYRlL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

A paper ofDr. LISTER was read concerning the riſing and falling oſ the quick

ſilver in the barometer, and what may be gathered from its great riſe in frosty

weather as to a healthy or ſickly ſeaſon 8.

In this diſcourſe a new opinion was offered ſor explaining ſome things in the

barometer (beſides the weight of the air) as, I. why the quickſilver ſometimes

flutters, when it is fallen very low, as Mr. LISTER had obſerved. 2. why the

quickſilver varies very little between the tropics. This was confirmed by Mr.

HALLEY's obſervations, that in St. Helena in two months time, in diverſity of

weather, the quickſilver did not differ I, Xof an inch; beſides other instances at

Barbados and Tangier. It was therefore ſuppoſed by Dr. LlSTER, that the

quickſilver is ſometimes expanded, and then is in a natural state and high;

ſometimes contracted or ſqueezed together, as when it is low ; this appearing by

the concavity of its ſurface both _in the tube and the box. '

For the healthineſs of cold weather was urged the great age oſ men in the

mountains oſ England; the natural coldneſs of the blood of animals; for the

ſpecies of birds and beasts are but about 300, in which the blood is warm. But'

the ſpecies oſ the fiſhes, wherein the blood is cold, are above three times the nume

ber; the ſpecies of inſects almost innumerable; Mr. XVrLLUGHBY in one col

, lection having had above 2000: That inſects, when they are frozen, and flung

against a glaſs, have been ready to break the glaſs, as if they were ice : and the

ſame inſects afterwards warmed, have crawled away.

'Mr HALLEY remarked, that he had ſound the blood of a ſea-tortoiſe new kill.

ed as cold as water.

4 lt is regiſiered vol. vi. p. 43. It is printed in the FL/'Iz/I Tmrſhctiom NP. 165. p. 790.

(or Novembcr 1684.

Yon. IV. * L l Dr.
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Dr. TYSON obſerved the blood of an hedge-hog to be ſo.

The plague was ſaid to be natural in Aſia, and conſequently not ber here: the

ſmall-pox to be first mentioned by the Arabians 500 years ſince; and the new

griping of the guts to be natural to India. >

Dr. AGLIONBY ſuppoſed, that this last diſeaſe might be occaſioned by the plant

ing much fruit in England within the last twenty years.

Dr. Lrsrza remarked, that peaches and apricots were as plentiful in the North.

as in any place of England -, and yet that this griping of the guts was no: yet at all

among the people there.

Dr. SLARE brought in an account of ſome trials made with ſea-ice 3v brought

from Harwich harbour as follows h :

" When it was diſſolved to water in the common thaw, we found it quite

" tasteleſs, for ſo it was, When ice.

" By dropping ſeveral ſolutions of fixed ſalts upon it, there ſubſided nothing to,

the bottom, but it remained clear.C

** Nor did ſpirit of harts-horns or of ſal armoniac disturb this liquor, or precipi

U tate any thing out of it.

" We dropt into the ſame ſea-water acid ſpirits, particularly that of Vitriol;

" and of ſalt; but it made no alteration,

yl'ſi " We dropt alſo ſome Claret-wine into a wine glaſs of this water, which, accord

" ing to a lately printed experiment, makes waters, that contain any proportion.

** of ſalt in them, turbid; but it gave to this a bright red; much better than to a

" certain pump-water, which is very ſoft, for, People waſh with it ; yet even this

" took a more dull or darker red.

'* A waſh-ball did readily diſſolve in this water, and felt very ſoſt to the touch,

" and raiſed afroth like the best river-water,

" A pint is now distilling, but being not perfectly dry, 'tis reſerved to the next

_" meeting, But ſince as follows : '

" There was found at the bottom of the retort, which was brought to the So

" ciety, ſo very thin a crust, of a whitiſh ſubstance, which ſeemed uneaſy to be

" weighed; distillcd water itſelf, after repeated distillations, leaves behind itv

fl a ſubstance as to quantity and quality much like to this?

i Register, vol. vi. p. lcz.
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Jl

Dr. SLſiARE brought in likewiſe an accnunt of a trial, which he had made of

the experiment of Dr. CROUNE, that water expands itſelf in a glaſs before any

part of it be frozen; as alſo ſome obſervations on the freezing of oil of olives and

oil of anniſeeds.

With regard to the freſhneſs of ſea-ice, Dr. Acuounv ſaid, that ſome parts

of the ſea-water might be frozen, which are freſher than others, as in ſome

places the bottom of the ſea has been found freſh.

r

Mr. HOOKE remarked, that this was not general, but cauſed in ſome particular

places by accident : that capt. Kuox being to go to the Indies, might make trial

of it, if one of the engines, formerly invented by himſelf for taking up water at

the bottom of the ſea, were ordered to be made for the captain.

Dr. LlSTER moved, that ſea-water might be ſent for; but obſerved, that

wiches, if you take out of the bottom, are ſaltcr than at the top; and if they

stand, grow ſalter and heavier. v

Mr. Hooxz ſaid, that the ſea-ice being ſomething thawed before we had it,

the ſalter part of the ice might be gone.

Dr. LISTER obſerved, that the freſhneſs of ice was no new remark, ſince Boa

RICHIUS had affirmed ſalt-water frozen to be freſh to the taste.

A letter of Mr. Muscaavz to Mr. ASTON, dared at New-college Oxford,

February 17, 168; ', was read, tranſmitting a diſcourſe 0fDr.NAR01ssus MARSH,

Lord Biſhop of Ferns and Leighlin in Ireland, being an introductory Eſſay to

the Doctrine of Sounds, containing ſome propoſals for the improvement of

acoustics k, which had been preſented to the Dublin Society, November 12, 1683.

This diſcourſe was referred to the next meeting.

An optical problem of WlLLIAM MOLYNEUX, Eſq; ſecretary to the Dublin

Society, ſent by Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON in a letter of February 9, 168z',

was alſo read, and referred to Mr. HALLEY to be conſidered by him, and to give

in a report of it at next meeting.

There was mentioned in Mr. MusoaAvis's letter of February 17, 1681., an

obſervation communicated to him, that a good quantity of iron ore is contained

in ſea-coal, which appeared not only by its fuſion in a hot forge-fire, and the cin

der lying protuberant and round at the bottom of the fire, as metals, that have

been in fuſion, but by the cinders moving the needle more strongly than ordinary

ores, when they are calcined.

Dr. VINCENT ſhewed a ſort of golden talc, which Dr. LISTER had found

i Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 97. 'fron/bct. No. 156. p. 472. for February lCSfl.

klbid. p. 109. It is p'intcd in the Philq/I 1Letter-book, vol. ix p. 96.

le in

'4
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in ſeveral parts of England;" and that it is this, which gives the glistering to the

ventorino, which is accidentally made and found in the bottom of the glaſs fur

naces at-Venice -, ſome oſ this talc being in the stone uſed for. making glaſs, and

falling to the bottom of the veſſel by reaſon of its weight.

Mr. Hooxe ſhe-wed' ſome- farther experiments concerning- the phaenomenat
of ice m.

February 27, at a meeting oſ the Common. were preſent,

Sir- CYRlL WYCHE preſident

Dr. Caoum: Mr. qu. '

Dr. AGLIONBY Mr. HALLEY'

Dr. GREW Mr, ASTON._,

Dr. LISTER

The books in the ſecretary's keeping were Viewed, and ſound to be as followzzt

Five books oſ minutes bound in leather, taken by Mr. OLDENBURG, beginning;

December 5, 1660, and ending May24, 1677. '

Three stitcht paper-books ofminutes taken by Mr. HOOKE, beginning October

25, 1677, and ending February 23, 168; Another bound book of Mr.- Hoorce's

minutes, about one fourth full, beginningMarch 2, 1682, and ending July 26,

1682._ ,

One book' of minutes current, taken mostly by Mr. ASTON, beginning Octoberv

25, 1682, and coming down to the last meeting, February 20, 168%.

It was reſolved, that the minutes of Mr. Hoomz be written .in._books ſuiting

with the rest. _

Five books bound in leather, containing registers-oſ experiments, entered, by

Mr. OLDENBURG; in the last of whichbooks are about five leaves entered ſince,

his death,

One more register-book current, begun by Mr ASTON;

Seven books oſletters bound' in leather, entered by Mr. OLDENBURG. ,

One more letter-book bound inleather, entered by 'Mr. ASTON. _

Another letter-book current, bound in leatheru

One book oſ minutes of the councilsr

Another of the minutes current.v

Three books of originals of the. register-books; two of them bound 'in pasto

board, and the other ordered to be ſo. '

Several bundles of letters-ſorted alphabetically.

Other bundles oſ papers, of which no account was taken.

Mr. WiLuAM MUSGRAVE was propoſed acandidate, and allowed.

Mr. HALLEY was deſired to bring in experiments at the meetings of the Society

in the manner oſ a curator; and he was informed, that he ſhould be conſidered for

I There is no minute of (his in the journal- registcr, voi. vi. p. 154. and printed ill-his.

book, vol vii. p. zm-zrz. but Mr. Hooxt's Pþz'laſi Experiment: and O/yZ-r-vatiom, p. 138.

account of theſe experiments is entered in_lhe

it; _
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it, as others had been. He was deſired to proceed first upon magnetiſm, which

he promiſed to do.

At a meeting of the SOCIET'Y onzthe ſame day, Sir CYRlL WYCHE preſident

in the chair :

Dr. MAPLETOFT preſented-to the Society the picture of WViLLrAM HARVE Y,

M.,D. for which Mr. Hru. was deſired to return him their thanks.

Mr. HAAK . preſented the picture of'profefl'or STURM tus.

Theſe two pictures were ordered to be hung up in the Society's meeting-room.

Dr. AGLXONBY having peruſed Mr. BOYLE's Memoirs for a Natural History of

HumanB/ood, delivered in an accountthereof in writing, which was read.

The ſecretary read An Introductory Effizy to the Doctrine of Sound: by the Lord

Biſhop of Ferns and Leighlin, member of the Dublin' Society. It contained a

curious compariſonof the faculties oſ ſeeing and hearing in their different ways,

as direct, retracted, and reflected viſion and hearing; and alſo the various im

provements of each by instruments and other contrivances already made, or pro

bably to be made: together with a propoſal of three deſiderata or problems in

acoustics-z *

I; Sonum intendere quart/gate t'ez'is'; orſan ad datum gradum intendere.

2. Sonum extenderc guauſque 'vie/is z or datum ſonum ad damn: dz'stantz'am extend-re

ſeu propagarc.

3_. Sonum tranſire ab extreme ad. extremum, et non per medium.

It was accompanied with a figure of a ſemiplane of an acoustic or phonical

ſphere.

A paperof Dr. Lrsrna on magnetiſinwas read, as follows " :

" The magnetic philoſophers agree upon this experiment, that if a drill be

" uſed in the boring of iron, it will acquire a vigorous polarity. ThisIhave

** often obſerved, that iſ you take up any common drill uſed in a ſmith's ſhop;

" where we will ſuppoſe no load-stone to have ever been; that it will, applied to

" the needle, takethe ſouth end thereof, though the drill be held in any posture.

" Alſo a ſimple iron or steel of the ſame ſhape changes its poles as oft as it is in

" vented; the end downwards being ever the north pole, as is obſerved in all the

* iron bars of windows.
a

*,* This, I ſay, agrees'with the doctrine of theſe philoſophers, that nothing either

** gives or receives a magnetiſm, but what is in its own nature truly magnetic,

'5 and ſuch is all iron only. -

I' Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 140.

" But
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** But it is ſaid again, that iſ a drill be uſed in the boring of braſs, it will

have its north pole in like manner fixed and determined. This I never tried or

obſerved; and becauſel am therefore Uncertain what to think oſ it, I thercſore

recommend it to the Society to have it tried before them; whether braſs, that

is, the compounded metal of copper and lapis calaminaris (which is in part

iron-stone) will affect the drill: again that it may be tried, iſ that ſucceed,

whether alſo ſimple and pure copper will do the like. This I' recommend to

be done before them.

" I ſhall now ſay whatI have tried. I ordered Mr. HUNT to provide a new

drill -, which he did: this drill was indifferent to either pole, but still the end

downwards was the north pole: this north end, or drill end, which bites in

the boring, we touched with the north pole oſ a magnet, which immediately

gave it a ſouth pole. I then cauſed Mr. HUNT to work this drill in the boring

of iron, which he did ſoundly, until the end was very hot; and then having

applied it to the needle, it still had its ſouth Polarity, rather more vigorous

than altered or destroyed by drilling. -

U Mr. HUNT then uſed the ſame drill in boring fine copper, long and much,

till it was again well heated -, but all to no purpoſe z for it still kept its ſouth

polarity, which the load-stone had given it.

" From theſe experiments I conclude, that the end on the bit oſa drill' is na

turally a north pole, and that drilling or uſing it excites only the natural

and inherent virtue; but gives it no new polarity -, and that a ſouth polarity

cannot be given to the bit of a drill by boring.

** 2. That iſ a ſouth pole be given to the bit oſ a drill by a magnetic touch,

that even drilling cannot take it away, or change i-t to a north : which (if true)

is a convincing argument, that drilling alone indifferently into any body (as

was affirmed) gives no new magnetiſms.

" 3. That iſ magnetic bodies, as iron and braſs, (which is in ſome meaſure

alſo a magnetic, as I ſhall ſome time ſhew) can affect no change upon a mag

netically touched drill; much leſs can we expect, that glaſs or flint, or hard

wood ſhould do it : which I recommend again to farther trial, becauſe

Mr. Hooxe owned he could not make them ſucceed in private trials, accuſmg

the too ſoft temper of the drill; and therefore he is deſired to order better

(iſ it can be) to be made, that we may not break off in uncertainties, but have

the experiments tried before us." p

Dr. LISTER deſired, that this experiment might be tried before the Society,

becauſe Mr. Hooxn conceivcd, that the ſoftneſs of the temper ofdrills hindered

it ſrom ſucceeding in ſome private trials, which he had made.

A letter of Mr. BEAU-MON-r of Whiteley-hall near Wakefield in-Yorkſhire

was read, mentioning, that the weather-glaſs upon Tueſday, February 5, 168{-,

on which day the. thaw began, was a loth under 28, which was lower than he

had ever ſeen it.

In
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In a letter from Mr. GALE of Kig-hly in Craven in Yorkſhire to Dr. LISTER

it was obſerved, that the weather-glaſs had st00d at T', above changeable for a

long time during the frost till Monday, February 4, on which day it fell 750.; on

the next day it tell Tfl, more, and on the day after TT, more, ſo that it was within

TT, of the lowest line.

Mr. Hooxi: remarked, that before the wind, which began the 7th at night,

the quickſilver fell lower than it had been in ſeven years before: and that the

wheel-barometer almoſt made a full turn in leſs than three days.

Upon questioning what was the highest riſe and lowest fall of the quickſilver

here, Mr. HAlNES ſaid, that 28 and th- was as low as had been Ordinarily ob-'

ſerved here, and 30 inches and 2 or T',- as high.

Mr. HALLEY reported, that he had read over Mr. MOLYNEUX'S optical pro

blem, which he approved of and thought, there were few now, that were not

ſatisfied, that objects were ſeen with both eyes together, and not one alone.

The ſecretary was ordered to take a copy oſ this problem.

Dr. CROUNE delivered in an account Of his experiments made on the dilatation

of water by cold before it becomes ice, which was read and ordered to be re

gistered 9 as follows :

EXPERIMENT Ist.

** I filled a strong bolt-head about half way up the stem with water, a day or

" two before the great frost went off, marking the place where the water stood -,

U and placing it in the ſnow on my leads, while I went to put ſome ſalt to the

" ſnow, Ifound it above the mark ſo ſoon, that I thought the mark had ſlipt

" down, which I preſently raiſed to the water, and as ſoon as everI mixt

" the ſalt with the ſnow, the water roſe very fast, about I; inch above it. I took

" up then the glaſs and found the water all fluid still : it was again ſet down im

" the ſalt and ſnow, but when I came about an hour after to view it, the ball was

" broke, and the water turned to hard ice, both in the ball and stem.

EXPERIMENT ad.

" Upon mention of this experiment in the Society, Mr. Hooxeobiected,

that it was the contraction of the glaſs, that raiſed the water, and that likewiſe

a quantity of the water in pouring in stuck to the ſides of the stem, which by

little and little falling helped to make the water riſe in it; therefore first ano

ther bolt-head was taken, and put empty into a frigoriſic mixture of ſalt and'

ice (for now the frost and ſnow were just gone) that it might first ſhrink and

contract there as much as it could -, likewiſe another bolt-head at the ſame time

was filled half way with water, and ſet in another veſſel of the ſame mixture,

and when it had roſe about two inches, and was thought near freezing, this

U
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f Register, vol. vi. p. 42. _ _
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M inh'igidatedwater was instantlypoured into the first bolt-head to prevent ano

** ther objection, that it might of itſelf have 'been ſo warm as to have relaxed

" again the empty glaſs when it was poured in; and alſo to cut off the

-" other part of the former objection, that ſome part of the water poured in

" ſliding after down the ſides of the stem, might help to raiſe the water there,

'* a long glaſs funnel was provided, that reached down to a mark ſet on the stem

'" ofthe empty bolt-head, into which the water was to be poured : after all, the.

1" effect was, 'that the water began instantly to riſe as before, and when it was got

" up about;T of 'an inch, we took it out, to ſee if there were no ice, fearing it

* might have begun to ſrceze in the ball, but it was still all fluid.
n

EXPERIMENT 3d.

'" At the ſame time we put another very thin ball of glaſs with a long ſlender

" stem filled about three inches up the stem with tinged ſpirit of wine, and

" ſealed into the ſame veſſel of the frigorific mixture just by the former bolt

U head, and all the while the water roſe in this, the ſpirit of wine fell in that.
U 'Wect broke off the top of the stem, 'and the ſpirit continued falling as it did be

" fore when it was ſealed. It is to be obſerved, this ſlender bolt-head with the

U ſpirit of wine had not been placed before in any frigorific to ſhrink it, and

." therefore if the glaſs had at all ſhrunk with cold, the ſpirit of wine must needs

** have riſen.

EXPERlMENT 4th.

" And lest it might be thought, that the ſpirit's warmth might keep the glaſs

" from ſhrinking in ſpite of the frigorific mixture, another just like it was

U filled to the ſame hight with i! ; and instead of riſing, it manifestly and ſud

" denly fell the thickneſs of the packthread, which was tied about it for a mark,

" and its former protuberant ſurface was become hollow: and farther it would

U certainly have fallen (as Mr. Bovu: long ſince had ſeen) iſ the great relenting

" of the cold had not hindered it." '

Dr. Cnouue ſaid, that the water continued to move in the neck of the glaſs

vfour inches and a half, and never fell back again, as in the Florentine experi

ment; and that when it began to freeze, the ice ſhot from the ſides of the glaſs.

Mr. HALLEY remarked, that the Florentine experiment might be true as made

in a warmer ſeaſon, the frigorific mixture being ſpent; and yet the glaſs being

once ſhrunk hcrc might not relax by 'reaſon of the ſharpneſs of the frost.

Dr Cnovuz ſaid, that the experiment was tried here in the frost and after the

thaw: that the Florentine experiment did not contradict him, though he could

not find that aſſertion to be true, that the water ſhould fall below the place where

it was at first.

The Society being ſenſiblc of their obligations to the Norfolk family, ordered,

that the preſident, Sir JOSEPH WlLLIAMSON, Sir_ ROBLRT Revmuo, Sir

. 2 'THEQDORB
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-THEODORE DE VAUX, Mr. EVELYN, &e. ſhould be deſired to wait upon the

preſent duke of Norfolk q, Earl Marlhal of England.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed the way, which he took to examine the limits of heat and

cold, that water will indure in the guiſe of a liquor, beyond which degrees, if the

heat were increaſed, it turned to the ſpirituoris body of air, and both by a kin'd

of instantaneous starting or fulmination; the one to a prodigious expanſion of

ſome hundred of times its watery guiſe; but not ſo powerful ſuffitring condenſzþ

tion as well as air; the other only starting about an eighth or ſeventh part, but ſo

powerful, as to induce no compreſiing from almost the strongest body. He

examined then by weighing an iron ball in it, both when it was just freezing, and

when it was just boiling; and by that he certainly ſound, that in the state of wa

ter it was capable but of one thirtieth part oſits bulk to be extended; that is, that

the ſame quantity of water boiling hot, and ſo ready to turn into the form of air,

was but a one and thirtieth part lighter than the ſame bulk of water, when it was

ready to turn to ice.

He then tried ſeveral magnetical experiments about the quenehing of red-hot

rods of steel '. .

March 5, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Some magnetical experiments having been appointed to be tried by Mr.

Hooxa before the Society, the effect was as follows '.

There were three drills made of steel, and well hardened, and then fitted

with pulleys for drilling.

Each of theſe, before they were uſed, were examined by a ſmall magnetical

needle in a box, to ſee, whether by their hardening they had acquired a fixed

magnetical virtue, but by often repeated trials they were found not to have any

ſuch virtue -, but which end ſoever was downward attracted the ſouth end of the

needle, and the upper end always attractcd the north.

Each of theſe drills were ſeverally "tried, one of them by drilling of braſs ; a

ſecond by drilling of copper; and a third by drilling of marble; in every one of

which in the drilling the edged point of the drill was turned dipping towards

the north.

Theſe drills being afterwards examined by the ſame needle in the box, they

were found not to have any ſenſible polarity more than they had before the

drilling; but which end ſoever of any one of them was turned downward,

I HENRY who ſucceeded his father HENRY, riments of Mr. HOOKE in the journal of February

in his titles on the death ofthe latter january 11, 27, 168}. but his account of them is registcred

168_}. in the register. vol. vi. p. 153.

ſ There is no entry of theſe two ſets of expc- ' Ibid. p. 92.

VOL. IV. M m that
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that was found to attract the ſouth end of the needle in the box, and to chacc

away the north -, and which end ſoever was uppermost, had the contrary effect.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVB to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

March 1, 168-};*', was read, containing ſeveral queries concerning trees ſplit with

the frost ® : An obſervation, that the water of a frozen pump opened by ſalt is

not found ſerviceable as at other times, and will not bear ſoap as before: An ac

count of the effects of calcining ſome okers -, and of ſome other things commu

nicated to the Philoſophical Societies at Oxford and Dublin.

This letter was, accompanied with a copy of a report of the Lord BURGHLEY,

Lord High Treaſurer to (Lueen ELIZABETH, concernin the examination of Dr.

Jonu De a, about the altering of the Calendar X', taken from a manuſcript of Drt

DEE in Corpus Christi-college at Oxford ; together with the reflections of Mr..

JOHN GREAVES upon that reportg.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr.. ASTON, dated February 3, 16837 h, was read,

giving an account of the philoſophical occurrences at Paris, and Monſ. THEVE
NOT's opinion of ice being freſh above, and ſalt underneath. ſi

Sir ROBERT SOUTHWELL gave in a paper communicated by Mr. EDWARD

RANDOLPH concerning the effect of a thunder-clap on the com aſſes of a ſhip;

on the coast of New-England l: The north poles of ſeveral compa es were changed

ſouth, and always continued ſo. The north pole of one compaſs was turned west,

buc lost its virtue in ſome time after.

Sir Roman-r SOUTHWELL was deſired to procure ſuch particulars, as were to be

had relating to that account..

Mrcb 12, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

The preſident gave an account, that himſelf and the other members deputed by;

the meeting of the Society of February 27, had' been to wait upon the Duke of.

Norfolk in the Society's name : That the Duke had received them very kindly, and: '

ſaid ſome words to this effect, U That he was ſorry, that his father had prevented

U him in preſenting 'to them the Norfolk library, becauſe he had taken from him

K the opportunity of doing it himſelf." '

A letter ſrom Sir Ronrar SOUTHWELL to Mr. Asron, dared at London March

8, 168.:- '* concerning the information, which had been given at the last meetin ,

about ſeveral compaſſes in a ſhip having had their poles changed from north to ſougk

by a thunder storm.

d Letter-hook, Vol. ix. p 131.

= See Philoſophical Tranſactions, NP 165.

p. 266, 767.

Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 133. It is printed

in the PhiloſOph. Tranſ. No 257, for October

Lfi .l-ggLetter-book, voL ix.. p. '33. his printed

in the Philoſoph. Tranſi ubiſhpra, p. 356.

A Letter-book, vol. ix. .128.

i lbid. p. 129. It is printed in the PhiloſoplL

Tranſ. N0 r57. p. 520.

klbid. p. 139. It is printed. in the Philoſoph.,

Tranſ. bia-1517. p. 521.

Mrs.
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Mr. I'IENSHAW queried, whether any uſe ofgunpowder would change the po

larity of a needle z and ſaid, that fire or ſulphureous matter often fell with

thunder.

It was alſo queried, whether pulvis fulminans would have any effect on the

needle. *

Mr. VVILLLAM MUSCRAVE of Oxford having been approved of by the council,

was propoſed candidate by Mr. ASTON.

The ſecretary preſented from Dr. 'LiSTER two ſchemes of the &ids and clays

in England, as he had obſerved them ſeveral years before ; together with an in

troductory diſcourſe, recommending the uſe of a ſoil or mineralmap, repreſenting

the principal ſoils, which are naturally found, and most obvious in ſeveral parts

of the country m.

In this diſcourſe ſome reaſons were offered, why ſand might have formerly

been the most exterior and general cover of that ſurface of the earth, from ſeveral

places whereof it has been ſince waſhed away, and differently bedded, ct only

on the ſea-ſhare and bars of rivers, but likewiſe in places under ground.

The characters of ſand were repreſented by Dr. LISTER to be durableneſs and

hardneſs, as being compoſed of ſmall tranſparent pebble, an unalterableneſs by ſire,

as the Italian jarſo; which, heſaid, might be abundantly ſupplied from ſeveral

parts of England.

The clays he ſuppoſed to be another more inward cover or coat of the terrestrial

globe. This mixed with ſand is uſually called earth, tho' earth, as it is in the ſur

face, has uſually with it a mixture ofthe rotten parts of plants and animals.

Mr. Hooxz examined ſeveral drills," ſome of which had been long uſed in ſhips.

The bit was a strong north pole -, the ſhank of ſome drew indifferently both poles '

of a needle very weakly.

Mr. PAGET remarked, that he had a dtill, the bit of which was a strong ſourh

pOle.

flſarcb 19, Sir CYRIL WYCHE peſident in the chair.

Mr. MUSGRAVE was elected fellow.

Upon the mentioning in the minutes of Dr. LrsTER's ſchemes of ſands and clays,

he remarked,that they were drawn up in a method, which he had propoſed himſelf

ſeveral years before <, but that they were capable of farther im'prOVement : That

1 He was created Dr. oſ phyſic by the univer- m Printed in the Philnſoph. Tranſ. 'No 154. p.

ſir" oſ Oxford, March , 1681. &Voon F/I i 7 . lt is inſerted in the Re istcr, vol. vi. p.
1 5 4 39 g

Oxen. \Ol. ii. fol. 224. 55.

M m 2 _ they
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they contained a general character, together with one or two notes or distinguiſh

ing marks for every particular.

Aletter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at New-college, Oxford,

March I 5, 168;T ", was read, mentioning Alum-'1 plumoſum, or ſalamander's wool

to be ſeparated from the earthy parts by calcining and powdering: That Dr. PLOT

had ſent his qucries about the ſplitting oftrees by the late frost into ſeveral coun

tries : That it had been queried at the Philoſophical Society at Oxford, whether

any trees beſides oaks had been ſplit by that frost: And that great quantities of

deadjcongers had been cast up by the ſeajatDun-church wall along the coast of Kent

duringthat frost, as had happenned at the ſame place about eight years before,

and on the Severn ſhore in Somerſetſhire twenty-ſix years before. '

Dr. LlSTER obſerved, that congers were often cast up dead in Lincolnſhire,

ſeldom ſeen alive, as being a high-ſea fiſh, and therefore little eaten.

Mr. HOOKE remarked, that they were taken in pots off the Iſle of Wight,. and

the Scilly iſlands.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed how a piece of iron heated red-hot drew the ſouth pole of

*a needle more strongly than if it were cool, and repelled the north pole : And that

the end of a piece of iron quenched dOanards was a strong north pole ; and

quenched upwards a ſouth pole.

PAGET declared, that he had ſome steel', which being cooled in the air

drew more vigorouſly than if it had been quenched in water ; but being cooled in.

moist clay drew more than when cooled in the air.

As to the poſition of the iron to give it a polarity, he ſaid, that iron cooled in

the poſition ol the dipping needle was mOre vigorous, than if it were held perpen

dicular or horizontal :

That iron cooled in the magnetical east and west had an abſolutely indifferency

to either pole, there remaining nothing but the magnetiſm of the iron, as to the

length of it : as to the breadth, he could not ſay what there was : That he thought,
that a piece of iron of a iſſoot long, by heating and cooling differently the ends,

might be made two north poles, one at each end.

He'was deſired to, put down in writing what he had obſerved on this ſiibject,

Upon the obſerving the attractiveneſs oſhot iron, it was queried, whether the

ſame thing might not he done with a wood coal. P But trial being made of it, it

did not appear to be ſo.

Theſe trials being made upon a needle horizontally placed, Mr. PAGET con

. ceived that poſition alone not to be exact enough for magnetical experiments.

" scttcr-book, vol. ix. p. 148.

Upon.
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Uponaquery, whether iron red hot would retain the touch of a magnet ?

Dr. LISTER cauſed an iron to be heated red-hot, and then touched it with the

north pole oſ a magnet : but the iron received no virtue from it. He then touched

an iron growing cold, and it was a good ſouth pole.

Mr. Hoom: declared, how he had taken half an iron ring, and quenched it

perpendicularly with the ends downward -, and that the ends were two weak north

poles, and the middle a weak ſouth pole.

It being deſired to know what effect gunpowder would have on a needle, there

was a needle in its box placed on the floor, and'ſhot upon with a ſmall gun charged

with powder -, but the needle was not altered in its polarity.

A needle was alſo placed ſo, as to receive the action of pulvis fulminans; but

could not be lound afterwards.

Dr.LIST£R remarked, that this experiment did not come to the point oſ alter

ing a compals by lightning; for though all ſulphur, and conſequently lightning,

comes from pyrites, yet very few pyrites are loadstones, and lightning is mag

netical.

Sir Jouv HOSKYNS deſired, that it might be inquired oſMr. HENSHAW, how

he had ſaid a loadstone might be roasted, and afterwards put into water, ſo as to

omit a ſubstance, whereby the water becomes black, and as it were full of hairs,

the loadstone remaining afterwards effete, and of no-virtuc.

The experiments appointed ſor the next meeting were about drills; a note'

whereof was delivered to Mr. HUNT to be put up in the repoſitory.

The account drawn up by hir. I'IOOKE of his magnetical experiments t'ried.

with ſeveral rods of steel without touching them on the loadstone, as exhibited at

this and three preceding meetings of the Society, was as follows 0. v

" [ſhewed the way I took to examine the limits of heat and cold, that water

7' ſhould indure in the guiſe oſ a liquor, beyond which degrees if the cold was.

* increaſed, it turned to the ſolid body oſ ice, if the heat was increaſed, it turned

* to the ſpirituous body of air, and both by a kind of mstantaneous starting or

U fulmination, the one to a prodigious expanſion of ſome hundred of time< its

" watery guiſe, but not ſo powerful, ſuffering condenſation as well as air, the other

* only starting about an 8th or 7th part, but ſo powerful as to indure no com

" preſſion from almost thestrongest body. Iexamined then by weighing an iron

* ball init, both when it was just freezing, and when it wasjust boiling ; and

V by that I certainly found, that in the state of water it was capable but of one

V thirthieth part of its bulk to be extended ; that is, that the ſame quantity oſſi_

w water boiling hot, and ſo ready to turn into the ſorm of air, was but a one and

K

'I

'

* Register, Vol. vi. p. 158.

12 ' '* thirtieth.
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" 't'hirtieth part lighter than the ſame bulk of water when it was ready to turn to
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ice. Aiter whichl tried ſeveral magnetical experiments about the qſſuenching

of red hot rods of steel : as I did alſo March the 5th, rath and xgth, the ac

count of which follows :

" Magnetical experiments tried with ſeveral rods of steel without touching

" them on the loadstone;

" They were of three ſorts, ist, on rods heated -, ad, on rods quenched; 3d,

** on rods hammered.

" First,l found, that ſmall rods of steel about -;- of an inch ſquare, and ſix or,

eight inches long being heated red hot in a fire were much more receptive and

communicative of the magnetical virtue of the earth than the ſame when cold;

that is being held perpendicular, or rather in the true dipping posture, the mag- '

netical virtue did more powerfully actuate a needle, the lower end attracting

the ſouth, and the upper end the north part of a magnetical needle applied

near to either of them -, and that the ſame rod red hot being inverted performed

the ſame effect. And that the virtue continued of the ſame nature, though

more weak, when they were grown cold.

" 2. That a polarity acquier by hammering or drilling would be destroyed

by a hearing oſ the rod all over red hot -, and when ſuffered to become cold,

they retained the ſame indifferency without their former determined polarity.

** 3. That heat abstracted from steel was not the cauſe ofthis effect, for that

a red hot tobacco pipe heated and applied in the ſame manner had not ſuch

effect, nor burning wood coals, nor the flame of a candle applied very near.

*' 4. That l heated one of thoſe rods red hot, after it had been touched by the

magnet, and ſo had a strong polarity, which would be whilst red hot reduced

to its natural indifferency, and the lower end would attract the ſouth end of -

the needle, and the upper, the north 3 and this indifferency it did retain when

cold, being ſuffered to cool leiſurely.

" 5. ThatI found the magnet did as powerfully attract and hold the rod when

red hot as when cold. >

" Secondly, l found,that theſe rods of steel being heated red hot, and then quench

ed in a perpendicular posture, or in the posture proper for the dipping needle,

the lower end, which was the quenched end, would acquire a polarity, and attract

the ſouth end of the needle z but the other end of the rod ſeemed almost indiffe

rent to either pole,when inverted and turned downwards -, but the quenched end,

though it were turned upwards, would attract the ſouth end of the needle.

U Next l took a veſſel full of water, the bottom of which was nothing but a

thin piece of parchment: then l heated a rod of steel, and when glowing hot I

run the upper end of it placed in the dipping posture through the parchment

bottom into the water, and thereby hardened the upper end of the rod; then

I applied a needle to it, and found, that the quenched end had acquired a pola

rity, and attracted the north end of the needle, whether it were held upwards or

downwards, but the other end ſeemed to have acquired not near ſo much, but

** ſeemed
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ſeemed almost indifferent, in attracting the ſouth when held downwards, and

the north when held upwards.

" 3. Iheated one of theſe rods of steel glowing hot, and through the parch

ment now made the ſide of the veſſel, I run it into the water directly point

ing towards the east in a horizontal postnre, to ſee whether the quenching

of the end abstractedly conſidered, as ſudden cooling, would give any polarity

to it -, but I found, that the quenched end had now no more virtue or polarity

than the other end, but the rod remained indifferent in both its ends ; that

which was downwards attracted the ſouth, that which was upwards attracted

the north.

" 4. I heated the rod again glowing hot, and quenching it flat ways in

the water as near as l could in the east and West posture; and examining the

ſame by a needle, I ſound it had not acquired any fixed polarity at either end,

but each of them remained indifferent.

" 4.. I heated a rod of steel as before, glowing hot, 'and quenched it with

an inclination in the plane of the meridian at right angles with the dipping line,

and examining it by the needle I ſound, that neither the quenched end nor the

other had acquired any fixed polarity, but remained indifferent as before.

" Thirdly, I tried ſeveral rods of steel, which had been thoroughly heated, and

then ſuffered it to cool leiſurely, lying east and west, and having ſound them'

indifferent without polarity, I put one of them in the posture of the dipping.

needle pretty near the plane oſ the meridian : I hammered it at the upper end

with a hammer, the lower end testing in a hole in an anvil : then examining

it with a needle, I found, that both its ends had acquired a pretty ſenſible pola

rity 5 the under end a north, and the upper end a. ſouth 5 but the upper end

ſeemed ſomewhat the stronger.

** 2. I inverted the rod by turning the north end upwards and the ſouth:

end downwards, and hammering it in this dipping posture a good while, I'

found, that it had acquired a quite contrary polarity to what it had before -, that

* end, which was before the north end, being now the ſouth, and the ſouth end

was now the north.

" 3. l took another rod of steel, which was indifferent, and having plac- '

ed an anvil ſo, that the upper face of it reſpected the north with an inclina

tion pretty near the posture of the dipping needle, I laid the rod upon the ſame

pretty near in the plain of the meridian, and then hammered the middle of the

ſaid rod with a hammer for a good while, and examining the rod afterwards

with a needle, I ſound the rod had acquired a polarity, the lower end a north,

and the upper end a ſouth. a

" 4- l hammered another rod oſ steel at right angles to the former poſition,.

the ends thereof reſpecting the east and west; andl ſound after this hammer-

- ing, that neither end had acquired any fixed polarity, but they both ſeemed to

remain indifferent as before."

March 26, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Upon mentioning in'the minutes the ſplitting of trees, the preſidentnemarked',

1 that
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that he had been informed by the Lord W'cymouth, that the ſplitting began at

the root. *

Mr. HENSHAW ſuppoſed, that the reaſon of that might be becauſe the root

contains a great deal ofjuice. which upon the freezing might cauſe the tree first to

ſplit.

Mr. PAYNE ſaid, that at Croyden there ran many pails full of water from trees,

that had been ſplit with the frost. '

Sir. ROBERT SOUTHWELL obſerved, that ſeveral of the trees, which had been

ſplit, grew together again, and cloſed ſo, that then the chinks and cletts were

ſcarce diſcernible.

With reſpect to the water running out of the trees, Mr. HENSHAW ſaid, that

the moisture lying at the bottom of the tree might be preſſed and forced out by

the frost.

It was deſired, that Mr. PAGET would try, whether he could make two north

poles in a bar of steel. -

Mr. HENSHAW queried, whether iron heated till it is red hot, and cooled in a

right poſition, would not acquire a polarity, as well as when heated with fire.

He likewiſe, in anſwer to a query at the last meeting, obſerved, that to take

away the virtue of a loadstone, it must be made red hot, and then quenched in

water and Vinegar.

A letter from WILLIAM MOLYN'EUX, Eſq; ſecretary to the ſociety at Dublin,

to Mr. ASTON, (lated at Dublin March 15, 168; P. was read, accompanying the

minutes ofthat Society from Feb. to to March IO, I68-_} q, in which ſeveral con

ſiderable ſubjects were handled, the particulars of ſome of which Mr. ASTON was

ordered to deſire to be communicated. The minutes were as follow :

** Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX diſcourſed of tcleſcopic ſights, as adapted to

astronomical and other instruments; wherein he ſhewed their convenience and

manner of performance from the principles of dioptric, and alſo demonstrated

their exactneſs, being chiefly induced thereto, becauſe the ingenious Mr.

Hooxe in his animadverſions on Havruus's ouranography, had omitted the

" chief objection HEVELIUS makes against theſe kind of ſights, p. 296, of his

" first I'Aztb. Cwlcst. wherein HEVELlUS imagines that the line of * * * * * is

no longer than between the eye and croſs hairs ; whereas 'tis plain, that 'tis as

long as between the object glaſs and croſs hairs.

(C
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(6

5'

'5

6'

" Mr. ch propoſed ſome queries relating to the acceleration of deſcending

weights and force of percuſſion, particularly a'given weight A-being in one

P Letter-book, vol.ix. p. 147] fl Ibid. p. 143.

if

" ſcale,
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ſcale, and a weight B being given, it is required to determine the higth from

whence B falling ſhall raiſe A.. Diſcourſeupon theſe took up the whole time

of our meeting. - '

" Februa'y 18, 168-}, Mr.BAYNARD beoan a diſcourſe (which he deſigns to

continue) concerning the instruction of youth for the univerſities. Ordered,

that Sir VVILLlAM PETTY bring in a ſcheme of experiments to be made with

the magnet. Mr. PATTERSON is alſo to bring in at our neXt meeting his ob

ſervations in the last diſſection of the malefactor. -

" Feþrtmry 25, 168%, The Biſhop of Ferns produced a paper of queries re

lating to the loadstone; but not having finiſhed them, his Lordſhip was de

ſired to bring them complete at our next meeting.

" Dr. MUL£EN produced the ear of a calf, in the drum of which he diſcovered

ſome cavities not taken notice of by the anatomists of that part: he likewiſe

explained how the malleus, incus and stapes by means of a ſmall muſcle braced

the tympanum. Mr. PATTERSON gave an account of what he obſerved re

markable in the late diſſected malefactor -, the chief of which were a very firm

- coheſion between the diaphragm and all the upper convex ſide of the liver;

the right ſpermatic vein ariſing out of the emulgent vein, and ſo likewiſe the

left from the left emulgent vein : the latter is natural, the former unuſual; an

unuſtial depreſſure in the inſide of the ſcull. He could not diſcover PYERUSX:

glandules in the guts.

" March 3, 1682. The Biſhop of Ferns proceeded in his queries relating to

the magnet. Dr. MULLizN expoſed ſome experiments about the magnet,

which he was ordered to put in writing, that they may be registered. He alſo

diſcourſed of ſome diſcoveries in the ear of a pullet, ſurmiſing, that it wants the

incus and stapes; but that a muſcle and the malleus pertorms their office:

likewiſe, that there are two communications between the two ears, one over,

the other under the brain : alſo, that on the outſide of the ear there is a ſort of

valve to make the paſſage cloſer or wider. Mr. BULKLEY <gave an account of

ſome eXperiments made by him on venal and arterial bloo -, as alſo of ſome

obſervations made on a diſſected dog 3 likewiſe ſome experiments of percolation,

all which are registered. .

" March 10, 168-}, A letter from Mr. Asron, S.R. S. was read, which con.

tained ſome experiments lately made before the Royal Society. Ordered,that the

thanks of this Society be returned to him for the favour of his correſpondence,

and that he would be pleaſed to oſſer our humble ſervice to the Royal Society,

intreating their favour and good-will towards us. He is likewiſe deſired to

let us know in ſhort the reſult ofwhat was offered in explaining thoſe two ſur

priſing phaenomena of the mercurial barometer, viz. Its little or no variation

_a'oout the line, and the ſiuttering of the quickſilvcr at its lowest ebbs in stormy
weather in England. ſſ .

YoL£ IV. N n _ _*' A
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" A letter from Mr. MUSCRAVE was read, Containing the minutes of the Ox

fOrd Society. Ordered, That the thanks of this Society be returned them for

the favour of their correſpondence : and that they be deſired to tranſmit to us

Dr. Lxsrta's compendious way of obſerving the barometer, if come to their

hands. Ordered, that Dr. Hunrmc'rox give an account or' the porphyry

pillars in Egypt, that accordingly i': may be tranſmitted to the Oxford So

ciety. Mr. Monrxrux gave an account of the petrifying quality of Lough

Neagh (which is registered) and was ordered to tranſmit it to the Oxford SO*

cicty. It was aſſei'tetl likewiſe, that the water of Lough Neagh cures the ul

cers of the King's evil.

U A letter from Dr. PLOT to Dr. Huxrmorox was read, wherein the Doctor

is pleaſed to promiſe, that he will procure for this Society all theduplicates, that

can be ſpared from among the rarities of the Royal Society's Repoſitory and

A'hzſeum zlſ/Jmolimmm at Oxford. Ordercd, that the most humble thanks oſ

this Society be returned to Dr. FLOT for his generous promiſe ; and that our

grateful acknowledgmcnts be returned to the ſaid Society, for the favour they

are pleaſed to ſhew us therein.

" Dr. MULLEN gave an account oſ ſome magnetical experiments he had lately

made, which are registered. Mr. FOLEY gave an account ofſome experiments

he had made on beans, in relation to their texture and vegetation, after Dr.

Garw's method. This is registered. He likewiſe produced' a pretty figu

rate stone, found in the chapel yard of the college. And eXpoſed a pot,

wherein were ſeen the curious ſhoorings of ſalt of vitriol into various regular fi

gures, as triangular, quadrilateral and pentagonal. '

U Mr. Burxusv produced the honourable Mr. Both's book of human blood,

and read the heads of it, promiſing to try ſome of the experiments therein men

tioned, and not yct tried. '

'3 Mr. PATTERSON gave an account of ſome very obſervables in the body of

a young man twenty years of age, who died of the stone in the bladder, and
was opened by him.ſſ This was registered. The stone he took out of him was

of an oval figure, three inches round, and above a'n inch and an halflong;

half of it was of a white and ſpungy conſistence, the other half of a red and

more ſolid body. He was ordered to try ſome experiments on the stone, and

report them. Some diſcourſe paſſed concerning the keeping a diary of the

weather, which was looked upon by Sir NVrLuAM PETTY as very difficult to

perform, ſo as to make it uſeſul and instructive without a great apparatus of

barometer-s, thermometers, hygroſcopes, instruments for telling the point of the

wind, the force of the wind, the quantity of rain that falls, the times of the

ſun's ſhining and being overcast. As to the common thermometers, of ſpirits

and hygroſcopes of oat beards, Wooden planks, &e. hitherto invented z it

was objected, that they loſe their quality by keeping z and that they are not

constant standards; and if we have new ones every year, we can make no

(stimate of the weather by them, in. relation to what was obſerved by others

last year." \Vith.
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With regard to Sir WILLlAM Parry's experiments relating to land-carriage,

he was ſaid by Sir JOHN Hosm/Ns to have lately made above twenty new models

for ſhip-building.

As to waters curing the ulcers of the King's evil, Dr. Lrsrta ſaid, that the

antients had lcarce any medicines to cure that diſeaſe, wherein the pyrites was

not one ingredient, which works upon an open ulcer by way of caustic.

With regard to the ſhooting of ſalt of Vitriol into ſeveral regular figures, as

triangular, quadrangular, and pentangular, Dr. LlSTER distinguiſhed the grow

ing of ſalt and its crystallizing. The crystals were of determinate figures; but

ſalts, according to their growth and age, will have ſeveral figured crystals, till

they come to their full growth. This growth of ſalt is never under water, being

waſhed off as fast as it grows.

Mr. Hoom: ſaid, that ſnow had a growth like a plant; that he had obſerved

it in stems with branches and leaves like that ofa trefoil.

Dr. GRaw remarked, that ſnow had a reſemblance of plants, as a wallow-i

flower, a ſpike of lavender, and ſeveral others; but he attributed that growing to

the frost. - .

Mr. Hooxe agreed, that it was not a vegetation, but an accretion.

Dr. LXSTER preſented to the Society a ſpunge-coral, hollow about a foot long,

found IOO fathom under water, upon the coast of Norway, and taken up with the

deep ſea-line. It was at first as thick as his arm and loft, but now ſhrunk as it is,

As to the inconstancy of the standards of heat and moisture, as ſpirits, oat

beards, wooden planks, &c. the two last were looked Upon as most alterable

by time.

Mr. Hooxt ſaid, that 'oaken-'boards might continue an hundred years.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS ſaid, that by the ſound of the string of a croſs-bow, it

might be known for forty years together, whether the air were altered.

Dr. Lis'rER remarked, that oak might probably have a life in it after an hun

dred years, becauſe muſhrooms grow on it, after it has been felled many years, all

ſorts of plants having their own muſhrooms, he having formerly distinguiſhed atleast twenty ſeven ſpecies of them. - "

Mr. Hooxe obſerved, that there had been ſome hundreds of ſpecies men

tioned, and that there was no doubt of their having ſeed.

Dr. GREW ſaid, that Dr. MERRBT affirmed, that he had the ſeed of ſome

muſhrooms. ſ - N n 2 Muſhrooms
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Muſhrooms being mentioned to grow from poplar chopt, and from ſome Ita?

lian stones, the truth of this was much questioned.

A letter Oer.MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford, March
19, 168} ct', was read, mentioning, that it had been queried at the philoſophical

Society there, in what ſenſe the word unar'tcmbleneſir, uſed by Dr. LlSTER in his

characteriſtic of ſand, is to be understood, ſince ſand may be melted down into

glaſs. -

It was anſwered by Dr. LiSTHR, that ſand is not naturally alterable as to the

weather, becauſe of its hardneſs; above any other foſiile in England: that an

Engliſh pebbl'e was as hard as porphyry, and as fit for grinding colours, if it;

were not too little : and that no tool will touch it but a wheel and emery;

Mr. MuscRAve's letter mentioned likewiſe, that Iriſh (late was not affected

by the magnet after four hours calcination, but became a yellow oker, and

would ſcore' like it : that it very much reſembled the ſediment found' at the bot>

tom of Astrop, Tunbridge, &e. waters commonly esteemed vitriolic: and that

an infu-ſion of this (late made with common water wil'i turn galls to afaint reddiſh
"colour, ſſ

Dr. LISTBR obſerved, that ſome ſlate would require twelve vor twenty four.

hours before it were ſufficiently calcined to make it apply to the- magnet.

Upon mentioning the mistake committed' by the Italians in making our glaſſe3

with flint, instead of tarſo, Dr. LlSTER remarked, that our flint is a lime-stone,

and makes the glaſſes fly ;- and that there is no true flint in the Northern moun

tains of England, whatever had been ſaid by Mr. WEBSTER to the contrary.

Sir JOH-N Hosxvusobſerved, that he had brought the cuogolo into England',
which he found to be a white pebble. ſſ

The-making of glaſs being farther diſcourſed of, Mr. HOOKE ſaid, that man

ganeſe is iron ore._

Dr. Lis-r-ER ſaid, that it is called magnelia- from magnes, the load-stone :

that any iron ore will do it: that it takes away the foulneſs of glaſs: that the

Romans not knowing it, their glaſs and urns are therefore all of a different colour

from our modern glaſs :- and that it had been lately found on Mendip hills.

Mr. Hooxa remarked, that the Roman glaſs hath this colour by age, becauſe.

the glaſs in old abbies ſeemed to be of the ſame colour.

Dr. I>._sren remarked, that that glaſs had been nealed't.

a Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 149)

2. -' MF-s
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Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that ſalts are' uſed in glaſs only to flux it, and that

if they are not afterwards ſeparated, they cauſe a crizoling.

Dr. Lrsrrzn mentioned, that jet for glaſs-painting is made of litharge and

pebble.

Mr. Hoom: ſaid, that it might be made by lead alone, but that it is very trou

bleſome, running through all the pots.

The experiments were about changing the polarity of an iron by knocking

the ends.

April 2, at a meeting of the Councu. were preſent,

Sir CYRIL WYCHE. preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Dr. CROUNE

Sir ROBERT REDDlNG Mr. FLAMSTEAD '

Dr. BROWN - . Mr. HALLEY

Dr. LlSTER Mr. Anon.

It was ordered, that Mr. HOOKE be deſired to put into writing a deſcription oft

the weather-clock and all its parts; and that it be delivered to the ſecretaty to-bc

entered in the register-book:

That Mr. Hooruz give his directions and aſfistance to Mr. HUNT, to reduce'

into writing ſome of the first papers marked by the weather-clock, that thereby

the Society might have a ſpecimen of the weather- clock's performances before they

proceed tov the repairing it.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD deſired, that the journal-book in 1682 might be altered as

to ſome expreſſions reflecting upon him entered by Mr. Hoox E.

It was referred to another time.

It was ordered, that Mr. Wrcxs ſhould before every meeting of the Society be

ready to take out two or three of the books in the ſecretary's keeping, whereof the

lastjournal ſhould always be one, to be expoſed in the room during the meeting z

and that he take care of them ſo as to deliver. them into the ſecretary's hands after.

every meeting is ended. ' ' ' '

LEWis VAN HAMMEN, M. D. of Dantzick was propoſed by Dr. BROWN.

Upon a propoſal made to the council', that Dr. Dr.le PAPlN was willing to,

execut'c the office oſ a temporary curator, by bringing in- at every meeting ex

periments during a whole year to end at that time twelve-mouths, and to aſſiff

the ſecretary, if it be required; it was ordered, that Dr. PAPKN' ſhould have

thirty pounds per anntpaid him by the treaſurer upon the foregoing COUſiNlClſiL-'Ilonsh

' At
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At a meeting oP the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRIL VVYcHE preſident

in the chair.

Dr. VlNCENT obſerved, that beating an iron in the middle takes away the po

leuity oſ the ends. lt was ordered to be tried immediately.

Upon mentioning the growing of ſalts in the air, Mr. HENSHAW quericd,

whether they did not take ſomething nitrous out of the air.

Dr. LlSTER ſaid, that ſalts were ſed as plants are, which grow upon the

earth. * .

Mr. HOOKE mentioned the ſhooting of ice near a mixen, and urine on the ſide

ofa glaſs (filled with inow and ſalt) in hexangular figures.

Upon mentioning corals and the ſeveral ſorts oſ them, Dr. Lisrrnſiſaid, that

ſome trees or rocks oſ them in the West-Indies were ſo hard as to ſplit a ſhip ;

particularly one, that accompanied the Lord VAUGHAN to Jamaica ; the greatest

part of the men of the ſhip being afterwards ſaved upon the ſame rock till they

Could be relieved.

Upon mentioning the feeds of muſhrooms, it was ſaid, that muſhrooms upon

trees might be the matrixes of inſects, and not come from a ſeed oſ their own.

- Homer: thought, that they had ſeed; and it was instanced in the filex

kind, which was formerly thought to be without ſeed.

Mr. HENSHAW ſaid, that muſhrooms were obſerved to grow most in places

where ſheep go, and on the borders of much-heaps.

He remarked likewiſe, that star-ſlime is ſound where cattle go, as conceived

to come from the ternales. a

Dr. LlSTER conceived, that star-ſlime is nothing but frogs diſſolved and pu

trified in the air, being taken out of the water in the winter-time by the crows,

and lost upon the ground 3 and he obſerved, that he had often found the bones of

ſrogs in them.

He remarked, that ſairy-circles were made by the moles running round after

one another under-ground in a circle, at the time of their coupling, not unlike

bucks going round the females in the time that they rut.

Mr. Hooxa obſerved, that he had ſeen ſuch circles on chalky hills, where he

thought there was not ground enough for the m'oles to hide themſelves.

Upon mentioning the unalterableneſs oſ ſand, Sir JOHN HostNs ſaid, that

there was ſuch a ſort ofdurable land-stone found on the mountains near Dartmouth

of the ſame kind With the cuogolo. Dr,

'
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Dr. LISTER obſerved, that the Romans 'made uſe of that stone for door-posts,

altars, and places expoſed much to the weather: that the pyramids of Borough

' bridge were ot it, but were ſomething channelled or waſhed with the water.

Upon mentioning the difference of glaſs-urns from modern glaſs, Mr. HOOK'B

conceived, that they were altered by lying.

The urn given by Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN' being called for and viewed,

was found very ſinOOth, but in ibme places had a bluiſh ſhining.

Mr. HOOKE obſerved, that this was a ſign of its readineſs to ſcale : that he had

formerly ſeen ſeveral ſcales, that came out of it: and that Sir Cnarsrovnea.

Water: thought, that the mark of the puntillion might be fallen off with the -

ſcur .

Mr. qusnnw ſaid, that colours on glaſſes, like pigeons necks, were often
eauied by volatile ſaltsſi.

Dr. LlSTER thought, that the Romans might make their glaſſes in a different

manner, ſo as not to ſhew the mark of the puntillion.

Dr. PAPlN mentioned, that at Maran a glaſs blown was often claſpt at the other

end with four irdns, and ſo finiſhed. '

Dr. Lrsrea obſerved, that there was a man living at York as ſkilful in glaſS*

painting, as any, inhis opinion, had been in former ages.

A paper of queries concerning the ſplitting of trees, ſimt by Dr. PLO'T to the

Lord Viſcount Weymouth, and his Lordſhip's anſwers to them, were read,

and ordered to be registered l' -, as follow:

1. " Whether other ſorts of trees were ſplit beſides oaks?

ſinſ. " Elm and aſh ; Mr. LANCLLY's the minister of Tamworth's e'ms by

U his houſe; and POTTER a wheel-wright in Wigington, who had bought a con

" ſiderable parcel of aſh, and had felled ſome before the frost, affirms, that thoſe,

" which were felled, as well as thoſe standing, were many oſ them ſplit.

2. U Whether any did ſplit with aſſnoiſe?

(ſitſ " In many places with great cracks, as in Bramcott, wood Mr, WAG

" srarr's ſon coming through it was ſo affrighted, that he thought the trees

" were all falling, the noiſe of the cracks were ſo great. '

3. " Whether the trees did ſpht tbwards the ſame point of the compaſs.

Anſ. a 'They ſplit on all points of the compaſs, for in Drayton park van-l

" walk-A ſaw ſeveral, that were ſplit, ſome in two, ſome three, ſome four plan-s.

" in every quarter of the trees. 7

h Register, vol._vi. p. 104.
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4. U W'hcther the ſplitting were common in the trunk or in the boughs P

jlnſ " In the trunk altogether; not any bough ſplit.

5. '3 YVhether any ice be found ſince, in the veſſels of wood P

_ Alaſ *' Not anyl can hear of.

6. "4 \Vhether the trees ſplit be any of them dead ?

v - zlnſ " That is not diſcernible, for all things look now as in the hard time of

" the frost; but l verily believe they art not dead. '

7. " Whether any of the trees ſplit have cloſed ſince ? *

x/nſ. U Very much cloſed, and I believe the barks will cement again; but ne

a ver the tree itſelf.

8. U Whether 'they art ſplit through or only on one ſide ?

ſinſ '4 They were many (as I have ſaid before to the 3d query) on all ſides,

" but whether through or not is uncertain, though it is believed the crack is to

" the heart.

9. U Whether the bark by ſplitting be looſened from the wood?

ſinſ. " Not the least. ' 1

10. " Whether the roots be any way affected as well as the body of the

" trees P

ſinſ. ** The great ſpruns of many trees, ſome are ſplit as well as the trunk of

" the trees, and that of old trees, that are knotted and nurled, which was impoſſi

" ble to be cloven by wedges z headed trees were ſplit as well as clear timber

".. trees ? . - v

" Mr. ANTROBUS, ſcoolmaster of Tamworth, diſcourſing lately with an Hun

" garian, did question him, if it were uſual in their country in hard frosts, to have

" the timber crack : he did affirm it to be uſual, and that they all did cloſe again,

'* and that the timber was not the worſe, but we credit not the last; and now

" many are of opinion, that lagged trees have been occaſioned by ſuch cracks."

' As to the cloſing of trees, which had been ſplit, Dr. LlSTER ſaid, that ingrafb

ing is a kind of ſplitting, after which the trees cloſe again.

Mr. Hooxs obſerved, that a new circle of wood being added every year, the

trees might be cloſed on the outſide, however they were looſe and open within,

Upon mentioning the lag-wind ſhake and quag-ſhake, Sir ANTHONY DE AN

ſaid, that it happens to trees growing in a light ground, and no: a clayey, stiff

ground, from the ſhaking them when they are little: that the timber of them

is never good; and as ſoon as the air takes it, falls in pieces : that trees,

though of fair ſhew, are diſcernible to experienced men by the bark.

With
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With regard to the decaying of timber, he ſaid, that the but-end oſ a tree de

cayed in half the time, that the top does; the reaſon or which he thought to be,

that the veſſels in the bottom of the tree being oſ like number with the top,

thoſe in the bottom are larger and more full of moisture, which being exhaled, the

moist air comes in the place oſ it, and cauſes the timber to rot: and that upon

this account the bread-room oſ a ſhip being very hot, decays ſooner than any other

part oſ it._

He mentioned alſo, that a ſlit deal lying in pitch and tar for two years grew

ſo hard, as not to be cut by a chizzel, when the ſame ſort oſ deal, thst was ex

poſed to the air, was all rotten.

Mr. 'Hooxz thought, that the trunk being the older part might die before

the top.

Dr. Lrsrsn judged, that the decay of timber was principally cauſed by the

worms *, and that charcoal was not apt to decay, becauſe it was not a food for them.

Mr. Hooxe thought, that the proper menstruum, which decays it, was taken

aWay, and that therefore it lasted.

Dr. PAPrN preſented a book of Signor MONTANARI printed in 1682, and in

titled, 11 manucllet/o di bomþisti.

The experiments were concerning the taking away the polarity oſ iron b
knocking in the middle -, which did not ſucceed. Y

April 9. Sir CYRIL Wche preſident in the chair. " -

Upon mentioning the matrixes of infects breeding in plants, it was queried,

what was the efficient cauſeof theſe matrixes, whether the mother infect, the egg,

or the worm.

Upon mentioning ſairy-circles, Dr. LISTER ſaid, that he had obſerved, that

wherever a mole went, the graſs growing over it was ranker than in other places:

but this is not to be understood the first year, for then the graſs is destroyed; but

the ſecond year, when the ground is fallen in.

.- Upon mentioning the ſplitting of trees, Dr. WALLlS remarked, that the vines

had ſplit from the bottom to the top ſince the frost, upon the coming in of the

warm weather: and that they did not bleed, though the ſplitting reached often

beyond the heart. '

Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that it was in old stocks chiefly, that the ever

greens, figs, roſemary, and cypreſs, were generally destroyed: but that broad

laurel was not damaged : that the preceding winter was like that in Denmark,

where the roſemaries are all destroyed, if they be not houſed.

, Yon. lV. _ - ' O 0 Dr
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Dr. AGLlONBY ſaid, that the trees standing to the ſouth had fared worſe than

thoſe to the north : and that the ſun had done the greatest damage.

Dr. VVALLis confirmed it, that the vines were ſplit on the fide towards the

ſun: but that vines standing to the north were not lplit.

Upon mentioning the hardening of deal by lying in pitch and tar, Mr. HEN

SHAW ſaid, that probably the ſame thing might be done ſooner by heating and

rubbing it in.

Mr. Hoomz remarked, that turpentine in knots was one cauſe of. making

them hard z and that white deal, ſoakt in turpentine, becomes very hard..

Dr. PAPIN mentioned, that he had made turpentine go through plaister of."

Paris by the compreſſmg engine: and that the plaister was tranſparent, but

not hard.

The experiment ordered to be ſhewn at the next meeting was concerning the

generation of infects. It was. ſaid, that it ſeemed improbable, that it ſhould be

univocal and equivocal both. Mr. HENSHAW instanced in ſeveral generationsv

ſeeming equivocal, as a ſort oſ lice unlike the common ſorts ſound in a corps -,,

worms ſound in ſeveral parts of the body, and the stomach and guts, which.

ſeem too hot for a natural generation. ' .

Dr. LISTER thought the stomach and guts but moderately hot compared with

other parts -, and' that they might be reckonedas an outſide of the body.

A letter oſ Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr.ZAST0N-, datedat New-college, Oxford,,

March 27, 16842 was read, giving thanks for his election. It was ordered,

that he ſhould have leave till, the latter end of' the year do come for his admiffioſh

In this' letter- he mentioned, that their young Society at Oxford-had of late

paſſed ſeveral orders tending to the regulating of their proceedings, and making

themſelves a last-ing body.. .

It was queried', on occaſion oſ a- paſſage of this letter, whether muckambey (or

tithymal) purges, outwardly applied. '

The Biſhop of' Cork ſaid,- that he had cauſed it to be carried in a ſervant's

pocket, and that it had no ſuch effect.

Sir Jom: HOSKYNS. doubted, whether it might not be neceſſary to have an im

mediate contact.

Monfi JUSTEL remarked, that antimonium- diaphoreticum diſſolved in water

gave five or ſix. stools to the perſon, who Waſhed his hands in it.

f Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 150.

. - A French
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A French leathern hee] ofa ſhoe being mentioned in Mr. blusonavr's letter as

petrified, it was' doubted, whether it were not a real stone. Dr. \VALLis 00

ſerved, that he had ſeen it, and that it ſeemed a petrifaction: that it COnſistxd

of two pieces, then ſhavings, afterwards other pieces, and holes at the bottom,

where pegs were put in: and he promiſed, that at his return to Oxford, he would

get it bored.

Dr. AGLIONBY mentioned, that the Tunbridge wells did not ſpring in their

uſual place ſince the late great frost; but that it was hoped they would be found by

digging.

An account of Lough Neagh in Ireland, and its petrifying qualities, by WViL

LIAM Morvxeux, Eſq; ſecretary to the Dublin Society", was read.

It being aſſerted in that account, that one part of the wood was never stone,

and another iron, Dr. LISTER thought, that the contrary appeared from a

piece in the Society's repoſitory: And it being doubted, whether the rusty Part

of that stone was iron, it was ordered, that alittle piece ſhould be broken off, and

examined.

Dr. LtsTER obſerved, that near the wells at Knareſborough wood was turned

into an iron-stone: that he had two pieces ſent him from a gentleman at Sir

Gcoaor. RAWDY's, as from Lough Neagh, one aſh, the other holly, which was

pyrites, and magnetieal, though the like had not been oblerved by Mr. MOLY

NEUX. And with regard to petriſications made in the ſand near the Lough, he

thought them very probable from the steams ariſing from the earth.

He alſo remarked, that copperas might be turned into a golden pyrites; of

which the Society deſired the trial at their next meeting. y

Dr. LlSTI-ZR preſented to the Society his two eXercitations De fontibus medicatis

zing/is.

Sir Romza'r SOUTHWELL preſented a ſmall bottle of liquor from a tree, as was

ſaid by Mr. RANDOLPH, who brought it from Boston in New-England. The

Indians uſed it' for the curing of wounds, and fonnd relief by it. It ſeemed to be

a ſort ofturpentine.

Mr, HOOKE brought in a ſhort deſcription of the weather-clock, to which he'

was deſired to add the figures of ſuch parts, as could not be well understood by

the words, and to put down the key for expotlnding the papers marked by

the engine.
\

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed an alteration or improvement, which he had, made of

'i Letter-book, voi. ix. p. '52. lt is printed in the Pbilzjf Train/IN. Nd. 158. p. 552. for Apiil

1684..

O o 2 his
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his pneumatic engine, by placing two valves instead of a turn-cock, for letting

the air out of the receiver into the pump, and from the pump into the open air.

He alſo ſhewed the experiment how the air driving ſome water into an exhausted,

bolt-head makes it repreſent a cylinder lying athwart the bolt-head ®.

This appeared ſo in an oval head, and not in a round one.

April 16, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent,

Sir CYRlL WYCHE preſident.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns Dr. Acuonnt

Sir ROBERT REDDING Dr. BROWN

Mr. HiLt. Dr. TYSON

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Asrom

It was ordered, that Mr. Hooxe be paid ſeven pounds ten ſhillings for- the ex.->

periments brought in by him as curator till Christmas last .

That he bring in a written account of the experiments made by him ſince

Christmas -, and that then the council would Order his payment accordingly: and

That the remainder of the money-due for Mr. Coauns'sbooks. be paid the:

treaſurer.

Monſ. MUNlCKHAUSE-N'Was propoſed by Dr..BROWN, and'Mr; MONSONDr. TYSON.

At a meeting ofthe Socuzrv 'onthe ſame day, Sir CYRxL WYCHE preſident
in the chair; ' ' ſſ -

Upon mentioning the ſplitting of old vines, Dr. AGLIONBY remarked, that the;

old vines were not yet budded, but the young ones were. '

Sir Ronrn'r Sou-rnwru. ſaid, that he had been informed, that in a quarryvof;

stone the cold had" pierced'five yards deep from the. ſurface.- '

Dr. LlSTER remarked, that in quarries cold went down by the ſeams.

Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that in minesthe rain ſunk down in holes; but that the

gravemakers in new ground'never found the cold above four ort 5 feet in Denmark.

A. French gentleman being admitted to be preſent ſaid, that. an engine for

drawing water had been frozen this year at la,Fleſche in France, which had not

happened ſince 1603'. '

In ſpeaking of magnetiſm, Mr. HENSHAW queried, why an iron bar or anchor

hanging; at a loadstone for many days acquired no fixt polarity-z but if the

ſ' Register, vol. vi. p. 170.

' load-stone
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load-stone be stroked on the iron, the latter acquires that property? It was re

commended to be again obſerved.

Dr. PAPIN'S accourt of an examination oſ a piece of the iron broken o."ſ from

' the petrified wood in Lough Neagh was read, as followsc.

" Having been commanded by the Society to make ſOme exPeriments upon:

" the petriſied wood, whoſe bark looks like ironore, and to calcine ſome part oſ

" the wood, and ſOme part of the bark, for to try whether any oſ them would

U be wrought upon by the load-stone ; 1 did, according to this order,

V break off ſome part of the bark, which was done very eaſily: but when I

U came to break the wood, I ſound it much harder, ſo that being forced to give

'4 agreat blow, l broke more than I had a mind to. Having thus ſound ſome

U difference, as for hardneſs, between the bark, and the wood, I was willing to

" try alſo, whether they would differ as for ſpeciſic gravity: and, for that purr

u poſe, I went to Mr. BOYLE, but he being in the country, was not provided

'5 with ſcales good enou h, for ſuch an experiment ; and instead of it, I took a

** good load-stone, and aw, that it did no effect upon the bark before it was cal-

" cined: then having put part of it into the fire, I took it off when it was red.

a hot, and we found it already calcined: this being cooled, it was ſound, that at.

'4 good load-stone would work very much upon the powder oſ the bark 3 and 3-

*-* little upon the powder of the wood,_

" The next day l went to Dr. Kmo, who would try the ſame thing by ano-l

** ther way: having reduced thirteen grains of the uncalcined bark to a fine'
" powder, we did mingle it with near two ounces oſ water, and ſome powder oſſi

U gſſalls being put in that mixture, we did not ſee, that it did effect any change of"

" colour therein. Then. we made the ſame experiment with only three grains of

V iron rust, and we ſaw, that the powder of galls did. ſomewhat alter the colour-

" oſ the mixture: and the reaſon oſ it, according to the doctor's opinion, was,

U that the body oſ the iron being opened by the rust, its vitriolic parts may be

" wrought upon by the galls, from whence he concluded, that our petrified bark.

" looking rusty, ſhould contain very little of iron, ſince the galls did no effect tip

" on it. On this occaſion, the ſaid Dr. Kmo ſhewed me another experiment,

U which I hope the Royal Society willznot be diſpleaſed to hear of : for to prove,

" that the rust is not the best way for opening the body oſ iron or steel, as ſome

V people do believe, he had ſeveral preparations of steel, both liquid. and ſolid,

" oſ his own making, that did all oſ them much more 'effect thaniron rust

U doth :- and there was a powder amongst the rest, which being mingled with near -

U two ounces oſ water,_ and galls, would give a viſible tincture, although the

** ſaid powder did not weigh above the. twelſth part of a grain : ſo that we did

*-* reckon, that ſuch a powder could effect more, than thirty times as much of the -

" iron rust. l can ſay no more of this, but that the wood is a great deal harder

** to be calcined, than the bark is, and I have brought ſome ofeach, reduced to:

4- a powder by the fire."

F Register, vol. vi. p. '74.
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Dr.. PAPIN had not let the iron calcine half an hour, which Dr. LISTIZR ſup

poſed might probably be too little for ſuch a work. Nevertheleſs it appeared,

that the calcined body applied to the magnet, as well as iilings.

Dr. LISTER produced a letter, which had been written by Mr. THOMAS MA

'CHELL oſ Kirkby-thore in VVestmoreland to Sir NVLLLIAM DUGDALE, dated,

March 25, 1684, concerning ſome antiquities lately found thereſ -, as ſome old

earthen Veſſels with pieces of urns, one piece of a drinking-glaſs, and ſeveral

ſorts of ſandals. The figures of all theſe were carefully delineated, together with

the inſcriptions. '1 here was alſo a piece of a broken veſſel ſhewn, of a reddiſh

colour; the reliefupon it being greyhounzls in purſuit oſ stags.

Dr. LlSTER obſerved three ſorts of materials uſed for urns in the North coun

try. 1. A red fine earth like a bolus. 2. A blue Clay mixt with coarſe ſand. 3.

A blue clay with finer ſand and micee: ſpecimens of which were ſhewn.

'He obſerved, that one inſcription in the margin might be Partlim', probably

the potter's name, being the ſame, which he had found upon other pots. This

conjecture was confirmed by Mr. RlCHARD VVALLER from a book written at

Nimeguen by SMETlUS on the antiquities of that place.

Dr. VlNCENT mentioned the head of an urn inſcribed Ririnus F. ſorſccit. Sir

JOHN HOSKYNS took notice oſ another with Satur F.

Dr. LISTER ſaid, that the blue urns must be baked in a pot, ſince the open

fire makes them' preſently turn red; and that leading pots is a modern invention.

An extract oſ a letter of Dr. Woon to Sir PETER PETT was read concerning

Sir WlLLlAM Perrv's late mode] of ſhips; which extract was as ſoIlOWS s :

** Sir VVILLlAM PETTY hath diſcovered a new * * of ſhipping; which will

" as much tranſcend the old, as guns did outgo bows. It we conſider the ſtrength

** (in every veſſel) the burden, ballast, draught of water, ſailing, steering, keep

U ing to a wind, and as many more properties of a good ſhip, his excels the beſt

** the world has yet produced in all theſe, and yet after all, the cost and

" charge ſhall be conſiderably leſs. But to give a particular instance, let us take

" for example one oſ the best ſailing veſſels oſ England, of the old built, viz.

" the Constant Warwitk or Fubbs Yaclit,\and another oſ Sir VVILLrAM's new ones

" of equal draught of water and strength, but double the cost : call the former

" Fubbs and the last Buny, and comparing them together as to farther qualifi

" cations, I ſhy Buny ſhall carry four times the burden that Fubbs can, ballast

" included, and bear ſail in proportion as three to two; or thus, a common ſin

gle body being given, ſuppoſe ofſeVenty tuns neat burthen, with thirty tuns

of ballast, we offer to make a double body, which needs no ballast, viz. carry

t' ing as much ſail light, as the Other loaden of the ſame or more neat burden,

ſ It is printed in the Pþilqſ. Trmſſail. No. '58. p. 555. ſor April i634.
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I Letter book, \'ol. ix. p. 174. _
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but its draught ofwziter ſhall be as four to ſeven, and the cost as ſoven to eleven,

and ſhall bear ſail as eleven to ſeven.

" N. B. Demonstrated upon great variety ofbodies, at least twenty veſii-ls by
him built here."_ i

Dr. LISTER having no preſent convenience of turning copperas into the gold'

enpyrites, as had been appointed at the last meeting, delivered in the following

method for doing it.

it

(6

t

(6

" Take vitriol grown green upon the pyrites, and not crystallized :'waſh it off'

with a little fair water. Take the strongest lye of the ſoap-boilers, which is

made of quick-lime and pot-aſhes : drop this latter upon the diſſolution of the

former; and the precipitation will fall in gilt particles like the pyrites.

" N. B. that: the experiment will not ſucceed well, if the lye be weak of lime,

of chalk, and common vitriol made with iron."

Dr.LiST£R produced the way of making an excellent cement, as it is uſed at

York, for cisterns and Other conſervatories of water; which being read, was or

dered to be registeredg as follows: .
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" First of all the bricks you make your cistern of must be choice, and clear'

from mar] or ſalt; they must be rubbed even with ſharp ſand upon an even

flat stone without water. And when they are wrought in the cement, they must

be well dipt in water (immediately before they be letz) it is alſo requiſite they

be as new as poſſible from the kiln after they are burnt.

** Your old tile ſcares would alſo be burnt anew red hot, then beat ſmall, and'

put through a very fine riddle : as alſo your lime the ſame, which must alſo be '

new from the kiln, and ſo ſifted after it is quenched.

" The making of the cement is thus. That, wherewithal you ſet your bricks,.

must be three parts of new lime, and two parts of tile-dust -, and that, which you

coat your bricks withal, must be two parts of lime and two parts of tile-dust.

Let it be tempeer like common mortar with good store of elbow greaſe : and.

temper no more at a time than you uſe; for after two or three days it loſes of

its strength. Though to let it lie half a day or a night after it is tempered is not

amiſs. After your cistern is coted, for a week after, you must every day

twice or thrice with linnen cloths wipe away the ſweat from the cement, till

you find it has done ſwearing. Good bricks ſet well with the coating cement,

and jointed ſmooth, will need no coating; but then the walls of your cistern had

need be twice as thiCk as when you coat them.

'* One rood of wall of a brick a length thick will require ten buſhels of this

cement ."

_l Register, Vol. vi. p. 116..

_z D If;
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Dr. ViNCEN'r preſented for the repoſitory the following particulars; talcum

aureum ; belliculus; a steechas flower gathered ten years before in Turk ; and

the horns of a cervus volans. "

The preſident gave in an extract of a letter from Liege, dated there April 9,

1684. h, giving an account, that on the FT February preceding ſome colliers at

Herstol near Liege, by the accidental guſhing out of waters in the pit, were hin

dered from going out for twenty-five days; at the end of which time four of

them were yet alive, who had received no ſustenance but from the water of a

ſmall ſpring, which roſe hard by. The water of it upon evaporation left only

a ſmall calx like common water. A further account of the particulars was de

lircd.

A paper from Monſ. JUSTEL 1 was read, giving an account of a new barometer

made at Roan in France, having no communication with the air but what must

be through the wood; and yet having all the motions of the ordinary barometer.

It was ſaid to be portable in a coach and otherwiſe.

Dr. PAHN ſhewed the way ofmaking plaister of Paris tranſparent, by ſinking

turpentine through it : but the experiment, by ſome accident in the making had

not all its perfection. His account of the method of doing this was as follows " :

" To the pneumatic engine l do apply a pipe, open at both ends, and having

ſhut the upper part of it with a piece of plaister, I lay turpentine all over the

ſame : then Ioverwhelm a broader pipe about the first, and pouring very hot

oil into this last pipe, the turpentine laid over the plaister is melted, and pene

trating into the ſame, makes it tranſparent ; but no harder than before. Me

thinks, that by the help of the preſſure of the air, pitch, or roſin, might be

thus driven into all the pores of wood, to keep it from rotting, or worm eating:

and ſeveral other materials might by the ſame way get ſome new properties :

but how far the thing may be improved, l refer to the judgment of the Royal

" Society."
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Monſ. MUNICKHAUSEN was (propoſed candidate by Dr. BROWN.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD communicated a letter to himſelf from Mr. HEATHCOTE

dated from Cabo Corſe Castle on the coast of Guinea, December 14, 168 3, con,

cerning the tide on that coast ; variation of the needle, &c. ' According to this

letter, the tide runs there continually eastward, except at full and change; and

flows about ſix feet: The variation was 3 degrees 49 minutes to the westward.

The barometer was ſound at 29 inches, and in a tornado 29 11.,- inches,

At a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

' It is printed in the Philoſoph. Tranſ. N" 1 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 156. An extnifl

15l8. p. 577. _ of this letter is printed in the Fliiloſoph. Tranſ.

Lencr-book, Vol. ix. p r95. No 158. p. 578. for April 1684.

k Reiister, vol. vi. F. 176.

2 Sir
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Sir Cvau. chmz preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. Him.

Sir ROBERT REDDING Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Mr. MEREDITH Mr. ASTON.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer 'pay ten pounds to Mr. Hooxr. in full for his

experiments brought in between Christmas and Lady-day last

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRIL VVYCHE preſident

in the chair.

A letter ſrom Mr. EVELYN to Mr. ASTON', dared at Say Court, Deptſord,
14 April 1684. m, was read, concerning the damage done to his gardens there by

the preceding winter. .

The ſecretary was ordered to return the Society thanks to Mr. EVELYN, and

to deſire, that this letter might be printed, there being many curious remarks in

it, by which the public might be instructed and receive benefit at that time.

It was alſo propoſed, that there might be mentioned to him the finiſhing oſ his

EZY/ium, or Pandccts, a book very much. deſired.

A letter of Mr.J0HN DAvrs, minister of Little LeakZinLNottinghamſhire, to Mr.

ASTON, dated there April 1684 ", was read concerning a weaving engine invented

by himſelf, by which he had woven the pattern incloſed in his letter. It mentioned

likewiſe others oſ his contrivances of muſical instruments, and lamps not ſpoken

of by Mr. Hooxe ; a method oſ making a balance clock go longer than uſual

without altering the inward work ; a ſort ofpump fit for ſhips, no bigger than the

engines uſed for quenching oſ fires, but raiſing a great deal of water. ſhe woven

pattern ſent by him ſeemed to be loom knit like a stocking.

The ſecretary was deſired to return an anſwer, and to know, whether Mr. DA

vrs would think fit to communicate his method of raiſing water, and new lamps.

Aletter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

April t9, 1684. 9, was read, conccrning the ſplitting of trees by the late hard

frost, and a piece of black Britiſh marble ſpotted white, uſed by Mr. WOGAN of

Bolston in Pembrokeſhire as a limeſtone.

Mr. BAILEY having delivered in an account of the tides at Tanuin, pro

cured from perſons, who had lived long in the place, it was ordered to be

registered P.

m Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 158. It is printed P It does not appear in the Register. A letter

in the Philoſoph. Tranſ. No 158, p. ,59. oſ Mr. Faancrs DAVENPORT, d-ited Jnly 17,

1' Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 165. 1678, on this ſubject, is printed in the Philoſoph.

"Ibid. p. '67. Traan N- 162, p. 677, for Aug. 1684. '

Von. IV. - P p it
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It was very remarkable, that there was at Tonquin but one fl00d and ebb in

twenty-four hours, and, as Mr. HOOKE obſerVed, that when the moon is in

the north of the requator, the floods begin in the morning r When ſhe is in the.
ſouth ſide of the zequator, they begin in the afternoon. - ſi

Mr. 'Homer remarked likewiſe, that Captain KNox had made ſeveral obſeru

'vations confirming the truth of this account, as would appear from his journal in_

the hands of the Earl of CLARENDON, if it were conſulted.

Mr. HUNTpreſented from one Mr. BAGF'ORD living in Holbourn,

1. A piece of cabbage stalk from Northamptonſhire,_- being perfect wood,_

and having a grain like box.

2. A Derbyſhire wooden calendar. \

3. A piece ofjaſpar dug up in the gravel pits at Iſlington, ſeeming to have been

the handle of a ſword, or ſome ſuch instrument,
ſſ 4. A Morocco boy's ſhoe.

5. A ſOrt of ſpur, '

Dr. PAPIN, by a ſmall alteration in his apparatus, made turpentine to paſs,

through plaister of Paris, ſo as to make the plaister tranſparent '1 3 the ſame me

thod being applicable to wood, and other things. '

He alſo propoſed, and it was agreed upon fOr the next meeting, that a kidney,_
or ſome other body to be anatomized, might be very much ſwelled in the exſi

hausting engine, and' afterwards more dilated by the driving in of ſome conve

nient liquor. ' '

April 30, Sir cim W'YOHE preſident-in the chair.

The preſident related, that Mr. FLAMSTE-AD had ſeenva- ſpot in> the ſon on the

25th of April, and ſince as often as the weather would permit. The line, which.

it had deſcribed, was drawn on paper, andthe- places marked, that it would be

in, every day till the 7th of- May z- after which time it- would get- behind the

body of the ſun '.4

Upon mentioning the bay-tree to be the laurel of the antients, it- was added,that

great uſe was made of the berries for cookery, till ſuch- time as East-India ſpices

were brought in._

A letter of Signor M'ALHoHi-to Mr. ASTON, datedatBologna- November-9,

1683 ſ, was read, accompanying his diſcourſe De corn/tum generation: et uleri ja

&rich-written about three years before, and addreſſed to Dr. SPON, but neven

'1 Register-book, vol. vi; p. 178.- 157. p_ 53 forMarch lſ8,_:__

' ' Mr. FLAHsrran's account of this ſpot is Later- ook, vol. ix. p. 177.'

printed in the Philoſopliienl Tranſactions, No

2 printedk
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printed'. It being too long to be read at preſent, Dr. AGLlONBY was deſired to

peruſe it, and give ſome account of it. '

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated atNew-col ege Oxford, Apr.

22, 1684. ", was read, concerning a mathemathical engine lately invented at Pa

ris, made very commodious for travailing, and ſo light, that it might be carried

in the pocket, ſerving for a ſemicircle, ſector, or ſquare, meaſuring all ſort of

angles whatever, taking the weight of bullets, the declination from the north, the

inclination or reclination of any wall, &c.

This letter mentioned likewiſe one of Monſ. szour to Dr. THOMAS SMITH,

in which he affirmed, that he had ſeen in ltaly little loadstones, which raiſed 80,

and ſome 140 times their weight : that in Nova Francia there is a vast quantity

of ſalt petre in the fields : that in the VVest-Indies there are bees without stings.

Mr. MUSGRAVE added an account of the effects of the late hard frost in the

garden of the univerſity of Oxford ; and ofa light reſembling the ſun, ſeen by

ſeveral carriers in Staffordſhire going for ſalt at three o'clock in the morning

on the l._8tl1 of March, probably the ſame with that mentioned in the news 'let

ters to have been ſeen at Deal.

Upon reading of Mr. Muscaave's letter, Mr. Hooxa remarked, that a

ſector with fights might perform whatever the new mathematical engine at Paris

was ſaid to do.

Concerning the ſalt petre in Nova Francia, the fact was much doubted, be

cauſe it is a moist country, and northerly, and poor; whereas that commodity

would have made it rich.

As to the bees without stings, Dr. LISTER ſaid, that in England there was a.

little white noſed bee without a sting.

It being ſaid in Mr. Muscaavr's letter, that trees of active juices had ſuffered

most by the frost, Dr. LISTER anſwered, that the maple and ſycamore will bleed

all winter, and yet they had not ſuffered. Mr. EVELYN remarked, that ſplitting

was often from want ofjuice; and he obſerved occaſionally, that the platanus of

Zinnar, a kind of myrtle, grows here very well in moist places.

Dr. LISTER acquainted the Society, that Sir. WlLLlAM DUGDALE having ſe

veral Roman antiquities in his books not yet made public was willing, that the

Society might peruſe them, and take draughts of them : Upon which the Doctor

was deſired to return the Society's thanks to Sir WlLLlAM DUGDALE, and to

v[cal-te the trouble of giving directions to Mr. HUNT what he ſhould copy.

An account of the weather kept for three or four years by the last Archbiſhop

of York x, was preſented, and thanks returned to his ſon by Dr. LISTER.

' Ir is printed afterwards in the Philoſephical " Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 169.

Tranſact. I\" 160 p. 60' for June 1634. 1 Dr. RICH. S'rnxz who died June 18, 1683.

sz An
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An account was read oſ Dr. LISTER's book of mineral waters, eſpecially of

the ſecond excrcitation, drawn up by the author himſelf, which was very accept

able, as being not only a ſummary, but an explanation oſ the treatiſe.

The Geometriml Key of Mr. THOMAS BAKER, rector of Biſhop Nympton in

Devonſhire, was preſented to the Society.

Dr. PAPIN finding, that the lungs of a rabbit ſunk upon the readmiſiion of air

in the exhausting engine, propoſed, that they might be filled with plaister of

Paris, wax, &e. or elſe be leſt in 'um-un to dry 7.

Aſay 7, Sir CYan WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Dr. LISTER remarked, that

the hive-bee of England was a ſoreign bee, as wheat and rye were foreign corn.

1\-Ir. HOUGHTON mentioning a perſon, who was giving aihorſe a vomit, Dr.

LlSTIZR ſaid, that a horſe did not naturally vomit as a dog does : that probably a.

vomit would not work upwards with him, of which the want of a gall-bladder

perhaps might be the cauſe : and that even a purge does not work kindly with

im, but often puts him in danger.

Mr. HENSHAW, ſaid, that purges were given for the greaſe in horſes with good

ſucceſs.

Dr. LISTER obſerved, that it might not be greaſe, which was called ſo : that

a horſe's blood was different from that of other animals, as being gellied as ſoon

as cold z whereas a ſerum may be poured off from other blood.

A letter from Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin,

April 22, 1684 z, was read, as follows :

" I had before now anſwered yours oſ the 3d instant, but that I was unexpect

edly prevented by ſome urgencies, which I have not yet ſo compleatly van

quiſhed, as to return you at preſent ſo full an anſwer, as in time I may, to the

demands of your last: for, beſides the hindrances on my own fide, our clerk

has not tranſcribed our minutes to be ſent you ; and the gentleman, that promiſed

experiments on blood, deſires ſome time for repeated trials ; and ſo likewiſe

does Dr. MULLEN, who gave us formerly ſome magnetical experiments. But
for theſe last, we may be tſior a while excuſed, ſeeing the Biſhop oſ Ferns has

not yet compleated his ſcheme of queries relating to the magnet : he is lately

,* gone down to his dioceſe about thirty miles off, but he writes us word, that he is

" yet upon theſe papers, and will ſuddenly finiſh them, and ſend them to us : when

we'have them, l ſhall ſend you a copy. In the mean time I here ſend you what

Sir W'rLuAM PETTY brought in relating to land-carriages. We had, accord

ing to the directions of this paper, a fire-log mountedxon wheels, ſleds and

7 Register, vol. vi. p. 1773 f Letter-book, vol, ix, p .i69.
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points, with which we tried 'ſome Experiments, but we found them ſo very in

constant, that we could hardly rely upon them, till further trial, by a more

compleat engine. If the Royal Society think this matter worth the proſecuting,

we ſhall again ſet about it. As to Sir VViLLiAM PETTY'S ſhips I cannot at

preſent ſay ſo much, as perhaps in three or four months hence I may; yet that I

may give you ſome ſatisfaction, I will let you know, that Sir VVILLIAM has

ever ſince he last came into Ireland been much incumbent on that matter, and

has brought it (for as much as may be judged by models, of which he has a

vast and various apparatus) to a very great perfection : his veſſels now are not

ſo much double-bottomed as his former; for as you ſee them ſunk in the

water, you would not know them but by their lowneſs and breadth behind

from a common built ; for now he calls them ſluice-bottomed, for their keel is

inverted, and a large fiuice or crcmz runs alongst their back. Amongst other

models, he has one repreſenting the common built Fubb's-yacht (which we

hear is the best ſailer in England) and he has another likewiſe, which he calls

the Sluice-Fubbs, in bulk, weight, &e. agreeing with the common built, and
different only in his additional ſluice.ſi Between theſe two, he makes compariſon

in many particulars, as burden, draught of water, ballast, ſwift ſailing, &c

in all which the ſluice bottom has wonderfully the advantage. In fine, hereby

he is incouraged to aſſert, that he will be bound to make a paſſage-boat between

this and Chester of about 80 or roo tun, that ſhall be as it were a stage-boat,

and ſhall be as constant in her going Out, and returning upon her ſet days, let

whatever weather happen, as the stage-coaches between London and any other

country-tOWn. There was a motion between ſome perſons of quality and figure

in this place (amongst which I had the honour to be one) to join purſes for the

building of a veſſel of that burthen, merely to try the experiment; but Upon ſe

cond thoughts, it was reputed more adviſable to begin with a barge of the

ſame bulk and burthen with a barge, that belongs to our custom-houſe : for if

our ſluice-barge do outſail conſiderably the other (which is now a building, and

much exPected from her) the advantage of Sir WILLXAM PETTY's contri

vance will be ſo manifest, that it will ſuddenly be put in practice in a greater

model. In order to the accompliſhing of this, there is acompany of us to meet

to-morrow at Sir W1LL1AM's, and to agree about the matter, the ſucceſs

whereof you ſhall certainly know.

" And now from the waterI will take you on ſhore, and let you know, that

there is here a gentleman, one Mr. CLIGNET, a Dutchman by birth : he re

ſides constantly at Limerick, who has invented a way for hindering coaches,

chariots, and calaſhes, from all poſſibility of over-turning; and withal they are

of as plain and cheap a building, as the common ones. I have had ſome im

perfect relations of the contrivance from thoſe, that have ſeen the model, but I

will not thereupon venture to deſcribe it to you. We would fain have had him

expoſe it to our Society, promiſing him to put him into away of making con

ſiderable advantage of it ; but he was ſhy, and will not expoſe it further till he

get apatent for the monopoly : but how little men uſually get by theſe,I leave you

tojudge 3 whereas we would certainly have put him into a way of advantaging p

' " himſelf
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himſelf thereby -, for of himſelf he will hardly be able to struggle with ſome

difficulties he will meet with, &c.

** Acetirding to my promiſe in my last, I here ſend you Our minutes, deſiring

you to ſend them forward to Oxford. l promiſed likewiſe to give you ſome

further account of our progreſs towards putting into practice Sir VVlLLIAM

PETTY's contrivance of ſhips. We are now reſolved to build two veſſels, one

a barge, as I mentioned to you in my last, which (with the charges of experi

ments, that are to be made with it) will stand Us in about 60 1. The other will

be aveſſel between 90 and 100 tuns, deſigned fora paſſage-boat between this

' and Chester : for the carrying on of this, there are ſeveral, that do join putſ-es,

each putting in 201. When we have more nicely agreed about the dimenſions

of this latter, Iwill give you a _fuller account, and ſo ofthe contrivance, bur

then and charge of building, which we reckon will be about 400 1. In the

mean time be pleaſed to approve of and accept our good intentions, See."

This letter incloſed the minutes of the Dublin Society from March 17, 1684,

to April ar, 1684., as follows '.

= merly propoſed.

U [Wart/9 17, IGZY, Sir WILLrAM PETTY produced a paper of experiments

relating to land-carriages. Theſe are registered.

f' Dr. MULLEN related an experiment he had lately made on a dog, which is

as follows: he injected into his thorax about eighteen ounces of water, and

found in four or five days the dog to grow ſhort-Winded 3 but giving him an

ounce and hall' of crocus metallorum, though it wrought only by ſiege, yet

he was recovered perfectly thereby. He alſo confirmed his former obſervations

in the ear of a pullet.

" Ajarcb 24, 168g, Sir WrLLrAM PETTY produced an engine for trying ex

periments relating to land-carriages, and diſcourſed of ſome experiments he

had made therewith, in order to the anſwering ſome of the quaeries he had for

The instrument was a ſolid parallelopiped of fir five inches

thick and 10 inches long, weighing ninetynine ounces, being ſo ordered, that

it may be put on wheels, either one ſet, or two ſets, of equal or unequal dia

meters, or it may be made a fled, or to be drawn on four, or two dragging

wheels, or on the full flat. Ordered, that the experiments be tried before the

company, that the particulars may be registered. VVedneſday next appointed

to begin theſe experiments at Sir W1LL1AM PETTY's houſe. Dr. MULLEN

ſhewed ſome experiments upon runner, or diſſolvcd coagulum, viz. mixing

ſpirit ofhartſhorn and coagulum together, and pouring milk to them, the milk

was not turned. So likewiſe ſalt of tartar mixt with the coagulum hinders its

effects in curdling of milk. But ſpirit of wine mixt with the coagulum does not

hinder the coagulum from turning the milk. He alſo mixt ſalt oftartarand coagu

lum in a ſpoon, thereby co'nverting the ſalt of tartar into a greaſy unctuous con ſi ſ

tence like ſoft ſoap. He likewiſe related to us an experiment he had lately made

' Letter-book, Vol. ix. p. 172.

's
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"- by injecting at ſeveral times about three ounces of diſſolved Coagulum into the

jugular vein of a dog, who, in a ſhort time ol about two or three minutes after,IG
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the injection, had all the ſymptoms ofa woman in mother-ſits, ſhort and diffi

cult breathing, whining, &c. but would recover out of them in about two or

three minutes more : he perceived alſo, that the coagulum made the venzrll

blood as florid as that. of the arte-ries. hit. BULKLEY produced the body of a.

bat or veſpertilio, which he had lately diſſected, and thereupon read an ac

count of the diſſection of the like animal by Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX in the

year 1682; containing many obſervable particulars relating to that animal,

omitted by authors. Mr. BULKLEY likewiſe ſhewed us, as obſerved by him

ſelf, that the curious wings of that flying beast arc double, conſisting of two=

most thin membranes. Ordered, that the thanks of the Society be returned to

Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX for communicating to us his diſſection of the veſ

pertilio ; and that the account thereof be registered.

** April 7, 1684, Dr. HUNTXNGTON entertained the company with ſome diſ

' courſe on the porhyry pillars in IEgypt, producing the pictures of them as

taken upon the place: he promiſed to draw up his thoughts on them more at

large in writing, that accordingly they may be tranſmitted over to the Oxford

Society. Mr. PATTERSON produced an-account of ſome experiments he had

made for. diſſolving the calculus humanus. by' various menstrua. Ordered,

that he put them into writing, that they may be registered. The remaining

time was taken up in promiſcuous diſcourſe on the late experiments had been

tried relating to land-carriages, and ordered, that ſome further experiments

ſhould be made therein : next Wedneſday appointed for the trial thereof at Sir'

WILLIAM Parry's houſe.

" Likewiſe there was a paper produced, containing a catalOgue of the diſcove

ries and inventions of this and the last' age.

" April 14., 1684., we first met in the room we had taken in Crow's-nest'. Mr..

WILLlAM MOLYNEUX ſhewed the company an exPeriment of viewing pictures

in miniature with a teleſcope ; and afterwards read a paper of the theory and'

uſes thereof. This is registered. '

" Mr; ST.GEORCE Asne read a-diſcourſe concerning the evidence of mathema

tical demonstration, and the reaſon thereof, above other ſciences : likewiſe he'

propoſed, that any propoſition of EUCLlD may be proved independent from

all other propoſitions of the elements, meerly by first ſettling the deſinitions of

the names you deſign to uſe in ſuch a demonstration : this he "illustrated inge

niouſiy iniProp. 47. r. El. and in Prop. 16. 6. El. EUCL. This is registered;

He alſo produced a stone curiouſly wreathed like a ſcrew of a very ſine thn-ad,

promiſing to procure more figured stones for us from a place he had lately vi

lited in the country. Dr. MULLEN gave us an account of ſome experiments

he had lately made on dogs, and on blood, and runner. Theſe are to be re

gistered at large. Dr. H vnrmorou read an account he had writ of the por

phyry pillars in [Egypt to Dr. PLOT. A letter was read from Mr. As TO_\*, &RS.

-le. contained Dr. Lisraa's account of the baroſcope. " .<'_z-_1!1
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April 21, 1684., Mr. MOLYNEUX produced a letter, which he rCCeived from

" Mr. MUSGRAVE, containing the minutes of ſix meetings of the Oxford Society :

" theſe were ſo very curious and acceptable, that diſcourſe thereon took up almost

** our whole time of meeting. Dr. SMiTH's ingenious and probable conjecture

" about the under current in the Straits was read. Ordered, that the thanks of

** the Society be returned the learned Doctor, for communicating to us this

*' account.

" Dr. LISTER'S compendious method for obſerving the altitudes of the quick

" ſilver in the baroſcope was expoſed, and highly approved of. Mr. WILLlAM

" MOLYNBUX promiſed, that he would ut this into practice, by obſerving the

" weather accordingly. Dr. MULLEN pr uced an hen's egg, wherein he ſhewed

" the company very plainly the punctum ſaliens. A letter was produced ſrom

" Mr. WILLIAM Honoaa oſLondon to WILLIAM ELLIs, Eſq; ſecretary to his

" Excellency the Lord Deputy, which contained a ſcheme of three ſuns and

** two rainbows, that were ieen off the ſouth ſands head at ſeven in the morning

U on March 18, 168-L. Ordered, that the thanks of this Society be returned to

" WrLLtAM ELus, Eſq; for communicating to us this curioſity."

Aletter of Mr. Muscaava to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

Ma z, 1684. b,' concerning the ſuppoſed petrified heel of a ſhoe ; which being

broken in boring, was judged to have been always stone.

This letter accompanied one of Dr. HUNTXNGTON to Dr. PLOT, dated at Tri

nity-college, Dublin, April 14., 1684. c, concerning the porphyry pillars in IEgypt,

and the queries, whence they were probably taken. There were alſo ſhewn the

figure of an aguglia at Alexandria, and of another at Matarea.

Dr. GALB ſhewed a paſſage in a manuſcript in his poſſeffion concerning the

Igm'r Gumm, deſcribing punctually the way oſ making fire-works with gun

powder. This manuſcript ſeemed to have been written in the time of King

HENRY IIl. ſince the hand-writing reſembled that of that age, and the history

containing it was oſ that time.

Mr. AUBREY preſented a bundle oſ mathematical papers, written by Mr. THO

MAS MERRY ; for which he was deſired to return the Society's thanks to the wi

dow z and the papers were put into Mr. Paczr's hands, to ſuperviſe, and make

an inventory.

In the experiment made by Dr. PAPrN, the plaister oſ Paris was driven as low

as needed to be into the wind-veſſels 5 but u on the intermiſiion oſ the air

into the receiver, all the other veſſels ſhrunk -, o that it ſeemed, that the veins

and arteries too ſhould be filled one after another with different compoſitions, that

in diſiecting they might be distinguiſhed d.

5 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. '77. Tranſ. N' 161. p. 624.

ſ Ibid. p. 178. It is printed in the Philoſoph. _* Register, vol. vi. p. 178.

I My
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May 14, Sir CYRIL VVchr. preſident in the chair.

An account was read oſ the first appearance oſ the late ſpot in the ſun by Mr.

FLAMSTEAD : and a ſcheme was ſhewn, not only oſ the paſſage of that ſpot over

the ſun, but, if the ſpot be not in the mean time conſumed, its line oſ return ;'

and the tplaces of appearances every day were marked from the 22d of May to

the 3d o June, incluſive.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college, Oxford,

May 7, 1684 e, was read, giving an account oſ ſome stones reſembling a pullet's

heart and partridge's egg, and the ſhining of glow-worms.

Mr. HENSHAW remarked, that a glow-worm with the heat of the hand loſes its

ſhining, and in the cold recovers it again.

Dr. LISTER obſerved, that in the West-Indies there are glow-worms as long as

one's thumb: that they are of a bectle-kind: and that he had met with ſome of

that kind here in England.

A letter oſ Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON ' was read, mentioning, that he had

been informed by a letter from Monſ. Auzour, that at Roan had been made a

barometer oſ glaſs ſealed hermetically at both ends, ſo as to have no communica

tion with the air ; and that it was as ſerviceable as another barometer : that Cas

SlNl had ſeen the ſpot in the ſun ; and that it was thought, that he had obſerved a

new ſatellite ab0ut Saturn.

A letter oſSignor MALPIGHI to Mr. ASTON, dated Bologna, March 23, 1682,

N. S. I, was read, returning thanks ſor the books last ſent him by the Society, and

mentioning the burning of his houſe in the preceding month, whereby he had lost

all his adverſhrin and microſcopes.

A paper ofexperiments propoſed by Sir WlLLIAM PETTY to be made with re

lation to land-carriage h, and tranſmitted to the Society from Dublin, was read z

and ordered to be registered '.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEIZWENHOECK, dated April 14, 1684 k, was read z

and the other part reſerved till the next meeting. It was concerning the structure

oſ the crystalline humour of the eye, which he deſcribed as conſisting oſ many

ſcales lying upon one another, and the ſcales as made of threads lying by one an0<

ther in a very curious manner, as appeared from the figures.

In diſcourfing of the hermetically ſealed barometer made at Roan, Mr. Pmor

® Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 185. i Register, vol. vi. p. 123.

'7 lbid. p. 19;. I Ibid. p. 187. k It 15 printed in the Pln'loſ Tranſhct. No. 165.

h Printed in the PZiIoſ 'ſun/act. No. 161. p. p. 790. for November 1684.

6(6. ſorjuly 1684. . '

VOL. IV. . ' Q q ſaid,
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ſaid, that in the upper part of the barometer, thought generally to be void of air

there was contained a body capable of dilatation by heat.

A barometer being brought, he held the flame of the candle to the upper part

of the quickſilver, and after a little time the quickſilver ſunk Lof an inch or

TT 4.-

Mr. Hooxz thought, that the glaſs might not be well cleanſed of the air, and

proffered to get one better cleanſed against the next meeting.

Dr. PAPlN intendino to examine the ſpecific gravity of the air comparatively to

water, the receiver broke in exhausting, and hindered the experiment.

He propoſed another experiment, which was to know how much a certain deq

gree of moiſiure will increaſe the gravity of the air.

An account of the ancient uſe of gun-powder having been read at the last meet

ing, there was now produced by Dr. GALE a parallel paſſage of ROGER BACON,

My 21. Upon mentioning the ſhining beetle or flying glow-worm, Dr. LIS<

TER ſaid, that the characteristic of it was, whether it ſhines, or does not ſhine.

If a perſon puts his finger on the back of it, it strikes with a strong ſpring, or

gives a jerk. .

Upon mentioning Mr. erwrNHorcx's letter on the crystalline humour of

the eye, Dr. Gnrw remarked, that this humour, if it were only boiled, ſhewed

ſeveral parallel lines or threads running on the ſurface.

There was communicated from the Philoſophical Society at OxfOrd a diſcourſe

read before that Society, May 7, 1684, by ROBERT PLOT, LL.D. director of

experiments to the ſaid Society, concerning the ſepulchral lamps of the antients,

ſhewing the poſſibility of their being made divers ways q.

Dr. PAPIN having exhausted the air out of a Florence flaſk, and counterpoiſed

it, found the returning air equal to 417', grains.

It was farther obſerved, that the baroſcope, hygroſcope, and thermoſcope, at

the time of the experiment, stood in the Muſeum at the following hights, vizt
Baroſcope . . . . . , 29 X, inches ſi

Hygroſcope . . . . . 20 deg.

Thermoſcope . , . . . 65.

This was obſerved, to the end, that upon repeating this experiment, when two

oftheſe instruments are in the ſame degree, the different weight of the air may be

attributed to the third. The account hereof was entered in the register as follows ' :,

' Register, vol. vi. p. 127. It is printed in December 1684

the Ph/U/J 'Trauſhctiom No. 166. p. 896. for ' Vol,vi.p. 181.

" There
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" There was counterpoiſed in a balance a Florence flaſk well exhausted of

" air, as did appear by the gage included therein: then having let the air into

** the ſame, its weight was found increaſed by 41; grains: having afterwards

" weighed the water, that could fill the ſame flaſk, it was found to weigh five

" pounds wanting an ounce averdupois, which being reduced to grains, made

" 3373 5 : from whence it was concluded, that the ſpecific gravity of water, to

** the ſpecific gravity of air, was at that time, as 33735 to 41%, or as 817 to 1

" thereabout , and at the ſame time the baroſcope was at 29 inches T'o, the ther

" moſcope at 65, and the hygroſcope at 20.

" The'deſign of this experiment was to know, how much a certain degree of

" heat, and a certain degree of moisture, will increaſe the gravity of the air : for it

'* will be eaſy in winter-time, when the baroſcope and hygroſcope stand in the

ſame degree, to repeat the ſame experiment, with the ſame veſſel, and the ſame

'4 gage : ſo we may be ſure, that all the increaſe, that will be found in the weight

" of the air, must proceed meerly from its being contracted by the cold; whoſe

degree may eaſily be obſerved in the weather- laſs. In like manner, when

the thermoſcope and baroſcope will stand in the gme degree, but the moisture

of the air ſhall be differing, the ſame experiment may alſo be repeated, with

" the ſame veſie1, and the ſame gage: ſo we may be ſure, that all the difference

'*' in the gravity of the air must come from the differing moisture."

'i

'6

I'

l p

The ſecond experiment of Dr. PAPIN was thus : There were taken two pieces

of iron, weighing each 1371 grains. Theſe pieces Were each put at the ſame time

into an equal portion of aqua ſortis in a like glaſs z but one glaſs was put in vacuo,

the other] expoſed to the air: after a convenient time, the remainder oſ the iron

in 'vacuo was found 12;- grains. The remainder of that in the air was but 2;

grains.

Upon mentioning the phoſphorus, Dr. LISTER ſaid, that there was a place in

the Macchabees, book II. ver. 9. concerning the fire hid in the pit, which had a

great reſemblance to it.

It was alſo obſerved, from a paſſage in Juuus SOLmus, that the vestal fires of

the Romans kept at the Bath were ſupplied with ſea-coal : Perpetui ignes mmquam

coruſcum' infzwellas, std uþi ignis taþuit, 'vertirur in globosſaxeas ſ.

' O

Mr. Hooxz read a diſcourſe ſhewing the way how to communicate one's mind

at great distances *.

May 28. A letter oſ Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. Asron, dated at New-college

Oxford, May 13, 1684 ", was read, mentioning from a letter from Paris a new ſort

ofthermometer not above three inches long, and four or five lines in diameter,

the inner pipe containing the refined quickſilver not half a line, uſeful for ſhewing

the duration, increaſe and diminution of fevers.

ſ Soum PomrmsTon, c. 25. str-vatz'am, p. 142.

1 lt is printed in his PivilaſZ Experiment: and OL- U Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 196.

Q q 2 ThlS
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This letter mentioned likewiſe, that CUTHBERT's beads were found not to be

properly ſcrewstones, as they were commonly termed, but a conjunction of amu=

lets, which may be looſened from each other by lying a night in Vinegar.

Mr. Hooxr read a paper concerning the reaſon of the quickſilver's standing,

ſometimes far above the uſual hight in the Torricellian experiment.

He alſo ſhewed, that a glaſs pipe cloſed at the top with a great many very ſmall'

pipes, when it was put in water up to the top, and there raiſed, kept the water

ſuſpended a good way above the level.

An account of the experiments made at the last meeting by Dr. PAPIN was
read, and ordered to be registered X.

The diſſolution of iron by aqua fortis in dere having been found at the last

meeting to that in 'vacuo as 12; to 24, upon a repeated trial at this meeting it was

found but as to; grains to 32?

But two equal pieces oſ iron having been put in a mixture of equal parts ofaqua

fortis and ſpirit of wine, the diſſolution in vacuo was 1.;- gr. in the open air but

_ .
T a grain.

Yune 4, Sir CYRILVVYCHE preſident in the chair.

There was read the latter part of Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter oprril 14, 1684,

concerning the crystalline humour oſ the eyes oſ birds and fiſhes; the vitreous

humour; the cornea tunica; and the colour of a Blackamore.

As to the moistneſs oſ the cornea, Dr. GREW ſaid, that it proceeded only from

the glandules in the eye; and that no part of it tranſudated through the cornea,

as Mr. LEEWENHOECK thought might be probable, upon obſerving the eye

parched with the fire.

With regard to the colour oſ Blackamores, Dr. LIS'ſ'ER remarked, that it had

been affirmed to be from a blackneſs in the blood, which he deſired might be

carefully inquired into, there being ſo much opportunity oſ doing it.

He ſaid, that there was an ape in the lndies, whoſe blood died a purple colour.

A letter from Mr. JOSHUA YVALKER to Mr. ASTON, dated at Brazen-noſe

college at Oxford, May 28, 1684 7, was read, mentioning, that Mr. Mus

GRAVE going out of town had deſired the writer of this letter to ſupply his place

in writing ; that at the meeting ot the Philoſophical Society at Oxford in the day

before it had been mentioned, that there was an account of lgnis Grarcus in

an A rabic manuſcript in St. Jolm's college library in that univerſity, and in JU

Lrus AFRICANUs's cesti: that Dr. PLOT had ſhewed the experiment of holding a

' Register, vol. vi. p. 13.', 7 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 199. _

z ' llVC
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live coal to the lower part of an hour-glaſs, which immediately stopped the run

ning of the ſand : and that there had been produced at the ſaid Philoſophical Socie

ty a mode] of the roof of a church, which might be built ſeventy feet wide without

a pillar, with a paper ſhewing, that ſuch a roof would be strong enough for uſe.

On occaſion of the paſſage relating the hour-glaſs's stopping its running upon

holding a live coal to the under-part, Mr. RICHARD WALLER obſerved, that the

fame thing happens by putting the warm hand to it; and that this might be occa

ſioned by the rarefaction of the air.

Dr. Lrsnn ſhewed ſome ore, which had been ſent by Dr. PLOT, ascopper-ore

of Staffordſhire: but upon trial he found it to contain nothing but iron ; and ſome

of it calcined applied to the magnet, as was then ſeen.

Dr. Lrsrzn ſhewed alſo ſome viviparous ſnails, which he had taken up in the

Thames. '

One of theſe ſnails being anatomiſed by Dr. TYSON, the womb was found very

full of little ſnails.

The ſcarlet ſnails upon tOUChing them with ſalt yielded in a baſon of water a

great quantity of very florid juice.

An extract of a letter of Monſ. AUZOUT to Monſ. JUSTEL, dated at Paris,

June 3, 1684, N. S. ' was read, concerning a diſcourſe of Monſ. Huvczus lately

printed about the uſe of long teleſcope-glaſies without tubes.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD remarked, that he had ſeen the ſpot in the ſun ſince its return -,

and that there were two other ſpots newly added.

Dr. PAPrN, upon occaſion of an experiment made at the last meeting, ſhewed

how water, well purged of air, remained ſuſpended at the top of a pipe cloſed at

the upper-end, and standing with the other end in a veſſel of the ſame water

in maw.

Upon ſhaking the engine, the water in the pipe fell within a little of the level of

the water in the veſſel. But upon working the engine, it roſe a little. His account

of this experiment wasas follows ' :

** A glaſs pipe being exactly filled with water, purged of air (becauſe it had

been kept twenty lour hours in vacuo) the aperture of the ſaid pipe was im

merſed in a veſſel, containing ſome of the ſame water: theſe being put in eat-no,

the water did still remain ſuſpended, to the very top of the pipe, ten inches

higher than the air could counterpoiſe it: but by ſhaking the engine, the ſame

" water was cauſed to fall on a ſudden, and it remained in the pipe, about halfan

" inch higher than the ſurface of the water in the veſſel. So that it was plain,

f Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 200. 1 Register, vol.vi. p. 1R3.

V that
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" that the ſuſpenſion oſ the Water, to the top of the pipe, could not in this occa

" ſion, be adſcribed to the preſſure of the air."

jane r I. A letter of Mr. JOSHUA WALKER ® to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford,
June 4, 1684 b, was read, giving an account of the proceedings ofthe Philoſophical

Society there -, that it had been remarked, that there is an antient account of Ignis

Graecus in CONSTANTlNUS PORPHYROGENITus's advice to his ſon, and that it is

mentioned by MATTHEW PARlS in the Liie oſ King HENRY IlI. That adeſcrip

tion had bren given in by Mr. WHEELER e, oſa watch, which was to move upon

a detlivity like that at Greenwich : that Dr. PLOT had communicated an account

oſ vines : and that it had been obſerved, that white grapes had ſuffered more by

the last great frost than the red.

Two braſs half globesjoined together and exhausted oſ air being ſaid to ſustain

a great weight, Dr. PAPIN made a trial with a ſmall glaſs-receiver ſhut with a

glaſs cover, and exhausted of air. There being ſome water in the receiver, it

was ſhade till it was diſperſed all about the receiver; but the fear of vacuum

did not keep it from condenſing and falling down again. The glaſs receiver bore

up a weight of twenty eight pounds, and afterwards of ten pounds more added to

it. Dr. PAPiN's account of it was as follows 4.

" We took a glaſs receiver, ſhut with a glaſs cover. and exhausted of air : but

" there was a ſmall quantity of water included in the ſame: and ſhaking the ſaid

** receiver, all the water was diſperſed through the whole capacity; but it fell

'* down again, ſo ſoon as we left off ſhaking: ſo that it did appear, that the va

" cuum in the middle oſ the receiver is not able by its attraction to keep the wa

" tery particles from condenſing and falling down : nevertheleſs having hung

" twenty eight pounds weight to the cover, it lifted up rather than ſeparated the

" ſaid cover from the receiver: but having made a finall hole to let the air into

** the receiver, the cover did ſeparate and fall down of itſelf, though there was

" no more weight to draw it : ſo it ſeemed plain enough, that it was only the want

" of the ordinary preſſure of the air within the receiver, that gave occaſion to that

" strong adheſion of the cover to the receiver."

Dr. LISTER ſhewed the experiment, that ſpirit of wine and oil of vitriol,

though they ſeparately diſſolve ſanguis draconis and oil oſ vitriol, yet being mixed

equal parts, they diſſolve neither the one nor the other.

A plough was ſhewn from Mr. HOUGHTON, ſuch as was uſed in many parts of

France, and at Barking in Eſſex, having two ſide-boards, whereby the earth is

thrown both ways, and going but once to make a ridge, ſuch as in Eſſex was

> done at four times. This, as it was of great diſpatch, ſo its being drawn by but

h Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 202. watch, is printed in the Pbilzſi Tranſact. No. 161.

< M/iunicr WHEELER, M A. rectorof Sib- p. (47. _

bertoſt in Northamptonſhire. His letter to Dr. 4 Register, vol. vi. p. 183, '84.

l'ior dated May 22, 1684, concerning his

tWO
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two oxen fastened at thſſe horns and with but one man, ſaves much expence in the

ſecond and third ploughing.

A book, intitled, Dia'ogue de [a ſame', was preſented by Monſ. Jus-rm. from

the author Monſ. D'ABLANCOURT, and referred to Dr. AchONBY to be peruſed.

Yune 18, Dr. GALE gave an account of a great earthen urn, found lately at

Peckham in Surrey. He inferred, that it might probably direct to the Roman

way, which had been thought to paſs near that place.

He produced acop of an inſcription of an old Roman altar, dug up at XVest

chester in 1683, which had not yet been printed. It was ordered to be preſerved *,

and was as follows :

"1. 0. M._ TANARO.

"T, ELUPIUS GALER.

"PRIESENS GVN'A.

"PRL LEG XX:V.

"COMMODO ET

"LATERANO

**Coss.

'*V. S. L. M.

Dr. GALB was deſired to procure the urn found at Peckham to be brought to

the Society as ſoon as he conveniently could.

Monſ. JUSTBL communicated in a letter to Mr. ASTON ' the figure oſ a knife

belonging to one Monſ. AHNOT of Troyes in France, but ſuppoſed to be brought

from Constantinople. The blade was of damaſked steel -, and if it were bent one

way upon the hand, or a ſoft body, there came from one part oſ it near the pornt

a kind of a doleful noiſe. If the blade were struck upon a hard body (as a table)

it ſounded as if it were broken.

A letter of Mr. MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin, june 7, 1683,

and the minutes of the Society at Dublin, from April 28 to June 2, 1684, were

read 5 z which minutes were as follow :

" Aprile, 1684., Several of the Society being abſent, there was little done

" of any moment.

" May 5, 1684, A letter from the biſhop of Ferns was read, wherein he pro

" miſed ſuddenly to ſend us the continuation of his magnetical uazries. Ordered,

" that the thanks of the Society be returned his lordſhip for this avour. An echpſe

" of the ſun being expected next July 2, it was ordered, that it ſhould be calcu

" lated from ſeveral of the best modern tables, and obſerved accordmgly. Mr.

" MOLYNEUX and Mr. ASHE took upon them this taſk. Mr. BULKLEY read

e Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 204. Ibid. p. 205. F lbid. p. 187. a ma
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and ſhewed ſome experiments of the luctation of divers alcali's and acids, in

pLu'ſuance of Dr. Gnrw*s experiments of that kind. Dr. MULLEN gave an

account of a perſon lately dying ofa conſumption._ This is registered. He

and Mr. MOLYNEUX report, that the account and figures of the Sirones, or

ACaſi, given in the Leipſick acts, anno 1682, are very genuine and true, as

they find by lately viewing them with a microſcope. Dr. MULLEN gave a

dog 9- die, and he kept it in his body twenty-four hours -, when it came out, it

had lost half its weight, but retained its cubical. figure most accurately, and

every point on each ſide.

" Aſay 12, 1684, Dr. MULLLN added to his last account many obſervables he

lately met with in the body of a man dying of a conſumption. On this occa

ſion, Sir WlLLlAM PETTY was pleaſed to entertain the company with ſome in

formations of the like nature Mr. ASHE exemplified his last mathematical

diſcourſe by ſeveral other instances in EUCLID's- propoſitions. It was obſerved,

that our Iriſh mortar is much more hard than that of England; our lime being

all made ofa marble stone z whereas the lime of England is generally made

of a chalky stone, and is therefore more apt to moulder away, unleſs re

ſerved from the wet. It was therefore to be wiſhed, that the builders o St.

Paul's had taken this into conſideration, and uſed Itiſh lime. From a French

gentleman in the country a letter was read, containing his thoughts of the trees,

which are frequently found deep under ground. Theſe he thinks to be trees

ſin' generis, and that they there ſeed and grow, for which he offers ſeveral rea
ſons, with a coniſiutation of that o inion, that makes them the effects of deluges

or inundations, overwhelming the places where theſe are found. Next Mon

day, being Whitſun-monday, adjourned to this day fortnight, being May 26.

" May 26, Mr. MOLYNEUX opened before the companyv a water-newt, which

he takes to be the ſalamandra aquatica. In the body ofthisanimal there

are two long ſame/i nerei, on which the blood veſſels are curiouſly rami

fied : to theſe blood veſſels applying a microſcope, he ſhewed the circula

tion of the blood adorn/um as plainly as water running in a river, and more ra

pidlyf tſltian any common stream. Likewiſe the pulſation oſ the heart was very

mani e .

" A letter was read from Mr.J. K. containing many rcmarkables ; as, I. Oſ a

pit bottomleſs, becauſe often attempted to be filled up, but in vain, in the mid

dle ofa plain large field. 2. Ofa hen's egg he lately law of this ſhape. 3.

Of the stones, which the country people call elf-darts, or ſairy darts, in this

ſhape. A\4. Ofa destructive thunder, that lately happened about Tuam. 5.

Mcſo/afilfi bizzm quo dine medlar intar duasdamx iiwciziri pay"2011. Ordered, that

the thanks of this Society be returned to Mr. J. K. for his ingenious communi

cations. Ordered, that Mr. Asua do conſider this Alejſolaz/ium, and report

his thoughts thereof at our next meeting. Mr. MOLYNEUX ſhewed the corn

pany the ſcheme of the ſolar ſpot, as it was tranſrnitted to him by Mr. FLAM

STEAD, Astronom. chius, informing them, that the ſpot did not ſuffer a ſe

" cond
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cond reVOlution -, for it was not ſeen upon or after the 22d of May, as it ought

to have been, had it been conſistent enough. Dr. MULLtn reports theſe two

experiments to have been lately made by him. Ist. A dog having about two

inches in depth and between three and four in breadth cut offſrom one of

the lobes, in the leſt ſide of his lungs, and the effuſion oſ blood being hin

dered by aligature of thread, the dog recovered perfectly, having the free uſe

of his lungs, and particularly that of barking with a freedom from coughing.

2d experiment: the external jugular vein of a dog being about ſix weeks ago

ſo thG, that no blood could paſs, the dog continues very well, and perfectly

free from all diſorders, that may be aſcribed to that ligature.

" June 2, 1684., Mr. MOLYNEUX did again ſhew the company the circulation

of the blood in a diſſected water-newt. Likewiſe he produced a paper contain

ing the obſervations of the weather for the laſt month of May, with the

winds, and the hight of the quickſilver in the baroſcope, noted according to

Dr. Lisrta's ingenious and compendious method. Dr. HUNTINGTON pre

ſented two bottles of mineral waters, brought from two ſeveral wells, lately

diſcovered in Connaught, that experiments may be made on them. Ordered,

that Dr. MULLEN do make what experiments he thinks lit to diſcover their

nature, and that he reports them to the Society. Mr. Kth being ſuddenly to

go down to the wells at Clenuf, deſired the Society to draw up a paper of quae

ries relating to them. Ordered, that Dr. MULLEN be pleaſed to draw up ſuch

a ſcheme of quarries. Sir WILLIAM PETTY was pleaſed likewiſe to promiſe

ſomething to that purpoſe. Mr. KING read a large diſcourſe he had lately

written on hydraulics, and the most uſual instruments uſed therein, ſhewing

the conveniencies and inconveniencies of each, and concluding with an inge

nious propoſal of his own. Sir WILLIAM PETTY was pleaſed on this occa

ſion to inform the company of' an hydraulic engine he had contrived to be moved

by fire, and of the unſucceſsfulneſs thereof."

Dr. GRBW communicated part of a letter to himſelf from Mr. MOLYNEUX,

. dated at Dublin June 7, 1684 h, wherein the anatomy of a water-newt or ſala

mandra aquatica was mentioned more particularly than in the preceding minutes

of the Dublin Society. It was as follows :

" About the middle of May, 1683, I ſought in the ditches about this town

"s ſeveral water-newts, which I take to be the ſalamandra aquatica of the natura
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lists : ſeveral of theſe Idiſſected, and made many obſervations upon them;

all which I then communicated in a letter to my brother then in London. But

the only particular I will trouble you at preſent is, that in them there are two

long ſlender tranſparent air bladders,lying all along their back: on theſe air blad

ders the blood veſſels are most curiouſly tumified: to which applying a mi

croſcope, it is admirable to behold with what a prodigious ſwiſtneſs their blood

circulates, and this as plain as ever water was ſeen running in a Channel. This

I look upon to he the circulation oſ the blood, demonstrated ad orulzzm; and

that after this ſight it is impoſſible for the most perverſe to deny it: for if we

_* Letter-book. vol. ix. p. 192.

VOL. IV. R r " make
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" make an estimate of the whole maſs of blood in this animal, which we ſhall hardly

*' find amount to the quantity of ſix drops from a man's noſe, we may well com

** pure, that all that may paſs in one ofthe Channels, thatthe glaſs will diſcover, in

** two minutes or leſs. To this I will add, that the heart of this creature will

'4 continue its pulſacion for eight or nine hours after the thorax is- opened, and it_

" may be ſeen as plainly as any object whatever, at every ſystole to whiten, and.

" at every diastole to redden : as alſo to have various motions therein, according

_" to its ventricles and auricles. "

" This experiment has been dOrmant ever ſince, till this year- the coming in,

" of. theſe animals gave me opportunity of repeating it, and repreſenting it at.

" our meetings, to the great ſatisfaction-oſ all, thathave ſeen it; and particularlv

" Sir WlLLlAM PETTY, though incapable of enjoying the ſight, by reaſon of'

" his eyes (to which Icannot ſit the microſcope, ſo as to ſee any thing distinctly)
V is pleaſed to think it a very uſeſul diſcovery, &c.*** ſi '

The circulation of the blood being ſaid to- be viſible in newts, Dr. Lrsrea

affirmed the ſame to be viſible in frogs, and ſome ſnails at ſome times, even

through their ſhells. Mr, HUNT was ordered to provide ſome frogs against the

next meeting,

Iriſh mortar being ſaid to be harder than Engliſh, it was interpreted as meant

only of that made of chalk, and not Of hard stones, _ as is uſed in many places of,

the ſouth of England, and all the north._

Upon mentioning Ptizzuolane uſed in-the mole of Tangier, Dr. LISTER ſaid,

that it might be had in England, it being-_nothing-but the pyrites burnt : and

that he had lately examined in theSociety's Muſeum ſome of the dust from mount
Veſuvius rained into aſhip in the Levant, which applied to the magnet. i

He likewiſe obſerved, that-infpulling d0wn the houſhs in Tangier the - last year

there were ſound many buſhels o ſwallows, 'which had _hid themſelves.

Mention being made in the lrifh minutes of-ſu'bterraneous trees ſuppoſed to be

arbaresſm' generir, Dr, LISTER remarked, that he had found of thoſe trees stand

ing upright, but covered, in- the Pinna moſs upon the top of Craven : that the>

tops of the trees were ofteniwanting, as being conſumed by the firing of the

moſs; and that the trees might be tho betula, as had formerly been ſaid.

A letteroer. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at Oxford 'June 12, 1684,i

being read, mentioning a MS. diſcourſe of Dr. BAINBRIDGE concerning the ſe
veral ways oſ finding the longitude, the ſecretary was ordered to write, that it ſſ

might be communicated. ſi

Dr.PAP1N made an experiment towards finding the quantity oſ air contained
> in irur; his account of which was as follows k. ct

f Lettervbook, Vol. ix. p. 206. _k Regiſter, vol..vi.* p. 185.

2 " In.
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" In a Florence flaſk, that contains 41; grains of ordinary air, was included 29

" grains of iron, with a ſufficient quantity of aqua fortir to diſſolve them, and a

*' mercurial gage. The ſaid flaſk was evacuated till the remaining air could ſustain

" no more than ſeven inches of mercury: then the iron was cauſed to fall into the

" azuafarlir, which began to work but ſlow]y, and cauſed but little alteration in the

" hight of the quickſilver; but after a while it wrought ſo briikly, that the mer

" cury in the gage was ſeen to riſe very ſenſibly, near to the hight of fifteen

" inches, but after the diſſolution was ended, the mercury deſcended a little, and

- " at last it remained in the hight of fourteen inches; ſo that, by the ſaid diſſolu

" tion, there was produced of constant air as much as will connterpoiſe ſeven

" inches of quick-ſilver: which quantity of air, in proportion to the ordinary air

" contained in the ſame Hail-t, must weigh 9; grains, or little more: and ſo it

" was about the third part of the weight oſ the iron, that had been diſſolved.

** As for the knowing, whether ſo much air doth proceed from the diſſolving

" or from the diſſolved body, the honble Mr. BOYLE intends to make ſeveral ex

" periments, and to give an account of their ſucceſs to the Royal Society."

Mr. HENSHAW queried, whether the acquired air might not rather come from

the aqua fortis than the iron.

Dr. PAPIN anſwered, that there might be other experiments made to ſhew

whence the air comes.

He alſo re rted an experiment made at Mr. BOYLE's about ſuſpending water

in abolt-hea , which was ordered to be registered m, as follows:

" On Tueſday the loth of this month, a bolt-head full of water purged of air

" was inverted in a veſſel containing ſome of the ſame water ; and ſo being put in

*' vacuo, the water rested ſuſpended in the bolt-head -, but by ſhaking the engine, it

" fell down, as ſuch water uſeth to do : then, by letting the air into the receiver,

* the water aſcended again into the bolt-head, only there was a ſmall bubble of

" air at the top of it. This being left ſo in the open air, the bubble in three days

** time diſappeared; ſo that the water without filling the bolt-head any more ex

" actly remained ſuſpended in vacuo, though it had been three days expoſed to

" the external air. The ſame water having been cauſed to tall down by ſhaking

-" the engine, and then remaining expoſed to the CXternal air four days together,

*' did again imbibe, and make diſappear a bubble of air, that was at the top of

" it : ſo that without filling the bolt-head any more exactly, the ſaid water remain

'*-* ed yesterday ſuſpended in wate, as wellas any water purged of air ; though it

" had not been kept in wruo above a quarter of an hour in ſeven days time."

'Yzme 25, Sir CYRIL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

The ſpecimen of Monſ. MORELLI, in order to the printing his general work

.0n medals, was preſented by Monſ. Jusrm. in the author's name.

F' Register, vol. vi. p. '85.

R r a Ma
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Mr. Hooxe read a paper of remarks about the manner of obſerving with long

teleſcope-glaſies without a tube.

Dr. LISTER, who had promiſed to ſhew the circulation of the blood in frogs,

'being abſent, it was deferred till the next meeting.

He having mentioned, that Puzzuolane might be found in England, it was,

deſired, that he would order ſome trials' to be made before the Society.

Subterraneous trees being ſuppoſed to be betake, Dr. PLOT ſaid, that lie had'

known ſome of them fir, having ſix branches growing regularly at due distances -,

and that a great many firs grew naturally in Staffordſhire to the hight ſometimes

of forty ſeven yards. He instanced in Norbury of that county.

There was ſhewn an account oſ the weather during the month of May last, as it

was obſerved at Dublin by Mr. WItLIAM Mounaux, '7 "

This introduced a diſcourſe about repairing the weather-engine, which was re

ferred to farther conſideration.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed the experiment oſ diſſolving ſoap in ſalt-water by means oſ

his digesting engine 5 'which 'he ſuppoſed-- might be ſerviceable ſor waſhing linnen

at ſea. The brine lathered well, and was ſmooth, though it had been half a

qtliprter of an hour in preparing. His. account of this experiment was as

to ows": ' ' " * '

" The cleanneſs of the linnen cloth at ſea beinga great help to keep 'men in

" good health, and the waſhing of it requiringagreat deal oſ freſh water, I

'* thought it'would be an uſeſul thing to find a way to waſh with ſalt-water. 'I

" have therefore put ſome ſoap, with ſalt-water, in, two veſſels, and having leſt

- *' one in the open air, I have included the other in the digester, and put fire to

" it, till a drop oſ water at the top of it would evaporate in thirty ſeconds: and

" then having put out the fire, l have found, that the ſoap in the open air was

" not at all diſſolved 3 but that in the digester was very well diſſolved, and even

** more than other ſoap, that had put at the ſame time in freſh-water: ſo it is,

*' likely, that, ſoap. ſo well diſſolved would fetch out all the greaſe and dirt

" ſrom linnen-cloth, as well as can be. Nevertheleſs, l must confeſs, that ſuch,

'5 ſoap doth not look ſo white as the other doth : and yet l am apt to think,_

" that it would be, for all that, as good for health, which is the main thing at

" ſea. I have tov day repeated the ſame experiment, to ſhew it to the Royal

" Society." ' '

It was ordered, that at the next meeting it ſhould be reported, how the water;

proved in the waſhing of linnen.

Aletter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTOſſN, datedat Oxford, Junea 8, 1684. ',

_f Register. vel. vi._ p._186. i ' " Letter-book, vol. ix. 257.

was
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was read, mentioning, that Dr. TURBERVILLE of Saliſbury had not long beſore

met with a distemper of lthe eye, till then perhaps undeſcribed and without 3

name. lt was a bag of matter prominent from the tunica adnata. The doctor

cured his patient, and called the diſeaſe þuzſa orzzli.

Jfidy 2. Sir CYRlL WYCHB preſident in the chair:

Monſ. HUYGENs's astraſrcpz'a rompmdzirin was preſented by Monſ. JL'STEL, and

referred to the peruſal of Mr. CLUVERUS.

Mr Hooxr read a diſcourſe concerning the manner of rowing uſed by the an-

tients in their gallies -, which he was deſired to deliver in writing with a draught.

Sir ANTHONY DEAN preſented for the repoſitory an algate-like stone, conſist

ing of large bbles, lying in a very hard cement, which he had found in Herc

ſordſhire in v ir CHARLES CESAR'S grounds. i *

Mr. CLUVIZRUS delivered in a deſcription oft a monstrous child born February

29, 1684, at a village called Heiiagger in South Jutland P.

A Letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at Oxford, June 27,

1684. 4, chieliy concerning his ſucceſs in tying up the jugular veins of a dog :

" As to the tying oſ the jugular vein, as mentioned in the ſame minutes, I

will acquaint you with what I have done of late in that kind. Some time in,

March last I tied the two external jugulars of adog, and cut off the veins on.

this ſide of their reſpective ligatures, i. e. towards the heart; after which I ex

pected, that the dog ſhould have evacuated more plentifully than ordinary by

way of ſpittle and tears, (as Dr. Lowra tells us the dog, on which he tried this

experiment, did in a very conſiderable meaſure) but the event was quite other'

wiſe; for Icould not find, after diligent obſervation, that the dog, which I

made uſe of, was any way concerned, otherwiſe than at the wound. l found no

alteration in him at all, that l could impute to the stoppage of the circulation

in the veins before mentioned. About three weeks after this, I tried anorher exſi

periment on the ſame dog, under which he died. Iexamined him as to the jw

gulars I' had cut aſunder, and found them now almost dried up. When l have

any leiſure 1 will try this experiment once more, partly becauſe my ſucceſs in it

was ſo very differing from that of Dr. Lowra, and partly alſo becauſe if it

ſucceeds with me a ſecond time, as itdid at first, and if the jugulars in men com

municate one with another in ſo great meaſure, as by that time it will appear they

do frequently in dogs; then ( I ſay) we may hence conclude, that bleeding in

the jugulars is more proper in many diſeaſes of the' head, than ſeveral phyſicians,

who ſuppoſe no conſiderable communication betwixt the external jugulars and'

the brain, will allow : but of this more hereafter: onlyI deſire you to obſerve,

that iſ what I have written concerning the cutting off the jugulars, &c. be any
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P 't is printed in the Pallaſ Tran act. No. 160. p. 5997 ſor June 1684.

&Mint-back, vol._ ix. p. 2 53. i
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" way questioned, the truth of it can be attested by Mr. PAINE of New-college,

U who ſaw the operation. I think Dr. PLOT heard me diſcourſe of this experi

*" ment, with the ſucceſs of it, about that time I did it.

Two papers were communicated! by Dr. HUGH CHAMBERLAYNE -, the one print

ed, being apropoſal of one VILLEBRIESSIESENT of Grenoble, to raiſe water by a

new cheap engine of wood or oil-cloth, tranſportable by one man, &e. lt bore

no date. *

The other was a propoſal in a Dutch letter to Monſ. Cornea-r ſor finding the

l-ongitude by an hour-glaſs running complete twenty four hours, and having a

pipe for communication of the air between the lower and upper glaſs. It was or

dered, that this letter be tranſlated, and a copy of it kept.

i, Two papers were ſhewn from Mr. HOUGHTON, being the number and ages

of perſons in two pariſhes, Hartley-Row in Hampſhire and Holyrood in

Southampton.

A diſcourſe was communicated from Oxford concerning the making a watch

to move upon a declivity, ſuch as had formerly been contrived by Eowann

Marquis of Worcester, though never ſeen by the author, Mr. MAurucz WHEELER.

The diſcourſe being long, it was not read, but a copy ordered to be kept '.

Another diſcourſe was communicated from Oxford by Mr. JOSHUA War.er

concerning the figure of a church, which may be built ſeventy feet wide, without,

any pillar in itſ. This alſo being long was not read, but ordered to be

tranſcribed. -

A diſcourſe concerning the natron of Egypt by Mr. CHARLESLEIGH of Brazen

noſe college, Oxford ', was part of it read, the other part being referred to the

cneXt meeting.

Dr. PAPIN made a trial of ſoftening a piece of box in the digesting engine to ſuch

.a degree, as to make it capable of an impreſſion from any hard body; which ſuc

ceeded. His account of it was as follows " :

*' A piece of box being put in the digester with water, and the fire being in

" creaſed, till a drop of water at the top of the digester did evaporate in two

" ſeconds, the box was found ſo well ſoftened, that it did take an exact impreſ

-" lion of a farthing; and it was judged, that by this means, the hardest wood

" might be ſoftened enough to be printed, not only with ſeveral mathematical

'" instruments, but even with the biggest medaillon, that ever was made: and

' ft is entered 'in the letter-book, vol. ix. p. ' Ibid. p. 216. It is printed in the Phlq/I

343. and printed in the Pbilzyj Turn/he?- No. 161. Trmzflzct. N'. 160. p. 609.

p. 647. for july 1684._ Register, Vol, _6.p. 1187..

f Letter-bee , voi. ix. p. 236. '

" ſuch
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“ fuch wood in two or three-days time comes to be at leaft as hard as ever
“ it was.” v

A paper was produced, communicated from Dublin, being, a new and eaſy'
way of demonstratinglſiome propofitions in EUCLID by Mr. ST. GEORGE ASH,

member of the Philolophical Society of Dublin for promoting natural knowledge *.

A tranfcript of-part oſ a manuſcript of Dr. BAINBRIDCE concerning the ways oſ

finding the longitudc-was produced, as follows] :

“ Nullum eft in tota fere matheſi problema, quod mathematicorum ingenia

‘- magis exercet, nullum, quod aftronomiæ et geographiæ magis conducit, quam

“ problema-inveniendi meridianorum- five longitudinum differentias. Hoc pro-

“ blemate aftronomi motuum coeleftium epochas ameridiano radicali ad quemvis;

“- alium transierunt : ejufdem radiis geographi totum terrarum orbem luftrant et'

‘ defcribunt; Hoc eft problema illud woAquu'Mn'lav, in quo ſolvendo mathematici

“ non minus laborant, quam in duplicatione cubi aut quadratura circuli, nec mi

“' nus defudant quam chryfopæi chymiftæ in lapide fuo excoquendo. Varia igitur

“ hujusproblematis ſolvendi imxnevi‘m'lx breviter referre vifum.fuit. et de ſingulis.

‘ quid fentiam dicere..

'

'

“ Primum epicheirema ast'ronomicum et tenebris lucem profertz et ex umbri

“- radios, obſervando eclipfes lunares, quae tranfeunte lunzi per opacam terræ um

U bram univerſales fiunt : hoc est, omnibus terreni globi incolis, a quibus fpec

“ tari poſſunt, eodem modo-videntur, eidem obſcurationis quantitate et dura

“ tione, ſed non iiſdem horis. Idem enim lunaris eclipfis momentum,v quod nobis

U incidit in mediam noctem, aliis, qui magis orientales ſunt, post mediam noctcm

“ putatur, aliis vero, qui magis occidentales ſunt, ante mediam noctcm nume

,“ ratur; femperque horarum differentia proportionalis eftdilterentiæ meridiano
U- rumfive longitudinum._ i ſſ

“ Hoc epicheiremate ProLoMAzus lib. 1°. geographiæ cap. 4', ftatuit Cartlia'

“ ginem occidentaliorem Arbelis Aflyriæ gradibus 45. Siq'uidem idem ecliplis

'* momentum, quod Carthagine contigit hora noctis fecundas Arbelis accidit ho

“ ra noctis quint-fi ; ubi monendum, horas noctis temporales in haic eelipfi quam

“ proxime-aequales fuiſſe horis zequinoctialibus. Haec enim fuit infignis illa lunæ -

‘ eclipfis, qua: facta eft undecim diebus ante fatale prælium inter ALEXANDRUM

“ magnum et DA-anultimum‘ Perfarum monarcham, anno ante vulgarem v

“ CHRLSTL epocham labente trecentefimo trigefimo primo nocte post vigcſr

“ mum diem Septembris juliani vrgeMn-lmiiq aſſumpti, paucis diebus ante æqui

“ noctium autumnale, noctc vero poft decimum quintum diem lSoedromionis..

‘-" ultimi mentis Attici æftivL mel m‘v wily magna usu Aeimw eifuii circa initium my».

‘ steriorum Athenienſium. Undecimo vero die poft eclipfim commiſſum ſuit pra

“- lium .intcr.ALEXANDRlIM et DARIUM, 11. e. ut refert PLUTARCHUS in ALEXAÞÞ.

'I

x This paper is printed in the Pbi/qf. Trnnſnct. N'. 162. p. 672. for August 1684..

f Letter-book, :vol. ix. p. 228. t
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imo rripnln winne; BonJgapnſſww; vigefimo fexto die Boedromionis, ut teftatur idem

PLclrancnus in CAMlLLO. QlibUS'PLUTARCX-H locis magnus ille temporum

ernendator abutitur ad iuam egregiam fed fichtiam periodum Atticam confir

11‘1andam. Sed redeo ad propofitum. -

“ Epicheirema hoc eclipticum, ut omnium est facillimum, ita certiffimum.

Singula enim eclipfium lunarium momenta facile obfervari poffunt in horis et

hoi-arum minutis : et proinde meridianorum differentia accuratimme fciri po

tefl in gradibus eorumque partibus. , Sed cum eclipſes lunares rarb contingant,

et rarius videanrun alia noftri problematis folvcndi epicheiremata proferam, et

ad incudem mathematicam figillatim tuditabo.

- “ Secundum epicheirema astronomicum meridianorum differentias quærit per
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momenta tranfltus lunaris fub utroque meridiano. Nam primo, luna propter

motum inch a fole in confequentia fignorum contra motum primum, ad me

ridianum eundem non accedit iifdem femper horis, fed acceſſle ſuum quotidie

retardat ytlxwlaimg quadraginta plus minus minutorum unius horae, pro varii

motus lunaris &Wax-'a et varia aſcenſionum rectarum differentia Sccundb,

propter eundem almng in confequentia ſignorum motum, luna fub meridiano

orientali ocyus, ſub occidentali ſcrius tranſit ; utriufque vero tranfitus differen

tia horaria collata cum metaptofi illa diurna meridianorum differentiam indicat.

Hoc epicheirema multi, qui mathematici audiunt egregii. fummopere prædi

cant, etnaucleris maxime commendant; quam rect-e, _ paucis ostendam.

“ Primo, difficillimum est, præfertim inter oceani fluctus navigantibus, lunæ

fub meridiano tranfitum accuratiffime (quod tamen hoc epicheirema postulat)

obſervare. Si vero minimus in obfervando contingat error, maximus tandem

fiet in quazfitfi meridianorum differentifi; triginta plus minus graduum, fi in

meridiano ſitu aberratum fuerit uno tantum gradu, aut in tranſitus lunaris mo

mento quatuor tantum horatiis minutis. Secundo, cum in altero loco tranfitus

lunæ fub meridiano, non ex obſervatione, fed calculo astronomico ſumatur,

opus erit tabulis lunaribus ipfi coelo rupcpw'um, quales quam proxime funt Tycho

nicze, qualeſquc fuas eſſe gloriatur novaa astronomir instaurator Landfbergiuss

quem tamen falfi redarguunt accuratimmæ obfervationes Tychonice, a quibus

tabulæ Landfbergianæ alicubi difcrepant integro fere gradu.

“ walefcunque vero fuerint tabulæ lunares, loci lunarisEony-mctv dubium

reddit dierum naturalium æquatiog tabulæ enim lunares æqualia fuppponunt

nycthemera, quæ tamen inæqualia ſunt: quanta autem est dierum æquatio.

non fatis constat: aliam statuit PTOLEMALUS, aliam BRAHEUS, aliamque

KEPLERUS, qui dum mira ingenii fagacitate dierum inæqualitatis caufas fcru

tabatun in paradoxum incidit meaJan'u-aflov motus primi ab ortu in occafum pe

riodos inæquales efle. Quam vera ſit hæc KEPLERI five alfertio five fufpicio

testabitur pie'l'u; coſpdnflo: xxi E’Myxu; waſpe's-ago; ipfum tempus. lnterea dubia

erit dierum vulgaris xquatio, dubius lunae epilogiſmus, dubiumque hoc epi

chcircma. ' "

u Noe
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“ Nec minus dubium et perplexum est epicheirema tertium per distantiam

lunæ a flellà fixfi circa eclipticam poma : quæ distantia in altero loco obfervanda

est, in altero vero ex tabulis lunaribus ad eandem horam derivanda. Hoc epi

cheirema prioribus difficultatibus novas addit, a modo obfervandi et parallaxi

lunæ. Nam radius geometricus, qui huic obſervationi maxime idoneus cenſe

tur, distantiam justo majorem exhibeta ſi non caveatur oculi cccentricitns, quod

olim primus animadvertit ARCHIMEDES in fuo d/awulrn et ante annos fexaginta

monuit doctiſſxmus noster DIGGESIUS in alis mathematicis. Parallaxis vero lu

naris, niſi luna fuerit in nonageſimo gradu eclipticre distantiam obſervaan majo

rem aut minorem faciet, pro varia luna: ad gradum nonageiimum et stellam

fixam ſitu. Hoc tavnen epicheirema impcritis naucleris venditare non deſinun':

triviales Human'- 'e circo mathematici : inter quos merito numerandus ille, qui

novas hypotheſcs lunares, caſque abſilrdiffimas, lmjuſque epicheirematis gratia

confel'tas, Maximo cardinali dicare pro fui audacia non erubuit.

“ Ad epicheirema quartumjam tranfieo per aC-rJPLa-rau, quod motu æquabili perpe

tuo, faltem ad aliquot multos dies aut menſes, horas æquinoetiales tranſactas

accuratifiime indicabit. In diſceſſu a primo meridiano, fumma diligentia per

ſolem aut stcllam fixam invenienda est hora aequinoctialis, ad quam index Au

tomati transferendusz deinde facto tranfitu ad alium quemvis meridianum,

eadem folertià quzerendum, quot horæ tranſactaz fuerint a meridie aut media

nocte; quæ ſi pauciores fuerint horis ab Automato indicatis, meridianus ſe

cundus occidcntalior est; ſin plures, orientalior, femper-que meridianorum diffe

‘ u .

rentia dvditoyoq est differentice horarum.

“ Hoc epicheirema a multis propofitum ſuit, inter quos ille, quem honoris causa

no,minQ,J0_HANN1-: s Fzs RN ELlUS, qui in præfatione ad libros de abditis rerum cau

7 fis, Hnmuco fecundo Prancorum regi profitetur, ſe excogitaſie horarum æqui

u
noctialium obſervatione, qua ratione iii quacunque orbis terrarum regione,

illius internoſci poffit longitudo: quod quidem aſſerit ſe de fontibus antiquorum

non hauſiſſe, ſed de ſuis rivulis primum protuliſſe. Diviuum FERNELII ingenium

demonstrant monumenta ejus medica et mathematìca, non tam cedro quam aster

nitate dignas puto tamen, imo dico (quod ſalvo tanti viri honore dictum volo)

FERNELLUM ſibi,a]iiſque hic impoſuiſi'e. Nam primò, ut PTOLOM/EI nostri

verbis uÈa'f, ripa/iov à‘u’a'xan, aZAAaZ xxi waflsMÌ; a'vaqu in hujufmodi du'lo'faaflov com

Ì'pararc propter varias cum materiae évaxìu'zc, tum aeris ambientis mutationes.

Mira quidem prædicantur de lphæris ARCHIMEDIS, Posmoxu, et DREBELII,

nostrorum temporum mechanici folertimmi : at motum'perpetuò æquabilem

nec illi feceert, nec facient pofteri -, hunc folum efficiet ſapientiffimus mundi

inluiiqugprimuique cælorum motornrus o. m. Secundò, quod prius monui,

nucthemera funt inzequalia, eorumque æquatio nondum latis explorata.

“ Qlìntum proponam epicheir'ema,v illudque magncticum, per acus magneti.

cæ a vero meridiano declinationem. compertum est, acum magneticam circa

infulam Corvo, quæ una est Azorum, recta ſpectare feptlentrionem : ſed extra

illum meridianum in hanc vel illam partem defiectere. inc mathematici non

nullia ad pauca refpicit-nth iiieridianum illum primarium statucmnt, et in illo

vog IV. ' S ſ “ Polos
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Polos (nuſcio quon magneticos, eorumque a Polis terræ distantiam invcne-,

runt: quibus pofitisy et datis ubique terrarum latitudine et declinatione magz

ncticfi, dari poſſe putamnt meridiani cujuflibet a primario illo diiiantiamf

Sed hoc epicheirema lubricum et incertum effe demonstrant obſervationes mag

neticx, quibus fatis fuperque liquet, meridianum illum per inſulam Corvo nom

eſſe primarium -, ſiquidem ſub eodem meridiano navigandi ultra cittave illius

infulæ parallelum acus magnetica nunc in hanc nunc in illam partem deflectit g

ideoque in illo meridiano non funt Poli magnetici.

" Præterea in aliis etiam meridianis nulla est muta/mm ſivc cuſpidis:

magneticæ declinatio, quod testantur obfervationes circa Promontorium Bona:

Spei multoties factæ Magnetem vero nullos certos Polos reſpicere, ſed a magnis

terræ continentibus huc et illuc trahi et librari, recte docet GILBERTUS noster,

primus idemque doctiſſlmus. magneticæ philofophiæ magister; e cujus fontibus

CABEUS ſuos deduxit rivulos. Totum denique hoc epicheirema magncticam

ſuſpectum reddit nova ſuſpicio, declinationem magneticam in eodem equidem

loco eſſe mutabilcm. Siquidem declinatio magnetica, quæ ante annos quin-r

quaginta quinque-Londini comperta fuit graduum 1 LL, nunc vix 4 gradus ſu

pereatfl ſi nullus obfervationibus irrepferit error. Ego quidem Ergxw, et ad alias

alorum locorum obfervariones provoco.

U Sexmm et ultimum noftri problematis folvendi epicheirema ab hydrographi-r

ci nautarum- charta deſurnitur, quam mira arte et folertifi neoterici mathematici

adornarunt : inter quos longe clariffimus noster WRIGHTUS, de cujus lumine

STEVENUS, SNELLlUS, multique alii fuas accendcrunt faculas. chartæ illius ad

miniculo, naucleri triplici medio meridianorum differentias exquirunt. In pri

mo dantur latitudinum diffenentia et ru'mbus, (ut loquuntur nautaz) in fecundo

latituffclinumdilferentia et distantia itineraria; in tertio altera lacitudo, rumbus

et di antia.

" Honum datorum primum dimieie-ov est -,- facile enim et fatis accurate ubique ter- ſſ

rarum inveniri poterit latitudo. Secundum et tertium dubia funt et inconftam

tia. Rumbus enim SAoaxseæc ab acu magnetici indicatus, corrigendus est per _

declinarionem magneticam, quae in aliis locis alia est, et in eodem loco (ſi no

vis obſervationibus credendum) non ſemper eadem. Distantiavero non ſolum

leucis aut milliaribus nobis cognoſcenda, ſed etiam ad gradus maximi circuli

terrcftris reducenda. Hic autem nautarum conjecturas femper incertas ma

gis adhuc turbant varii ventomm impetus et patentes oceani fiuxus.

a Sex jam recenfui problematis noftri epicheiremata, e quibus quinque posterio

m. dubia et incerta dico; neque tamen prorfus rejiciendag fuum enim habent

uſum, et quæ non profunt ſingula, multa juvant. Primum vero per eclipſes

lunares facillimum et accuratifiimum iterum pronuncio. Hic verb obiurgatio

nibus non funt digni mercatores et naucleri, qui in tot orbis terrarum periodis..

in tot oceani metum nullus aut paucas eafque naxupseiic factas eclipfium ob

' fcrvationes retulerunt ? Parum enim refert referre vifam fuiffe lunæ eclipſi'n in,

freto Magellanico aut finu Mexicano, in MariRubro aut Caſpio, in Sinarum

.- L a regione:
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** regione aut inſula Japonicai, niſi ſimul addatur momenti hora, non c'Aoo-xseii; per

" ſallaces conjecturas aestimata, ſed accuratiſiime per centiffimos characteres astro

" nomicos deſignata.

" Sed uid culpo mercatores, qui ſolem et lunam non in coelo inter planetas,

" ſed in ubterraneis PLUTr cryptis inter metalla quaerunt? And naucleros?

" qui praeter instrumenta nautica nihil fere ſciunt aut curant amplius. Quid hos

U aut illos culpo P cum in tot literati orbis florentiſiimis academiis, in tant0.ma

a thematicorum numero, vix unus aut alter, repcriatur hac facillima et util'iſſimi

" eclipſes obſervandi 'recayHaſi-mu ſedulo verſatus. Vos vero divinaz matheſeos

" mystae, macti estote, favete et valete."

jub 9, Sir CYRlL WYCHE preſident in the chair.

Mr- Hooxe read a diſcourſe concerning the form of PonszNNA'stomb, deſcrib

ed in PLINY. He alſo ſhewed a ſcheme of it different from that oer. Gar/was,

of which he was deſired to leave a copy.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. As-rou, dared at Oxford, July 2, 1684',

was read, containing ſome account of the ſpots ſeen in the ſun at Oxford, June a 7_.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD agreed with this account, and ſaid, 'that he doubted not of

its return in four days time.

The latter part oſ the diſcourſe concerning natron was read.

A paper of Dr. PAPIN, concerning the ſoftening of lignum vita: in the

digester ſo as to receive an impreſſion, was read ; and the experiment was tried.

The paper was as follows *. -,

a A piece of lignum 'vine being put with water in the digester, 'the fire was in

" creaſed, till the drop of water would evaporate in two ſeconds: it was kept ſo

'" for about-half an hour, and afterwards, the fire being put out, the wood was

" found ſoft enough to receive eaſily an exact impreſſion of a new three pence;

" though the lignum 'vil-e be thejhardest wood, that can be found. If you boil the

" ſame wood in turpentine, or oil of turpentine instead of water, you cannot

" ſoften it."

A paper was communicated from Oxſord concerning a digestive liquor turning

ſeveral meats into a chyly ſubstance. The ſecretary was ordered to deſire ſome

of the menstruum for a trial.

Some of the ſea-water ſweetned by the patentees was accidentally ſhewn and

tasted.

i * Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 260. I Regiſter, vol. vi. p. 187.

S ſ 2 . It
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It was propoſed, that the Society might the next 'Wedneſday adjourn their

weekly meetings till toward the term.

Yu'y 16, at a meeting oſ the Couxcn. were preſent,

Mr. COI.WALL Dr. GALB

Mr. HENSHAW Dr.'I'YSON

Dr. CROUNE Mr. HlLL
ſi Dr; AGL'ONBY . t - Mr. ASTON.

Dr. LlS'rER * . . .

Mr. COLWALL took the oaths oſ ſupremacy and allegiance, and the oath of

office as vice-preſident. . . .

At a meeting' of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident

in the chair. ' . i -

A letter oſ Mr. MUSCRAVE to Mr. ASTON, datcd at Oxſord July 9,

1684 b, was read, concerning the damage done to the peaſe and beans in Somet

ſetſhire by caterpillars. Mr. HENSHAW remarked, that the beans about Lon

don had ſuffered most where they grew near barley.

I , I i

Dr. LlSTER obſerved, that the caterpillar turned into a night moth -, and that

in the year 1666 he had given an account of one ſort of them in a letter to Mr.

OLDENBURc from Cambridgeſhire.

Mr. MuscRAvr's letter likewiſe mentioned, that an account had been given to

the Philoſophical Society at Oxford of a deſign carried on by ſeveral of the most

_ learned men in Somerſetſhire of writing the natural, civil, and eccleſiastical history

of that county -, the whole to be proſecuted by ſeveral hands, but the matter to be

digested by ſome one of them: that Mr. PASCHAL, who lived near Bridgewater,

was the chief undertaker; and that they would be glad= of any aſſistance or di

rection from the Royal Society.

There was read a tranſlation of a, Dutch paper about find-ing the longitude by a

twenty four hour- glaſs. . * _

Mr. Hooxa remarked, that that ſort of time-meaſurers had been found very

uncertain by ſeveral trials 3 and therefore laid aſide.

Dr. PAPlN obſerved, thathe had found, water in. a clepſydra run faster in, hot

weather than in cold.

Mr. Hooxz read a farther explanation of his opinion about the gallies oſ the

antients, which he confirmed by a figure ingraved on TRAJAN'S pillar repreſent

ing the manne: of rowing.

' Letter-book, Vol. ix., 260,

2 . . * Dr
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Dr. PAPIN, in purſuit of 'the last experiment, ſoftened cow's horn and tortoiſe

ſhell in the digester, and found the tortoiſe-ſhell to take a better impreſſion than

wood, and to be a fit material for taking off the impreſſion of medals. His account

of this was as follows = : '

** Having been commanded to try, whether ſoftened wood would take an im

" preſſion in relief, as wrll as a concave one; l have ſoftened fig-num vita, and

" box, and with a ſeal, that is engraven very deep, Ihave given them a very exact

" impreffion, ſo that ſome ſmall strokes in the deepest part of the ſeal, are printed

" upon the wood; and I 'have brought them to the Royal Society. _ *

" Being about to try, how to make impreſſions in hard bodies, with the help of

'** the digester, I would not leaVe it off, without making ſome experiments of the

" ſame kind upon cow's horn, and tortoiſe-ſhell : having then put ſome of them

" together in the digester with water, I increaſed the fire, till the drop of water

" would evaporate in two ieconds, and left it ſo, for near a quarter of an hour.

*' Then having put out the fire, and let the engine cool, I found, that tortoiſe-ſhell

" could very eaſily take a most exact impreſſion of the ſame ſeal: ſo thatI

" look upon tortoiſe-ſhell as one of the best materials to keep exact impreſſions

" of any medals, or engraving, that we have amind to. 'l'he cow's horn was

'* yet agreat deal ſofter. and more ſWClled, and it could be folded like a piece of

" buff; ſo that I stand in ſome hopes, that either by a stronger boiling, or with

" ſome other men/fruum more effieacious than water, theſe materials may be

" melted down quite, and be cast in a mold. I have brought all theſe things to

" the Royal Society, that they may be pleaſed to look upon them, and give me

* ſome directions upon that matter." .
'I

July 23, at a meeting of the Covncu. were preſent,

Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. HlLL

Dr. Gnrw Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Dr. LISTER- - Mr. ASTON.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer pay Dr.. PAPTN one fourth of a year's ſal'ary,

being ſeven pounds ten ſhillings : *

That Mr. HOUGHTON be acquittedz of his weekly-payments for- one half year,

in conſideration of his expences about the Society's buſineſs :

That the perſbn, who copies the Society's books, be paid fifteen pounds up

on account till the books are finiſhed : and

That the operator be paid half a year's ſalary from January 4 to July-14,

168'4, .

5 Register-book, vol..vi.. p.._188.

Monſ.
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Monſ. n'ABLANt-ouur and Mr. Monson were propoſed and, approved.

Upon a complaint of Mr. FLAMSTEAD, that he had been reflected upon bv

Mr. HOOKB in the minutes oſ the Society, it was ordered, that a line ſhould be

drawn through the places complained of, and that there ſhould be written on the

lide, rance-[led by order of council : and that the journal-book ſhould be brought
to the nſieXt meeting oſ the council, who ſhould ſee it done. '

At a meeting of the Soeiarv on the ſame day, Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident

in the chair.

Mr. CLUVERUS gave an account in writing of the astroſcopz'a campmdiaria of

Monſ. HUYGENS, and of a paper tranſmitted from Dublin, containing a new

manner oſ demonstratmg Eucun.

Dr. PAPiN, after an endeavour to melt down cow's horn, and make it run,

which would not ſucceed, found, that the powder or ſhavings of horn preſſed

together received a good impreſſion (as appeared) and would make a kind of hard

tranſparent pasteboard. His account of it was as follows d.

" In proſecution of the experiment about ſoftening cow's horn, I have endea

,voured to melt it quite down, and to cast it in a mold; but I have not been

able yet to effect it -, although the ſame horn reduced almost to a powder hath

been put three times in the digester, and kept there for near half an hour, with

a heat, that will evaporate the drop oſ water in two ſeconds. The horn's parti

cles will thereby ſwell very much, and stick to one another z but never run in

a mold: nevertheleſs, we may from thence get almost the ſame advantage ; be

cauſe ſuch particles may eaſily be put in what form we pleaſe, and being well

prest, they will unite ſo perfectly, that they will look like a continued body;

and ſo do the ſame effect, as if they had been cast in a mold: as may be ſeen

upon a farthing, whichI have with me, part of which is overlaid with horns

particles, ſo well united, that they have endured poliſhing, and look like a fine

piece of tortoiſe-ſhell.

away by thoſe, that make horn-combs, and having kept them in the digester,

till the drop of water would evaporate in two ſeconds, I took away the fire;

and I was ſurprized to ſee, that the ſaid ſhavings did not ſeem to be ſwelled at

all. Nevertheleſs, having prest ſome of them between two ſarthings, I found,

that the ſhavings were ſo well united," that they made a kind of a hard and
tranſparent pasteboard; which I believe may be uſelſiul for the making oſ ſe

3- veral diſhes, tables, cabinets and other goods. I have brought ſome ſpeci

" mens of it to the Royal Society, that they may be pleaſed to give me their di

rections."
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I have alſo uſed ſuch horn-ſhavings, as are thrown '

A letter of Mr. MusoaAvr-z to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, July 22, 1684e, i

was read, concerning a ſal gemme found in the Leeward Iſlands and the coast of

Scotland -, and Neapolitan black writing ſand being magnetical.

4 Register, vol. vi. p. 189. f Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 269.

. The
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The pneumatical engine being in good order, it was deſired, that Dr. PAPm

would try ſome experiments, which require the air to be kept out for a long,

time. *

Monſ. FREMONT 0.'Antwcoun-r was propoſed candidate as from Mr. BOYLE -,

and Mr. WILLIAM Mousou as from Dr. TYSON.

The Society adjourned themſelves till towards Mrbaelmas term; at which.

time a ſummons was to be iſſued out by the preſident for their meeting.

(I

(I

Ft

During the SOCiety's receſs, Dr. PAPIN made the following experiments':

u 'fuly 30, 1684. Obſervations on a frog, and a fly in wruo.

" Some trials were made upon frogs in tvacuo, which lived well there : they'

did only ſeem a little uneflj, and their legs ſwimmed near the top oſ the wa

ter -,-. but letting in- the air, the ſame legs ſunk. Some flies looked like dead

in vacuo, but a while after the air was let in, they did recover very well; one

of them, ſhot out a long sting from his mouth z but as ſoon as the air. was let in,.

the stingwithdrew again.

** August 6, Obſervations on warm water, cold water, and warm beer inflame;

" Some warm water- was put in wem), where it did boil very much; but cold

water did only make a great many ſmall bubbles; and beer ſwelled like ſroth.

over the brims of the glaſs, that contained it: But warm beer did boil£with=

grefat violence to the top of the receiver, that was four or five inches above its

ur ace.

" August 13, Obſervations on a pear. in meum.

" A pear was ſhut up in wane, withintention to make ſome trials in the facti

tious air, that would come out from the ſaid pear; but ſince that time the re-

ceiver holds, still, and is not yet filled with factitious air.

*'* August zo, thermoſcope with vacua.

" Mr. HENSHAW having propounded to try, whether a thermoſtopſſe, exhaust'

ed of air, with the liquor in it, exhausted of air too, might be ſenſible of coldl

and heat, as ordinary thermoſcopes are 3 the thing was tried, and found, that the

effect was not ſenſibly altered by the abſence of the air.

'4 August 27, Experiment with cork, in water.

" An experiment against poſitive levity was tried with good ſUCCeſs-z for we

cauſed a cork to remain in the bottom of the water, nor. couldits levrty raiſe it.

\ f Register,,_Vol.vi. p. '90.

_'" to.
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to the top oſ the water : but as ſoon as the water, that prest it underneath, was

as high, as that, which did preſs upon it, preſcntly the cork was raiſed to the top

of the water. We had an apparatus very fit tor that experiment.

4' Septcmber 1 7. A bottle full of air in an exhausted receiver. '

" A ſquare bottle full of air, and exactly ſhut up, was put under water in a

great glaſs: and a great receiver being whelmed over it, the air was exhausted :

and after ſome ſuctions, the air included in the bottle under water had

ſo much force, that notwithstanding the water, that was above it, it broke the

bottle, and the glaſs containing the water, and the outward receiver, though

every one of them was of a pretty good strength. '

V Seplembcr 20. Dr. PAPm's experiment with the muſcle oſ a man in war/10,

and a mercury gage to find the quantity of air produced. - .

" Dr. CROUNE ſent the muſcle of a man to be ſhut in a great receiver in man,

with a gage to know what quantity of air would be produced by the ſaid muſ

cle: but the Wedneſday following there was found a crack at the top of the

receiver, whereby the air had got in. The crack being stopt, and the re

ceiVer exhausted again, it hath been kept ſo ever ſince, and the mercury in the

gage is nOt yet gOt to the hight oſ ten inches : but beeauſethere is still ſome

air produced, though very ſiowly, I intend to keep the ſame a little longer, till

l ſee the gage will constantly keep the ſame hight."

Mr. ASTON received likewiſe the minutes of the Dublin Society from June 9,

to July 24, 1684, as follows lZ:

(6

(6

t
'A

(I

l
'K

it

'5

LG

'8

" jum- 9, I 684.. Mr. FOLEY read a diſcourſe, which he calls Computatio ulzivcrſalis

jeu logim rerum, wherein he endeavours to bring the value of all things to a cer

tain standard, and to lay down ſome mathematical rules for good huſbandry.

" Dr. lVlULLI-ZN gave an account of what experiments he had made on the mi

neral waters last committed to him, producing likewiſe bottles of two other

waters lately diſcovered nigh Chappel-Izod within three miles of Dublin. The

method, by which he proceeds in theſe experiments, was by infuſing galls in the

ſeveral mineral waters, and then impregnating common water with various ſalts -,

and in theſe infuſmg galls likewiſe, he obſerved, which of thoſe artificial im

pregnations came nighest in colour to the colour reſulting from the inſuſion of

galls in the natural mineral waters : ſeveral oſ theſe experiments he ſhewed be

fore the company.

" Sir WILLIAM PETTY produced a paper containing a ſcheme of experiments

for examining mineral waters: theſe are registered.

l Letter-book, vol.v ix. p. 261.

Mr.
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" Mr. Asnr. gave us at large his opinion of Mr. K.'s meſolabe, which he

finds as mechanical as others propounded by ſeveral to this purpoſe. Likewiſe

he propoſed an ingenious method of his own, for dividing a line in extreme

and mean proportion, much eaſier than Eucuv's and far ſhorter. This is

registered.

" Mr. KrNc gave in three lines his opinion of Mr. K.'s meſolabe. A letter

was read from Mr. K. containing ſome additions to be made to his meſolabe.

*' ſfune 16. At this meeting his Lordſhip the Biſhop of Cork, lately returned

from London, was pleaſed to give us his company, and to compliment us from

the Royal Society, for which our thanks were returned to the ſaid Society,

and to his Lordſhip for the favour of the meſſage. A letter from Mr. Mus

canve was read, which contained the reſult of ſome experiments he had made

by injecting water into the thorax of a dog, which recovered perfectly without

any application or medicine. lt brought us likewiſe the minutes of the Oxford

Society from April 13 to May the I 3th. Theſe contained many curioſities, and

particularly Dr. PLOT's diſcourſe of lamps, if not ſuddenly to be printed, was

earnestly deſired.

'* Mr. ASHE produced ſome figured stones reſembling petriſied ſhells: theſe,

we hear, are thought of late by ſome to be [apidesſui gmm'r.

" Mr. MOLYNEUX likewiſe produced ſome curiouſly figured rock-crystal,

found near Catherlagh in a field z but how poſited,£the party, that brought them,

could not tell : they are hexagonal priſms determined at one end by an hexa

gonal pyramis, as curiouſly edged, as if cut by art z on the other end they ſeem

to determine in a root, as if fixt thereby to another stone, for this end is

opaque, whitiſh and ragged.

" He alſo preſented a stony ſubstance bigger than a large white peaſe, of an

irregular ſhape, and yellowiſh ſubstance: of theſe stones there is a perſon of

quality of a very ſickly constitution in this town, that has voided at ſeveral

times above an hundred by ſiege, and ſeveral as big as the end oſ ones finger.

" SCHELHAMMBOR'S book de Auditu was alſo preſented by him, and an account

thereof promiſed at our next meeting.

" There were two bOttles of Clonuf Spaw-water brought to us from Mr.ch -,

but theſe having been kept from the fountain a week, had lost their mineral

taste.

" Yune 2 3. At the deſire of his Lordſhip the Biſhop of Corke, Mr. Mou

NEUX did again expoſe a diſſected water-newt, and ſhewed therein the circu

lation of the blood : alſo he gave an account of SCHELHAMMEOR'S book

de Auditu.

ſſ " Alet

VOL. IV. t
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" A letter was read from Nſr. K. relating farther to his meſolabe, and ſome

other propoſitions under his conſideration: therein alſo he propoſed this pro

blem, I/wenire quaſuorfigzzras p'mzar ordinatas continue proportioned', gaze-ſin

gular inter ſZ'ſint beterogmcce eſ iſhpcrimetrffl, w] quae fingulce inter ſe ſint belera

" geneoe et zſadiametm (id est, eidem circulo circumſtript-c) Mr. ASHE and Mr. ch
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undertook to do ſomething therein.

" A letter was read from Mr. KING, dated from Clonuf waters, therewith he

ſent us a bottle of Edenderry water, as alſo ſome of the ſediments of both Clo

nuf and Edenderry waters dried to powder, exactly reſembling ruþigo ferri:

theſe will not apply to the magnet, but it was moved, that they ſhould be cal

cined, and then tried again with the magnet. Mr. MOLYNEUX undertook

that talk. Mr. ch read an accurate and ingenious account of Clonuf wa

ters according to the experiments Sir WILLIA-M PETTY propoſed to be tried on_

mineral waters.

" Yzme 30. Mr. Asm: preſented ſome formed stones, found in the country

of VVestmeath : likewiſe he produced the calculation of the next ſolar eclipſe

from ſeveral tables.

" Mr. FOLIY preſented alſo a- formed stone found in the college chapel-yard,

and thereon read an ingenious diſcourſe, wherein he ſummed up the opinions of

others concernino theſe formations, and was very particular in giving an account

of Dr. Ptor's fdntiments, adding withal ſome obſervations and thoughts of

his own. >

*' Upon occaſion of the Pbi/oſoploical Transtzctiom of January last, num. 155.

andthe account therein given by the ingenious and learned Dr. SMITH of the

Turks, and of their proſound ignorance in all polite literature, it was moved

by M r. MOLYNEUX, that this may be compared with what Sir GEORGE WHEE

LER relates of them in his travels, pag. 199 and zoo, as being informed there

in by one Mr. WATSON, a Scotchman, whoſe credit, upon the learned doctor's

account, was ſomething questioned. Dr. SMlTH's thoughts hereon are deſired.

V ful) 7. Mr. Asm-z and Mr. MOLYNEUX gave an account of their obſerva

tion of the last ſolar eclipſe : the day being much overcast hindered them from

taking any thing accurately, but towards the middle of the eclipſe they had a

ſhort view of the ſun, as much as to estimate, that about eight digits were co

vered : at the ending alſo they had a faint view thereof, and affigned its end at

h. 3. 56 min. p. m. -

" A letter was read from his Lordſhip, the Biſhop of Fernes, wherein his Lord

ſhip informs us of theſe particulals, that he will ſuddenly tranſmit to us the

queries relating to the magnet : that he has had a long time in his thoughts a

contrivance to make one ſingle candle thoroughly enlighten any the largest

room, yea, even church itſelf, and that uniformly, and as ſoon as he can viſit

the glaſs-houſe, he hopes to effect it 5' that the rarity of infects in the country
1 l u hev
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" he is in, eſpecially of thoſe, that are uncommon, and of curious flies, has hi'

** therto hindered him from compleating the history of the generation of thoſe ani

** mals, which he has had a while under his thoughts : that lately he found a nest

** of fifty full grown bruthi on a plum-tree: that the country about him affords

U a curious gravel, delicater mixt with ſpar, which looks very pleaſantly on the

** rolled walks of gardens, when the ſun ſhines on them: that the earth all there

U abouts is mixt with the ſame ſort of ſpar. \

** Sir WILLIAM PETTY gave an account of a commodious land-carriage he

" had lately contrived, which, drawn by an ordinary horſe of 101. price, carries

" one that ſits in it with eaſe, and a driver on the coach-box, with a portman

" teau of twenty or thirty pounds weight, twenty five or thirty miles lriſh a day:

** this carriage is likewiſe very eaſy for the traveller, and far more ſecure than any

" coach, not being overturnable by any hight, on which the wheels can poſſiny

** move. It is likewiſe contrived to be drawn about the streets by one man with

" one in it, and that with leſs pains than one of the ſedan beaters does undergo.

" It is very cheap, an ordinary one not costing above ſix or ſeven pounds, the four

" wheels being above half the money.

" Mr. MOLYNEUX exPlained a contrivance of his own for demonstrating to

" the eye the figure, wherein Pt'OJCctS do move.

'* Mr. ASHE having in his poſſeſſion one of Sir SAMUEL MonELAND's ſpeak

V ing trumpets, it was moved by Sir WILLIAM PETTY, that a striking watch

'* may be put into it, and tried how much farther than ordinary it would tranſ

" mit its ſound.

" Next Monday being theſiComitia Philologica in the college towards the

* commencement on the day following, adjourned till Monday, July 21.

" Yuly 21. A letter was read from Mr. Muscnava, containing the minutes

'* of the Oxford Society from May the zyth to June the 24th, incluſive; as

" alſo ſome experiments of his own on the jugulars of a dog. ln the former it

" being obſerved by Dr. PLoT, that the natron, he has, did not melt all the win

" ter, or thaw, but about the time of the overflowing of the river Nile; Dr. HUN

" TINGTON aſſures us, that ſome natron, he keeps, did melt in the last winter.

** A letter from Mr. KiNc was read containing ſome experiments made by

" him and Dr. DUN on the mineral waters of Clonuf; among others it being

** hinted herein, that the ſediment of theſe waters, with oak leaves, yield a good

" black die to cloth,- &c. It was ordered, that ſome experiments ſhould be tried .

" hereby to help our dying black, wherein we are ſo deficientin this kingdom ;

U and alſo, perhaps, the dying with theſe waters may prevent the rottemeſs of

** black, proceeding from the corroſiveneſs of the vitriol. Mr. PLEYDALL was

" pleaſed to take upon him this province.

** Mr. STANLEY read a diſcourſe about the motion of water.

> T t 2 'a Did-I'
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" Mr. Asrre produced ſome formed stones, almost exactly ſpherical : theſe are

found in great quantity nigh Londondcrry, in a bed of ſandy earth : there are of

them from a uarter of an inch to two inches diameter, they are very heavy

and gritty, 0 a light brown colour, and in the late rebellion, the inhabitants

thereabouts uſed them for bullets.

" Ordered, that the thanks of this Society be returned to Mr. SMITH for the

honour he did us in the public act in the college on this lemma paradoxon vetus
ngyptiacum, quod ſhl nonmmquam 07ſtkſ' in orridcnte. Demonstratur ſeſiSocie

tate ad promovendam ſcientiam naturalem Dublinii nuper institura."

Octob. 29. The Society reſumed their meetings, having been ſummoned by

Mr. COLWALL vice-preſident.

The ſecretary preſented in the name of Mr. BOYLE, a book of his, intitled, Ex

periment: and Coizſidei'atiom about the Pore/fly of Bodies, in two Efflajs; of which

Dr. AGLIONBY promiſed to give an aCCOunt.

A book was preſented by Monſ. JUSTEL, intitled, Traitte' du meddle-ment par

Monſ. PICARDI mi: en Izzmiere par Manſ DE LA HIRE: of which Mr. FLAM

STEAD promiſed to give an account.

The ſecretary having, during the receſs of the Society, received by Dr MARCK

as from the hands of the reſident of the Elector of Brandenburg, a ſmall book in

High Dutch, called the chemical touchstone of J. KUNCKEL de acido is' urinoſa

Sale calido U frzlgido contra D. VOIGHT ſpiritum vim' 'vindicatum h, dedicated to the

Society; the book was immediately put into the hands of Mr. Bovu: to be per

uſed by him, who now tranſmitted an abstract of it in Latin;

ct ſ

The ſame book having alſo been ſeen by Dr. SLARE he gave an account of it

in Engliſh; part of which was read, and the rest reſerved for the next meeting.

A letter in Latin was read, directed to Dr. GREW, as ſecretary of the Society

from Dr. SOLOMON Rmsrmus, chief phyſician} to the Duke of Wirtemberg,

dated at Stutgard, July 25, 16843, in which he complained, that he had three

times before this written to the Society, but had received no anſwer; and there

fore now deſired to have a correſpondence with, and to preſent to the Society a

book of his, intitled, Invention rerum et bydrostatici: amnibu: bactemu impoffiz'zle :

which was delivered to Mr. Hooxe to be peruſed.

Sir JOSEPH WILLlAMSON, who was mentioned to have been written to when

reſident, and the ſecretaries preſent, affirmed, that they had ſeen no other of Dr.

Rersauus's letters.

Mr. ASTON was ordered to write an anſwer to them.

5 A tranſlation of it printed in the P/zrct/q/J Tranſact. N'. 168. p. 896. for Feb 168f.

5 Letter-book, tal. ix. p. 270.

I. Three:

I
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Three letters of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, September

_ 10 k, Sept. 181, and Octob. tom, 1684, were read, mentioning a woman trou

bled with epileptical ſits, which returned every Sunday: a new instrument for

taking an account of the increaſe and decreaſe of oil of Vitriol expoſed to the air -,'

that the late e'clipſe of the ſun began at Tredagh in Ircland, latitude 43 deer.

40 min. at 1 h 37 min. 30 ſec. and ended at 3 h. 56 min. 20 lec. Some ob

ſervations of Dr. TURBERWLLE relating to the eyes ".

An account was read of ſome experiments made by Dr. PAPIN at Greſham-col

lege during the Society's receſs ".

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed, how a pipe being stopped with an apple, and kept in vacuo,

the apple will not stir; but as ſoon as the air is let into the receiver, the apple be

ing prest upon by the air will be driven into the pipe with great violence. His ac

count of it was as follows P : .

" It hath been tried long ago by the hon. Mr. BOYLE, that ſeveraleſſects

" aſcribed to ſuction do meerly proceed from the preſſure of the air, becauſe, if

" you draw the plug of a pump in vacuo, it will ſuck no water: and the water will

" not aſcend into the pump, but when the external air comes to preſs upon it. I

" have therefore thought it would not be amiſs to confirn the ſame thing by ano

" ther experiment; that is to stop a pipe with an apple, and draw the air out of'

" the ſaid pipe: it will come to paſs, that as long as the pipe is in an exhausted

" receiver, the apple will not stir: but as ſoon as the air is let in to preſs upon the

" apple, it will be driven into the pipe with a great violence."

He promiſed to ſhew at the next meeting how the quickſilver may be made to

riſe above the ordinary counterpoiſe.

Note. 5. Mr. RICHARD WALLER preſented to the Society his Engliſh tranſlation

from the Italian of Efflzys of natural Experiment: made in the Academy del Cimento

under tbe Protection of the mostſerene Prince, LEOPOLD ofTuſcany: which book was

put into the hands of Dr. PAPlN to peruſe, and ſee what improvements or other

trials might be made upon the ſubjects there treated of.

The ſecretary read the other part of Dr. SLARa's aecountof Monf. KUNCKEL's.

book, De acida U urinoſa Sale calido et frigz'do, &c.

The Society conſidering, that Mr. BOYLE had favoured them with-an abstract

of the ſame book, ordered the ſecretary to wait on him with their thanks, and to de

ſire his opinion about the controverſy 4.

A let

" Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 270. 9 See above.

l Ibid. p. 272. 1' Ibid. p. 273. P Register, 'ol. vi. p. '92.

' His letter dated Octob. 5, 1684, is printed 1 Mr. Bovuz's anſwer to Mr. ASTON, accord

in the Pbilaſ Tra'zflzct. N'. 164.. p. 737. ing to a minute of the latter, was to thin effect ;

that;
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A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at Oxford, Novemb. 2,

1684. ', was read, mentioning a viſcous flegm found in a ſhell-fiſh of the Severne>

which being laid on linnen first turns it greeniſh, afterwards by lying in the ſun

it becomes Of a deep red. This red grows ſomewhat lighter upon the first waſh

ing, but afterwards does not ſenſibly decay.

Mr. MusonAvn having offered to ſend up the patterns of theſe colours, it was

deſired, that he would do it, and tranlmit ſuch farther accounts thereof as ſhould

come to his hands.

Dr. PAPlN made the quickſilver stand higher than the poiſe, by clearing it

of the air: and wetting it with water. His account of this experiment was as

follows ſ .

" Having been commanded to make the experiment oſ the mercury pui'ged of

" air, that remains ſuſpended in a tube higher than the air can ſustain it, l have

" found it here a great deal more difficult, than I have ſound it at Venice, which

" I cannot aſcribe but to the foulneſs oſ the mercury, that I have uſed here.

" I included it in 'maw on Thurſday last, and Icould nevcr get it purged enough

" till Monday, and even that day (though it could remain ſuſpended a little

" higher than the air could ſustain it in a tube half full of water and half of

" mercury) yet it ſell before the receiver that covered it was quite empty of air:

" but at Venice in twenty four hours time, mercury might be ſo well purged,

that a tube quite full of it did remain ſo, not only till the air was quite drawn

" out oſ the receiver ; but even by great ſhakings I could hardly make it fall. I

'* can ſhew at preſent, what may be done with ſoul mercury : and if the Royal

U Society bids me to try the ſame thing with better mercury, and with variety

" of other circumstances, that will perhaps give ſome light to the odd experiment,

the cauſe of which is not yet known enough, although it is many years

" ſince the hon. Mr. Bone hath made it for the first time."

(i

I'

Dr. PAPlN was hereupon deſired to provide a long glaſs, and try the greatest

hight, which he could make the quickſilver stand at for the next meeting.

Mr. PAGET having bcen deſired, May 7, to ſort the mathematical papers of

Mr. THOMAS MERRY, which had been given to the Society, he now returned

the ſaid papers, which were put into Mr. PERRY'S hands with the catalogue, to

be kept in the library : part of them were thought fit to be bound up. The cav

talogue was as follows :

that Monſ. KUNCKBL's book being written in that they were now making experiments, and

High Dutch, which he did not understand, he were not come ſo far as to frame ſvstems; that

had uſed an inu'rpreter, whoſe mistaking a *he wts glad to ſee a controverſy managed with ſo

word might be oſ conſequence; and that there- many good experiments, and by ſo able men.

ſore he ſhould determine nothing: that the So- ' Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 274.

ciety had not been uſed to judge in theſe caſes: 1 Register, vol. vi, p. 193.

1 TRACTATUS
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TRACTATUS.

1. GELLIBRANDI (ut 'vide-fur) Problcma pro Langz'tuilz'ne inveniendzi, cuju: datur

Latitudo eſ Altitudo flffiXzZ momrnto rrtlminaticizis Lame. '

Ad calcem babctur Epistola HENRlCl BRIGGII an' Loiggomon/anum.

2. Annotatione: agjuſdam anonjmi in Cape-mia' Rewlutimes. lidetur hoc eſſe manu

firiptum BRIGGll.

3. Bnrccu 'rapifyz quae-dam circa Constructia'ze: borologiorum in Arm (5 Edibu:

Aſerlonenſiþur Oxon.

4. GELLlBRANDl In'tY/iigm'io diflcrentig Longitudinis Lcndinum inter et Charle

tanum in Fretq HUDSONlI ex Oliſer-t'zztionibus THOMIE JAMES habit/'5 i triþurfixa

rzzm allitudinibus et Luna calminante. Tractam: per/ectus.

. ..Ejzzſdem integra eclipſium Doctrina ex ment: TYCHONIS BRAHE.

. Ejnſdmz Collectanea quiet/am in mndem materiam.

. Bnrccn (ut videtur) Tz'ztamim qzuedam in Eutocianw numero: Cyclometricos:

8. Epz'stola HENRlCl BRlGGlI ad Longomozztanum, anno 1627.

6. Tempus 'viſe 0' O at D in'vcj/Zigare.

10. zimzatata (put0) GELLlBRANDl in lunce appulſum et lucz'dam Pleiadum, et

zjuſdem congruen/itzm cum tbeoria" Yj'cbonicri, et diſcrepante cum aliis.

1 r . Catszlogus Librorum mathematicomm noviffimei editorum a JOHANNE COLLINS.

\ICſſUi

Treatiſes of Mr. MERRY's own.

12. Trigommetria Ougbtredz'ana plurimis Iocis aucta U expx'irata.

1 3. Inventio U Demonstratio regularum HUDDENH de reductioniþu: Eguationum.

14. Scbediaſmata in libros nonnullos Elementarum Eucums now? met/aado demon

strandis. ,

I 5. Caſuum trianguli rcctanguli Diſqui/itſo analytica.

' 16. Proþlrmam quae-dam de ſortibw is" wrz'is E/ectiom'bur.

17. Mſtellanea.

NW. 12. At a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Dr. AGLlONBY

Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Mr. HALLEY

Mr. ASTON.

Sir CHRISTOPHIZR WREN

Sir JOHN Hosvas

Mr. HILL

Dr. LISTER

Mr. COLWALL the vice-preſident being ſick, Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN and

Sir jorw Hosxvns were ſeverally ſworn vice-preſidents, according to a deputa

tion of the preſident under his hand then produced by the ſecretary, having like

wiſe the oaths of allegiance and ſupremacy, &e. then administered to them.

There were propoſed as candidates, and approved of, Mr. JOHN BEAUMONT,

Mr. CHARLETON, Mr. TANCRED Ronmson, Dr. WILLIAM Barccs, and Mr.

ALEXANDER PITFIELD.

At a meeting of the Socra'rv on the ſame day, Sir CHRISTOPHER Warm,

vice-preſident in the chair.

* ' Monſ.
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Monſ. FREMONT D'ABLANcoURT was elected a fellow.

Mr. WILLIAM MONSON was likewiſe elected.

There were propoſed candidates

Mr. THOMAS BAKER by Mr. PAGET.

Mr. RICHARD BEAUMONT

Dr. TANCRED ROBINSON

Mr. WILLlAM CHARLETON

Dr. WlLLlAM BRlCGS

Mr. ALEXANDER PITFIELD by Mr. RICHARD WALLER.

by Dr. LlSTER.

A piece ofAſbestus linnen having been brought from China by Mr. NICHOLAS

WAITE, merchant of London, he gave the Society a proof of its reſisting the fire,

as he had formerly done to ſome of the members.

The linnen was meaſured, being in length nine inches to the taffels; the taſſels

at each end being three inches more : the breadth was full half a foot.

The weight of the linnen before it was put into the fire was an ounce, three

drachms and eighteen grains.

The linnen being put into a clear charcoal fire, continued in it red hot for ſeve

ral minutes. Upon its being taken out of the fire, though the linnen was then

red-hot, it did not conſume a piece of paper, upon which it was laid. It was pre

ſently cool -, and upon weighing, it was found to have diminiſhed a drachm and

ſix grains, or a tenth part and almost a quarter.

A paper was read containing ſome obſervations of Dr. SLARE upon reading

Monſ. KUNCKEL's book.

Dr. SLARE then ſhewed three of the experiments mentioned in the book, to

prove the acidity of ſpirit of wine.

r. That ſpirit of wine and milk being mixt in about equal proportions coagu

lates. This was found true. - .

2. That ſpirit of wine having a little water dropt into it grows hot. This ap

pears distinctly z for a thermometer being put into plain ſpirit of wine grew pre

ſently higher: but being at a stand. it was raiſed an inch higher by mixing a little

water with the ſpirit of wine, in which it stood.

3. That ſyrup of violets having ſpirit of wine dropt in it, turned green. This

did not appear well by candle light, and therefore was left to Dr. PAPIN to examine.

Dr. SLARE alſo took notice of ſeveral curious and uncommon operations men

tioned by Dr. KUNCKEL. *

Mr.

 

_fi_.
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Mr. ASTON reported, that Mr. BOYLE was not willing to paſs any judg

ment on Monſ. KUNCKEL'S book : that he ſeemed glad to ſee controverſies ma

naged by experiments : that the Society had been hitherto making experiments;

till they had done with which, he thought they would not preſcribe to others.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, November 8,

1684', was read, tranſmitting one from Mr. WILLlAM Couz of Bristol to Dr.

P1.0T, dated at Minehead, October 17, 1684, concerning the liquor of a fiſh

staining first green, which afterwards by heat becomes a purple. Mr. Coua's

letter was as follows ":

" rags, which is one oſ the greatest rarities l have met withal. About a month

ſince here was a lady of my acquaintance arrived from Ireland, bound to her

uncle, Sir ROBERT SOUTHWBLL, at King's Weston, who informed me, that

many ladies and perſons of quality do often ſend to a port town (as I remember

Cork) to have their handkerchiefs and other linen marked by one, who under

** stands how to do it. She told me, that it was with a ſmall ſhell-fiſh, in which

** is ſound a humour, that being taken out whilst living, and with a pen or other

wiſe any linen marked with it would yield ſuch a tincture, as never to decay by

often waſhing. Upon which I made experiments of ſeveral ſorts, found on the

" ſnores here (St. Donnets) and tried ſeveral parts of them, but could make no

" thing of it, thinking the matter to lie in thoſe parts, that were of either black,

yellow, or reddiſh colour; but at length, to my admiration, found it in a little

white humour lying incloſed in a ſmall cavity covered with a thin ſkin, which is

of a ſubstance like unto white viſcous phlegm, but ſo thick and ſlimy, that it

" would not, without difficulty, be laid on with a pen; but with a ſmall ſharp

" pointed pencil, made of horſe-hair, I could ma e out of one of the biggest

" ſix or eight large letters. At its laying on it is white, within a minute it turns

" greeniſh, and ſo grows deeper 3 then put out a little while in the ſun turns oſ a

deep red z as that rag, in which are the two first letters of yours and my name,

** and which hath not been waſhed ſince I wrote on it. The other, nullius, &e.

U hath been waſhed in ſcalding water. After you have conſidered them both, you

" may cauſe the first to be boiled and waſhed with ſoap, and yet it will retain the

** colour, first lighter, but never after to decay by often waſhing. I have

" marked ſome handkerchieſs and other fine linen, and find it fairer than on this

*-* coarſe (being what] could get at preſent.) At my return, Gon willing, to

" Bristol, I will ſend you ſome of the ſhells the biggest and ſmallest, and a

" more particular account of it, and in what part it lies. Ihave ſeveral other

'4 things, whichI ſhall ſend you by carrier, among them ſome ofthe figured stones

" found plentiful nigh St. Donnets, which are ſomewhat like the nautilus, and, as

" I remember, much differing from that figured and deſcribed in the history of

U Oxfordſhire; l am ſure ſo much unlike either of the kinds of the nautilus's,

" that they were never ſuch ſhells, and then they must be ofa ſpecies lost, which

" can never be without diſhonour to the great Creator of all. I have ſeen above

'5 tw'enty of them in a ſolid very hard rock, (appearing halk out of the ſuperficies)

* Letter-book, vnl. ix. p. 281. " lbid. p. 251.
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within the breadth , f two feet. But I could not by maſons hired get them out

whole z but on the ſides of the cliff, being climbed by them, they between the

ſhelves of rocks in a marly earth digged many whole ones out for me, ſome

of which I ſhall ſend you. l have not room to communicate the least part of

my obſervations here, and in &Vales. One thingI forget of the ſhells, that

the aſoreſaid tincture ſmells ſo grievouſly fctid, the other parts of the fiſh not ſo,

that it will not come out till ſeveral waſhings, and my fingers have retained the

ſmell afterwaſhing with ſoap, See."

Several patterns of the staining upon linen-rags and papers were ſhewn, both

gFeeln and purple, and lighter coloured, very well agreeing with the account given

O tiem.

lt was ſaid, that Mr. BOYLE took the [hell-fiſh to be the limpit : and Dr. LIS
ſi 'man remarked, that it was ſome of the atramentous kinds, of which formerly uſe

had been made in writing, whereby counterfeiting was rendered very difficult.

Dr. PAPXN ſhewed again the experiments of the last meeting.

He made likewiſe the following report concerning the experiments of the aca

demy De] Cimento referred to him x:
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" Not being able to give the due praiſe to the book of experiments of the Floren

tine academy, nor to its tranſlation, that hath been pur in my hands, Iwill quite

forbear to ſay any thing to that purpoſe : but in obedience to the order or the

Society, [ſhall only obſerve ſome particulars, that might be carried farther,

by help of better instruments, which could not be got by the learned members

of that academy. The first of theſe particulars begins page 22, where is de

ſcribed a very good and ingenious way to diſcover, how tar the air may be

expanded, before it will ceaſe to make a ſenſible effect by its elasticity: and by

three ſeveral trials they find, that when the air is expanded to a ſpace about

200 times greater than its ordinary dilatation, it will no more be ſenſibly elastic.

Nevertheleſs I have a rule'to calculate in the Torricellian experiment, how much

the mercury will be deprest, by the elasticity of any quantity of air, that may

be left at the top of the glaſs-pipe : which rule] have found true, in ſo many
repeated trials, that I don'tctquestion but it will hold alſo, in the preſent caſe:

and by that rule I find, that in a baroſcopc but fifty inches long, and of an

equal bigneſs, ſome quantity of air being left at the top of the mercury, and

expanded zoo times more than uſually it is, ſuch air must depreſs the mer

cury near a ſixth of an inch below its due hight, which is a difference ſenſible

enough, and ſhould have been obſerved by ſuch nice experimenters as thoſe

gentlemen were. This makes me believe, that the baroſcope, which was their

standard in this experiment, had alſo ſome air at the top of the mercury, and

ſo they could not with it diſcover, whether the mercury kept its due hight in

another tube: and indeed it hath been tried in the Society last ſummer, that

ordinary baroſcopes are ſubject to heat and cold, which ſhews, that there is ſome

f Register, vol, vi. p, 194.

_" air
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** air at the top of them. Therefore to perform the deſign of the Florentine

academy, it is neceſſary to make the Torricellian experiment, ſo that there may

be no air above the mercury in the glaſs tube : and I have thought of a way fit

for that purpoſe, which I do the leſs ſcruple to ſubmit to the examination of the

Royal Society, becauſe I believe by the ſame way, the aforementioned defect

of ordinary baroſcopes may be prevented.

AA is a receiver with his great aperture upwards.

BB is_ a plate applied to the ſaid aperture to ſhut it exactly.

CCC is a pipe ſoddered to a hole in the ſaid plate, and teaching to the pneu

" matic engine, ſo that through this pipe the receiver AA may be exhausted.

DD is a glaſs-pipe for a baroſcope having its aperture upwards, and cemented

" in a hole at the bottom of the receiver AA.

" EE is the plate of the pneumatic engine.

" FF is aveſſel full of mercury, included in the receiver' AA.

" GG is a wite paſſing through the hole in the plate BB, without giving any acceſs

** to the outward air, and teaching to a hook fastened to the veſſel FF,ſo that

" lifting up the wite, the veſſel must incline on one ſide, and ſpill its mercury.

** Suppoſing then that the receiver AA hath

been ept exhausted of air for a good while,

that all the particles of air lurking in the mer

cury FF, or sticking to the ſides of the tube

DD, may have time to get away. It is plain

that drawing up the Wire GG, the mercury be

ing ſpilt out ofthe veſſel FF, must fall into the

pipe DD, and ſo fill it exactly without any air

intermixed with it: ſo itſ/remains only to be

. careful not to include any bubble of air, when

we stop the tube with out fingers, for to merit

it, and make the Torticellian experiment :

and by that means, Idon't question, but we

may have a baroſcope not at all ſubject to heat

and cold, and fit to be a true standard in mak

D " ing the experiment attempted in the Florentine

" academy. Thus much I do ſubmit to the

" judgment of the Royal Society, and being ſo tedious upon this ſubject, I ſhal

" keep the rest of the bock for another day."

  

Now'me 19. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Dr. LISTER preſented his edition of JOHAN-NES GOEDARTIUS de Inſhctis, with

his own notes and an appendix Ad historiam am'maEtzm zing/ice, lately printed.

There was alſo a paper read, giving an account of this new edition and its

differenccs from the Engliſh, as I. That it contains another edition of the appen

dix to the history of the animals oſ England, to which are 'added two new plates,

U u 2 with
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with a new deſcription of the genus of the mustulifluoiatiler and the pholas kind.

2. That there are ſubjoined four tables about the beetle kind in England, with

out any deſcription.

Dr. PLOT preſented his book intitled Tclztamen philoſopbicum do' Origine fom'iim,

'which was recommended to be peruſed.

Mr. RlCHARD BEAUMONT, Mr. THOMAS BAKER, Mr. ALEXANDER PiT

JIELD, Mr. TANCRED ROBINSON were elected fellows.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed the quickſilver standing at forty two inches by the help of

water, and very ſubject to fall.

He reported the ſucceſs of his experiments made in conjunction with Dr. KlNG,

of the effects of ſpirit of wine mixed with the ſyrup ofviolets, his account being as

follows 7:

" Having been commanded to give an account of the effect of ſpirit of wine mix

'* ed with ſyrup of Violets, I carried the vial to Dr. ch, that did not perceive

" any other colour but that of the ſyrup much diluted. But for greater ſecurity,

" he took ſome parcels of it, and having tried them with ſpirit of Vitriol, he

" made a very fine purple; and with ſalt of tartar he made a very fine green;

" ſo that it was plain enough, that the ſpirit of wine doth not alter the colour,

** but only dilutes it. Upon this occaſion the doctor would try the ſame mix

" ture with other preparations, not ſo common as the two aforementioned, and he

" found, that tincture of antimony makes a more intenſe green than any ſalt:

'a

* Tincture of steel makes a dark green.

" A strong tincture of tartar doth but dilute like ſpirit of wine.

* Salt of steel doth nothing.

* Volatile ſalts of urine, hartſhorn, or ſal armoniac turn it green."

'A

'a

A committee of five perſons not of the council was nominated and elected by

ballot, according to the statute, to meet that week for auditing the treaſurer's

accounts, viz. Mr. CLUVERUS, Mr. Hooxe, Mr. RICHARD WALLER, Mr.

Paanv, and Mr. Lonwrcx, or any three of them.

Dr. PAHN, upon occaſion of the Florentine experiments, pag. 22, propoſed

a way for filling a barometer ſo, as to be ſure there will be no air left on the top

of it. The manner being Well conſidered of in the draught, he was deſired to

make trial of it at the next meeting.

Dr. PLOT read part of a letter, which he had received from Mr. Coma of Bristol,

dared at Minehead, October 31, 1684 Z, concerning the cincture of the ſhell-fiſh

before mentioned, and mentioning, that the ſhells were to be gathered at neap

tides, after which they livcd a week or more in ſea-water: that the colour at laying
ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 196. t Ibid. p. 290. i

is
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is white, and in leſs than two minutes turns greeniſh, and then more green as ſoon

as it is dry; but being carried out into the ſun, as it begins to grow green, that

colour preſently comes to its hight, and in two or three minutes more becomes of

a dark red, and ſo remains, iſ kept from the ſun or fire.

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN obſerved, that calicoes stained in the Indies have

a filh ſmell; and he ſuppoſed, that being a cold die, it might be capable of great

changes by ſalts.

A letter of Mr. Muscnavr to Mr. Asrou, dated at Oxford, Nov. 7, 1684 *,

and accompanied with an account ofalarge glandulous ſubstance growing between

the pericardium and heart of an ox, as it had been examined at a meeting of the
Philoſophical Society at Oxford o.

Dr. PLOT gave the following account of an experiment made at Oxford. Up

on the 8th inltant the operator being about to prepare tartarum vitriolatum, upon

pouring the dephlegmed ſpirit of Vitriol upon the tartar, in the conflict between

them was conceived a viſible flame; and in the coagulum afterwards there conti

nued a light much like thoſe of the phoſphori, for a great part of that evening -,

and if held to the fire, ſo as to be a little excited for two days after, ſome little

star-like brightneſs would appear up and down, here and there, in the coagulum.

It was deſired, that Dr. PLOT would charge himſelf to be curator for the preu

ceding experiment, and take to his affistance Dr. SLARE and Dr. PAPIN, if their

time permitted.

November 26, Dr. KING preſented to the Society the model of a stone taken out

ofthe bladder of Mr. ADONlRAM BYFIELD, which he had cauſed to be made in

plaister oſ Paris. -

The stone itſelf, when taken out of the body, weighed thirty two Ounces." It

was remarkable, that Mr. BYFIBLD had no pain till two hours before he died.

There was part ofa letter of profeſſor JOHN CHRISTOPHER STURMIUS to Mr.

HAAKe concerning Mr. HALLEY'S hypotheſis of four magnetical poles of the

globe of the earth, which he explained, as if the influxes at the north and ſouth

poles met in the earth like two contrary winds, whereby each inflpx is divided into

two branches. " e

Dr. PLOT read the following letter to himſelfſrom Mr. CHARLES Lercn,who was

then in Lancaſhire with a deſign of writing the natural history of that country " :

" After the tediOUS fatigues of a cold, but ſatisfactory journey in the north, I

" met with both yours at Preston, and ſhall, according to your deſire, give you

" an account of ſome curioſities, which I have obſerved there; but I must confeſs

. N*. 167. p. 860. for January 168;

" lbid. It is printed in the Pbi/a/I Tranſhct.

'n
>.___

I' Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 296

'Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 297. dIbid. p. 301.

" the

BÞ
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the deſcriptions of them, which I have hence ſent you, are not ſo ſull as I could

wiſh them, being forced out of the northern iſlands by the extremity of frost

and ſnow. Ihave, according to my promiſe, taken notice of the generation of

barnacles, the manner oſwhich, as 'tis commonly believed, I look upon to be

very erroneous. lt is ſuppoſed by ſeamen, that when any ſhips come from the

lndies, their veſſels produce ſome unctuous matter, which is the cauſe of bar

nacles, ſor they always obſerve as they come from thence, that an infinite num

ber oſ theſe stick to the ſides of their ſhips. But were this a ſufficient argument

to prove the generation of barnacles after this manner, they might as well inſer,

that oisters and muſcles are generated after the ſame manner z for at the ſame

time that they ſaw thoſe, which they term barnacles, sticking to their ſhips, there

were at the ſame time likewiſe oisters and muſcles hanging at it. That there

tore, which they call a barnacle, l look upon to be a ſhell-fiſh, and not a bird,

for theſe reaſons, Ist, Becauſe, when not covered with water, they immediately

die. zdly, The fleſh and ſmell oſ them is exactly like that oſ fiſhes. 3dly,

That, which reſembles the head and neck of a barnacle, and which by the ſea

men is looked upon to be ſuch, is, I am well ſatisfied, (becauſe it is not joined

to the body) not any ſuch thing. 4thly, Thoſe, which by them are esteemed

wings, are only little claws wound up in ſpiral lines. And lastly, there cannot

any ſeaman ſay, that he eVer ſaw any oſ theſe turn into any kind of bird, and

ſwim in the water; though ſome do confidently affirm, that they have ſeen them

with feathers coloured like thoſe of the barnacles: as for my part, I have not yet

ſeen any ſuch thing, and ſhall therefore, till I do ſee it, think they have better fan

cies than judgments, that affirm it. We have this winter had great number of

caterpillars, in whichI have obſerved this remarkable, and I think new; upon
the cabbages I ſaw a great number oſ ſmall eggs covered with a yellow coſſtton:

theſe in a few days time did all of them turn into young eaterpillars ; the young

caterpillars fastened upon the old one, and in ten little holes above the feet

'crept within her, inſomuch that out of one old caterpillar I took forty two

young ones. I do therefore think, that the old caterpillars are destroyed by their

young ones, ſor wherever] ſound a nest of theſe, I found an old one dead by them.

" In ſeveral apples this winter, though they ſeem to be as ſound as ever 1 ſaw

them in my life, yet in the pippins l have very often ſound a maggot as large

as the pippin itſelf -, and the ſkin of the pippin intirely whole. If all infects

come from an egg, I cannot imagine how this came there, unleſs the egg oſ a

maggot be ſo ſmall, that it can riſe along with thejuice, that nouriſhes the ppin.

I ſhall now give you an account oſ ſome things in the miner-al kingdom: we

have a white marl, which lyes about a yard under the ſoil, and in this an ing

nite number of ſmall ſhells: how theſe ſheils ſhould come from any Other but

the plastic nature of the earth, I cannot imagine, this lying ſo remote from ei

ther rchr or ſGa 'We have likewiſe ſullers earth, tobacco-pipe clay, potters

- Clay, alabaster, tale, plaister oſ Paris, yellow olter, and a black chalk, which, if

put into water, hiſſes more than quick lime. I, have apiece oſ chalk by me,

which was taken out oſthe bla'dder of a hog: it is ſhaped like a muſcchhcu and

is about the ſame bigneſs: under this chalk there are two perſec't ſneils as large as

the chalk-tied together by a ligament. We have roch allum, Vitriol, ſulphur,

2- " (ii-'e
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" diamonds, which are cast up by the moles in A pril; theſe are not to be diſcover

" ed though you dig never ſo deep. We have ſilver ore, lead ore, iron ore, cop

'* per, and ſome copper-ore we. have in our coal-pits. We have waters im

" pregnated with the natrbn, others from iron, ſome with aphronitrum and iron,

'5 which have done very wonderful cures. Some we have ſeen like tincture of

fulphur, ſome which are a little brackiſh, and vomit extremely, ſome which

" by falling upon wood turns into a ſubstance, that rings like a bell. We have

" two ſprings, which petrify, and a water, which comes from white marl, that

*' is lighter than any other by two ounces in a quart. We have likewiſe a water,

" that did not freeze in the great frost, though a standing water: near the last it

** is farther remarkable, that there is an aſcent in the form of a pyramid, upon

" which there is always ſo calm an air, that though there be winds quite round

" about it, yet you may stand with a lighted candle on it. We have likewiſe

" very great varieties in stones, plants, lhells, fiſhes, and accidents, which have

'- here happened to men and women : it would be too tedious to inſert them in this,

** you may therefore expect to hear farther of them in my next."

Mr. Muscanvz ſhewed the copy of a Runic inſcription, which had been found

on a ſont at Bridekerke in Cumberland.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin, Octob. 9, 1684 ',

was read, deſcribing the Connaught worm, ſaid to be the only poiſonous animal,

which is bred in lreland. But, as Mr. MOLYNEUX himſelf ſuppoſed it, itappeared

from the figure to be nothing elſe than a caterpillar very like a ſilk-worm.

Dr. LISTER obſerved, that the remedy uſed by the Iriſh was much like that

against the nurſhro or field-mice: and that naked caterpillars are ſeldom poiſo

nous, but that the hairy ones often are. -

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, Nov. 18,

1684. ', was read, mentioning cubical stones of the golden pyrites,_- found plenti

fully at St. David's in Pembrokeſhire, as at many other places.

This letter contained alſo ſome obſervations made in the diſſection of a woman

at Reading; that a branched stone was found in the left kidney, and in the right

kidney another stone of about the bigneſs of a pigeon's egg, and ſixteen or ſeven

teen more like peaſe or ſmall beans.

Upon occaſion of this and chalk found in a ling's bladder, Dr. LlSTER took

notice, that Dr. PBARSE had found a turbinated stone in the kidney of a woman.

Dr. PAijIN communicated the following remarks on the Florentine expe

riments 3 :

'5 Pag. 43. The book of the Florentine academy ſpeaks of ſeveral ways,

* Ibid. p. 291. It is printed in the Plvil/I ſ Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 300.

Traſſact. N'. 108. p. 876. I Register, vol. vn. p. [97.

a
_" that
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that have been all unſucceſsful, for finding whether, or not, amber will at

tract in vacuo : butI don't question, but by help of the pneumatic engine, the

experiment might be done very well : and the hon. Mr. BOYLE ſays, that he

has ſound already, that amber is electric in varuo, as well as in the open air.

" Pag. 50, are related the experiments of ſounds in warne, made both with a

ſmall bell, and with an organ-pipe: from which they could conclude nothing elſe,

but that either the air has nothing to do in the production of ſounds, or is able

to do it alike in any state. This ill ſucceſs of their experiments I cannot aſcribe

but to the bad condition of their instruments : for I can ſhew very eaſily, both

with a bell, and with an organ-pipe, that the air is neceſſary for the production

of ſounds: and as the air grows thinner, the ſound will grow weaker and

weaker.

** Pag. 53. They find, that the riſing of fluids in ſmall hollow canes ſucceeds in

warm, as in the open air: to which] may add, that even it doth more in 'vacuo :

for if ſuch a cane be ſealed at one end, and its aperture be immerſed in water

in vacuo, preſently the water will riſe up into the ſaid cane; which would not

ſucceed in the open air.

" Pag. 77, is related a trial to meaſure how great the force of rarefaction may

be in water, ſhut up in cloſe veſiels to freeze: this they attempted by a very

difficult and chargeable contrivance, and yet could diſcover nothing: ſo that

I believe it would be a great deal better to try that by the ſame way, by which I

have meaſured the degree of preſſure produced by heat in the digestcr, viz. by

means of a ſmall hole at the top of the veſſel containing the water, which hole

being ſhut outwardly with a valve, and an iron rod bearing upon the center of

the valve, we may hang to the rod as much weight as would be neceſſary to

reſist the force of the freezing water: as has been explained at large, in the

first chapter of the new digester.

" Pag. 107. The increaſe of the ſize ofa braſs ring is ſaid to have amounted

by heat to TZT: which obſervation, I believe, might be uſeful in making

pumps, or any other pipes, that require to be equal all along: for having a

cylinder exactly turned, it would be eaſy to prepare the tubes ſo narrow, that

the cylinder would not enter into them, but eing distended by heat, they

would admit it eaſily: ſo the pipe being afterwards contracted by cold would

apply itſelf very cloſe to the cylinder every where, and ſo become very

equal and good. The greatest difficulty would be in taking out the cylinder; but

this inconvenience might be prevented, by making the cylinder out of four ſe

veral pieces : or by ſome other way. '

u This is all I have been able to obſerve, that might be carried farther. And]

am ready to ſet upon any of theſe particulars, that the Royal Society will com

mand me.

** I have carried to the hon. Mr. BOYLE the mixture of ſyrup of Violets and

ſpirit of wine, that was put in my hands to examine, whether the heat would

alter its colour; and having tried it, as Mr. BOYLE thought best, he did not

find any ſenſible alteration in it.

2 " I have
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W I have alſo attempted to fill a glaſs-tube with dry mercury, without any air

" intermixed With it; but l have.tound it a great deal more difficult than I

" thought: and although I have not effected it, as well as I could wi h, I hope * '

" the difference between my baroſcope and the ordinary ones will be ſound great

" enough, that people may judge, that with a little more time and better mer

" cury a baroſcope might be made, not at all ſenſible of heat or cold."_

Now. 29, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN vice-preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Dr. LlSTER

Mr. COLWALI. Dr. PLOT

Mr. HlLL Dr. AGLlONBY

Dr. GREW Mr. ASTON.

Mr. FLAMSTEAD

A committee was nominated for auditing the treaſurer's accounts conſisting of Sir

JOHN Hosvas, Mr. COLWALL, Dr. LISTER, Dr. AGLIONBY, and Mr.AST0N.

HANS SLOANE, M. D. was propoſed as a candidate and approved.

It was ordered, that Dr. PLOT ſhould have a gratuiſſry preſented to him; but

the ſum was not determined till the treaſurer's accounts were audited.

December I, being Monday, St. Andrew's day falling this year on Sunday, Sir

JOHN HOSKYNS too the chair.

HENRY Earl ofClarendon was elected and admitted a member.

Mr. PITFIELD, Mr. BEAUMONT, and Mr. MUSGRAVE Were likewiſe admitted

members. *

The ſcrutators being drawn, Mr. HALLEY and Mr. AUlIREY, the Society pro

ceeded to the election, and retained of the old council

Sir CYRIL WYCHE * z -_ 'Mr. HALLEY

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS _ ' Mr. HENSHAW

GEORGE Earl of' Berkley _ _ ' Mr. H-lLL

Sir JOSEPH WILLlAMSON -r Dr. LISTER

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN Mr. ASTON.

Mr. COLWALL

Then were choſen out of the-Society the following ten perſons to complete the

new council : ' >

HENRY Duke of Norfolk . Mr. CREED

HENRY Earl of Clarendon Dr.SLARE

Mr. PBPYS Mr. RICHARD WALLER

Sir ANTHONY DEAN Mr. MUSGRAVE

Mr. EVELYN Mr.HO0KE..
VOL. IV. ' X x _ ct SAMUi-zi1
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SAMUEL PEPYS was then choſen preſident by'twenty nine ſuffrages out oſ

thirty nine:

Mr. HiLL treaſurer:

Nlr. ASTON

The Duke of Norfolk and Earl of Clarendon were ſworn of the council. _

Between this and the last anniverſary election died two very eminent members

ofthe Society, the Lord Viſcount BROUNCKER and Dr. CROUNE.

WILLiAM BROUNCKER, Viſcount BROUNCKER of Castle Lyons in the king

dom of lreland, was grandſon of- Sir HENRY BROUNCKER, Lord Preſident of

Munster in that kingdom, by ANNE his wife, ſister of HENRY Lord Morley;

and was ſon ofSir WILLIAM BROUNcKER, _ Knt. _ by VVtNEFRID daughter of DA

NlEL LEKGH, Eſq; of Newenham'-in Warwickſhite; which Sir WILLIAM had

been Commiſi'ary General of the musters in the expedition against the Scors in

1639, and afterwards of the privy chamber to King CHARLES I. and Vice-cham

berlain to CHARLES Prince of Wales, and was advanced to the rank of a Viſcount

in lreland, under the title of Viſcount BROUNCKER of Castle-Lyons, Sept. 12,

1645 ; but did not long enjoy that! honour, dying at Wadham Collegc in Oxford,

about the middle of Novcmber following, being interred on the zoth of the ſaid

month in the cathedral of Christ-Church in that univerſity, where a monument is

erected to him h. His eldest ſonWlLLIAM was born about the year 1620 ', and

having received an excellent education diſcovered an early genius for mathematics,

in which he afterwards became very eminent. He was created doctor of phy

ſic in the univerſity of Oxford, June 23d 1646 ". In the years 1657 and 1658

he was engaged in a correſpondence oſ letters on mathematical ſubjects with

Dr. JOHN WALLIS, who publiſhed them in his Commera'um Epzstolimm, printed

at Oxford in 1658, in 4t0. His own as well as his father's loyalty to the Royal

Family naving oeen constant, he with others of the nobility and gentry, who had

'adhered to King CHARLES I. in and about London, ſigned the remarkable decla

ration publiſhed in April 1660 '. After the restoration he was made Chancellor

to the (lueen conſort, and one of the Commiffioners of the navy. He was

one of thoſe great men, who first formed the Royal Society, and by the char

ter of July 15th, 1662, and that of April 22d, 166 3, was appointed the first pre

ſident of it; which office he held with great advantage to the Society, and honour

to himſelf till the anniverſary election, Novcmber 30, 1677. Beſides the offices

mentioned above, he was master of the hoſpital of St. Catharine's near the Tower

of London; his right to which post was, after a long contest between him and

Sir ROBERT ATKYNS, one of the Judges,.determined in his favour in Novcmber

1681. He died at his houſe in St. James's-street in Westminister, April 5, 1684,

at the age of ſixty four, and was interred on the l4th of that month in the middle

of the choir of the church of St. Catharine's -, and was ſucceeded in his honour by

his younger brother, HENRY, who died'in January 1687.

l Woon FastiOxon. vol. ii. col. 25. 'i Id. col. 56.

Woon ſays, that he was about twenty five JKLNNtT's regilter and chronicle, p. izo_12]_

years old nt his father's death m 1645. - VVlLLAM
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WILLlAM CROUNE m, M. D. was a native of London, and educated in the uni

verſity of Cambridge, being entered penſioner of Emanuel-college, May 13, 1647,

where he took the degree of bachelor of arts in 1650, the year following was

elected fellow of that college, and commenced master of arts in 1 654. On the 8th of

June, 1659, he was choſen profeſſor of rhetoric in Greſham-college ". Upon his ſet

tlement there he became a zealous promoter of the institution of the Royal Society,

which aſſembled in that college; and at their first meeting, when formed into a re

gular body, Novcmber 28, 1660, he, though abſent, was appointed their register *

for taking the minutes of what paſſed at their meetings ; which he continued to do

till their charter was paſſed, by which Dr. VVLLKLNS and Mr. OLDENBURG were

nominated joint-ſecretaries. ln 1662 he was created doctor of phyſic by the uni

verſity of Cambridge, in purſuance of the King's mandate, dared October 7, and

read there on the 16th ot that month P. On the zoth of May, 1663, he was

choſen one of the first fellows of the Royal Society, after the grant of their ſecond

charter, and frequently afterwards into the council. June 2 5th the ſame year, he

was admitted candidate of the College of Phyſicians. In 1665 he travelled into

France, where he contracted an acquaintance with ſeveral learned and eminent

men. ln 1670 he was choſen lecturer of anatomy at Surgeons-hall, by the recom

mendation of Sir CHARLes SCARBURGH, who reſigned that office on the 28th of

August, after having read on the muſcles there one and twenty years. Dr.

CROUNE held this lecture till his death, but on the 2 Ist of October that year, 1670,

reſigned his profeſſorſhip in Greſham-college, with a view probably of marrying,

which was inconſistent with the holding of it : for he ſoon after married Mary,

the daughter of JOHN LORlMER of London, Eſq. In the years 1674 and 1675

he read the them) oſ maſru/ar motion in the theatre at Surgeons-hallq; an abstract

of which was afterwards publiſhed by MnHooxe in his Pbiloſopbical Cal."ectiom '.

July 29, 1675 he was admitted a fellow of the College of Phyſicians, after he

had waited for a vacancy above twelve 'years from the time of his being a candi

date. His abilities in his profeſſion as a phyſician brought him into very conſi
derable practice in the latter part of his life, ib that the loiſis of him was much re

gretted by the citizens of London. He died of a fever, October 12, 1684 r,

and was interred in the church of St. Mildred'in the Poultry, in a vault of the

LORIMER family, under the communion-table; his funeral ſermon being preache

ed on the 2 gd of that month by Mr. (afterwards Dr.) JOHN SCOT, then

rector of St. Peter the poor. In this ſermon, which was printed the ſame year

at London in 4to, Dr. CROUNE'S character is repreſented at large, and he is de

ſcribed as not am) a friend, but an armmmt to tbe whole rate of mankind z a general

ſcholar, an accurate linguist, an acute mathematician, a well-read historian, and

a proſound philoſopher; eminent for his generoſity and charity; amiable in his

temper, prudent in his conduct, cliearful and facetious in his converſation, and

poſſeſſed of a just ſenſe of the duties of religion. He left a plan of two lectures,

I' So his name is ſpelt by him in his last will; 0 See ahow, vol. i. p. 4.

but he ſometimes wrote it Canon's. In printed P Biſhop KENNar's rcgister and chronicle, p.

books it is ſpelt variouſly, Cum-r, CROON, 791.

Caoux, CRONE, Caooxr, and CROUNE. I Dr. Warm ubi ſupra, p. 320, 321.

1' Dr. Wnao's lives of the proſeſſors of Gre- ' N'. 2. ſect. 8 p. 22.

strain-college, p. 320. ' Dr. WARD. p. 321.

X x 2 , which
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which he deſigned to havelfounded, one of a lecture to be read in Latin on three

ſeveral days at the College of Phyſicians, before the members of the college, upon

the nerves and brain, with a ſermon to be preached at the church of St. Mary Le

Bow: the other of a lecture to be yearly at the Royal Society upon the nature

and laws of muſcular motion. This and other public deſigns of his were exe

cuted by his widow, who, after his death, married Sir EDWlN SADLElR, Bart.

and the lecture at the Royal Society Was begun in December 17 3 8, by

ALEXANDER STUART, M. D. phyſician to her late Majesty, Queen CARO

LINE: but the circumstances of the legacy for the ſupport of the lecture in

the College of Phyſicians, and of the ſermon, prevented them from taking

place till 1749, when the lecture was read on the 14th, 15th, and 16th of Sep

tember by THOMAS LAURENCE, M. D. ', and the ſermon preached on Monday

the 18th by the writer of this history ".

December 3, Sir JOHN HOSK'YNS in the chair.

A

Part of a letter of Mr. LEWENHOECK, dated at Delft, July- 25, 1684, was read,

concerning the parts of the brain of ſeveral animals, the chalk stones ot the gout,

the leproſy, and the ſcales of eels '. The latter part of this letter was reſerved for

the next meeting.

A letter of Mr. THOMAS Morvnnux to Mr. HAAK, dated at Leyden, No

vember 20, 1684, N. S. 7, was read, containing an account of ſome new anato

mical difcoveries of Monſ DU VERNEY at Paris, who judged the veſiculz ſemi

nales not to be repoſitories of the ſemen, becauſe they are ſometimes full, though

they do not communicate with the vaſa deferentia : that whether they be

double or treble, the inſertions into the urethra are distinct from the deferentia,

'&c. : That, beſides the ordinary prostatae, he had obſerved in ſome,beasts, at the

'root of the penis, tWO other glands, compoſed of ſeveral acini, very hard and

firm, which ſend ſingle ducts into the urethra. Theſe he called prostat-zsttccezztu

riate, and ſuppoſed to be of the ſame uſe with the true prostat-r; becauſe ſome ani

mals have no other than them.

Dr. TYSON was deſired to report what he could find 'of theſe diſcoveries, and

one of the ſecretaries was ordered to give him a copy of Mr. THOMAS MOLY

Nizux's letter. -

* He continued to read this lecture till 1756,

when he was ſucceeded by MARK AKENSIDE,

M. D.

'1 The ſucceeding preachers were

1750. VViLLlAM STUKELEY, M. D. fellow

of the College of Phyſicians, and of the Royal

Society; whoſe ſermon is printed.

1751. STEPHEN Hares, D. D. F. R. S. whoſe

ſermon is printed.

1752. THOMAS CHURCH, D.D. whoſe ſer

mon is printed.

'753. EDWARD VERNON, D. D. F.R. S.

rector of St. George's Bloomsbury, whoſe ſer

mon is printed.

1754. Curs BARTON, M. A. rector of St.

Andrew's Holborn, whoſe ſermon is in print.

175;. James Townrny, B. D. rector of St.

Bennet's Grace Church.

'756. JAMES KrLNER, M. A. rector oſLex

den near Colchester, Eſſex.

'l lt is printed in the Pbilq/I Trarz/Zzct. No. '68.

p. 883. for February, 1682'.

7 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 304..

A Latin
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A Latin letter of Mr. Joim DAVIS, minister of Leake in Nottinghamſhire'

- e
to Mr. ASTON, dated there, November 26, 1684 ', was read, concerning th

ſipbo IJ/irtembergiffls, ſio: ſipbo i'werſzu, cruribus requealti: fluens et refluem. He

mentioned, that he could perlorm ſome effect like this with a ſiphon and ſome

other additions of his own, which he did not diſcover. The ſecretary was order

ed toreturn an anſwerflto him.

Aletter of Mr. WILLIAN MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin, No

vember 25, 1684. *, was read, ternal-king, that the Connaught worm, mentioned

at the laſt meeting, was the elephant caterpillar of GOEDARTIUS, N', 125 : that

he was convinced that Lough Ncagh stone, well calcined applies strongly to the

magnet: that Sir WiLLiAM PETTY's ſhip was launched on Michaelmas day,
drawing fifty inches before, and forty abatſit ; and that ſhe bore her mast without

any ballast. '

This letter accompanied a copy oſ the minutes of the Dublin Society from

October 6 to November 24., incluſive z which were as follow b :

" Octab. 6, 1684.. we first met after our adjournment, but few being preſent

* nothing was done.-

" Octclz. 13. We had no meeting of the Society, but there was a meeting

about the building of the ſluice veſſel.

" Octoþ. 20. The minutes of the Oxford Society from to were read

and conſidered. A letter from Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX at Leydcn was read,

which gave an account of a curious movement ſhewed to him by Monſ.

" HUYGENS at the Hague, in his own cloſet : it ſhewed the month, day, hour,

* and minute, with the posture of all the planets correſponding, and by a key it

was to be ſet to any time past or future. The ſame letter gave an account

" oſ his ſeeing the whole contrivance of the ſame ingenious perſon's astroſcopia

" compendiaria.

o'

' '

o

l r

" Octab. 27. Nothing paſſed but ſome orders about the method of our ap

" proaching election. -

" Noe. 1. This being All-Saints day, our anniverſary day of election, we

" proceeded therein according to the method of the Royal Society of London.

" Sir WILLlAM PETTY, Knt. was choſen preſident, 'WiLLiAM MOLYNEUX,

** Eſq; ſecretary, and W'ILLiAM PLEDALL, Eſq; treaſurer.

" Nav. 3. Sir WILLlAM PETTY, our new preſident, brought in a paper oſad

" vertiſements to the Dublin Society, containing ſome ropoſals for modelling our

" future progreſs. Theſe were ſo well approved of, that they were readily

fflzqſi, w

I Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 312.

5 lbid. p. 307.

' Letter-hook, vo] ix. p. 305. An extract oſ

it is printed in the Pbi/qſi Trazz/Zict. N'. 167. p.

846. ' _ ' .

" ſub
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ſubmitted to by the whole company. At this meeting the hon. Sir CYRiL

WYCHE, Knt. principal Secretary to the Lord Lieutenant, and preſident of

the Royal Society, was pleaſed to be admitted into our Society z and ſo like

wiſe was Sir ROBERT REDDING, Bart. one of the council of the ſaid Society

Royal. Mr. &T. Gzonca ASHE read a diſcourſe concerning the ſquaring of

the circle, &e. not offering therein to do it, but endeavouring to demon

strate it poſſible; and likewiſe a diſcourſe, whether any real advantages or

compendiums in mathematics might be expected therefrom, if effected. The

reſidue of this diſcourſe he promiſes at the next meeting. Dr. MULLEN gave

an account of the following experiments : The expreſſed juice of a Connaught

worm given to a dog did no perceivable harm; but another dog, who had

taken the ſkin, was ſound dead two days after. The root offi/z'pezzdula azuatira

cirm'm far/'e given to a dog, killed him in three days. A ſalt taken from a

ground conſisting of earth and ſea>ſand coagulated milk, yet could not be

crystalliſed. He alſo produced a stone, ſaid to be an elf dart, but it was

agreed to be nothing but the head of an arrow, or ſpear of the antients. He

ſhewed likewiſe a stone curiouſly reſembling a wrought button -, as alſo a ſmall

stone, that moves being put into Vinegar, by reaſon of the little bubbles on

which it ſlides, which ariſe from the luctation between it and the acid.

" Nov. IO. A letter was read from Mr. Muscnavs, containing the minutes

of the Oxford Society from to October 21, incluſive. Our preſident

was pleaſed to expatiate upon ſeveral heads he lately preſented us for our future

regulation. Mr. MOLYNEUX ſhewed the company an experiment in hydro

statics, tending to the reſolution of an hydrostatical problem propoſed to him.

A letter was read from RICHARD BULKELEY, Eſq; at Old-Baun containing
the deſcription of a machine lately contrived by him, for registering the forſice

of the wind. Mr. SMiTH read a diſcourſe De Aizgzzlo comam. He pro

poſed alſo, that ſome queries 'may be given to him, relating to the petrifying of

Lough Neagh; for that ſudden] he intended a journey down there. Mr.

MOLYNLUX promiſed to draw up stdme queries. Dr. MULLBN gave an account

of the following experiment: A vintner in this town being troubled with a con

ſumption, complained much of atroublein the left ſide of his thorax, and would

often, with ſome confidence and perſuaſion, aſſert, that he was ſure he ſhould

do well enough, could the thorax be opened, and a certain piece of his lungs

be cut out with impunity. But this deſperate remedy was not hearkened to

by any one; ſo the ſick man died. Notwithstanding Dr. MULLLN reſolved

to try the experiment on a dog, and opening his thorax he cut off from one

lobe of his lungs a piece' three inches long and two broad, and making a li

gature to hinder the eſſuſion of blood, he cloſed the wound. The dog reco

vered perfectly well, and ſhewed no manner of want of what he had lost.

About ſix months after, the doctor hanged the dog, and opening him, found

the end of the lobe, where the wound was made, firmly united to the inter

costal muſcles, where the thorax was opened, and the thread, that made the

ligature, was vaniſhed, and ſuppoſed diſcharged at the wound in the breast.

" Nov. 17. A letter was read from Mr. BULKELEY at Old-Baun, containing

A 1 U [he
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U the deſcription of a pump, contrived by him for ſhips : it is moved by the

" wind, and ſo requires no hands from other work in the ſhip. An account of

** ſome obſervables in the body of a woman, lately dying with ſome odd ſym

" ptoms, as taken by Mr. TULLERSON in the preſence of ſome phyſicians, was

" read. Dr. MULLEN preſented an hexagonal piece of rock-crystal from the

** county of Kerry, where they are found in great plenty, and all curiouſly ſi

" gured in this ſhape. Mr. ASHE finiſhed his diſcourſe concerning the advan

" tages, that may be eitpected from the ſquaring the circle, doubling the cube,

'Ft &e. which he thought ſufficiently attained for all uſes by the approximations

" and mechanical methods already known.

" No-v. 24. Aletter was read from Mr. ASTON, F.R.S. It informed us of

" a contest between KUNCKELIUS and Dr. VOlGHT, whether common ſpirit of

*' wine be acid or oleous ; and ofa letter from STURMIUS about Mr. HALLEY's

" hyp0theſis of the magnetical poles. A letter was read from Mr. MusoRAva

U giving an account of a large preternatural glandulous ſubstance, growing be

U tween the pericardium and heart of an ox. Ordered, that the thanks of this

** Society be returned to Mr. MUSGRAVE for his extraordinary communication.

U Sir WILIJAM PETTY, our preſident, brought in a paper of ſixty three miſcel

" laneous experiments to be proſecuted by this Society. Mr. KING read an ac

* curate and uſeful diſcourſe of the bogs and loughs of Ireland, ſhewing their ori

" gin, and the ways and methods for reducing them to profitable land. A

" paper of queries relating to the pedifying of Lough Neagh, as drawn by Mr.

" MOLYNEUX, was read, and committed to the care of Mr. SMITH, who ſud

" denly intends ajourney down thither. Sir ROBERT REDDING gave an account

" of the ſucceſs of an experiment in the Royal Society for altering the verticity of

" a needle by pulvis fulminans."

'\

Dr. PAPlN brought in a draught of the manner oſ casting medals in vacua, as

follows * :

** The art of casting metals is ſo uſeful in the world, that I hope the Royal

" Society will not diſlike my endeavours to improve it by the following con

" trivance.

*' AA is' a reeeiver, the great aperture of which is applied to the pneumatic

" engine. '

" CC is a funnel, the ſhank whereof is ſoddered in a hole at the top of the re

" ceiver AA, and reacheth into a little veſſel DD, included in the receive:

" AA. .

" DD is a little veſſel to receive the melted metal from the funnel CC, and to let

" it out through the hole E.

" FF is the mold to receive the melted metal from the hole E.

i' BB is the plate of the pneumatic engine.

f Register, vol. 6. p. zoo.

'5 The
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" The ſhank of the funnel CC, ought to be stopt

a with wax or cement, and the receiver being well ex

U hausted ofair, the melted metal is to be poured quick

** ly into the funnel CC, ſo it will melt the wax, and run

U into the veſſel DD, and falling through the hole E it

U will fill the mold FF. Then the outward air following

" the metal immediately, will preſs it into the mold with

" ſuch a force, that it must take the impreſſion of any

" little stroke that is printed therein better much than if

" the mold had not been exhausted of air. I have there

U ſore cast two medals, one in the open air, and the

** other in varuo, and I find much difference between

U them : becauſe that in the open air is ſmooth, and the

" strokes of the relievo are roundiſh and blunt: but the

" medal cast in vacua hath its strokes ſharper, and the

- U metal hath been ſo cloſe applied to the ſandy mold,

V that it hath taken the impreſſion of the roughneſs of

" the ſand, as may be ſeen in the medals I have brought

U with me. It was receſſary to receive the metal from

t! the ſunne] in a cloſe veſſel as DD: becauſe if' it ſhould

d N fall from the funnel directly into the mold, being

" driven by the whole preſſure of the armoſ here, it would fly about with a great

" violence, and might do iome milehie . If the Society pleaſeth to give me

't directions to follow this experiment, I hope it will prove uſeful on many

" occaſions."

  

 

He was ordered at the next meeting to make the trial.

Mr. BAILEY preſented, in the name of Mr. NICHOLAS WAH'E, a piece of

the aſbestus linen, which had been burnt before the Society.

Mr. BAILEY preſented likewiſe a pair of aChineſe woman's ſhoes, with a picce

oſ Calambo wood.

Mr. HOUGHTON ſhewed a very ſmall and very big walnut, both perfect 5 which

were ordered to be meaſured.

The ſecretaries were ordered to wait upon the new preſident in the 'Society*s

name.

Decem. 10, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

Sir ANTHONY Dean Dr. LlSTER

Mi. HENSHAW Mr. Hooxe

Mr.lIILL Mr. HALLEY

Dr. GALE Mr. RICHARD WALLER

Mr. CREED Mr. ASTON

Dr. SLARE Mr. MUSGRAVE.

Mr. MEREDlTl-l

I THE
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The preſident was ſworn, and ſuch of the council 'preſent as had not taken

their oaths.

The treaſurer's account being not yet audited, a committee was named for that

purpoſe, conſisting of the preſident, Sir JOHN Hosxvns, Mr. COLWALL, Dr.

LISTER, and Mr. ASTON. - '

At a meeting of the SOCUZTY on the ſame day, SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

in the chair.

The Society having received the ictute of Sir JOSEPH WlLLIAMSON, former

ly their preſident, ordered it to be p aced in their meeting room, and deſired Mr.

HILL and Dr. GALE to wait upon him with their thanks.

A letter from Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. Asrou'I was read, mentioning, that

Monſ. FREMONT D'ABLANCOURT had written to him, that he had ſeen theſe two

experiments : I. That ſpirit of wine burning with a flame, the flame caught in

fit veſſels would leave about half the quantity ofa water almost inſipid, but having

a faint peppery taste in the throat. 2. The blood or milk, by different expo

ſitions to the air, and different impreſſions from the air, would appear ſometimes

red, and at other times green.

Dr. PAPJN remarked, that theſe experiments had been often tried.

A letter from Monſ. FREMONT D'ABLANCOURT to Mr. ASTON, dated at Pa

ris December 20, 1684, N. S. ', was read, expreſſing his acknowledgments to

the Society for the honour of his election into it, and offering to promote the ends

of it, as he ſhould bedirected.

The ſecretary was ordered this letter, and to deſire Monſ. n'ABLANCOURT

to write ſometimes to the Society.

The minutes of the Dublin Society from October 6 to Novcmber 24, 1684.,

were read; and upon the mention in them of a paper of advertiſements of Sir

VViLLMM PETTY for regulating and modelling the future progreſs of that Socie

ty, the ſecretary was ordered to deſire a communication of it.

There being likewiſe mentioned an engine to ſhew the force of the wind, and a

ſea-pump to go with the wind, it was likewiſe deſired to know the ſucceſs upon

their trials.

With regard to the cutting off a piece of the lungs, Mr. Mvsanve obſerved,

that this had been done about fix years before by Mr. FRY a chirurgeon at

Oxford. .

* Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 316. '4 lbid. p. 317.

Vot. IV. Qystal
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crystals oſ an hexagonal figure being mentioned to be found in the county oſ

Kerry, Dr. LlSTER ſaid, that he conceived, that most ſorts of stones had their

peculiar crystals belonging to them, and that he had ſeen eleven or twelve ſorts

diverſely figured. He was deſired to give an account of the ſhapes of ſuch as

he had obſerved. '

A aper about draining bogs being mentioned, Mr. PACKER remarked,

that he had been informed oſ one way now uſed, which was by digging all the

peat in a canal -, and that by this way a bog was ſaid to have ſunk thirty feet.

Upon mentioning ſixty three miſcellaneous experiments propoſed by Sir VVIL

'LiAM PETTY as deſiricrata, apaper containing them, which had lately been printed

at Dublin, was read, and being ver well approved oſ, was ordered to be reprinted

here, in order that the. members o the Society might have copies, and COHlldCſ of

ſthe particulars, which they would chooſe to examine. '

' The preſident ſelected thoſe more immediately relating to navigation.

' Dr. PAPIN gave the following aCCount oſ the book, intitled H-pbo War

'Iemþergicus ' :

** The account l can give of the book called Sypba Wartemþergicus, is, that

U it doth romiſe very great and extraordinary things, viz. 1. That a ſyphon

" will work with equal legs. zdly. That it will work, though neither of its

"A apertures are quite under water. 3dly, That after a long dry weather, when

V, the water comes again to the ſyphon, it will begin again to work without any

'* attraction, preſſion, or rareſaction' of any engine: and Mr.DAst writes, that

" he hath done the ſame effects : ſo that I must not question the truth of the thing,

U although Idon't well conceive how it may be performed. Nevertheleſs, I have

" fulfilled all their conditions, by filling the ſyphon with long pieces of flanne] ; but

" the effect is very ſlow, and far from reaching to the hight theſe gentlemen pretend

" to. Ican alſo perform all the effects deſcribed in the book, by putting two ſy

ff phons within one another; but then it will be more chargeable than an ordinary

"' ſyphon, and of no advantage, which yet theſe. gentlemen affirm to be great in

a their invention : ſo I cannot pretend to have made the diſcovery of their ſecret.

" Neverthcleſs, if the Royal Society thinks it worth while, to ſee what [have done

" about it, I will perfect it a little more, and bring it hither : it may perhaps

"' give better thoughts to ſome body elſe."

Dr. PAPlN was ordered to ſhew at the next meeting what he could do in this

experiment.

£He_proſecuted likewiſe the experiment oſ casting medals in z-arua *. his account

oſ which was as follows 3 :

ſ Regiſler-book, vol. vi. p. 201. ' l Ibid. p. 202.
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" By proſecuting the experiment of casting in mould in vacuo, I have found the

'* way given in the last week liable to an inconvenience, *viz. That the metal

" being driven into the little veſſel with great violence, will fly in drops, ſome

" of which may fall through the great hole into the mold, and ſo ſometimes

" ſpoil it. I have therefore tried to receive the melted metal, that comes from

" without, in a ſmall crucible full of the ſame melted metal, from whence it runs

*" gently into the mold: ſo l may try at preſent the difference between metal cast

** in vatuo, or in the open air, upon a ſmooth plate: for if the metal, cast in 'va

" am, will take the ſmoothneſs oſ the plate, as well as it takes the roughneſs of

" the ſand, that may be uſeful for casting ſeveral works, that require to-*be

-- poliſhed."

In performing this experiment. ſome of the lead running over, and falling upon

the ſide of the glaſs-receiver, broke it. Upon which it was ordered, that the ex

periment ſhould be again made at the neXt meeting.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed the draught of a new level invented by himſelf, which, he

ſaid, exceeded all thoſe lately mentioned in the book publiſhed by Monſ. DE LA

HlRE.

- It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT take directions from Mr. Hooxe for the

making that level against the next meeting, that it might be then tried.

Mr. HALLEY gave an account, that he had lately ſeen Mr. NEWTON at Cam

bridge, who had ſhewed him a curious treatiſe, De Motu; which, upon Mr.

HALLEY's deſire, was, he ſaid, promiſed to be ſent to the Society to be entered

upon their register.

Mr. HALLEY was deſired to put Mr. New-row in mind oſth promiſe for the

ſecuring his invention to himſelf till ſuch time as he could be at leiſure to publiſh it.

Mr. PAGET was deſired tojoin with Mr. HALLEY.

December 17. It being queried what might be the difference between crystal and

Bristol stones, Dr. LISTER ſaid, one difference might be, that crystals strike fire

and Bristol stones do not. >

U on mentioning the level ordered to be made at the last meeting, Mr. Hooxa

ſaid, that, instead of that, which would only have been for a trial, he would'

cauſe an exact one to be made in braſs, which ſhould be brought to the Society.

Sir ANTHONY DEAN gave an account, that Sir VViLLrAM PETTY had ſent

over a challenge or wager in fifteen propoſitions, wherein were aſſerted the virtues

of the ſluice-bottomed veſſels beyond any veſſels of the common make. To this

challenge Sll'ANTHONY DE AN produced an anſwer in writing, ſigned by himſelf and

Mr. PEPYS 5 : which being read, was found to contain the conditions of the ſeveral

l The preſident of the Royal Society. -

Y y 2 wagers,
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wagers, and the ſums offered to be laid upon each propoſition. This, Sir AN

THONY ſaid, was not done out oſ any enmity to Sir WlLLlAM PETTY, for whom

he had a great esteem; but that Sir WlLLIAM might be provoked to a full proof

of his aſſertions, which Would not fail to produce many good experiments.

A copy ofthis paper was deſired, which Sir ANTHONY Da AN promiſed to per

mit it to be taken, as ſoon as the paper could be ſpared. '

Mr. Hooxz read a paper of obſervations concerning Dr, Vossws's late book h;

and upon this occaſion mentioned ſome reaſons, why the moon had no at

moſphere.

Dr. GALE took notice, that Dr. Vossrus had ſaid, that JULIUS AFRlCANl'S

made mention of ignis Grzecus compounded of ſal foſiile, ſulphur vivum, and

pulvis pyritis, instead of charcoal. He deſired therefore, that the manuſcript

in the Baroccian library at Oxford might be examined in this particular, to the end

it might be known, whether it be the first Jvuus AFRICANUS, who was con

temporary with ORIGEN, or ſome one later.

Mr. AUBREY related an obſervation made by colonel JOHN WlNDHAM, about

the different hight ofthe barometer in the cathedral of Saliſbury : that the steeple

is 404. feet high: that the weather-door of the cathedral is 42 80 inches : and that

the mercury ſubſided in that hight Pea,- of an inch.

Mr. Musanvz read a letter to himſelf from Mr. JOHN BALLARD i, dared at

Oxford, December 10, 1684", mentioning the trial made there of ſome of the ex

periments of Monſ. KUNCKEL: which letter was as follows: -

" Our preſident being returned, we had again yesterday a meeting, where we

" had read this account Mr. DES-MESTERS gave me of thoſe experiments of

" KUNCKEL'S, Mr. ASTON mentioned in a letter a little before, wherein ſome

" things ſeemed not a little ſurpriſing, as that in s the 3d, which ſhews a meer al

" kali does coagulate, and in s the 6th, where the ſublimate ſa-l armoniaci encreaſes

** coagulation. As to the colour of ſyrup ofviolets, mixt with ſpirit of wine, it was

" thought impoſſible there could be any judgment made of it in that trial, which

" Mr. ASTON ſays was made but by candlelight. As to the ſenſible heat of wa

" ter and ſpirit of wine mixt, we cannot conclude from what DES-MESTERS here

" ſays, but that it may be true, ſince certainly the perceiving ſo nice a warmth

" by the hand must very much depend upon the temper the hand at that time is in,

" which, if colder than ordinary, feels an heat in a luke-warm liquor; if very

U warm itſelf, feels that very ſame liquor ſenſibly cold. We in recompence for

'* your handkerchief have ſent you a piece of paper of the ſame matter. It was

*' preſented us by Mr. LLOYD (the register of the laboratory beneath) who at

" tending to what paſſed among us about the abestus, and having received ſince

5 Varix Olſma'iona, printed at London, of phyſic.

'685. in no. f Letter-book, Vol, ix. p. 327.

_5 Of New-College, Oxford, afterwards doctor

" ſome
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U ſomequantity of it from the iſle of Angleſey, he pounded ſome of it in a m0r

U tar, which the paper maker mixing with water in his trough, took up like

U common papers, and the linteous parts ran eaſily together on the instrument like

U other paper, only the weight of this lint cauſing it quickly to ſubſide, forced

U them to often stir it, and be very nimble in their taking it up. It might, (it is

U thought) if to any purpoſe, be made much finer and whiter, but being ſo very

U brittle before, and much more ſo after burning, it is ſcarce likely to be of any

ctU uſe. As to the stone you ſpeak of, Dr. WALLlS thinks to have ſeen the very

*' stone, which it true, he ſays, it was taken out of the father of Mr. ADONiRAM

U BYFlELD, and not our of himſelf; and that he lived with great pain till the

U day ſevennight after the falling down of the stone into the bottom of his black'

U der, and did not die, as you ſay, within two hours, He ſays the stone had

U another looſe in a cavity within it, like what we call eagle-stones, and that af

U terward, being broken by an accidental fall, diſcovered its contexture, which

U was very hollow, ſpungy and light, &c." '

Mr. Musoaava read alſo a particular account of the trials male by Mr. DBS

Mzsrms upon occaſion of the forementioned experiments found in Monſ.

KUNCKEL : which account was as follows ':

U Mr. ASTON in his letter, dated November I 3, 1684, making mention of

U the trial of ſome exPeriments found in KUNCKBL, viz. That ſ irit of wine and

U ſyrup of Violets make a green: That ſpirit of wine and mil in equal parts

U curdle: That a few drops of water and ſpirit of wine heat perceptibly; it was

U ordered, that the ſame experiments ſhould be tried here, which was done in the

U following method:

U r. We mixt ſpirit of wine with ſyrup of violets, but found no other change

U in the colour, than that the ſyrup became of a paler blue upon its being di

U luted by the ſpirit of wine; there being not the least change toward a green

U as Mr. ASTON obſerved.

U This experiment was tried both with plain and tartariſed ſpirit of wine with

U equal ſucceſs.

U 2. We mixt ſpirit of wine and milk, of each equal parts, which coagulated

U conſiderably in leſs than a minute of time; but making the like trial with ſpirit

U of wine tartariſed and milk, no coagulation followed.

U Query, Whether the coagulative virtue in ſimple ſpirit of wine be not to be

U aſcribed to the common ſalt from which 'tis distilled ?

U We then tried ſome other experiments upon milk, not mentioned by Mr.

U ASTON, viz.

U 3. We mixt arena tartari per deliquium and milk, of each equal parts, which

U coagulated, but not ſo conſiderably, nor altogether ſo ſoon as ſimple ſpirit of

U wine and milk. '

U 4. Arena tartari per deliquium poured upon the uncoagulated mixture or

U milk and ſpirit of wine tartariſed, quickly coagulated.

I Letter-book, voi. ix. p. 328.

_*1* Subf
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U 5. Sublimate armoniaci poured upon milk made not the least coagulation,

U though it was ſuffered to stand a good while; we then poured ſimple ſpirit of

U wine u on this mixture, but no coagulation followed.

U 6. He then poured ſublimate tartarici upon the coagulation made with

U equal parts of milk and ſpirit of wine, which was ſo far from restoring it to its

U fluidity, that it increaſed the coagulation.

U 7. The forementioned exPeriments made upon cold milk were at the ſame

U" time made upon hot milk, with the ſame ſucceſs, exeepting that arena tartari

U per deliquium being poured upon warm milk, the coagulation was not diſcernible'

U till the milk was almost cold, neither did the coagulation appear ſo hard as with

U cold milk. '

U 8. In order to the third experiment mentioned by Mr. As-ron, viz.

U that water poured upon ſpirit of wine heat perceptibly, we first made trial

U what operation water and wine ſeparately would have upon the thermometer,

U and we ſound, that a thermometer being put into pump water (and the ſame

experiment afterward held good with rain water) the incloled tincture roſe TEO.

U of an inch above the mark z being thence removed into ſpirit_ Of wine, it roſe

U about ſo much higher, and being thence removed into ſpirit of wine and water,

U it roſe an inch higher than the mark it stood at before, yet the heat was not

U diſcernible by the hand. , , _ .

U 9. We 'then tried the ſame experiment with ſpirit of wine and milk,

U and found, thata thermometer being put into cold milk the tinged ſpirit

U contained in the thermometcr roſe a little, as it did with water; but when an

U equal quantity of ſpirit of wine was poured upon the milk, it roſe to the ſilme

* hight as when put into ſpirit of wine and water.

I d

Dr. LlSTER 'queried_, whether ſpirit of wine, drawn from Nants wine, being

a ſharp raw wine, will not coagulate more than ſpirit of wine drawn from ripe

Languedoc wines; as from acid things there always-riſes an acid ſpirit.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed a way, by joining two ſyphons together, to work all the

effects ſaid in the book to be proper for the Sypbo W'urtemþergicm. He alſo pro
poſed another way to do the ſame things by one ſyphon bent at the ends, as in thect

figure then prpduced. His account was as follows "' : -

U Being commanded to make up a ſyphon ſit to perform all the effects de

U ſcribed in the book called Syplaa H'irrlcmþergicm, I have perfected the double

U ſyphon ſpoken of in the last meeting, and, it the Royal Society pleaſeth, I can

U ſhew at preſent, that it hath them ſix marks, which the author doth pretend to

U be peculiar to his ſyphon,v and whereby it ought to be distinguiſhed from any

U other. Nevertheleſs if I was to do the ſame again, I Would uſe no other art,

but to make both of the legs of the ſyphon crooked at the end, as is repreſent

ed in the ſcheme: becauſe this is more ſimple and eaſy than the double ſy

U phon, and yet will do the ſame effects. So if the author will ive any more ad-r

U miration for his contrivance, he must diſcover ſomething farther of its proprie

ties and uſes, ſince all he hath hitherto ſaid of it may be ſo eaſily performed.

m Register, vo!.vi. p. zoz. ' '

" AA:
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" AA: the two veſſels ſituated in the ſame

" level.

" BCDBC: the ſyphon crooked at both ends,

" whoſe apertures must lie in the ſame

" level. _

- '* E : A ſmall pipe to fill up the ſyphon exactly,

"'and to be ſhut afterwards.

  

" It is plain, that ſuch a ſyphon will always remain full though neither of its

U apertures li:th quite under water, becauſe the water contained in the ſpace BC

4 will keep the outward air from getting towards the upper part D. So this ſy

" phon will always be ready to work, as ſoon as the water comes to reach ſome

" part of either of its apertures, and by the ſame means it will perform all the

* effects deſcribed in the book." . . r

a

'd

The Society adjourned till aſter the Christmas holy-days.

1682, Yanuaifi 7, Mr. PEPYS preſident in the chair.

. The preſident communicated a copy of a letter, which had been written by Sir

VViLLIAM PETTY to Sir J. W. dated at Dublin, December 18, 1684., concern

ing the miſcarriage of his new veſſel in the ſeveral trials made with it on the I 5th

and t6th of December, 1684.. , The letter was as follows " :

* " I have troubled you with ſeveral accounts of my naval experiments ; per

" haps, you may think, becauſe l expected your applauſe for them : but I do now

" with the ſame candor and ingenuity acquaint you, that upon the t5th and 16th

" days ofthis month we have made an experiment upon the ſea; in which were

" ſo many complicated and perplexed circumstances, as to make me stagger in

," much of what l formerly ſaid, but not in the least concerning the strength of

" our fabric. Our principal diſappointment was in the bearing of ſail, which, all

" the world allows, will be eaſily remedied by virtue of our principle. We

" thought to have remedied our ſhip's tenderneſs for the preſent by ballast, upon

** the auvice of good common ſeamen; but find, that (as our models had for

*' merly told me) it had, not the ſame effect to stiſſen our ſort of ſhipping as the

" common: ſo as this uſe of ballast did but bring new miſchiefs upon us, that

" is to ſay, did damp the, ſhip's motion, and disturb her working. The cauſe

" of the tenderneſs was an endeavour, beſides the introducing a new principle,

*' to make a ſmall paſſage boat oſ twelve foot broad high enough to carry horſes,

" hoping to have gotten ſome ſmall matter thereby, to have detrayed our charges.

*' But ſo it is, that we are now to begin again, all men believing, that the princi

,." ple will be good. For my own part, l intend to ſpend my life in examining

" the greatest and noblest of all machines, a ſhip: and, as lhave always told

" you, I ſhall content myſelfin that l have to this purpoſe uſed more effectual

** means, and with leſs by-ends, than the generality oſ other men; andI promiſe

A Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 316.

\
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V you, if I can find just cauſe for it, will write and publiſh a book against my

" ſelf. So much do I prefer truth before vanity and imposture, See."

A letter from Mr. WILLlAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, from Dublin was

read, giving likewiſe an account of the failure of Sit WXLLIAM PETTY's new

ſhip; which letter was as follows 9 :

" [promiſed to give you an account of the performances of Sir WILLIAM

PETTY's ſhip, and I am glad of an 0 portunity of writing to you, and ſerving

you in any thing; but l am heartily orry at the occaſion, that at preſent offers

itſelf, and would therefore willingly be ſilent. But 'tis a matter ſo public, and

of too univerſal concern to be concealed, and withal 'twas ſo probably and

fairly offered at, that human frailty need not be aſhamed of miſcarrying therein.

_ 5!

Ll

'I

il

" Sir WlLLIAM PETTY's ſhip was tried this day ſevennight in our harbour

between Rings-End and the bar; but ſhe performed ſo abominably, as if built

on purpoſe to diſappoint in the highest degree every particular, that was ex

pected from her: ſhe had ſpread but a third of the ſail ſhe was to car , the

wind did but just fill her ſails, and yet ſhe stooped ſo, that ſhe was in anger

" of being overſet every moment; a blast from a ſmith's bellows ſuperadded had

." overturned her. She was propoſed not to want an ounce ofTballast, and yet

* ſhe had in her ten tun of paving stones, and all would not do; the ſeemen

ſwear they would not venture over the bar in her for Iooo pounds a piece.

Even right before the wind ſhe does nothing. So that the whole deſign is

blown up. NVhat meaſures Sir WILLlAM will take to redeem his credit,

I know not, but I am ſure a greater trouble could hardly have fallen up

" on him. '

(6
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*.* When I was just cloſing my letter, yours of the ttth instant was brought

me. Iam very glad the Royal Society has continued you ſecretary. Sir WIL

4 LiAM PETTY ſays, 'that had he thought his catalogue would come before you,

U he ſhould have been more careful in it z but ſuch as 'tis, he freely gives it up

" to your diſpoſal. As to his modelling our Society, I ſhall ſend you his paper

6' as ſoon as l can, by the next post or two at farthest. I here ſend you a cata

" logue of our members. We have adjourned till the Monday next after

" Twelfth-day. I ſhall ſoon tranſmit you our minutes.

If

" A list of the Dublin Societry, December 2 3, 1684..

'5 RICHARD ACTON, B. D. " R. CLEMENTS, Eſq;

" ST. GEORGE ASHE, A. M. '4 FRANCIS Curr, Eſq;

** Mans: BAGGOT, Eſq; " CHRISTOPHER DOMINICK, M. D.

" JOHN BARNARD, A. M. U NARCISSUS Lord BiſhopFernes and

" RlCHARD BULKELEY, Eſq; '* Leighlin.

" JOHN BULKELEY, Eſq; " HENRY FERNELEY, Eſqz

_'_* PAUL CHAMBBRLAlN, M.D. " J. FiNGLAss, M. A. 7

9 Letter-book, voi. ix. p. 334.

" SAMUEL
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U SAMUEL FOLEY, M. A. " SirVVrLLiAMPETTY,Knt.preſident.

U ROBERT HUNTINGTON, D. D. ** \VILL1AMPLEYDALL,Eſq;treaſurer.

" DANIEL HUOLACHAN, M. D. " Sir ROBERT REDnrNG, Bart.

" JOHN KEOCH, M. A. U EDWARD SMlTH, M. A.

U WiLLIAM KlNG, IVI. A. ** JOHN STANLEY, M. A.

" JOHN MADEN, M. D. " Jaconus SYLVius, M. D.

WILLIAM MOLYNEUX, Eſq; ſecret. "

WILLlAM Lord Viſcount Montjoy. " Sir CYRIL VVYcHiz, Knt.

ALLEN MULLEN, M. D. " CHARLES V\71LLUGHBY,IVI.D.

WILLIAM PALLlSER, D. D. *'- JOHN WORTH, D.D.D. of St. Pat.

GEORGE TOLLLT, prof. mathcm.

Another letter of Mr. WlLLlAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin,

December 27, 1684, was read, containing the advertiſements to the Dublin Fo

ciety by Sir WILLIAM PETTY, preſident of the ſaid Society: which advertiſe

ments were as follow " :

it
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, VOL. IV'.

U 1. That they chiefly apply themſelves to the making of experiments, and

prefer the ſame to the best diſcourſes, letters, and books, they can make or read,

even concerning experiments.

" 2. That they do not contemn and neglect common, trivial, and cheap ex

periments and obſervations -, not contenting themſelves without ſuch, as may

ſurpriſe and astoniſh the vulgar.

" 3. That they provide themſelves with rules of number, weight, and mea

ſure; not only how to meaſure the plus and minus of the qualities and ſchemcs

of matter -, but to rovide themſelves with ſcales and tables, wlvereby to mea

ſure and compute fiich qualities and ſchemes in their exact proportions.

U 4. That they divide and analyſe complicate matters into their integral parts,

and compute the proportions, which one part bears to another.

" 5. That they be ready with instruments and other apparatus to make ſuch

obſervations, as do rarely oifer themſelves, and do depend upon taking op

portunities. -

" 6. That they provide themſelves with correſpondents in ſeveral places, to

make ſuch obſervations as do depend upon the compariſon of many experiments,

and not upon ſingle and ſolitary remarks. '

" 7. That they be ready to entertain strangers and perſons of quality with

great and ſurprifing experiments of wonder and ostentation.

" 8. That they carefully compute their ability to deſray the charge of ordi

nary experiments, forty times per annum out of their weekly contributions,

and to procure the aſſistance of. benefactors for what ſhall be extraordinary,

and no: pester the Society with uſeleſs or troubleſome members for the lucre of

their pecuniary contribution.

" 9. That whoever makes experiments at the public charge, do first aſk leave

for the ſame. -

** to. That the ſecretary do neither write nor receive any letters on the public

accouut of the Society, but what he communicateth to the Society.

f' Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 337.

Z z " u. That
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\

" 1 r. That perſons (though not of the Society) may be aſiisted by the Socie

" ty, to make experiments at their charge upon leave granted.

" 12. That for want of experiments there ſhall be a review and rehearſal of ex

" periments formerly made.

" Since theſe we have another order. '

*' 13. That the preſident at the preſent meeting ſhall order what experiments
*ſſ* ſhall be tried at the following meeting, that accordinle a ſit apparatus may be

" made for it."

Theſe advertiſements were referred to the council, to conſider how far they

might be uſeful to the Royal Society.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at New-college Oxford,

December 23, 16840, was read, relating to the two following cures of Dr.

TURBERVILLE.

" Whatever is communicated by Dr. TURBERVILLE must certainly be very

" welcome to you : in a letter he lately ſent me I find theſe obſervations.

" He had a gentlewoman his patient, who was very much troubled with the

falling ſickneſs ; ſhe brought her water to the doctor, in which he perceived

many ſhort worms, full of legs, of the likeneſs of millepedes: he gave her

two or three purges, first with pil agarici and rhubarb : but the worms still

continued to be ſeen in the water, and the fits returned every day. At last he

gave her an ounce of oxymel helleboratum in tanſy-water, which wrought well,

and was ſucceſsful, ſo that ſhe was perfectly cured.

'6
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" He had another patient, whoſe eye was as big as a hen's egg; yet was very

fair, without blemiſh, rheum or redneſs: the perſon had his ſight pretty

well : the doctor judged the distemper to proceed from thin humours falling

on the eye, and cauſing the extenſion of the coats, and therefore made uſe of

drying medecines applied to the head and eye; which, with an iſſue in the neck,

cured the patient; the distemper the doctor names oculus bovinus or oculi

hydrops. "
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Mr. Hooxn remarked, that Mr. WHlTB the chemist at Oxfdrd had been

troubled with the falling ſickneſs, and by a vomit had brought up ſeveral worms -,

but he could not tell the ſort, referring himſelf to the perſon living at Oxford.

A letter from Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Leyden,

December 29, 1684., O. S. P, was read, intimating his readineſs to ſend the

Society a catalogue of the natural curioſities preſerved by Dr. HERMAN, pro

feſſor of botany at Leyden in his peculiar ſort of balſam; as alſo ſome account

of the rarities in Dr. SWAMMERDAM'S collection in the custody of a perſon in.

that city.

*- Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 336. ' Ibid- P- 331

In
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In this letter was contained an account of a prodigioufly large or ſronti: belong

ing to the ſchool of phyſic at Leyden q. From its juncture with the naſal bones to

the terminating by the ſutura lagittalis, it was the convex way nine inches T'F;

from ſide to ſide twelve inches e 3 in thickneſs L an inch. Mr. MOLYNEUX
'l

ſuppoſed, that the man, to whom it belonged, must-be double the hight of ordi

nary men.

The latter part of Mr. erwannorcx's letter of July 25, 1684., was read,

being obſervations on the brain of an ox and ſparrow -, on moxa, and that cotton

is the ſittest ſuccedaneum for it; on the chalk bred in men, who have long had

the g0ut : on the leproſy, as far as people are ſaid to have it in Holland : on eels,

in which he diſcovered both ſcales and fins '.

Dr. PAPlN made the following experiment. He took a bottle hall full of lime

juice, and exhausted of air, which _he heated at the fire, but not ſo much as to

make it boil. Nevertheleſs the ſame bottle, when it was taken from the fire, and

ſhaked, or turned upſide-down, and then put into freezing water, boiled with

great violence. Upon taking it from the ice, it ceaſed to boil, and began again,

when it was put into the ice.

He ſaid, that he had done the ſame thing with ſpirit of wine, and alſo with fair

water, and that the bottle would boil by putting it into the ice, though it were nei

ther ſhaked nor turned upſide-down.

He was ordered to make the experiment with water at the next meeting,

bringing his pneumatic engine with him, and exhausting the bottle before the

Society. *

January. 14. At a meeting of the Covncu. were preſent,

SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

Dr. LlSTER Mr. WALLER

Mr. HlLL Mr. HALLEY

Mr. Hooxr. Mr. ASTON.

Dr. SLARE

Dr. LlSTI-ZR was ſworn vice-preſident.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer pay the following ſums :

To Dr. PAPIN eighteen pounds, whereof fifteen pounds is for ſalary, and the

other three pounds for a pneumatic engine, which e had made for the Society :

To Mr. Wrcxs fifteen pounds for a year and a half's ſalary:

To Mr. HUNT twenty pounds for half a year's ſalary: and

To the porter two pounds.

_ 1 This account is printed in the P/JiIg/I Tranſ 1' This letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK is printed

M. 168. p. 880. in the Pbilaſi Traxſuct. NW. 168. p. 883.

Zzz U It
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It was ordered likewiſe, that the treaſurer ſend for Mr. Fosren, the perſon, who

catalogued the books in the library, and adviſe him to be more moderate in his

demands, and to attend at the next meeting of the council.

At a meeting of the SocrpTY on the ſame day, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in

the chair. * i

Dr. SLOANE was propoſed a candidate by Dr. LISTBR.

Mr. RICHARD WALLER preſented a curious figure of the cicindala 710.'an5, or

flying glow-worm, which he had drawn by the microſcope; and a box of the

flies themſelves, which had been taken the preceding ſummer at Northaw in

Hertfordſhire.

l There were alſo read ſome obſervations by Mr. VVALLER on the ſaid flying

glow-worm; which were ordered to be registered ſ :

Concerning the light's expiring when the infect is dead, Dr. LlSTER thought,

that the contracting of the body might obſcure the light.

Dr. SLARE ſaid, that he had kept a glow-worm ſix days after it was dead,

during which time the ſhining was diſcernible, but gradually decreaſed: and

that the liquor ſeparated from the body ſhined four or five hours.

A letter oſ Mr. MUSCRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dared at Oxford, January 12,

168z', was read, mentioning, that there had been read at the laſ't meeting of

the Philoſophical Society at Oxford Dr. Lrsnn's anſwer to a letter written

ſome time before to him, concerning the colour of the liquor conveyed by the

lacteals -, in which anſwer he was willing to think, that the bumor reflou might
be partly of the nature of Iymph; but that the greatest part ofſſwhat fills the

lacteals in ſickly and empty animals ſeemed to be pituita, and ſometimes bile:

that he propoſed a farther cxamination of the pellucid liquor contained in theſe

veſſels, particularly whether it be lymplxz, pituita, or water; which two latter are,

he ſaid, of leſs body and ſubstance, and not ſo coagulable by the heat as the first,

Iymp/Ja; and he urged, that this bumor reflaus might be examined in icteric dogs

or horſes, where, he ſuppoſed, the gall was continually emptying itſelf no otherwiſe

than the ductm pitzzitart'i are in catarrhs; though indeed the lymfflm in ſuch caſes is,

as he ſaid, yellow: but he thought, that it would be found much yellower, becauſe

more immediately tinged, and with leſs mixture.

"' In this letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE was incloſed a paper, found in the study of

Dr. SPEED ", late of Christ-church, Oxford, and ſaid to have been written by his

father to Mr. Bamos *. It ſeemed to be a deſcription of one of CORNELlUS

DREBBEL'S inventions, and was as follows :

ſ They arc printed in the Plri/rſi Trmz/Fzct. church in May/1674., and vicar of Godalmin in

N'. 167. p. 841. for january los-54.. Surry, where he died, january zzd, 1681.

1 Letter-bouk, vol. ix. p. 340. x Mr. HENRY BRlGGS, profeſſor of geometry

_l_ SAM-UEB SPEED, inRalled, canon of Chrill'- at Greſham-college. '

' lVſr.
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U Mr Balcz'ctcs. Notwithstanding my much buſineſs and troubleſome obſerva

" tions, I have here ſent you the under draught of the most strange work, that

" ever my eyes beheld. A gentleman being Dutch born, and dwelling at Ipſ

'* with, hath made a continual motion oſ this bigneſs and ſize as near as I could

* gueſs: the work is this, a ball or round globe, ever standing without moving,

" and upon the north and ſouth ſides a dial, within like unto a clock or ſome

** dial, both which moving and ſhewing the courſes of the heavens, round about

" the east and west parts doth a ring or hollow trunk of crystal stand, and

" that without moving, and the ſame filled to half with fair water, which

" without any inforcement, that can be perceived, doth ebb and flow with the

" ſeas in every part of the World. Myſelſ staid ſo long, that I ſaw itaſcend up

* the trunk a great hight, and left the lower compaſs oſ the ring empty. The

" man is very religious, and oſ an exceeding good repute oſ the inhabitants;

" and himſelf to me affirmed upon his ſaith, that it ſhould ſo evermore, without

" any more help oſ man for hundreds of years, iſ it were not broken, and that

** both conjunctions and eclipſes for many hundredslor thouſands oſ years, if the

*' world ſhould continue, ſhould be, and are therein ſeen now. This in great

" hasteI remit thee to GOD. Shew this to Mr. LEEVEN, Mr. LUDWELL. from

* Ely this Sunday, June 3."

n

"

a

There was read a paper of experiments by Dr. LISTBR about the ſreezing oſ ſe

veral liquors and the difference between common freſh-water ice and that oſ ſea

water : as alſo a probable conjecture about the original of the nitre of Egypt: which

paper was ordered to be registered Y.

Dr. Lrsrza preſented the figure of a calculus grown upon a bodkin, drawn from

the original in the King's cloſet, cut out of a Child's bladder by Monſ. CO'LO ' :

Sir CHRISTOPHER WREN remarked, that according to the account of the ſea

men, who went northward, the ice is freſh.

He attributed the ſudden growth oſ the stone to the magnetiſm of the iron.

Dr. ROBINSON remarked, that SISERUS mentioned a stone grown to an ivory

bodkin. -

There was alſo-mentioned a caſe of a stone in'the bladder growing about a piece

of an iron nail. '

Sir CHRISTOPHER WRENſi questioning, whether ſapphires apply to the magnet,

ſome pieces, that were in the repoſitory, were tried, and applied, but others did not.

It was ſuppoſed by Sir CHR-lSTOPH'ER WRBN, that the ſapphire-stone is the

rock, and the ſapphire-gem the fluor.

7 Reglstcr, Vol. vi. p. 165. It is printed in _ 2 An account oſ this is printed in the PL-i/zyſ

Pbilgfi Tranſact. N". '67. p. 836. for Jan. 168f. Tranſact. No. 168. p. 882. for Feb. 163f.

_z Dr.
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- Dr. LlSTER obſerved, that Bristol stones are the e'ffiuvia of iron mines.

Upon mentioning the different natures of iron, it was ſaid, that the preſcnt iron

would not cut porphyry.

Sir Cuarsrornan \VREN affirmed, that porphyry was to be cut now as we"

as formerly; but that it would wear out a great many tools, and that the work

men must take but little strokes.

He ſaid likewiſe, that he had made gravers of damaſk steel: that if it have a

white end, it ſputters away like gun-powder: that it must have a red given it like

copper, and be ſuffered to cool in the air.

Dr. PAPlN ſhut up water-and ſpirit of wine in vacuo, and ſhewed the boiling

oſ them, when put in ice. His account of this experiment was as follows 5 :

" The musty lime-juice ſhut up in vacuo, that was ſeen in the last meeting,

'* having been kept ſo for ſix days together, and ſet a boiling ſeveral times,

" to know whether by this means, it might loſe its musty taste, it hath been

** taken out, and found nothing better than before: ſo that the best way to

V have lime-juiee always freſh and good would be to ſhut it up in varuo, as

V ſoon as it is drawn: for ſoit will keep for ſeveral years, without any musti

" neſs or corruption, far beyond all that, which is commonly ſold in the ſhops.

*' Being commanded to ſhew my way for ſhutting up lime-juice, or other li

" quors in vacuo, either to keep them freſh, or to ſet them a boiling with ice in

" stead of fire, I have brought all neceſſaries to ſhut up water in a pint bottle;

U and I have alſo brought ſome ſpirit of wine already ſhut up in 'vacua in a glaſs

t? bolt-head, that the Society may obſerve the different effects of theſe two li

" quors, when they ſhall be ſet a-boiling, with ice instead of fire; but if I were

** to ſhut up liquors in 'vacuo in great quantities, and in great veſſels, to make a

" trade of it, 'I would uſe another contrivance, which I will ſhew to the Society

" another time, if they pleaſe."

January 21, Dr LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon mentioning the light of the glow-worm ſituated at the end of the tail,

Dr. LISTER ſaid, that it might be akin to the phoſphorus, which is made of

urine: and that the ſhining of rotten fiſh might be the fiſh turning urinous.

He mentioned likewiſe, that the King made Dr. Gonnnnn's drops of ſilk.

There was read the former part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK to the So

ciety, dated at Delft, January 5, 1685, N. S. It contained the figures and deſcrip

tions of ſeveral ſalts found in Vinegar and in a ſort of French wine called Tin de

a Register, Vol. 6. p. 211.

1 damoiſellc ;
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damoiſhlle ; the figure of an eel in vinegar z the figure of the ſalts found in vinegar

mixt with crabs eyes and chalk Þ. '

There was preſented from Mr. JOHN BEAUMONT a ſet of the iron instruments

uſed then in Somerfctſhire for the ſplitting rocks with gun-powder, viz. the

borer, the gun, and the wedge, together with a deſcription in writing of the

uſe of them c.

Mr. Carsr remarked, that the instruments uſed at Civita Vecchia were twice

as big.

He likewiſe deſcribed the alum works there; and obſerved, that they had no

need of kelp or urine: that their alum was different from ours, that which was

uſed in their wines being white : that the iron uſed in England in copperas is only

to anſwer the stirring it about : and that it makes copperas fouler, and bear a leſs

price.

Dr. LISTER ſaid, that there were ſeveral ſorts of alum : that the Roman exceed

ed ours: that ours would not anſwer the uſes, for which it was preſcribed by thew

antient phyſicians.

A letter of Mr. Mvsanva to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, January 17,

168!ſ 4, was read, mentioning, that he had received a letter from Mr. CHARLES

LEIGH containing an account of ſome remarkable things in Lancaſhire, as an earth.

preſerving ſeveral things, that lie in it, from rotting; a fiſh with a prickle on the

back, making the parts wounded with it to gangrene; which fiſh wasthought to bev

the draco marinus z and golden marcaſites, each about a quarter of a yard in length.

Mr. Muscnnvn's letter mentioned likewiſe, that there had been ſome diſcourſe

at the Philoſophical Society at Oxford concerning the barometer's being uſed as a.

level, to diſcover the difference between the ſtaveral hights of places distant from

each other.

This letter was accompanied with the extract of another, ſent from Niſmes in:

France by THOMAS BENT, M. A. lately of Lincoln-college in Oxford, to S-ra

'HEN WELSTI-ZAD, M. A. of Merton-college, containing an account of the man

ner of making turpentine, distilling oil o turpentine, making tar, roſin, andi

pitch near Marſeilles. The extract of Mr. BENT's letter was as follows ' t

" Five leagues from Marſeilles are very high mountains, which are (for the most;

" part) covered with forests of pine-trees, which there row wild: half aleague

** out of the road, you ſee the making of pitch, tar, ro in, and turpentine, which

U is thus, viz. In the ſpring-time, when the ſap runs most, they pare off the

5 This letter is printed in the Plai/a/I Tra'stct. ' Ibid. N'. 167.. p; 854. for january 168x.

N'. 170. p. 963. for April, 1685. 4 Letter-book, vol. ix. p. 343.,

* Ibid, p. 344.. ,

a bark;
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" bark of the pine, to make the ſap run down into an hole, which they cut at the

" bottom to receive it. As it runs, it leaves a craa'n or crust behind it, which they

" take and temper in water, and vend by a cheat for white bees-wax, that they

make flambcaux of, and is a great deal dearer : then they take up the juioe in

ſpoons from the bottom, and after they have ſo got a good quantity, they

strain it through a grocer's baſket, ſuch as they put up their Malaga railins in;

that, which runs through eaſily, is the common turpentine. Then they take that,

which remains above, and adding a ſufficient quantity of water, distilled in an

" alembic, that which is ſo distilled is oil of turpentine, and the calx, that remains,

" is common roſin: then they cut the stock of the tree into large chips, and pile

them hollow in a cave, covering it on the top with tiles, but ſo as to let ſome

air cOme in to feed the fire : then bumin-g them there runs a thick juice down

V to the bottom, where they make a ſmall hole for it to run out at (a larger hole

" would ſet it all in a flame ;).ſi and that which ſo runs out is tar : then they take

" off that, and boiling it gently over again to conſume more of the moisture, they

'* ſet it to cool, which when cool is pitch."

(6
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It was conceived to be a mistake, that any part of the turpentine could be ſold

for white bees-wax, the ſmell being ſo different, though it was ſaid to be uſed by

the wax-chandlers in making up their candles. .

' Dr. ROBINSON remarked, that he had ſeen in France a gum or pitch made of

the iuniper tree, which is the oxycydrus. T

Dr. PAPl'N ſheWed a convenient way of keeping a candle burning under water.

His account of it was as follows ' :

" Having newly tried a ver convenient way to keep acandle burning un

" der water, Imake bold to pre ent-it to the Royal Society, becauſe I believe it

" may be uſeful for ſeveral experiments.

' 7 " AA is a laſs Veſſelſi

ſo - ** B is acanZIe burning in the ſame.

' D ** CC is a cover exactly fitted to the ſaid veſſel. ſi

' ſi' " DDDD is a crooked pipe, that makes the corn

" munication between the ſaid veſſel and a pair

, " of bellows. ' > '
'ſſ " FF is a pair of bellows ,with two valves, one in

" E, and the other in F,' fitted to let the air

" paſs from the bellows into the veſſel AA,

" and keep it from returning back.

" GG is a strait pipe to let out the air from the

" veſſel AA, when new air comes in from

" the bellows. '

V HHHH is a metal plate to fasten the cover CC

" to the veſſel AA. . '

" LL is a late to keep the wind, that comes

" thoroung the pipe DDD from blowing out

f- the candle.

f Register, vol. vi. p. 204.
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" Now it is plain, that aman may with one hand hold the pipes DD GG*

" and let the veſſel AA into the ſea, with the candle burning in the ſame : and

** though the pipes be very long for to lct the veſſel to a great depth into the wa

" ter ; yet the (lame ſhall never want freſh air, as long as the man plays the bel

" lows with his other hand. This engine may ſerve for most of the uſes, that the

** hon. Mr. BOYLE has aſcribed to the pboſpborus in his book about the aereal

N noctiluca, as for to avoid the blowing of a ſhip, or for drawing fiſhes togetherin

" the night-time: but it may alſo be very uſeful to try what bodies arc apt to cor

** rupt the air. I have brought the instrument ready made, that the Royal So

" ciety may ſee how well the candle doth burn under water, when I play the

*' bellows, and how quick the ſame will go out, when l leave off blowing."

The Lord Vaughan was unanimouſly elected a fellow of the Society.

Dr. SLOANE was likewiſe elected fellow.

January 28. Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in the chair.

The latter part of Mr. LEEWism-ioecx's letter to the Society of January 5,

1685 was read, concerning the various figures of ſalt in Moſelle wine, Sherry,

Hockamore, Pincow, Garence, Goteau, 'ſouſain, Citereuſe, and high Country

wines: as alſo the figures reſulting from the mixtures of tartar, crabs eyes, or

chalk with ſeveral wines; the difference of the figures of the ſalts found in wines

from the ſalts found in chalk stones bred by the gout, &e.

Dr. LISTER remarked, that Mr. LEEWENHOECK gave a new explication of

the effects of chalk on Vinegar, viz. by making the ſalts go together, which

were before diſperſcd: and that ſome ſalts were made flexible, which he had

never ſeen.

A letter of Dr. TANCRED Rosmsox was read, containing ſome obſervations

on ſome boiling fountains at Peroul in Languedoc, cauſed by ſome steams riſing

out of the ground, which were not infiammable: as alſo upon the variety of ex

' halations in other places, as well cauſed by the pyrites and lapis calcarius, _as

at ſome places in the kingdom of Naples, or by other ſubterrancous bodiesg :

Dr. LISTER preſented from the Earl of Clarendon a parcel of ores from New

England, viz. .

Lead ore mixed with yellow and green copper orc. '

Glaus ore of lead, two pieces.

Black lead.

Pyrites or marcaſite, being iron stone, three pieces.

Talc with a kind of black granites in it. '

An earth like umber ' _

ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 166. Theſe obſervations are printed in the Pl-ilzſ. 'Tl'fl'£/: N'. '69. p 93:

ſor March 1685. '

V0L.1V. ' A a a * 7. Hex
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7. Hexagonal ſpars, three pieces.

8. Hexagonal crystals Iſahella coloured.

9. Pebble tranſparent. .

10. A large column of ſpar doubly hexagonals, that is ſix large and equal

planes, of which every edge is terminated by a ſmall plane. Theſe ſmall planes

are all equal too. '

A letter of Mr. Mvsanvr. to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, January 27,

168z", was read, mentioning, that the Philoſophical Society there had provided

a meaſure of a cubic foot for the- making of experiments; and. had begun a cor

reſpondence with Dr. MIDDLETON,* provost of King's-college in Aberdeen:_:

that at the last meeting ofthe ſaid Society anſwers had been made to Sir WILLIAM

PETTY's 59th and zeth queries, as follows :

" In anſwer to the ggth query of Sir WctlLLlAM Parry's catalogue lately

a printed at Dublin, (which query runs thus, Viz. How many ſhoes of a certain

" ſize a ſhoe-maker can make up in a time given P) it was affirmed in our last

" meeting, that Childrens ſhoes reach from ones to twelve: z_ the five first of

U which ſizes are called children: pumprz of which a ſhoe-maker can make twelve

U pair in a day : four pair of Childrens eighth: are a day's work. Womens ſhoes.

** and mens ſhoes begin at ones, and end the former at ale-um', the latter at thir

" teens, incluſive; of women's, or men's, ſizes,(ſpeaking still in the ſhoe-makers.

" terms) three ſhoes or two air are an ordinary day's work; taking leathern

" heels with wooden heels -, o which the former (viz, leathern heels) require about

'5 an hour more in working than the latter. '

" A ſhoe-maker in this city can make four pair. of mens ſike: inaday; and

U has done it frequently, which is looked upon to be a strange thing,

" The twentieth query of the aforeſaid catalogue ave occaſion to the following

" obſervation. 5 80 lb. of pit-coal (brought to t is city from Wedgbury in

U Gloucesterſhire) kindled at ſeveral firings, with 4.;- Iþ. of charcoal, gave a little

" above %ths of a peckof aſhes, which weighed 47; lb. averdupois ; beſides which

U aſhes, about a pound of the pit-coal was left unburnt in the grate: ſo thata

t' pound of this ſort of pitrcoal_(well burnt) does th leave an ounce of aſhes."

A letter of Mr. DAvis of Leake in Nottinghamſhire to Mr. Asrrox., dared

January 20, 168-;*, was read, concerning the Sypbo H/irtembtrgicus: which let

ter was delivered to, Dr, PAPIN to report how, far itþagreed with the experiment

ſhewed to the Society. " *' -

-Mr. Hooxa ſhewed a piece of ſerge, whichzone Mr, Hnsxmsz. in Jewen- street

had cauſed to be watered as ſilks uſed to be.

He ſhewed likewiſe a draught of Mr. SMs'ri-iwrcx*s engine for, grinding

h Letter-book. vol.,x. p, iq._ lbid._p._6_.

glaſits 3:
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glaſſes; for which Mr. SMETHWICK had a patent granted him. i This draught

was delivered to Mr. HUNT in order to take a copy oſ it. '

Februa'y 4. A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford,

January 31, 168; '*, was read, containing an anſwer to Sir VVrLLrAM PETTY's

query about mortar and plaister, as follows :

" Sir WILLIAM PETTY's queries concerning the proportion of the materials

uſed in making ſeveral ſorts of mortar have given occaſion to one of our com

'* pany to preſent us with the following inſormations: The plaister uſed by our

" plaisterers here in Oxford is generally of two ſorts, coarſe and fine. 1. Coarſe

** mortar is made of lime, ſand and hair; the lime uſed here is of two ſorts, viz.

* r. Chalk-lime, made of a chalk-stone, dug at Netlebed, &e. and burnt: zdly,

" hard stone-lime, which is made of hard rag-stone burnt: this last ſort of lime

" is much stronger, and will go two yards ſquare in five farther, (for it takes up

" a far greater quantity of ſand and water,) than the former, which is the finer

** of the two, and the more lorious to the eye. One buſhel of chalk-lime, one

' buſhel of ſand, and one pec of hair, mixt all together, with water, will make

" coarſe mortar : but if you uſe hard stone-lime, then one buſhel of lime will re_

** quire a b_uſhel and a half or two buſhels of ſand, and a buſhel of hair. zdly,

" ln the makin of fine mortar, mix one buſhel of chalk-lime with half a peck

*' of hair, or affiuſhel of hard stone-lime with a peck of hair, and as much water

' as is neceſſary. Coarſe mortar is uſed next to the lathing, stone, or brick

** wall -, fine mortar is drawn on the other, and makes it white and beautiful.

a

's

'I
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" Clay-mortar or loam-mortar is made with clay and as much chopt

" straw, as the clay will take in, by the help of water. XVhiting is made by

* diſſolving Spaniſh white, either in ſize, or in water; that with ſize is not eaſily

'* rubbed off. '

" The ſubstance commonly ſold in London for Spaniſh white is ſuppoſed to

" be chalk ground, and made up into lumps with water:

'

" It is not affirmed, that the forementioned rules are univerſally true; but on

" ly, that they are obſerved by ſome men in this place.

" It was aſſerted, that Spaniſh white, diſſolved in ſour milk, will make whits

" ing as apt to stick, as if it were made with fize."

Mr. RlCAUT mentioned the goodneſs of the plaister uſed by the Turks, with

which they line and ſmear over the inſides of their aqueducts; which, he ſaid,

was the ſame, that was uſed by the Greeks 1600 years before, being a compoſition

waſ lime, oil, and ground brick.

A paper of Mr. WALKER communicated by Mr. Muscaave l, was read,

'* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 12. *

* It is printed in the Philoſ. Tra'zſact. NV. 167. p. 836,

A a a 2. * ſ being
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being an account oſ ſeveral experiments made at Oxford with the model oſ a wag

gon, whereof the leſſer wheels were 43'- inches high, the bigger wheels 53; inches

high. There were alſo two more wheels of 53,- inches high to be uſed instead of

the leſſer ſort. -

The inſerence ſrom the experiments was, that a waggon in a rough way might

be drawn more eaſily, if it had ſour equally high wheels, and the thills were fixed

under the axis. *

It was deſired, that Sir ANTHONY DEAN and Mr. HOOKE would peruſe the

paper, and give their opinions of it : and the ſecretary was ordered to communi

care it to them.

Dr. PAPrN remarked, that Mr. BOYLE conccivcd, that the apparatus for-keep

ing a candle under water might be uſeſul for drawing of ſpirit of ſulphur, pro

vided candle would burn, when the pipe, that is to carry out the air, was placed

towards the bottom of the glaſs. Upon trial it was ſound, that the candle would

burn very well. '

He likewiſe ſhewed, that equal parts of the ſame ſpirit oſ wine might be put in;

two glaſſes, and one glaſs might boil in warm, the other not. It appeared, that

the ſpirit of wine had been exhausted in one glaſs; and that half oſ it being after;

wards poured into another glaſs had gathered the air, which boiled out.

His account of theſe two experiments was as ſollowsm :-_

"- Having ſhewn to the lion. Mr. Born: the instrument to keep a candle

" burning under water, he thought it might be very uſeful to draw the ſpirit oſ

** ſulphur, and to receive the zfflsmitms from any other body actually inflamed;

" becauſe the veſſel being all ſurrounded with cold water, the ſpirits might condenſe

U the ſooner, eſpecially iſ the tube, by which the air gets out, ſhould-reach _to

" wards the bottom of the veſſel, becauſe then the fumes. tending first upwards,

" and afterwards going down, might be condenſed before they could find the way

V to get out. I did therefore make the pipe ſor the air to get out ſo long, that it

* " reached near to the bottom ofthe-veſſel, wherein a-burning candlewas includi

" ed: but I ſound it impoſſible to keep a flame ſhut up in this manner, and the

St candle went out in a very ſhort time, although [did play the bellows with all

" poſſible diligence : ſo that tovremedy this inconvenience, it ſhould be neceſſary

" to find out the cauſe oſ the flames going out, whilst it doch receive aconstantz

"ſupply of new ſreſh air. I' have-brought the, instrument to the Royal Society,

" to receive their directions about it. -

'* I have alſo made an experiment, that may at firſſst ſeem very ſurpriſing, that

U two glaſs vials, like one another, containing the ſame liquor, and included

U in the. ſame receiver, at. the ſame time, the one will boil with great violence,

'A and the other will not stir at all -, and thought I might ſhew it to the Royal So

f. Register, vol. vi. p. 206. ' ' '

> " Ciety,
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V ciety, becauſe being attentively conſidered, it may perhaps give ſome light

" into the nature of the particles of ſpirit of wine."

A letter from St. Andrew's " was read, giving an account of ſome books

printing at Edinburgh, and of a way of purifying the air in mines ; which was,

that the miners carried down a candle in a dark lanthern, covered with a wet

cloth; and that then lying prostrate on the ground, they in that posture kindle

and maintain a fire-in. the mine, which cleanſcs it Without injuring them, &e.

There was likewiſe read a paper-'of experiments made at Oxford with a cubi

cal veſſel of well ſeaſoned oak, the meaſure of a foot being first examined by the

univerſity standard; the weights made uſe of, being the univerſity standards, the

ſcales large, and turning with, two ounces *..

A letter of Mr, THQMAS MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Leyden, Feb.

13, 168-}, N. S. P, was, read, giving an' account of Mr. Laewannoeex's mi

croſcopes, as follows :

p" I have hitherto delayed anſWering your last, becauſe I could not give you an

" account of Mynheer LEEWENHOECK z but last week I was to wait upon him in'

** your name: he ſhewed me ſeveral things through his microſcopes, which 'tis

't in vain to mention here, ſince he himſelf has ſent you all their deſcriptions at

U large. As to his microſcopesthemſelves, thoſe, whichhe ſhewed me, in num-1

" ber at least a dozen, were all of one ſort, conſisting only of one ſmall glaſs,"

" ground, (this l mention becauſe 'tis generally thought his microſcopes are .

" blown at a lamp, thoſe I ſaw, I am ſure, are not) placed between two thin tlat

*-* plates of braſs, about an inch broad, and an inch and a half long. In theſe two

*' plates there were two apertures, one- before, the other behind the glaſs, which

U were larger or ſmaller, as the glaſs was more or leſs convex, or as it magni-'

'F fied. Just oppoſite to theſe apertures on one ſide was placedſometimes a needle,"

"- ſometimes a ſlender ſlat body of glaſs or opaque matter, as the occaſion required,a

U upon which, or to its apex, he fixes whatever ObjCct he has to look upon -, then'

" holding it u against the light, by help of two ſmall ſcrews, he places it juſt in

. " the focus o his glaſs, and then makes his obſervations- Such were the micro

fit ſcopes, which I ſaw, and theſe are they he ſhews to the curious that come and'

U viſit him: but beſides theſe, he told me he had another ſort, which no m'in liv-ff

" ing had looked through ſetting aſide himſelf; theſe he reſerves for his own pri

U vate obſervations wholly, and he aſſured me they performed far, beyond any,

*©- that he had ſhewed, me yet, but would not allow me alight Ofthcm, ſo all l' '

" can do is barely to believe, for I can plead no experience in the matter. As

'i for the microſcopes I looked through, they do not magnify much, il any thing,*

U more than ſeveral glaſſes I have ſeen, both in England, and Ire-land : but in'

*-* one particular, I must needs ſay, they far ſurpaſs them all, that is in their ex

' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 15. - March '685. ' i

'--The account oſ theſe experiments is printed I' Letter-book, vol. x. p. i, p

Filth; Philo/I Tranſact. N'. 169. p. 926. for
. t U tremc
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** treme clearneſs, and theirſrepreſenting all objects ſo extraordinary distinctly. For

** I remember we were in a dark room with only one window, and the ſun too

was then off of that, yet the objects appeared more fair and clear, than any I

** have ſeen through microſcopes, though the ſun ſhone full upon them, or

'* though they TCCCiVCd more than ordinary light by help of refiective ſpecula or

Otherwiſe: So that I imagine 'tis chiefly, if not alone in this particular, that

his glaſſes exceeds all others, which generally the more they magnify, the

more obſcure they repreſent the object; and his only ſecret, Ibelieve, is

making clearer glaſſes, and giving them a better poliſh than others can do. l

ſound him a very civil complaiſant man, and doubtleſs of great natural abili

ties; but, contrary to my expectations, quite a stranger to letters, master nei

ther of Latin, French or Engliſh, or any other of the modern tongues beſides

his own, which is a great hinderance to him in his reaſonings upon his obſerva

tions -, for being ignorant of all other mens thoughts, he is wholly trusting to

his own, which, Iobſerve, now and then lead him into extravagancies, and

ſuggest very odd accounts of things, nay, ſometimes ſuch, as are wholly irre

concileable with all truth. You ſee, Sir, how freely I give you my thoughts

of him, becauſe you deſired it."
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This letter contained alſo a farther account of the prodigious orfro'mſis in the

medicine ſchool at Leyden q.

Dr. PAPm ſhewed a way, by which filtrations through cap-paper might be

mrdc ſuddenly and with great quantities of liquor by the help of the pneumatic

engine. There being a pipe from the straincr to the exhausted receiver, the 11

quor was driven forcibly by the weight of the air. It was tried with a ſolution of

ſugar in water, which became very clear. His account of it was as follows ':

" Filtrations through cap-paper being of great uſe, for the clarification of ſe

veral juices and ſolutions, but being ſo tedious, that they can hardly be applied

to great quantities, I have endeavoured to apply the pneumatic engine, to

hasten ſuch an operation, and I have ſucceeded pretty well, by the following

'f contrivance.

" AA is a glaſs-receiver.

" BB acover fitted to the ſame.

CCC is a pipe, that makes the communication between the receiver AA, and the

*' pneumatic engine. r

" DD a ſhallow veſſel full of little holes.

" EEE a pipe, that makes the communication between the veſſel DD, and the

'4 receiver AA.

" FF a veſſel to contain the liquor to be filtrated.

" GG the plate of the pneumatic engine.

'1 This part of Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX'S p. 88',

later is printed in the Pbilaſ. Trmyizct. N'. 168. ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 207.
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" For to uſe the instru

ment, the ſhallow veſſel

DD, ought to be tied

about first with linen

cloth, and then with cap

paper; ſo that no liquor

may get into the holes

of the ſaid veſſel, put

thorough the cap-paper,

and the linen cloth ;_

this must lie all in the

liquor to be filtrated,

and by the help of the

pneumatic engine, the

air is to be extracted out

" of the veſſel AA. So the liquor in the veſſel FF, must neceſſarily be driven

" through the cap-paper, and the linen cloth into the ſhallow veſſel DD, and

U from thence through the pipe EEE into the veſſel AA, and this operation

'* must be quick, becauſe of the great preſſure of the atmoſphere, that drives

'* the liquor: beſides, that the ſediment of the liquor ſubſiding at the bottom

" of the veſſel FF, will not be ſo apt to stop the pores of the cap-paper, as
" in ordinary filtrations." ' ſi

  

February 18. A letter of Mr. MUSCRAVE to Mr. As-ron, dated at New-coin

lege, Oxford, February 11, i68%*, was read, containing an account oſ ex

periments made at Oxford onthe weight of the parts of an egg, as follows:

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

'5 A hen's egg weighed Zij -- oo - 3j gr.x-v.

Z: The Hip] weighed > oo - o_c_> - oo gr.e e oo - Slj - 91 gr.:iij.

" The yolk, 00 -- 3v -- 35] gr. oo

V The white Zj - si - oo gr.vi.

U Lost in weighing --- oo -- oo - oo gr. ix.

V Another (hen's) egg --- Zij - 3j ..- Bji gr. xix.

V The ſkin oo - oo - oo gr. xviii.

45 The ſhell . oo -- zj -- Bij gr. viii.

" The yolk a . oo -- zv - gr. xviii.

'5- The White' . > ' * - 3j -- Sij gr." Lost in weighing --- oo -- oo -- Go gr. xi.

\

55 The preceding experiments were tried on raw eggs.

J Letter-book, voi. x. p. 14.

_2, r " Anothw
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." Another raw egg of the ſame ſort --*L Zij Zj -- Sij gr. xiii,

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

U The ſame egg borled -_- gij -- 33 -- 3] gr. XVllj.

** Lost in boiling 00 -- 00 -- 00 gr.xv.

_" The ſkin 00 - 00 -- 00 gr.xiii.

," The ſhell 00 -- zj - aij gr. xix.

3" The yolk 00 - gy - 00 gr.vij_.

" The white -- 31) - 00 gr.xiij.

" Lost in weighing 00 - 00 -- 00 gr. v.

" Theſe experiments were tried with a pair of ſcales, which turned with half

a grain, and are deſigned as part of an anſwer to one of Sir WiLLiAN PETTY's

** qucries."

A diſcourſe was read, ſent by Mr. WILLlAM MOLYNEUX, concerning the bogs

and loughs of Ircland, written by Mr. VVlLLlAM KING, fellow of the Dublin

Society '. The cauſe aſſigned of theſe bogs was the want of induſtry, the ſprings

raiſing up gradually a plexus of heath and graſs, the bottom under the water be

ing a white Clay or ſandy marl. The inconveniences of them are ſpoiling com

munication, destruction of cattle, ſheltering rogues, and corrupting the air and

waters.

The ways of draining them are cutting trenches, and decpening them by degrees,

till you come to the bottom.

Dr. LlSTER was of opinion, that the diſcoloured water coming from the bogs

might be from the flower of the heath falling into the water.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON", concerning ſome inventions at

Paris ; a curious perſpective ofa hall ; a candlestick ſnuffing its own candles; an

invention to estimate the way ofa ſhip; a stove for warming ſeveral chambers z

and an account of ſeveral books printing at Parisp -

Mr. PAGET preſented Dr. BARRow's posthumous lectures.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed ſeveral ſorts of gellics, which he had filtrated and madeſine

by means of the pneumatic engine, according to the method approved of at the

last meeting. His account of theſe experiments was as follows x:

** Having ſhewn in the last meeting the good effect of the instrument for fil

" trations, I hope the Royal Society will be pleaſed to ſee a real and great uſe

it may be applied to, for making gellies extraordinary ſine, and at a cheap

rate : l have therefore brought hither three ſorts of gellies : the first ſeaſoned

with ſugar, and near as fine as ordinary gellics, commonly fold for two ſhil

" lings a pound; ard yet this may be afforded for a groat: the ſecond gelly

' This diſcourſe is printed in the Pſi/ſſ ' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 7.

ſtay/act. No. 170. p. 948. for April 1685. * Regiſter, vol. vi. p. 103. A

a' U ſeaſoned

LL

(6

'6
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U ſeaſoned with ſugar, lemon-juice, and white wine, and fully as fine as ordinary

** gellies are, may be ſold for two groats a pound : the third gelly much finer

" than the former, and ſeaſoned with ſack instead of white wine, may be afford

ed for a ſhilling the pound, though it were aromatized with ſome eſſential oil.

" So that both rich and poor, either for health or pleaſure, may receive a great

" benefit from this invention."

aa

Mr. Hooxa read a paper concerning the different ways of carriage, which there

are upon land and water.

February 25. Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting concerning the

black water running from bogs, Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN was of opinion, that

the colour came from the ſand.

A letter was communicated by Dr. LlSTER, written by Dr. SAMUEL THRAP

LAND, and dared at Halliſax, February 2, 16827, concerning a carpenter there,

having voided by stool two large stones at a ſortnight's distance. The stone first

voided was ſhewn, and appeared to conſist of two different ſubstances; the one

more hard, and bright, and angled; the other more black and ſriable, encom

paſſing the former. The stone had been ſomething diminiſhed by being carried

about, but it ſeemed about an inch and half every way. It was delivered to Mr.

HUNT to take the figure of it, and keep it till it was called for.

Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN ſuppoſed it might be bred from the cystis fellea,

deſcending into the guts; and moved, that it might be tried, whether it would

diſſolve in the juice of garlic. '

Dr. SLOANE ſaid, that he had ſeen 200 stones taken out of the gall bladder oſ a

lawyer at Montpellier; and he judged them to be of a like ſubstance with, this.

This opinion was farther confirmed by cutting a little off with a knife.

Dr. LISTER communicated another letter to himſelf from Mr. H. vas,

vdated at York, February Io, 168!ſ ', together with the form of an urn lately found

at the brick-kilns without Barthant bar ; the urn itſelſbeing ſentto Mr. VVALKER

of Univerſity-college in Oxford. The figure was delivered to Mr. HUN'I' to be

copied. .

A petition was read from one ROBERT Coumsona, a Scotchman, deſiring to

ſhew the Society a very large stone taken out of the bladder of one FRANCIS Du

GORD of Auchen-home in Aberdeen, weighing 3 5 ounces and z, being in length

5 inches TYE, diameter 345. The man, in whom it was bred, lived till he was

fifty years old. It was delivered to Mr. HUNT to make a draught oſ it; and

'the man, who brought it, was ordered ten ſhillings. -

7 Letter-book, voi. x. p 4.. lt is printed in this letter is printed in the P/Gi/aſ. Tra'ſſzct. N'.

the PLi/zſſ. Tranſact. No. '70. p. 961. 171. p. 1017.

* Letter-book, vol. x; p. zo. An extract of

_ _V0L. IV. 1 B b b Mr.
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Mr. BAlLEY ſhewed a curious letter, which had been formerly ſent by the King

of Tiwan. It was written upon yellow paper, having ſeveral gold-coloured lþots.

The characters were Chineſe, and ſome of them ſeemed to conſist of eighteen and

twenty four different strokes, or takings-off of the pen.

A petition was read from Mr. JOSHUA HASKINS, repreſenting, that whereas;

he had invented a new way of improving woollen manufactures by impreſiing

thereon certain indented lines or creaſes reſembling the watering of tabby or mo

hair; he deſired the Society to take into conſideration this invention of his, and

to judge of any frauduious pretences concerning the manner of it -, and upon full

proof before them of the newneſs of the invention, to give him an attestatiom

The Society taking into conſideration this petition, appointed Sir CHRXSTOPHER.

NVREN, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Mr. HENSHAW, Mr. EVELYN, Mr. Hooxt,

and Mr. HOUGHTON, or any three of them, to be a Committee for the examining

the invention, and to bring their report in writing to ſome meeting of the

Society.

A letter of Mr. Muscnnvs to Mr. Asron, dated at' Oxford, Feb. 21, 186-2 ',

mentioning, that wheat for twenty years past had been ſold at Oxford at a mean

rate, 5 s. 4 d. % a buſhel, and malt at 2 s. I I d. % a buſhel :

That Mr. LElGH had written to him, that he had twelve cubical pebbles taken

out of the Omentum of a cow :

That Mr. Corn had written, that he had ſeven colours from the ſhell-ſiſh, of.

which he promiſed patterns :v

That Dr. Barch had met with another nyctalops in Bedfordſhire.

A letter of Mr. ISAAC NEWTON to Mr. ASTON, dared at Cambridge, Feb.

23, 168-2 ', mentioning, that the deſign of a philoſophical meeting there had been

puſhed forward by Mr. PAGET, when he was last there; with whom himſelf had,

concurred, and engaged Dr. MORE to be the Society; and that others were

ſpoken to, partly by him, and partly by r. CHARLES MONTAGU c. ** But

" that, added be, which chiefly daſhed the buſineſs, was the want of perſons wil

'" ling to try experiments, he, whom we chiefly relied on, refuſing to concern

* himſelf in that kind. And more what to add farther about this buſineſs, I

" know not, but only this, that I ſhould be very ready to concur with any per

ſons for promoting ſuch a deſign, ſo far as I can do it without engaging the loſs

" of my own time in thoſe things.

" I thank you for entering in your register 4 my notions about motion. Ideſign

ed them for you before now ; but the examining ſeveral things has taken a greater

part of my time than I expected, and a great deal of it to no purpoſe : and now

" I am to go into Lincolnſhire for a month or ſix weeks. Afterwards I intend to

U finiſh it as ſoon as Ican conveniently."

' Letter-book, vol. vi. p. 37. < Afterwards Earl of Hallifax.

' Ibid. p. 28. ' Vol. vi. p. 218. '

1: DI"
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Dr. Roamsox acquainted the Society, that Mr. RAY having ſome time ſince

finiſhed and fitted for the preſs Mr. VVILLUGHBY'S history ofſiſhes, would put it

into his hands, to be brought to the Society,

It was thought proper, that the ſecretary ſhould write to Oxford, to know how

the biſhop ® might be diſpoſed to take care of printing it upon the Society's taking

off an hundred copies. \ '

Dr. PAPIN conſidering the experiment of Mr. KUNCKEL, that ſpirit of wine

and water grow hot by being mixt together, made trial how ſpirit of wine purged

oſ air, and water purged of air, would do, it they were mixt in t-aruo. It ap

peared, that upon the mixture there aroſe an ebullition 5 and he ſaid, that new air

was always ſound in the receiver, which depreſſed the gage, though in the trial it

ſeemed, the engine was not tight._ This air, he ſuppoſed, was thrust out of

the mixture, by reaſon of the greater congruity between them and the aerial parti

cles : and he concluded, that the heat in Mr. KUNCKEL'S experiment might not

come from an acidity in ſpirit of wine, but from expelling the air, when the two

liquors unite.

Mſarcb 2. Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Dr. LISTER and Dr. ROBlNSON

confirmed, that the erica being in the flower about the month of August, the

waters running from the place are diſcoloured and ſhew like thick ale.

Concerning the stones voided from the intestines, Dr. LlSTER conceived them

first bred in the veſica fellea : that the growing or ſhooting of stones is instanta

neous, as might be perceived by a stone in the repoſitory, preſented by Dr. Gaaw;

which, as it was broken, ſhewed plainly ſhooting of the lines from the center to

the Circumference, in the ſame manner as one ſort ofgypſum is radiated.

He likewiſe obſerved, that in the u-rn mentioned from York, the face and

other parts were ſhaded or touched with a red varniſh, the colour obſervable in

the best urns; which ſhews, that thoſe urns have been varniſhed; as is mentioned

in the Philoſopbiml Tranſactions.

He alſo ſaid, that Mr. CONYBRS the apothecary conjectured, that the jet

rings or bracelets ſound in urns were rolls to be worn on womens heads. And

this was' remarked to be the opinion of BARTHOLrNus in his book De Amzulis.

Dr. Roamsou obſerved, that Cavalier Pozzo at Rome had twenty five ſorts

of theſe rings of ſeveral metals -, and that they were for the head.

Upon mentioning Mr. Cou-z's purple fiſh, the ſecretary was deſired to write to

Oxford to request, that a ſhell of the fiſh might be ſent up.

' Dr, jonu FELL.

Bbba Mr.
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*'

Mr. ASTON produced a large piece of brown ſugar, delivered to him by Monſ.

JUSTEL. It was ſaid to be made by the ſavages of Canada, who at the time,

when the juice riſes in the maple (l'erable) let it out, and evaporated it to an

eighth part; at which time it was ſaid to be as ſweet as the ſugar from the ſugar

canes. * .

Mr. ASTON was deſired to ſend a piece of the ſugar to Mr. RAY, and alſo to

Oxford, intimating, that the Society would be glad to have the experiment made

by them, this being about the time that the ſap riſes 3 and that if the ſap will not

granulate without it, there may be uſed lime-water.

It was ſaid, that at Brockleſby in Lincolnſhire there were ſycamores planted in

HENRY VIl's time, which are bigger than any trees in the lordſhip, though the

'leaves were as ſmall as the common maple.

A letter of Mr. Mvscnave to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, Feb. 28,

1687}-', was read, mentioning ſome antiquities, which the Philoſophical Society

there had lately received -, a farther deſcription by Mr. BULKLEY of the monster

with two heads ; a book written by Mr. DALGARNO, and printed ſome years be

fore, but ſcarce yet publiſhed, mfl E Mysia; or the ſeveral ways of communicat

ing thoughts; a man, who died ma in Cheſhire, having been bitten by a mad

cat, which received its madneſs from the bite of a mad dog.

A letter of Mr. R. HOWMAN of Norwich to Dr. Barccs was read, concern

ing one Alderman PARMlTER of that town, who having been bitten by a

mad fox, about ſix weeks after grew paralytic, and at last fell into an hydrophom

by, of which he died. '

Dr. LISTER took notice, that this caſe diffeer from one, which he had deſcrib

ed, in that here was a palſy; but he ſaid, that this did not hinder the perſon's

drinking, for his patient ſwallowed quicker than another man. The intermit

ting of the pulſe on one ſide he took to be accidental. He remarked, that

GALEN had written, that no animal was mad but the dog-kind, or what was

bitten by them.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed a strong extract of liquorice and water made in his digester;

' as alſo a compoſition made with this extract and the gelly of bones, being very

pleaſant, ſolid, and dry, as to be carried about, and eaſily melting in the mouth.

His account of this was as follows ' :

" Having ſeen ſeveral preparations of juice of liquorice, that ſhew the uſeful

* neſs of it, I thought it would be worth while to improve ſuch a preparation by

" means oſ the digester. l did therefore fill up a glaſs pot with liquorice roots

'* and water: and having included it in the digester, I increaſed the fire, till

* the drop of water did evaporate in two ſeconds, and I found, that the water in

" the pot had acquired a red darkiſh colour, and that in five or ſix hours time,

7 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 44. l Register, Vol vi. p. 210.

1 U it
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'* it did coagulate, becauſe of the great quantity of glutinous juice, drawn from

V the liquorice by ſuch a strong operation. *I have brought ſome of the ſaid

" coagulum, that the Royal Society may be pleaſed to obſerve the nature of it. I

" did afterwards mingle ſome of the ſaid juice with gelly of bones, and having

" ſet it drying, it became a pretty dry tranſparent ſubstance, that may be folded

** up in a paper, and carried in one's packet, without any danger of melting or

U putrifying: but being put in the mouth, it melts down, and hath a strong

U and pleaſing taste of liquorice, far beyond any that hitherto hath been made:

U I have therefore brought ſome of it : and I have at the ſame time brought ano

** ther ſort, which is kept as a great ſecret, and is fold at fix pence an ounce: ſo

" the Royal __Society may compare them both, and ſee the difference between that
** and mine." ſi

Mr. Hooxe read a paper about SIMON STEVLN's ſailing chariot and other ſorts

of motion 'X

March 1 r, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in the chair;

Monſ. DE BLEGNY, ſurgeon to the French King, being permitted to be pre

ſent, preſented his works to the Society, containing thirteen tracts.

Monſ. DE FOURCY was permitted to be preſent at the deſire of Monſ. JUSTEL.

Dr. ROBlNSON preſented Mr. WiLLUGHBv's and Mr. RAY's history of fiſhes

in manuſcript, ready for the preſs, which was put into his hands again till it

could be printed. '

Mr. Asrou read a letter to himſelf from Dr. PLOT, dared at Oxford, March 3,

IGSF', mentioning, that the Biſhop oſ Oxford would be willing to print Mr.

WILLUGHBY'S and Mr. RAY's history of fiſhes, provided, that the book were intire

as to the matter and the figures, and that the Society would take off roo copies.

It was deſired, that Dr. Lrsraa would give ſome instructions concerning the

number of the figures, that would be neceſſary, and out of what books they might

best be had.

A letter was read from Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, together

with the minutes of the Dublin Society from December 1, 1684., to February 2 3,

1682, incluſrve; which minutes were as followk:

" Dec. 1. A letter was read from Mr. K. concerning the triſection of an angle after

" method, though mechanical, yet more plain and facile, than has yet been pro

" pofcd. It alſo contained mechanicae ſectiones anguli cujuslibet in partes

" quaſlibet. As likewiſe it intimated various other curioſities, which he had under

" conſideration, and ſome of them finiſhed, as a Philoſophical character, the ad

h It is printed in the Pbilo/I Experiment: and i Letter-book, vol. x. p. 54.

Od/Z'r-varionr, p. l-go._ f lbid. p. 38.

"' book
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book of Eucun, &e. On the account of this philoſophical character, much.

diſcourſe paſſed about various attempts that way. An eclipſe of the moon be

ing expected the i ith of this month, it was ordered it ſhould be calculated and

obſerved. Mr. MOLYNEUX promiſed to do ſomething therein. Dr. MULLEN

eellectcd the ſerum in a blister raiſed by a blistering plaster, in which he tried

theſe experiments : it ferments not with ſpirit of wine, nor with cbmmon ſpirit

oſ ilii armoniac; but with a peculiar ſort of ſpirit of ſal armoniac of the doctor's

own preparation, it fermented viſibly. This ſerum turned ſyrup ofviolets green.

It did not coagulate milk put over a fire 5 three fourths of it evaporated, the re

ſidue remaining likc a gelly.

, \

" Our preſident, Sir WlLLlAM PETTY, brought in a paper, ſupellex philo

ſophica, containing forty instruments requiſite to carry on the deſigns of this

Society. He likewiſe ordered, that hereafter, at every mecting, an experi

ment in natural philoſophy ſhould be tried here before the company, and that

the preſident ſhould appoint on the foregoing Monday, what ſhould be tried

the Monday following, and the perſons to try it, that accordingly a fit appa

ratus may be made.

** Ordered, that next Monday Mr. FOLEY expoſe the pulvis fulminans and

its effects on a touched needle.

" Mr. MOLYNEUX preſented'Sir R. SiBaALn's Scotia Illustrata; the Philoſo

pbiral Tranflzctions from March to July last, incluſive, and the Acta Eruditarum

Lipſix from April to June last, incluſive.

" December 8, 1684. A letter was read from Mr. MUSGRAVE, containing the

minutes of the Oxford Society from October 28 to November 18. Therein

was mentioned an experiment of producing light by Dr. PLOT. Ordered,

that Dr. MULLEN try that experiment, and report it.

" Mr. Mocvneux produced ſome pulvis fulminans, compounded at this rate,

flores ſulphuris, 2. Tartar, 3. Niter, 6. It performed very well. A touched

needle was eitpoſed to its blow -, but it could not well be determined, whether it

had lost its verticity thereby, by reaſon that the needle was but weakly touched

by a weak stone, but it ſeemed rather not to have lost its verticity. Ordered,

that this experiment be repeated 'the next meeting. Ordered alſo, that a pistol

barrel be charged with this powder and bullet, and the breech thrust into the

fire (the touch-hole being first stopt) to try its effects on boards placed before it.

As alſo that it ſhould be tried, whether this pulvis fulminans in its blow will

fire gun-powder, match, ſpunk or dry linnen cloth, &c. - The rest of om

time was taken up in determining a controverſy, which two perſons had re

ferred to our Society, concerning the lines or circles of longitude and latitude.

" Dec. 15, The right hon. the Lord Viſcſiount Montjoy was this day pleaſed

to favour us with his company, and to be admitted into our Society. His

Lordſhip propoſed, that the bleaching orwhitening of linen cloth, as practiſed

** in
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in this country and in Holland, ſhould be taken into conſideration and enquired'

into, that a matter of that conſequence to this nation, eſpecially to the northern

parts thereof, ſhould be advanced as much as poffible.

" The pulvis fulminans compoſed the last Nlonday, being kept cloſe in a

glaſs bottle, performed this day very well. A piece of dried paper laid over

it was only lightly ſcorched thereby, and ſuch another piece laid over a like

quantity of gun-powder was thereby ſet into a flame: the pulvis fulminans in

its going off fired gun-powder. The pistol charged therewith was not yet tried.

U Mr. KiNG explained a contrivance of his for advancing Dr. PAPIN's

digestcr.

" All the time of the moon's eclipſe laſt week the ſky was thickly overcast, ſo

that no account thereof could be returned "

" Dec. 22. A letter was read from Mr. Asne, in anſwer to a query ſent down.

i by the Society to him, concerning a man in his country, who had a constant and

periodicrl evacuation of blood at the end of his forefinger. From which letter

the. following return is abstracted. VVALTBR WALSH, an inn-keeper in Trym,

born in lreland, of a temperate diet, ſanguine complexion, and merry hu,

mour, in the 43d year of his age, anno 1658 about Easter, was ſeized with a

great pain over all his right arm, a great heat and redneſs in his right hand,

and a pricking in the point of the fore-finger, wherein there appeared a ſmall,

black ſpeck, as iſ a little thorn had run in, and ſuppoſing it ſuch he opened it,

and thereupon the blood ſpun out in a violent, but ſmall stream. After it had

ſpent its violence it would ceaſe for a while, and only drop, and then ſpring

out with violence again, continuing thus for twenty four hours, till at, last he

fainted away, and then the blood staunched of itſelf, and his pains left him.

From that time during his whole life (which was twelve years) he was frequently

troUbled with the like fits, ſeldom having a reſpite of two months, and they

never returned oftner than in three weeks -, he ſeldom bled leſs than a pottle at a

time. The oftner the fit came, the leſs he bled; and the ſeldomer 'it aſſaulted

him, he bled the more: whenever they endeavoured to stanch the blood, it

raiſed most exquiſite tortures in his arm; no remedies, that were ever uſed,

proved in the least effectual. He had no other distemper, that troubled him -,

the ſeaſons nor weather wrought not upon him; he had no outward accident,

that at first brought the bleeding: drinking more than ordinary made him

more apt to bleed. He had no child after his first ſeiſure. Theſe frequent ſits.

brought him at last very low, inſomuch, that towards his latter end, he bled

but little, and that too but like diluted. water. He died of this distemper

on the I 3th of February, 16673.

" Yan. 12. A letter was read from Mr. AsTON, giving an account of the laſit

elections in the Royal Society. To the other particulars of that letter this

is returned, the ſcarcity of the Connaught worm will hinder us for a long time

from. making any farther experiments of its poiſonin g: Mrs.
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" Mr. BULKELEY'S anemoſcope and wine-pump were only propoſals of what

he thought may perform Well in both, but the engines were never tried, or

yet made.

" A letter was read from Mr. Musanve to Dr. Lrsran concerning the lim

pidneſs of the liquor in the lacteals. Ordered, that the thanks of this Society be

returned to the ingenious and learned Mr. MUSGRAVE for his communications.

" Dr. HUOLAGHAN propoſed, that it may be enquired what is the mostnice

way of diſcovering the acidity of liquors. Hereupon our preſident gave us

many oſ his thoughts, and amongst others, propoſed a cincture of cochineel.

" On occaſion of a relation concerning one MARY PARRY in the minutes of

the Oxford Society, 'October 7, 1684, Mr. BULKELEY propoſed, that Mr.

POYNTER, a chirurgeon in Oxford, be deſired to communicate an account of

a bitch he opened, that contained in her the foetus of ſeveral impregnations ; as

alſo of a-stone, which he took from under the tongue of a ſhoemaker in

Oxford.

U Order was then taken about a more commodious way for proſecuting our

experiments.

" Yan. 19. Dr. HUOLAGHAN reſented an account of a monstrous kidney,

weighing forty ounces, lately ta en from a perſon in this town, together with

the delineations of it and its parts, accurater drawn.

" A letter was read from Mr. MUSGRAVE concerning the minutes of the Ox

ford Society, to which our thanks being returned, we promiſe to tranſmit

thoſe things they deſire from us. Thanks alſo were ordered for the preſent of

aſbestus paper, which, upon trial, ſucceeded very well. The ſame letter in

cloſed Dr. PLOT's diſcourſe of perpetual lumps, and at this meeting we were

diverted from reading it by a perſon, who brought us in a monstrous birth," being

a female child with two most compleatly formed heads on a body outwardly

ſingle in all other parts. The parties, who had the property in this monster,

would not fell it; otherwiſe we ſhould have diſſected it.

" Yon. 26. The right lion. the Lord Viſcount Montjoy at this meeting pre

ſented an air gun, , which performed very well.

" Dr. PLor's diſcourſe of ſepulchral lamps was read. Ordered, that the

thanks of this Society be returned the doctor for this learned diſcourſe.

** A letter was read from Mr MUSGRAVE, giving an account of ſome relations

from Dr. TURBERVILLE of Saliſbury.

" There was preſented a male child with two compleat heads, one ſomething

f® bigger  
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bigger than the othet, and three arms, the parents names PATRXCK and Eu

BETH HOY, farmer, in the county of Meath in the barony of Kels. The

mother about twenty four years old, this her first child, born this January day

I tth. Of this we have an accurate ſketch, but the bowels had been careleſsly

taken out as ſoon as it was born. The people, that had it, ſaid it had two hearts,

two livers, &c.

" Dr. I'IU'OLAGHAN ſhewed ſome experiments of changing the colours of li

quors tinged with cochineel, ſyrup oſ Violets, &c. in order to what he had for

merly propoſed concerning an accurate criterion of acids.

** Dr. MULLEN produced part of the diaphragm of an old woman, to which

there grew an hydatides containing about half a pint of water: this was opened

before us; its liquor was of the colour of common ale, but it was full of ſat

unctuous particles, which, when it was poured on any thing, did ſhine like

glittering ſand on a paper. Its stench was very strong. It did precipitate

with ſeveral acids.

" February 2. Sir ROBERT REDDING produced a fine ſhining ſand, which

looked as if each grain had been gilded. He likewiſe gave an account of the

catching of lampreys in the barrow nigh Monaster-Evan. The ſand was com

mitted to Dr. MULLEN- to try ſome experiments thereon.

" A letter was read from Mr. Musanvz, containing Mr. BENT's account how

they make turpentine, oil of turpentine, roſin, pitch, and tar, from the fir

trees nigh Marleilles.

V Mr. MOLYNEUX gave an account ofſome experiments he had made with the

pulvis fulminans in a pistol-barrel.

" Feb. 9. The preſident being abſent, my Lord Montjoy was pleaſed to take

the chair. His Lordſhip expoſed to us the whole contrivance of the wind-gun

and all its parts. "

" A letter was read from Mr. MUSGRAVE, containing an account of Mr.

WALKER'S exPeriments on landearriages. Mr. MOLYNEUX thereupon moved,

that it may be tried, whether ſmaller wheels, iſ fitted with proportionable ſmaller

axle-trees, do not move as eaſily as greater. i

" A letter was read of Mr. ASTON, containing (with other particulars) an ac

count of Dr. LiSTER's experiments of freezmg.

" Feb. 16. Mr. SMtTH being lately returned from the North, brought us an

anſwer to our queries concerning Lough Neagh. The anſwcrs were drawn up

by ARTHUR BROWNLOW, Eſq, living in thoſe parts, who has made 1t his bu-,

ſineſs to ſearch into that matter theſe ſeveral years: theſe were very full and ſa-_

tisfactory : he concludes therein, that the water does not petrify, but that the

VOL. IV. ' C c c " earth
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'* earth about the Lough does most certainly. The thanks of the Society were

** ordered to be returned Mr. BROWNLOW for this large and accurate account.

" Feþ. 23. Dr. MULLEN preſented a monstrous kitlin lately brought forth in

** this town. He wave an account at large of the anatomy thereof, with the
D

" ſketches taken by Mr. SANDYS. In the Journal des ſcavans pour Lundy

" Juiliet 1 , an. 1680, there is just ſuch another monstrous cat deſcribed, and

" the cuts t ereof given. "Tis very strange, that two errors of nature (for ſo we

" may call monsters) ſhould thus exactly agree."

Upon the mention in theſe minutes of a stzpeL/ex philoſopher; of forty instru

ments, propoſed by Sir VVinuAM PETTY, as neceſſary for the carrying on

the work oſ the Society, the ſecretary was ordered to deſire a copy of it. '

There being likewiſe mentioned an improvement of the digester, it was deſired

to know of what kind. it was.

Concerning the periodical bleeding of the man at Trim, it was deſired to

know what remedies had been uſed, as caustics, ligatures, or stanching li

quors, &c.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, March 6,

168-}*, was read, mentioning among other things the ballamic earth, which by

the deſcription ſeemed to be petroleum.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL was read, mentioning two new ſatellites of Saturn,

diſcovered by CASSlNI with IOO feet glaſs without a tube, and making five ſa

tellites; an hypotheſis printing by CASSlNI ; and of a light ſeen after ſun-ſet.

Mr. Hooxa remarked, that the ſame thing had been mentioned by Mr.

CHILDREY in his Britannia Baconi-ara; and that it often appeared about the begin
ning of February. ' ſi '

As to the instrument for finding the way of a veſſel, he could not ſee, that it

differed from Sir CHRlSTOPHER WRHN's, unleſs he had a deſcription of it more

particular. .

A paper of Dr. SLARE was read, concerning an uncommon concrete ſound in

the distillations of ſeveral vegetables. It was as follows m :

" In our common methods of distillation, we often refolve our vegetables into

'* volatile ſalts, oils, water, fixt ſalts, and ſometimes ſpirits 5 not that every ve

** getable does always afford all theſe, nor do even theſe (by ſome called princi

" ples of vegetable bodies) ſeem to exist ſo ſimple and pure, as not to be compound

" ed, if not decompounded, and ſubject to yet various alterations. This has been

U ſufficiently demonstrated at this board. In ſome late distillations I have found

1 Letter-book, vol. x, p.. 45., _'I Register, vol. vi. p. 216.
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*- an uncommon concrete, that ſeveral vegetables have afforded me, ſo that now

U it ſhall paſs no longer for a contingcnt experiment. This product, as to its

** ſubstance, ſeems to be a ſalt ſhot into crystal, as chemists uſually term their

U tranſparent and figured ſalts: in its figure is ſomewhat irregular. As to its

U weight, it does not near reach the gravity of any volatile ſalt I have met with;

'U Itjust ſinks in water, ſo leiſurely, that it comes near it in ſpecific gravity. . It

" differs from most ſalts, and in this, from all vegetable ones, that it will not

** diſſolve in water, but very eaſily in good ſpirit of wine. By its ſmell as Well

" as the forementioned levity, it ſeems to be a true oil ſhot into crystals. The che

" mists have in their writings ſet' a high value upon ſuch a preparation of an

" eſſential oil, for the production of which they allow many months circulation ;

U but this is done with more eaſe. Finding it very differing from' most of our ob

** ſerved products in ſpagyrical analyſes, I thought it fitting to preſent it to the

*' Society."

Dr. LISTBR obſerved, that camphire might be ſuch a kind of production,

which is an oil of the Cinnamon-tree.

Dr. SLOANE ſaid, that an oil was hardly to be got out of the cinnamon here in

England; for that out of twelve pound ot Cinnamon there came ſo little oil, that it

ſcarce made a liquor milky or white. /

Dr. PAPIN made a trial, Whether a pipe might be made to ſound in maw, by

putting &whistle into the hole of the pneumatic engine, ſo that the air getting

in or out of the receiver must paſs through the whistle. The event was, that

when the receiver had a quantity of air in it, the whistle ſounded; when it was

void, it would not ſound at all. His account of it was as follows " :

" I have prepared another experiment, attempted first, but in vain, by the Flo

" rentine academy, and afterwards ſucceſsfully proſecuted by the lion. Mr.

" BOYLE, which had a very ingenious apparatus, to blow into an organ-pipe in

'* warua, for to prove, that the air is neceſſary for ſounds : but the diſpoſition of

'* my engine atl'ording a very great "conveniency for ſuch an experiment, ſo that

** it may be repeated 'As oiten= and in what degree of rarefaction you pleaſe; I

V hope the Royal Society may, upon ſeveral circumstances, make ſome new ob

U ſervations. My way is but to ſet the aperture of a whistle in the hole of the

U pneumatic engine, ſo that the air going out, or getting in to the receiver,

" must needs paſs through the whistle : for having drawn ſome air from the re

" ceiver into the pump, I must but keep open the communication' between both,

** and letting the plug be driven up, the air returning into the receiver will blow

" into the whistle, and make it ſound as well as apair of bellows would do.

" But when the receiver is quite exhausted of air, no ſound can be produced,

" though I let the plug be driven up very fast."

Mr. JOHN BEAUMONT preſented a draught of his deſign for writing an history

of nature and arts of the county of Somerſet, which was well approved of by that

ſ Register, vol. vi. p. zrz.

C c c 2 ' Society,
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Society, who declared, that they thought him a fit perſon for the undertaking,

and would be ready to give him any aſſistance.

Mart/a 18. Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon mentioning the extract: of cinnamon, Mr. Lonwrcx remarked from

BALDEN, that the Indians make an oil out of the fruit of the Cinnamon-tree, being

like a ſmall olive, having the ſmell and taste of Cinnamon.

lt was queried, 'whether this might not be the oil of cinnamon, which is brought

into Europe.

A letter of Mr. RAY to Dr. ROBINSON, dared at Black Notley in Eſſex 0, was

read, wherein he doubted, whether our Engliſh maples would yield a ſaccha

rine juice 5

1. Becauſe probably the Indian maple is ſpecifically distinct from ours :

2. Though it be the ſame, it may yield a ſaccharine juice in America, though

not in England.

3. The common maple bleeding little, and but at ſome times, it would be hard

to have a quantity ofthe juice in the place, where he then was.

As to the history of fiſhes, he ſaid, that it was as perfect as that of birds, ex

cepting the cetaceous kind, which he deſired might be ſupplied. With 'eſ ect to

the deſigns for the cuts, he ſaid, that he had ſeveral drawn from the lite, and

had made references to the places in authors, where the best figures were extant.

The exnguia aguatim, he ſaid, were omitted as infects.

Dr. Roamsox was deſired to return thanks to Mr. RAY, and request him to

ſend up his draughts and the references to the figures, which he judged to be the

best extant. .

x

lt being ſaid, that there were ſome plates of figures of fiſhes and birds made by

the Biſhop of Chester", which were in Mr. HUNT*s hands, Mr. HUNT was or

dered to gct the plates of the fiſhes rolled off against the next meeting, in order

that the Society might judge, whether they would be uſeful to this book.

Mr. Ray having ſcrupled the account of the unicorn-fiſh in the History of tbc

AntiZ/er, it was affirmed, that the book was of ſmall authority, as being written

in Europe -, and that particularly the account in it of the unicorn-fiſh was falſe.

Mr. Hooxz ſaid, that there were ſeveral facchariferous trees mentioned by PISO

and ſome other writers. *

* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 46. It is printed in Mr. RAY's Pr'zila/I Letterr, p. 177.

R Dr. WILKlNS..

The
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_ The palm being mentioned, Dr. LISTBR ſaid, that it might be reckoned among

the canes.

Dr. SLARE preſented a man's head brought from the East-Indies dried, but

having all the ſkin and fleſh sticking upon it.

A letter oſ Mr. Mvsanva was read, concerning Mr. C0Lt's fiſh tinging with

colours, ſaid to be a ſort oſ periwinckle.

An account oſ the ill effects oſ the cold on the 2 3d oſ December, 1684; ano

ther of the good effects of the Bath in the palſy and barrenneſs by Dr. PIERCB of

that cityq: and a third concerning the ſpecific weight of ſeveral bodies carefully

examined by Mr. CASWELL and Mr. RlCHARD W'ALLER', were produced and

read.

Dr. SLARE ſhewed a parcel of the crystals mentioned at the last meeting as pro

duced in the distillationoſ origanum. Some of theſe were delivered to Mr. HUNT'

to be kept in the repoſitory, he being ordered first to deſign their figures.

They just ſunk in water, being put upon a coal; they appeared to be all vola

tileiand ſome were put into water till the next meeting, to ſee, whether they

would diſſolve.

Dr. SLOANE preſented ſome crystals of borax.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed ſomejuice of liquorice prepared with gum tragacanth and

ſome with the gelly of bones.

He likewiſe ſhewed how ſounds would be made in ſactitious air.

His account oſ both which was as follows ſ :.

" Being commanded to try, whether ſactitious air would be fit ſor the pro

" duction oſ ſounds, I have prepared the engine, ſo that after the air is quite

" exhausted, and the whistle in the receiver can produce no more ſound, I may.

" cauſe ſome iron to fall into ſome aqua ſat-tis in eacuo, from whence there will be.

" ſome new air produced in the receiver -, and it will be eaſy afterwards to try, by

" playing the pump, whether that new generated air, paſſing through the kWhlstlBL.

** will produce any ſound.

" I have alſo brought ſome of the juice of liquorice prepared with gum traga

" canth, being now dry enough to be carried about: and l have at the ſame;

" time brought ſome of the ſame juice prepared with gelly, that they may be:

" compared together."

* It is printed in the Philoſ Trmzſact. N'. 169. x. p. 60: _

p. 944. ſor March, 1085. ' ſ Register, vo1.vi. p. 211.

' lbid. p. 927. It is in the letter-book, vel. X

. Upon

I
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Upon paſſing of air through the whistle, the ſound was very clear and loud

He was ordered to try against 'Lthe next meeting to make a gelly of the Jeſuits

bark.

1685, March 25, Dr LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

Dr. SLOANE preſented a piece of the bark of the root of the Cinnamon-tree;

ſome of the oil drawn from the bark of the root ; and a piece of the camphire.

He remarked, that the way of extracting the oil and camphire was by putting

the bark of the root in a copper veſica : and that the oil in the receiver, as ſoon

as it cools, lets fall a camphire to the bottom: that the camphiie of Japan was

out of the leaves of a tree.

The oil, when it is first rubbed on the hands, has a strong camphire ſmell;

but this afterwards in a minute or two changes into a Cinnamon ſmell.

A letter of Dr. PLOT to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, March 18, 168; *,

was read, concerning Mr. 'WViLLUGHBY'S and Mr. RAY's Hzstwjy qſFz'ſhes, and

mentioning, that Mr. ASTON's last letter had much leſſened the opinion concern

ing that history; for it had been preſumed before, that Mr. WILLUGHBY had

taken all the draughts from the life, whereas it was now ſound, that the cuts must

be picked up here and there out of books; which Dr. PLOT likewiſe found by

Mr. ASTON's intimation to have been done in the Hzsto'y aſ Birds, by compar

ing ſeveral birds, which he, Dr. PLOT, had drawn from the life in Staffordſhire

with Mr. VViLLUGHBY's, 'which he had ſound ſo unlike, that he thought now

to have ſome of them engraven anew. He remarked alſo, that the Biſhop

of Oxford could not refolve or determine any thing about printing the book there,

till he had ſeen what it was ; and that therefore thoſe draughts, which were ready,

ſhould be ſent thither; and that his lordſhip thought, that but one hand ſhould

be employed in the engraving the plates.

The Society conſidering the uncertainty of the offier, and the length of time,

that one hand would require to engrave all the plates, reſolved to undertake

the printing the book at their own charge, and appointed a Committee for that

purpoſe, conſisting of the preſident, Dr. LISTER, Dr. ROBINSON, Mr. VVALLBR,

Dr. Tvson, Mr. RAY, Mr. HiLL, and Mr. ASTON, or any three oſ them.

Mr. ASTON was accordingly ordered to ſend notice thereof to Oxford, and to

deſire, that the biſhop would print the book for them, the Society being at the

expence of the impreſſion, and ſending down the paper, if neceſſary.

A letter of Mr. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON dared, March 20, 168%", was read,

t Letter-book, vol. x. p. 54. *

" lbid. p. (6. It is printed in the Pbilaſi Trarz/Ztct.N*. 172. p. 1030.

. . concern
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concerning a ſort of bees at Cayenne in America, obſerved by Monſ. VILLER

MONT, very different from thoſe here in Europe.

The ſame letter mentioned a white Cinnamon at Guadaloupe, and another at

Maragnan like that of Ceylon ; and that ambergiſe is a ſort of wax and honey

fallen into the ſea between the tropics.

A letter of Mr. Muscnave to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, Match 21,

168; *, was read, concerning the comparative weight offiſeveral bodies, as follows :

 

 

 

ib .

'* A Cubic foot of ſand weighed * 85 - if

" Of New-castle coal 67 - 12

" Of Gravel [09 - 5

" Of wood-aſhes ' 58 - 5
 

" lt was affirmed, that a buſhel of corn weighs more in dry than in

" wet weather : that 64 lb of meal makes 35 lb of fine flower, if it be from the

*' best wheat, and very dry. Pump-water and that of Iſis were found of equal

" weight, by weighing 5 ib 53 of each, with ſcales, that turn with a ſmall bean

" about a quarter of an ounce in weight; ſo that a difference leſs than 1 in 400

" could not hereby be distinguiſhed."

This letter mentioned likewiſe, that there had been communicated to the Phi

loſophical Society at Oxford a catalogue of ſome of the dgstderata in chemistry,

and Mr. BEAUMONT's draught of his deſign of a natural history of Somet

ſetſhire. 1

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK to the Society, dated at Delft, January

2 3, 168; 7, was read, concerning the figures of the ſalt of carduus benedictus,

of the ſalt of wormwood, of alum, ſalt-petre, and Vitriol of Cyprus.

Dr. LISTER remarked, that there were figures of common ſalt and alum amongv

the ſalts of wormwood and ſome others; and that it was to be wiſhed, that

Mr. LEBWENHOECK had prepared all his ſalts himſelf. He queried, whether

Mr. LEBWENHOECK had ever ſeen ſalt of nitre finiſhed at both ends, and how

many ſides it had; and he deſired, that Mr. LEEWENHOECK would deſcribe a

large crystal of alum and a large crystal of Vitriol.

Mr. ASTON was deſired to take instructions from Dr. Lrsrzn, when he ſhall.

next write to Mr. LEEWENHOECK.

Dr. PAPIN reported, that he had put Jeſuits bark and ſpirit of wine in the di'

gesting engine, and given fire enough to ſoften bones, and that the tincture

was high.

* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 61.

i It is printed in the Plai/qfl Tranſizct. N'. 173. p. 1073. ſo: July 1685.
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He was ordered to put the bark again in the digester, and try to bring it to a

mucilage; and to take two more quantities of bark, and put water to one, and

wine to the other; and try what they will be by a long digestion.

He likewiſe made the experiment oſ the different operations of water and wine

upon fleſh and bones put at the ſame time in the digefier. The ſucceſs was, that

in the water the fleſh and bones were very ſoft; in the wine the meat and bones

leſs ſoft.

April I. Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

A letter of Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Leyden,

March 14, 1685 1, was read, as follows :

" I ſhall now be as good as my promiſe, and ſend you the names of thoſe na

" tural curioſities Dr. HERMAN preſerves here in his balſam; which are not ſo

" conſiderable for their number, 'as that ſeveral of them have not hitherto been

*' deſcribed by any writer, either of travels or natural history. Of theſe he de

" ſigns to give the world an accurate account, in a book he will call Mzflum qu

" [om'cum, which he has long promiſed the public; and thereforel will ſet down

" little more than just their bare names, which are as follow :

" 1' Lacerta Indica maxima, crocodili terrestris ſpecies, Bontii Histor. vid.

fl lib. 5. cap. 4..

" 2. Vipera Indica conſpicillo notata, cobra das capellas Luſitanice dicta.

" 3. Vipera Indica tricolor.

" 4. Crocodilus.

" 5. Lacerta Zeylanica ex gryſeo cinerea chamfflliontis capite.

" 6. Loligo minor Indica.

" 7. Kahakurulla, i. e. Indice avis crocea.

" 8. Sciurus Zeylanicus.

" 9. Felis Indica filvatica urſinam faciem gerens.

v" 10. Simia Indica tardigrada ignota.

" I 1. Lacerta Indica diverſicolor dorſo ſquammato et ſerrato.

** 12. Mustela vulgaris. '

" 13. Mustela alba. ,

" 14. Ananas Acostae; carduus Braſilianus foliis aloes. Bauhin. in Pina,

" 3 8: 4. a

" 15. Bananas ſeu palma humilis longis latiſque foliis Bauhin. Pin. p. 507.

" 16. Lacertus ſquamoſus Bont.]. 5. c. 8.

** 17. Serpens Indic. ex albo et lurido maculatus.

" 18. Foetus humantts maſculus ſemestris.

-" 19. Palakothaja, avis Zeylonica coloris ex ſpadiceo viridantis.

" 20. Priapus vegetabilis.

" 21. Cinamomi arboris ramulus cum fructibus.

" 22: alter cum floribus.

f Letter-book, vol. x. p. 49.

\ u 23.
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" 23. Sandalmalam ſeu hyacynthus Indicus tuberoſus.

" 24. Sirii Bont. Hist. l. 6. c. 2.

U 25. Lepores gemelli monstroſi ſibi invicem conjuncti.

26. Florcs nucis ſaufel, Bont. Hist. l. 4. cap. 2.

27. Hydrym Markgravii, 1. 4. c. 22. ſalsb concha anatiſera dict.

28 Aſelli majoris partes genitales.

. Uterus concha: Malabarica chiancos dict-re.

. Lacertus volans, Bont. lib. 5. cap. 7.

. Fructus intiger cacao dict.

. Halcyon Zeylonica.

. Piſcis marinus maculis ex fuſco gry ſeo notatus.

. Piſciculus Indicus fiuviatilis.

. Scorpius niger Indicus.

. Pfittacus nanus rostro coccineo.

. Piſcis compreſſus marinus Zeylonicus ſiſizrino adfinis, ſpadiceus, albi

cantibus per tranſverſum lineis notatus.

" 38. Tullica; avicula Zeylonica mellivom lucida nigra, rostro longiffimo

acuto et adunco.

U 39. Araneus maximus ſeu phalangium Americanum Nahamda Margrav.

l. 7. cap. 3.

" 40. Paſſcr Zeylonicus agrestis.

" 41. Mus Indicus arborcus striatus.

** 42. Sargasto tenuifolius -, ex mari Viride.

" 43. Piſcis compreſſus chlonicus marinus ſiſerino adfinis ſuſcis canccllatim

ex currentibus lineis notatus.

" 44. Altcr ejuſdem generis lincis divcrſi coloribus notatus.

" 4 5. Serpcns lndicus viridis gracilis azhsetulla dict.

" 46. Chamazleo Africanus.

47. Eruca maxima Zeylonica flava pedibus ac dorſo piloſis.

48. Arumalia Margrav. l. 7. c. 5. Iocustrc ſpecies.

49. Locusta Zeylonica tardigrada ſiebilis capite et pedibus alatis.

50. Locusta Zeylonica viridis.

U r. Locusta Zeylonica tota ſoliacea, ſolii limonii decidui

folium ambulans vocata, ſcu parandela.

** 52. Locufia Zeylonica cucullata viridis.

** 53. Amphiſhena Zeylonica, cujus cauda et caput vix differunt inter ſe.

" 54. Lumbricus Zeylonicus maximus cmruleus.

" 55. Serpens Indicus viridis binis per longitudinem albicantibus lineis notatu

56. Oniſius ſeu Millipes Piſon. 1. 5. c. II. -

57. Lacertus lndicus levis domesticus -, Americana Braſil. Marggr. 1. 6. c. 1 2.

58. Coluber Zeylonicus floſculis ornatus. 1

59. Coluer chlonicus ex fuſco et albo maculatus.

60. Coluber pictorius &Cor-ſpun.

61. Coluber Indicus bubalinus.

" 62. Vipera Zeylonica.

" 63. Cojuber viridis obeſus, multa pingucdinc abundans.

64. Colubcr (Pon'n-eo; ex gryſeo et fuſco varicgatus.
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. Lacerti ſquamoſi Cluſii embryo cum ſecundinis.

. Millipes Zeylonicus niger.

. Scincus.

. Concha margaritifera cum pifce 84! margarita.

. Simiaz tardigrada: Zeylonicae abortus.

. Piper rotundum nigrum, planta integra.

. Avicula Zeylonica. > -

. Bombyx Zeylonicus

" 3. Palakothaia minor et elegantior. -

" 74. Coluber lndicus viridis binis per longitudinum albicantibus lineis et

nigricantibus notatus. 1

" 75. Avicula Africana mellivora dulcedinem ex floribus leonuri, a Breynio

deſcripti, colligens.

** 76. Avicula Zeylonica nigra collo coccineo.

*' 77. Loxia VVillughbei.

a This is the collection which at preſent Dr. HERMAN has in poſſeffion, he

daily adds to it, and tells me he ſuddenly expects from the East-Indies ſucha

number of exotics, as will equal what he has already, ſo that at last it may become

as well conſiderable for its variety, as for the rarity of thoſe things it contains.

" Whether the collection of Dr. SWAMMERDAM be the ſame with that, of

which you have ſeen a printed catalogue, I cannot ſay, but I believe 'tis not.

'Tis not poſſible for me to procure a catalogue of what it contains, ſo that all I

can do in this particular, is to ſet down whatI have ſeen, as far as my memory

will help me: if this will be any way ſatisfactory to you, you may com

mand me. .. i >

U The glaffizs Mr. LEEWENHOECK ſhewed me, magnified objects no more than

ſeveral other glaſſes I have ſeen before, and therefore diſcover nothing but

what may eaſily be ſeen by help of other microſcopes : ſo an account of them

would be no ways ſatisfactory; 'tis only his own private glaſſes, which make

thoſe more than ordinary diſcoveries. I never heard he ſold thoſe glaſſes of his

more common ſort; but I ſhall not return ſuddenly into England, for l de

ſign to stay ſome while in France, and perhaps viſit Italy before that time : ſo

lcannot ſerve you in this particular; but wherever it lies in my power, you

may command, &c.

U They talk much here, at preſent, of the madman at Harlem, that as certainly

fasted forty days and forty nights. Doubtleſs by this time you have heard

of it. I deſign ſuddenly to go and ſee him."

On occaſion of the story of the madman at Harlem, who fasted forty days, it

was remarked, that this was no diſeaſe nor cheat: that a woman of Poictou and

One in Derbyſhire had lived a year without eating ; but their gurs were dried up.

On the occaſion of cheats, Dr. Lisrna ſaid, that Mr. \V1LLuonnY had de

- 2 tected
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tected that of the woman, who pretended to take worms out of the teeth with a

quill, having forced the quill from her just as ſhe was putting it into his mouth;

and found ſmall worms in it.

Dr. TYSON ſaid, that he had'atooth drawn at Oxford ſeveral years ago, which

being put preſently into the place, where it had grown, stuck after four days ſo

fast, that he could eat with it', and that he had the ſame tooth now. -

It was conceived by Mr. HENSHAW, that teeth drawn will not fasten again in'

old people. .

Dr. LISTER obſerved on occaſion of the catalogue of Dr. HERMAN'S curioſi

ties, that lſl hot countries the ſerpent kind are numerous -, whereas in England

they are but three or four; as the common ſnake, the Viper, and the (low-worm.

Dr. SLARE remarked, that a ſlow-worm had been vomited out of a man"s

stomach, and that one Mr. PLUMPTRE had kept it in a glaſs ſome months with

an intention to ſend it to the Society; but that at last it got away from him. Dr.

SLARE was deſired to procure a particular account of the matter of fact.

Upon the mention oſ a concha margaritzfcra tum margarita, Mr. HENSHAW re

marked, that the pearl conſisted of a multiplicity of coats like a bezoar z and that
it might be bred in the stomach. ſſ ' '

Dr. LISTlZR ſaid, that he had found ſixteen pearls in the muſcle, that adhered

to the ſhell, and none in the body of the fiſh. '

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON ', was read, concerning ſome

old painted glaſs brought from VVooburn abbey' in Bedfordſhire; the coecum

of a man dead of a conſumption, being very ſmall 3 Mr. DALGARNO'S propoſal

to deliver up his papers about the univerſal character to any worthy undertaker;

a woman cured of deaſneſs by a fall from a horſe, and a blind perſon, who was

restored to ſight by bleeding at a wound; a cure by Dr. TURBERVILLE of aper

ſon, who could ſee in the night, and not in the day; and an account of one, who

' could not ſee, iſ he ſuffered the hair of his headto grow above an inch long.

It was conceived, that the antient glaſs-painting was but rude, as being pieces ,

of glaſs coloured quite through, or bubbles dipt in coloured glaſs, and then blown,

the colour being but on one ſide, which is oiten ſcratched away till you come to

the white, where another colour may be laid on, Ior the white leſt for heightening,

As to ſeeing in the night, Dr. LiSTER ſaid, that King 'CHARLes I. hada'r

man from Louth in Lincolnſhire, who ſerved as a guide to the army in the night;

and that he could read a letter in the darkest night

With regard to the coecum, he obſerved, that it was often very ſmall in a man.

' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 64.

D d d 2 . Apaper
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A paper was read containing ſome propoſals and conſiderations about the

printing of the History ofFiſhes.

A letter of Mr. RAY to Dr. Ronmsou was read, returning his thanks to the

Society for their intentious to print his book and ſome other things relating thereto.

A paper of Mr. CASWELL was read, concerning the manner of taking the ſpca

cific gravity of ſeveral bodies -, as that the ſolids were examined hydrostatically by

weighing them in air and water', but the fluids by weighing an equal portion of

each in a glaſs holding about a quart '.

Dr. PAPIN brought in the experiment of the Jeſuits bark boiled ſix hours to

gether in the digestcr in three ſweral menstruums. The fire uſed was ſuch as

evaporated a drop of water in three ſeconds.

It appeared, that the bark boiled in water was inſipid and ſoft -, the water like

Wife inſipid.

The bark in white wine was not ſo ſoft, and the infuſion was stronger.

_ The bark in ſpirit of wine was much harder, and stronger tasted.

'He'likewiſe brought in a ſpecimen of another uſe of the digester, viz. the

making of medals with the gelly of bones, which ſhall receive the exactest im

reſiion, and be ſo hard, that they cannot be ſcratched with the nail, nor be

broken by falling down.

The members preſent were verywell ſatisfied with this experiment, and ordered Dr.

PAPlN to take offſome good impreſſions, which might be laid Up in the repoſitory.

APril. 8. Dr. LISTBR vice-preſident in the chair.

The Earl of Pembroke was preſent.

Dr. PIT, who had been formerly choſen, and had time allowed him for his

admiſſion on account ofhis reſidence at Oxford, was now admitted.

Upon a diſcourſe concerning the uſe of the coecum, Dr. PIT ſaid, that it

was full of glands.

Dr. PAPIN brought in ſeveral pieces of plaister of Paris, and ſome pieces of

the ſame ſlze being plaister, out of which the air had been exhausted, and the

cavities filled up with gelly of bones, to try whether they would become more

tough. A ſcale being hung upon the plaister of Paris, it broke with 4; ounds.

The ſame ſcale being hung upon the plaister of Paris boiled in gelly, it brofle after

half a minute with 6 pOUnds.

' a Pþilzj? Trag/Ztct. No. 169. p. 928.

A pear
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A pear ſhut up in 'vacuo last year was viewed. It looked well, but ſome

moisture was got out, and lay in the glaſs, which was not opened.

A letter of Mr. MusonAve to Mr. Asron, dared at Oxford, April 2,

1685b, was read, mentioning, that Dr. PEIRCE of Bath ſaid, that the ſubstance

found by him in the ureter of a man was a ſhell, and not a stone ſhaped like a ſhell ;

and that two evets or newts were found alive in a stone two fect thick and two feet

and an half under ground, as could be well attested.

It was queried, why Dr. PEIRCE took the ſubstance to be a ſhell.

With reſpect to the evets found alive in a stone, ſeveral things of a like nature

were mentioned, as a toad found in a stone, as alſo in a tree in Berkſhire; a bird

unperiſhed ſound in the middle of a tree -,, an olive stone in the middle of a tree.

A paper was communicated from the Philoſophical Society at Oxford, occa

ſioned by a diſcourſe read there, March 24, 168{r, concerning the advantage,

which thoſe men, who want ſight, may have as to memory, and the application

thereof. It contained an arithmetical operation performed by Dr. W'ALLis in

the night without light, or pen and ink, being the ſquare root of 3 with 40

cyphers adjoined, and at another time the ſquare root of a number oſ 5 3

places ®. a

A diſcourſe was read, which had been preſented to the Dublin Society by Mr.

ST. Gnoaor ASHE, fellow of Trinity-college there, and of that Society, stating of

what uſe in mathematics the ſolution of the problems of ſquaring the circle,

doubling the cube, triſecting an angle, inſcribing geometrically a regular hepta

gon in a circle, &e. would be; and what advantages may be reaſonably expected

from ſuch diſcoveries. For instance, whether in the buſineſs of ſquariizg the cir

cle, the compendiums of ſines and tangents logarithmically uſed, and the infinite

approximations already known, do not anſwer all uſeful ends, as fully and well :

together with a demonſtration quod rogm'to rentro graw'tatir [make babeamr circuit'

qundratura d.

A printed paper of Mr. MERCATOR was communicated by Mr. HENSHAW,

containing five propoſitions concerning the quadrature of the circle, which he pro

feſſes himſelf ready to demonstrate.

A letter of Mr. RAY to Dr. Rosmson, dared at Black Notley, April 1, 1685 ',

was read, concerning the lampetra and finſcale of Dr. PLOT, ſaid to be fiſhes un

deſcribed, and the making ofſugar out ofthe juice of maple. It was as follows:

" Iwrote to you by the last post, and yet I cannot let you rest. Searching

" Dr. PLOT's history, and conſidering his deſcriptions of the fiſhes named, l be

' Letter-book, voi. x. p. 66. 4 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 70.

e Ibid. p. 67. and F/Tu'loſi Tranſizct. No. '78. p, * lbid. p. 62.

1269. ſor December 1685. * ' _
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gin to be in doubt, whether they be already deſcribed or no. The first is a ſort

of lampetra, with roded or straked ſides, which whether deſcribed and entered

in our history I cannot certainly ſay; you may eaſily by comparing the deſcription

of thoſe we have entered (which are not many) refolve that. There are alſo in

BALTNER ſome fiſhes of that kind figured and deſcribed, which we have nor

admitted. The lampctra Hava I take to be an accidental variety, and the lampe

tra bicauda a monstrous production, not a constant ſpecies; but there are one or

two more, which poſſibly may be new ſpecies. Not understanding high Dutch,

lwas at a loſs, and uncertain concerning ſome ſpecies there figured. For

though it is not to be ſuppoſed, that a man of his education ſhould be able

to deſcribe animals well, yet ſo much might be gathered from the notes he

gives, as might lead an understanding and attentive man into the knowledge of

them, and with the figures (which arein all very exact) give him ſo much light

as to enable him to determine the ſpecies. There is next to theſe an an

guilliform fiſh, I am in doubt of.

" As for the finſcale oſ Dr. PLOT, if it hath indeed, as he ſaith, teeth in the

mouth or lips, it is a strange and unheard of fiſh, doubtleſs not yet deſcribed

nor mentioned by any author. But I ſuſpect the doctor was therein mistaken,

and that it is a leather-mouthed fiſh, and carries its teeth as the roach, and all

other of that tribe doth, in the bottom of its mouth, or in its throat,

or in the mouth of its stomach, which you pleaſe. I remember the draught of a

fiſh in BALTNER, which, as I take it, he calls rotele, which for all the name is

not the rutilus or roch. I knew not what to make of it, nor could I find it
in other bOOks, and therefore put no name toctit, nor yet entered it in the hi

story. Dr. PLOT's deſcription anſwers ſo well to this figure, that I am per

ſuaded the finſcale and rotele of BALTNER are the ſame fiſh (ifI remember

aright, and that broad fiſh with the very red ſins in BALTNER be termed rotele)

and that it is a new, and by us unſeen and undeſcribed kind. But you, that

have the picture and the deſcriptions, both ofBALTNEn and Dr. PLOT to com

pare with it, will be able to make a better judgment. i have neither deſcrip

tion of fiſhes, nor any book to help me but one, that, as l told you, is worſe

than none, more apt to confound than refolve. I believe it is not the ballerus

of RONDELETIUS. A friend and neighbour apothecary, whcm I employed,

yesterday, brought me the effect of his boiling the juice of the greater maple.

Having boiled as high as an extract, he found a whitiſh body ſomewhat like

brown ſugar, and tasting ſweet, but withal ofa woody reliſh; immerled in a

body of the colour, and conſistency, and taste too of moloſſes. Upon curing

l do not doubt we ſhall have after the moloſſes is ſeparated, a perfect ſugar;

but in very ſmall quantity, not above an ounce from agallon ofliquor. Poſſi

bly, nay likely, afterwards, when the liquor begins to run thick near its ceaſ

ing, it will yield a greater proportion of ſugar. When he hath cured it, I will

give you a farther account or it, See."

Dr PAPIN repeated a former experiment. Let an exhausted bolt-head stand

with the neck in water in vertue. If the air be admitted into the receiver, the wa

tCſ
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ter riſing violently into an Oval bolt-head turns round into a cylinder for ſome

time before it fettles : but the ſame did not happen in a round bolt-head.

Upon a trial now with a round bolt-head, the water twined as in an oval one.

April 15. A propoſal of Dr. LlSTER was read, ofa new way of cutting for the

stone in the bladder, by opening the fand of the bladder, and taking out the

stone from-above by a cut in the abdomen of men, as follows ſ :

" Iwas long ſince put in mind of this way, by an obſervation I chanced to

" make in the diſſecting of a bitch, which had been formerly ſpayed, and the

" womb cut out: but (l know not how the bunglers had ordered the matter)

* I found part of the fund of the bladder grown within the lips of the wound,

" and the lund itſelf a little more fleſhy than uſual. I could not find the bitch

" otherwiſe was ill, though I had not had her long in keeping.

'

" I am, I ſay, from this obſervation forward to believe, that the fund of the

" bladder may be opened, and the stone taken forth from above by a cut in the

" abdomen of men. '

*' And from this way of cutting, theſe advantages ſeem to follow ; that, pro

" vided it heal(which this obſervation ſhews it will,) a bare inciſion of parts without

" bruiſe or other violence, ſave a few stitches at the cloſe of the OperAtion, is all

" that need to be done; that the stone may be much more readily come at, for

" that the fund of the bladder is large, and may this way be handled before the

" extracting the stone, ſo as to be Certain of what is farther to be done, to pro

" portion the wound to the stone contained in it. Again, by this way a very

" great stone may be most readily broken to pieces by the forcipes. Alſo this

" way thoſe bruiſes are avoided, which neceſſarily happen from the frequent and

*' violent ſuccuſiion of the forcipes to catch in them the stone or stones; and

" ſometimes the fatal mistakes of taking hold of ſome folds of the Haccid and

" empty bladder together with the stone, which, perhaps, is too often done,

** and then 'tis excuſed by the growing of the stone to the ſides of the bladder.

" I therefore recommend the experiment to be tried expreſsly on a dog, that

" it may be more circumstantially noted, what the ſucceſs will be in the healing

" up the pieced bladder, stitched within the lips of a wound in the abdomen,

" made over against it."

It was recommended to be tried on a dog, that it may be circumstantially noted

what the ſucceſs will be in the healing up of the pieced bladder stitched within the

lips oſ a woumd in the abdomen made over against it. v

ſ

For this experiment were nominated Dr. PiT, Dr. TYSON, Dr. AGLlONBY,

and ſuch other of the phyſicians, as could attend it.

ſ Regiſter-book, vol. vi. p. 235.

A let
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A letter of Dr. SOLOMON Rrrsuuus to 'Mr. Asron, dated at Stutgard,

March 6, 168:;.I, in anſwer to Mr. ASTON's to him of December 17, 1684,

was read, mentioning his having received the tables of the eclipſcs of the ſatellites of

Jupiter, and deſiring the Pbilaſopbiml Tranſactiom to be ſent to the Duke ofWurtem

berg, and a correſpondence with Mr. WiLLiAM SCHROTER and with the Society.

Monſ. JUSTEL related, that Monſ. VlLLERMONT had ſound out a way ofper

petuating the uſe or pot-aſhes in ſoap for the waſhing oſ linen by filtrating the ſalt

oſ the lye employed, and making uſe oſ it again with new oil for the making ſoap:

and that the ſame ſalt had been uſed thirty times ſUCCCſſlVClY :

That the ſame Monſ. DE VILLERMONT had a method of reducing molofi'es into

ſine ſugar by making it granulate: and

That Monſ. Cassmr's two ſatellites of Saturn new diſcovered were the nearest to

his body, but their motion was not yet determined.

He mentioned, that Monſ. DE VILLERMONT deſired to be of' the Society,

which was referred to the council.

Dr. PAPIN' ſhewed ſeveral patterns of medals made with gelly of bones, that it

might be judged, which appeared the best.

He likewiſe ſhewed a mixture oſ plaister oſ Paris and gelly of bones, which

Was difficultly dried, and then was apt to be chopped, and conſequently would be

unuſeſul.

The tranſcript of a part of a letter of Mr. Cou: to Mr. RAY was read, men

tioning his having found ſeveral ſorts of figured stones this winter, which he

judged never were either animals or vegetables, or any parts of them:

As alſo concerning his ſort of purpura or colour-fiſh, whoſe staining after paſſing

through a great many colours ſucceffively fixes into a ſcarlet purple, which is no

more-to be altered by waſhing.

i He promiſed to communicate to the Society the ſhells of the fiſh and his ob

ſcrvations.

Mr. HOUGHTON ſhewed a root of a kecks, whoſe fibres were prettily twisted and

interwoven, as that ſort naturally are.

April 22, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent,

Dr. Lisri: R vice-preſident

The Earl of Berkley Mr. WALLER

Mr. COLWALL ' Mr. HALLEY

Mr. HlLL Mr. HOOKE

Dr. SLARE Mr. ASTON.

I Lettcrvbook, vol. x. p. 92.
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Mr. J. BEAUMONT, Mr.-CHARLEs LEIGH, and Monſ. DZ VILLERMONT

were agreed to be propoſed to the Society as candidatcs.

It was ordered, that a quarter of a year's ſalary be paid to Dr. PAHN :

That Mr. FOSTER'S bill for cataloguing the books in the library be paid after

the rate of 4. s. per diem :

That the treaſurer pay for the plates and drawings of the Histmy of Fiſher :

But that if a member of the Society pay the price of a plate and the ingraving,

then his namgſhallþe let down on the plate, with notice, that he was at the

charge of it.

Drt SLARE propoſed a perſon for a chemical operator to the Society, who

ſhould attend at their meetings, and be contented with a moderate ſalary: which

motion was approved.

Mr. Hoom: propoſed, that a book ſent to him from Cambridge might be en

couraged in the printing.

This book was referred to Sir CHRISTom-uzn WREN and Mr. HALLEY to be

read over, whoſe report ſhould govern the reſolution of the council upon that affair.

At a meeting oſ the Socuz'rY on the ſame day, Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in

the chair. -

Dr. GARnEN's attempt oſ an aerostatical hypotheſis oſ' the various chang'esof

the weather, ſent from Aberdeen to the Philoſophical Society at Oxford, and by

them communicated h, was read. ' ' _ . '

It ſuppoſes, that when the atmoſphere is heaviest, the vapours, as lighter fluids,

ariſe and ſwim at the top of it; but when the atmoſphere is light, the vapours

fall down again. This is asterted to agree with obſervation.

It ſuppoſes likewiſe, that when the preſſure ofthe air is leſiened in one place (as at

Edinburgh) the neighbouring parts o the atmoſphere, whoſe weight is not leſſened,

run there in a current till all be reduced to an aequilibrium, and thence come

winds. This is alſo aſſerted to agree with obſervation -, for upon wind the quick

ſilver falls, or is in motion.

As to the different changes of the ſpecific gravity of the atmoſphere, it is ſup

poſed neceſſary to know the cauſe oſ gravity in general, and of the air's weight in

particular, for which it is hinted,

1. What may be the nature and properties of the azther; and what' influence it

may have on the changes of the air's gravity.

2. Whether nitrous steams, or ſome ſuch mixture, may not alter the air-'s

ſpecific gravity.

" Letter book, vol. x. p. 94. It is printed in the Pbi/a/Z Tranſ N'. 171. p. 991. for May '685.

VOL. IV. E e e 3. What
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3. 'What inſitienee the change of the air's ſpring by heat or' told may have upon

the change oſits weight. -

Dr. WALLis ſaid, that to make the vapou'rs aſcend, there must be an impetus,
as when dust riſes in a vroom : *

That the vapours are raiſed out of the earth by ſome ſuch cauſe as heat or fen

mentation,, and are carried up 'as long as that impetus is able to ſurmount the

'weight _of the air -,_ but that then they fall again. '

As to the riſing of the quickſilver in the barometer in hot weather, he queried,

whether it might not ſwell by reaſon of' ſome latent air in the body of the quick
ſſſilver, for that he formerly obſerved the first three years his barometer was filled,

ſithat upon great he'a't'it uſed to riſe z but afterwards Upon the like occaſion it fell;

and he ſuppoſed, that the air then was got out of the quickſilver, and remained

in the-empty ſpace of the glaſs. _ r

An experiment was ordered to be made in hot weather with a tu'be find qUi'ck

'ſilver well exhausted and filled by Dr. PAPIN, after his way.

' iDr. PAi'liN 'iniade'ſian experiment to 'ſhew how high the water wmfld probably

riſe in an &quicrural ſyphon, as it was propoſed by Dr. Reisauus.

A pipe full of water had its aperture inverted in a glaſs containing ſome water.

'IWhen the air was half exhausted (as appeared by a quickſilver- age) the air

bubbles appeared plentifully in the pipe. Whence he-cohcluded, t at a ſyphon

of ſmteen feet high would at 'the wp'proddce bubbles, which inns-'ſlow a-mmion,

as that of this ſyphon, would hinder the running 'dſ theWatcr; i ' ' -

ſſkchivvotild adviſe totru'st to this ſYþhonſſſor above-tenor twelve fact? of

water. - - ' 1 - , _

3. Dr. PApin likewiſe tried, what degrees of exhaustion in the pneurnatic engine

would be neceſſary to 'make te'pi'd Water boil, Thew'ater-did nOt begin to fboil- till

itheair wasjnea'r all exhausted. ' i' -- F 7 1 "

' ' '6 ſſ . ſ _'.

'ſi 17er 29. 'Dr.ſiLISTE'R v'ſii'cdſiþre'ſideritiinſfhe chair. -

_There were-propoſed as candidates,
Monſ. DE 'ViLLERMON'Ij'b'yiMonſI'Jusuh " 5 '

Mr. CH'AſiRLE's Lardu by erMtIs'cn'A've, _

l; Mr. JOHN BEAUMoNT. _ M._ ' - -'

There was preſented by Mr. BOYLE his book intitled Short Mcmoirr for tri:

natural experimental History aſmineral waters, addreſſed by way of letter to a flimd.

Monſ. Examen being preſent at this meeting gave to the library his epitome

of Gnsseuous's Philoſophy in fix tomcs.

A letter
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A-letter of Mr. Mus'oRAvs to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, A ril 27, 1681; i,

was read, mentioning an extraordinary tide at Dover on the 19th o March, when

after it had flowed ſome time, it ebbed two feet, then flowed again, then ebbed

and flowed a third time, and ſo a fourth, ſo that there were four flowings and

three ebbings in one tide.

This letter mentioned likewiſe, that in the [ter Germam'cwiz 'of father MA

BrLLON, printed at Paris in 1685, there is the delineation of a teleſcope, as it

was deſcribed by CONRADUS ViCTOR, who lived before the year 1241 : which

tube differs from the dioptra Ptolemaim found in the manuſcripts of the great

SYNTAXIS and of the bypatyptyis of PROCLUS : and

Mr. Coma in a letter obſerved, that there is a ſubstance, proceeding from

calamine ore, which far exceeds in colour and fineneſs all metals beſides gold and

ſilver; and that if this ſubstance were made malleable (as he imagined it might)

it would, he thought, bring braſs and copper into contempt. - . .

As to lapis calaminaris, Dr. LISTER obſerved, that' it is a lead orez that

calcines as lead does, and turns, like it, into ſeveral colours: I ,

That he did not doubt, that ſeveral things would electriſe. to'

There was read a diſcourſe of Dr. WALLIS concerning the air's gravity obſerv

ed in the baroſcope k, occaſioned by Dr. GARDEN'S aerostatical hypotheſis, read at

the last meeting.

lPart of aletteriof Mr. LEBWENHO-ECK ofJanuary 2 3, 168%, was read, concern

ing the figures of-oil oftartar per deliguium, of Muſcovy pot-aſhes, and of camphire'.

Dr. PAPIN made an experiment, 'to ,-ſhew how water paſſing through a piece of

dried oak was full of bubbles z but water paſſing through a piece of leather, had

no bubbles at all. His account of it was as follows "' : '

\

" There having been a question moved in the last meeting, whether water

'* might turn into air, I have made an experiment, that will, perhaps, give ſome

** light therein, and into the nature ofplants. I take a receiver, that hath a ſmall

i' hole at the top -, and having stopt the ſaid hole with cement and a iece of

" wood, that paſſing through the hole remains han within, and half w-it out the

" receiver, I put the great aperture of the ſaid receiver upon the plate of the

" pneumatic engine, and keeping the wood, that is at the top, quite under water,

" I draw the air'out of the receiver. Then 1 ſee, that the water, which is at thetop

" of the wood, being driven thorough the wood into the exhausted receiver, Will

" produce there a great rmany bUbblCS/Z and ſuch bubbles will appear even if the

" ſaid water hath been first well purged of air: ſo that it ſeems the wood hath

" ſome property to turn particles of water into particles ofair: which will ſeem

*' the more probable, if you make the ſame experiment with a piece of leather

1 Letter-book, vol. x. p. izi. ' ' ' lbid._N'.'i7_z. p. 1077-1080. '

h 'Ibid.p.,106. 'It is printed in the Plai/ſl , m Register, vol. vi. p. 238. '

Tra'gſact, NF', 'ſlep-1 iooz. - - ' ' '
i'E'e e 2 - . A' inistcad
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'5 instead oſ wood,' becauſe the water being after the ſame manner driven into

" the exhaustcd receiver thorough the leather will never produce any bubble."

It was queried by Mr. WALLER, how long the water paſſing through wood will

appear full of bubbles 7? Whether the bubbles will not be ſpent in a day's time ?

Dr. PAPIN was ordered to provide an a'quicrural ſyphon made of tin, about

twelve or more feet long, to examine how high water may be made to aſcend in it.

May 6. Dr.WALus preſented to the Society a printed copy of his History af/Iſge

bra, wherein the faults of the preſs were many of them corrected with his own

hand.

A man belonging to Mrs. PLAYFORD the printer having delivered a meſſage,

that there would be ſixty copies oſ the Algebra brought to the Society, if they

would pay 601. ; it was anſwered, that iſ he brought ſo many copies, the Society

would endeavour to ſell them within a month or two, and deliver him the money,

or part of it, and the remainder of the books, provided the books were brought

before the members of the Society could buy them in another place. But the man

having no power to deliver the books, Dr. WALLlS undertook to 'furniſh twelve

books for the preſent. ' * - - *

Upon mentioning the mixture of lapis calaminaris with copper, Sir JOHN Hos

KYNS ſaid, that he had been informed, that there was aWay of increaſing iron,

but that it would not be tough, being ſerviceable only for cast iron.

, Dr, WALLIS propoſed, as from the preſident, that ſome perſon might be em

. ployed to ſearch the registers for what relates to navigation. . .

It was anſwered, that the books were ready for any member oſ the Society, who

would undertake the ſearch ; but that navigation had not been the general work

of the Society, but the taflc of ſome particulars, as Lord Viſcount BROUNCKER,

and ſome others, whoſe inventions were many of them never brought to be re

gistered. Nevertheleſs, that there are many things in the books relating to mag

netiſm, the variation of the compaſs, &e. and that the Society ſhould be ready

to receive commands of the preſident.

Dr. SLOANE preſented three ſorts of a ſweet ſmelling earth, found at Hoxton

in a field, where ſome workmen were digging cellars for houſes, that were build

ing. In digging but fix feet deep there was first cast up a Clay, then a gravel,

and afterwards a ſand, all ſmelling, but the lowermost the strongest. It ſeemed

to partake of a petroleum: and he ſaid, that it had yielded an oil upon distilling.

Mr. HBNSHAW related, that he had been told, that in the French King's gar

dens at Paris, the top of the ſkull of a pigeon had been pared off, and the brain

cut out, at ſome distance from the oPtic nerve: and that the vacuity having been

filled with white wax, the pigeon had been ſeen to pick up corn three hours after

wards, but died in fix hours. Dr.
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Dr. SLOANE ſaid, that all the cerebrum of a dog (and not the cerebellum)

had been cut out at Montpellier by MODL'CHIRAC, and the cranium filled with

earth : that the dog had lived twenty four hours; but another dog, upon cutting

the cerebellum, preſently died.

There was read the latter part of Mr. LEEWENHOi-zcx's letter of January 23,

1683., being obſervations of the figures oſ the ſalts contained in the aſhes sticking

near the mouth oſ an oven or' a foundery of cannon; in the aſhes sticking to the

ſides ofan oven, where lead is calcined -, in the ſalts of quick lime ; in the lime of

ſea-ſhells -, in the Engliſh loda or glaſs-wort; in the ſoda oſBritany; in the ſoda

bariglia of Alicant: and in ſal armoniac ". The figures were likewiſe ſhewn, cu

riouſly deſigned by Mr. LEEWENHOECK.

In the postſcript he mentioned, that he had foundct in the womb of a bitch,

that had been limed three or four times not three days before, a great number of

living animals, which are the ſeed of a dog. -

A letter oſ Mr. Muscnavn to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, May 1,i685*,

was read, mentioning, that at Leyden there had been cut out of a bladder by

SMALRIUS a ſew years ago two inches of the ſmall end of a tobacco-pipe,

which had been stuck into it ſome time before, and-was kept at Leyden ; a far

ther account oſ which might be procured frbm Mr..THOMAS MOLYNEUX : and

That one COLEBRON, a chirurgcon inzsuſiex, hadjtwice cut out the stone oſ

the bladder aſter the manner mentioned by Drf LISTER -, and that in one oſ theſe

attempts, the patient being a young child, he had ſucceeded.

This letter was accompanied with a copy of Sir WILLIAM P-ETTY-'s ſupellea

philoſophim, as it had been offered to the Society at Dublin, containing forty
five articles, as follows: ' v ,' ſſ

" Scales and steelyards to weigh in the air and water.

. Scales to ſhew the weight without prostaphaereſis.

. lnstruments whereby to meaſure the ſuperficies of irregular bodies.

. Instruments to meaſure irregular mag'nitudes. _. - _ , __ .

To meaſure the fineneſs of gold and filver.

. To meaſure the loading and unloading of aſhip. a

. To meaſure the goodneſs oſ teleſcopes and microſcopes.

To meaſure the heat, moisture, and weight of the air.

To meaſure ſun-ſhine and rain, and the force of wind.

" 10. To meaſure the strength of ſalinezliquors. ' _ , ,

" 1 1, To meaſure the strength of brandy and other ſpirits often distilled.

" 12. A parallelogramv - ' > -, '

" 13. An artificial eye. . e

" 14. A Monochord and pipe.

" 15. A water level.,

' Pbilaſi ſum/2151. No. 173. p. 1081-1090.

* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 138. a q _ 1 ',- - - i tz p
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U 16. A Mariner's compaſs," a variation, anddipping needle.

U 17. Mr. FLAMSTEAD's quadrant. i * , ,

U 18. Aclock. ' ' ' .' " '

" 19. A ſphmrical magnet, and other-magnum with dust oftheſame.

" 20. An exhaustingengine.

- " 2l. An Iliolipile.
. " 22.- Adigester. ' L'l'i * 'ſi ' '

" 23. Alimbec. Þ "' *' "" 3',
*' 24. Arandonbow, ' ' ' i 'l ' * 3' ' " " '

*" 25. A gun-powder meaſureg ' l ' '

" 26. A condenſing pipe orwind-gun. '
" 27. A ſpeaking trumpet. * ſi

" 28. An acoustic-tube, _ . , . . . * ,_
'* 29. Lamps. ſi ' ' "ſſ" ' ſi ct £ſi ſiſi'ſi *' 3' ſi' I' if

*'" 30. A meaſure ofrefract'ion'. '1 1 'ſi ſi "' 'ſ ſſ' "U ""ſi' .'

. a 31. Awind-watch. e' 5' ® ſiſi "ctſi' * "" =

*' 32. Teleſcopes. 7 _
X 33. Microſcopes. ' ' ' * "5 1- - - ſſ

34. Burning-glaſſes. _ > - w

** 35. Priſms. ' * ' * * .' ' *

K 36. A stone-cutter's' wheel and quadrants. ' "' '

'" 37. A turner's lathe for compounded figures. '- A; '1

** 38- Awind-furnace, bellows, and blast-pipe. H i'

'* 39. A ſhrew-preſs. '

" 40. A touch-stone.

** 41. Awater-trou hwithlpullies and plummets.

" 42. Apairofglo s. x- .:*

" 43. A fixed globe. 1

" 44. Aburning metal. w; '

" 45. A looking-glaſs.

Dr. PAPm preſented four medals made after his manner by order of the Socie

ty; the ſubstance of them being only the gelly of bones, though the co'lourswere

different according to the ſoils. ' _- * -_ ' ' '

He made likewiſe the experiment, how water' would paſs through leather and

ſeveral woods; and whether it wenld produce bubbles. His account of it was

as follows F : ' ' ' ' '

" Being commanded to try, whether water might be driven into an exhausted

*' receiver through the grain of leather, and 'ſeVeral ſorts of wood; and whether

*' it would produce there any bubble, I have made four 'experiments'upon

" that ſubject, and having first tried a piece of leather much after the ſame' man

" ner as in the last meeting, but that this time the grain was upwards, ſo that

'* the water could find no way to get into the receiver, but thorough the ſaid

P Register, Vol. vi. p. 239. -

2 _ " grain;
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U rain : I ſaw, that in half a uarter of an hour's time, hardly one drop could be

** riven in, and it made no bu bles at all.

** 2dly, I have alſo tried with' a Cork, but I have not ſound, that any thing

U could get through, though it ſeems to be a very ſpongy body.

" 3dly, I have tried. to let a ieee of wood stand upon the engine for a

" whole day, and I ſound "that _ the water, gettin along' the veſſels into the

" exhausted reteiver, did e ill _'oduce here ſeveral ubbles, but not ſo frequent
f* as in the beginning; 'whichl imlnution. may be aſcribed to 'the ſiobstruction of

** the pores by ſome impurities in thelwater, or by the. ſwelling of the wood.

U 4thly, I have alſo tried with wood cut ſideways, that the water might not

** get along theveſſels, as it did in the third experiment -, and I have found, that

" no water can get through the'wood thus cut.'3* * l ' i .
. - .. l . -'r\. FZ, 2." * chi.

May 13, at'a meeting'of the cada'c'krw'ese preſent,

ſſ Dr. LJsTrR vice-preſident

Sir JOHN Hosxvus - ' 'Mr. HALLEY

Mr. _HmJ. A ._ _i. w _ ., Mr, WALLER ,
Dr.S_1.AP;I-: ſi ' ſi , ' " ly' l'i-Mrj'AsroN. i ' r i .

1\\Ir.'Hp0KK;-'" ' ' . '
71] 3, ; i." 1 - i -

It was Ordered, that the treaſurer give Dr.' PLO'I' twentypounds ſor'his ſervices

done the Society.

At a meeting oſ the SOCIETY on the ſi'i'ſiarſſne day, Dr.' Ltsnfia vide-preſident in

the chair, , _- . 'r , y v2 03 .'.-:*

,- i "

-l ,,,/_-'-.7\_7_ rit,"There were elected ſi "

THOMAS Earl ofPembroke, _v 'ſſ£ ſſ'Mr.ſſBaAUM0NT,

Monſ. VILL'LRMONT, <' ' ' Mr. LmoH.

There-bein ſome diſcourſe concerning the 'makin of a general _index to the
SocietY's regii ers, it was referred to "a council to be ummoned_toſſ_ meet on the

Wedneſdayſollowing at eleven o'clock. ' ' ' ' ' ' '

Mr. Jonnson of Canterbury ſhewed acurious proſpect _of the _cathedral oſthat

city drawn by himſelſlin oil-colou_rs -, as alſo ſeveral .view)s of the country adjacent.

*Mr.' ASTON read 'part 'of a letter from' Mr. J'gssor of Broomhall, wherein he

tinquired, whether any oſ the Society'had obſerved any monthly periodical motion

of the quickſilver of their barometers; ſince upon an experience only oſ a year

and half he ſuſpectcd, that there are four monthly periods in it, as there are inthe

ebbing and flowing of the ſea. D

v - ' * r.
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Dr. PLOT communicated part of a letter from OBFAPiAi-tctWALKER Con

cm'ning a ſwarm of bees at Univerſity-college in Oxford, which 'ſettled upon an

clm branch, that a commoner held in his hand, as he was walkingv near. the hall,
and was hived. ' * ' ' ' ct * ſſ

, A letter of Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. MusoRAve, dated at Dublin,

April 17, 168 5 q, was read, concerning a new ſort of hygroſcope contrived by

himſelf. A piece of whip-cord about four feet'long Was fastened at one end to an

hook: at the other end hung a pound-weight, ſo fitted, asto carry an index of a

graduated circle. The moisture of the air twists the _ro e,' and gives a mation to
the indcx upon the circle -, and t'cthectdrineſs o'f'th'eſſair untwist's 'the cord, and brings

back the index, '

ct Mr. HENSHAW mentioned, that he' had obſerved the barometer'to be ſometimes

affected with a ſouth-west wind, as if there were an easterly wind. But he ſup

poſed a reaſon hereof might be, that the wind was east above, though west below.

Mr. Hooxn obſerved, that ſome time in a winter before a frost the quickſilver

of the barometer has been higher than at any other time of theyear.

Dr. PAPlN made a trial,_*howlan zrquicrural ſy hon of ten feet high made of

glaſs would continue to work. After a quarter ofpan hour it stop d, and the

water after an hour and a half's time rested at about two inches rom the top.

But the bubbles appeared plainly at about eight fect, sticking to the inſide of the

glaſs pipe.

A May 20., Dr. LISTBR vice-preſident the chair.

Dr. MILLES preſented to the Society in Dr. Bchcs's name the ſecond edition

of his Optbalmograpbia, much inlarged; which Dr. MlLLES was deſired to peruſe.

Dr. DANIEL Cox deſired to borrow RAuwoLr's Itinergzrium; which the li

brary-keeper was ordered to lend him, taking the uſual ſecurity.

A letter of Dr. PLDT was read, concerning the character to be employed in the
History of fiſhes; ſomectſpecimens of which being viewed were well'ap' _roved oſ :

and it was recommended to him, that there might be a border with 't e Society's

arms. . '

Dr RoaiNsoN communicated to the Society a draught of Propoſals to be£made

For printing Mr. RAv's General history of Plants; which Were read, and apProved

of to be printed in that form, the ſecretary drawing up a ſhort attestation, and

ſigning it, with ,the liking of Dr. LlSTER the vice-preſident; and the members

preſent declaring, that When the book ſhould be finiſhed, they would be ready to

give a farther and larger testimory of the esteem, which they have of ſo learned
a member. ct

__ I Letter-book, vol. x. p. 112. It is printed in Pþilrſi Tra'z/Zzct, N". 172. p. 1032. for june 1135.

r.
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Mr. As'ron read two letters, which he had received, one from Mr. JonN

JAMES ZIMMERMAN, dated at Amsterdam; the other from Dr. REISELIUS,

dated at Stutgard, April 5, 1685', deſiring, that ſome books might be ſent

to the Duke of VVirtemberg, and mentioning, that the zequicrural ſyphon had

- worked at above thirty feet high.

Mr. ASTON was ordered to conſult with Dr. PAPlN in giving an account of

ſuch experiments, as had been made concerning that ſyphon before the Society ſ.

' .

Mr. ASTON communicated a letter to himſelf from Monſ. JUSTELt, accom

panying a box from Monſ. VILLERMONT, wherein were ſome of thoſe strange

honey-combs found in the VVest-Indies, and formerly mentioned to the Society;

together with a piece of natural ſhagreen; a piece of cinnamon of the river of the

Amazons, and another ſort from anorher place ; as allo a piece of the Clove-tree

from America.

Mr. HENSHAW ſaid, that to make the ordinary ſhagreen the aſs's ſkin was boil

ed, and then strewed with mustard-ſeed, and preſſed to make the ſkin riſe.

The cinnamon tree from the river of the Amazons was no other than the cor

tex Winteranus.

Mr. HOUGHTON obſerved, that the true cinnamon and the Jeſuit's bark broke

stringy; but the caſiia or bastard cinnamon more ſhort. '

A letter of Sir RrCHARo BULKELEY to Dr. LlSTER, dared at Dublin, May

5, 1685", was read, deſcribing the new ſort of chariot or calaſh made there by

one CLEVET, having but two wheels, and not overturning ; one wheel being able

to go on a ſuperficies above three feet higher than the other: but it it overturns,

it is done without any diſorder to the perſon, who ſits in the calaſh.

Dr. SLOANE preſented a glaſs of the water taken from the ſweet-ſmelling X th

found at Hoxton. It had a very aromatic ſmell, and was now pretty clear, though

it had at first been ſomething white. He ſaid, that a perſon had drank a pint of it,

which gave him two or three stools -, and another a quart, without being moved

by it. He was deſired to draw Up an account of his obſervations concerning the

earth. -

Dr. ACLIONBY ſhewed ſome propoſals of a perſon to furniſh a goudron or ſub

stance like tar, of good uſe for ſhips in preſerving them from the worm, and from

burning, as it melts without flaming, and was good for caulking. He was de

ſired to bring ſome of this goudron to the Society.

Dr. LISTER mentioned, that he had received from Monſ. SEGUETTE ſome of his

T Letter-book. vol. x. p. 143. * Ibid. p. 135. _ . -_ '

ſ Mr. Asron's letter to Dr. Rerszmus was '1 lbid. p. 126. It IS printed m the Pbxloſ

dared june 4, 1685. ibid. p. 144. f frail/act. No. 172. p. 1028.

Yon. IV. F f crystals,
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crystals, which would melt down at a candle, without flaming or cracking as

ſalt ; part of which he would bring to the next meeting of the Society.

The figure oſ the hygrometer in Mr. NVrLLrAM MOLYNEUX'S letter to

Mr MUSGRAVE, read at the last meeting, was ſhewn; and Dr. PAPIN ordered

to make ſuch an hygrometer against the next meeting.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed the experiment how ſmall bodies ſwimming upon water run

together, and cleave to one anOther; as well where the air comes to them, as

' in vacuo.

Alay 27, at a meeting oſthe COUNCIL were preſent

Dr. LISTER vice-preſident

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. HILL

Sir ANTHONY DEAN Mr. HALLEY

Mr. COLWALL Mr. ASTON.

It was ordered, that the members of the Oxford and Dublin Spcieties reſiding

at Oxford and Dublin, who are fellows of the Royal Society, in conſideration of

their charges ſor experiments in thoſe Cities for promoting the common end, ſhall

be excuſed from half their weekly payments, and that only 26 5. a year be de

manded of them for the future :

That the treaſurer pay to Mr. ASTON the bill for copying ſome of the registers,

being twenty four pounds eleven ſhillings and nine-pence, for the uſe of JOHN

WlLLIAMS : ,

That the ſecretary cauſe a general alphabetical index to be written out oſ the

particular indexes oſ the books of the Society.

Mr. WALLER and Mr. HAAK were deſired to make an index to two oſthe mi

ntitE-__books, which had none.

Several oſ the members of the Society being willing to give one or more plates

to the History of Fzſhes, now printing at the Society's charge 3 it was deſired, that

they would. ſend in their money by Mr. HUNT to the treaſurer (a guinea being

computed to be the moderate rate of each plate) to the end, that their names

might be written on their plates, as they came to be ingraved.

The council agreed to propoſe to the Society Mr. MOULT, as a perſon fit to be

employed in making the chemical operations, which ſhould be ordered by the

Society.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Dr. LIST-ER vice-preſident in

the chair.

Dr. TYSON preſented to the Society Nenro/ogia Uni-vnſa/is Raymundi Vieuffi'n!

Mnlz'ſþqfflulenſir, ſent from the author:

Upon.
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Upon mention of the Clove-bark given at the last mecting, it was ſaid, that

an oil of clove was made of it in the West-lndies.

Dr. GALE ſaid, that ARISTOTLE had mentioned a ſugar or honey of maple,

curing mad perſons, and making ſober perlons mad. '

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE was read, mentioning, that he had been written to

by Dr. MARK, that the Elector of Brandenburg deſired to know the Society's opi

nion concerning the controverſy of Monſ. KUNCKEL ; that he had commanded him

to deſire the Philojbpbical ſmit/action: to be ſent, and to hold a correſpondence

with the Society, and to acquaint them, that Monſ. KUNCKEL had an art of

making red glaſs like a ruby; another glaſs like an agate; and artificial amber;

and that he deſired to have the receit lor making Prince RUPERT'S metal.

Dr. LISTER remarked, that the arcanum of red glaſs was to make the red

jet or glaſs lead, which flows upon nealing.

Mr. HOOKE obſerved, that the ſcarlet-red window glaſs was brought from

Germany; but that there had been none brought over for eighty years past.

Dr. GALE mentioned, that he had ſeen a manuſcript 400 years-old, intitled

Brantz de tincturd l/itri, which, he ſaid, he would give a farther account of.

Mr. HENSHRW ſaid, that the making of counterfeit amber had been long

known here, and that it was done with turpentine gently evaporated and stirred

till it came to a conſistence: that it was not to be distinguiſhed from true ſucci

num, but by rubbing and heating it ; for then it diſcovered its turpentine ſmell,

-whereas true amber has a roſemary ſmell.

It was ordered, that Dr. PAPIN ſhould try how this counterfeiting amber would

ſucceed.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. Asrou * was read, mentioning hail-stones,

that had fallen at Paris, of four ounces weight, having ſeveral plates or facettes

like a diamond: that the ground, where truffies grow, ſmells of them ſix weeks

or a month before they are grown, but not at all when they are grown : that

there was made a concave ſpeculum at Paris, five feet eight inches broad, Eng

liſh meaſure, and weighing 2500 lb. with the caſe : and that Mr. VAN SUKER, a

Dutchman, had made a perſpective glaſs of 180 feet, and was perſuaded to

make one of 30o.

There was read an account of ſome experiment made by Mr. BALLARD, and

communicated from Oxford, relating to ſome experiments of Monſ. KUNCKEL

about the mixture of ſpirit of wine with ſyrup of Violets, milk, and water, in or

der to the finding out tne nature of the ſpirits, of ſeveral ſorts of wines, and

other liquors 7.

f Letter-book,£vol. x. p. 155. 7 Ibid. p. 150,

F f f .2 Upon
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' Upon occaſion of the different heating of ſpirit of wine, Mr. HENSHAW que

ried, whether the ſpirit of wine made uſe of were all of it new drawn. To this

purpoſe Dr. TYSON ſaid, that ſpirit of wine and ſpirit Of nitre mixt in equal

quantities made a liquor like blood ; but that the experiment would not ſucceed,

unleſs the ſpirits were new drawn.

Dr. PlT ſaid, that though ſpirit of wine well rectified ſeems to be dephlegmcd,

becauſe it burns off in a ſpoon, yet there may be a fallacy, ſince the heat of the

ſpoon may raiſe the phlegm. And to this purpoſe, if a diſh of ſpirit of wine be

ſet in water, to keep it cool, and then be fired, it will have a great deal of phlegm.

Dr. PAPXN brought itſ an hygrometer made after the manner of Mr.

MOLYNEUX. -

june 3. Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in the chair.

A letter of Dr. VVALLrs to Mr. ASTON, dared at Marston St. Laurence near

Banbury, June I, 1685', was read, giving notice, that he had ſent a manu

ſcript treatiſe oſlogic with a dedication prefixt to the Royal Society.

The book being preſented, the dedication was read; and the treatiſe itſelf re

ferred to the peruſal of Mr. MEREDXTH. '

Mr. HODKE read an account of a luminous phaanomenon, in colour like the tail

of a comet, ſeen ſometimes after ſun-ſet in the west, and at other times in the east

before the ſun-riſing, lying under or near the eclipſe, reaching from about forty _

degrees from the ſun to about ſeventy, being fourteen degrees large, and ending in

a oint. It had been first mentioned by Mr. CHILDREY in a book printed about

1 61 I, but ſeen by him ſeveral years before, and ſince that time obſerved by

Mr. Hooxa; but in 1683 publiſhed as a new diſcovery by Monſ. CAsert

at Paris, and ſince by Monſ. FATIO at Geneva.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON " was read, mentioning, thati he had ſent two of the ſhells of the fiſh, which yields the purple, from Mr.

MAUNDER, Chaplain to Colonel LUTTEREL of Dunster-castle in Somerſet

ſhire; who would have ſent the fiſh, if it would have kept without being offen

five : that the part of it, which yields the colour, was, he ſaid, a thin watry ſub

stance in the back, and not enough in one fiſh to make fix or ſeven letters.

That ſome of the ſhells are tinged in the inſide, others altogether white. Mr.

MUSGRAVE likewiſe ſent the patterns of two ſorts of lewer or ſea-liver-wort,

licbm marimcs Raii, growing near Minehead, a black ſort and a green.

An extract of a letter of Monſ. Vu.L£RM0NT to Monſ. JUSTEL was read,

mentioning a flying fiſh, which he took off the iſles of Porqueroles by Tou

lon; the mugil or cephalo; the murazna, the ſhell-fiſh ourſin or heriſſon;

1 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 141. i

t i _* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 140.

I Brltan/ria Bmmna.

and
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and the tail of a fiſh taken at Cayenne, which is like the beak of a

parr0t.

Upon a diſcourſe concerning the preſerving oſ dead bodies, Mr. WALLER

ſaid, that he had ſeen a dead body, the face whereof looked freſh in a coffin, that

had been filled up with melted pitch round the corps. '

Dr. PAPIN produced the draught of a ſountain oſ his own contrivance, which

'being liable to be ſpoiled by being removed, he deſired the Society to appoint

ſome perſons to ſee the working of it for a whole day together, whether it will

not run constantly without loſing any thing of its ſtrengthc . .

The ſecretary read his anſwer to Dr. Rmserus's letter.

jum- to, Dr. LlSTER vicevpreſident in the chair.

The ſecretary was directed to return thanks to Dr. WALLlS for his manuſcript

treatiſe of logic, and to mention to him the printing oſ it.

Dr. TYSON ſhewed one of the cochineal inſects, which appeared to be a ladY

fly, and of the beetle-kind. It was delivered to Mr. HUNT to be drawn mi

croſcopically.

Dr. SLOANE ſhewed how the water from the ſweet-ſmelling earth at Hoxton

would ſuddenly change upon an inſuſion of galls, and be very black.

lt was deſired, that when Mr. MUSGRAVE wrote to Dr. MARK, he would in

quire what likelihood there might be to obtain the copies of any of MARcanvn's

deſigns of fiſhes about Braſil, which were ſaid to be in the Elector of Brandenburg's

poſſeſſion -, and to mention, that the favour ſhould be acknowledged on the plates.

Mr. HENSHEW inquired, whether Mr. COLE could ſix all the ſeveral colours

ſaid to come from the juice 'of the buccinum.

A letter of Mr. MUSGRAVB to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, June 6,

1685 4, was read, returning the thanks of the Philoſophical Societ there for the

Royal Society's remitting half of the weekly payments to ſuch of t eir members,

as reſided at Oxford, and contributh to the making of experiments.

He mentioned in -this letter, that Mr. COLE ſaid farther of this fiſh, that to

have all thoſe colours, which the liquor of it affords by the help of the ſun, the li

quor laid on a cloth, &e. must be dried in the morning ſun.

He took notice likewiſe of an old way of making artificial ambcr to be ſeen in a

manuſcript belonging to Magdalen-hall : and ' *

' Register, vnl. vi. p. 244. It is printed in Philofl Tranſact. N". 173. p. 1093. ſor july 1685.

4 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 148.!

That
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That an old braſs key had been given to the Oxford Society, ſomewhat reſem

bling one part oſ a claſp for a gown, which was ſuppoſed to be very antient, and

was brought out of Berkſhire.

Mr. Musonava ſent alſo an account of a piece oſ wtachwork made by one

SAMUEL VVATSON, a watch-maker at Coventry, ſhewing the riſing, ſouthing,

and ſetting oſ the ſun, his declination and longitude, with the hour of the day ;

the riſing, ſouthing, 'and letting of the moon, her conjunction and oppoſition to

the ſun, the ſign and degree, in which ſhe is, the eclipſes of the ſun and moon;

the day oſ the month in the Julian account; the day of' the week; the golden

number and epact -, the dominical letter, and cycle of the ſun, with many other

particulars. It was to be wound Up but once in eight days, and was not ſubject

to be out of order.

Mr. Hooxa ſuppoſed, that it might be the ſame piece oſ watch-work, that was

in the king's bed-chamber; and was of opinion, that it would not reach the exact

neſs, that was pretended.

A letter of Mr. HUNGERFORD to Dr. PLOT was read, recommending

Signor GRANDI, a phyſician or Venice, as a fit perſon to correſpond with the

Society.

Mr. HOOKE made afarther explanation oſ his opinion about the luminous phze

nomenon mentioned at the last meeting, illustratmg it with ſeveral ſchemes.

A letter of Mr. Havatws to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dantzick, May 19, 1685,

N. S. e, was read, giving notice, that he had ſent ſeveral copies of his Annus Cli

matericui, newly printed.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON was read, mentioning ſome books,

which had been lately printed abroad, and Monſ. DE VlLLERMONT's readineſs

to ſend to the Society the filtre for taking the ſalt out oſ lye, that has been uſed.

vTwo letters oſ Monſ. DE VILLERMONT, one in French to Mr. ASTON, the

other in Latin to the Somety ſ, were read, grvrng thanks for his election into the

Society, and promiſing all diligence in promoting the ends of its institution.

Part oſ a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOBCK, dated March 30,.1685 5, was read,

containing ſome curious obſervations about the manner of generation from an ani

mal, and not an egg; the crooked ſhape and stiffneſs of the Fallopian tubes in a

bitch, rendering them incapable of giving a paſſage to eggs; his finding the

' animals of male ſeed in ſeveral parts of the cornua of a bitch, that had been lately

limed; with a deſcription of the uterus. The rest oſ the letfi was deferred till

the next meeting.

* Letter-book, vol. x. p. 142. 3 It is printed in the P/n'loſ Tra'yſrct. N'

f 1bid_ p, 136, 137 _ 174.. p. 1120. for August 1685. i

' _'fi'ae
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June 17. Upon mentioning the fixing of colours, Sir JOHN HOSKYNs ſaid,

that it had been uſual to rub the bacltſide of the paper with alum-water, to pre

ſerve the colours on the other ſide.

It being ſaid, that SWAMMERDAM had uſed artificial amber for preſerving his ,

infects, it was deſired, that Dr. SLARE would try the best ways of making it, in.

order to the preierving the infects in the repofitory.

Upon mentioning the preſerving of plants with gum-water and wormwood, or

rather colloquintida, Dr. SLOANE preferred the stitching them dOWn to the book,

after they had been preſſed between the leaves of the book. \

A letter of Mr. MusoRAvn to Mr. ASTON b was read, mentioning, that

Dr. Corn of Worcefier had ſeen and meaſuer two large stones voided by the
Openis i.

The latter part of Mr. LEEWMHOECK'S letter of hlarch 30, was read, con

cerning the manner how he conceived the animals in ſeed to cast their first ſkin,

having a long tail, and to be nouriſhed by the egg; the deſcription of the ſoetus.

of a ſheep after ſeventcen days; of the eggs in the ovarium, two of which were

red and as big as a pea, when the Whole foetus was no bigger than an eighth of a.

pea : of the deſcription of the animal in the ſeed of a rabbet: of the uterus of a

rabbet two days after it had been with the buck -, of another uterus after ſix days ;

of the faitus of a ſheep three days old.

The ſecretary was ordered to return thanks to Mr. LEEWENHOECK for-this cu

rious letter, and Sir JOHN Hosvas propoſed to deſire him, that he would exa

mine, with his microſcope, the eggs of ſilk worms, that have been impregnated,

and thoſe, that have not; it being probable, that thoſe eggs are fit for making a

farther diſcovery; they being likewiſe not difficult to procure.

Dr. PAPIN having deſired the Society to order ſome perſon to watch his new

fountain for a whole day, to ſee whether it would perform what he promiſed 3 Mr..

HUNT and his man were ordered to attend him and relieve one another.

Dr. SLARE preſented the Society three boxes containing Swediſh minerals :

2.. Minerarum argenti e fodinis Sahlbergicis.

No. 1. Minera argenti optima.

2. Minera alia haud- multo vilior..

3. Minera argenti, cui multum plumbi admixtum.

4.' Bona minera argenti ſed ſaxo commista. _ _

5. Minera argenti ſingularis quae ſi cum V lavatur, tota effiuit ; quod'.

Germanice vocamus des frtz ist treſai'flingstip. _

6. Minera argenti pura &I. ſubtilis a lavatione reſidua, Germanice Krymer

argenti dictus. -

h Letter-book, vol. x. p. 158.

I? Dr. Cou's Letter is printed in the Pþiloſſmryizct. N'..175. p. 1162.. for Sept;.and Oct'. WET

1 - 2.. r.

'
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2. Minerarum 23' e ſodinis Falungicis.

A. Minera 2" distiſiima.

B. Alia item bona.

C. Minera 91' multo ſaxo inquinata.

D. Minera prioribus vilior.

E. Minera 21' viliſſima 8: pauperrima.

F. Minera P 15 ſemel tota: Þſ/in deaſrtz vender Salt Rost Reint.

G. Portiomineraz ſemelliqueſactre: Deſſerstein dictzt.

H. Recrementum minerarum 9" fixum: Fixt 9 Dz'llardcm.

I. 2 ſecundo fuſum, non tamen piane depuratum : Dzſwartzm 2 .

K. Sulphur stillatitium: Trepſh ſulphur.

L. GȜW'" Suecicum aliquotics depuratum.

M. Aliud 69 adhuc depuratius.

3. Minerarum 815.

a. Minera 3" optima.

(3. Alia minera perbona.

7. Adhuc alia item bona.

J. Minera als communiſiima.

e. Recrementum 3 fixum.

C. Minera 6" Lapponica, aliquantum Dz non tamen plane fixae con

tinens.

4. Talcum Suecicum, ut mihi relatum, per ſe in A fiuidum.

he ſaid, was ſuppoſed by D£s CARTES not to be practicable.

turpentine, and a pear kept in 'vacuo ten months k:

hon. Mr. BOYLE,

'_* Register, vol. vi. p. 246.

I

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed an instrument for the drawing the logarithm line, which,

\

Dr. PAPIN gave the following account of his experiments of keeping fruits in

" Being commanded to make ſome trials about keeping plants in turpentine

hardened by evaporation, I have accordingly tried to keep ſome flowers

in the ſame manner, but I have found, as I had been told by the

that the turpentine being much evaporated requires

a great heat to be kept liquid enough, and ſo is apt to ſpoil the flowers : but

being little evaporated it remains ſoft and eaſy to be melted by a moderate

heat. Nevertheleſs I have brought two flowers ſo kept in ſoſtiſh turpentine;

becauſe in length of time the turpentine evaporating more and more may grow

harder, and do well enough.

" The pear, that had been ſhut up in wruo about ten months ago, and had

kept its colour very well for above nine months, is much altered for the pre

ſent, the factitious air having filled up the receiver and ſeparated the cover from

it. If the Royal Society pleaſeth to make ſome trials with the ſaid jfactitious

air upon animals and fire, I have all things ready for that purpoſe."

Jaw-3
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sze 24. A letter of Mr. MUSCRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford,

June 20, 1685 ', was read, containing an account of the way of making artificial

amber, deſcribed in a manuſcript at Magdalen hall 5 which was by ſeething tur

"pentine in an earthen glazcd pot till it is as thick as palle, and ſetting it eight days

in the ſun ; and afterwards drying the things, that are formed, in the ſun.

A letter of Mr. CHARLES LEIGH to Mr. MUSGRAVE, dated Junc 22, 1685 '",

was read, returning" thanks for his election into the Society, and deſcribing the

ſepia in three figures drawn upon oil-cloth: the first as it lies upon its back -, the

ſecond on its belly -, the third diſſected. There was alſo ſent a writing with the

ink of the ſepia, attested by the perſons, who were preſent. He ſuppoſed the ink

to be made of an austere ſalt mixt with the ſlime; and mentioned adccoction of

the root of the gramen alopecurinum minus uſed for the cure of the jaundice;

and the bone of the ſepia to cure films on the eyes of horſes; and that wormwood

growing on the moſſes yields little fixt ſalt, and that very black. '

Mr. HENSHAW conceived the fixt ſalt to be black, becauſe it was not calcincd.

Dr.TYSON ſaid, that the ink-veſſel of the ſepia was nothing but its gall-bladder.

A copy of the minutes of the Dublin Society from May 4th, 168 5, to the 2 5th,

incluſive, was read, as follows ":

U May 4, 168 5. A formed stone most exactly reſembling a cock was ſhewn by

" Mr. ASHE : 'twas found in the midst of a huge lime-stone at the ſame place in

" Westmeath, where thoſe formerly ſent to the Society were got. He alſo preſent

-" ed thread made in Connaught of the root of trees,- its colour very white : 'twas

V fine and much stronger than uſual.

'* Dr. MULLEN' read a very particular account of the diſſection of the mon

strous double cat, mentioned in the minutes of February 2 3, 16sz, and ex

" plained all the figures accurately.

G

" Mr. ASHE produced an account of the wind, weather and hight of the mer

" cury in the barometer for the last month, taken at Trinity-college.

" May 11. A letter was read'from Mr. MUSGRAVE, dated March the 31st,_

a r685, containing ſeveral obſervations of Dr. TURBERVILLE of Sarum: the

U minutes of the Oxford Society, from March Ioth to the 3'Ist, were read: the

" thanks of the Society were ordered to be returned for them, and a copy of Dr.

" PLOT's deſiderata in chemistry deſired.

" Mr. MOLYNEUX obſerved upon occaſion of Dr. LISTER's account of the

" motion of the mercury in the barometer for the last year, that the hights thereof

'" were not always equal in London and here, yet they did generally riſe and fall

" together, eſpecially in all remarkable changes.
1 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 182. ' m Ibid. p.ſſ164.. _" Ibid. p. 166.

YVOL- 'V-I. 'G g g -** A draught
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" A draught of the veſſel found in York, ſent by Mr. MUSGRAVE, was ſhewn.

45 Mr. MOLYNEUX preſented the deſcription and draught of a very ingenious

hygroſcope or weather-clock (as he calls it) invented lately by him, which by a.

picce or whip-cord and a weight with an index, ſhews the least alteration or

variety in the moisture of the air.

" Mr. MOLYNEUX going for England, Mr. ASHE was choſen ſecretary.

i" May 18. Dr. VVILLOUGHBY the chair.

*' The minutes of the Oxford Society from March 31 to April 23, 1685,

were read, and the thanks of the Society ordered to be returned for them.

** Upon reading the account of Dr. WALus's extracting the root of a number

of fitty three places in the dark; the Society was informed, that one of their

members had by the help of memory eaſily extracted the root of a number of

thirteen or fourteen places, going on in an arithmetical progreſiion of odd num

hers, as I, 3, 5, 7, &e. and could have proceeded with equal facility. He ſup

poſed alſo that the root of an unity with many eyphers might be ſo extracted

with yet greater eaſe. Query, whether the doctor had any particular method

for the doing of this.

'* A copy of Mr. LEEWENHOLCK'S letter concerning the ſalts of wine and

vineoar &c. was deſired; as allo Dr. GARDEN'S diſcourſe of the weather.
t) 3

" The demonstration of MERCA'roa's propoſition De szadratura Circuli (if

not printed in the Plailoſopbical Tranſactionr) was earnestly deſired by the Society,

and Dr. WALLis's thoughts of it.

" Mr. ASHE preſented avery odd infect, which grew to a tree in a large huſk Or

ſhell, together with a letter tO'him, giving an account thereof, and the history

of infects in general from Monſ. DORCHAIRE : the thanks of the Society were

ordered to be returned for this letter.

" Dr. MULLEN gave an account of a patient ofhis, who had a frequent strong

pulſe in the very top of his head, which ſeemed to ſhoot up from his heart:

when the pulſe beat most strongly, there was a total intermiſiion in the wrists;

when it beat weaker in the head, there was a defection and remiſſion in the pulſe

of the wrists: whence he collected, that the circulation of the blood might,

perhaps, be wholly stopped downwards, when this extraordinary pulſe hap

pened in the head. _

" Mr. ASHE informed the Society, that he lately ſaw in the country a horſe,

whoſe yard was fixed about two inches below the anus: 'twas in as large pro

portion as any other horſe has, and when erected stood prominent from the

buttock: it had alſo two tears under the belly: it ſeemed to have all the cou

1 " rage
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rage and vigour of stone horſes, but to want their lust or appetite for mares.

This gave occaſion to Dr. WILLOUGHBY to diſcourſe concerning hermaphro

dites, one eſpecially (that paſſed for ſuch) which he ſaw in Dublin, and of

which he gave the Society an account. Mr. ASHE likewiſe related the history

of the gentlewoman in town, who upon ſight of a natural, that was carried

about to beg, brought forth exactly ſuch another, not only reſembling it in

features, and particularly in the red eyes, like thoſe of a ferret, but alſo imi

tating all his aukward gestures. He produced ſome of the hair of each, both ſo

remarkably white as not to be distinguiſhed.

" Dſ.MULLEN gave an account ofa monstrous Chicken with two bills, and al

ſo of an egg, which at the big end had a fieſhy ſubstance in figure like a glaſs

drop, the ſmaller part hangingout, at the extremity of which was a drop of

blood : the ſhell was not quite cloſed. This fleſhy ſubstance taken out was as

big as the largcst glaſs-drop, included in a membrane very tough ; the infide

a collection of thin ſmall tunicles crammed cloſe in that membrane, the yolk

and white much leſs than ordinary. Accurate figures hereof are taken by Mr.

SANDYES. Dr. MULLEN then undertook to give an account to the Society out

of antient and modern obſervations, what has been ſaid of great and remarka<

ble stones, taken out of the bodies of animals.

" Mr. TOLET was then nominated treaſurer in Mr. PLEYDELL'S place.

" May 25. Mr. ALAND, a gentleman of Waterford, communicated to the So
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ciety a method of finding the longitude by conſidering the distance of the moon

from the ſun, its latitude from the ecliptic, and distance from other planets.

He has invented a particular ſcale to reduce planets to the ecliptic, and another

instrument to take their distances: he profeſſes to have made a dozen obſerva

tions, and not erred two minutes, which error he imputes to the ſmallneſs, of

his instruments. Ordered, that Mr. KlNG, Mr. TOLET, and Mr. Asmz do

examine this method, and give an account thereof to the Society the next

meeting.

" Mr. TOLET diſcourſed of the history, and ſeveral ways of finding the longi

tude hitherto thought of, with their particular inconveniences.

" Sir, Ihere ſend you our minutes from May 4th to the 25th. I ſuppoſe

Mr. MOLYNEUX has communicated all before that time. I have likewiſe in

cloſed ſome of the hair ſo remarkably white, mentioned in the minutes of May

the 18th, &c." -

There was produced part of the cochineal fly drawn microſcopically;

As alſo proofs of ſix plates of the History of Fiſhes.

A copy ofa letter of Dr.-Luna to Mr. RAY *, containing' ſome obſervations

aoout birds, which might be added to the Orm'tbalcgia, was read.

o lbid. p. 184. It is printed in the Plzilzſſ Trnnſ No. 175. p. 1159. for Sept. and Oct. 1685.

G g g 2 Aletter
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A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON, dated June 17, 1685 P, was read,

mentioning a burning concave at Paris of five feet and one inch diameter, being

a portion of ſixty degrees -, but that it performed little more than thoſe of thirty

three or thirty four inches -, of which opinion was alſo Mr. HOOKE.

This letter and another of Monſ. JUSTEL q mentioned likewiſe a ſample of ſilk

from the Antilles finer than the East-Indian; a curious plant of St. Christopher's,

called echino-melocardus, and another called frangipane; a ſort of mirobolans of

Martinico -, a piece of VVeſ't-Indian wood ſmelling like human Excrement; Virgin

ſugar, which condenſed in the canes; a ſort of fiſh with a body like a leech brought

from Straſhurg, moving in its mud against change ofweather, ſerving as it were

for a barometer.

ctAn account was given of the watching of Dr. PAPIN'S fountain for about four

hours, in which time it might be conceived, that all the water Circulated above

a hundred times.

It was deſired, that Dr. PAPIN would make one for the Society, as ſoon as the

time ſhall be expired, that he had ſet for diſcovering that contrivance.

Dr. PAPIN brought ſome flowers included in amber, which were a proved of,

though the amber was conceived to be a more proper covering for in ects z a trial

of which he promiſed at the next meeting.

He put ſome living flies into factitious air made from a pear, that had been

ſhut up in vacuo eight months -, but though, he ſaid, ſeveral fiſhes had died ſud

denly in it, yet it did not now ſucceed, the veſſel having been too often opened.

Upon occaſion of an antient key mentioned to have been ſhewn the Philoſo

phical Society at Oxford, Mr. HENSHAW produced two old Roman keys and ſe
veral other antiquities, as a stylus, a ſibula, two re: turpi'culec, a riſing, two dice,

one iron, the other ivory, a lunula, ſome pieces of coloured paste or glaſs, ſome

of the plaister- of the piſcina mirabilis, and a. braſs Egyptian teraphim -, which the

Society deſired might be left with Mr. HUNT for two or three days, in order that

drawings might be made of them.

July 1. Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

It being ſaid, that the i'nk-veſie1 of the-ſepia is the gall-bladder, Dr. LISTER

doubted, whether any animal could ſo eaſily part with the gall, or had any veſſels

- to carry it directly out of the body.

A letter of Monſ. VILLERMONT to Mr. ASTON, d'ated at Paris, July 4, 1685,

N. S. ', was read, deſcribing his filtre for taking the alcali ſalt out of the lye or

ſuds, which was employed for waſhing linen, ſo that the ſalt is not diminiſhed in

quantity or virtue. It was thus : Take quick-lime, and let it be two or three days

1? Letter-book, vol. x. p. 191. J lbid, p. 192. r Ibid. p. 160.

a ſhaking)
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a nal-ting, till it is almost in powder; then take ſix tub' having each a whole at

the bottom, and fill them about nine or ten inches high with lime and aſhes stra

tum ſuper stratum, each bed being about an inch deep. Place the tubs ſo, that

the water draining out of the first may be eaſily received, and put ſucceſiively in

to the other tubs. By this means the ſalt of the lye will be exalted, and the

greaſe and koulneſs taken away. The tubs may be covered, and ſet by, being

ſerviceable till they are ſo full of greaſe, that the water will not paſs. The aſhes
being grealſiy are fit ſor ſewel. -

Dr. PAPlN was ordered to make the experiment before the Society.

A letter of Mr. Muscnava was read, together with a diſcourſe of Dr. ALLEN

MULLEN made before the Dublin Society upon the diſſectionof a monstrous

double cat, ſome oſ the parts being likewiſe explained by figures ſ.

, Dr. PAPIN ſhewed ſome Spaniſh flies, whicn he had included in turpentine

hardened by evaporation. The turpentine being ſomewhat clammy, the flies were

left to be dried in the ſun.

He propoſed a way ſor making crystalliſations in 'vatuo by joining two cylin

drical veſſels (one that contained the liquor to be crystalliſed, the other empty) in

an obtuſe angle; by which means when the veſſels are exhausted, the vapours

may eaſily paſs out of the veſſel of liquor made more hot into the empty veſſel,

which is cool, and make way for the ſalts to crystalliſe.

It was ordered, that this experiment be made at the next mecting.

july 8, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Dr. LISTER vice-preſident

Mr. HILLSir Jorm HOSKYNS

Mr. ASTON.Mr. Hooxa

It was ordered, that the treaſurer pay to Dr. PAPIN a quarter's ſalary, being;

ſeven pounds ten-ſhillings.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in

the chair.

A letter of Mr. Musoaava to Mr. ASTON, ciated at Oxſord, July 4., 1685 ',

was read, mentioning, that a great part of the univerſity being in arms ", the

Philoſophical Society there was broken up for ſome time 3 and communicating,

an account of the diſſection of a monstrous kidney made by Dr. HUOLAGHAN at

Dublin upon the 17th of January, 1682. It was the right kidney _oſ a man of

ſ This diſcourſe oſ Dr. MULLEN is printed

in the P/zilqſ. 'Ira'ybct, N'. 174. p. 1135. ſo:

August 1685.

I Letter-book, vol. iv. p. 18 3.

I On occaſion oſ the rebellion under. the Duke

oſMonmouth.

abou.
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about fiſty years old, and Weighed forty ounces. The most: remarkable parts in

it were repreſented in ſix figures. The fifth and ſixth figures were ſuppoſed to be

polypus's in the kidney.

Dri LlSTER deſired, that it might be inquired what extraordinary ſymptoms had

been obſerved in the man, whoſe kidney was thus ſwoln.

There was read a continuation oſ the account oſ boiling and other fountains by

Dr.TANCRED Ronmson, together with ſome obſervations on the French macreuie

and the Scots barnacle X, confirming the macreuſe to be the ſcoter or ame: 'tiger

minor deſcribed by Mr. RAY in the Ornit/Jologia, and mentioning ſome other par

ticulars relating to birds.

Mr. HENSHAW ſhewed the Society ſome more antiquities, as a glaſs teſſera ; an

amulet of the Gnostics ; an ancient picture of the virgin; a cameus or mixture of

ſeveral Gods; a ring of Corinthian braſs, with a maik of Silenus in a ſardonyx;

with ſome others, which were leſt with Mr. HUNT to be copied.

Dr. PAPlN gave an account, that a ſolution of ſugar had been two days cry

stalling in 'vamo by the way propoſed at the last meeting, and was not yet fit to

be taken out. le propoſed another way for a quicker diſpatch.

He likewiſe brought ſome ſactitious air made of raiſins, in which flies, that

were put, died preſently, and fire, that was put in, was immediately extinguiſhed.

There were ſhewn ſome of the plates of the History of Fzſhes, which had been in

graved at Oxford.

Mr. HiLL having mentioned a paſſage in PLUTARCH, relating, that

ALEXANDER had found in Suſax 5000 talents of purple, which had been kept

200 years, and was yet freſh, Dr. LlSTER ſuppoſed it not to have been the colour,

but garments died.

July 15. Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in the chair.

A letter oſ Mr. MUSGRAVE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Oxford, July Ir,

16857, was read, containing an extract of one from Mr. LElGH to himſelf,

mentioning, that in January preceding in the balſamic earth in Lancaſhire former

ly ſpoken oſ, was found a perfect buck standing upon his feet, his fleſh whole,

and not in the least putrified, the ſkin and hair ſound, the eyes perfect, the horns

ſoſt, but crowing hard, when brought into the open air. It was queried how

long he ſuzpoſed the buck might have been there.

Mr. LzrcH's letter mentioned likewiſe a calf, which he had liken the week be

'l Printed in the Plnilnſ. Tranſact. Ne. 172. p. 1036.

I Letter-book, vol. x. p. 183.

ſore
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fore, whoſe ſkin was inverted, the fleſhy ſide being outward, and the hairy ſide

next to the fieſhy pannicle.

It mentioned alſo a ſort of peat making ſo strong a fire, as to flux a gold ring;

and a tumor in a man's intercostals, which voided every day a fat ſubstance as big

as a l'lth. \

Dr. LISTER remarked, that ſome peats make a very strong fire: that at_Ap

pletreewick their lime-ſtones were all burnt within; that peat being bituminous

metals might flux with it, as we ſee tin ore does with roſin, though with ſalts it

all flies away.

Mr- HENSHAW ſaid, that a glow-worm held in the hand leſt ſhining, as a piece

of rotten wood held near the fire, till it recovers itſelf by lying in the cold air.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON ' was read, mentioning, that a glow

worm ſhut in a fir- box had made the box tranſparent, though a cole of lire would

not do it: that Monſ. VlLLERMONT had a wreath ſent from Cayeune of about

an inch thick, and three inches and a halfdiameter, the ſides whereof being prest

with a twenty pound weight lengthened to a foot; and upon withdrawing the

weight returned to the former ſize and ſhape. From a paſſage quoted from a

Spaniſh author it was ſaid to be a ſort of gum, that had an extraordinary ſpring.

\

There were likewiſe ſent from Monſ. VlLLERMONT the figures of a star-fiſh,

and of the fruit of the cinnamon of the Amazons, ſeeming to be like a pine-apple.

A letter was read from Mr. ST. GEORGE Asmz, ſecretary of the Dublin So

ciety, to Mr. Asron, dated July 4s, 1685 *, returning thanks to the Royal So

ciety for remitting half the payments to their members, who were. of the Dublin

Society, and communicating a copy of the minutes of that Society from June I

to June 29, as he had in a former letter of May 30 thoſe from May 24 to the 25th

inclulive "L Theſe minutes were as follow :

" jane I, 1685. This meeting was wholly taken up in reading Mr. ALAND'S

*' paper about the longitude, and diſcourfing thereon.

" Yrme 8. This being Monday in Whitſon-week, our meeting was adjourned.

" June 15. A letter from Mr. MUSGRAVE, dared May the zrst, was read, con'

" taining Dr. GARDEN's ingenious diſcourſe of weather: the thanks of the So

" ciety were ordered to be returned for it. Some aſſertions of the doctor's therein

" gave occaſion to the following queries to be conſidered and examined.

" 1, Whether when it happens to rain, as the mercury riſes in the barometer,

" the wind still changes? i

3 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 194. i Ibid. p. 174. ' lbid. p. 166. U

, " 2( ys
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" 2dly, Whether when the wind turns to north, northeast, or northwest, the

mercury always riſes P ' '

" 3dly, &Vhethcr at the riſing of the winds, the mercury generally ſubſidcs ?

" 4thly, Whether the extreme hights in the barometer, (which were obſerved

by Mr. MOLYNEUX to happen at the ſame time here, and at London) were

highest here or there ?

'*_ The ſame letter gave occaſion to Dr. WrLLouorrBY to relate an account he

had from ATHAN. KlRCHER ofa way oſ ſolving an odd meteor, which hap

pens about Rhegium in Italy, every year in the hottest months, viz. the ap

pearance of ClLlCS and men walking in the clouds -, that the ſhore and country

thereabouts abounds with antimony and ſelenites stones, the vapours drawn up

from which are ſpecular, and of the nature of looking-glaſſes, ſo thataſmall

church upon a hill grows into a city; and two men walking or fighting will be

multiplied into an_army.

" He alſo gave a conjecture how the trade of ſelling winds was performed in

Lapland, &e. viz. by a constant diligent obſervation, they ſoreknow the

most notable changes thereof, which are more regular and stated in thoſe colder

countries, than with us: and hence it is, that the ſeller will determine his wind

to ſuch a day, but not any particular one, which the chapman requires.

" A letter from Mr. ASTON, Junc the 4th, was read; and thanks were order

ed to be returned to the Royal Societyſor the great honour and encouragement

done to us, in obliging our members (which were alſo fellows of their Society)

to pay but twenty ſix ſhillings a year contribution.

" In relation to Mr. RAY's History of Fiſhes, which is ſetting out, every one

promiſed by his inquiries and endeavours to promote it, and to bring in what

information they could get. Dr. PAPiN's way of raiſing water was earnestly

deſired, if not ſoon publiſhed; and alſo a more particular account of the

monthly periodical motion of the mercury, and of the experiment of bodies in

water uniting in warm. '

" Ordered, that the experiments of water paſſing through bodies, mentioned in

this letter, be repeated by Mr. ASHE and Mr. SMITH.

" Dr. Sivas preſented the new Your-nal de Medicine, and gave the Society

an account of the diſpUtation De Acido et Urimſo between VOIGHT and

KUNCKELL, which he was deſired to examine.

" £71me 22, The minutes of the former meeting being read, this query was or

dered to be added to the former :

" Whether the motion of the mercury was a more certain indication of the wea

ther in the morning, at noon, or in the evening ?

A T' Dr.
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" Dr. HUOGLAGHAN informed the Society, that having diſiected the child

with two heads, three arms, &e. mentioned formerly, he found, that all the in

ward parts were double, except of the liver (which was as big as two livers) and

heart not much above the ordinary dimenſion.

" A letter from Mr. Muscaava, dated May the 29th, was read, containing

the figures of a large stone of the bladder; the earthen veſstl found at York,

and a ſhell taken out of the ureter of a woman -, and likewiſe Dr. WALus's

diſcourſe concerning the air's gravity in purſuance of Dr. GAauEN's. Half of

this diſcourſe was read, and upon mention of the air's ſpring as one of the

cauſes of wind, Mr. TOLET obſerved (as ' cOnfirmation thereof) that in

the late fire of the castle of Dublin, the glaſs windows of a gallery Were all

forced inwards, the external air preſſing in, as the ſpring of the other was

weakened by rarefaction.

" Mr. Asna gave an account, ſufficiently attested, of a man in Gallway, who

ſuckled his child for nine months: the father and daughter are now alive both,

the former having yet hanging breasts like thoſe of nurſes. A more full ac

count hereof was ordered to be brought in.

" information given of a monstrous fiſh with two hinder feet, taken upon the

ſhore at Myrean : this will be ſeen and examined.

" fane 29. The monstrous fiſh, mentioned in the last, was ſhewn: it is four

feet ſeven inches z long with its tail, two feet ſeven inches I, broad with the

ſins : the head two feet two inches TL round, is like a ſhark's z its mouth is

eight inches 45 wide, having four rows of very ſharp teeth ; it has two broad

fins by the ſhoulders, and two leſſer ones at the inſertion of the tail, near the

extremities of which ſins grow out two very strong feet ſix inchesTY, long, with

joints and hollow hoofsz its tail is two feet three inches 11, long, much nar

rower than the body, and distinguiſhed by ſeveral vertebrc-e. It was dried and

ſalted before we ſaw it, ſo that nothing remarkable within could be obſerved.

Our ſeamen and fiſhermen affirm they have not ſeen any fiſh like it: the figure

hereof is ordered to be taken by Mr. SANDYES.

" Dr. MULLEN preſented ſome urns with the bones and aſhes contained, found

at Dontrilegue in the county of Cork, with a letter giving an_ account thereof

from Mr. ANTHONY lRBY. They were taken out at three foot deep, being

fifteen in number, each having a ſmall round stone on the top for its cover -,

ſome contained a pottle, others a uart, and the least a pint. Ordered, that the

thanks of the Society be returned for this preſent and the letter.

" Mr. SMITH alſo informed us of urns found at Warringstowne in the county

of Down in a Dane's fort: there was a ſmall building of stone about the cavi

ty, containing a large urn with ſeveral ſmall ones : one of theſe is preſented to

the college library.

YoL. IV.

H h hi a Aletter
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" A letter from Mr. Muscaava, dated May goth, 1685, was read, contain

" ing ſome minutes of the Oxford Society. Upon-reading vDr. Ltsran's pro

" poſal for cutting the stone by the ospubis, Dr. MUL'L'EN informed, that this

*' way of fection is treated of by one VAN Rnumrwv'sa .; andvDr. -DUN aſſures;

" that ſuch a method has been long practiſed in France.

" xSome of Mr. BELLAnD's experiments weretried, viz. river waterpoured

V into a like quantity of ſpirit of wine grew only luke-warm, sas KUNCKEL

" affirms. The like alſo ſucceeded in ſpirit of wine'miared with water, which had

** aſalt diſſolved in it. Ordered, that the Other experiments'be repeated at our next

" "meeting a

" A stone reſembling a bird's wing, ſent by Mr. Four.

" Mr. SMITH alſo affirmed, that near Loughbricklan in the county of Down,

" upon removing a heap of stones to repair-abridge, the mouth of acave was

" diſcovered, in a large room of which was a building-of stone, containing two

" great urns : theſe by the eagerneſs of the ſearchers (Whohſuppoſed them to hold

** money) were instantly broken." ſ

Mr. ASTON was directed to deſire Mr. Asna to ſend over the figure of the

monstrous fiſh, that it might be communicated to Mr. RAY._

Dr. PAHN ſhewed the diſſolution of ſugar, 'which had been four days cry

'stallizingin-Wcuo. It was not like ſugar-candy, but like a piece of a ſugar-loaſ.

'He likewiſe brought a large and more compleat draught of the veſſels deſigned

tforthe hastening evaporations and distillations by means of vacuum, the appara

'tusbeing conceived to be of uſe in the making ot ſalt, copperas, and other things

--made by evaporation.

The experiment was ordered to be made in a finall veſſel at the next meeting,

Dr. LISTER preſented a poem by Dr.. RQBERT Gnove De Sanguini: Cima'tu.

'He likewiſe ſhewed the caſe of a bird ofthe jay-kind not deſcribed by Mr. RAv,

' md'called in ſome places a ſilk-tail; which was delivered to Mr. HUNT to take

the figure of it.

Dr. SLARB gave in an account of experiments, which he had made with a piece

of mineral called kobalt, which had been ſent him from Germany: which account

was ordered to be registered * as follows :

" l have had by me a good larg: piece of a mineral ore, ſent me as a great

" rarity from a phyſician to the Du e of Zell, under the title of coobalt and mi

f' nera argenti.

t Register-book, vol. vi. p. 259.

2 as The
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" The ſubstanee of this ore looks ſomewhat white, and ſhining, eſpecially

when it is first broken: from this external aſpect it may perchance derive the

name of minera argenti: the miners call it coobalt. It breaks almost every

where miXt with veins- or ſpecks of stone or ſpar.

*' This ore comes out of Saxony, the like being yet to be found no where elſe :

they make it as criminal for any to carry it away before they have prepared and

diſguiſed it, and by ſome additions have brought it to that, which they term

zafiera, which ſeems to be a corruption of another word from the misfortune

of the German pronunciatiOn: they bear ſo hard upon the ſ, that they often

make a z of it, inſomuch that l have often obſerved the young tyros in the

Latin tongue, that have put in writing ſuch Latin words they have learned

or heard from their masters, to make theſe mistakes very uſual, writing ſapiens

and the like with a z, zapiens: nor do I doubt but they have a reſpect to the

effect or product of this stone, which is the ſapphire-blue-it reſembles : ſo that by

zaffer they would indicate the ſapphire made by this. preparation.

*' In the repoſitory I find a little fragment of a stone ſent by Dr. PLOT, which

has the character of metallurn zaphorae given it ; and another paper with Zaffera

writ upon it, with this interrogation, whether it be an earth?

'" Dr. MrRRET ' has been very inquiſitive about it, in his obſervations on the I zth

'6

i'
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a

'i

GI
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56

66

'I

chapter of the first book. He eatamines CARDAN, who calls it an earth, Caes

ALPINUS, who reckons it among stones, and SCALIGER, who paſſes it by un'

touched. Whereupon he concludes it an artificial compoſition of braſs, ſand,

lapis calaminaris, but not without ſome diffidence. -

" Having ſhewn this ore to ſeveral curious perſons, I never met with any that

knew it: for that reaſon, befOre-I preſented it to the Society, which I dare now

venture to do, I was willing to try, whether it were really the ſame thing, which

it was commended to me for. In the proſecution of theſe experiments we

may come to ſome reaſonable account of the nature of this ore.

" Dr. Mranrr's conjecture of its=being an artificial preparation is made void

by this very preſent, which ſhews itſelf to be a true ore or mmeral.

** The name given it in the repoſitory of metallum zaphorae is ſomewhat en

roneous ; for this mineral will afford no metal, and fcarce any regiulus -, which

antimony plentifully does: nor will it melt down, but in strong fires it

CVflPOI'ates.

" In order to the preparing it for uſe, our first operation was caleination.

This we did after it had been powdered, by putting it into an iron pan, and

stirring it up and down,? when it was red hot. ln this condition it Will ſmoak

ſo long until it be prepared.

'* Who publiſhed at London 1662, in 8vo, a tranſlation from the Italian of ANT. NEM's Art qf

fifty), Low to colour Girlſ', &c.

H h h 2 U The
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" The ſmoak, that riſes from this mineral, is arſenical : for in Germany, where

they prepare great quantity, they preſerve the white flowers by catching them

in an arch built over the calcining furnace, and they are again ſublimed into a

cloſe arſenic: we could plainly ſee theſe white flowers riſe out of this ore.

** When the ore has been thus prepared, iſ you reverberate it a little farther

it will be ſomewhat the richer z yet there is no neceſſity, for we have made it

do very well after the first preparation: and this is the true zaffer.

" The way uſed by the Germans to diſguiſe and increaſe the thing they

call zaffera: .

" Take of this prepared powder one part of calcined, and pulveriſed pebbles, or

fine ſand two parts; mix all well together, and moisten it with water, ſo that it

may be put up in barrels. This in a ſhort time will become as hard as a stone,

and must be broken in pieces with iron hammers. The ſand is ſuper-added to

increaſe the profit of the commodity.

" The common proportion oſ this zaffera, to give a ſapphire tincture to the mat

ter oſ glaſs, is three grains to an ounce.

" In our experiments, we have too deeply tinged the glaſs; for that piece oſ

glaſs, N*. 2, though it had but two grains to an ounce, yet it proved too much,

for I believe a grain, or one and a halic at the most, will ſuffice, this being as

deep again as it need to be.

" That, which has N'. 4. had four grains of the zaffera well rubbed and mix

ed with an ounce of our vitriſying matter, which is in the lump almost quite

opaque, being made thin, and poliſhed on a stone makes but a dirty dull

colour.

" Note, that theſe experiments were made in crucibles for expedition, and rather

to ſhew the true nature of the ore, than to make fine glaſs; for this has ſpecks

and blebs, but we regard here only the tincture.

t' Next week I intend to bring ſome oſ the true zaffer, and alſo of the ſophi

sticate, as it is ſold to us, made of the mentioned true zaffer; and alſo the

stone, which makes our blue starch, which is alſo made of this ore."

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed ſome farther uſe of his instrument for deſcribing ſpiral

lines; which he was deſired to print, or, to give a copy to be entered in the So

ciety'sþooks.

jub' 22, at a meeting of the COUNcrL were preſent

SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

Mr. HlLL

Mr. Hooxn

Mr. Asrofi.

Sir CYiur. chmr.

Dr. LISTER

Mr. HENSHAW I:
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It was ordered, that two copies of Mr. HEVEst's ſin/tus Climacterx'cur be ſent

as preſents from the Society, one to the Philoſophical Society at Oxford, and

another to that at Dublin ; and that the ſecretary give them notice thereof : and

That Mr. FLAMSTEAD be excuſed his arrears of the weekly payments till Mi

chaelmas last. '

It being repreſented, that ſeveral members of the Society were in great arrears,

contrary to the statutes; it was ordered, that the following names ſhould be leſt

out of the list next to be printed, unleſs they ſhould' ſa'tisſy the treaſurer in the

mean time.

_ ARTHUR Earl oſ Angleſey .

Dr. ARDERNB .

Sir ROBERT ATKYNS

Gzoncn Duke of Buckingham

Mr. JOHN BEMBDE -

Mr. WrLLi'AM BRIDCEMAN

Sir jomr Baoom:

Dr. BURNET

WlLLIAM Earl oſ Devonſhire

CHARLES 'Lord Clifford.

Dr. EDWARD CHAMBERLAYNB
Sir..JOHN CHſiARDIN

Sir WILL'AM CHURCHiLL

Dr. CLARKE ,

Mr. Pzz-rm COURTHOP
Mr. THOMAS Coxv ' '

Lord Durſley

Sir RICHARD EDGECOMBE

Mr. HENRY Eva '

Sir B. GAscomN

Sir EDWARD HARLBY

Sir JAMES HAYES

Mr. Jonocus KRULL

Mr. JOSEPH LANB

Sir JOHN LAURENCE

Dr. 'JOHN Locxz '

Dr. Manner ,_

Dr. DANIEL MrLLs

Mr. WlLLIAM NAPPER

Mr. THOMAS NEALR

Mr. J. NEWBURY

Sir THOMAS PLAYLR

Sir WILLlAM PORTMAN

Mr. HENRY POWLE

WILLIAM Earl oſ Strafford

Sir JAMES SHAEN

Mr.THOMAs SHERrDAN

Dr. G. SMlTH

Sir WILLlAM SOAME

JOHN Earl ofTwedale

Sir Gumm-r TALBOT

Sir JOHN TALBOT

PmLLrP Earl of Leicester

Sir PATIENCB WARD

Sir GEORGE WHEELER

Mr. WILLlAM WINDE

JOHN Lord Yester.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſinne day, Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident in

the chair.

Upon reading the minutes oſthe last meeting Mr. Hooxn produced a tranſcript

of a paſſage in Mr. Kuncxnt's book De Arte Vitraria, which he had procured a

tranſlation of; agreeing with the account, that Dr. SLARE had given of kobalt

and zaffer, and confirming what his experiments had made out.

' There were read ſome papers communicated by the Dublin Society; as a letter

Of Dr. CHARLES WrLLoucHBY and one of Mr. GEORGE TOLET to Dr. WlL

4 He had taken the degree of bachelor of phyſic, February 5, 1673.

LoucnnY,
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LOUGHBY e, containing his anſwer to OHC'HERNE, who had appealed tothe. Royal

Society'and the' Philoſo hical Society at Oxford, to'determine aqpestion about the

ſituation of the lines o longitude and latitude on the terrestrial globe ; Mr. To- -

LET affirming the line of longitude tolie'north and ſouth, and the line of latitude

to lie east and west; and Mr. HERNE aſſerting, that the line of longitude lies east

and west, and the line of latitude north and ſouth. The rest of the papersbeing a

problem about gunnery ſent by Mr. HALLEY to Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX,
and two problems of Mr. TOLETH relating to ctt'he ſſamezſubject', and requiring

calculation, were 'referred to Mr. CLUVERUS to examine, 'ſſand make a report of' at

the next meeting, when they ſhould be farther conſidered of. ' ſi

Mr. Hooxe read a diſcourſe relating to the Chineſe character, and' their way'of

casting account 5, which he compared to, and illustrated by the antient Roman

abacus. o. ' v . ' 5

He was ordered to' procure' a'Roman and a Chineſe abacgs to be' made, and to be

kept in the repoſitory. ' - - =

Dr. PAPlN made a'trial of Monſ. DE VILLBRMON'r'sway ofſeparating the greaſe

and ſoulneſs from the lye, that had been uſed: his account of. it was as follows " :

** The foul ſoapſiwater, that I began to filtrate a Week ago, could not wet the

filtre thoroughly in about'an hour's time; although the filter was prepared ac

cording to Monſ. VILLE'RMONT'S directions: yet l* must confeſs, that my

veſſels being but a foot high could not be ſo fit for a quick o eration as his

may be. The next day I' stood again near an hour before I coul get any drop

from the filtre : at last it began to work but ſlowly: and after I had got near

eight ounces of filtrated liquor,.I carried four ounces of it to the hon. Mr.

BOYLB, that found it of astrong lixiviate taste, and having cauſedit to be eva

porated, he found . . . . . oflixiviate ſalt, that was a little oily, becauſe it

had been filtrated bUt once. [have brought it hither with the rest of the fil

trated liquor. If the Royal'Society pleaſeth, I will take the veſſels home with

me, that] may trymoreat leiſure, how quickly the ſiltre, works ; how many

times it may ſerve; 'an*d*h"o'w mueh ſalt may be recovered' by a certain quantity

of quicklime and aſhes." ' " ' '
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"- i Yzzly'zct9.- Dr. Lisrm vice-preſident in the'chair.

,Upon the mention in the minutes of the last meeting, Dr. ,LISTER ſuppoſed,

- that kobalt might be a ſOrt of antimony, thmigh; it contained. but a ſmall
quantity. ' _ 'ſi '

Mr. CLUVERUS gave an a'ccou'n't, that he' had read the papers'tranſmitted from

Ireland: that he conceived the. contest between Mr. Tops-r- and Mr. H-E-RNE

* Letter-book, voi-x- ..} .
ſ lbid, p. 177, p 75

i Printed in the Pþi/q/I Tra'ffact. vol. xvi. N',

18'c. p. 53 for March-ahdnprn, 1686.

'* Register, vel. vi. p. 252.

about
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* about the longitude to begrounded upon axmiſunderstandingofoneanother; for

that the longitudes or latitudesthemſelves arerdifferendſtom theirdeterminations.

Mr. HERNE talks of the longitude without a determination -, and in this manner

the line-of longitude is always an archoſltltexatqu-ator- lyingeeast and west, aslati

tude is an arch .of the meridian firmed north ſand zſquth. .B,Ut Mr. TOLET

ſpeaks of the determination, that is of the mes, Which ſhew the bigneſsand lon

gitude or latitude; and theſe lines, that give the bigneſs of longitude, lie north

and ſouth," but thoſe, that comprehend the latitude, die-east And west. '

4- - . r . A 1 .,. i ſ ,

He took notice likewiſe, that the Spaniſh geographers reckon the longitude

from-east towest (whereas other rnaticms do' ,- frbmavestlto West) :Mmde (dſ-their zfre

quentgiling to the West-Indies, it being eaſier gem-ſay a, 2 land 5, zthan 3 59 and

358, c.

A letter of Mr. Muscnave to Mr. Asron, dated at Oxford, July 25, i1685 7,

was read, mentioning lignnm ſtſſle, cormzmmmonis, and astrarim, dug out of a

well near Faringdon z an egg-ſhellhaving a looſe cap riſing up at- one end of the

ſame matter with the ſhell.-, and la Wild Virginia rat's ſkin above-four feet long

from the noſe to the anus.

A paper was read, which had been ſent from Dublin, being an.anſwer of Mr.

EDWARD SMlTH, fellow of Trinity-college in Dublin, to ſome queries propoſed

by Mr. W1LL1AM 'Mom-Nizux. concerningLough Neagh k. ,' -

Dr. Lrsrnn remarked, that though Mr. SMITH denied, that he had ever

heard, that the water of the Lough petrified, but the earth, yet he had been in

formed otherwiſe of that place -, and that it appeared to him, that the water did

petrify in other places. þ , '

'A'letter of 'Monſ 'JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON' wasread, mentiqning,-that a friend

of his at Paris had ſound out a way to teach in a quarter of an hour two men,

who did not understand one another, to communicate their thoughts : that the

machine to go under water was finiſhed and performed very well : that an intire

pear had been found undera bulwark, at the gate of Paris near the temple, which

was well coloured and unperiſhed, though it must have lain in a black earth above

a hundred years: rthat Monſ. PERROT had contrived a new ſort of organ: that a

German pretended 'to raiſe up the King's statue, of 20- or goooo-weight, witha

cord of a quarter of an inch thick and a double pulley, by a child of twelve years,

old; and to carry a bell of gzooo weight to the top of Notre Dame with a. cord.

a? big as one's finger and double and trebble- pulleys, by a girl of twelve years

e age.

'A curious mode] ofa double bottomed ſhip was. reſe'nted by Mr. 'HOUGHTO-lſ

in the name of Mr. JOHN Wonunce of Petersfiel , which had been made ſome

years before by his brother, Mr. WORLlDGE, a gold-ſmith at Portlmouth. A.

*' Letter-book, vol. x. p. aoz. Trzznſhct. No. 174. p. '108. for August 1685,

F Ibid. p. 248. It is printed. in the Pbik/Il Letter-book, vol. x. p. zc4,

. Paper.
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paper of the deſcriptiOn and excellency of the veſſel being read was ſent with' it to

the repoſitory, being first entered in the letter- book m. '

Mr. Homer brought in a model of the Roman and Chineſe abacus, which he

had cauſed to be made for the repoſitory, and"continued his diſcourſe about the Chi

neſe language.

Dr. PAPIN made the experiment of distilling in maw according to the method,

which he had before laid down, and which had been approved of.

The Society adjourned till towards the term, at which time a ſummons was to

be ſent out for their meeting again.

Sept. 18, at a meeting of the COUNCXL were preſent

A SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident -

Mr. Hooxa

Mr. Asrou.

Dr. LISTER

Mr. HILL

The preſident having authoriſed HENRY FAlTHORNE, bookſeller, to be one of

the printers to the Royal Society, he took his oath accordingly.

It Twas ordered, that HENRY FAITHORuE print a bookſ intitled Historia

Planlarum, ' written by Mr. JOHN RAY, fellow of the Royal Society -, and the li

cence was accordingly ſigned by the preſident.

Octob. 28. Dr. Lrsrax in the chair, the SOClETY met again at Greſham-col

lege, having been ſummoned in the uſual manner.

Four letters of Mr. 'Museaavr to Mr. Asrou, dated Aug. 1, Oct. 1 t, Oct. 19,

and Oct. 25 ", were read z'the first mentioning the ſinking of ſeveral woods in

water; the meaſure of EDMUND MELLOONE', a large Iriſhman, ſhewn at Oxford

ſome years befbre, 7 feet 6 inches high -, the length of his ſpan being 14. inches -,

of his cubit z feet 5 of his arm 3 feet a; inches 5 from the ſhoulder to the crown

of the head ri-L. The letter of Octob. 11.! mentioned one to Dr. BATHURST,

dean of NVells, concerning ſeveral perſons in the family Of Mr. Sprxaof White

Larkenden troubled with unuſual ſits, Which came upon them all at the ſame in

stant, though they were in distant places. Their gestures and actions were the

ſame -, if one laugh, ſang, curſed, or was any other way paſſionate, the rest did

the ſame -, and the distemper at the ſame time went offfrom all. Mr MuscRAvr's

letter of Octob. 25, took notice, that there had been ſome diſcourſe in the Philo

ſophical Society at Oxford concerning the effect of bleeding on the eye ſight;

arguments being brought from experience, that it had both weakened and

strengthened the ſight in different constitutions. '

Dr. PLOT obſerved on the mention oſ the large Iriſhman, that there was kept

9? It does not appear there. 5 Letter-book, vol, x. p. are, 2_24, gt53. _ '

' U)
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in the library of Brazen-noſe college the picture of 'a perſon, called the child of

Hull, being nine feet three inches high. v _ -

It was queried, whether the ſits of the perſons mentioned in _one of Mr. Mus

GRAVE's letters lasted long -, and whether they were not cauſed by ſomething,

which the p'erſons had eaten.

v A letter of Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY to Mr. ST. GEORGE ASHE, dated at Old

Bawn, July I 1, 1685 9, was read, concerning his newly invented chariot; and he

being preſent at the Society explained more fully ſevch particulars in the ſaid lette .

The most obvious objections against the ſaid chariot being the great noiſe made

by the rollers and the firing of the axle-tree by the ſwift turning round of the

wheels, it was queried, whether petrified wood, being not ſubject to fire, nor to

break but with the grain, as wood does, might not be of uſe.

Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY acquainted the Society, that he had ſent for his cha

riot made after this model, and hoped in a little while to ſhew it them.

Mr. EVELYN communicated a letter, which the preſident had deſired him to

ſhew to the Society, dated at Portſmouth, Octob. 25, 1685 P, containing an ac

count of the remarkable effects of a storm of thunder and lightning the day before,

happening to two of the King's ſhips then lying in the hat-bour of Portſmouth.

Dr. SLARE communicated to the Society, by the direction of Mr. BOYLE, an

historical account of a strange ſelf-moving liquor q, which Mr. BOYLE had had in

his keeping ſeveral months, and during that time lrad carefully obſerved.

Dr. SLARE was deſired to inquire what the ingrediean of that liquor were.

Mr.- HAAK preſented a paper, intitled Typus Eclipſeos Solaris, qua- mntz'git die

2 YuZii, p. m. A D. 1684, ab Obſervatorz'bmjo. PH. VVURTZELBAUX La' GE. CHR.

EXMMARTO Ncriþergze ex/Jiþitur. Mr. HALLEY ſaid, that he had conſidered the

paper, and found, that by the end of the eclipſe at Nurernberg compared with the

end of it at London, the difference of meridian between them was 44;- minutes.

Mr. HOUGHTON preſented in the name of Mr. GRAHAM a pair of Indostan

ſhoes, an arrow, and ſome writing upon a palm-leaf.

He likewiſe ſhewed two stones, which were conceived to be gypſuin, and

good chiefly formortar. .

Dr. GALE preſented to the Fociety a large earthen urn, with the bones in it, and

an earthen cover upon it, which had formerly been dtzg up out of a gravel-pit in

the north field ofPeckham in the pariſh of Cambcrwell in Surrey, as appeared

" l..ettCſ-l**(70l{, voi. X, p ipg. _ . izi: for December '685. 1

P lt is printed in the P-ſ'ii'ojl Ti'zjf/ſltl TO', '77. _ '1 Ibid. l\'*'. 176. p. 1183. ' *

VOL. IV. * I 1 i _ from
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from a paper ſigned by ſeveral perſons, who were preſent at the finding of this.

urn and ſeven or eight urns more, which were not ſo intire.

A paper having been communicated by Monſ. JUSTEL, printed at Paris, and

intitled Experience propaſfe aux P/zſſriem par *' * le 8 Octabre 168 5, beinga con

trivance fora perpetual motion; Dr. PAPIN obſerved, that the method was not

practicablc, ſince the bellows could never _be opened, their outſide being prest

with a weight of twenty ſeven inches of quickſilver, equal to the atmolþhere,,

and the infide being helpt but with five 't

Nov. 4, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent

Dr.. LISTER vice-preſident,

Sir ANTHONY DEAN Mr. VVALLER:

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON.

A letter from Dr. WALLIS being read relating to the accounts of his arrears,

the council was ſatisfied therewith, and ordered the arrears to be struck off.

Sir RICHARD BULKELEY was propoſed as a candidate and approved.

At a meeting of the Socrerv on the ſame day, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in.

the chain. '

Among the woods, that ſink in water, SlP'JOl-[N Hosxvus. mentioned heart.

of oak in the forest of Dean.

There were preſented to the Society from Monſ. VILLERMONT two books,,

one concerning the river of the Amazons, and the otherthe catalogue of the libra-

ry of Monſ. SEGUIER.

A letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, dated July 13, 1685, was read, ſhewing,

that as in the ſeeds of plants and treesthe young plant or tree is contained with all,

its parts, as leaves, veſſels, body, root; ſo in all-animal productions t'ne animal

eule contains the figure of the animal; it ſeeming conſonant to nature, that the ſeed.

Of the body ofthe thing be contained in a very little room..

There were read four letters of Monſ. JUSTEL to Mr. ASTON'ſ, received during

the Society's receſs, concerning a picture of the French King upon a marble table

of twelve feet ſquare and an inch thick, the colours being all ſunk into the marble ;.

_an incombuitible plant, ſaid to be found near the Pyrcnecs, to make cloth of;

Indian partridges, that ſometimes eat one another; bitumen. brought from Flo

rida; 124. volumes ſent from China by Father COUPLET', an exact deſcription.

of the aqumduct then making in order to carry water to Verſailles and Marli';

and the change of a girl, who had been baptiſed as ſuch, into aboy.

' Dr. Parm's obſervations arc printed in the ' See Printed in P/Ji/aſi Trarzſact, No. 176. p.

PZ'ilqſ: Traaflzct. N". 177. p. 1240. 1206. for November 1685.

ſ Letter-book, vol. x. p. zc6, 208, 211.. Upon
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Upon occaſion of Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter, it being diſcourſed concerning "

the poſſibility of changing the nature of things, Sir JOHN LOWTHER ſaid, that

barley and big interchange or turn from four rows to two, and two to four, as

the ground is better or worſe.

Dr. Lrs-rna ſuppoſed changes to be accidental, ſuch as colours in tulips and

other flowers, and multiplicity oſ leaves in gilly-fiowers -, but that one plant did

not change into a distinct ſpecies.
Dr. PAPrN ſheWed how he had completed a ſſclepſydra after the manner oſ

Monſ. Comrrns. The glaſs being to run an eighth of an hour, was made to

turn on an axis, the jet d'eau coming to it's hight without ſhaking. His account

oſit was as follows ":

" The ſolution of ſugar, that! ſet to evaporate in

maw, is come to be dry in about four days : but

it did not crystallize like ſugar-candy: it doth but

look like a piece of a ſugar-loaf. l can't tell

whether it is, becauſe the operation hath beeſſtoo

quick. I have brought it hither, that it may the

better be obſerved what it is.

'* l have alſo prepared the two instruments, whoſe

deſcription l preſented in the last meeting, and

I have made with them a very ſucceſsful trial:

for as ſoon as an equal heat was applied to both

instruments together, a great quantity 'of Vapours

was ſeen to riſe out of the water in vacua ; but out

of the other there appeared none at all: ſo that

it ſeems manifest, that 'vacuum may be a great

help to hasten evaporation and distillation. I have

" therefore thought of an apparatur, that might be of

" a great advantage in making ſalt, coppcras, r and

" other wares, that are performed by evaporation.

  

IC

*' AA is a great veſſel to receive and condenſe the

" vapours.

** BB a cover applied to it.

" CC a large pipe open upwards, and ſhut down

" wards, wherein the. fire is to be kept.

DD a veſſel to contain the liquor to be evaporated;

1 *' this is included in the great veſſel AA.

EF. a pipe making the communication between the

" veſſel AA and the pneumatic engine, for to

" exhaust the air out of the ſaid veſſel.

FF a funnel ſo ordered with a turn-cock, that we

' " may pour new liquor into the veſſel DD

ii A
** without letting in new air.

 

O a.

 

 

 

  

 

** Register, vol. vi. p. 250.

.
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'* GG a pipe above thirty three feet high, with a turn-cock, whereby the liquor

" may be drawn from the veſſel DD when it is much evaporated and ready

" to ſhoot. -

" HH another pipe above thirty three foot high, whereby the phlegm condenſed

" in the vcffi-l AA may continually deſcend and leave the veſſel empty for to

U receive and condenſe new vapours. -

" Now it is plain, that the instrument being once exhausted oſ air through the

" pipe EE, a body may keep it at work constantly without any more ado, but to

** keep fire in the pipe CC : and through the pipe GG draw the liquor out oſ the

" veſſel DD, when it is ready to ſhoot: and thorough the ſunne] FF put new

** liquor into the veſſel Dl) as oſtcn as it is convenient. Such an instrument be

" ing kept constantly at work, would in a year's time ſave a very great eXpence

** oſ fire : neither is it ſo difficult to be made well and good, but I would un

" dertake it at my own peril, if any body hath occaſion to uſe it: mean while if

" the Royal Society pleaſeth to ſee the experiment oſ evaporation in wmo, with

" the little instrument, thatI have ready made, I will bring it hither for the next

*' meeting."

Sir RlCHARD BULKELBY was propoſed a candidate.

Not-i. 11, at a meeting of the COUNCIL was preſent

Dr. LlSTER vice-preſident,

Mr. HrLL Dr. SLARE

Mr. WALLER Mr. ASTON.

Dr. LXSTER, with the approbation oſ the council, licenſed a book, intitled (Yp

pcndffx ad Hi/Ioriam Naturalcm piſcium Dcmini VVILLUGHBH, Uſ.

Mr. ASTON acquainted the council, that the preſident, SſſAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq;

would give the Society fifty pounds to be laid out as the council ſhould judge most

convenient.

I

It was ordered, that the money be laid out to pay for fifty plates in the H-ſſcry

aſ fiſhes; and that the prefident's name be put to thoſe fiſty plates : and

That the Society be acquainted therewith, that they may all concur in return

ing their thanks to the preſident.

At a meeting oſ the SOClETY on the ſame day, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in

the chair.

A committee was choſen'out of the fellows of the Society, ſuch as were not of

the Society, ſor the auditing oſ the treaſurer's accounts, being Mr. MEREDITH,

Mr. PlTFlELD, Mr. PERRY, Mr. HOUGHTON, and Mr. LODWICK.

Dr.
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Dr. LISTER having acquainted the Society, that the preſident had ſent word by

Mr. ASTON, that he gave them fifty pounds to be laid out as the council ſhould

direct, Mr. EVELYN, Dr. LISTER, and Dr. GALE were deſired to wait upon the

preſident with the thanks of the Society.

Dr. SLOANE'S obſervations concerning the ſweet ſmelling water found

the last ſummer at Hoxton near London, was read, and ordeer to be

registered x.

* There were communicated by Mr. NIUSGRAVE a letter given him by Dr. BA

THURST, and an extract of a letter from Dr. Oven ; the first being from Dr.

DERHAM of &Vargrave near Henley concerning a child, who died at a year and

halfold, and whom he had opened, and found the pericardium filled with a pu

rulent matter of a greyiſh colour inclining to yellow, about the quantity ofa quart,

very ſour, and a polypus running from the right auricle through the cava into

the ſubclavians, and one or both of the jugulars. The ſecond letter contained

two strange caſes of the ſmall pox, viz. of a child born full of the ſmall pox, and

dying of them, the mother being free of them for ſix years past -, and of a woman

dying of the ſmall pox after ſixteen days, her child half a year old, who lay with

her, and ſucked her, not being infected.

Dr. LlSTER remarked, that the diſeaſe was a dropſy about the heart, but that

he did not take the liquor to be acid, but alkalizate, as other things within the

habit of the body uſually are.

Dr. SLARE ſaid, that he had made ſeveral experiments proving the liquors in

the body not to be acid.

An experiment having been tried by Mr. BOYLE with a convenient apparatus,

proving, that water included in a ſlender pipe would preſs upon a large baſis as

much as a pillar of- water as large as the baſis, and as high as the ſlender pipe ; he

appointed Dr. PAPIN to ſhew the ſame to the Society; which was done, and the

ſame exPeriment was ordered to be repeated at the next mecting.

Nov. 18. An account of ſome experiments made. with the ſalt-'va [sum-na by

Dr. SLARE, and mentioned at the last meeting, was read, and ordered to be re

gistered 7, as follows :

" By reaſon of the ſmall quantity of ſpittle, that can be collscted otherwiſe, I

" was forced to make uſe of the ſpittle of a gentlewoman put upon a ſalivation,

" whoſe caſe was not Venereal but ſcrophulous.

" After ſhe had uſed three drams of mercurius dulcis, the ſalivation was rar

*' ried on very ſucceſsfully. Icould not find, that a piece of gold kept ſome

x Register, vol.'vi. p. 265. i It is printed in Mr. RAY's PlJ/gſ. Lc/Im, p. i93._

I Register, volzv vi. p. 263. - I

" Lours
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' to acidity.

hours in her mouth would attract any quickſilver unto it, as ſome do venture

to relate as a common experiment. Nor did I find, that either fine gold, or

ſilver, or tin, after it had been lodged a whole night in a'quart at least of the ſa

liva, did alter its colour the next day, ſo that nothing did offer to amalgam

with them.

" The ſpittle itſelf, when it was poured into the baſin, did ſeem to riſe up in

bubbles, and to have ſome fermenting intestine motion; but this lasted not

long after it was diſcharged the body.

** I attempted to make it ſerment with alcalies, to find out the ſubacid men

struum, SYvas and others have declared it to be; but the volatile ſalts of ar

moniac, and thoſe of hartſhorn, as alſo the fixed ſalts of wormwood, nleum

tartari per deliquium, would not produce any fermentation or motion at all.

" Moreover, having tried all the ſour ſpirits, ſuch as oſnitre and ſpirit of ſalt,

with oil of Vitriol, and the more mild acids ot lemons and Vinegar, Icould

not produce any ebullition, or the least commotion of the liquor.

" This put me upon a farther examen of the ſaliva by committing it to

distillation in a very moderate warmth of the ſand.

" I conveyed a gallon of it into a large retort, and examined the liquor as it

distilled over: the first quart was quite inſipid water; ſo was the ſecond; the

third quart began to ſerment a little with a strong oil of Vitriol, but regarded

not the other acids of ſpirit of ſalt or ſpirit of nitre.

" The last, that came over, was about twelve ounces: this ſeemed to have ſome

ſalt in it by the yellow colour, but yet was not ofa piquant urinous linell ; it

did a little more ferment with orl of Vitriol than the former.

" In the bottom of the glaſs, l found a greyiſh ſalt, which is not truly vola

tile, nor yet a lixiviate fixr ſalt, much leſs like a marine ſalt; for it ſhews it

ſelf to be a true alcali, by its very ready lermenting with any acid.

" Note, that through this whole operation there was nothing, that in the least

ſavoured of acidity, which might have been expected to enſue upon di

ſtillation, iſ there had been any ſalts contained in the ſaliva with any diſpoſition

For we find the bitter or inſipid juices of wood upon diſtillation to

degenerate into acid liquors."

A bcok was preſented from Mr. BOYLE, intitled, Oftbe Reccncilmþlcngſi of

tlrr ſpun-'fir Alediriizer to the carp/'frqu Plai/oſzzpky : Io which is annexed a Dzfioarye

about 'be advantages of the uſe oſſimch Medicines.

A fetttr oer.V1Nc12NT was read, deſiring a correſpondence with the ſecre

tary
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tary about philoſophical matters ; and the ſecretary was ordered to write to

him. .

Mr. Houcurou mentioning, that the price of corn had been obſerved for

twenty years at Oxford and Cambridge, he was deſired to procure an account at

London, his expences not exceeding five ſhillings.

A copy of the minutes oſ the Society at Dublin from the 6th of July to the

toch of August was read, as. follows 2 :

** I am aſhamed I can make no better a return fOr your very acceptable corn

" munications: our company of late has been very thin, and people's heads ſo'

U much diverted with politics, that next meeting, I believe, we ſhall adjourn

" till. the term: however, if any thing worth acquainting you with, happen, in.

** the mean time, Iwill not fail to give youa punctual account thereof.

" I am just now infOrmed oſ a girl, who has ſeveral horns in many parts of her

*-* body : of this you ſhall havc an account by the next.

** fily 6, 1685. Mr. TOLET brought in a propoſition in gunnery, ſent from'

" Mr.. EDMUND l-IALLEY, with its construction and rule, bu. without a demon

'* stration. He ſhewed the construction to hold true in all caſes, but deduced ano

" ther rule from thence.

" A letter from the right rcverend the Lord Biſhop of Leghlin, datedctJune

U the 19th, was read, containing ſeveral curious obſervations, which his Lordſhip

" has made concerning inſects. Two things he would yet have farther inquired in

" to in their history, Ist, how to rank them according to their follicles, which

" ſome weave of' thread, others (the hairy ones) make of hair, others of earth,

* crumbs of leaves, wood, moſs, &c. and ſome make none at all, but ſuſpend;

" themſelves against a tree or wall by a ſingle thread drawn acroſs their bodies,

U and fastened at both ends to the wall. 2dly How to range them according to

" their chryſaliſes, or aurelias ; both which he conceives would conduce as much.

" to the well understanding their natures, as the knowledge of kplants by their

"* cods and ſeeds (or the ſeeds and their caſes or covers) and o birds by their'

" nests and eggs (the former of which do much diſcover their ſagacity and many

" other properties) can conduce to the right understanding of theirs; the folliculi

" of infects being anſwerable to the nests of birds, or to the cods or ſeed-caſes in

" plants ; and their. cryſaliſes correſponding to the eggs of thoſe and to the feeds

oſ_ theſe, whence immediately do ſpring the living creatures. The thanks

" of the Society ordered to be returned for this letter.

'\

C

** The remaining part of Dr. WALLis"s very rational'ingenious diſcourſe con,

" cerning weather was read, and our. thanks ordered to be returned.

F Letter-book, vol x. p. 242.

"' A letter.
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" A letter from Mr. MUSGRAVE, dared June the ztst, containing the mi

nutes of the Oxford Society, from May the 26th to June the 16th, was read.

Several of the members promiſed to enquire diligently, whether ſuch ſhells as

that, which contains the purple-fiſh, be'found on our ſhores _: the thanks of the.

Society ordered to be returned Mr. UIUSGRAVE for his preſent, and that it be

carefully laid up in our repoſitory. i

" An account oſ the wind, weather, hight of the mercury, &c. for the

month ofJunc brought in by Mr. ASHE.

" A letter from Sir RICHARD BULKELEY, with a deſcription and trial of the

new calaſh, mentioned by Mr. CLINET, was read.

i" 7111) I 3, We adjourned our meeting, becauſe oſ the philologica] act at the
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*' July 20. A letter ſrom Mr. MUSGRAVP. containing Dr. PLOT's deſiderata

in chemistry was read, and committed to Dr. SYLVIUS and Dr. MULLEN, who

from ſome hints therein propoſed to make a few experiments, and to give the

Society their thoughts : they alſo mentioned ſome farther arcana to be added to

this catalogue.

V Dr.lVlULLEN ſhewed the following experiments beſore the Society. An

equal quantity of river-water mixed with ſpirit of wine cauſed a great many

bubbles, 'which lasted long, was but milk warm, and pellucid. Pump-water

with ſpirit of wine made greater ſermentation; the bubbles ſoon diſap

peared; 'twas warmer than the first, and turned wheyiſh. Rain-water with

ſpirit of wine cauſed a fermentation and heat like the first, with no altera

tion oſ colour: the like alſo happened in plantain water poured into ſpirit of

wine, but ſpirit of wine poured into the distilled water produced a greater fer

mentation. Sublimate ſulphuris per campanam mixed with ſpirit of wine fer

mented more ſlowly, but became blood-warm, that is, much warmer than the

reſt. Syrup oſ Violets with ſpirit of wine made ſmall ſet-mentation, with a few

bubbles : it turned of a greeniſh colour. Cornu cervi ustum upon ſyrup of

Violets turned green, upon which ſublimate ſulphuris per campanam poured

changed it to red, with a very great ſermentation. Milk dropped into ſpirit

oſ wine preſently coagulated.

" Jzzgi' 27. A diſcourſe oſ Mr. RAY's concerning the macreuſe or ſcoter, and alſo

one of Dr. TANCRED ROBINSON on the ſame ſubject, and concerning boiling

and other fountains communicated by Mr. MvsoaAve, were read, and our

thanks ordered to be returned. They gave occaſion to Mr. ACTON to diſcourſe

of ſomewhat relating to them, mentioned in old authors; and of the account

STRABO wives of the lake Avernus, which mentions the reaſon, why. even in

his time, it had lost its inſectious mortal effiuvia. The deſcription likewiſe oſ

this bird was read out of Mr. NVLLLOUGHBY'S Orni/lmffogy, which a grees

'- indifferently to a ſea-lowl ſrcquently taken near the iſland called Ireland's Eye.

" A large
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" A large piece of Lough Neagh stone found on the ſhore was given to Mr.

SMYTH, having the exact grain oſ wood, and the mark of cutting.

" August 3. An account of the wind, weather, hight of the mercury, &e. is

brought in'by Mr. Asue. What Dr. GARDEN affirms, that when the wind

turns to north, N. E. or N. W. the mercury always riſes, was not found true.

" A letter from Mr. Musonave, dated July the t6th, was read, containing'

the draught of the incombustible cloth, and the figure and deſcription of an ln

dian honey-comb, which ſeveral affirm to be ſo like that of our common hum

ble bee, its honey likewiſe beino much more limpid than that of other bees,

and its lodgings in trees and other cavities, that it may well deſerve farther

mquxry.

** An extract alſo of a letter from Mr. Laren of Lancaſhire was communi

cated, which ave account of a buck found intirely whole and uncorrupted un

der ground: uery, whether the hoof's as well as horns were ſoſt, and grew

hard when expoſed to air? Of a calf whoſe ſkin was inverted ; uery, whether

'twas brought forth alive, and whether the ſkin hung looſe an was fastened,

the hairy part to the fleſhy pannicle? Of' peats which burn ſo violently as to

melt down gold: query, of what ſort of earth they are made? becauſe ſome

what like this was affirmed oſ a kind of Iriſh turf. Of a wound z out of whch

there came daily a iece of ſat as big as a nut, which was ſriable and would

blaze in the fire. X piece of black stone full of ſhining particles and of' a ſul

phureous ſmell was preſented, taken out of a quarry near Maryborough in the

Queen's county. Dr. MULLEN was deſired to examine it. '

" Ten pieces of old Britiſh coin, found in the middle of a rock, were ſhewn

by Mr. Asna. .

" dugust io- A letter from Mr. Muscu AVE was read, containing a very odd and

remarkable relation of one, who for many years has had constant obſtinate con

vulſions every Sunday, by Dr. Corn of Worcester. Another letter alſo from

Mr. MusCRAva, communicating a like relation by the fame doctor, oſ pe

riodical convulſive motions returning every 5th day, which the doctor cured.

The thanks of the Society ordered to be returned for theſe conſiderable com

munications. .

" Dr. Muuan gave a relatiſion of a gentlewoman, a patient oſ his, who had

four cold rits oſ an ague, and as many hot ones every twenty four hours The

ſits Came ſo thick on one anOther, that there were but very ſmall intermiſſions,

for preſently after ſhe cooled out of her hot fit. ſhe fell into a cold one. Thus

ſhe was ior four or five days before he was ſent for; but in two days ſhe reco

vered by a method he uſes lor cure of that diſtemper. '

" He alſo acquainted the Society, that he ordered a quantity of ſcurvy-graſs

to be bruiſed in a stone mortar, and to be put upv in aconvenient veſſel z which,

havin first poured enough of strong brandy on it to cover it, he cloſed very

VoL.%V. K k k " well
'
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*-'- well and ſo kept it for a month, and then distilled it in a limbeck, and' got a

" good quantity of a very pungent ſpirit, much inſipid phlegm, and last of- all

an oil as inſipid as ſallet oil, which he was ſurprized at, having expected the

most puvngent acrimonious oil, that he knew any vegetable to yield, when

he ſaw, that the ſcurvy-graſs yielded any. But having repeated the experi- _

ment (though the fermentation or maceration was continued but for four or

five days) he had reaſon to think, that there were two oils in it, one a very

f* pungent piercingonc, and the other wholly inſipid: for he ſeparated a ſmall

96 quantity of the former along with the ſpirit, and the latter he ſeparated along

PS with the inſipid phlegm. He is therefore induced to believe, that the volatile

" zthereal piperine oil in the first parcel of ſcurvy-graſs was changed into a ſpirit,

'" there being neither oil nor milkyneſs to be ſeen in what came over the helm,

" finding that in the latter parcel both was to be found, and over and above ſome

" of the pungent oil."

(I

'I

6'
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'i

'The ſecretary was deſired to procure a copy of Dr. PLoT's Dqſiderata in

chemistry.

There being preſented ſome obſervations of Dr. WALLlS upon a book of Mr.

RICHARD NORRlS concerning his manner of finding the true ſum of the infinite

ſecants of an arch of an infinite ſeries ', the papers were put into Mr. Hooxis's

hands to read over, and make a report of them at the next meeting.

The experiment made at the last meeting by Dr. PAPlN was again tried ; viz.

that a veſſel of water being broader at the bottom than the top, weighs equal to a

cylinder of water as broad as the bottom of the veſſel, and as high as the perpen

dicular from the ſurface of the water to the bottom.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed likewiſe a way of keeping the juices of fruits and other parts

of vegetables without any addition. The Juice of Cherries being ſhut up in 'vacuo

in two glaſſes three uarters full upon the 26th of June, in a day's time the liquor

was clear, and the ediment fell to the bottom: in four days time both bred air.

One glaſs was ſufficient to ferment, but was still cloſe, except when the air broke

out. The other was boiled a quarrer of an hour in balme Maria, and from that

time neither bred air nor fermented. This liquor was very generous and well

tasted, having the reliſh of the fruit -, but the other, that fermented, was poor and

ſomething ſharp.

No'v. 25. Sir RICHARD BULKELEY was elected and admitted.

It being diſcourſed concerning the standard foot of Paris and ſeveral other

places, compared with the Engliſh foot ; Mr. HALLEY was deſired to give di

rections for the making a meaſure in metal to be kept in the repoſitory, con

taining, together with the Engliſh, the Paris, Roman, and other feet most

in uſe.

* Dr. Wattis's obſervations are printed in the Pþilaſl Tranſact. No. iſ6. p. 1193.

1 A paper
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A paper was communicated by Mr. ARTHUR BAlLBY, being obſervations,

which he had directed to be made by a master of a ſhip, that was to paſs the

mquinoctial line, in order to the knowing the place, where the direction of the
ſouth pole prevails above the north Þ.

It was wiſhed, that the master of the ſhip had continued his obſervations.

when he was to croſs the line the ſecond time after he was past the Cape of

Good Hope.

A paper was communicated by Mr. HAAK from Mr. ARNOLD of Nutemberg,

being an account of the declination of the magnetic needles lately obſerved by

EIMART, &e. in order to the aſcertaining its variationsc. But it was judged,

that the needle was in the ſame poſition, in which it had been obſerved five years

before, ' '

The two laſt papers were. delivered to Mr. HALLEY, to conſider of against

the next meeting.

The Society deſired, that Mr. HALLEY, Mr. Hooxa, Mr. HAYNES, Mr.

PAGET, and Mr. FLAMSTEAD, as likewiſe Dr. WALLrs and Mr. CASWELL at

Oxford, would ſeverally obſerve the declination of the needle about the winter

ſolstice now approaching; and that each of them would give in- their account'

in writing.

A letter from DP.V1NCENT, dated at Clare-hall Cambridge, Novemberag,

1685d, was read, mentioning an invention, which he had, he thought, brought

very near its utmost perfection, of that univerſal benefit, that it would be ſervice

able and very deſirable to all mankind, except thoſe, who cannot write and read,

and as eaſy and cheap as valuable. This he offered to diſcover, if he could have'

ſubſcriptions for it as for a book. To which it was anſwered, that the Society

could not proceed in his way, till they knew the matter.

Two letters in Latin were read, one to the Society, the other to Mr. ASTON e,

the latter dared at Dantzick in August 1685, and ſigned S. A. I/'on L. preſenting

ſome copies of the three Litterze Izzrccinatorize ad univerſa: in Hermelicis curioſos di

rect-e -, challenging the Hermetic philoſophers to give ſome proof of their ſecret

art, or elſe they ſhould be written against and di covered to be cheats ; together

with ſome copies of a book in anſwer to Monſ. SCHROTER'S instruction about the

making of gold.

The letter to the Society ſeemed to demand two things : 1. Whether they were'

against publiſhing the book, with which the Hermetics were threatened. 2.

Whether they were indifferent in it, and would acquieſce in the doing it ;. which

he deſired to know. * *

" Printed in the P/ziloſ." Tran/Zzct. N'. 17 . 4 Letter-hook, Vol. x p. 257. *

p. '213. for December 1685. ' Ibid. p. 267, 263

' lbid. N'. 178.p. 1253.

\J
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A copy of the books was given to Dr. SLARE to peruſe and report the contents

of them; another Copy being deſigned for Mr. Heusnnw, and a third for Mr.

BOYLE, iſthe latter had them not already.

An account oſ ſeveral experiments made by Dr. SLARF., to ſhew the inſuffi

tiency of alcalis and acids to diſcriminate the m mcdica, was read, as follows ' :

" In order to our inquiry into materia medica, or into thoſe ſimples, that are

" uſed in medicine, it ſeems neceſſary to ſearch after ſuch proper and adapted

" instruments, as may best ſerve ſuch purpoſes. It's well known, that ſome would

" make up all bodies oſ the four elements, and reduce them to thoſe four;

" others are for three, others five chemical principles; but there is ſcarce ſo

* much need as of mentioning theſe groundleſs hypotheſes, ſince the great patron

" of true philoſophy, Nlr. BOYLE, has ſhewn the imperſection oſ thoſe princi-,

*' ples, and taught us to build on better foundations. Amongst other hypotheſes,

" that oſ acidum and alkali has obtained very much repute, inſomuch that on

" theſe two pillars ſome proſeſſors oſ phyſic have raiſed great ſuperstructures,

" even ſystems of phyſic -, and others do steer the whole courſe of their practice

* by the conduct of this hypotheſis. Mr. BOYLE has in an excellent treatiſe on

" this ſubject, made it very plain, that all phaznomena in nature cannot poſiibly

" be explained and accounted for by the mentioned hypotheſis; ſo that he justly

fi' reprehends the latitude given by the teachers of this doctrine, but withal allows

" it to be of very great uſe in chemical and phyſical matters. Of how great uſe

" and importance this hypotheſis may be, it will not be amiſs to enquire and

* determine z for iſ by this way the cauſes and effects oſ all or most phzrnomena

U may be stated and diſcovered, the method is ſo eaſy and compendious, that

" it would be very happy we were ſecure oſ the truth oſ it: but iſ there be much

'* fallacy or uncertainty in this notion of acid and alkali, then it were better re

" moved out oſour way, or elſe circumſcribed within its proper bounds.

" That there are ſuch ſubstances in rerum natura as acids, it is undoubtedly

" true and obvious. *

" There are alſo natural acida and artificial.

" There are alſo ſalts, that are called alkalis, and theſe properly and impro

*' perly ſo.

" By alkali is properly meant a fixt ſalt: and here may be ranged all ſorts of

*' vegetable fixt ſalts, whether of the herba kali or pot-aſh, ſalt of wormwood

" and of other vegetablcsz for the fixt ſalts of animals are rarely met with.

" By alkali improperly ſo called are meant the volatile ſalts oſ vegetables or

" animals; or, yet more improperly, iſ not impertinently, all testaceous bodies,

" and in the greatest latitude of all, any thing, that ferments with an acid.

ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 268. 4 '

* - V The
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-** The better to accommodate this diſcourſe to the preſent meeting, I will not

make it tedious, but lay down two or three propoſitions, and prove them by

experiments ; and then infer a corollary or two.

" r. That there are few bodies in their natural state have ſo much of alcali

ſalt in them, whether fixt or volatile, as will produce a fermentation or con

flict with an acid.

" 2. That many, the greatest number perhaps of thoſe experiments, that are

made to prove this hypotheſis, are upon a mistake; and that in reference to. the

common materials they uſe.

" 3. There are many ſubstances, that have very great proportions of alcali ſalts

in them, where acids not in the least regard them, ſo as to make any conflict

with them. '

'* 4. There are bodies, that abound very much with acids and alcalis both,

and that in unequal proportions, and yet are not at all to be diſcovered by

any commotion or kermentation produceable either with the alkali or acid.

" To the first propoſiticn, that there are much fewer bodies than one would

expect, or eaſily believe, endowed with this preſumed alcali, ſo confidently re

ported to be an ingredient in all bodies, ſo neceſſary for the projected acid to

make a conflict or luctation with. For the proving this poſition, I will fetch

my experiments from ſalts themſelves divested from any other heterogeneous

mixture, that might hinder the free operation of the acidum upon them. More

over theſe experiments ſhall be made on the most catholic ſalts, that run in the

veins of the macrocoſm and microcoſm, as chemists love to call the earth, and

the human body. Namely, Vitriol, alum, common ſalts, ſalt petre, and fal

calcarius deſcribed first by the very learned Dr. LISTER : as alſo ſpittle, blood,
ſerum fanguinis, and urine. . - ſſ

" 1. We made a strong ſolution of reen Vitriol, and poured thereon first, ſpi

rit of Vinegar, and then Itried the ame ſolution ſucceffively with other acids,

uſing ſpirit of ſalt, and even ſpirit of nitre itſelf; but there followed no lucta

tion or contest, or any incaleſcence: Yet conſidering with myſelf what potential

acid was concealed in this ſubstance, from whence oil ofvitriol comes, I mixed

with a strong ſolution of this Vitriol ſpirit of ſal armoniac, which is a high alcali,

upon which alſo no conflict or motion enfued.

" 2. Having made a strong lixivium of alum by diſſolving it in water, Ifirst

mixed with one part of this ſolution common Vinegar, and then mixed with

another part ſpirit of Venus or of verdigreaſe, and ſo proceeded to ſpirit of ſalts,

and of nitre; but could not with any of theſe diſcern either any conflict or heat

to ſucceed the mixture. l alſo made the like experiment with the volatile ſpirit

of hartſhorn, and with a strong ſolution of ſalt of tartar, called oil of tartar,

both high alcalis: but without the least emerging ebullition or motion of the

liquors 3 only they thickened one another by an union of their ſalts.

" 3. I then made experiments with ſea-ſalt, whoſe empire is as vast as the

ocean ; nor could we here with any of our acids produce any iermentation, nor

at all with the named alcalis. I must ſet a mark upon oil of Vitriolgthat

_" cing
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being a very unſit test to examine bodies'withal, for it works many times ſo
promilſicuoully on acids and alcalies, and lpares ſcarce any thing, whether ani

mals, vegetablcs, minerals, or metals: For though our natural acids, and al,

ſo other highly corroſive acids, paſs by this ſolution without any contest, yet

this does hiſs and heat and boil upon the first contact with common ſalt. ,

U 4: Nitre, an univerſal ſalt, as boundleſs a; the air, gave us no manner of

obſervations, but only this, that neither in ſubstance nor ſolution it made any

luctation, conflict, or any ſort of action, with either our high acids or alcalis:
nor did oil of vitriol itſeltſi make here any stir or eſſerveſcence.

" 5. l made aVery strong ſolution of Dr._LIsTER's ſal calcarius, and poured

into ſeveral distinct glaſſes, (ſet in order for that purpoſe) a certain proportion

of this diſſolved ſalt, for I find, that a little water takes up a great uantity oſit. My method is to begin with the Vinegar, and then with ſpirit oci Vinegar;

then with ſpirit of Venus, which I take to be vegetable acids; I afterwards

proceed to ſpirit of ſalt, of nitre, and ſome-times oil ofvitriol, that are mineral

acids. Iconld not produce any ebullition upon the application and mixing

oſ theſe acids in any proportions : with alcalies there was no expectation oſ any

lucta, in which 1 was not diſappointed.

" The human body abounding with ſalts, and the humours being most oſ

them actually ſaltto the taste, l made ſome experiments, of which I ſhall not

give the minutes, but only the ſucceſs for brevity ſake.

i " The blood I put on the trial was warm,v and not yet ſeparated. The urine
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_ hypotheſis, have been erroneous and mistaken. No bodies have

was alſo warm and very lixiviate to the taste -, but neither of theſe made the

least stir or conflict with any of the named acids, even the fierce oil ofvitriol it

ſelf. The ſerum ſanguinis being cold did the ſame thing with the rest. With

the ſaliva I made my experiments with various ſorts of alcalis, by reaſon of the

notion of its being an acid : but experiments, that have been offered at the board

of the Royal Society, and others yet to be tried, will clear it from having aci

dity z though it be yet farther than any of the former juiccs of the human bod

from any poſſibility of fermenting with an acid. So much for the first

propoſition.

" The ſecond propoſition.

" 2. That perhaps the greatest number of experiments to prove this

een more

firmly relied on to prove the inherent alcalis than thoſe that are testaceous ſub

stances, as oculi cancri, the ſhells offiſhes, pearl, and other hard ſubstances of

fiſhes; whereas theſe and many other fixt alcalis (as they are called) have little,

if any ſalt at all in them : ſo in like manner stones, and chalk eſpecially, by rea

ſon of their eaſy fermentation with an acid, are certainly determined to abound

with fixt alcali ſalts. The common error about chalk I dare not paſs by with

- out examining, and the rather becauſe this is ſo constantly aſſerted to have

much ſalt in it, inſomuch that GLAUBER (according to his way) conceals a pro

ceſs how to get four or five ounces of nitre out of chalk: but for my part, after

'* ſeveral
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ſeveral careful examinations, I could yet never procure any ſort of ſalt out of

chalk. t

** We took a pound of chalk and beat it to powder, and then boiled it in

water for many hours, after this filtred it, and evaporated the water; but found

no ſalt in it, more than common water contains.

" We then put a pound of chalk in a strong reverberatory, where it lay above

fifty hours in that mighty heat : while it was yet warm, I conveyed it into a

quantity of fair water, and made the water boil upon it to extract any contain*

ed ſalt; but upon the evaporation of this water, I found no more ſalt in this

than in the former experiment. The remaining calx did very eaſily ferment

with the mildest acids. l could enumerate an abundance of instances, both in

the animal and mineral kingdom, where for the most part there is no ſalt at all

to be found, or if any, after that is removed, the fermentation with an acid is

very strong and violent: but theſe instances will be referrible to other poſitions

alſo.

" The third propoſition, that there are many natural ſubstances, that have

much alcali in them, where yet the acids will not produce any ferment ;

here I might instance in tartar, which abounds ſo plentifully with alcali, that

ſcarce any body has more, and yet is not at all concerned when mixt with an

acid; but on the quite contrar , if you mix an alcali with it, the luctation will

ſoon begin. However, if we ſgparate one from the other, we may find only a

very mild acidity, and in very ſmall proportion compared with the great quan

tity of the alcali ſalt, ſo little regarded or detected by this way of experiment

ing, there being ſo few natural bodies stocked with this alcali ſalt, as the first

propoſition complains of, that l must borrow ſome instances from more artifi

cial bodies; and here ſal armoniac will be a very plain and notable one ; for in

this we'can make it appear, that there are above eight ounces in a pound of the

highest volatile alcali, from whence might be expected the greatest ebullition -,

but upon the trial we found, that it regarded not the vegetable acids, nor would

it ferment, or make any commotion with ſpirit of nitre, but ſilently diſſolved

in it, as it would have done in water. Nitre is no wiſe inferior to tartar, for

it yields above half of a true fixt alcali ſalt, but yet makes no luctation with any

acid : ſee the fourth catholic ſalt above named.

" The fourth propoſition.

4. That ſome bodies have both acids and alcalis in unequal proportions, that

yet will not fight, either when attempted with an acidum or alcali. Ineed only

call upon the two last named ſalts for a proof of this propoſition, ſal armoniac

and nitre, theſe containing both strong acids upon certain ways of distillation,

both which, as above ſaid, make no colliſion with acids and not at all with al

kalis£ This way of proceeding with acids and alkalis, by proJecting the one

or the other of various vegetables, gives but little ſatisfaction. - As to the al

cali, lcould never find it diſcover any of thoſe ſour juices, we obſerve all ſpit?

* o
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oſ wood yield upon distillations, ſo as to make this expected luctation, On va- '

rious dusts of 10gwood, lignum vitae, oak dusts, &c. all of which do ſo plen

tifully afford us a ve etable vinegar, if l may ſo term it ; much leſs can we ex.

pect, that the very 'ſhall proportion or' fixed ſalt, that is to be ſound in wood,

ſhould make any viſible agitation, when acid liquors are conveniently mixed

with them, For I could never find this to ſucceed with man acids upon ſe

veral ſaw-dusts: and on the greatest arts Of dried and pow ered VCgetablcs,

ThOugh in theſe the eſſential ſalts are ubacid, and the ſixr alcalizal. '

" Some corollarics.

** r. This hypocheſis of acidum and alcali ſeems very uſeleſs, becauſe the great

est part of the materia medica cannot be brought to ferment, or fight either

with acid or alcali. Vid. the first propoſition.

" a. From the promiſes we have reaſon to ſuſpect most of the inductions

made, where even the luctation of ſerment happens to ſucceed. See the third

propoſition. '

** 3. That other more ſatisfactory cauſes of the produced fet-mentation (where

acids are made to work with ebullition on our ſimple bodies) ought to be in

quired after and aſſi ned.

ſ have often made uſe of high and corroſive acids about theſe

experiments, the better to convince the ſcrupulous; yet I do not think them

fairly applicable, becauſe theſe, eſpecially the mineral acids oſvitriol, and the

ſpirit or ſalt, and ſpirit oſ nitre, to ſo promiſcuouſly tear all bodies in pieCes,

where no alcalis were ever found.

" 5. That the natural or vegetable acids of lemons; of apples. oſ grapes, &e.

are more proper tests.

U 6. That even theſe natural acids are not to be relied on, where the conflict:

does enſue. See the third propoſition.

U 7. That the best uſe can be made oſ this hypocheſis ſeems to be this,

U To excract the ſalts ſuppoſed to be in any of our ſimples, or other natural

body, l mean to eXtract them in water, which is the roper ſolvent, or men

struum ſor ſalts, and then to mix, either acid or alka i, as your judgment or

experience ſhall direct; if' the acid roduce a fermentation or luctation more or

leſs, you may then be pleaſed to inſer, that you have an alcali ſalt there, et

vice verſa; and after this manner perha )S may make ſome uſe of it in re medi

ca i though ſcarce ſo much as to buil a new body or ſyſtem of ph ſic upon

theſe two pillars, being too few and feeble to bear any great ſuper ru ures.

" Iwillrather join with Dr. Gasw, and take in the colours, ſmell, and tastes

of bodies : the last of theſe is ſo very well treated or' by him, that he has made

it exceeding uſeſul to examine many things by, eſpecially vegetables and Other

parts of our materia rnedica.

U l will add one more, which ſhall be the analyſis of bodies by distillation,

that this must needs be owned of great uſe, both unto the theory and practic?

I so o
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of phyſic. Not excluding any other expedient for the better trying the nature

and constitutionof what the faculty call ſimples, I will begin with distillation :

and first of all with ſuccinum, one of the most uſeſul drugs belonging to the

materia medica. For the future I intend to examine bodies, first in compoſito,

and then in analyſi. I have ſome few experiments on ſuccinum itſelf in concreto -,

which I beg leave to postpone to the next meeting, and now to begin with the

volatile ſalt of ſuccinum.

" This volatile ſalt I have ſome ways to prove it a volatile ſalt ſui generis, (if I

may be allowed to call it volatile) for it differs from all other volatile ſalts of

vegetable and animal bodies. But before I come to that, I think I must ex

clude it from being truly a volatile ſalt. For here I would lay down the true

standard of volatile ſalts, viz. that thoſe ſalts, which, upon distillation either in

their own phlegm or in common water, do aſcend or riſe out of this water,

leaving the water behind, I find theſe to be volatile ſalts; or that all volatile

ſalts, vegetable and animal, are lighter and ſooner elevated by heat than water, .

To return to our ſalt ofamber, I always found, that common water would quite

evaporate and leave our ſalt dry at the bottom: yet upon a stronger degree of

fire, the ſalt of amber would riſe up to a great hight. So that it is called a.

volatile ſalt, yet improperly ſo, becauſe it does not come to the standard of

volatility, which is to be more volatile than water. As to the nature of this

volatile ſalt, there are ſome properties of it, that plainly prove it an acid, or ra

ther ſubacid: by touching a ſolution of it with a knife it corroded the metal, and

leſt a stain, as the juice of lemons does. Take equal parts of this ſalt, and of

ſalt of amber, and rub them in a mortar, and then diſſolve them thus mixt in

common water, and they produce the uſual conflict, that real acids and alcalis

are owned to do. The hon. Mr. BOYLE has taught us a most excellent and

pleaſant experiment, far beyond that of luctation, to examine acids and alcalis

with, namely, by the tincture of lignum nephriticum, which has two very

manifest colours, viz. a blue and 'an orange-colour: the acid always destroys

the blue, and leaves in it one uniform orange-colour : with one drop of ordinary

ſpirit of ſalt, I have destroyed the colour of an ounce of this blue tincture. I

poured ſome of this diſſolved ſalt of amber into the mentioned tincture, and it

took off the blue, and left it, as ſpirit of ſalt had done before. We alſo made

a ſolution of this ſalt in water, and then by putting ſilings of iron into the ſolu

tion, let it stand ſome hours in a cold place, that it might work upon the me

tal, which it did without much ebullition, as it appeared by mixing it with a

ſolution of galls, for it turned to a deep ink. I farther obſerved by a gentle.

ſublimation of this volatile ſalt by a lamp furnace, that the figure of it was apt

to riſe, and ſettle itſelf in long cylinders, which to the eye ſeem to run up to a

pyramid : but by a microſcope they ſeem to me plainly to be a great many

round cylinders, that did ſettlc one a top of the other, like ſeveral ſhoots or

branches a little unequally ſet together, ſomewhat like to knot-graſs. I pre

ſerved ſome of-theſe ſalts in thebottom of my glaſs, as they were just ready to

take flight, and volatilize, and found ſeveral of the little ones, just like one

branch of the many, that ſeem to go to the making up of one of our volatile

l l ' f' pikes,
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pikes, or crystals, if I may ſo call it, for it looks ſomewhat like crystal in

the microſcope.

" I alſo endeavoured to ſhootthem by diſſolving theſe ſalts in water, and then

, by evaporating ſome of the water, that ſo the ſalts might ſubſide, and ſhew

their figures; and I found them all incline to run into long and cylindrical ſi

gures, as the ſalts being at hand do demonstrate. Dr. PAPIN upon my request

evaporated ſome of the water, my ſalts of amber was diſſolved in, in his vacuo,

which hereupon ſhot into a crystal, bearing the figure of a croſs, which ſeems

alſo to be made up of thoſe cylinders beforementioned.

** I was willing to be the more particular in deſcribing this ſalt, becauſe I have

met with ſeveral phyſicians of my acquaintance, who have been unwilling to

believe it differing from other volatile ſalts_-, and therefore have very often

joined them together in the ſame compoſition, which I know they wouldvſcarce

have done, had they ever made the former experiment, namely, that of mixing

the volatile ſalt of armoniac with that of amber, and then diſiolving both toge

ther in water: for had they ſeen how diſagreeing ſalts they are, it would cer

tainly have made them conſider, whether they would not have fermented, andv

quarrelled much more in the warm stomach (which is ſeldom without lympha

enough to diſſolve them) than in the cold air, and by this means the truly vola

tile ſalt would, no doubt, have left its texture, its motion, and volatility: for

this is the effect of all acids, they are apt to clip the wings of all volatile ſalts,

inſomuch, that it requires much art and trouble to reduce them to their former

state of volatility. '

*' Moreover, thoſe, that derive all diſeaſes from acids, eſpecially ſpaſms, whe'

ther epileptic or other convulſive motions, will now calmly conſider, whether

- they have done well in giving this medicine in that quantity as they have done:

for ſurely they conſidered it a volatile alcali, and like ſalt of man's ſkull,

of hartſhorn, &c. and far from beingits antagonist. The reaſon of this miſ

take I judge to proceed from hence. Succinum is in itſelfa ſort of a repured

alcali, and uſed in ſubstance against epileptic or convulſive diſeaſes, and not

without reaſon. The oil of ſuccinum is alſo known, both as to the ſmell and in

ternal operations, to help in thoſe diſaffections; from whence the chemist argues.

the volatile ſalt, which is generally the most penetrating and most vigorous and

eſſential part of the body, must needs be more powerful in its operation, than.

plain amber, which is very often true, but not always to be relied on: for I

could give many instances, where bodies, in their natural state, have properties

quite foreign, if not oppoſite, to what they have in the state of analyſis, or in

their chemical principles. Iwill at preſent instance only in brimstone, which

is a mild ſoft body, and agreeable to what the acidists would call an alcali, yet

we know, that one of the most corroſive menflruums is distilled from it upon

accenſion. Theſe two are pretty parallel, for even here the chemical error has

perhaps done much miſchief 5 this very corroſi've menstr-uum has been given

for an excellent pectoral medicine in caſes of the lungs, upon the account that

1. .u 1;
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** it came from ſulphur, whoſe concrete may pertinently enough be uſed in thoſe

** caſes.

'4 [have made a digrefflon, which is the more excuſable. for as much as it

V relates to the materia medica, and conſequently the health of man, and ſo is not

** very ſar from our purpoſe. In the next place I deſign to examine ſuccinum as

" it is a concrete, and alſo in its oil, in its balfam, the fixt ſalt, and the caput

" mortuum, and will give the proportions oſ each : and will ſee to what ſpirits of

" natural bodies it relates, whether gums or bitumens."

Some of the volatile ſalt ſublimed, being viewed in a microſcope. appeared like

crystal cylinders.

Mr. WVA1.sz was deſired to deſign the figure of the ſalt, as it appeared in the

microſcope.

The farther conſideration of Dr. SLARL'S paper was referred to the next meeting.

Noo. 30, being the day of the anniverſary election of the officers oſ the Society

for the enſuing year, the preſident took the chair, at the time when thirty ſeven ſel

lows were preſent, though the number was afterwards much increaſed. The ſcru

tators choſen were Dr. GALE and Mr. WALLER. The eleven members continued

of the council were >

Dr. Lrs'ran

Mr. PePYs

Mr. ASTON

Mr. COLWALL

Mr. Evaum Sir CYML chne

Mr. HENSHAW Sir JOSEPH WlLLllAMSON

Mr. HILL Sir Gums-nomen Want.

Sir JOHN HostNs

The ten members elected into the council were

Sir RICHARD BULKLEY Mr. MBREDITH

Mr. FLAMSTEAD Mr. Pmuw

Dr. GALE Dr. TANCRBD Roamson

Mr. HAYNES Dr. TYSON

Mr. HERBERT (Lord Vaughan.

SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; was continued preſident:

Mr. HlLL treaſurer:

Mr. ASTON one of the ſecretaries,

And Dr. TANCRBD Ronmsou choſen the other ſecretary.

Then the following perſons, The Lord Vaughan, Sir RICHARD BULKELEY,

Mr. FLAMSTEAD, Dr. GALE, Mr. HAYNBS, Mr. HERBERT, Mr. MEREDITH,

Mr. PBRRY, Dr. ROBiNSON, and Dr. TYSON, took the oath of office. _

\ L l l 2 'A tide
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A tide-table for the year 1686, compoſed by Mr. FLAMSTEAD, was licenſed,

and the imprimatar ſigned by the preſident.

Dr. GALE preſented from Dr. CUMBERLAND a book, intitled An Effiay toward:

the Recovery of the Yea-wiſh Meaſure: and Weights.

There were expoſed on the table all the figures oſ the History of Fiſhes, ordered

and completed by the great care of Dr. LlSTER, together with ſixty ſheets of

the history.

Then were viewed the register of all the experiments made the last year, the

journal of the meetings, and the entry of the letters.

Soon after the last anniverſary election, the Society lost by death one of its most

conſiderable members, '

JOHN PELL, D. D. who was deſcended of an antient family in Lincolnſhire. His

grandfather and father, who were both oſ his name, lived at Southwyke in Suſſex,

the latter being minister of that place, and dying when he was but five or ſix years

old; and his mother was of the family of the HOLLANDS in Kent. He was

born at Southwyke, March I, 1610, and educated in grammar learning at the

free-ſchool, then newly founded, at Stenning, a Market-town in Suſſex, under

Mr. JOHN JEFFERIES. At the age of thirteen he was ſent to Trinity-college in

Cambridge, being then as gooda ſcholar as most masters of arts in that univerſity,

but though he was eminently ſkilled in the Greek and Hebrew languages, he never

offered himſelf a candidate at the election of ſcholars or fellows of his college.

His perſon was handſome, and the habit of his body strong -, and therefore ſcarce

ever uſing recreations, he proſecuted his studies with the more application and in

tenſeneſs B. * In 1628 he drew up The Deſcription and Uſe of the Laadraat ; written

for the Uſe of a Friend in two Book: h -, the original manuſcript of which is still ex

tant among his papers in the Royal Society; and the ſame year he held a correſpon

dence with Mr. HENRY BRiccs on logarithms '. In 1630 he wrote Modas ſappu

tandi Ephemeridet astronomiras (guantum ad motzrmſolis attiaet', paradigmate ad amzam

1630 accommodate; and A Key to unlock the jldeaning of JOANNlS TRITHEMws,

in his diſcourſe of steganography z which key Mr. PBLL the ſame year imparted

to Mr. SAMUEL HARTLIB and Mr. JACOB Homznm. In the ſame year, 1630,

he took the degree of master of arts at Cambridge k 5 and the year following was

incorporated in the univerſity of Oxford *, and on the 7th of June wrote a letter

to Mr. EDMUND WINGATE on logarithms; and on the 5th of October, 1631,

wrote Commentatiotzes in Co mographiam Affledii. July 3, 16 32, he married ITHAMA

RlA m, ſecond daughter o Mr. HENRY REGINOLLES of London, by whom he had

four ſons and four daughters ". * March 6, 163%, he finiſhed his Astronomieal Hi

l Woon, Fasti Oxen. vol. i. col. 253. and on that ſubject, dated at Merton-college Oct. aſ,

General Dictionary, article PELL (JOHN) vol. viii. 1628.

. 250. k General Dictionary, uhi ſirp'a.

3' 'The preface to it is dated May 19, 1628. 1 Woon, uhi ſhPr-a. =

f There is extant a letter to him oſMr. Biuccs m She is ſometimes written A-rnuum.

ſ' General Dictionary, 'thiſ/'pra

I. ſ ri)
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story of Ohſer-vation: of heavenly Motion: and Appenronres; and on the loth of April

following his Eclipticm Prognosta : or the Eclz'pſh-Prognosticator -, or Forehno'wcr of

the Eclipſes; teaching how by Colrltlation to forchnow nndſoretel all ſorts of Eclipſes

of the heavenly Lights. In 16 34 he tranſlated The everlasting Tahles of heavenly

Motions grounded upon the Ohſer'vations of all Times, and agreeing with them all,

compoſed hy PHILlP LANSBERG of Ghent in Flanders, and ſrt forth hy himſelf in

Latin in the Year of his [Igc ſeventy one, and in the Trar of our Lord 1632 : Now

turned out of Lntin into Englſh, andfrom the ſexaginnl to [he derimal Suhditviſion for

the more Eaſt: in Calculation : And on the Izth of June the ſame year he com

mitted to writing The Aſanner of d.*during his AZ'Zronomiml Tables out of the Tables

and Axioms of PHlLlP LANSBERG. March 9, 16353 he wrote a letter of remarks

on Mr. GELLLBRAND'S Diſromſc mathematical on the I/'ariation of the Magnetir Nee

dle -, and on 3d of June following another on the ſame ſubject.

His eminence in mathematical knowledge was now ſo great, that he was thought

worthy of a proſeſſor's chair in that ſcience; and Upon the vacancy of one at

Amsterdam in 1639 by the death of HORTENSIUS, Sir WILuAM BOSWELL, the

Engliſh reſident with the states general, made uſe of his interest, that he might

ſucceed in the profeſſorſhip oſ mathematics * -, which was not filled up till above

four years after, in December, 1643, when Mr. PELL was choſen to it P. The

year following he publiſhed, in two pages in quarto, a refutation of LONGOMON

TANUS's diſcourſe De win? Circuli menſurd, printed at Amsterdamfi in 1644.

in quarto. Mr. PELL's refutation was dated Aug. 1, 1644., and concludes

thus : Ahundt igitur flzfficit beſt unica pagella tot Chnrtz's Lihriſquc ell/'quaile's editz's re

futandis; triumque horularum ſpatio nostra Premrns I/estzgia, post pauazlas multiplica

tiones U diviſiones, tot annorum incredihilrs LONGOMONTANI Lahores prorſus perizſſe

videhis. Ita cenſeo JOANNES Puuus, Coritano-regnus, Anglns, Mathcjſeo: in illustri

Amstelodameryium Gynaſio Proftſſor. Calendis Sextilihus, anno 1644.

In June, 1646, he was invited by the Prince of Orange to be profeſſor of philo

ſophy and mathematics at Breda in the college newly founded there by his highneſs,

with the offer of a ſalary of lOOO gilders a year q-, which he accepted of, and upon

his removal to Breda was eaſed of the profeſſorſhop of philoſophy ', and diſcharged

only the duties of that of mathematics, which he did, as he had done before at

Amsterdam, with great ſucceſs and reputation.

His Idea Mathtſtos ', which he had addreſſed to SAMUEL HARTLlB, Eſq; who

in 1639 had ſent it to Monſ. Dzs CARTES and Father MERSENNUS, was print

ed in 1650 at London in 12mo in Engliſh with the title of, An Idea of Mothematicx

at the end oer. JOHN Dualn's [Informed Lihrary-keepcr.

He left Breda and returned to England in 1652 -, and in'ji654 was ſent by

the protector CROMWELL agent to the protestant cantons in Swiſſerland, his in

" MS. note ofDr. PtLLJ ' Letter to the ſame from Breda, -_77 Novemb.'

P Woon, uhi/izpm. '646.

1 Letter nſMr. PELL to Sir CHARLES CAVEN- ſ It is printed by Mr. HOOKE in his Philoſ

msu from Amsterdam, 9 joly, 1646, N. S. Collt'ct. No. 5. p. 127. _

, structions
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structions being dared March 30 of that year. His first ſpeech in Latin to the de

puties of Zurich was on the I 3th of June following ; and he continued in that city

during most of his employment in Swiſſerland, in which he had afterwards the ti

tle ofreſident. Being recalled by the protector, he took his [cage of the cantons in

a Latin Speech at Zurich on the 23d of June, 1658 'z but returned to England

ſo ſhorta time before the protector's death, that he had no opportunity of an an

dience of him ".

After the restoration he entered into holy orders, being ordained deacon March

31, 1661, and priest in June following, by Dr. ROBERT SANDERSON, Biſhop of

Lincoln '5 and on the r6th of that month was instituted to the rectory of Fobbing

in Eſſex, given him by the King V. On the 5th of December following he brought

into the upper houſe of convocation the calendar reiormed by him aſſisted by Mr.

SANCROFT, afterwards Archbiſho of Canterbury. In 1063 he was preſented by

Dr. GILBERT SHELDON, Biſhop of London, to the rectory of Laingdon in EflZIX, to

which he was instituted on the 2 3d of Julyz. Upon the promotion of that Biſhop to

the ſee of Canterbury in the next month, he became one of his grace's domestic

chaplains, being then doctor of divinity; ** and expected, as Mr. Woon tells us ',

" to be made a dean; but being not a perſon of activity, as others, who mind

*' not learning are, could never riſe higher than a rector. The truth is, he was a

" ſhiftleſs man as to worldly affairs; and his tenants and relations dealt ſo un

" kindly by him, that they cozened him of the profits of his parſonage, and

** kept him ſo indigent, that he wanted neceſſaries, even ink and paper, to his dy

" ing day." He was for ſome time COnfined to the King's-bench priſon for debt;

but in March 1682 was invited by Dr. WHISTLER to live in the college of phy

ſicians, where he continued till June following, when he was obliged by his ill

state of health to remove to the houſe of a grand-child of his in St. Margaret's

church-yard, Westminster b. He died at the houſe of Mr. COTHORNE, reader of

the church of St. Giles's in the Fields, in Dyot-street in that pariſh on Saturday

12 December 1685, and was interred by the charity of Dr. RlCHARD Bussv,

master of Westminster ſchool, and of Dr. JOHN SHARP, rector of St. Giles's

church, in the rector's vault under that church '*'. He was declared a fellow of

the Royal Society May 20, 1663, by the council, ſoon after the granting of the

ſecond charter to the Society. He publiſhed in 1664, in quarto without his

name, an Exerritation concerning Euster. He drew up A Table often thouſandſguare

Numbsrs, namely, of all the ſquare Number: betwreo 0 and an hundred millions, and

of the-"r Side: or Roots, which are all the whole numbers betwixt o and ten thouſhnd.

With an &pende concerning the Endings or last Figlct'fl of all ſquare numbers : printed

at London 1672, in ſolio. He publiſhed his Inauguml Orution, made u n enter

ing upon his profeſſorſhip at Breda. He made great alterations and a ditions to

RHONivs': A'lgebro, printed at London 1668, in quarto, under the title of An

Introduction to Algebra, tranſlated out of the High Dutch into Engliſh by THOMAs

BRANCKER, M. A. much altered and augmented by D. P. ſi. e. Dr. PELL.] Alſo

l

' From his original papers. z Ibid. a Ubi ſip-a.

" Gzncra] Dictionary, ubi ſhþm, p. 251. b General Dictionary, p. 251, 252.

' lbid. f VVooo, col. 254..

' Bp. KENNLT's registct and chronicle, p. 57 g. T H

a a 3
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a Table ofodd Number: lest than one hundred thouſand, ſhewing thoſie, that are incompo

ſit, and reſolving the rq/f into their Factors or Coefficientr. Supputoted by the ſame

THOMAS BRANCKER. A copy of this book, with many corrections and improve

ments of Dr. PELL, is amongst his papers in the Royal Society. He demon

strated the ſecond and tenth books of Eucun, which piece was in manuſcript

in the library of the Lord Brereton at Brereton in Cheſhire, as likewiſe Aneur

MBDEs's Young-'me and the greatest part of DiOPHANTvs's ſix books of arithme

tic 5 of which author he was preparing in August 1644. a new edition, in which he

would have corrected the tranſlation, and made new illustrations d. He deſigned

likewiſe to publiſh an edition of APOLLONLUS, but laid it aſide in May, 1645,

at the deſire of Gouvs, who was engaged in an edition of that writer from an

Arabic manuſcript given him at Aleppo eighteen years before ®. Beſides thoſe

of' his papers, which were left by him at Brereton in Cheſhire, where he reſided

ſome years, being the ſeat of VVILLLAM Lord Brereton, who had been his pupil

at Breda, a great quantity of the rest came after his death into the hands of Dr.

BUSBY, which Mr. Hooxn reporting to the Royal Society, February 10, 1682,

was deſired to uſe his endeavours to obtain thoſe papers for the Society. But

they continued buried under dust, and mixed with the papers and amphlets of

Dr. BUSBY in four large boxes, till June 1755, when the writer OF this history

procured them for the Society by means of the reverend RICHARD WIDMORE,

M. A. librarian of the church of St. Peter's Westminster, from the trustees of

Dr. Busnv. The collection contains not only Dr. PELL'S mathematical papers,

letters to him, and copies of thoſe from him, &c. but likewiſe ſeveral manuſcripts

of Mr. WALTER WARNER, the philoſopher and mathematician, who lived in

the reigns of the Kings JAMES I. and CHARLES I.

Dec. 2. SAMUBL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident in the chair.

The minutes of-November 25 were read; as likewiſe the proceedings of the

general meeting upon St. Andrew's day for the election of a preſident and officers

for the enſuing year.

Mr. Hooxa read a paper of obſervations upon Mr. Noanrs's book, wherein

he declared, that he had formerly ſhewn a way for deſcribing the rhumb-line and

ſome other things relating to navigation : and that he had peruſed Dr. WALLIS'S

obſervations upon Mr. NORRis's book. *

Mention being made of an univerſal meaſuie, Mr. Hooxr ſaid, that he had

thought of a natural body, which might be an univerſal standard, which he would

diſcover at the next meeting.

The minutes oſ the Philoſophical Society at Oxford of November 1 7 were read,

mentioning a catalogue of ſeveral leaves and ſeeds brought from St Christopher's -,

a diſſection by Mr. PIGOTT, _junior, of the fund of the bladder made in a dog

after Dr. LISTER's directions, which ſucceeded well, the dog being recovered

4 Letters oſ Mr. PELL to Sir Caunus CA- e Letter to the ſame from Amsterdam, May

vsumsn from Amstcrdam, Aug.-',%, 1644. TS'V, 1645.

gradually
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gradually in a fortnight's time; lacteals proceeding from the bottom of the sto

mach, &c.

A letter of Mr. JOSUA WALKER, dated at Oxſord November 26, was read,

mentioning an experiment made there, that twelve ounces of water were ſufficient

to buoy up a veſſel, that weighed above twenty pounds. It was made uſe of to

confirm the tenth propoſition of the fourth book oſ STEVINus's statics.

- This letter mentioned likewiſe an experiment of a new ſort of pump with two

ſuckers lying in two ſockets cloſe at the bottom of a well, &c.

Mr. HALLEY gave an account, that he had read over the experiments about

the declination at Nuremberg, and the application of the poles of the needle to

the ends of a piece of iron held perpendicular, obſerved by a master of a ſhip,

when he croſſed the azquator. He doubted whether the obſervations made at

> Nuremberg five years before were exactly true, it being certain, that the declina

tion varies in other places.

He deſired, that order might be given to ſeamen, not only to obſerve the diffe

rent applications of the poles of the needle to the iron in croſſing the line near

Guinea, but alſo as they return upon the line towards the East-Indies.

A letter was communicated, written by Mr. WILLlAM NICHOLSON to Mr.

OBADlAH VVALKER, master of Univerſity-college Oxford, and dated at Carliſle,

November 2, 168 5, concerning two Runic inſeriptions, one at Bridekirk and

the other at Beaucastle -, the latter of which is deſcribed, with a conjecture at the

meaning of the characters, which were legible. The ſecretary was ordered to de

ſire, that this letter might be printed '.

A letter of Mr. WlLLXAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. ASTON, dated at Dublin, Oct.

27, 1685 Z, was read, containing ſome objections to Dr. GARDEN'S letter to Dr.

MIDDLETON concerning the trade winds, and an account oſ his first diſcovering

the circulation of the blood in a newt or ſalamandra aquatica about two years be

fore, together with an extract of the register of the Dublin Society May 26, 1684.,

attesting the trials made before them. ' '

Mr. ASTON declared, that he had received an account thereof from Dublin

above a year before, which would appear both from the minutes and letter-books ;

ſo that this diſcovery must be owned to be Mr. MOLYNEUX'S, except Dr. GAR

DEN can bring authorities, which did not yet appear.

A letter of Mr. S-r. Gaoace ASHE to Mr. ASTON, dated at Trinity-college

Dublin, Sept. 16, 168 5 h, was read, concerning the continued rains upon the 18th of

August and the night before, which cauſed the river Shannon about Athlone

7 It is printed in the Pbilrſſ Tranſhct. N'. 178. in the PÞi/o/J Tranſ: N'. '77. p. 1236.

1287. i' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 222.

f Letter-book, vol. x. p. 259. [tis printed

a hundred
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a hundred miles from the ſea to run backward for twenty four hours together, there

being never any tide there : of which he gives an ingenious reaſon drawn from the

nature of the Channel, being narrow and bounded below, and flat and laky above

the place, where ſeveral brooks heightened with ſudden rains fell in.

This letter mentioned likewiſe a new lamp invented by the Biſhop of Ferns *,

to enlightcn a large hall or church : a man, who for many years ſquinted every

other day, on which his eyes were very weak -, and afterwards changed to a con

stant daily ſquint: a new philoſophical character invented by Mr. KEOGH ; and a

liquor of Dr. MULLEN, which being injected into one dog's veins made him die

preſently apoplectic, and poured down another dog's throat, fluxed him.

Another letter of Mr. Asna to Mr. MUSCRAVE, dared at Dublin, Octobcr IO,

1685 k, was read, concerninga girl in Ireland, who had ſeveral horns growing

on her body, between thirteen and fourteen years of age, born at Waterford.

The horns first appeared about the third year of her age : they were most about her

joints and flexures, and fastened to the ſkin like warts. Thoſe at the end of her

toes were as long as the toes: thoſe at the elbows four inches long, and twisted

like a ram's horn.

Dr. SLARB ſhewed one of the crystals of amber, being ſhot in the exact figure of

a croſs; ſome of the water, wherein the ſalts were diſſolved, having been evapo

rated by Dr. PAPIN.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed ſome raw cherries, which had been preſerved in the gelly of

bones ever ſince the 27th of July last. They were well coloured, b'ut ſomething

ſhrunk, well tasted as was the gelly.

December 9, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Dr. GALE vice-preſident

Lord Vaughan Mr. FLAMSTEAD

Sir CYRlL WYCHE Mr. HAYNPS

Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY * Dr. ROBlNSON

Mr. HlLL Dr. TYSON

Mr. HERBERT Mr. MEREDITH

Mr. PERRY Mr. ASTON.

The vice-preſident Dr. GALE was ſworn.

Mr. ASTON declared to the council, that he had laid down his place of

ſecretary '.

Dr.

'i Dr. NARClSSUS MARCH- 1 The occaſion and manner of his and Dr.

'* Letter book, vol. x. p. 263. It is ſtinted in Ronmson's reſignation of the office of ſecretaries

the Plai/r/I 'ſi-anſ. N'. 1;6. p. 1202. for No- to the Society will appear from the following

vembcr 1685. paſſage in a letter of Mr. EDMUND I'IALLEY

VOL.1V. __M m m to
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Dr. ROBINSON deſired likewiſe to be excuſed being ſecretary.

It was ordered, that a ſummons be ſent out ſor the members of the Society to

meet upon the W'edneſday following at three o'clock in the 'aſternoon for the

chooſing two new ſecretaries.

\V1LL1AM MOLYNEUX, Eſq; and Mr. ST- Groace Asnn were propoſed as

fit to be elected into the Society.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Dr. GALE vice-preſident in

the chair.

VVILuAM MOLYNEUX, Eſq; and Mr. ST. GEORGB Asm: were propoſed as

candidates.

Mr. SAMUEL Fouzv's Natural A'rz'tlametic m, dedicated to the Society,ſſwas read,

and ordered to be printed.

The problem oſ ARCHIMEDES ſolved by the Lord Viſcount Montjoy, preſident

of the Dublin Society, was read, and ordered to be printed.

_ A letter of Mr. WlLLIAM MOLYNEUX, containing his 'obſervations upon

Mr. Havauus's. Amm Climactericus, was read, and a copy oſ it given to,

Mr. HALLEY..

t .An order was made for ſummoning the Society on the Wedneſday following at

three o'clock in the aſternoon for the electing two ſecretaries in the room of Mr.

Asron and Dr. TANCRED ROBlNSON, who deſired to be excuſed from being ſc

cretaries any longer. -

Dec. 16, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent_

toMr.WiLL1AM MOLYNEUX, dated at London, " reſolved not to be ſo ſerved ſor the ſumre,

March 27, 1686, Supplement to letter-books, " thought it expedient to have only honorary

vol. t. p. 330. " On St. ANDnr-zw's day last, * ſecretaries, and a clerk or amanuenſis, upon

" being our anniverſary day oſ election, Mr. " whom the whole burthen oſ the buſineſs

** PBPYS was continued preſident, Mr. ASTON, * ſhould lie, and to give him a fixed ſalary,

z ſecretary, and Dr.'TANCREn ROBlNSON choſen ' ſo as to make it worth his while, and he to

" in the room oſ Mr. Muscanve. Every ' be accountable to the ſecretaries'ſor the per

* body ſeemed ſatisfied, and no diſcontent ap- U ſormance oſ his office According to which

a.

A na

" peared any where, when on a ſudden Mr. U reſolutions Sir JOHNHOSKYNS and Dr GALE

U ASTON, willing, as I ſuppoſe, to gain better '* were choſen ſecretaries; and on january zyth

7" terms oſ reward from the Socrety than ſor-. " last they choſe me for their under-officer witha

" merly, on December 9th in council declared, 4' promiſe of a ſalary of fifty pounds per ann.

V that he would not ſerve them as ſecretary, U at least."

"' and therefore deſired them to provide ſome mIt is inſerted in the letter-bouk, vol. x. p.2zo.

" other to ſupply that office; and that after under the title of Computatio Uni-wc/Zzlir, ſZ-u la'

" ſuch a paffionate manner, that I ſcar he has girt; Rerum.

" lost ſeveral of his friends by it. The council,

2 , SAMUEL
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SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

Lord Vaughan Dr. LlSTER

Sir Josrpn WILLIAMSON - Dr. ROBINSON

Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY Dr. TYSON

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Dr. GALE

Sir CYRIL WYCHE Mr. MEREDITH

Mr. HILL Mr. PERRY
MrþHERBERT ct Mr. ASTON.

The question was put, whether the council ſhould recommend to the Society the

choice of another clerk, as being for the uſe of the Society and the eaſe of the ſe

cretaries: which was carried by ten votes in the affirmative against five in the

negatlve.

The question being put, whether the last ſecretaries ſhould be gratified for their

care and pains and ſervice, it was carried in the affirmative. *

It was ordered, that Mr. ASTON ſhall-have as a gratuity ſixty pounds: and

That Mr. Musanvn ſhall have a piece of plate of ſixty ounces, with the

thanks of the Society and their arms upon it.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, the preſident in the chair.

After a long debate, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS and Dr. THO'MAS GALE were choſen

ſecretaries by a great majority in the room of Dr. TANCRED ROBINSON and Mr.

FRANCis ASTON, who reſigned the ſaid office at the last meeting.

This affair took up ſo much time, that nothing elſe was done at this meeting.

The Society then adjourned till after Christmas.

168%. Jan. 13, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent

SAMUEL PEPYS, Eſq; preſident

Lord Vaughan . Mr. MEREDlTH

Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON Dr. LISTER

Sir RICHARD BULKELEY Mr. ASTON

Sir CYRIL VVYCHE ' Mr. PERRY

Mr. HILL Dr. ROBlNSON.

Mr. HERBERT

_ A committee. was choſen to audit the accounts of Mr. HILL as treaſurer, con

ſisting of the preſident, Sir RICHARD BULKELEY, Mr. MEREDXTH, Mr. PERRY,

and Dr GALE. ' -

'There was much diſcourſe concerning the qualifications and office of the clerk,

but nothing reſolVed upon.

M m m 2 At
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At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in

the chair.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWRNHOECK, tranſlated by Mr. Loowrcx, was

read, concerning embryo-plants, which he affirmed himſelf to have found per

fectly formed in ſome ſorts of ſecds, particularly the cotton-ſeed ".

Mr. Lonzwrcx was deſired to proceed in tranſlating the remainder of that letter.

Dr. LISTER ſaid, that plants are ſometimes full of a mealy ſubstance, viz. in

the ſpring: which ſubstance, after the plants are run up, is no longer found in

them.

Dr. PAPIN read a paper of his, containing'an account of the contrivance of his

water-engine for circulating water; which was ordered to be registered 9.

.H'e read likewiſe his thoughts concerning the water-engine at London-bridge,

which raiſes water without intermiſiion P. He affirmed, that though the inward

contrivance of that pump was concealed, he could make another, which ſhould

have the ſame effect, and produced a ſcheme of his invention._

A letter in Latin from JOHN WElCHARD VALVASOR, dared at Wagenſperg in

Carniola, December 3, 168 5, N. Sfl, was read, deſiring a correſpondence with

and election into the Society ; giving an account of himſelf and his performances,

and of the wonderful lake of Zirknitz in Carniola, and promiſing the natural hi<

story oſ it.

Dr. GALE was deſired to return him an anſwer.

Yan. 20. Dr. LISTER vice-preſident in the chair.

Dr. PAPIN read a farther diſcourſe concerning his engine, that raiſes and circu

lates water.

Mr. Povav remarked, that one Mr. Drssoun had raiſed more water for the

Earl of Winchelſea with an ordinary and eaſy wheel.

Mr. Hevnuus's letter to Mr. ASTON, dared at Dantzick, Decemb. 29, 1685,

N. S. ', was read, containing his obſervations of the total eclipſe of the moon,

Decemb. 10, N. S.

Dr. PA PIN ſhewed a glaſs oſ strawberries, preſerved in a gelly of bones, which _

l Letter-book, vol. xi. p. r. It is printed in P Regiſter, vol. vi. p. 291.

the Pbi/qſ. 'ſum/act. No. 199. p. 7co. <l Letter-book, vol. x. p. 273.

0 Register, vol. vi. p. 286. It is printed in ' Ibid. p. 275. Part oſit is rinted in the
the Pin/oſ Trnnſhct. N'. 178. p. 1274. Pbi/qfl Trmſſzct. No. 178. p. 1256F.3

WCL'C
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were found not to anſwer expectation, the fruit being ſpoiled, and the ſmell and

taste gone into the gelly.

Dr._ SOLOMON Rnrszuus's letter to Mr. ASTON, dared at Stutgard, Octob. 8,

1685-', Concerning the VVirtemberg ſyphon, was read; whereby it appeared,

that Dr. PAPiN had exactly conjectured at the compoſition of the ſame ſyphon.

This letter confirmed likewiſe the writer's thoughts of Dr. PAPIN's engine ſor cir

culating-water, with propoſals of his own about doing the ſame thing: which were

rexerred to Dr. PAPlN to conſider of and anſwer.

jaflumy 27, at a meeting of the COUNCIL, Mr. PEPYs the preſident in the

' chair, and most of the council preſent, upon conſideration had oſ the charter,

were of opinion, that the Society was not limited to the number of'their clerks;

and that the choice of clerks is to be made by the majority of thirty one at least,

or of the members preſent, if more than thirty one.

Orders agreed upon by ſeveral councils, containing their opinion concerning

the ualifications neceſſary for a clerk to be choſen by the Society till St. Andrew's

day ollowing.

I. Reſolved, that if a fellow oſ the Society be choſen into the office of clerk,

he ſhall before his admiſſion to his office reſign his fellowſhip.

2. lſ any perſon Other than a ſellow ſhall be choſen clerk, he ſhall be incapable

of being choſen a fellow, while he holdeth the office of clerk.

That he ſhall have no other employment.

That he ſhall constantly lodge in the college, where the Society meeteth.

That he ſhall be a ſingle man without children.

That he ſhall obey all orders From the preſident, council, or ſecretaries.

That he ſhall be master oſ the Engliſh, French, and Latin tongues.

That he ſhall be able to write a fair and legible hand.

. That he ſhall be completely ſeen in the mathematics and experimental

philoſophy. ' '

IO. That all letters of philoſophical correſpondence ſhall be ſigned by one oſ the

ſecretaries, and not by the clerk.

1 1. That the clerk ſhall be accountable to the council for the performance of

his office, as it ſhall be from time to time appointed to him.

12. That his ſalary for copying, entering, and the performance oſ all other

parts of his office, ſhall be after the the rate of fifty pounds per anmmz at the least,

he being found as above, and performing his duty to the ſatisfaction of the

council.

DewDane?

'The duty of the clerk. -

1. He ſhall take the minutes of the Socie y in a book, and not in looſe papers.

2. He ſhall draw up the minutes_at large against the next meeting.

_' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 208. Part ofit is printed in the Pþi/cſſ Tranſixct. N'. 178. p. 1272.

3. He
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3. He ſhall enter the minutes, after they have been read at the board, in the

journal-books. .

4. He ſhall draw up all letters, and bring them to be ſigned by one of the

ſecretaries. '

5. He ſhall index the books of the Society.

6. He ſhall keep a catalogue of all the gifts to the Society.

Theſe orders drawn up by the council, touching the qualiſications and buſineſs

of the clerk, were twice read before the Society at the time of election : and it be

ing queried, whether the Society might not diſpenſe with ſome of the ſaid qualifi

cations, it was anſwered by the preſident, that the council only gave them as the

reſult of their thoughts concerning the perſon fit to ſerve them 3 but that they were

still at liberty to chooſe whom they pleaſed.

hAt a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Mr. PEPYS preſident in the

c air.

This day being ſet apart for the choice of a clerk, to be aſiistant to the ſecretaries,

little elſe was done; only

Dr. PAPIN was ordered to provide ſome exPeriments against the next meeting.

Then the reſult of the debates of the council concerning the qualiſications and

' buſineſs of a clerk having been twice read, after ſome diſcourſe thereupon, the So

ciety proceeded to their choice.

The members preſent were thirty eight, of which upon balloting Dr. SLOANF.

had ro voices

Dr. PAPIN 8

Mr. SALlSBURY 4

Mr- HALLEY 16.

But the majority of the members preſent being requiſite to_ an election, the

ballot was repeated, and then

Dr. SLOANE had 9 voices

Dr. PAPlN 6
Mr. HALLEY ſi 23.

Mr. HALLEY being thus choſen was ſworn before the council.

Sir. ROBERT GORDON was propoſed candidate by Sir CHRISTOPHER VVREN.

The preſident then appointed Sir Josapn WILLIAMSON and Sir CYRIL 'Wche

his vice-preſidents.

Feb. 3, at a meeting of the Councu. were' preſent
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Mr. PEPYS preſident

Lord Vaughan Mr. HERBERT

Sir JOSEPH W1LL1AM50N Dr. TYSON

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Dr. GALE

Mr. Him. Mr.PERRY.

Mr. EVELYN

It was ordered and reſolved, that Mr. EDMUND HALLEY, as clerk, do constant

ly and of courſe attend at the councils oſ the Society, and be always ſummoned,

and do there take minutes ſitting uncovered at the lower end of the table -, but to

withdraw when particularly ordered:

That he do inquire and ſatisſy the council what inventories of the Society's pa

pers were made,when they were taken into the care of Mr. Hooxn and Mr. ASTON -:

That he bring in an account of what he finds wanting of the Society's books'

and papers ; and that he inquire after them: ' -

That he and Mr. HUNT make a list oſ the things in the repoſitory; and that

Mr. HUNT have notice oſ this order in writing : and that Mr. HiLL and Mr.

HALLEY deſire Dr. GREW to do for the Society what he promiſed, in order to

the making of a catalogue oſ the repoſitory first; and that then Mr. HALLEY

and Mr. HUNT continue and perfect the list:

That at the next council the matter of the Transtzctiom be conſidered : -

That Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, Dr. GALE, Dr. LISTER, Mr. HlLL, and Dr. TAN

CRED Ronmson be a committee to conſider of the diſpoſal of the History of Fistm:

and

That a ainst the next council the members come prepared to give their

thoughts aiout the means of making experiments in a philoſophical method.

Sir ROBERT Goanou having been propoſed candidate by Sir CHRISTOPHER

VVREN was approved by the council to be propoſed to the Society for election.

At a meeting oſ the Society on the ſame day, Sir JosEPH WlLLjAMSON vice

prefident in the chair.

Sir ROBERT GORDON having been propoſed in the last council and approved',

was choſen fellow of the Society, and admitted. -

. Dr. Raisatrus's letter concerning the Wirtemberg ſyphon was read a ſecond'

time; as alſo Dr. PAPiN's anſwer to it in Latin '..

Dr. SLOANE preſented the Society with ſeveral ores and mineral' ſubstancd

ſaid to be found in England. He was deſired to make a catalogue of them.

Mr. Hooxe brought in an invention of his for nicely diſcovering the alterations

oſ the hight of the barometer by obviating the objections against Mr. HUBiN's.

way, of the different counterpreſſure ".

* Letter-book, vol. iv. p. 284.. prorwmmr eft/1: Bm-omttcr, read thisday before the

T His Experiment: and Oſſcr-uaticm for 'In Im- Society, are printed in his Pln'l, ExPer. &e. p.

a
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He mentioned alſo another experiment, to ſhew the advantages of teleſcopic

ſights over plain ones._

He was deſired to explain both theſe at the next meeting.

Dr. PAPIN, for the entertainment of the Florentine envoy, Signor CAPPONl,

ſhewed again the experiment of water boiling in 'vacuo by being put into cold wa

ter 3 and delivered a paper attempting to aſſign a reaſon of that odd phzenomenon

by two exPeriments, which he likewiſe ſhewed, and was deſired to repeat at the
next meeting. His paper was as follows X :

(ſ
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iſ

'i

'ſi

(6

'5

I'

IS

'6

GC

(i

5'

5'

I'

I'

'i

(i

'C

" A glaſs half full of water, and exhausted of air, was ſhewn in the Royal So

ciety about a year ago: and it was tried, that this glaſs being heated a little,

and then put into cold water, or ice, the Water included in the ſaid glaſs would

thereby be ſet a boiling with a great violence. This ſeemed ſo ſurpriſing, that

every man wiſhed to know the true cauſe ofit. Now from two other experiments,

ſomewhat akin to this, methinks, I gueſs at a good reaſon to be given of this

odd pbxnommon : I do therefore make bold to ſubmit it to the examination of

the Royal Society. The first experiment is, that ordinary water being put in

twcuo will roduce a great many bubbles; the ſecond is, that water having

been kept gra while in the receptacle of a wind-gun, it will likewiſe emit

abundance of bubbles as ſoon as we ſhoot the gun, and give the air liberty to

expand. This ſhews, that liquors being freed from an external preſſure will

make bubbles upon the ſcore of the elastic particles lurking in their pores, as

has been obſerved long ago by the hon. Mr. R. BOYLE. I do therefore be

lieve, that the vapours raiſed by heat in an exhausted glaſs will make a preſ

ſure, which is quickly taken off, when we condenſe thoſe vapours by putting

the glaſs into cold water, or ice : from whence it follows, that the liquor in

cluded in the glaſs must produce abundance of bubbles by the reaſon aforeſaid.

I have prepared all neceſſaries to make the three aforementioned experiments,

that by looking upon them the Royal Society may judge, whether it is'not very

probable, that they depend upon the ſame principle."

Signor CAPPONI mentioned a book of a philoſophical nature lately publiſhed at

Florence, intitled, Lettere du: di Giuſeppe del Pnpa, Letttare di Piſa, ſcrim' a]

ſignar dottare Rcdi, nella prima del/e guali tratta del umido e del freddo, U nella ſe.

canda del talda e del/arm.

He promiſed at his return to procure the Society a proper correſpondent at

' Florence.

February IO, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir JOSEPH WVrLLMMSON vice-preſident

Lord Vaughan Dr. GALE

Sir (LYRlL WYCHE Dr. RUBlNSON _

Sir JOHN Hosxvus Mr. ASTON -

Mr. HENSHAw Mr. HAYNES

Mr. HrLL Mr. PERRY.

Mr. MERBDlTH.

* Register-book, vol. vi. p. 292.
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Mr. HALLEY reported from Mr. Hooxe, that there was no particular inven

tory of the Socrety's papers taken, when they were delivered into his custody.

Mr. ASTON beino reſent affirmed likewiſe, that the ſaid a ers were not deli
o P P P

vered to him by inventory, but that in the beginning of Sir CYRlL WYCHE'S

year there was an account taken of them, entered in the journal-book of that

time.

_ Inquiry being made after a part of the journal of the Society, which was want

ing in the Society's preſſes, Mr. ASTON ſaid, that he had it in his poſſeſſion; as

likewiſe all the copies of the journals and registers except two.

It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT carry the last journal and the journal of the

council to Mr. ASTON to be completed by him: and that Mr. ASTON give in

the original papers belonging to the Society in his custody: and

v That the conſideration of the Tranſactiom be put off till the next council.

The debate about the History of Fiſher being entered upon, it was alledged by

Mr. AsTON, that the book being printed at Oxford, and the plates at London, as

likewiſe the Appendix, there could be no fraud in the printer at Oxford. Against

which it was objected, that the cuts being deſigned for a book apart, any num

b_er of the books, that might be in the printer's hands, might by that means be

made complete.

The council then agreed with their committee, that they could not proceed to

make any diſpoſal of the History of Fiſhes, till they ſhould hear from Dr. PLOT, and

have ſecurity from Mr. HALL the primer, that he had printed no more than the

number, which the Society paid for.

At a meeting of the Socra'rv on the ſame day, Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON

Vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Dr. SLOANE brought in again the ores and mineral ſubstances, whidh he had

preſented at the last meeting, with a catalogue of them, amounting in all tov

N". 50; as likewiſe a farther preſent of the like ſubstances, viz. from Ne. 26 of.

his catalogue to the end.

Mr. Hooxe remarked, that the best way to preſerve ſome of thoſe ſubstances,,;

whereof the quantity was but Very little, was by glewing them down to cards to

be stuck to the bottom of a box. -

l

Sir JonN I'IOSKYNS on occaſion of theſe earths mentioned, that he had ob- ſi

ſerved one near Market Lavington in Wiltſhire, that was very good umber.

VOL. IV. i i N n n _ _ Mr. ,
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Mr. Hooxr ſaid, that theſe brown earths are a tincture'given by water running

through ſome iron mineral. '

Dr. SLOANE affirmed, that ſome ſorts of yellow mundidwOuld strike flre ;

and that upon striking 0_r breaking, .it has a very strong ſmell reſcmblinggarlic ;

and that once on breaking a great piece, the ſcent had.been lo strong. as. almost'to

ſuffocate him.

Sir JOHN Hosxvns ſaid, that the ſeveral mineral colours are properly applied

to the paintiW of glaſs, as not being destroyed by'fire.

Mr. VVALLER was put in mind of his catalogue ofcolours 3 which he promiſed

to. bring in at the next meeting.

Mr. _HOOK£ mentioned, that he had in his custody ſome Engliſh cobalt, which

is the mineral, out oſ which blue ſmalt is made. He was deſired to produce it to

the Society, whichhe promiſed.

Mr. BOYLE's book, intitled, An Effay of the great Effiectt of even Ianguid and an

heeded Motion : 'whereupon is annexed an experimental-Dz'ſcourſh of ſome little ohſerved

Cauſe: of'the Inſalahrity and Salahrity of the Air and it: Effects, was preſented from

the author bythe hands of Sir ROBERT GORDON- _

Mr. Hooxa was deſired to ſhew his experiment about the compariſon of plain

and tcleſcopic ſights at the beginning of the next mecting, it being now too dark

to ſee it with the exactneſs requiſite.

He reported, that the papers of the learned Dr. PELL, lately deceaſed, were

partly in custody of D_r. Busnv, and the rest at Brereton in Cheſhire. He was

deſired to do his endeavour to obtain the ſaid papers for the Society.

Mr. HOOKB read his diſcourſe oſ the improvement of the barometer by taking

off the inequality of the preſſure of the coloured liquor in Mr. Hunm's way.

He was deſired to give it'in to be registered; but he deſired to be excuſed at

that _ time, promiſing to bring in an account thereof ſhortly 7.

.
_

'

He mentioned upon this occaſion, that on Wedneſday the 3d instant the quick

ſilver was exceedingly high, viz. 30. 6 inches; and that he had never obſerved

tit'higher : -

That once a year in the winter-months of. December, January or February the

quickſilver stands higher than in all the rest of the year beſides, generally pre- -

ſaging frost.

Mr. Hooxn aſſerting it, it was queried by Dr. LISTER if the register or

T It is inſerted in the register, vol. vi. p. 293. It is printed in Phi/aſi Traaſact. N". 185. p. 241.

for Notcmber and December 1686. _

journal
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journal .of the Society mentioned a glaſs cane of thirty two foot long made for tlieſſ

Torricellian experiment.

Mr. Hooxz mentioned an instrument of his contrivance, whereby he could diſ

cover the thickneſs or thinneſs of the air, abstracted from its gravity; which he

was deſired to perfect and bring in.

He was deſired to proceed to ſhew his experiment, whereby he would establiſh

a general weight and meaſure by means of a drop of quickſilver; it being queried

by ſome of the members, whether the 5ooth part of a grain could, by any means,

be diſcovered in a ſcale, . ,

Sir ROBERT GORDON ſaid, that he had ſeen the loooth part ofa grain weighed;

_ and that he had a beam capable of doing it, made by one Mr. NEILE.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed an experiment proving the quantity of air compreſſed in the

chamber of his wind-gun ; which did not ſucceed, by reaſon, that the receiver was

not capacious enough.

Sir ROBERT GORDON deſired, that Dr. PAPrN would by the means of his air

gun ſupply with freſh air an animal included in a finall ſpace, to try, if thereby'

the life of the animal might not be prolonged.

Feþ. 17. Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. WALLER preſented his table of colours neatly drawn with 'his own hand 'i

It was ordered to be 'put in a frame with a glaſs before it to be hung up in the So

ciety's meeting-room.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed his experiment'to prove the excellency of teleſcopic ſights

above plain ones, by comparing a direction by the naked eye with a radius of ten

feet, with that of a teleſcope of eight inches -, and it appeared to the ſatisfaction of

all preſent, that there was a very great advantage in the teleſcope;

He promiſed to bring in at the next meeting an. invention of his, whereby the

limb of a very (mall instrument may be divided ſo as to have as many diſcernibIe

parts, as a very large one, according to the uſual manner of. the diviſion of instru

ments ' : as likewiſe another contrivance to ſet ſuch a ſmall instrumth perpendi

cularly/to take altitudes as well as by a larger radius.

'He affirmed, that Mr. Huam's contrivance of the barometcr was formerly

brought, in to the Society. by himſelf, and that he in truth was the inventor thereof,

z It is printed in the-Pſziſqfl Tra'z/chi. vol. No. '79. p. 24.. for Jan..:uld*F.Ib;i-1635.K

' Reciiicr, \ol. vi. p. 293.
a ' N n n 2 Mr.
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Mr.'HALLI-:Y was ordered to ſearch the books of the Society, to ſee, whether

there be any record thereof. '

Mr. Hooxe promiſed again to ſhew an instrument, that ſhould distinguiſh the

gravity of the ambient air. -

He being called upon ſor the experiment, whereby he would make an univerſal

meaſure and weight from a drop of quickſilver, deſired to be excuſed for ſome

time till the ſun had gotten more northward. 1. .

Mr. Him. affirmed, that the roooth part of a grain had been diſcernible in

ſeveral trials made formerly at Greſham-college by Dr. GODDARD. '

Mr. HOOKE read and gave in an account of Mr. BOYLa's book on languid and

art/needed Motion, preſented at the last meeting.

Dr. PAPrN's account of the compreſiion of the air in his wind-gun b was read,

wherein he aſſerted the compreſſion to have been into a 60th part of the ſpace,

which it naturally takes up; and that the utmost degree of comprcſſion to be

made by the ſame force depends upon the diameter of the bore of the gun.

This gave occaſion to diſcourſe of reſpiration; and it was queried by ſome,

whether the blood can circulate through the lungs, whilst the lungs are not di

stended with air. Whereupon it was ordered, that Mr. HALLEY ſhould conſult

the books of the Society, to ſee, what experiments had been made to illustrate

the questions about reſpiration, particularly as to the time, during which the ſame

air will ſerve for the maintenance of life without renewing.

It was ordered likewiſe, that Dr. TYSON'S Anatomy of tbe Porpeſr ſhould be

conſulted as to the contrivance of the lungs of fiſhes ot the cetaceous kind.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed ſome more strawberries preſerved in the gelly of bones ;

which, though they were not ſo well as might be deſired, yet the Society thought

the thing worth proſecuting.

Mr. MuscaAVE's letter of January 31, 168%, was read, and the paper in<

cloſed being of ſome rare plants found in north Wales was delivered to Dr. R0<

BINSON, to ſee, whether, as it was pretended, thoſe plants were omitted in the

last edition of Mr. Rav's catalogue of Engliſh plants.

Dr. SLOANE promiſed to bring in a large calculus mentioned in a letter of Mr.

MUSGRAVB to Dr. GALE, dated at Oxford January 17, 168-ch, to have paſſed

the urethra of a_ woman, Mrs. ELIZABETH VERNON of Wallingford, aged ſixty

three years, Aug. 7, 1685. It then, according to that letter, weighed 3 ounces

f Register, vol. vi. p. 298. t Letter-book, voi. x. p. 284.

avoir
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avoirdupois. The length of it was 41. inches, and the compaſs of it 5.; inches a.

Mr. Hooxa preſented a Roman brick taken out oſ London wall near Alci

gate -, the dimenſions whereof were r 1 inches in breadth, 17 in length, and 1;

in thickneſs. v

Feb. 24. Sir JOSEPH VVILLLAMSON vice-preſident in the chair. v _

It appeared from the iournal of the Society, that the contrivance of the baro

rometer made and publiſhed by Mr. HUBIN in the year 1673, was brought in to

the Society by Mr. Hooxa in June 1668.

lt appeared likewiſe, that Monſ. JUS'I'EL had given the Society an account of

ſcales at Paris turning with the 2 zooth part of a grain. * '

Dr. SLOANE brought in a ſubstance called ſough, from Surat, ſaid to be the

pith of a tree, ſomewhat reſembling tallow, and which 'would not granulatezl

uſed in India instead oſrice. "

Upon occaſion of the brick, preſented at the last meeting by Mr. Hooxiz, Dr.

GALE remarked, that thoſe large bricks were ſuch as VITRUVIUS called diatonz' -,

and that their uſe was to bind the wall together, being'generally the whole thick

neſs thereof. *

It was queried, whether that brick were not rather Britiſh than Roman: to

which Mr. WALLER anſwered, that the bricks of the walls of old Verulam,

which are undoubtedly Roman, are exactly of the ſame dimenſions with this.

It being ſuppoſed by ſome, that this brick might have contracted ſome mag

netiſm, it was tried by a ſmall needle, but found to have no reſpect thereto.

Mr. Hooxa read a paper vindicating himſelf from ſome injuries, which he

conceived done him by Mr. Havnuus in his Annu: Climoctericus.

Mr. HAYNES was deſired to bring in an account of that book oer. Hevauus.

Mr. Hooxa promiſed to bring in at the next meeting his contrivance for ſetting

a ſmall instrument perpendicular as exact as a larger.

He likewiſe ſhewed a glaſs-came bent at one end, to' ſhew the proportional

weight of mercury to the liquors.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed the experiment of a bird included in a ſmall ſpace of air till

it was ſick, and then relieving it by ſupplying it with freſh air out of his wind-gun,

which had been compreſſed ſixty times : and it was found, that the air ſeemed as

good after compreſiion as before, and gave preſent relief to the bird.

jd see' likewiſe Philoſ Trnnstzct. N'. 173. p. 1271. '

' , _Dr.
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Dr. PAPIN ſhewed ſome more strawberrries and raſheries in his jelly of bones,

which were as the former. ' ' * '
' _ . i .L

March 3, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

> Mr. PEPYS Preſident
Lord VAUGHAN ' ct * ' '

Mr. HAYNES

SirCYarL WYCHE Mr. MEREDITH'

Sir JOHN HosKYus _ Mr. PERRY
Mr. HILL i Dr. ROBlNSON.

It was ordered, that Mr, HALLEY ſhould wait upon Mr. ASTON about the-co

pies ol the journal and register bOOks' of the Society in his hands -, as likewiſe to
have from him the original papers'and'letters belonging' to the Society. ſi ſi ſſſſ ſi

Two letters, one from Dr. PLOT, and another from Mr.J0HN HALL, relating to

the History-ofſiſhes, were read; and it ſeeming to the council, that the-anſwer of
Dr. PLOT argued ſome diſcontent in him, they thought ſitſi to order a letter 'to be

written to him, to ſatisfy him-ofthe reſ ects of the Society, and to remOVe from
him alljealouſies'and miihnderstanxdings; about the aſiffair of that 'ſi ſſ ' ſi

It was ordered, that the committee appointed to conſider of the History fiſhe:

do proceed therein ; and that according to their direction a letter be ſent to Mr.

HALL: And, . -

That Mr. HALLEY draw'up' the Tranſ'actiom and that when they are ſo drawn
up, they ſhall be peruſed and approved by one of the ſecſiretſſaries.ſi ſſ ſi 'ſi *

Mr. HOOKE being called v"was ſi deſired to bring in a ſcheme ofa method for

making experiments -, which he ſaid he would conſider of against the next meeting.

At a meeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir Josrzpzz. 'WILLXAMSON vice

preſident in the chair. " ' ' ' * * - - - . p

Dr. GALE proved out oer-rauvrus, l. 2. c. 8. that in his time building with

brick in the city of Rome was prohibith ; and that PLlNY agrees in his dimen

ſions of a Roman brickWith thoſe of this brick ſaying, that it was [an/mystic, lon
gum stszrzzprde; VlTRUVlUS, 'On the contrary ſaying, that it was loizgtznzſipcde, is?

L-ztumſrmiprde, l. 2. c. 3. ſo that PLrNY ſeems to be understood ofthe Jiarduqq,wholcte

length was equal to three breadths, or one length and 'one breadth, of the other
ſort of brick mentioned by VI'I'RUVIUS, and whoſe ufe ſiſſwas undoubtedly by lay

ing here andthere a courſe of them to bind and strengthen the wall.

Dr. GALE likewiſe obſerved, that there were ſeveral manuſcript copies of Vi
TROVlLſſ'Sſſ, 'which he krigw of, in our Fingliſhiibrarics. '

J -' _ 4 I 'a -' p '

v

...u. ,.. . .

It was ordered, that an inquiry ſhould be iiiadepof Mr. Asz'ouſoraJ root

' ' 2 given
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given him for the Society by Mr. J'USTEL, which tinged oil, or any unctuous ſub

stance red.

Two notes from Mr. JUSTEL were read ; the one giving an accouist'of a mo

del of a galley, in which one man can manage 60 oars, and yet, tend the ſails at

the ſame time ; and that a method had been found out of raiſing the Seine water

to ſerve the fountains at Verſailles : The other mentioning' a piece of rock crystal
_ . r . L _ 1.. - *

naturally of a facette cut, and of a very ſine water, and 10 hard as to cut glaſs.

' Monſ. JUSTſſEL inquiring in one of thoſe notes after a _Of the' Engiliſh 'lanX

tations', made by o'ne HORNE an Hungarian, the Society ordered, 'that he ould

be preſented with that made by HARMAN a Bohemian, in whoſe name they con

ceived Monſ. JUSTEL to have been miſinformed. *

. . .' i J 7. ' e . 'T

Mr. Hooxr. gave an account of conveying air under water for the uſe oſdivmg

by a chain of buckets inverted, which he had formerly brought ianeb. ry, ſ1,66-}- '.

And it was ordered, that it ſhould be ſeen what a'ccount there is'of this experi-_

ment in the register.

It was likewiſe ordered, that the Society's books ſhould be ſearched, in order to

ſee what had been done towards the improvement of navigation.

_Part oer. LEEWENHorcx's letter oſ Oct. 12, 1685, ,was read, concerning

Chyle, ſweat, pores of the ſkin, 'the crystalline humour of the eye, and the OPth

nerve. The rest was reſerved to another meeting.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed his way oſ ſetting a'ſmall instrument perpendicular by

means of a triangular pendulum ; which he was deſired to bring in an account of

in writing.

Mr. WALLER having been deſired to make an- index to N" 6 ofthe journaſ

books, he this day returned it with a most complete index:

Dr. PAPI'N ſhewed an experiment oſ ſhooting lead oftwo ounces by the irruption

of the air into a cylinder, out 0f_which it had been exhausted by his air-pump ;

which ſucceeded very well, the lead being cast' with'a conſiderable force. 'He alſo

gave in apaper of the ſame'. . r 1 , - z . i

Marcia' 10, at a meeting of the COUNClL were preſent,

Mrſi._Pi=.st Preſidentl

' Lord VAUGHAN' Dr. GALE'

Sir JOSEPH WVILLrAMSON Mr. Hthqu

Sir. JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. HlLL
Mr. EVELYN _ Mr. PERRY.ſſ

'Letter-btok, vol. ii. p. I * Register, vol. vi. p. 302.

Mr.
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Mr. HlLL gave in apaper, containing ſome amendments and additions to be

made in the plates of the History oſFiſhes, ſent from Mr. RAY : And it was ou

dered, that Mr. HALLEY inſpect the correction of the plates to be amended by

Mr. HUNT.

Mr. HENSHAW moved, that the preſident would deſire Dr. LlSTER, Dr. Ro

BlNSON, Mr. ASTON, and thoſe of the committee appointed by the Society on

the 2 5th of March 1685 to manage the affair of printing the History of Fzſhes, to

give him a meeting at Greſham-college, to confer with him and the council about

what had been done in the matter referred to them : which was accordingly or

dered for the Wedneſday following, March 1 7, at eleven o'clock in the morning.

It was ordered, that the journal and register books of the Society be conſulted

upon the eighteen heads this day concluded upon as to their relation to uſe, and

particularly navigation.

' It being again deſired of Mr. Hooxe to give in his ſcheme of a method for his

experiments, he requested, that the Society would nominate a ſubject for experi

ments to be made by him -, but that they would leave him to his own method of

proſecuting them. Whereupon the council deſired him toſproceed upon which of

the ſaid eighteen heads applicable to navigation he ſhould think ſit, and ordered

him to have a copy thereof.

Ata meeting ofthe SOClETY on the ſame, Sir JOSEPH WrLuAMSON, vice-pre

ſident in the chair: '

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

' Mr. ASTON gave in the root mentioned by Monſ. JUSTEL, which tinges oil red.

lt was judged to be only ſome ſmall ſibres ofalkennet root known to have that ef

fect; and a piece thereof produced by Mr. HALLEY tinged the greaſe of the can

dle of a lively red, the tincture being communicated from the bark of the root.

Upon ſearch of the register bookof the Society, it appeared, that Mr. Hooxa's

way of carrying air under water for the uſe ofdivers by a chain of buckets in

> verted, brought in by him in the year 1663, was not entered there. '

Apart of Mr. erwennorcx's letter was read, containing his obſervations

upon gall and the ſcales, and ſlime of the eel and the bream -, which ſlime, he

ſaid, he had diſcovered to be parts of the body of the fiſh, and to conſist of a

great number of veſſels interwoven together; deſcribing the manner how theſe

veſſels came out oſ the ſcales, that lie under it. The rest of the letter was referred

to another meeting. ' '

A paper of Mr. WonLrDGe of Petcrsſield in Hampſhire, brought in by Mr.

Hour HTON, concerning the original of ſprings, was in part read -, wherein he en

deavcured to ſhew the abſurdity of the opinions of thoſe, that derive ſprings from
ſi 2 rains

a
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rains and diſſolved ſnows ; as likewiſe of that, which dcduces their origin ſrom a

filtration or a percolation of the ſea-water -, ſubstituting in their plaCes a vapour

ariſing through the porous ſpungy parts oſ the earth, and condenſed near the ſuper

ſicies thereof into water. The paper being long was referred to the peruſal oſ Dr.

SLARE, who was deſired to give an account thereof.

This occaſioned much diſcourſe concerning the cauſe of ſountains -, and Dr. Ro

nmsox was oſ opinion, that the streams raiſed by a ſubterraneous heat, either of

fire or a ſermentation within the' bowels of the earth, was the most probable cauſe

of ſprings -, which yet was oppoſed by ſome others oſ the members.

Mr. HOOKE remarked," that the stone called braſs lumps or pyrites would catch

fire by moisture; and that a heap of coals was by this means fired at Charing

stairs. .

- The lord VAUGHAN ſaid, that there was a well in Caermarthenſhire, that ebbs

and flows -, of which he promiſed a farther account,

Mr. HOOKE having made ſeveral obſervations on the temperature of the air at

above 300 ſect deep in a well on Banstead downs in 1665, it was ordered to ſee

what account there was of that experiment in the books of the Society. *

Sir ROBERT Common ſaid, that there was a lake in Scotland called Loch

Neſs, and a river of the ſame name, that never froze, but was ſo warm, as to

melt ice, iſ put into it.

The notes oſ Monſ. JUSTEL were read, concerning an engine, that conſumes

ſmoke, and prevents all ſorts of the most foetid things cast into the fire from being

offenſive ', were read : as likewiſe a paper about steel ſoles for ſhoes, made very

light, and yet preſerving the feet from ſuffering by the inequality of the pave

ment, and ſharpneſs oſ the stones. One of theſe notes gave alſo an account of a

- very large and extraordinarily fine paper made in France, worth fifteen crowns a

quire.

It was ordered, that the experiment for conſuming ſmoke be tried before the

Sgiety.

Mr. Hooxe brought in his account oſ the manner oſ ſetting a ſmall instrument

perpendicular -,but it being late, the reading of it was referred to the next meeting.

Mr. WALLER preſented three sticks oſ Indian lac for ſcaling.

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed a further experiment oſ ſhooting by means of a cylinder eva

cauated of air, being much longer than the former : But the effect was not ſen-.

ſibly more conſiderable than in the ſhorter cylinder.

f Register, voltvi. p. 303. I: is. printed in the Plailcſizpb. armſ N*181.ſſp. 78, for May '636.

VOL. lV. O 0 0 He
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He likewiſe gave in a paper concerning this experimentfl; and produced ſome

Plumbs preſerved by him in his jelly of bones, which were very good.

IlJarcb 17, at a meeting of the Couucn, were preſent,

Mr. PEPYS Preſident,

Lord VAUGHAN Dr. GALE

Sir JOSEPH VVILHAMSON Dr. LlSTER

Sir chnaan BULKZLEY Dr. Ronrnson

Mr. HILL Mſ.,ASTON

Mr. HaNsnAw Mr. PERRY

Mr. EVELYN Mr. HAYNES

Mr. HERBERT Mr. FLAMSTEAD.

Dr. LISTER at the deſire of the council declared, that the order for printing no

more than 500 copies of the History of Fiſhes was given by the direction of the com

mittee, to whom that buſineſs was referred. He ſaid likewiſe, that it was himſelf,

who had brought the plates, and agreed for the price of ingraving.

As to the paper, Mr. AsTON declared, that he brought one Mr. MlLLS, a sta

tioner, to Mr. HiLL, who promiſed, that he ſhould be paid for the paper of the

book, it being to be the ſame paper with that, on which Dr. PLOT's History of

&afford/hire was printed, and to be afforded at ſeven ſhillings a ream. But that

that parcel of paper not holding out, it had been ſupplied with a better ſort ;> for

which the ſaid stationer was to have eight ſhillings and ſix-pence a ream.

The council being of opinion, thatv it was high time, that the money due for

the paper, printing, and other charges of the ſaid book ſhould he paid, ordered,

that the committee appointed on the l 3th of January preceding for auditing the

treaſurer's accounts ſhould meet on the W'edneiday following before eleven o'clock

in the morning, and make a report of the ſtate of the Society's caſh to the council

then to ſit.

At a meeting of the SocrtTY on the ſame day, Sir Joszpu VVLLLHMSOR

vice-preſident in the chair. -

The minures of the last meeting were read. 9'

Dr. SLARE brought in an abstract of Mr. YVoanct's paper about the oricimi

of fountains, which had been in part read the day before in the meeting o the

Society, and gave an account of his hypotheſis of the cauſe of rains and ſnows,

and of the tides by an attractive influence ſuppoſed by him in the ſun and moon.

Two notes of Monſ. JusTu were read, giving a farther account of the engine,

. that conſumes ſmoke, and that incenſe burnt therein gives no ſmell at. all.

I Regifler, wl. vi. p. 3c4,
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In one of theſe notes he ſent the title of a book, called, Crilica historico-cbrom

logira in ammler eccleſhzsticos emincnlſſmi Cord. BARONII, autbore ANTON 10 PAGl z

who pretends to have ſound out a period, which he names Periodus GrawRomam,

more uſeful and better than the Julian period.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed his demonstration of his manner of ſetting a ſmall instru

ment perpendicular, and was again deſired to bring m an account thereof in writ

ing at the next meeting, with its application.

Dr. PAPIN brought in a paper about a way offiring gun-powder and the like in

maw without the ſun; but it being late, this paper with the experiment was re

ferred to the next meeting.

Some part of Mr. La awaunotcx's letter, that had not been read in the Society,

was ordered to be read at the next meeting.

Alom/3 24., at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent,

Mr. PEPYS Preſident

Mr. HBRBERT

Dr. GALE

Mr. MEREDITH

Mr. PERRY.

Lord VAUGHAN

Sir JOSEPH VVlLLlAMSON

Sir RlCHARD BULKELLY

Mr. HILL

It was ordered. that the committee of the Society appointed March 25, 1685,

to manage the affairs of printing the Hzstory of fiſhes be revived ; and that they be

deſired to proceed to do what ſhall be by them thought expedient to perfect the

whole matter : And that Mr. HiLL the treaſurer pay the ſum of fifty-three

pounds to the order of the committee for the ſaid back, the ſame being Upon ac

count for the printing and other charges appertaining to the finiſhing of the ſaid

book.

At a meeting of the Socrerv on the ſame day, Sir Josrpn WrLuAMSON vice

preſident in the chair.

v Mſ-HOOKE was of opinion, that the engine, which is ſaid to conſume ſmoke,

contained in it the fire of ſpirit of wine, or oil of turpentine, or the like : which

flame concealed in the cavity of the engine, and drawing its air by the hearth or

furnace. the ſmoke of any thing, that was laid on the furnace, was thereby car

ried inwards to the flame of the burning liquor, which conſumed it, or at least it

diffipated its parts, ſo as it was no farther ſenſible.

A note from Monſ. JUSTEL was read concerning a plant, whoſe flower yields a

very inflammable ſulphur, which was the pulvis fulminans, mentioned in one of

his last -, but that it must be gathered in a critical time, by reaſon that the ſun diſ

perſes it z and that it was believed, that the ſame might be had from juniper in the

ſpring time. He mentioned likewiſe ſeveral very curious draughts of the Cities of

China, which draughts were to be ſeen in Holland.

O 0 o 2 Mr.
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Mr. Him. remarked, that he had read, as he thought, in the Philoſaphiml

Tranſrzctions an account of a ſeed in Denmark, that would catch fire very eaſily.

A letter oer. ST. GEORGE ASH, written by order of the Dublin Society, and

dared at Trinity-college, Dublin, March r 3, 168% h, was read, wherein they de

ſired to continue their correſpondence with the Royal Society, and promiſed to ſend

an account of ſeveral curioſities then before them ; and mentioned particularly a

girl of eleven years of age. prodigiouſly ſkilful in most parts of Mathematics,

having been examined before the Dublin Society with ſeverity enough in Arithme

'tic, Algebra, Geometry, Trigonometry, Astronomy, Chronology, ſpeculative

Muſzc, and Mechanics, in all which ſhe anſwered with great readineſs and judg

ment. -

It was ordered, that this letter be anſwered, that the Society readily accepted

* the offer of correſpondence, and deſired Mr. Asn's communications -, and that he

and Mr. VViLLiAM MOLYNEUX be informed of their having been elected mem

bers of the Royal Society.

A paper of Sir YVILLIAM PETTY, containing his thoughts of the ſeveral parts,

that ought to compoſe a complete treatiſe of navigation, ' was read.

Mr. AUBREY gave an account, that there was a ſet of draughts of ſix ſheets,

repreſenting the manner of ſeveral ſea-fights, done by Mr. HOLLAR. It was or

dered, that they be procured for the Society.

Mr. Lonwrcx was deſired to tranſlate a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S, con

taining his microſcopical obſervations upon Cinnabar and gumpowder.

Mr. Hooxn, at the deſire of the council, brought in an analyſis of the whole

matter of hydrography, of which he had given a fair copy to the preſident, and pro

miſed to give another to the Society.

Dr. GALB remarked, that the Romans never uſed either pitch or tar in their

ſhipping, but wax.

Mr. Hooxe obſerved, that he remembered to have read ſomewhere, that they

mixed with their wax the dregs of oil called omurm -, but that he could not at that

time recollect his author.

Dr. GALE ſaid, that the invention of tar was of no great antiquity -, and that

there was no Latin word for it z but that MICHAEL PSELLUS, a Greek author,

mentioned it about rooo years before.

Mr. Hooxz farther illustrated his contrivance for ſetting a ſmall instrument

perpendicular. He was deſired to procure his instrument to be made for the uſe

of the Society. \

5 Letter-book, vol. xl p. 287. ffPrinted in the Philqſoph. Tranſ. N' '9?, p. 657. for March 1693.

\ 1 " A
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A lettter of Dr. Rerseuus to Mſ-ASTON, dated at Stutgard, February 12,

1683, k, was produced and ordered to be read at the next meeting.

Dr. PAPrN's experiment of firing gun-powder'd' t'acuo, and concluding the

quantity of air made by the blast, was rjerred to be ſhewn at the beginning of

the next meeting. _

1686. Aſarcb 31, Sir CYRlL WYCHE vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon occaſion of Mr. Woaunct's opinion of the cauſe of fountains, Mr.

, HENSHAW thought, that the generation of. metals could not well be accounted for

without allowing the hypotheſis of a central fire.

It was ordered, that a farther inquiry be 'made of Monſ. Jusrar. about the ſul

phur of the plant mentioned in his last note to be a native pulvisfulminans.

Mr. HENSHAW remarked, that he had formerly preſented the Society with a

ſort of ſea-weed brought from Iceland, whoſe moisture, as it exhales, ſhoots into

a ſweet ſubstance reſembling ſugar; which therefore he called alga ſaccbarifcra.

Mr. AUBREY gave an account, that Sir JONAS Moone had cauſed ſeveral cu

rious obſervations about the time and hights of the tides at London-bridge to be

7 made by means of a rod buoyed up at the bottom by cork, and ſo riſing and fall

ing with the water : which obſervations Mr. AUBREY conceived might be in the

custody of Mr. FLAMSTEAD, or captain HANWAY, ſon-in-law of Sir JONAS

Moone. He was deſired to do his endeavour to proCure the ſight of them for

the Society. ſ _ - .

He mentioned, that the greatest tide found on the coast of England is at Chep

stow-bridge z and he moved, that Sir JOHN HOSKYNS might be deſired to inquire

into the circumstances of the tide at that place.

It was ordered, that the preſident ſhould be deſired to obtain from capt. Got

LlNS, who was then engaged in the ſurvey of the ſea-coast of England, a com

munication of his obſervations of the tides in the ſeveral ports, and eſpecially the

head-lands. *

, Mr. HENSHAW remarked, that tar is the first running of the extract of pitch

'out of the fir-wood; and that the latter part being boiled makes the stone-pitch ;

and that the deſcription of the manner of making it, and its uſe in ſhipping, is in

PLiNY, who calls it pix quuida, lib.. 16. cap. 1 1. -

Mr. HOUGHTON ſhewed a part of an animal ſmelling strong of muſk, and ſaid

by the owner thereof to be a muſk-cod. It was cut in two places, and ſeemed to

have within it two cavities, as if the testicles had been quite dried up.

_" Letter-book, vol. x. p. 288.
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Mr. HILL ſaid, that it was an uſual fraud to tie up parts oſ the ſkin of the

muſk-deer, all which ſmell of muſk, into the likeneſs of cods; but that in fact it

was not the testicles of that animal, that yield the ſcent, but a gland growing

under the belly. a

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed his experiment of firing gun-powder in vacua; but it not

ſucceeding by reaſon of ſome ſoot got in with the powder, it was ordered to be

tried again at the next meeting.

Mr. H'ooxr gave an account of his ſirin gun-powder in 'vacua with a burning

' glaſs; and ſaid, that now and then a ſing e corn would go off upon the whole

heap without kindling the next corn; and that at length having melted the heap

into a lump, it went off after the manner of the pulvis ſulminans with avery

great report, and burst his glaſs intoa thouſand pieces, and stuck great part'

thereof into the cieling.

Part of a letter oſ Mr. LEEWENHOECK was read, containing ſeveral curious

obſervations on Cinnabar and gun-powder ', and mentioning an experiment,

proving the expanſion of gun-powder'to be into a ſpace above zooo times greater

than the ſpace, which it takes up before _fired -, for that a grain weight of powder

containing I 3 corns takes up as much room, when ſired, as 2080 grains ot water.

Three papers oſ Dr; PAPlN were read relatina to his experiment of firing gun

wder in vacua; in one whereof he ſaid, that by the experiment made after the

ast meeting was over, he found, that 9 grains of gun-powder roduces as much

air, as fills the ſpace oſ a third part oſ a pound of water; from w ence he conclud

ed, that 9 grains of powder yields zg grains oſ air: and from hence it would

follow, that each grain gives but 213 times as much air as its own bulk; which

is far ſhort of Mr. LEEWENHorcx's experiment.

N. B. That air being but about Tga, of the weight of water, which is near the

weight of gun-powder, a grain oſ gun-powder, if it ſhould be turned into air,

could take up but 800 times as much ſpace as its own bulk. Wherefore either

the obſervation of Mr. LEEWENHOECK is ſaulty -, or elſe the air produced by the

explofion oſ gun-powder has a greater elasticity than the common air in a lighter

body.

Mr. HENSHAW was of opinion, that the constituent parts of the air are no other

than the steams and exhalations out oſ the earth.

Mr. HALLEY brought in two ſhells or ſubstances' reſembling ſmall beaks of

birds found in ambergriſe. . ,
'

Mr. Hooxe thought them to be the ſhells of ſome ſuch inſects, as the ſcara

bzeus naſicornis. "

A Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 15.

Mr.
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Mr. HENSHAW was rather oſ opinion, that they might be the ſkins of ſome ſort

ofjuncus lndicus.

Mr. WALLER ſhewed another ſcheme of colours, wherein by the mixtures of

the ſeveral blacks and yellows (which, he ſaid, were principal colours) he had

produced a ſeries or ſhade of most colours imaginable.

A letter of Dr. RElSELlUS to Mr. ASTON, produced at the last meeting, was

now read, giving a relation of a Chalcedonian stone, the ſubstance of which was

clear, and of an Onyx or horn-colour; but which, by the caſual laying oſ pul

vis fulminans mixed with a red glaſs prepared for fuſion thereon, had imbibed the

colour of the mixture after a very odd manner, as Dr. szsxuus ſhewed in a

figure annexed ".

It was ordered, that a pole for erecting a teleſcope in Greſham cbllege be ſet

up, and that the treaſurer pay thirty ſhillings for the charges of it. *

April 7, 1686. Mr. HENSHAW was deſired to take the chair.

Upon the mention of the muſk-cod produced by Mr. HOUGHTON at the last.

meeting, Dr. Tvson remarked, that having kept the cod or ſcent-bag by the

anus ot a weeſel for ſome time, it afforded a kind of a muſic-ſmell; but that at

first it had a very offenſive ſmell.

Mr. HlLL produced a paper tranſcribed from the memoirs oſ the Duke of Sully

concerning the firing of gun-powder, after it had lain ſixteen years in the fleſh oſ

a man. The paper was read.

Dr. TYSON ſhewed a figure of a fiſh of the acus marinus kind curiouſly drawn

by Mr. WALLER, which was anatomiſed and deſcribed by himſelf. The fiſh and

figure were left with Mr. HUNT for the repoſitory.

Dr. TvsoN ſhewed likewiſe a stone taken out oſ the kidney of a man, which

was very rough and radiated or pointed every way like an echinus, and very hard.

The body of the stone in the middle was about the bigneſs of a large pea; and as

radiated it would fill a ſmall hazle nut-ſhell. _

A note ofDr. PAPrN concerning the firing of gun-powder in 'vacuo was read.

Mr. HlLL read a paſſage concerning the circulation of the blood extracted from

a book of MICHAEL SERVETUS c, printed in the year 1553.

It was ordered, that the journal-book be produced and examined concerning,

the experiments made to prove the arterial blood made in the lungs.

April 14, Sir CYRIL WYCHE vicbpreſident in the chair.

75 Tth account is printed in the Pbilizſ. Tran . vol. 16. N'. 179. p. 22. for Jan. and Feb-1686

. His Cl'rijf/amffmi rtstifufio.

The
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The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Two notes of Monſ. JUSTEL were read; the ſirst giving an account of a ſort of

ſalt, with which drowned puppies had been in a ſhort time brought to life -, pro

miſing to get ſome of this ſalt for the Society to make the experiment with. This

note likewiſe gave an account of the French King's statue erected by the Marſhal

on LA FEUHLADE.

The other note mentioned a ſcarlet tincture drawn from gum lacca to be better

and cheaper than that of cochineal, and not ſo apt to change -, as alſo a dat-nary,

who had made a marble head for an antique statue of Apouo, that wanted an

head; which he had done to admiration, and was but five days about it: that all

the ſculptors would not believe it, unleſs he had'ſome ſecret for ſoftening marble,

or tools, that would do more execmion.

A paper of Dr. PAPiN was read, concerning boiling of fago and making of cho
colate in "came, to be compared with the ſame 'done in ſithe air. The experiment

was ordered to be got ready against the end of the meeting.

. Sir EoMUNn KlNG ſaid, that chocolate would not bear boiling, but must be

made with a moderate heat; 'and that he found, that an egg to every fourteen

ſpoonfuls of water was thebest proportion.__£ , , , _

The Lord Vaughan affirmed, that the Spaniſh chocolate was without eggs, and

yet that it froths better than that 'made with eggs.

ſi Mr. HALLEY read an account of an experimentmade by himſelf to find the

comparative weight of quickſilver to water by weighing a quart of quickſilver in

water. This paper was ordered to beregistered d as follows :

' " Having formerly made trial in a ſmall quantity of mercury, and having

found, that the weight of mercury to water was not fifteen times, as Sir JONAS

Moone hath it, nor yet fourteen, as it is commonly accounted, but rather leſs

than thirteen and an half; I was reſolved to make trial with a greater quantity

** of mercury, and accordingly l did it with a whole quart, the method this:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

flz 2 3

*'- Itook a quart bottle full of mercury, and in air it weighed 32 oo 4

" The ſame in water weighed _ v_ 128 13 2

*'* Difference, the weight of the whole bulk in water 3 2 7

U Weight of the bottle in air was 2 7 2

" Hence the weight of the mercury was 29 8 7

'* Weight of the bottle in water 1 8 3

" Weight of the bulk of the bottle in water ---- -- o 14 7

** Weight of the bulk of mercury in water 2 4. o

** Weight of the mercury as before --D-- -- 29 8 7

4 Register, vol. vi. p. 310. In the margin is a note, that there being ſome error in the weights,

care must be had ro repent them. u That
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" That is, as 3783 drams to 288 drams'; that is as [fiſt-re), which I take t0

** be very near the true proportion of theſe two liquors; for the ſcales were very

** good, and would turn with a ſmall part of a dram, when charged with thc

, .
U 30 lo. weight.

*' From this proportion it ſhould follow, that if the weight oſ air be to water as I

" to 800, that 10514 inches or 876 feet of air ſhould counterpoiſe an inch oſquick

" ſilver, and that at that hight the quickſilver in the barometer ought to ſink an

" inch. The which is ſound to anſwer nearly to the experiments made on the

" tops of hills; for the accounts oſ that made at the Py de Domme in Auvergne

** is, that in 500 toiſe or 3000 foot high the mercury ſubſided 3; inches, and Mr.

" CASWELL on the top of Snowdon hill in Carnarvanſhire ſound, that in the

" hight of iz 50 yards, there was compleatly 4 inches difference: and though

" theſe accounts make above 900 foot to an inch, ryet the rarefaction of the air
U above, in reſpect of that below being allowed for, the weight oſ the air in re- ſi

" ſpect of water- will be found very near the 800th part, as it has been experi

" mented before the Society by weight in an exhausted Florence flaſk, query

u the day."

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed an experiment for finding the ſame thing by a ſyphon

filled with mercury in the one ſhank and water in the other. The water was oh.

ſerved 793- inches above the mercury, which was counterpoiſed by 53'r inches oſ

mercury standing above the ſection of water and mercury in the other ſhank,

whence the proportion oſ- their gravities is as 47 to 63 5, or as I to 13%.

- G)

A note of Dr. GALE was read, containing the opinion of an'rws *, that the

original of cyphers was rather from the Greeks than the Arabians or Indians;

and mentioning a manuſcript copy of MARClANUS HERACLIOTA the geographer,
made uſe of by DAVID Hoescnzuus in his edition Old-MARCIANUS, in which

manuſcriptwere ſome cyphers ſeeming to confirm HusTius's opinion '.

Sir CYRIL WYCHE remarked, that it was plain from VARRO, that the Romans

uſed to expreſs all numbers by ten marks, as we do now by our cyphers -, and he

promiſed to produce the paſſage.

' Monſ. JUSTEL preſented a book of Monſ. MARIOTTP. concerning the motion

of water, &c.

Dr. PAPIN's experiment of ſago and chocolate boiled in rvaruo and in air was

ſhewn; as it appeared, that the ſago boiled in vacuo was much ſofter and ten

derer than that boiled in air; but that there was very little or no difference in the

chocolate, except that there was a kind of empyreuma in that made in wruo,

which was not in the other.

A letterof Mr. LEEWIZNHOECK, dared April 2, 1686, N. S. being an anſwerv

to one ſent him dated March 2, O. S. and giving an'account, among other things, -

' In his Dmorfflmtio Evangdica. Registerſvol. vi. p. 308.

--V0L. IV. P p p of
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of the teXture of bone viewed in a microſcope, was produced, and ordered to be

tranſlated. ' i

April 21, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir CYRlL WYCHB vice-preſident,

Lord Vaughan . Mr. PERRY

Dr. GALE Mr. COLWALL

* Mr. HAYNES . Dr. Roamsorw

Mr. HILL Mr. ASTON.

Mr. HENSHAW

Two reports were read from the committee of the Society concerning the state of

the account of the Hzstory of Fiſhes -, the ſubstance whereof was,

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

I. s. d.

That there had been paid for engraving the plates, &c. ---- 232 1 1 7

By an account allowed Dr. PLOT ' . 3 7 8

By an account allowed Mr. ASTON 1 r o o

More to Mr. PAULET ' 51 16 6

More to Mr. HILLS * 3 o 0

More to Mr. CLERK _ 6 6 6

Remains to be paid to Mr. HILLS, stationer, - . 42 15 o

'To Mr. HUNT for engraving and deſigning, if the council ſhall
thinkfit -----}7loo

The-"ſeveral incidental charges -- ---- --- - -- -- - 1 12 9

-__
 

Total of the charge - 360 o ot

----.
 

i And ſuppoſing the number of the books deſigned 500 to be but 480 com

pleat, they will stand the Society in fifteen ſhillings each book, which they pro

poſe as a price for all ſuch perſons, as have given a plate to the book.

All other perfons, who are or are not of the Society, and who gave no plate to

  

 

the book, to pay twenty ſhillings. - . 3 -, ,

. I. s. d.

Beſides which the printing a ſett of figures upon paþer of fifteen ſhil- 8

lings per ream amounts to - - - - - - - - -- -- 5

Upon a better ſort at twenty two ſhillin s per ream o 8 o

So that' to a benefactor the whole book wil be in the worst paper - I- o o

In the best paper '-*-- *-- ----.*--- .--.*- --,--- I 3 o

To the rest in the worst paper uo-n-z-i -e-* --- 1 5 o

_ a 1 - _ L __-.. '___ ___ 1 8 o
 

In the best paper -- -----

_ Likewiſe that Mr. HUNT for his encouragement to look after the printing the

_ figures may be allowed to take ſix-pence more for each book of the buyer, pro

vided there be nothing demanded of the the-treaſurer.

*-' 1 _ The
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The council then agreed with the committee as to the price, and ordered, that

Mr. HUNT ſhould deliver the vbooks at the rates above written, viz. to bene

factors at fifteen ſhillings per book, and to all others at twenty ſhillings per book,

and beſides to take ſix-pence more of the buye: upon each book for himſelf.

It was ordered, that the bill of Mr. Hints the stationer be examined by the

committce; and that the treaſurer pay what they ſhall think due to him:

That Mr. RAY be preſented with twenty copies of the History of Fiſhes un

bound ; and that Dr GA-Le be deſired to ſignify the ſame to him, and to return

him the thanks of the Society for his trouble and care: p

That Dr. LISTER, 'Dr. Ronmsou, and Mr. ASTON, who have been princi

pally concerned in the affair of printing the History of Fiſher, have the thanks of

the Society for their pains and trouble in that matter; and

That Dr. PAPlN be paid the ſum of ſeven pounds ten ſhillings, being for the

ſalary due at Lady-day past. - ,_

At a meeting of the SOCIETY ;on the ſame day, Sir CYRlL VVYCHr-z vice

preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

SirCYRIL WYCHE obliged the Society with an account of the Roman abacus

and its uſes ; and produced the paſſage in VARRO proving the numeration of the

old Romans to be after the ſame manner that we now uſe in counting by our cy

phers ; concluding his diſcourſe with an accurate deſcription of the Roman man

ner of counting by the part of an as, by denarii and ſestertii, together with tables

of their values in our monies.

A letter from Mr. WxLLrAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. HALLEY, ,dated at Dublin,

April 8, 1686, was read, as follows 8; . - t

" Sir, I do with much willingneſs andjoy accept of your correſpondence, which

** you have ſo=kindly proffered me in yours of March the 2 th. I must acknow

" ledge it had been my part, to have prevented you in t is particular, and to

" have made the request first to you -, but I had heard of the late disturbances in

" the Royal Society, and was unwilling to trouble you till matters were ſettled,

" But now I must needs expreſs my ſatisfaction in the accommodation of affairs,

" and that the Society has taken the courſe they are in; for indeed I always look

" ed upon it as a defect-in their constitution, that their ſecretaries, or he that

" managed their correſpondence, was annually elective, and alſo left without an

" establiſhed ſalary, that might encourage, and recompence him for his trouble.

" His annual election is inconvenient, becauſe upon every renewal oſ the ſecretary

" the correſpondence falls of courſe, and without a conſiderable ſalary no man

'** can ſpend his whole time (for it requires toru'n hominem) in receiving and writ

3 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 292. Mr. HALLEY an anſwer, mentioned, that Mr. As-ron and Dr.

in his letter, Supple-mcnt t) letter-book, vol. iv. ' Ronmson had 'without an) apparent cauſt rcſigncd

p. 319. to which thishof Mr. MOLYNEUX is their oſiice oſſecretaries.

ſ Pppz , "ing
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ing letters, and managing the registers with other troubleſome work. 'I hope

the Society will conſider this for the future, and ſo establiſh this affair, that

hereafter they may not be at ſuch a loſs, as they have been. And now, Sir,

l must Congratulate you upon your being ſettled in the place you have; Iknow

no man more fit for it than yourſelf: but then as a friend you must give me

leave to adviſe you to diligence, for truly I think you have a conſiderable du

ty to diſcharge. I thank you for the account you give me of the affairs of the

Society: I had it before, but it was from a perſon concerned, whom I always

thought to blame in this particular; for I found thereby, there was a party

ariſing in the Society, that were ſor rejecting all kinds of uſeful knowledge ex

cept ranking and filing of ſhells, infects, fiſhes, birds, &c. under their ſeveral

ſpecies and claſſes; and this they termed Natural Hz'ſtory, and Investigating

.Nature, never attending to the uſes and properties of theſe things for the ad

vantage of mankind, and reckoning chemistry, astronomy, mathematics, and

mechanics, as rubs in their courſe after nature. - This indeed ſeemed to me

ſomething strange; and I must confeſs, I could not but laugh at it. I return

'my humble thanks to the Royal Society for the honour of admitting me into

their company, Pray, Sir, be pleaſed to let me know my debtvto the treaſurer,

and l ſhall take care to ſee it timely diſcharged. I must alſo thank you for

your philoſophical communications, 'and your kind promiſe of the continuance

of them. 1 wiſh I may in any wiſe be able to make you ſuitable returns, but

thatl must deſpair of, yet 1 promiſe you, that nothing ſhall happen here

worth your notice, which I ſhall not timely communicate. I must confeſs,

we 'have been lately ſomething idle, and ſeveral of our meetings have been

employed 'by a young mathematical female in this place, bred up by one Mr.

TOLLET, a teacher of mathematics, and a most excellently learned man in that

kind. The child is not yet eleven, and yet ſhe hath given us ſufficient proofs of

her learning in arithmetic the most obstruſe parts, algebra, geometry, trigo

nometry plain and 'ſpherieal, the doctrine of the globes, chronology, and-on

the violin plays any thing almost at fight. As this isa most plain instance

of the force and power of timely education, and of the reach, that man has na

V turally,we have thought-it worth our while to conſider and examine it throughly;

I'
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- and indeed we find, at least that the child ſeems=to have no more natural inclina

= tion or delight in theſe things than ordinarily amongst children. ButI ſuppoſe

our ſecretary, Mr. A SHE, may give you a more particular account of this matter,

and therefore l 'ſhall ſay no more-concerning it.

" Mr. 'Hooxs's contrivance ſor the ba-roſcope 'is admirably curious. I ſuppoſe

what you mention as Monſ. Hunm's invenfion is rather Monſ. HUYGBNs's in

- vention, and deſcribed in the Journal des Sſa'vamdy Lundi 12 Derembre 1672.

- But Mr. Hooxr's goes be ond it in many reſpect-s: the only difficulty of Mr.

Hooxt's is in 'the fabric o theglaſs, and filling it with mercury z and if he have

any mechanicaleaſy contrivance for-doing this, he would do well to publiſh it.

I thank you for 'the promiſe you make me of his ſmall, yet accurate level. ln

deed I have always had a great esteem oſ his mechanical inventiOns, of which I

look upon him to be as great a 'master as any in the world; and that is a most

curious _part of philoſop y, and really uſeful in man's lite. And whereas, I

s! ** under
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**'understand, that a chance word in an idle ſcribble of mine was ſomething diſ

*- pleaſing to that ingenious and learned gentleman, I deſire he may be inform

** ed, that ldeſigned no manner of flight by the word pamplalet, but ſliled his

'* book ſo, meerly as I thought it a name uſually given to finall stitched vo

** lumes. '

V As to the controverſy with Monſ. Haveuus about teleſcopic ſights, Ican

** ſay no more than what I have formerly writ: only I will add two things -, first,

" that I humbly conceive Monſ. HEVELIUS did not, nor does he yet rjglitly,

" apprehend the manner of thoſe ſights performance 1 this [preſume to collect

" from theſe words in his Math. Coeleit. part. prima, pag. 296. Cor-term: cum

*" acus wlſiz'a adeo proſe lentem acts/dram. ad eaſen-aloft: our/un' 'vix in remojione ali

** qual digitorum ſulſſstant, dubita an dioptm baſſ, ocu/o tam propinqmz, multb accum

'itu stellas quaſw's minimar, gzmm pinnaridia mffim, ad fix nwemve pedes ad int-is

" cem remain, poffit detegere. By which 'tis manifest, that he makes his great

** and chief objection against theſe ſights on the account of the nighneſs of the

U eye and croſs=hairs, imagining, that the line of collimation (if l may ſo

call it) in theſe ſights is no longer than between the eye and croſs-hairs;

" whereas all, that understand theſe kind of ſights, must needs know, that the

** line of collimation is as long as between the object-glaſs and croſs-hairs.

" And on this account 'tis, that I preſume to think the old gentleman did not

" understand theſe kind of ſights ; and that Mr. HOOKE had ſufficiently convinced

M him of his error in rejecting them by explaining to him their manner of per

U formance, and nothing more. '

CL

A '

" The other thing I have to add is, that I esteem it most diſingenuouſly done

of HEVELIUS, in relating the trials between you and him, tocall your instru

" ment every where a ſextans. I-acknowledge, had I known this before I writ

U my letter to Mr. ASTON, I ſhould hardly have putpen to paper. And I have

" lately been deſired by the Society at Oxford to tranſlate that letter into Latin for

" Monſ. Haveuus's reading: I was obedient to their demand, butl have added

a postſcript to it, wherein I do not well approve of 'his calling a quadrant of

leſs than two feet radius a ſextans, and ſpeaking Of it as of a large and conſi

" derable instrument. w i a

" The contrivance of Monſ. Jus'rrzrfs furnace, that conſumes ſmoak, will be

U very acceptable; pray, when you receive it, let not us want it.

" I have by this post ſent to my brother .a_ paper, that relates to a problem in

hydrostatics, why heavy bodies diſſolved in a menstruum ſpeciſically lighter

-" than themſelves ſwim therein, and do not ſink to the bottom. Concerning

** this my brother has propoſed his thoughts in the Nouvellcr de [a Repab'iquc des

M Latins; but ltake the liberty of differing from him in ſome particularszif

U you 'think it worth your peruſal, the penny-post will bring it to you from

"" him at Mr. TALSUK, apothecary, at the Dragon in the New Palace-yard,

a Westminster. -

4
'n

*" Yon
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7 ** "You may have heard of a girl in this 'town strangely overgrown with horny
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excreſcences vastly numerous, and very 'large : my next ſhall bring you the

ſketches of her, as well as my rude hand can draw them.

V You may remember, when I was last with you in London, you obliged me

with your rule ſor ſhooting on aſcents and deſcents with the mortar-piece. The

'propoſition is -, the greatest random of a piece, the horizontal distance of an

object, and the hight or deſcent from the horizontal line, being given, to find

the two elevations, or depreffion of the piece neceſſary to strike the given ob

ject. Your construction is this. In the figure make AD = greatest rand:

DB = AD + double hight deſcent strike the ſemicircle AEB, erect the per

pendicular ED, make DG = the horizontal distance, and GH :: ED, and

DF = AD the greatest rand. Then make FK FL each equal to HG; draw

KG LG the angles KGD, LGD are the elevations required ; and if K fall be

low D, KGD ſhall be the depteſiion.

L " This is your construction; and

" thereon you have a rule, divide

U the greatest randon by the hori

" zontal distance; burI need not

" repeat it tto you, you have it in

" your pocket-book. l must beg

U the ſavour of you to give me your

** demonstration of this rule and con

" struction. You promiſed it to me,

" when l was with you, but my de

-_ " time to put you in 'mind thereof.
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" The gentleman I mentioned to you

*' JUst now, Mr. TOLLET, upon ſee

" ing your diagram, gave me this

ſhort [rule for ſhooting on aſcents: From the greatest random ſubtract dou

ble the hight, multiply the remainder' by the greatest random from the product

ſubtract the ſquare of the horizontal distance -, the ſquare root of the remainder

added to the greatest random, and ſubtractedvfrom it will give two perpendi

culars : the baſe to each is thehorizontal distance, and the angles at the baſe

will be the elevations required. 'Tis manifest, that'this rule is drawn from

your figure, but I confeſs, I have not the demonstration; but your demonx

stration I a'm ſure will bear it, 'and therefore I must deſire you not to detain

it ſfrom me longer thim your next to me. 'Doubtleſs you have ſeen Monſ.

BLONDEL,S A'rt de fatter [as Bombs, a book wherein there is nothing material

more than what was before him in GALILEO * * * *, except only this

buſineſs oſ lliooting on aſcents and deſcents: after he had propoſed the pro

blcm'to Mefiieurs DE L'ACADEMlE ROYALE DE-S Scrches, Monſ. BUOT,

Monſukomm, Monſ. DE LA HIRE, and Monſ. CASSlNl employed 'their

thoughts about it; but I can aſſure you upon rigid examination, there is no:

one of their rules holds true in all caſes.

I " I think

" parture was ſo ſudden, -I had not .
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U I think ctI have ſufficiently tired you for the first' time.- I am '

V your most humble ſervant,

** WILLlAM Monvrrrux."

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK was read, Wherein he deſcribed the

particles compoſing Cinnabar, ſhewing them to be made up mostly of hexagonal

figures, yet not without the mixture of ſome ſulphureous and' ſaline particles,

whoſe figures, as viewed in his microſcope, he deſcribed.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a deſcription ofan improvement of his new digester for distilla

tion in evaczto ", which he ſaid he would produce before the Society at their next

meeting. *

Mr-HALLEY' read a diſcourſe of his own, deſigned for a Pbiloſapbical Tranſactioffl,

concerning the cauſe and properties of gravity, wherein he conſiders the ſeveral

hypotheſes concerning its impulſes, and then mathematically deduces its conſe

quences in the fall of heavy bodies, and the motion of projects. *

Dr. SLARE produced a letter from JOHN WElCHARD VALVASOR to the Society

from Carniola, which was ordered to be read at the next meeting.

W. Hooxn ſhewed the experiment of the zquilibrium of water and oil-of

turþentine in an inverted ſyphon, as he had done before of mercury and water ;

and it appeareQ, that gzyg of water was equal in weight-to 10777I inches of oil of

turpentine; 'whence the weight of water to that of oil of turpentine is as 1719 to

148 7, or as l to o,865. Hence the weight of mercury to oil of turpentine is as

15t062 or as4t011. -

A?er 28. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS was deſired to take the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Two notes of Monſ. JUSTEL were read, the one giving an account of the Chi

neſe cheſs-board and the manner of their lay; and mentioning a late Journal der

Spawm, wherein there is an account of t e diſcovery of two new ſatellites of Sa

turn by Monſ. CASSINI, ſo that there were five of them.

Part ofa letter from Mr. Lanwannoscx was read, containing his obſervations

upon the figure of the parts of the nitre after the exploſion of the gun-powder; with

ſeveral curious remarks about the manner of firing gun-powder, about the quantity

of air produced by the blast, and about the length of a cannon to carry farthest. .I

' Dr. VINCENT preſented to-the Society a manuſcript treatiſe intitled, Pbilaſopbi-e

Naturalis principia mathematica, and dedicated to the Society by Mr. ISAAC New

l' Register, vol. vi. p. 311. It is publiſhed in the Pþilq/I Tra'ſſ'ct. No. 179. p. 3.

. TON,
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TON, wherein he gives a mathematical demonstration of the Copernican hypoche

ſis as propoſed by KEPLER, and makes out all the phzenomena of the celestial

motions by the only ſuppoſition of a gravitation towards the center of the ſun de

ereaſing as the ſquares of the distances therefrom reciprocally.

It was ordered, tl at a letter of thanks be written to Mr. NEWTON 3 and that

the printing of his book be referred to the conſideration of the council z and that

in the mean time the book be put into the hands of Mr. HALLEY, to make a re

port thereof to the council.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper concerning his method of distilling in wate, which

upon trial was found to ſucceed very well, and was judged to distiil faster than

in air.

Monſ. MARiOTTt-z's Du Mooement der Eaux was produced bound, and put in

to the hands of Mr. HALLEY to make an extract thereof, and report it to the

Society. *

Mr. WALLBR ſhewed a contrivance for printing of colours upon the table,

which he deſigned to publiſh, being a catalogue of all ſimple and mixt colours.

It was by ſmall taper pipes, which at the ſmall end were stopt b plugs thrust on

by ſpiral ſprings ſo as to keep the colours from running out; ut when he in

tended to print, the plugs being thrust back by points standing out of them, the

colour came down ſo as to make convenient round ſpots on the paper. O

Mr. JOHN WElCHARD VALVASOR'S letter, produced at the lad meeting, be

ing found to be little elſe but a copy of the former, which he conceived had miſ

carried, was let alone. -

Mr. HALLEY ave an account of two occultations of Jupiter by the moon h,

the one obſerved y Mr. Hoomz and himſelf in Greſham-college, March 31 last

in the evening. The central immerſion was found at 9 hours 33 min. the emer

ſion of the first limb of Jupiter at 10 hours 30 min. of the last limb at 10 hours

314. min. the conjunction being but very little to the northward of the moon's

centre. -

'I_'he other was this day in the morning or April 27, 15 hours 49 min. when

Jupiter's centre emerged from behind the moon then just full about 342 deg. of

the inner limb of Htvsuus's Selcnograp/ay.

A letter in Latin ofDr SIGlSMOND Komo to the Society, dated at Berne in

S_W1ſi'erland on the last of Feb. 168-2', being a continuation of the history of his pa

tient, r/IA RGARET Lowea, who voided stones of a prodigious ſize, whereof an ac

'1 This account is printed in the Pln'laſi in the Pbi/a/I Tranact. No. '81. . ſ
Tra'zſhzct. N'. 181. p. 85. for May 1686. May 1686. ſ p A" or

1 Letter-book, voi. x. p. 297. It is printed

count
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count was given in the 3d Pþz'loſopbical Collection of Decemb. 10, 1681, was pro

duced and ordered to be read at the next meeting. * '

He preſented with it two of the ſaid stones, one of which was ordered to be put

into the hands of Dr. SLARE, who was deſired to make what experiments he

ſhould judge neceſſary to examine the compoſition of its ſubstance.

sz 5. Dr. G-zmz vice-preſident in the chair.

ANNE TAYLOR, born June 12, 1682, and not yet four years old, being grown

prodigiouſly fat and corpulent for that age, .was ſhewn before the Society. She

weighed forty-eight pounds and a half, and was three-fourths of a yard about the

waist : her stature not greater than ordinary, viz. two feet five inches. She had a

much greater voice than uſually ſuch children have, and her breasts and nipples

were grown; and by the report of her mother and Others ſhe was in her state of

puberty ': emaciated but three quarters of a year before ſhe was ſent to Alesford

in Hampſhire.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Dr. GALE preſented to the Society Dr. GOAD's books of his obſervations _0n the

weather, and the rules for predicting 1t.

- r

A letter of Mr. RAY to Dr. GALE, dared at Black Notley in Eſſex May 3

1086m, was read, returning thanks to the Society for the 20 copies of Mr. WIL

LUGHBY'S History of Fistm preſented to him. '

Part of Dr. KONrc's letter, produced at the last meeting, was read.

A 'Paper of Mr. VVrLLrAM MOLYNEUX ", affigning the reaſon,why the diſſolved A

particles of metals ſpecifically heavier than the menstrua, that diſiolve them, do

notwithſtanding ſwim therein, to be from the exceeding minuteneſs ofthe ſaid par

ticles, ſuppoſing, that there is a certain weight neceſſary to overcome the niſus,

that is in all fluids, to an union of their parts, ſo 'that the bodies, which by their

ſmallneſs have not ſo much force or weight to deſcend with, remain ſuſpended on

the pores or interstiCes between the particles of the fluid ſhenstrua: this being an

anſwer to his brocher Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX about the ſame thing, who ſup

poſed, that the internal motion or agitation of the parts of the liquor, whereby it

is made fluid, may be the reaſon of this appearance.
i i v l ' ' \ .

_ A paper of Dr. PA'PIN was read, giving an acCount of an improvement of his

_-'_d'ige(ter by making it with one ſingle veſſel 9. ' l

. i ' ' ' ' *

"' Letter-book, vol x. p. 3',8. May 1681

Y' Register, vol. vi. p. 316. It is printed in 9 Register, rol. vi. p. 313.

the P/ji/ostſ/b. ſſun/i vol. xri. No let, p. LZ ſor ,

: , VOL. IV. 1 Q qq 7 Monſ.
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Monſl JUSTEL communicated ajournal desſcavam, giving an account of the diſ

covery of two new Satellites of Saturn by teleſcopes of an extraordinary length,

ſome of about 200 feet long. The innermost of thoſe ſatellites is never above or

exceeding 3, of the length of the ring distant therefrom, and makes its revolution

in one degree two hours, 19 minutes. The other is never more than _1- of the

length of the ring distant theretrom, and makes its revolution in two degrees, ſe

venteen hours, ſorry-three minutes.

Mr. WALLER produced his table of colours deſigned for the PbIſiIast/pljical Tranſ

actiom. - .

Aſſay 12, Sir Jonu Hosxvus was deſired to take the chair:

.l_\Upon mention of Mr. WXLLlAM MOLYNaux's theory of mixing the parts

_ of metals with the menstrua that diſſolve them, though by many times lighter than

ſi" theſe metals, Mr. Heusnaw wasof opinion, that the vapours raiſed in the air

were analogous to the particles of metals riſing in diſſolving menstrua, and much

harder to explicate, there being ſo great a diſpropor'jon in the weight of air and

water.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS mentioned as a probable hypotheſis, that aqueous particleg

ſhould riſe in the form of bubbles ſo thin, that they are very little more ponderous

than their bulk of air, and that being agitated by the refiex beams of the ſun they

are raiſed to the hight we find them : which he illustrated by an obſervation, which

he had made in the iron-works, viz. that an handful of ſand being thrown upon the

melted iron would immediately by the great heat thereof be cast up to the top or

ceiling of the place.

Upon mention of Mr. WALLER's table of co]oUrs, Dr. AGLXONBY affirmed,

that in painting in freſco no metallic colours are uſed, they being most pr0per

ior oil-painting.

A letter oer.-ST. GEORGE ASH, dared at Trinity-college, Dublin, April.

27, 1686 P, was read, giving an account of his method of demonstrating the ad

and 5th books of Euchn -, of a dog, that was immediately-killed by injecting

into the jugular vein an infuſion of opium in brandyvand water -, of the machcma

tical girl at Dublin; as likewiſe of the opinion of the Dublin Society concerning

Mr. Hooxa's level.

A letter of JOHN WElCHARD VALVAsoſto Dr.GALiz, dared at Laback in

Carniola April 1686, N. S.q was read, being an anſwer to one ſent. him by Dn

GALE, wherein he informs the Society of ſeveral geographical and toPographjca]

charts, which he had ſent them as a preſent by way of Venice ; of an invention oſ

his to c:st a statue ſix feet high all at once, and ſo thin, that it ſhould not weigh

one pound weight ; which invention he promiſed to communicate to the Society

ifdeſired : Of a treatiſe, which he had written concerning the curioſities of [he lak;

P Letter-book, vol. x. p. 309. 'I Ibid. p. 314.

of
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of Zirknitts, which he would either print or ſend to the Society with a dedication

to them, or elſe he would ſend them his manuſcript to be inſerted in the Plato/b

pbital Tranfizctiam, if they ſhould think ſit. And of a strange tree, which from

being bare is full of leaves, and has fruit upon it, all in the eve of St. JOHN's feast

day, therefore called St. John's walnut-tree, which he affirms to havc found to be

a fact.

This gave occaſion of diſcourſing of uncommon trees, that ſeem to be preter

natural, as the Glaſſeubury thorn bloſſoming at Christmas day, being no other than.

a common haw-thorn, and the oak in New-forest, which is always green at Christ

mas, and yet in all other reſpects is a perfect oak. As to the ſudden growch of

leaves, Mr. Hooxa gave an instance from BAUHIN of the yucca or arbor arboreſ

cens, which in a night will grow or ſhoot out many feet.

Dr. SIGlSMUND Kourc's letter was referred till Dr. SLARE could give his ad,

count of the obſervables in the stone, which was delivered to him to be examined.

Part ofa letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, being in anſwer to one written to him

March 2, 168%,_ was read, and the rest referred till another meeting.

Another letter Mr. Luwaunorcx was produced, and ordered to be tran

ſlatcd. * -
- - ' 7 l

A note of Monſ. JUSTEL was read about a new ſort of microſcopes made by

CAMPAN! at Rome with three glaſles. and not above three inches long, which

were very distinct, but did not magnify lo much as the great ones.

"(\ſi - _ , ' .

*The ſame note 'mentioned likewiſe a Dutchman, named MAYER. who had hin

dered the inundation ofthe Tiber, and promiſed a book of very curious ſubjects

in mechanics, to which, it was ſaid, the ltalians were then strangers.

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed the experiment of brewing in his new digester ' ; and it was

fonnd,'that there was a very strong cincture drawn from the malt in much leſs time

than it could have been done in the ordinary way.

Lia] 19, Sir JOEEPH WXLLlAMSOhſ vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Upon mentioning, thar no metallic colours were uſed in painting in ſreſco, it

was queried about what time the ſeveral ſorts of painting came to be in uſe : To

which Mr. I'IOOKE anſwered, that the most antient painting was with gums; then
with white of egg -, vthen with wax; and lastly with oil -, the particular time of

the beginning of each not being eaſily attainable.

Mr. Hooru: read a paper vindicating his level from ſome objections made

against it from Dublin: wherein he ſuppoſed, that the pendulum thereof was not

r Register, vol. vi. p. zzc. ' ' *

Qq q 2 ' made
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made with the accuracy neceſſary; and in the end he propoſed a- further uſe of thaF

invention by applying the pendulum thereof to the 'pendulum ofa clock, which

being 'capable of being made to vibrate as ſlow as you pleaſe, would make 'the

clock go much flowerthan ordinarily uſed, ſo as to make the timeof the winding up

but very ſeldom, with the ſame number of teeth, which the ordinary clocks have;

The remaining part of'Dr. Komc's letterſi was read about the stones voided by

the woman at Berne -, wherein he offered his thoughts concerning their generation

Or concretion. v > * ' - '

There was alſo given in an account given by Dr. SLARE of his e'xamination of

the ſaid stones ſent to the Society ': First, that their ſpecific gravity was much

greater than that of all other calculi or tophi generated in the body ; and that it

approached nearly to the weight of other common stones, being more than 2 I; to 1

of the weight oſ water ; which is exactly the gravity of the icicles Or incrustations

made by thepetrifaction-'of water in a grotto. Secondly, that he had tried by pour

ing'on of acids u on it, and that the common Vinegar made a great ebullition

therewith : that ſpirit of vitriol diſſolved it, 'but would not keep it from precipi

tating of itſelf; but that ſpirit of ſalt wrought upon it vigorouſiy, preſently diſ

ſolved it, and keptit from precipitation, the liquor being tranſparent; but that

for want of the volatile and fixed ſalt, ſaid by Dr. Komc Wavc- been found in

thoſe stones, he could not poſitively affirm it to be an animal ubstance.

' 'Mr. Prcor preſented a ſort of black earth, dug for turſar a plate called Hulſe

near Ormſkirk in Lancaſhire, being a bituminOus ſubstance, ſmelling strong'of an

aromatic ſcent, reſembling very much that at Hoxton. He produced likewiſe a

bottle of a liquor drawn from it, which, he ſaid, had cured a perſon of \ a very
dangerous internal bruiſe. ' - - - r ' ' - ſ ſi

It was ordered, that ſignor MALPHrcn'r, Mr. szast, Mr. LEEW'ENHOLCK,

and Monſ. BAYLE be each of them preſented with one copy of Mr. NVanucHBY's

History of Fzſhrs : And, '

That Mr. New'rou's Pþz'loſapbize naturali: principia mathematim be printed forth

within quarto in a fair letter ; and that a letter be written to him to ſignify the

Society's reſolution, and to deſire his opinion as to the print, volume, cuts, &e. '

Dr.

* It is printed in the PbiIo/Zplz. Tranſact. vol.

xvi. No iRz. p. 140. ſorJune 1686.

ſſ ' Mr. I'IALLEY wrote accordingly to Mr.

New-ton on the zzd of May the following let

ter, Supplcment to letter-books, vol. iv. p. 340.

" S I R,

" Your incomparable treatiſe, intitled, Phi

" [aſhy/vice: zmturali: printipia mathematicapvas by

*' Dr. Vmcenr preſented to the Royal Society

'1 on the 28th pall; and they were ſo very ſenſi

" ble oſthe great honour you have done them by

" your dcdication, that they immediately ordered,

" you their most hearty thanks, and that the

'4 council ſhould be ſummoned to conſider about

" the riming thereof. But by reaſon of the

" prcli ent's attendance upon the king, and the

" abſence of our vice-preſidents, whom the good

U weather has draiim out oſ town, there has not

" ſince been any authentic council to refolve

U what to do in the matter, ſo that on VVedneſ

" day lall the Society in their mecting judging,

" that ſo excellent a work ought not to have its

" publication any longer delayed, reſolved to

" print it at their own charge inn large quarto of

" a fair letter; and that this their reſolution

" ſnouid
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Dr. PAPIN ſhewed an experiment about boiling of riCe in water in his new di

gester 3 which in a very little time Was become a perfect pulp, the rice being ſo

ſoft that it ſeemed in a manner diſſolved ".

'u

ſ

ſway 26. Sir JOHN HostNS was deſired-to ſtake the chair.

l

The minutes ofthe last meeting were read.

Sir JOHN Hosvas upon the inquiry made at the last mecting concerning the

times of the invention oſ the ſeveral ſorts oſ paintinn, ſaid, that one jonN DE

\ .. - '
t)'Bn UGES was vthe inventor of painting in oil-colour. * . t

A letter of Mr. WlLLlAM Morvxeux to Mr. HALLI-ZY, dated atDublin May

15, 1686 ', with the figures of the girl overgrown with horny ſubstancrs, was

produced and read'

Dr. SLOAmz mentioned an author, name-i PHlLIPP'JS INGRASSlAS, giving a like

account in his book de tumoribus.

Mr. Jonx I-IARwooo was propoſed candidate by Dr. VlNCENT.

Mr. HALLEY brought in an account of Monſ. MARror're's treatiſe-du maze-va

mcmt des two: -, and upon mentioning of the hights ofjets d'eau, Mr. Hooxt was

of opinion, that all thoſe, which exceed forty feet in hight, have ſo great a force,

that they preſcntly break into drops, and ſo ſpoil the beauty of the fountaim - --1

Mr. HOOKE likewiſe occaſionally mentioned that ice is not only lighter than

water, but has a refraction conſiderably different therefrom.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK was read, giving an account of'the tcx

" ſhould be ſignified to you and your opinion

'I thereon be deſired, that ſo it might be gone

" about with all ſpeed. I am intrusted to look

" after the primng of it, and will take care, that

" it ſhall be performed as wellas poſſible. Only

" l would first have your directions in what you

" ſhall think neceſſary for the embelliſhing there

" oſ, and particularly whether you think it not

" better, that the ſchemes ſhould be inlarged,

" which is the opinion of ſome here: but what

" you ſignify as your deſire ſhall be punctually

" obſerved. t -'

" There is one thing more, thatIought to in

" ſorm you oſ, viz. that Mr. Hooxe has ſome

" pretenſions upon the invention of the rule of

" decreaſe of gravity being reciprocally as the

" ſquares of the distanccs from the center. He

" ſays you had the notion from him, though he

" owns the dcmonſlration of the curvcs ene

" rated thereby to be wholly your own. ow

" much of this is ſo, y0u knew best; as like

" wiſe what you have to do in this matter. Only

" Mr. Hooxe ſeems to expect you ſhould make

" ſome mention oſ him in the preface, which it
" is poſſible you may ſee reaſon to refix. ctI must

" beg your pardon, that it is I, Still: ſend you

" this ungrateful account; but l thought it my

'4 duty to let you know it, that ſo vou might act

" accordingly, being in m'yſcrlſ ſully ſatisfied,

" that nothin but the greatest candour imagi

" nable is to e expected ſrom a perſon, who has

" of all men the least need to borrow reputation.

" lam, &c."

With regard to this claim of Mr. Hooxs, the

reader may ſee the letters of Mr. NEWTON and

Mr. HALLBY in the article of the former in the

General Dictima'y historical and critical, vol. vii.

' Register, vol.vi. p. 320.

" Letter-book, vol.x. p. 315.

tuſe.
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ture of bone, obſerved in his microſcopes, which he found to be compoſed of

four ſeveral ſorts of pipes or veſſels running lengthwile, and ranged in circles

' about the cavity, and propoſing an analogy between the grQWth of bones and that

or' wood by the acceſiion of new circles, as it is annually in trees, and comparing

the periosteum to the bark of the tree.

Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe about the application of the pendulum of his level

to a clock to make the vibrations thereof as ſlow as required; and he ſhewed the

manner of applying it to a watch for regulating its balance.

Mr. HALLEY ſhewed the manner of the courſe oſ the trade-winds between the

tropics in the Atlantic and the Pacitic oceans; as likewiſe of the monſoons in the

Indian ſeas, as he had learned them partly from his own experience, and partly

_ from converſation with ſeamen and from their journals ; attempting to explain their

cauſe by the rareſaction of the air, where the ſun is hottest, whereby the ſpecific

gravity of the air being diminiſhed, the cooler air, that is more remote, cornes

into its place, and drives it upwards, whereby the winds ram-is paribu: have al

ways an inclination towards the ſun. He was ordered to draw up this relation

in writing, and to publiſh it in the Philoſopbica17'2*anst1ctiom 1.

Dr. PAPIN gave in an account of an instrument for filtration of his own contriv

ance', which was by pouring the liquor into a long-necked funnel, whereby the

hight of the liquor being conſiderable', the preſſure thereof would be great upon

the pores of the filtre; which would occaſion a ſpeedier filtration. 'The experi

ment was ſhewn before the Society, and ſucceeded. -

jane 2, at a meeting of the Councn. were preſent

_ Dr. GALE vice-preſident

Sir. JOHN HOSKYNs ' Mr. HlLL .,; -'

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. PLRRY.

It was ordered, that Mr. NEWTON'S book be printed, and that Mr. HALLEY

undertake the buſineſs of looking after it, and printing it at his own charge -,

which he engaged to do :

* That the buſineſs of the Pbi/aſopbiml Tranſactious, as to the encouragement

heretofore given by the Society to the publiſhers thereof, be referred to the con

ſideration of the next meeting of the council : and

v That the conſideration oer. HALLEY's ſalary in relation to a clauſe in the orders

made Jan. 27 past concerning the Society's clerk, be referred to a fuller council :

That the council-book be ſearched as to what had been done about Mr. Hooxa's

ſalary.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir JOSEPH WXLLIAMSON

Vice-preſident in the chair. ffl a '

3 lt is printed in the P/SilojITrazſſrct. vol. xvi. NO. 183. p. '53. for July, Aug. and Scpt. 1680.

* Register, \0l vi. p. 321.

Mr
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s Mr. S'r. Gzoacz ASH ſubſcribed his name, and was admitted ſellow of the

ocrety. .

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Two notes from Monſ. JUSTEL were read -, the one about a great storm of hail

lately fallen at Liſie in Flanders b : the other about an engine uſed at Amsterdam

for quenching fire: whereupon Mr. Hooxe gave a full account of an engine,

which he conceived to be the ſame, being made with a gut or pipe of canvas to

convey the water through crooked paſſages, where our ſort of engines cannot

come to play.

Monſ. Jusret's note gave likewiſe an account of a ſmith in Germany, who

in the preſence of his friend had made iron red-hot by beating it; and of ſiles

made at Hamburgh ſo hard as not to wear at all -, and that the pumps at Ver

ſailles ſo much admired are ordinary in ths mines of Germany. r

Mr. Hooxz ſhewed the draught and contrivance of a water engine at Hackney

made by one Mr. ALDERSEY, wherein three pumps are moved by an axis with a

triple crank by means of an over- ſhot-wheel.

A book preſented to the Society by the hands of Mr. Hooxt from the author,

Mr. BOYLE, intitled A free Inqui'y into the rim/garb' received Nation of Nature i,

was delivered to Dr. Vmeanr, who was deſired to read it, and make a report of

its contents z and the author was ordered the thanks of the Society.

jane 9. Dr. GALE vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

A letter in Latin from Monſ. BAYLB to Sir JOHN Hosxvns, dated at Rotter

dam, June 8, 1686 d, was read, returning thinks to the Society for their preſent

to him of Mr. WiLLUGHBY's History of Fzſher, and promiſing upon all occaſions

to ſerve the Society in what ſhould lie in his power, and particularly in the matter

of correſpondence. -

A foreign gentleman, ſubſcribing his name GEORGIUS RASH, ſent in a letter,

incloſing, as he conceived, the ſolution of a problem, whereby the exact qua

drature of a circle might be eaſily found. It was by an algebraical method of

inquiring into the properties of a curve called by him iſobolc, becauſe it has its or

dinates increaſing in the ſame proportion as the angles made at a point in the axis.

Mr. Hooxz having peruſed it ſaid, that the curve here propoſed as new was no

other than the linea quadratrix, being an old thought of thoſe, who had attempted

ſquaring the circle. See CLAVIUS.

'* Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 22. 4 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 316.

= Printed at London, '686 in Svo.

2 Mr.
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_ Mr. CLuvtRus produced apaper ſentfrom Dr. R'UDBEcK andMnPrmrNGritR

of Upſal, deſiring that ſome ſpecimens of the ſeveral Engliſh orcs, minerals,

and stones mentioned therein, might be ſent to them, promiſing to communicate

like ſamplcs of the minerals and- ores of Sweden, if deſired.

Two papers of Dr. PAPlN * were read, the one ſhewing the great advantage

of his new contrived digester above his old one, in ſaving of fewel, which is ſo

great, that, as he computed, in twenty four. hours time r 50 pounds. of gelly

might be made with the expence of but I l pounds of coals. - Which therefore he

conceived might be of great uſe at ſea. ' . '

The other paper was about drawing the tincture of the cocao-nut in his digester,

ſo' as to- keep in all the volatile parrs thereof. He produced three tinctures drawn

from a ſmall quantity of nuts -, the first whereof was very strong both in taste and

ſmell; and excepting that it was ſomewhat too ſweet, might paſs for very good

chocolate. -

p A book lately publiſhed by EDMUND DICKENSON, M. D. concerning alche

my or the philoſopher's, stone, and intitled Epistola ad THEODORUM MUNDANUM

Philoſoplyum adeptum de guinteſſmtid Philoſapbarum is' de emi plyſiolbgizi, and cum

questionibm a/quot de ſhcreta materizi pZyſira, was preſented to the Society from the

author by Dr. St.AR£.£ . '

Mr. HALLBY read a paper, for a Pbilqſapbiral Tranſnction ', in which he gave

an account of the rule of the decreaſe of the hight of mercury in the barometer,

according as the places are elevated above the ſurface of the earth, ſhewing how

to calculate the hights of the mercury-at any hightaſiigned, and 'vice orrſh,_by

the help of the ſpaces between the aſymptote and hyperbola; or, which is the

ſame thing, by the logarithms ; andproving from the ſame hyPothelis', that the

ſphere of air cannot much exceed the hight of forty miles, both from the ex

trcme rarefaction at the hight, and from the depreſiion of the' ſun at the end of

twilight. - ' . i. - -

v. jane 36, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent _

Dr. GALE vice-preſident

Dr. ROBlNSON

Mr. MEREDl'H-l

Mr. FLAMSTEAD'

MF.PERRY.,

Sir JOHN Hosrtst

Mr. I'IERBERT

Mr. H-rnsnAw

Mr. HILL

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS and Mr. HENSHAW were ſeverally ſworn v'ice-preſidents,

According to two deputations under the hand of the preſident, then produced, and

tln: OJt'ns or' allegiance and ſupremacy were administered to them, according to the

statute in that caſe.
' Rcziiii r, vol. vl' p. '372. ' ' ſi i' a

i it i; lum; in Frailty. Tranſact. vol. xvi. N'. 181. p. 104. for May 1686'

.-'t _. 2 CLlPTON
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Cttov'rou I-lavens, M. D. Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX, and Mr. jonu HAR

WOOD Were allowed as candidates fit to be propoſed to the Society for election.

lt was ordered. that the allowance for encouraging the publication of the

Philoſhp/Jica/ Tranfizctiam by the ſecretaries taking ſixty copies of them as ſoon as

. printed, according to an order of December 13, 1682, be Continued till farther

order : and

That Mr. Hooxa be allowed his arrears for the years 1684 and 1685 ; and that

the treaſurer pay him ſixty pounds in full till Lady-day laſt.

This council do declare their ſatisfaction in the Society's choice oſ Mr. HALsz,

notwithstanding his want of the fifth qualification, concluded on by the council of

January 27 last past, which at the time of his election the Society was pleaſed to

diſpenſe with. .

At a meeting oſ the Socrarr on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice

preſident in the chair.

Mr. HALLEY made the obſervation of the variation of the needle upon the

stone in the area oſ Greſham-college, and having ſound the true meridian, the box

being applied thereto, the needle declined 4 degrees 45 min. from the north to the

west, and the needle being diverted by the application of iron restored itſelf four

ſeveral times to the ſame point exactly.

Mr. BAILEY preſented a letter written in the Chineſe character from the King of

Mindanao, one of the Philippine ifles, to the Engliſh factory at Bantam, being

very curiouſly adorned and neatly written. .

lt was ordered, that part of ſuch Engliſh ores, as the Society. had a quantity of,

be ſpared for Dr. RUDBECK, proſeſſor at Upſal; and that Dr'. LISTER and Dr.

SLOANF be deſired to ſpare what they could out of their collections, to be ſent into

Sweden by Mr. CLUVERUS.

Mr. qusnaw reported, that he had read Dr. Drestou's book, preſented

at the last meeting; and that it conſisted of letters of the author to one MUNDA

NUS, whom he affirmed to have ſeen make rojection during his inſtructions in the

ſecret of the philoſopher's stone, which ot erwile he ſhould deſpair to diſcover:

to which MUNDANUS anſwers in doubtful terms, encouraging him to proceed,

but begs his pardon for not revealing the deſired ſecret.

Two notes from Monſ. jusru were read; one givin a farther account of the

invention of an anabaptist at Arnsterdam for the quenc ing of ſires': the other

containing an extract of a letter from Aramont in Languedoc near Avignon, dared

May 28, 1686, concerning an extraordinary ſwarm of graſshoppers there h.

ſ Letter-buck, vol. xi. p. at.

F lbid. p. 23. It is printed it'th Pl/iIa/I Turnſ N'. 182. p. 147.

VOL. IV. R r r ' Sir
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'Sir JOHN HOSKYNS preſented ſome bitumen or natural pitch from Pitchford in

Shropſhire.

Dr. VINCENT returned Mr. BOYLE's Inquiry into the t'ulgchy received Nation aſ

Nature, together with an account of it, which was read.

Dr. PAprN ſhewed another experiment of weighing the air contained in a Flo

rence fiaſk, and having counterpoiſed it, when well evacuated of air, upon the

readmiſiion thereof it was found to have gained just forty grains in weight. The

quantity of water, that filled the ſaid Haſk, was four pound fourteen ounces

avoirdupoiſe. Wherefore the water of the air to that of water is as 40 to 34100

or as 1 to 850. The ſcales not being ſufficiently exact, it was deſired, that this

experiment might be repeated in ſome larger veſſel.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS produced the Arouve/Zes de [a Repub.'ique de: Letlres for the

month of May ſent to him for the Society by Monſ. BAYLE, the author.

Yzme 23. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last mecting was occaſioned a diſcourſe con

cerning the variation of the magnetic, needle; and it was ordered, that the So

"cjety's correſ ondents ſhould be written to, that they might procure obſervations

to be made o the ſaid variation in places as far distant aspoſiible.

Dr.. SLQANL produced four ſeveral ſorts of lead and tin ores, which he bestowed

on the Society for Dr. RUDBECK.

Dr. LISTBR deſired to be excuſed at that time.

Dr. HAvnasz Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX, and Mr. JOHN HARWOOD were

propoumied candidates.

Dr. SLARE gave in a paper concerning a farther examination of the stones ſent

by Dr. Komcſrom Berne, inwhich paper. Dr. SLARE affirmed the stones to

yield a ſmall quantity of. urinous ſpirit like ſpirit of harts-hornz proving it there

by to be an animal ſubstance: and; that the caput mortuum thereof would not

adhere to Mr. HAAK's strong loadstone. -

A note from Monſ. Jusrar. was read, giving an acc0unt of a book about

hygrometers then printing at Paris with cuts : that the hygrometer of the Socie

ty's invention was the first: that. an, history of the buccaniers in the West-Indies

was written by a French buccanier or pinate: that two ſhips, which ſailedfrom Brest

in France, had arrived in Batavia in the iſland ofJavain four months time, which

was looked upon without example; and that the thermometers had been exceedingly

high at Paris on Saturday the rath of this month ofJune, by reaſon of the great heats.

A paper of Dr. PAP1N_was read concerning the boiling of fiſh in 'vacuo -, in which

1 paper
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paper he propoſed, that ſo boiling it might be ſerviceable for keeping it a long

time from putrefaction 1.

Dr. SLARE produced a mineral water brought from Surrey within twenty

miles of London ; which having been kept ſeveral months in bottles afforded a.

very deep tincture from galls; whereas Tunbridge, lſlington, and other vitrio

late waters loſe that property, being kept but a very little time.

.SlrJOHN Hosvas related, that one of the Knareſborough Spaws in Yorkſhire

is very ſetid and impregnated with much ſul hur; and that it had cured ſeveral

perſons, who had been dangeroufiy ill of con umptions.

It was ordered, that Dr. PAPlN, Mr. HALLEY. and Mr. HUNT do conſider of

the means oſ making and filling a barometer after the manner propoſed by Mr.

Hooxe ; and that they get one made for the Society.

j'mze 30, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir JOHN Hosxvus vice-preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Dr.GALE

Mr. HlLL Mr. MEREDlTl-I

Mr. HAYNES Mr. ASTON.

Mr. COLWALL

Ordered, that a copy of the Hz'ſhory of Fiſher of the best paper curiouſly bound

in Turkey leather, with an inſcription or dedication therein, as likewiſe five others,

bound alſo, be ſcnt to the preſident:

That the preſident be deſired to licenſe Mr. New-rou's book intitled, sz'

[uſapr natura/is Principia matbmzatira, and dedicated to the Society : and

That the treaſurer, to encourage the meaſuring of a degree of the earth, do ive

to Mr. HALLEY fifty pounds or fifty copies of the History of Fiſhes, when he all

have meaſured a degree to the ſatisfaction of Sir CHRISTOPBIZR WRBN, the

preſident, and Sir JOHN HOSKYNS.

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice

preſident in the chair.

The minutes oſ the last meeting were read.

A letter of Mr. JOHN CASWELL to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Hart-hall Oxford,

June 29, 1686 ", was read, giving an account of the hights oſ ſome hills in Wales

and Shropſhire, together with the obſervations of the hights of the barometer,

on the tops oſ them. He mentioned, that Snowdon is 1240 yards high above the

ſea, the mercury standing thereon at 2575-0- inches above the pool : that at Cade

ridni, the highest mountain in Merionethſhire, the mercury stood at 26,J,'T in

ches; that on both mountains they were in the clouds. That at Slipstones, a

f Register, vol. vi. p. 324. k Letter-book, vol. X. p 318. " ' _
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hill in Shropfhire, the mercury stood at 28733'7, inches, when at Worthen, a neigh

bouring place, it stood at zg-Þoffz ; Slipstones being 455 yards higher than W or

then : that there was in'deed twelve hours betwixt theſe obſervations -, but that he

had found, that mercury did not move for three days after; ſo that he conſidered

the obſervations as made both at the ſame time. '

. A letter from Mr. EDWARD SMiTn, lately choſen ſecretary to-the Dublin So

ciety, dated Trinity-college Dublin, June 24, 16861, and addreſſed to the

Royal Society, was read; wherein he incloſed the minutes of the Dublin Society

from A ril 26 to May 17, incluſive, containing, among other things, an ac

count oi) great quantity of poppies ſprung up in a ſoil, where never any had

been known to grow, and where most certainly none had been ever lown;

which ſeemed an argument for ſpontaneous or equivocal productions.

A letter oſ Mr. WlLLlAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. HALLIZY, dared at Dublin, June

19, 1686 m, was read, containing ſome remarks on Mr. Hooxt's level and

barometer.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECR was read, containing his microſcopical

obſervations upon the ſeeds of ſeveral lndian plants, ſhewing how the leaves and

the part deſigned for the root and stem are wrapped up within the ſaid ſeeds.

Mr. Hooxn read a diſcourſe concerning the nature oſ the Chineſe character,

of their books, numbers, and writing, which he conceived to have been the lite

ral character of_ ſome antient language now lost, ſo that the figure remaining, and

not the ſound or potcstar thereof, it is become a real character, but incumbered

with ſo much difficulty, that there is ſcarce any other help but memory. He

was deſired to publiſh this diſcourſe, according to his intention, in a Philoſapbical

Tranſaction ".

A monstrous kitten was produced, having two ſaces joining together at the

eyes, which was in the middle of the common ſace, and was compoſed oſ the

meeting of two eyes. Upon diſiecting it was ſound to have but one oeſophagus

and one aſpera arteria, the two mouths joining in one common cavity. The en

trails were all ſingle; only the ſpina dorſi appeared double, the compagcs of the

bones of the ſkull and ſpine being most remarkable. It was ordered, that a ſke

leton ſhould be made thereof.

A farther experiment was tried of weighing the air in a conſiderable quantity in

a great glaſs bottle; and by reaſon, that the weight thereof was ſaid to be very

conſiderable, it was thought requiſite to make it equiponderent with water, that

ſo the ſcale might not be charged with too much weight. So having exhausted

the air, the bottle by the addition of weights was made just to ſink in water;

which done, the air being admitted, it was found to have gained in weight 690

grains : the capacity of the bottle in water was found 59 3052 grains; ſo that the

' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 319. n It is printed in the Pb/'Ioſ Tra'ffizct. N'. 180.

f Ibid. p. 63. ſor March and April 1686.
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ſpecific gravity oſ the air to that oſ water was at that time as 690 grains to 593052

grains, or as I to almost 860, differing very little from the experiment tried on

that day fortnight, which made it as one to 852;

A paper of Dr. PAPiN was read, ſhewing his contrivance of a ready way of ex

hausting a veſſel, and keeping the vacuum, as long as he pleaſed ; which he pro

poſed as what might be of conſiderable uſe in the preſervation of juice of plants,

fruits, and the like ".

erly 7. Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, in which mention was

made of poppies produced after a ſpontaneous manner in Ireland, no ſeed hav

ing been there ſown, nor poppies growing near; Dr. GALE related, that a field

in the pariſh of Scruton in Yorkſhire being ſown with barley, there came up

nothing but oats. See Mr. RAY's preface to his catalogue of Engliſh plants.

Mr. Hooxe's notion of the Chineſe language and characters occaſioned much

dilcourſ: about the poſe/fate; of the letters ot the antient languages z ſome being of

opinion, that their ſound was continued down to us; and Mr. HOOKE ſeeming

to maintain the contrary.

A note from Monſ. JUSTEL was read, giving an account, that a French ſhip

having lately been at the Cape of Good Hope, had been informed by the Dutch

there of an expedition, which they had made towards the tropic of Capricorn;

and that they had there found a nation, which anſwered their violins with thirty

instruments, and among the rest with one, that was a ſort of flute, which was

made with a (lit instead of holes, and a ferrel caſe, that runs up and down upon

it, according to the tone intended by it.

The ſame note mentioned likewiſe the great variety of all ſorts of fruits growing

at the Cape of Good Hope.

A letter of Dr. WALLIS to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Oxford, July 2, 1686 P,

was read, tendering his reſpects to the Society, and offering to continue the cor-'

reſpondence formerly held with the Oxford Society; which he was deſired

to do.

A paper ofDr. PAPlN was read, propoſing ſeveral advantages in refining ſugar

in t'acuo, which he conceived might be done much better, quicker, and with leſs -

trouble than after the ordinary way q.

Mr. FAITHORNE, the bookſeller, preſented the Society with the first tome of

Mr. RAY's Hzstorz'a Plantarum of the best paper fairly bound.

A letter of Mr. Ltrwmfflorcx, ciated July Io, 1686, N. S. giving a

' Register, vol. vi. p. 324.. I Register, vol. vi. p. 326.

P Letter-book, vol. x. p. 321.
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mic'roſcopical account of the texture oſoak-wood was produced and ordered tobe

tranſlated.

Mr. Hooxe ſhewed a contrivance for nicely obſerving the variations of the

magnet-ical needle -, which he promiſed to proſecute againſt the next meeting.

An account was read of a ſort of ſubstance proper for coach-glaſſes, being

tranſparent like glaſs, and impenetrable to the wind and wet 5 and of an old tomb

found near Maintenon in France, wherein were found ſkulls and bones of a larger

ſize than ordinary; and with them ſome hatchets of a green ſort of stone, called

pierrie dejade, the ſame with our turpentine, which the Indians in America uſe.

71sz 14.. A ſhirt of ſine callico without any ſeam either in the body or ſleeves

was produced by Mr. HOOKE, who having well conſidered it, offered at ſome

conjectures about the manner of weaving it -, which he promiſed to communicate in

writing.

After the reading of the minutes, a paper of Dr. PAPXN ' was read, concerning -

an experiment tending to ſhew the force, which a ſhot receives by the ruſhing of

the air into an exhausted barrel -, wherein he deſigned a farther proſecution of the

experiments ſhewn on the 3d and loth of March on that ſubject.

An account of the manner of the propagation of ſhrimps, in whoſe eggs the

embryo is perfectly formed before excluſion, after the ſame manner as ſome ſorts

of ſeeds, which contain the whole plants, being part of a letter of Mr. LEEWEN

HOECK, was read.

Monſ. BAYLE preſented by the hands of Monſ. JUSTEL the Now-elles de [a Re

puþligue des Lettrer for the month of June.

Dr. PAPIN endeavoured to try the experiment of the force of a ſhot cast out of

an exhausted barrel, by obſerving the number of very thin boards, which the bullet

would penetrate: but the apparatus not anſwering, it was ordered to be tl'ltd

again.

Mr. HALLEY read the remainder of a diſcourſe about the air, wherein he en

deavoured to explain the ſeveral phaenomena of the baroſcope by the change oſ

the wind in this temperate zone, ſuppoſing, that the air heing heaped up by the

meeting of two contrary currents might be the cauſe of its standing high; and

on the other ſide, two contrary winds blowing from the ſame place must neceſſari

ly evacuate that part of the atmoſphere, from which they blew, and conſequently

cauſe the mercury in the barometer to ſink. o

July 21, Mr. HENSHAW vice-preſident in the chair.

There was ſhewn a wind-gun of a particular contrivance, which by having its

r Register, vol. vi. p. 326.
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receptacle once filled with compreſſed air would diſcharge four ſeveral bullets

with ſo much force, as to bury the bullets in a deal board. The ſame gun would

likewiſe be charged with gun-powder ſo, that without any farther trouble than

putting in the ball, it would be ſufficient to kill five times after this.

A letter of Dr. Rrrsauus, phyſician to the Duke of Wirtemberg, conſisting

chielly of eomplements, was read.

The minutes of the Oxford Society for the month of June were read, containing

ſeveral remarkable anatomical oblervations; and, among others, an account or

worms bred in the ear.

Part of a letter from Mr. PASCAL was read, relating to an extraordinary storm

of wind and thunder on June 14th near Polden hills in Somerſetſhire about four

miles from Bridgewarer; whereby many hay-cocks were taken up into the air,

and ſome of the hay ſcattered at two miles distance.

A paper of Dr. PAptN about a way of filling the barometer with mercury, freed

as much as poſiible from air ', was read. '

A printed letter of Dr. JOHN ANDREAS STISSER, phyſician at Hamburg, in

titled De Machinisfumiductoriis curioſir, and addreſſed to the Royal Society, was

preſented by Dr. GALE from the author.

The experiment of the mercury ſinking in the barometer upon application of

heat not ſucceding, by reaſon that ſome air was got into the head of the glaſs, it

was ordered to be tried again at the next meeting, and that more quickſilver be put

into the veſſel, into which the end of the cane is immergcd.

Jmflv 28, at ameeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Dr. GALE vice-preſident,

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Asrort

Mr. HILL Mr. MEREDrTH.
ſi Dr. ROBlNSON -

It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT be paid 7 l. 10 s. for drawing and ingraving

ſeveral of the figures in the History of Fzſher:

That Mr. HUNT's ſalary for halfa year due July 14 be paid him, viz. 20 I:

That Mr. -HAM£RL0N's bill for printing off the cuts of the History of Fzſhes be

paid: and _ '

That the copies of that book be left with-ſeveral bookſellers to be diſpoſed of z

and that as good a bargainas poſſible be made with the bookſellers, notexceeding

one ſhilling a book.

f Register, vol. vi. 327.
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At a meeting of the SOCXETY on the ſame day, Mr. I'IENSHAW vice-preſident

in the chair.

Aſter the reading oſ the minutes, there happened much diſcourſe about the way

of reſerving ſhips from the worms; and it was remarked, that ſheathing with

Iea was the best expedient, and ſound to be ſo by the experience of SirANTHoNY

DEANE -, but that the carpenters finding it against their profit oppoſed it by af

firming, that the iron of the pintles of the rudders of ſhips ſo ſheat ed were much

more apt to be corroded by the ſea-water than thoſe ſheathed with wood; which

yet was a groundleſs ſuppoſition.

Dr. Rosmson thought, that it might be worth examining, whether ſome

woods would not be prooi against theſe worms, and conſequently roper for

ſheathing; into which he propoied, that tallies of ſeveral ſorts of wood)might be

laid in the ſea, where thele worms are, to ſee which was the least apt to produce

them. ' _

Mr. EveLvN was oſ opinion, that japanning or lackering might be a very

good preſervation- for ſhips; against which it was objected, that the motion of

the ſeams oſ a ſhip would be apt to crack the varniſh, and ſo the worms might

find ent'rance.

Mr. Hooxz ſaid, that true Indian lac orvarniſh is the guni of a tree; and that

it was uſually mixt with an oil ; and that it is, when green, of a very poiſonous

nature, and would make the fleſh ſwell where it had touched the ſkin.

A paper of Dr. PAPiN was read concerning an experiment of ſhooting by the

rareſaction oſ the air'z and he ſhewed the ſaid experiment of ſhooting with two

exhausted barrels, along and ſhort one; and it was found, that the longer barrel

carried farthest, and that the velocity of the lead, bein of about two ounces, out

of the longer barrel was about ſeventy ſect in a ſecon of' time.

dugust 4. Mr. HENSHAW vicerpreſzdent in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes ofthe last meeting, wherein it had been propoſed, that

Chineſe lac might be a good preſervative for ſhips, Mr. Homer: ſaid, that upon

inquiry he had found, that the. Chineſe junks are varniſhed with lac only above wa.

ter: and he obſerved, that the fabric of thoſe junks is without ribs, the planks

only laced with bambos, and ſo plaistered.

A letter of Mr. JOHN CAswuL to Mr. HALLEY, dated August 3, 1686 ",

was read, containing a farther account of his obſervations oſ the hight of the

mercury on Snowdon and other high hills in England and Wales.

An account was read oſ an experiment made by Dr. PAPIN, tending to prove,

f Register, vol. vi. p. 329. f' Letter-book, vol. Di. [_53.
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that the medium of the barometer rſiarefied, as it is, is still ſubject to be contracted

and expanded by heat and cold. -

A letter oſMr.WiLL1AM MOLYNEUX to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Dublin July

20, '686 3, was read, wherein he owned himſelf fully ſatisfied of the perform

ance of Mr. Hooxe's level -, promiſed what account he could procure of the tides

on the coast of Ireland, and gave his ſentiments about the prop: roll' way for actual

menſuration, in order to ſurvey a degree of the earth. " l atn most heartily glad,

V ſayslhe,that the Royal Society have put you upon ſo ulcſul an enquiry as the mea

" ſure of a degree upon our earth : you know there have been many attempts

" towards it, how accurate I cannot tell. Mr. Nortwoon's was received, till of

" late Monſ. PICART pretends to be more exact, and Mr. BERNARD de ponderi

V bus 8c menſuris differs a little from both. I have not time at preſent to

" conſult-the perſormances oftheſe men in this particular, and therefore am una

" ble to adviſe you what method to take in menſuration. But this I am apt to

** believe, let a hundred men try it, and they will all differ, though perhaps the

** difference may be inconſiderable. However, the attempt is laudable and de

" ſerves encouragement. I think FERNELtus's (le-termination in this matter is

V not much relied upon -, but SNELLlUS ſeems to have taken great pains herein z

" 'and indeed his country is the best adapted in the world -, it lS ſo level and even,

" one may meaſure to great exactneſs."

The Society then adjoumed after their uſual manner till farther orders.

Octaþ. 27., The Society met again by order oſ the preſident.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes oſ the last meeting, it was remarked b, that there

was good authority to prove, that ſome ſhips oſ the Romans and old Saxons were

ſewed together. This was ſuppoſed to be 01 _ly ſrmll veſſels : And it was affirmed

by the ſame perſon, that he had ſeen in England ſuch a ſewed boat, the outſide

being lined with a raw hide.

Dr. GALE propoſed likewiſe, that VViTZEN's book oſ naval architecture being

written in Dutch ſhould be procured to be tranſlated into Engliſh. lt was recom

mended to the Society to conſider of a perſon knowing in the language and ſubject

of the book, proper to tranſlate it.

Several letters from -Monſ. JUSTEL were produced and read, in one of whichc

he gave an account of an obſervation made by the Jeſuits at the Cape oſ Good

Hope, whoſe longitude they had found to be 18" to the east of Paris -, as alſo of

one CLAUDIUS, a young phyſician oſ Brellaw in Sileſia, a good master of draw

' o

7' Register, \'ol, \'i. p. zzfl. ragrnph.

I Letter-book vol. x. p. 523. t" Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 25,

h By Dr. GALB, as appenzs by the next pa
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ing, employed by Mr. VAN RHEDEN in an history oſ the plants oſ that country ;

that there were already two great volumes Full, one oſ plants, the other ofdrauohts

of them, which would be publiſhed: and that the voyage of father TACHARS, a

Jeſuit, was printing at Paris. _ '

Another letter deſcribed the manner of tranſporting the great globes made for

the cardinal D'ESTREES by father CORONELLI, deſigned to be. preſented to the

French king -, which manner was, that the large carts, in which they were to be
carried, were placed upon low wheels with four axle-trees, vthat ſo the wheels

rplightſbe changed, at the turning oſ a corner, without altering the poſition of

t e ca e.

The ſame letter gave an account of a book then printing, written by a Bernar

dine Monk, tending to prove the world 1800 years older than it is commonly

believed.

A third letter incloſed a printed paper in Italian ſrom Rome, being a deſcription

of a manner of copying any draught upon paper by help of a lens collectinff the
rays oſ the ſun, when reflected from aſpeculum on the original drauoht. r'Jlſſhis

was aſſerted by Mr. HOOKE to be the ſame or very near the ſame with the con

trivance of his picture-box long ſince ſhown before the Society at Arundel-houſe.

This letter gave likewiſe an account, that the intendant of the gallies had grow

ing in his gardens all the curious plants or America : and that hehad ſent an intelli

gent draughtſman into America, who had orders to make an exact draught of

what he ſhould find curious and uncommon.

It alſo mentioned the extraordinary diligence, which had been uſed in making

the new ſort, built by the French at Hunningen defenſible in five days.

A fourth letter d gave an account that CA MPIN] had cauſed a tube oſ IOO palms

to be made at Rome, very light, being in four pieces ſhutting into one another ;

That the. number ofthe inhabitants at Rome. not reckoning the Jews, who were

abom 30>OOO' &moynted to above IZ0,000. ſouls communiZ/u! anmlr, of which there,

died 3000 yearly. a

This letter incloſed a very curious inſcription lately ſound at Rome, in the baſe

of a pillar.

A letrer oſ Monſ. BAYLE was read, including his Nail-nella: de [a republigue des

lettres for September.

Mr. MONSON formerly elee'ted, being now returned from his travels, ſubſcribed

his name, and was admitted fellow. *

Mr. Hooxa produced a stone taken out of a quarry in the middle oſ Portland,
_* Later-book,v vol. xi. p. 25. ſſ
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wherein were the impreſſions of a ſhell of the nautilus kind, being about two feet

diameter, in ſour turns whereof part of the ſhell still continued, and there appeared

within the ſubstance thereof a ſhell like the mother of pear] of oisterſhell, which

was found to be ſo by its ſhape, taste and ſmell. He promiſed to make farther

proofthereof against the next meeting.

Dr. PAPlN gave in a paper e, containing an account of an experiment tending

to a diſcovery of a means to facilitate evaporation, ſo as to ſave both fewel and

time -, which he attempted by conveying the heat to the liquor to be evaporated

by means oſ a worm -, which in ſome meaſure anſwered his expectation. .

Noe. 3. Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

After the reading of the minutes of the last meeting, Dr. Vossws's interpreta

tion of the inſcription found on the baſe of a great pillar at Rome, read at the pre

ceding meeting, was prcduced and read ;and theinſcription and commentary were

ordered to be inſerted in the first Pbiloſopbiml Tranſactiom '.

A letter in Latin from Signor FRANCESCO SPOLETO to the Society, dared at

Venice Aug. 26. 1686 5, was preſented by Signor SAROTTI ; which letter being

chiefiy to request the Society's opinion ofa book of his ſent to them, the ſaid book

was recommended to Mr. HOOKE to peruſe, and give an account of it.

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed to the intire ſatisfaction of the Society the ſhells in and upon

the stone, which be took to he formed from a nautilus. He was deſired to get it

cut with a ſaw through the middle, to try, if any valves could be diſcovered

therein.

Then the Society being a ſufficient number proceeded to the election of the three

candidates formerly propoſed and approved by the council ; whereof Dr. CLOP

TON HAVERS being unknown to Mr. ASTON, the latter refuſed to give his ballot

either in the negative or affirmative ; by which means the election became void 5

and Mr. Asrox, deſired that_ the ſame might be recorded, which the vice-preſident

ordered accordingly.

> After this Mr. THOMAS MOLYNEUX and Mr. JOHN HARwoon were ballotted

for and elected. '

Dr. AGLIONBY preſented the Society with his book of the lives of the painters.

Two letters of Monſ. JUSTEL were read, in one of which he gave an account of

a very antient ſephulcre lately found in France near the river Eure ſuppoſed to be

older than the establiſhment oſChristianity in that country : which Dr. AGLIONBY

took home with him, and promiſed 10 tranſlate. This was ſent to the Society,

ſrom Monſ. VILLERMONT.
e Register, vol, vi. p. 329. A
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Another letter ofMonſ. Jusrar. gave an account ofa little man lately preſented

to the French king, from (Lumpercorantin in the Lower Bretagne. He was

thirty-ſeven years old, had a great beard, and his stature was but ſixteen inches.

The ſame letter gave a farther account of the tranſparent ſubstance not brittle,

and therefore proper to be uſed instead of coach-glaſſes -, that it was made of hogs

bladders, whereof there were ſome large enough to make pannels of ſixteen inchts

one way, and thirteen or fourteen the other.

It mentioned likewiſe, that 600 manuſcripts were found in tl'e castle of Buda,

ſaid to be the remains of a library of MATTHiAs Coavmus King of Hungary ;

and that there was an anſwer publiſhed in France to Sir VViLLiAM PETTY's eſſay

on The Compariſon bet-wem London and Paris. \

Dr. PAPlN ſhewed the experiment of the engine. that conſumes ſmoke, which

had been formerly communicated from France. The experiment ſucceeded ac

cording to expectation; and Sir PETER COLLlTON ſuggested, that this might be

of great uſe in diſcharging damps in mines -, which the vice-preſident approved,

fince the heavy matter of the damps lying undermost must of neceſſity come to

the furnace, and ſo be diſperſed by the fire.

A letter of Monſ. CASSIN! to Mr. Hurry, dated at Paris, October to,

16863, was read, giving an accurate account of the diſcovery of the two new ſa

tellites of Jupiter, and stating their periods and distances, with nice epochas of

their motions.

A letter of Mr. WlLLlAM MOLYNEUX to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Dublin,

September 2', 1686 h, was read, giving, amongst other things, an account of

the tides there, wherein it was remarkable, that the'v high water upon the quarter

moon falls out later by half an hour, in reſpectj of the moon's ſouthing, than in

the new and full; whereas at London the quarter moons make high water

above an hour and a quarter ſooner than the new and full.

There was likewiſe ſubmitted to the opinion of the Society a paper from the

ſame gentleman, giving the reaſon, why in a telefcope two or three glaſſes invert

objects -, and that four erect them again l : which paper the Society thought fit to

order to be printed '*:

A French paper communicated by Mr. BOYLE concerning an uncommon hail

of a prodigious bigneis and form', was read.

A letter of Dr. RElSELIUS to Mr. HALLi-zv, dated at Stutgard, October 8,

1686 ", was read, giving an account of lome books, chiefiy medical, lately print

3 lt is printed in the Pþi/qſi Tranſact. No.

'87. p. 299. for April, May, and june 1687.

h Register, vol. vi. p. 332. It is printed

in the Pbilaſ. Tranſhct. No. 184. p. '92. for

octob. 1686.

l Register, vol. vi. p. 333.

k P/Ji/oſ Train/I vol. xvi. N'. 183. p. 169.

l Register, vol. vi. p. 330.

I Letter-book, vol. x. p. 328.

ed
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edin Germany and elſewhere, and concerning Mr. Hooxa's barometcr, and the

method of staining the lapis calchedonius, &e. Which letter (it being late) was

referred to another meeting.

Tw. IO. Sir EDMUND ch was deſired to take the chair in the abſence of the

vice preſidents.

Sir EDMUND ch gave an account of a patient oſ an acquaintance oſ his, who

was ſeventy five years of age, when he died, and for twelve years before his

death began to ſuſpect his own understanding, and became very melancholy, and
at length fell into a kind oi'mopiſhnelſis or fatuity, and at last died. Upon diſſection

Sir EoMUNn found, that there was a very large stone in the gall, but that the

rest of the viſcera were ſound. But he obſerved, that the brain was ſhrunk about

a third part, and that there was about a pint of water between the meninges fill

ing up the cavity. Afterwards examining the glandula pinealis, ſaid by Monſ.

nes CARTBS to be the ſeat ofthe ſoul, he found, that there was in it a stone very

large in proportion to the gland, in which it was ſound, ſo that it ſeemed to fill

it, and was covered with the ſkin thereof. He ſhewed the stone, and at the rc- '

quest of the Society promiſed to give in writing a full account thereof ".

One Mr. BULLOCK, a carpenter, made a propoſal to the Society of an invention

of his in mechanics, whereby he pretended to be able to increaſe force to ſuch a

degree, as that two men ſhould be able to move or raiſe as great a weight as many

oxen.

Sir EDMUND Krno related, that in digging ſor a Common ſewer near Christ's

Hoſpital ſeveral coffins were dug up; amongſt which was one, wherein the body

was dried up like bacon, and being cut with an axe,_ it cut like an over-dried neat's

tongue; and another, wherein there was a body formed as it were in dust, the

bones and all being mouldcred into powder.

The verbal proceſs upon the diſcovery of an antient ſepulchre in the village oF

Cocherel upon the river Eure in France *, communicated by Monſ. JUSTEL, and

tranſlated from the French by Dr. AGLIONBY, was read.

Now. 17, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Mr. HENSHAW vice- preſident

Sir Jonn HOSKYNS Mr. HERBERT

Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY Mr. HAYNES

Mr. HlLL Mr. PERRY.

Mr. MEREDITH

It was ordered, that Dr. PAPiN be allowed half a year's ſalary due to him at

Michaelmas last :

' Register, 'Iol vi. p. 335. Philq/I Tranſact. N'. 185. p. 228.

' lbid. p. 221. for November and December.

Mr.
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That Mr. JOHN Hurs, stationer,_be allowed his bill for paper delivered ſor
the cuts oſ the Htsto'y of fiſhes, beingſi 161: and

That Mr. HOOKF. be allowed his bill of charges, being 3 l. los. in full of all

his expences to this day.

Mr. MEARES, ſon of Sir THOMAS MEARBS, was propoſed to the council asa

candidate, and balloted for and approved for election.

I

It was ordered, that Mr. Pirrrun's tranſlation of the Memoires pour stm'z'r (I

I'Histaire naturel/e des Anrmaur be licenſed : and

That Mr. FLAMSTEAD'S tide-table for the year 1687 be printed P.

At a meeting oſ the SOCIETY on the lame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvxs

vice-preſident in the chair.

A committee was ballotted for and choſen to audit the treaſurer's accounts,

conhsting oſ Mr. WALLER, Mr. Louwrcx, Mr. HOUCHTON, Mr. PlTFlELD,

and Mr. CLUVERUS. '

Dr. Ctorrrox HAVERS was elected a fellow.

The minutes of the last meeting were read, as alſo the statutes concerning the

method of election of the council and officers, according to custom.

Mr. Homer: gave an account of the book of Signor FRANCESCO SPOLETo,

which had been recommended to his peruſal. He ſaid, that the author had well

determined the problem of the preſſure of a body on an inclined plain : but that

to the ſecond part concerning the ſeparation of the gall in the liver he could nor ſo

readily aſſent.

He likewiſe remarked, that the manner oſ evacuating damps in the mines

at Leige was after the manner of the French engine ſor conſuming ſmoke.

Dr. TYSON and Dr. SLOANI; affirrted, that the petrifaction oſ the glandula

pinealis was not a very extraordinary caſe -, and that there were ſeveral instances of

this accident in authors 3 and among others in Dr. REGNER DE GRAAF Dcfigcm

pancreatico; but that the like stupidity with that mentioned by Sir EDMUND

KlNG was not found in thoſe caſes. -

Dr. TYSON obſerved, that in the head of a madman, who died in the hoſpital

of Bedlam, he had ſound two or three ſmall bladders of water. '

Sir RICHARD BULKELEY ſaid, that he had been informed oſ a gentleman at

Cambridge, a good poet and mathematician, who, after his death was ſound to

have no part of his brain ſOUnd, but all wasted away to a finall matter, and like a

r xt is printed in the Pbi/oſ Tranſilct. NO. 185. p. 232.

lump
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lump of putrefaction ; and that when alive he had no Other ſymptom than that he
could not endure the heat of the ſun On his head. . ' ſſ

'Dr. SLOANE remarked, that he had been informed,' that at Tholouſe, where

they ſhewed the dead bodies preſerved in a vault from putrefaction, there had for

merly been a lime-kiln, or elſe a great heap of lime laid; whereby the earth

being impregnated with its adust particles became this preſervative : butthat the

reſt of the earth thereabout had no ſuch quality.

Mr. PACKER ſaid, that he had been informed, that there was a body dug up

in East-Cheap, which had been long buried, but appeared very freſh, as if new

ly laid in the ground -, but upon admiſſion of the air it putrefied immediately.

Dr. TYSON ſhewed an embryo, as he believed, of about ſix weeks or two

months. It was ſwimming in the liquor of the amnion (which was very full) and

was ſuſpended by the vaſa umbilicalia from the coat of the ammion.

He obſerved, that the chorion, which he had ſeparated, was plainly vaſcular,

and tacked all over by veſſels to the amnion.

Two papers of Dr. PAPIN ' were read, the one about farther improvement of

his digesting engine ; the other about a new way of preſerving fruit by boiling it

in wcuo. He produced ſome currans preſerved after that manner, and ſaid,

that by a mercurial gage he found, that there had at first been air enough pro

duced to counterpoiſe a third part of the preſſure of the atmoſphere; but that af

terwards that ſubstance or vapour returned into the fruit. He produced likewiſe

ſome Cherries ſo preſerved. The juice and ſmell,of borh were found very good,

and the method of preſerving approved. '

Nov. 24.. Sir JOHN Hosxvus vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting it was affirmed by Dr SLOANE,

that quick-lime destroys the volatile ſalt of ſal armoniac; but this aſſertion was

oppoſed by Dr. PiTT and Dr. Roamsox, who ſaid, that the mixture of quick

limewith ſal armoniac in distillation does not destroy the volatile ſalt; but that

rather it agitates it to that degree, that no part will riſe in a dry form, but all in

liquor, which by this manner of distillation is drawn much more pungent than by

the ordinary way.

Dr. Roamson affirmed, that the mummies or bodies dried in the ſands of Africa

will neither relent nor periſh by moisture.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL was read, wherein he gave an account of new globes

to be made at Paris by Father CORONELLI, who made thoſe for the Cardinal

D'Esrnces of fourteen feet diameter. Theſe leſſer were to be about three ſcet

and a half, and would be afforded for ſixteen Louis d'or to thoſe, who would ad

'A Register, vol. vi. p. 337, 338. '

2 vance
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Vance to encourage the work: and that the ſame father had a deſign to undertake

a new Atlas.

Mr. THOMAs MOLYNEUX preſented from his brother, Mr. WlLL'AM MOLY

NEUX of Dublin, his book, intitled Sciotberirum lelcfiapicum, or a new Contrivanre

aſ adapting a Teleſcope to a horizon/al Did!for olſerving the Moment of Time by day or

Night b.

The statutes were then read, according to custom, this being the meeting next

preceding the anniverſary election.

A letter of Dr.WAr.Lis to Mr. HALLEY dared at Oxford, November 8, 1686 c,

was read, wherein he mentions to have ſeen a child, whoſe hands and feet were

each articulated with five fingers and toes beſides the thumbs and great toes;

and thoſe not at all monstrous, but as well proportioned as the four ordinarily are.

This letter gave likewiſe an account of an uncommon dropſy in a maid, out of

whoſe belly was taken ſixty three quarts of water by meaſure ; and approved of

Mr. Hooxe's remarks on the China character, most of which Dr. WALLIS had

found to be true by former inquiries into the Chineſe books in the Bodlcian

library.

Dr. PITT upon occaſion of this letter gave his opinion concerning the cauſe of

the dropſy, which he conceived not to proceed from the breaking of the lymphe

ducts in the abdomen, as ſome had thought, but rather from an obstruction of the

glands, whereby a due ſeparation of the ſerum not being made, it falls ſometimes

in ſuch prodigious quantities into the belly.

Upon the mention of the embryo ſhewn at the last meeting by Dr. TYSON,

and ſaid to be of about ſix weeks or two months, Dr. PITT ſaid, that according

to the obſervation of Dr. HARVEY in his book De Gcmratiolze no embryo can be

diſcerned in the womb till after two months conception.

A letter of Mr. Hrvzuus, dared at Dantzick, April 17, 1686, N. S.**, was

read, returning thanks to the Society for their preſent of the History of Fzſhrs ; and
communicating his oblervations of the eclipſe otſijupiter by the moon, March 31,

1686; and justifying Mr. OLDENBURG against an aſperſion of Mr. Hooms, who

had repreſented, that the former had written to Mr. Hevzuus more and different

things, that? he had been directed to do by the Royal Society.

A-paper of Dr. PAPtN was read, containing a demonstration of the velocity,

wherewith the air ruſhes into an exhausted receiver. This he endeavoured to

make out by comparing it with the velocity of water and that of other liquors,

that are more ponderous, when under the ſame preſſure. The Sasiety approving

b Printed at Dublin, 1686 in 4to. 4 Ibid. p. 333.

5 Letter-book, vol. x. p. 331.

the
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the deſign ordered the paper to be registered, and publiſhed in the sz'loſhpbical

_fl"ranſactiom '.

Nav. 29, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Vice-preſident

The Earl of Carbery Mr. HAYNES

Sir CYRIL WYCHB ' Mr. PERRY_

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. ASTON.

It was reſolved, that there is a neceſſity of a new election of a clerk in the place

of Mr. HALLEY', and that it be put to the ballot, whether he be continued

or not.

lt was ordered, that the treaſurer pay Mr. HALLEY 13 I. lO 5. in full for five

dozen of Philoſopþiml Tranſactiom of a ſort from N*. 179 to Ne. 18 3 incluſive,

which had been delivered for the Society's uſe to Mr. HUNT.

That at the neXt council a committee be appointed to inſpect the books of the

Society, to ſee, whether the entries be duly made: and

That Dr. PAPIN's book of Experiments about the improvement of the new

digester and air-pump be licenſed to be printed; which was done by the vice

preſident.

Now. 30 being the anniverſary day of election, the following eleven members

were continued of the council,

The Earl of Carbery Sir JOHN HOSKYNS

Mr. COLWALL Mr. PEPYs '

Mr. EVELYN Sir JOSBPH WlLLIAMSON

Dr. GALE Sir CYRIL WYCHE

Mr. HENSHAW Sir CHRXSTOPHER WREN.

Mr. HILL

The ten choſen into the council were

Dr. AGLIONBY Mr. Lanwrcx

Mr. CREED ' Sir JOHN LOWTHER

Sir ANTHONY DEAN Mr. PACKER

Mr. HOOKE _Mr. PITFIELD

Sir EDMUND KING * Mr. WALLBR

The officers elected were

The Earl of Carbery preſident:

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS L . ,
Dr. GALE ſecretaries .

Mr. HILL treaſurer. r .

* Register, vol. vi. p. 3 39. It is printed in the Pbihſhſh. Trmzfl No 184. p, j93_ ._

VOL. IV. T t t BetWeeri
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Between this and the former anniverſary election the Society lost a very learned

member,

JOHN PEARSON, D. D. Lord Biſhop ofChester, who was ſon of Mr. ROBERT

PEARSON, rector of Creak and Snoring in Norfolk, by ELIZABETH, one of the

daughters of Dr. RICHARD VAUGHAN, ſucceſſively Biſhop of Bangor, Chester,

and London. He was born at Snoring. February 12, 16r>}, and ſent in May,

162 3, to hton ſchool, from whence he was elected to King's-college Cambridge

in April, 1632. He took the degree of bachelor of arts in 1635, and that of

master in 1639, in which year he reſigned his fellowſhip of the college, and lived

afterwards a icllow commoner in it. The ſame year he entered into holy orders,

and on the 30th of December was collated to the prebend of Netherhaven in the

church of &art-m. ln June, 1640, he was appointed Chaplain to JOBN. Lord

Finch, lord keeper oſ the great ſeal ofEngland, by whom in December that year

he was preſented to the living of Torrington in Suffolk. Upon the breaking out of

the civil wars he became Chaplain to the Lord Goring, whom he attended in the

army; and afterwards to Sir ROBERT COOK in London. In 1650 he was made

minister of St. Clements East-Cheap in London '. In 1657 he and Mr. Pi-z'rr-zrt

GUNNlNG, afterwards Biſhop of Ely, had a diſpute with tchoman catholics upon

the ſubject of ſchiſm ; a partial account oſ which was publiſhed the year follow

ing at Paris 3. In the year 1659 he publiſhed at London in 4t0 his Expoſition of

the Crecd, dedicated to his pariſhioners of St, Clemenzs East-Cheap, to whom

the ſubstance of that excellent work had been preached ſeveral years beſore in

the form ofſermons, and by whom he had been deſired to make them public.

This book was afterwards reprinted at London in folio with conſiderable improve

ments. In the ſame year, 1659, he publiſhed there in 4to The GoldenRemaim oft/1'

tow-memorable .Mr.J0HN HALES of Elan Callege, to which he prefixed a preface, con

taining the character of that great man drawn with great elegance and force. Soon

after the restoration he was preſented by Dr-VVILLIAMJUXON then Biſhop of LOn.

don to the rectory of St. Christopher's in London, to which he was collated on the

1 7th ofAug. 1 (1 60."-, and in the beginning of the next month was created, together

with ſeveral other eminent men, doctor of divinity at the univerſity oſ Cambridge in

purſuance of the King's letters mandatory 1. On the 22d of the ſame month he was

installed prebendary of Ely k, and on the 26th archdeacon of Surrey ; and before

the end of the year was made master of Jeſus-college in Cambridge, and ſucceed

ed Dr. Love in the Margaret proſeſſorſhip ofdivinity in that univerſity '., March

25, 1665, he was nominated one of the commiſfioners for the review of the li

turgy in the conference at the Savoy "' -, and on the 17th of October following was

installed in the first prebend of the cathedral ofEly ". April 14th 1662 he was

admitted master of Trinity college in Cambridge, in the room of Dr. HENRY

ſ General Dicti'onary, article of PEARSON ' Biſhop KENNH-'s register and chronicle, p.

UOHN) Vol. VſII. p. 234. 25"

l Ibid note (A). '* lbid. p. 880. ' Ibid. p. 547.

h Naweouu- Repeitorium Eccleſiast. Vol, I. "l lbid. p. 398. _'* ibid. p. 547.

ſ'- 325
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FERNB, advanced to the biſhopric ofChester o ; and in Aug. following he reſign'

ed his rectory of St. Christopher's", and his prebend of Netherhaven in the church

of Saliſbury q. February 21, 1663, he was propoſed candidate of the Royal Socie

ty, and being on the 14th of March elected fellow, was admitted April 25th,

1667. In 1672 he publiſhed at Cambridge in 4to, Virdiciffl Epistalm-um S. IGNA

Tll, in anſwer to Monſ. DAILLE'. To which is ſubjoined ISAACl Vossu Epi

sto/a: dud' rid-verſw DAVlDEM BLONDELLUM. Upon the death of Dr. WlLKlNS,

Biſhop of Chester, November 19, 1672, Dr. PEARSOV was promoth to that

ſee, to which he was conſecrated, February 9, 167;, In 1682 his Amid/at CY
-PRIANlCI, ſiee trederim Amor-um, qtlzſibus S. CYPR lANUS inter-Cbrzstitmar Iriſ/lily; est,

bi-'toria Chronologica, was publiſhed at Oxford in folio with Biſhop FELL's edition

of that father's works. The Biſho of Chester was diſabled from all public ſer

vice by an ill state of health a eonſi erable time before his death, which happened

at Chester, july 16, 1686. Two years after his posthumous works were pub

liſhed by Mr. Doowau. at London in 4t0 under the following title : Cl. JOANNlS

PEARSONI, Ce/lricrffir nuper Epiſcopi, Oprra post/alum : De ſerie primer-um Rome

Epiſroporum Diffzrtationer duce: quibur pra-figtmtur Amid/es PAULtNr U Lectiones in

ſicta Apzzſlolcrzrm. Edenda curat'it (If auxit H. DODWELLUS, rujus afflfft de ta

demfitcceſſone Differth ſingular-is. Beſides the works abovementioned the Biſhop

publiſhed two ſermons, one printed at London, 1661, in 4to, intitled No NCC'ſſU

fora Reformzztian; and the other preached before the King, March 19, 1671,

on Eccleſ. xii. 14. and publiſhed by his Majesty's ſpecial command, London

1671 in 4to. ' .

Dec. 1, The Earl of Carbery preſident in the chair.

His Lordſhip as preſident took the oaths of allegiance and ſupremacy according

to the statutes; and appointed SAMUEL PEPYS, Elq; Sir JOSEPH WILLIAMSON,

Sir JOHN Hosvas, Sir CYRiL WYCHE, THOMAS HENSHAW, Eſq; and THoz

MAS GALE, D. D. his vice-preſidents for the year enſuing.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Dr. SLOANE affirmed, that

having mixed ſalt of hartſhorn and quick-lime together, and then trying to ſub

lime the ſalt again, he had found, that none of it would riſe in the ſ'orm of ſalt,

but that it would be all converted into liquor or ſpirit.

He likewiſe obſerved, that he had formerly with ſome others made a muſcular

diſſection of a human body at Montpellier; and that to preferve the body from

putrefaction, the bowels being taken out, they infuſed a tincture of myrrh and

aloes drawn with ſpirit of wine, and kept it covered with fir-ſhavings in a coffin,

whereby it was preſerved three months in the middle of ſummer.

He obſerved alſo, that cedar-dust is esteemed the best preſervative in this caſe;

but that it was not procurable at Montpellier.

P Kizxsrr, p. 547. P NEWCOURT, ulii ſhpm. q KENNET, p. 744..

Tttz Sir
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Sir JOHN Hosxvns was of opinion, that all the true mummy is from the em

balmed bodies of Egypt; and that the relations, that one ſort is from bodies

buried and dried in the ſands, are probably fabulous; at, least worth farther

- inquiry.

Mr. CLUVERUS was deſired to peruſe Mr. 'WrLLlAM Motvneux's Sriotericum

tc/r'ſcopicum, and to report to the Society the contents of it.

A letter of Dr. WALLlS to Mr. HALLEY, dated Oxford, November "25,

1686', was read, giving an account of what paſſed in the Society at Oxford.

The letter was as follows: -

" Our ſecretary, Mr. BAlNBRlG, being not yet returned, I ſend you this ac

" count of what we have been doing. Yours I communicated to our company 3

ſ' who were well pleaſed with it. The name of the child, I mentioned in my last,

** is DAViD RICH-\RDSON, ſon of JOHN chuannson, a barber, lately in St,

Martin's lane London; but now dead. The mother carries the child from

place to place to ſhew; expecting to be gratified for ſo doing. He hath not

two thumbs on one hand (as, l gueſs by yours, you did mistake me) but on.

each hand one (as we have) and five other fingers instead of our four, all in

good proportion (at least if the thumbs be not, as they ſeemed to me, ſome

what too little ;) and manageable (for ought Idiſcerned) as ours are, with

'* the advantage of one finger more on each hand : the ſix toes on each foot just

" as our five are.

G'.

It

s'

is

u

'i

" The experiment I propoſed in my last, we find (upon diſcourſe of it here)

to have been tried amongst the Florentine experiments, number 12 of project

" ed bodies; and that the horizontal projection doth but little (if at all) hinder

** the perpendicular deſcent. Somewhat it ſeems to do: and the like we find to.

be in ſwimming and flying.

H

" Beſide the caſe of Mr. BROWN, we had here (the last year) in Mr. Honces

" (parſon of Wightam) of Baliol-college, who died there of a dropſy, ſeven

" gallons of water taken out of his body :, which was then thought very much -,

" till that of I 5% gallons taken out of Mr. BROWN. We made preparation fo'

" obſerving the eclipſe last Friday; but the weather was ſuch, that no moon was

" to be ſeen all night. We hope it proved better with you.

t " We had a particular account of an obſervation made at Saliſbury in No

" vember, 1684, by Colonel WINDHAM, and Mr. WARNER, of the altitude

'* of quickſilver in a baroſcopc, at ſeveral hights between ground to the top of

" the ſpire; and at what proportions it decreaſed.

" Dr. PLOT gave us an account of a strangely great cucumber, meaſured by

U himſelf, this ſummer, August 27, in the garden of Dr. JACOB (a phyſician

there) in length 3 feet to; inches (which is more than an ell long) and in com

* Letter-book, vol. x. p.34o.

-" paſs
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paſs at the greatest part nine inches; near the stalk ſix inches. A giant to

your little man of France. He meaſured it again September 18, when it was

ſomewhat leſs, in length three feet 95, inches : in compaſs nine inches in the

biggest part, and 51, near the stalk : And October 13, much the ſame meaſure.

He takes it to be the cucumis anguinus oſ boranists.

" We had an account of Mr. VVELLs here in Holywell, 'a cook about ſixty

ſeven years old, who has been troubled with the gout twenty-five years. He

constantly cures himſelf by drinking beer or ale, in which mustard-ſeed is

steeped : and the ſame hath been ſound beneficial to others. Into a gallon of

table beer he puts half a pint of mustard-ſeed, and lets it stand nine or ten

days.

" Dr. PLOT informs, that Sir 'WiLLIAM ROOK near Canterbury, in a de

plorable condition by a dropſy, was at length adviſed to steep four Cloves of

garlic in each uart oſ ale he drank at meals or otherwiſe ; and was thereby

restored to perfect health in about a month's time.

'* Mr. MUSGRAVE inſorms from a phyſician in the country, that he cured a

rheumatiſm by giving a strong vomit each day for four or five days together.

" He informs oſ a new fiſhing trade of herrings, begun in Somerſetſhire : the

coming oſ herrings up the Severn nor known before this year; and now in

great quantities.

" A copy oſ a letter from R. P. vicar of Kildwiek in Yorkſhire gives account

of an extraordinary eruption of water in June last 5 whereby the inhabitant of

Kettlewell and Starbotten in Craven in Yorkſhire ſuffered great damage. lt

was after a great clap of thunder: the rock on the east ſide of them was ſeen

by divers eye-witneſſes viſibly to open, and water to ſpout up in the air as high

as an ordinary steeple : and the current of water thence continued ſor about an

hour and half violently down the hill, as in one intire body, with a breast, as

iſ it would drown the whole towns. Several houſes were quite demoliſhed, and

not a stone left -, others gravelled up to the chamber-windows, and great tocks

thrown down from the hill into the valley, and thereby immoveable : and

much more damage of goods, cattle and meadows. Since that first flood, there

have been two others, but not ſo great and dangerous. Theſe are the chief,

of what hath occured to us ſince my last. I am yours to ſerve you,

** JOHN VVALLIS."

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS produced ſome ſmall cubical grains oſ a ſubstance reſembling

a marcaſite, which were very near true cubes, each ſide about the eighth part oſ

an inch.

Dr. SLOANE remarked, that ſuch cubical grains were ſound in Yorkſhire, and

were a ſort ofpyrites.

A
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A letter oſ JoHN thCHARn VALVASOR of Carniola to Dr. GALE, dated at

Wagenſperg in Carniola, Aug. 29. 1686. N. S. ' was read, containing a me

thod of casting braſs statues of' an extraordinary thinneſs, which, as was alledged

by Mr. Hooxe, was according to the proceſs commonly uſed z the only invention

conſisting in the addition of a third part of biſmuth or zink to his braſs, whereby

it would be made to run much better, and by conſequence cast a thinner statue.

This letter was delivered to Dr. AGLlONBY, who was deſired to conſider well oſ

it, and inform himſelf in the practice ofour artificers, in order to return an anſwer.

A paper oſ Dr.PAPm was read about the application ofhis digester to the baking
of bread, as he had contrived it to turn like a ſpit b. He produced ſome bread

baked after this manner,whichſeemed a little dough-baked,poffibly for want of time.

Mr. FRANCts LODWlCK was ſworn of the council.

Decemþ. 8. Sir J'OHN Hosvas, Sir CYRHL WYCHE, and Dr. GALE took the

uſual oath of vice-preſident of the Royal Society before the preſident and ſeven of

the council, as likewiſe the oaths of allegiance and ſupremacy, according to the

charter.

The preſident being withdrawn, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS took the chair.

Upon the reading of the minutes it was remarked, that cedar ſaw-dust was made

uſe of for preſerving the bodies of animals brought from the West-lndies.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS obſerved, that he had heard, that the balm ofGilead, com
monly ſold for ſuch, was the ſap or juice of the eastern coniiſierous cedar, or cedar

of Libanus.

Dr. GALE related the cure of a dropſy in two perſons, well known _to him, by

the uſe of mustard-ſeed in their drink.

Dr. PITT ſaid, that the uſual method oſvomiting and purging does not always

ſucceed in the cure of rheumatiſms -, and that ſometimes, on the contrary, the diſ

eaſe is more exaſperated thereby. '

Dr. Ronmson ſaid, that there were cubical grains of hmmatites found near

Helmeſiey in Yorkſhire.

Mr. HOOKE mentioned, that he had ſome ſuch given him by Mr. WINTHROP,

brought from New England, and which were true amethysts, and tranſparent,

Dr. ROBINSON remarked, that upon great rains it is a common thlng ln the

VVoulds and in Craven in Yorkſhire, to have great eruptions of water out of the

I Letter-book, vol. x. p. 744. A tranſlation oſ part oſ it is printed in the Pþ/lcjſ Trmy'izct. N'.

186. p. 259, U Register, vol. vi. p. 341.

ſides
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ſides of the hills z and that he himſelſ had ſeen it ſpout two yards high out of the

earth.

Mr. PAGET ſaid, that about five miles S. W. from Kettlewel in Yorkſhire.

there is a lake, out of which, as by a jet d'cau, the water ſpouts out below, and

becomes the head of the river Aar.

Dr. GALE mentioned, that there had been lately diſcovered a valuable copper

mine in the biſhoprick of Durham, which was granted to the dean of Durham.

Mr. HENSHAW preſented to the Society ſome of the roots of the astragalus ſyl

vaticus, ſaid in the prodromzs St'fitid illustrate of Dr. SlBBALD to be uſed in Scot

land to prevent hunger and wearineſs. It had a taste like liquorice, and grew

plentifully on Hamstcad-heath.

Mr. AUBREY produced a nautilus cast in the ſubstance of the pyrites or vitriol

ſtone, being of a braſs colour, found in a chalk>pit.

Ml'.C,LUV£RUS gave in an account of Mr. MOLYNEUX's Sciatericum le/eſcopicum -,

which account was read, and ordered to be inſerted in the Pbi/oſopbiml Tranſ

actions c.

Mr. MEARES was elected a fellow.

Mr. VViLLiAM MOLYNEux's obſervations made at Dublin of' the eclipſe oſ the

moon November 19, 1686 a were communicated. The beginning of it was at',

9 hours 25' or 27' ſomewhat dubious -, the end accurately obſerved at 12 hours

4.' ; the quantity and duration agreeing exactly with the calculus of the epheme

rides dedicated to the Royal Society.

Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe of his, propoſing ſeveral queries concerning ſhells

and the like petrified ſubstances found deep under ground and on the tops of hills,

as nautili, helmet-stones =, and the like z_ and he produced very elegant figures of

thoſe ſubstances drawn by himſelf.

A letter of Mr. WILLIAM Corns oſ Bristol, dared there Decemb. 3 1686 ',,

was read relating to the purple fiſh, and accompanying ſeven ſeveral pieces of lin

nen-cloth stained with the purple colour, and ſent up tor Monſ. HUET, biſhop of

Soiſſons,

A propoſal by way of addreſs to the Society from Monſ. CLAUDE BARDON,

profeſſor oſ the mathematics, was read, deſiring their encouragement to proceed

in a deſign of cauſing arithmetical tables to be ingraven. on copper for the ready

working of multiplication, diviſion, &a. '

e No lglþ p_ 21?" ' See his Prstbumozu 'wonſ-1, p. 28', Uſiqg.

ſſ' "' They are printh in the Pþz'a'qſep/z. TrarLſ-zfi. ſ Letter-book, voi x. p. 346.

No 185. p. 256.

, _ DeremIA2
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Dercmb. 15. Sir JOHN Ilosxvus vice-preſident in the chair.

\

Dr. I'IAVERS ſubſcribed his name, and was admitted fellow.

Mr. HOOKE was of opinion, that the cubical grainsilately ſhewn before the So

ciety derive their figure from the coagulation of particles impregnated with a ma

ri'ne ſalt. - -

Upon mention ofthe eruption of water on the ſides of the hills in Yorkſhire,

ſignor SARO'I'Tl ſaid, that it was a common thing to have ſuch fpouts in the hills

or the kingdom of Naples.

Mr. HOOKE on this occaſion mentioned the instance of the river Mole in Sur

rey, which goes under the hills at Darking, and riſes again at Leather-head, after

the ſame manner as thoſe ſprings in Yorkſhire, where ſome extraordinary fall gives

them the impetus, wherewith they break out. '

Dr. SLOANE read part of a letter written to himſelfconcerning aſivery impetuous

hurricane near Montpellier about the zd of October past, occaſioned, or rather

preceded by the colliſion of two clouds, one coming from the land, the other

from the ſea -, whence without any thunder proceeded a flaſh of Lightning and a

great hail, which was immediately followed by a most violent tempest of wind.

L'lr. Hooxr read a farther diſcourſe of his, by way of introduction to a theory

of his concerning the petrified ſhells and ſuch like ſubstances found in the bowels of

the earth, and on the tops of hills.

Mr. CLUVERUS preſented from the author Mr.VAGETlUS the Iſagage pbjſſalagird

JUNGII, lately publiſhed by him.

He produced a book of Monſ. MALLEMONT m: MESSANGE, intitled, Legrand
Eifamrux problem de [a uadrature du ccrclc reſolu grometrigucſimcrtt par le (err/e is' la

ligne droite 5 -, which boo Mr. CLUVERUS ſaid he had examined, and found the pa

ralogiſms, which he promiſed to make out before the Society at their next

meeting.

An extract of a letter from Rome to ſignor SAROTTI, dated Novemb. 16 last ',

was communicated by him to the Society, containing the deſcription of an um

lately diſcovered in a ſepulchre by the late inundation of the Tiber z which urn,

upon being opened. was found to exhale a very strong bituminous fcent, and to

have in it an oily ſubstance contained in an earthen pot, which grew hard upon

admiſſion of the outward air. This was by ſome at Rome ſuppoſed to be one of

thoſe perpetual lamps mentioned by the antients.

t Printed at Paris 1685 in 12. l' Letter-book, vol. x. p. 348. It is printed in the Plain/I

Trmzfi N"185. p. 22_r.

. - 2 The
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The latter part of Dr. Ralsauus's letter to "Mr. HALLEY of October 8, was

read, wherein. among other things, he excuſes the not having tried ſufficiently

the effects of the Wirtemberg ſyphon, pretended by the inventor to be capable of

evacuating water at the top thereof, and to run when above fifty feet high. This

letter was ordered to be filed ' , and anſwered.

Dr. PAPIN geve in a paper " mentioning, that there had been tried in Venice

in ſignor SAROTTr's academy the exPeriment of a fiint and steel in "canto, which he

ſaid would not strike fire without the air. He now ſhewed the experiment before

the Society, and having contrived to thrust down the trigger of a pistol in an ex

hausted receiver, it was ſound, that the fire, which followed the fall of the cock,

was ſcarce perceptible; whereas when the air"was admitted, the ſparks thereof gave

'vivid light.

Decemb. 22, the earl of CARBERY preſident in the chair.

Sir WlLLIAM PETTY produced a defence of his Effays in political arithmetic

concerning the comparati've magnitudes, 'wealth and people ofLondon and Paris z which

defence was read, and he promiſed to lodge it with the Society.

Upon the reading of the minutes, Sir WILLIAM PETTY mentioned an instance

ofan hill in lreland, out of which in wet weather there were great eruptions of

water.

A aper oſ Dr. PAPiN 1 about ſhooting a ſpherical bullet by exhausting the air

out o the barrel was read, and the experiment ſheer : but by reaſon of the night,

the fall of the bullet could not be ſeen, and therefore the experiment was ordered

to be made ſome other time.

The earl of PEMBROKE informed the Society, that he had obſerved the iron

plug uſed in Savoy to blow up rocks with gun-powder, to differ conſiderably from

that in the repofitory, the cylinder of the former being ſplit nearlyin the dia

gonal 5 whereas the latter had only a ſmall additional wedge.

Mr. Hooxa read a continuation of his diſcourſe concerning ſhells, &c. wherein

he gave ſeveral material instances to prove, that there have been very great changes

in the earth's ſurface, as of rows of oisterſhells found in a cliff in the Alps, ſea

ſand and ſhells at a great depth in St. James's fields, and the like ſhells obſerved

by himſelf at a great hight from the ſea in a cliff in the Iſle of Wight.

A letter of Monſ. JUSTEL was read concerning a curious relation of China,

then printing in French at Paris ; of the reſents and embaſſy ſending by the French

king to Siam; and of ſeveral books late y printed, or then in the preſs at Paris.

J Letter-book, vol. x. p. 328. l' Register, vol. vi. p. 342. ' lbid. p. 343.

- VOL. IV. U u u A
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A letter oſ Dr. WALLlS to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Oxford Decemb. 14., 1686 m,

was read, giving his ſentiments concerning the reaſon of the trade winds, and ac

companying the minutes of the Philoſophical Society at Oxford oſ November 30,

and December 7. His letter was as follows :

-ſi< SIR,

" Your's Ireceived of December rr, with the incloſed minutes of Nov. 24,

** and Dec. 1, and the two problems of Mr. NEWTON; all which I have commu

" nicated to our Society here.

'* The minutes we have ordered to be tranſcribed, and the original ſent you back

" as you deſired. And if you deſire Mr.NF.WT0N's papers to be returned,that ſhall

* be done alſo. By theſe papers of Mr. Nrwrou, Ifind he hath conſidered the

meaſure of the air's reſistance to bodies moved in it -, which is the thing I ſug

" ested in one of my late letters, and thereby ſaves me the labour of doing the

* lame thing over again. For I ſhould have proceeded upon the ſame principle ;

'\

i d

n

'A

5' proportion is the quantity of air to be removcd in equal times) nor do l know

* from what more likely principle to take my meaſures therein. His computa

tion from this principle I have not yet had leiſure to examine; but do pre

ſume, a perſon of his accuracy hath not failed in his computation or reductions

from it. Upon reading that paſſage about the cubicalgrains of marchaſites,

found in Yorkſhire, it was ſuggested, that they are found in many other pa'rts of

England 5 and divers of them have been here ſhewed to us. They are known

by the name of ludus Helmontii; and an account is given of them in Dr. PLOT's

history of Staffordſhire. Concerning the monſoons and trade-winds -,, ſo good

" account as to matter of fact cannot but be acceptable; and the cauſes thereof

" worth inquiring into. Upon diſcourſe thereof (at least to ſome of us) it ſeemed,

* 1. That the earth's diurnal motion from east to west (whereby the air, if not

'5 fully keeping pace with it, will repreſent an easterly wind) is not wholly to be

* laid aſide : (as likewiſe that of the water in order to the tide, first taken notice

of by GALiLEo). For though this alone does not anſwer all the phznomena,

" yet it goes a great way : and where this fails, we are to leek a ſubſidiary rea

* ſon of ſuch failure. a. The other reaſon aſſigned, from the air's raretaction

(by the vertical ſun) whereby it becomes lighter, and thereupon the heavier,

or leſs rarefied air ruſheth in upon it to preſerve the aequilibrium, ſeems to be a

" purſuance of the ſame notion with that of Doctor GARDEN, in his letter printed

' in the Pbiloſopbical Tranſactiom (Numb. 175.) who there argues from the ſame.

principle. 3. But there is this difficulty in it, that the ſame notion may as well

be urged (and perhaps stronger) for a west-wind, as for as an east-wind. For

while the rareſied air mounts upwards (as ſmoke and air in a chimney) and

doth perhaps ſpread itſelf (above) over what is heavier and leſs expanded

(which is that on the western not the eastern ſide) this western air (rather than

U the eastern) will (underneath) ruſh into the place of the rareſied air; in like

" manner as the air, which feeds the fire in a chimney. What elſe hath occurred

" to us of late, you will find in our minutes, which are ordered to be tranſcride

f Letter-book, vol. x. p. 349.
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that the reſistance (caeteris paribus) is proportional to the celerity (becauſe in ſuch -
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" and ſent with this. You may be pleaſed, with this to preſent my reſpects and

'5 ſervice to the Society; and particularly to the hon. our new preſident, to whom

" I wiſh much joy and happineſs in that employment. I am, Sir,

" yours to ſerve you,

" Jonn WALus."

Dr. PAPIN ſhewed again the experiment of a flint and steel in an exhausted re

ceiver, and the effect was as at the last meeting, viz. that though there was ſome

light, yet it was exceedingly faint, and ſeemed only to be from the' little quantity

of air remaining in the receiver not perfectly exhausted.

An account was given in by Mr. CLUVERUS of the first book of Monſ. MALLB

MONT DE Massnuca concerning the quadrature of the circle, wherein the author,

to make the reader duly value his pretended diſcovery, gives a large history of

_ the ſeveral attempts and miſcarriages of the famous geometers both antient and

modern in this ſubject; all whom, he would have it believed, he had out-done ;

and wondered that others, more able mathematicians than himſelf, ſhould have

mist the diſcovery. Mr. CLUVERUS promiſed against the next meeting a de

monstration of the paralogiſm committed by this author in his pretended qua

dratureſi

December 29, the earl of Carbery preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. Hooxa propoſed, that it might be tried whether or no the ramenta of steel

struck off in the experiment of the last meeting of the pistol in 'vacuo be melted

and vitrified, as is uſually obſerved in aere, as may be ſeen in Mr. Hooxe's M

crogmpbia. It was ordered, that Dr. PAPIN prepare this experiment against the

next meeting.

Mr. Hooxr. ſaid, that steel-filings being cast through the flame of a candle

are thereby melted or calcined ; and that thoſe, which make the most vivid ſparks,

catch fire and flame ſo as to aſcend thereby : and he ſhewed this to be ſo by ex

periment.

He mentioned the experiment of driving out all the air in a veſſel by the va

pours of ſpirits of wine.

A letter of Monſ. Jusrm. was read concerning a relation of the great extent

of the empire of the Ruſſians and a map of their terntories, then in Holland.

On this occaſion Mr. Hooxe remarked, that he had been credibly informed,

that the tide of flood comes out of the east into a ſecond streight more easterly

than that of Weiggats; and conſequently, that Nova Zembla is an iſland, and

that there is a great ocean to the east thereof instead of the imaginary Tartaria

magna. U u u 2 The
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The Earl of Pembroke obſerved, that he had read, that there were ſow flood:

and as many ebbs in each twenty four hours about Venice.

Mr. Hooxz read a farther continuation of his diſcourſe about ſhells, wherein

he conſidered the structure of the nautilus and cornu Ammonis stone, tending to

prove, that though it be true, that there is no animal known, reſembling in all

points the lineaments of thoſe lately produced by himſelf; yet that it is not a ſuf

ficient argument to evince, that there is not nor ever was any ſuch animal in rerum

natuni.

Sir VViLLIAM PETTV gave 'in his two notes about the magnitudes of London

and Paris, which were ordered with his leave to be printed in the Pbiloſhpbical

Tranſactions '.

1682. Yan. 5, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

The Earl of Carbery preſident

Sir CYRlL VVYCHE Dr. GALB

Sir JOHN Hosxvus Mr. CREED

Sir EDMUND KING Mr.- Lonwrcrc

Mr. PITFIELD Mr. WALLER

Mr. HlLL Mr. HOOKE.

Mr. HENSHAW

lt was ordered, that Mr.WALL1=.R, Mr. Hooxe, Mr. PITFIBLD, and the two

ſecretaries, or any two or more of them, be a committee to inſpect the books of

the Society, to ſee if Mr. HALLEY had performed his duty in relation to the entries

to be made by him, according to an order of council of January 27, 168z: and

That Mr. Hooxz bring in against the next meeting of the council a propoſal

in writing of what he is willing to perform for the Society; and what he ex

pects by way of gratuity from them: which he promiſed to do; and a meetin of

the council was ordered to be ſummoned for this day ſennight to conſider 0 his

propoſal.

At a meeting of the SocuzTY on the ſame day, the Earl of Carbery

preſident in the chair.

Upon the mention of the contraction of the distance between us and the East

Indies, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS ſuppoſed, that this diſcovery might help to account

for the nearneſs of China and Muſcovy. In ſupport of which Mr. HOOKE re

marked, that he had good authority, that to the north of the China wall there is a

great ocean at no great distance, and that the Great Tartary of the maps is wholly

fabulous.

He gave an account oſ the tides and half tides obſervable in the iſle of Wight

between it and the main, viz. that the first oſ the flood comes in from the west

4 Vol. xvi. N*.185. p. 237. for Nor-einber and December 1686.

about
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about the Needles -, but that after the flood is well made without, it comes in From

the East. and runs through with a contrary stream to that, which it had in the be

ginning of the flood.

In order to prove, that the incredible bigneſs of the nautilus or cornu Ammonis

stone is no argument, that there have not been ſuch ſhell-fiſh of that magnitude,

Mr. HOOKE produced a quotation out of MANDELSLo's travels, wherein mention

is made of an oister, the ſhells of which weighed above 400 lb z which ſhells were

then in the Duke of HOLSTEIN'S collection oſ rarities.

A note of Monſ. JUSTEL was read, giving an account of a ſort oſ little micro

ſcopes made at Rome by Campani, which were but three inches long. but which

he pretended to be better than the biggest ever made by him ; and that the am'

ma/cula in ſemine mnine are plainly viſible therein.

Mr. HENSHAW preſented to the Society a Venetian balloting box brought from

Venice, and a cluster of twelve pine-comes, ſaid by Dr. SLOANE to be of the pian

marilima CASPARIBAUHINI.

A paper of Dr. PAPIN ' was read concerning an experiment, which he was rea

dy to make, in order to find the quantity of air produced by the firing of gun

owder in vacuo. The experiment was made in an exhausted receiver capable of

holding 4L1b. oſ water with 12 grains weight of gun-powder. Upon firing, the

receiver, which was pretty thick, broke as with a blow from without; for the

piece was driven inwards, and would not paſs out at 'the hole.

Mr. HOOKE conceived, that this proceeded from the reſſure of the outward

air, which alone was almost able to have broken the gla s, which yet it could

not do, till the ſhake given by the blast of the powder had given it, viz. the out

ward air, more force by its recoil. It was ordered, that this experiment ſhould be

proſecuted at the next meeting.

Sir WILLIAM PETTY produced three papers oſ his, being in anſwer to the

objections of Monſ. AUZOUT against his concluſion, that London is greater than

Paris and Roan taken together. He permitted them to be read, and it was or

dered, that Monſ. JUSTEL'S pleaſure ſhould be known with regard to the printing

of an extract of Monſ. AUTHOR'S letter with the ſaid anſwers of Sir WILLIAM

PETTY.

A chart of the voyage of the French Jeſuits to the East-Indies, wherein the

longitudes of Siam and the adjoining parts were rectified, being produced, it was

now ſhewn, that the ſaid correction had been long ſince publiſhed in the Pþiloſa

pbical Tranſactiom, particularly in February 1684, and after that in June 168 3,

where the very ſame rectification is to be ſound in two little treatiſes by Mr.

HALLEY.

.' Register, vol. vi. p. 343.

Mr.
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Mr. HALLEY propoſed, that the best way to examine the ratio of the force of

the magnet at ſeveral distances would be by conſidering the deflections, which the

magnet placed at certain intervals would occaſion in the direction of the magnetical

needle from the meridian.

This experiment was ordered to be made.

_7amzazy 12, at a meeting of the COUNCXL were preſent

The Earl of Carbery preſident

Sir JOHN Hoswis Mr. CREED

Mr. HlLL Mr. WALLER

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. Loowrcx

Mr. PITFIELD Mr. Hooxa.

It was ordered, that Dr. NATHANAEL VINCENT deſiring to withdraw himſelf

from the Society, for ſeveral private reaſons of his own, have his bond delivered up.

Mr. Hooxa made a propoſal, that he would produce one or two experiments

and a diſcourſe at every mecting, provided his ſalary be made up 1001. per arm.

Hereupon, after much debate, it was concluded, that Mr. Hooxn ſhould

have 501. a year from the Society, and their lawful affistance and recommenda

tions towards his recovery of the 501. a year, which Sir JOHN CUTLER stood

obliged to pay him during his life: and that in conſideration thereof Mr. Hooxn

ſhould at every meeting produce one or two new ex eriments, together with a.

diſcourſe concerning them in writing, to be left with the ſecretary: and that the

ſaid experiments ſhould proceed in a natural method.

lt was ordered, that Dr. PAPIN be paid a quarter's ſalary of 71. los. due to

him at Christmas last.

At a mecting of the Socrz'rv on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvus vice

preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Dr. Cox produced ſeveral maps and diſcourſes concerning the great lakes,

which are in North America, which he affirmed to have been ſurveyed by ſome

Engliſhman, and found to be a great Mediterranean ſea of above 5oo miles

round, and that it was highly probable, that the Saſquehannough river comes

out of this lake, and that Delawar river comes within 5 or 6 miles of another,

which certainly falls into the lake. Upon which Dr. Cox propoſed, that an ad

vantageous ſettlement for the beaver-trade might be made in theſe lakes. He

likewiſe promiſed to give an account of the history of this diſcovery.

Dr. SLARB gave in a farther account of the stones ſent from Berne, and ſaid to

have
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have been voided by stool; viz. that he had calcined one of them in a strong re

verberatory fire for a very long time, but found, that it would not be burnt to

lime. He ſhewed the stone, which was burnt and very white, but would not

diſſolve upon putting into water, ſo that it ſeemed ſcarce probable, that ſo very

compact a ſubstance ſhould be generated in corpare humane.

The time being far ſpent, Mr. Hooxe's lecture and experiment, as alſo thoſe

of Dr. P_AP1N, were ordered to be referred to the next meeting.

January 19, the preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, and the mention, that the stones

ſent from Berne would not calcine, nor being burnt ſhew any ſymptom of being

magnetical, as thoſe calculi found in the bladder do; Dr. AGLIONBY ſaid, that

theſe being voided per anum were most probably formed by concretions of the

gall; and if ſo, they must neceſſaril be of a very different texture of parts from
the calculi formed by the coalition ofyurinous ſalts in the bladder and kidneys.

A letter of Dr. WALLIS, dared at Oxford, January 14, 1682 ewas read,

wherein he farther inſisted on the diurnal motion to be a principal cauſe of the ge

neral or trade winds. The letter was as follows :

" S I R,

" Yours of January 1 I did (at our first meeting after our adjournment for the

** holidays) communicate to our company here; to whom it was very acceptable.

" As to that in the beginning of it, concerning the trade-winds and monſoons,

** you have certainly done very good ſervice in giving ſo full an account of the

" matter of fact: which affords good opportunity for the inquiſitive, to ſeek af

" ter the cauſes thereof : And as to theſe (though I list not to contend, but am

a willing to allow every one the liberty of their own ſentiments) yet I am still of

" opinion, that (whatever other concurrent cauſes there are) that of the earth's

" diurnal motion, affisted by that of the annual and menstrual of the earth and

" moon, and the obliquity of both to the diurnal, are not to be excluded from

** an influence on the tides and trade-winds, (for reaſons which I have elſewhere

" given) nor would I wholly exclude that other notion, which Dr. GARDEN and

" you purſue, of the air's rarefaction by the vertical ſun. The objection from the

" monſoons strike: (at least) as hard against the latter notion, of an z.-astern

" blast from the rareſaction by the ſun's meridional heat, as against the other from

* the diurnal motion, and must be accounted for from ſome other concurrent

*' cauſes, and not from either of theſe ſingly. And the other objection, fora

" western rather than an eastern blast from ſuch rarefaction, ſeems yet to me of

" weight. For if from a fire-hearth in the middle of a large hall heated air do

** move upwards. (as we find it doth ;) the heavier air from all parts must needs

" ruſh in upon it; and on that ſide most (if any be) on which it is most heavy,

" and therefore most preſſed: which is, in our preſent caſe, not that on the

" eastern ſide, (which was heated just before and is not yet cold :) but that ra

' Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 57.

U the:
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®= ther on the western ſide, which is not yet heated : which ſhould rather reſemble

'4 a western than an eastern blast. &Vhat is argued from the ſun's being vertical,

** at ſeveral ſeaſons, ſometimes on the ſouthern and ſometimes on the northern

'* fide of the aequator, may as well be argued from the obliquity of the earth's

" diurnal motion to the annual. But theſe things I repreſent only, leaving it free

" for others to judge from thence as they ſhall ſee cauſe. Our minutes for ſome

** days will be ſent with this, and ſome other things ſoon after as I can get leiſure.

*'_ This at preſent from yours,

" JOHN WALus."

This letter was accompanied with the minutes of the Oxford Society, wherein,

among other things, mention is made of an extraordinary horn,- that grew on the

head of one MARY DAVIS in Cheſhire; the 'Circumference of the root of which was

three inches TLOW and the length laid out strait was 5£ inches: likewiſe an account

of very good ale brewed in Staffordſhire with walnut leaves instead of hops, which

tasted pleaſant and kept very well : that Dr. BAGLEY had lately diſſected an

hedge-hog male and female: and that the grand Duke's diamond weighs r 38

carats.

It was ordered, that in the next letter to Oxford ſome of the most remarkable

particulars of the diſſection of the hedge-hog be deſired.

Upon occaſion of the horn growing on the woman's head, Mr. Lonwrcx ſaid,

that he had ſeen a woman in London, who had a horn on her head wreathed like a

ram's horn, the wreath of which was about an inch diameter.

A note of Monſ. JusraL was read, wherein he mentions, that there had been

found in Canada a mountain made up of lead and tin ore, that comes to the day,

ſo that there is no need of mining for it.

A ſecond note ſrom him returned to the Society the thanks of Monſ. Her-r,

Biſho of Soiſſons; for the ſamples of theEngliſh purple, which they had procured

him (Born Mr. COLE. The Biſhop in his letter to Monſ. JUSTEL mentioned, that

he had lately obſerved the crepuſculum or time of twilight to be of a much longer

continuance than uſual, and deſired to know, if the ſame had been obſerved here.

In anſwer to which Mr. Hooxa ſaid, that he had lately ſeen a glade of light in the

morning ſuch as is common in the evening in March and April; but that he had

never obſerved the like before at this time of the year.

In the ſame note of Monſ. Jusru. mention was made of a way uſed by the ſa

vages in Canada for making ſeveral impreſſions on folds of a very thick bark of

birch, by doubling them many times; and then graving_them all at once with teeth

(ſuppoſe ſome instrument made of teeth) and then opening them again, the im
preſſion is multiplcd as often as there are folds. ſi

Upon this occaſion Mr. Hooxa deſcribed a method for dying ſeveral colours

on the ſame piece of cloth in pannels or ſquares, which he conceived to be the way

uſed by the Indians to stain their callicoes. Mr.
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Mr. Hooxa read a farther lecture concerning the changes, that ſeem to have

happened in the earth's ſurface, and propoſed three queries, viz, I. Whether the

earth's poles are fixed in the earth, or not ? 2. Whether the earth's ſurface be

truly ſpherical? and 3. Whether all perpendiculars paſs exactly through the ſame

point or centre ?

The experiment was tried of the ramenta of steel struck off by the fall of the

cock of a pistol in varuo, to ſee, whether they would be melted into ſmall hollow

globules, as they are in aere: and it was found, that they were only exceedingly

thin plates of steel, which had not ſuffered the least liquefaction, as could be diſ

covered on ſeveral of them.

January 26, the preſident in the chair.

The Earl of Pembroke having been formerly elected this day ſubſcribed his

name, and was admitted fellow by the preſident.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

A letter of Dr. WALLlS was read, concerning the reſistance ot the medium to

bodies projected through it, as likewiſe to the fall of bodies : and it was ordered

to be printed in one of the next Pbiloſapbiml Tranſactiom 4.

It was ordered, that Mr. New-row be conſulted, whether he deſigned to treat

of the oppoſition of the medium to bodies moving in it in his treatiſe Da Matu

Corporum then in the preſs.

It was ordered, that the thanks of the Society be returned to Dr. WALLIS

for his reſpect to them in dedicating his Logic to them, and for the preſent of

that book made this day.

Part oſ Mr. Cruvrnus's animſſadverſions on the paralogiſm committed by

Monſ MALLEMONT DE Massance in his pretented quadrature of the circle:

was read.

A note oſ Monſ. JUSTEL was read, deſiring the omiſſion of the name of the

perſon, who gave Monſ. Auzour an account of the number of houſes in Paris,

if the controverſy between Sir WILLIAM Parry and Monſ. Auzour ſhould be

printed.

An ephemeris for the year 168 7, dedicated to the Society, was preſented to

them by Mr. HALLEY.

Mr. Hooxz read alecturc, giving his hypotheſis, how ſhells and ſuch like ſub

stances come to be ſound deep in the earth, and tar above the ſurſace of the ſea,

4 N'. '86. p. 269. for january, February and * Mr. Cruvnvs's anlmadverſions are printed

March '682. ibid. N'. 185. p. 245.

VOL. IV. X x x as
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as it is at preſent. He ſuppoſed, that the diurnal rotation of the earth by its 'vis

centrz'fngn taking off part of the gravity formed the ſurface of the ſea into a com

preſſed ſpheroid ; that is, that the diameter by the poles is the ſhortest, and thoſe

of the equinoctial greatest, which ſome experiments of the ſhortning the pendu

lum near the equator ſeem to make out. Then, ifit may be ſuppoſed, that the

poles and axis are moveable, the equinoctial and greatest diameter will be likewiſe

altered, and by conſequence the parts of the land, towards which the poles ap

proach, will be raiſed, and the ſea retire; but, on the contrary, thoſe parts, from

which the poles recede, will ſink, and the water riſe upon them: and that the

poles may be altered, he endeavoured to prove by alledging the latitudes of ſeve

ral places conſiderably different from thoſe aſiigned by PTOLEMY and the old

ge0graphers.

Mr. HOUGHTON preſented a fiat stone very light, found on the ſea-ſide, re

ſembling a biſcuit-cake petriſied.

Dr. PAPIN tried the experiment of firing gun-powder in wem. He pur ſix

grains of gun-powder into his receiver, which held three pounds of water; and

upon firing it was found, that the mercurial gage was riſen five inches, or that

the air produced made a preſſure of about a ſixth part of that of the whole atmo

ſpere. Hence it was concluded, that the product of ſix grains of gun-powder

would fill the ſpace of about halfa pound of water, that is, much about four

grains of air '.

Feb. 2. Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. CLUVERUS preſented to the Society the Actn Ernditorum Lipſienſin for the

months of August, September, and October of the last year, 1686.

Dr. PAPIN preſented his new book, intitled A Continuation of the new Digester of

Bones ; its Improwments and new Uſhr it bath been applied to but/9 at Sea and Land :

together 'withſome improvement: and new Uſes-of the Air-pump, tried both in England

and Italy.

Mr. BOYLE made the Society a preſent of ſix copies of Mr. WEIDENFELD'S

book, intitled, Prodromu: de Medicinz's.

A note from MonſJUSTEL informed the Society, that there was lately printed at

Paris the morals of Conrucws, with a genealogy of the Kings of China, with

other works of Father COUPLET the Jeſuit, who had ſpent twenty years in that

country: and that Signor CIAMPINI deſigned to publiſh the figures of all the Mo

ſaics, that he could procure, and deſired to know, if there were any in England.

The ſame note mentioned a diſcourſe concerning microſcopes and machines for

managing long tubes, which Monſ. JUSTEL expected ſoon from Rome; and that

ſ Register, vol. vi. p. 345.

2 Signor
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Signor ClAMPINI intended to publiſh a ſort ofjournal of what paſſed in the Ro

man academy.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper concerning the proof of the quantity of air pro

duced by the gun-powder in the last day's experiment by help of a ſmall mercurial

gage included in the receiver: and he ſhewed by the experiment of the cane of a

barometer included in a receiver, and pumped till it came to the level of the stag

nant mercury, that when as much air was admitted, as raiſed the mercury five

inches in the cane, the gage stood at the ſame point as in the experiment at the

last meeting. Whence it was evident, that the concluſion then made was true,

viz. that ſix grains of gun-powder yielded four grains of air.

Mr. HOOKE read a farther diſcourſe concerning the probability of the hypo

theſis, that the earth is of the figure of a prolate ſpheroid, whoſe ſhortest diame

ter is the axis. He alledged ſeveral instances of aſſettions concerning the elliptic

figure of the planets, as of the ſun by SCHElNER, ofJupiter by CASSXNI, and

of Mercury by GALLET. He then propoſed ſeveral experiments proper to examine

this hypotheſis, as by the vibrations of a pendulum-clock in places near the poles

and near the equator; as alſo by trying, whether a degree of latitude be exactly

equal in all parts of the world. Then he proceeded to enquire, whether the axis

be fixt in the earth, or not 3 and among other queries, whether the vast ſandy de

ſerts of Africa and Arabia owe not their original to the ſea ? and whether there re

main any antique buildings, wherein the true meridian ſhould have been deſigned,

ſuch as the Egyptian pyramids, the Athenian temple of the winds, &c.? He

concluded with a promiſe to produce at the next meeting a method capable of

determining by obſervation the question of the mobility of the axis in a few years.

To make it probable he alledged an experiment tried by himſelf, viz. that a ball

being turned on its axis, as it ſwims on mercury, would change the axis oſ the

rotation.

It was ordered, that the experiment be tried, whether phoſphorus will catch fire

in t'flt'u0', if not, that then it be tried, whether it will burn by the help of air pro

duced by the exPloſion of gun-powder.

February. 9, at a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

The Earl of Carbery preſident,

Sir JOHN Hosxvns Mr. VVALLER

Sir CYRlL WYCHE Mr. PITFIELD

Mr. HiLL Mr. Lonwxcx

Mr. CREED Mr. Hooxe

Sir JOHN Hosxvns made a report of the state of the Society's books and pa

pers, upon an inſpection made by the committee, appointed for that purpoſe

January 5th; which report was, that they had found the ſaid books and papers in

a very good condition z and the entries made according to order.

Xxxz It
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It was ordered, that a committee of the Society, who will voluntarily meet once

a week in Dr. Porz's lodgings, to conſider ofexperiments and the correſpondents

of the Society, ſhall be allowed a fire and candle at the Society's charge: and

That Mr. Hooxr be deſired to write to Amsterdam to a bookſeller of his ac

quaintance there about the diſpoſal of the History of fiſhes; and that he agree for

400 books at 25 r. a book, whereof two fiſths to be paid in money, the rest in

exchange of ſuch other books, as ſhall be thought requiſite for the Society's

library. '

Dr. SYLVIUS of Dublin was propoſed a candidate by Sir JOHN HOSKYNS, and

'was approved. '

The preſident ſigned an order for paying the operator half - a year's ſalary due

January 14th, being 201.

Upon conſideration of a propoſal made by Mr. HALLEY concerning the aſcer

taining of his ſalary, it was concluded, that the 'council would make it for the

last year better than 501: but that they could not at this time refolve on the

quantum, by reaſon of the abſence of Mr. . HiLL, the treaſurer, who was

now gone.

It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT do lay out the money for erecting a pole in the

quadrangle of Greſham-'college for the management of a teleſcope, the charge not

exceeding thirty ſhillings.

At a meeting of the Socuz'rv on the ſame day, the preſident i-n the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Dr. SLOANB preſented from the author, Dr. MAGNOL, his Botam'cum Alon

ſþclienſe lately publiſhed; which Mr. EVELYN undertook to peruſe and give an

account of. .

A note of Monſ. Jus'rm. was read,_ giving an account of a very odd effect of

lightning on the chaſs-windows of the' cloſet of the Biſhop of Soiſſons, viz. that

the fire had pierced them in ſeveral places with round holes like as if made with

pistol-bullets, the glaſs not being cracked, but the edges of the hole melted and

ſmooth : that theſe panes of glaſs, when rubbed, in order to clean them, fell in

pieces like the glaſs-drops, which fall to powder as ſoon as any part is broken :

and that, notwithstanding this, the fire had not touched the window ſhutter,

which was but two inches behind the glaſs.

A pakper of Dr. PAPIN was read concerning an experiment for trying the oppo

ſition o the air to a body moving in it ' -, wherein he propoſed to find how much

the air impeded the vibration of a flat plate ſuſpended like a pendulium, by com

l Register, vol. vi.. p. 346.

paring

--_-._._ 4\<
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paring the number oſyvibrations', wherEin the ſaid pendulum would fall from ſwing

ing an arch of 36 degrees to an arch often degrees both in 'vacuo and in acre.

THOMAS Earl of Pembroke was unanimoufly choſen of the council of the So

ciety in the room of Mr. PACKER deceaſed, the members having been ſum

moned, according as is preſcribed in ſuch caſe by the statute.

Mr. Povev mentioned, that in Somerſet-houſe in the lower gallery was kept an

exceedingly 'antient ivory chair, ſuppoſed to be Roman, and that it was very

intire.

Mr. Hooxa produced a demonstration of the ſpheroidal figure of the earth,

proceeding from the complication of a gravity or deſcent towards the centre

(which he ſuppoſed every way equal at the ſame distance (2 centre) and a amatusd

centro or 'vis rontrifuga, occaſioned by the diurnal rotation of the earth, which is

always in a line perpendicular to the axis, and proportioned to the coſine of the

latitude.

He then propoſed a method of finding nicely the true meridian line by means

of a long teleſcope, which he explained by ſhewing how to be certain of the di

rection of ſuch a long teleſcope ; and then how to derive the horizontal baſe line

from the hypothenuſe given : by which exact obſervation he concluded it poſſible

to determine, whether there were any change in the earth's axis more ſurely than

by the coarſe obſervations of the antients; and that if any ſuch change be, it

might, even in a few years, be by this means diſcovered.

Dr. PAPIN tried the experiment of the vibration of a pendulum in varuo with

a flat plain oppoſed to the motion z and it was found, that in 127 double vibra

tions the pendulum fell from 36" to to" ; and that the ſame pendulum in acre came

to thoſe terms in ten or twelve vibrations.

Feb. 16, the preſident in the chair.

' The earl of PEMBROKE having been elected member of the council in the room

of Mr. PACKER, took the uſual oath.

The minutes being read gave occaſion to diſcourſe concerning experiments

formerly made about the oppoſition of the air to bodies moving in it : and it was

ordered, that the Journal-books be conſulted, to ſee what had been done in that

matter.

The Earl ofPEMBROK! gave an account of an improvement in the water-level,

whereby he could, he ſaid, bring water with more certainty than by thoſe, whole

ſights are teleſcopical.

A letter of Mr. WrLuAM Monvnrzux, dared at Dublin'Feb. 3, 1683,, w'

read, mentioning a diſſertation of his concerning the appearance of the ſun near

' the *
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the horizon ſo much bigger than when he is much elevated, though they appear

under the ſame angle. He affirms, that he had demonstrated, that the ſeveral

ſolutions of this problem are unſatisfactory, and that he was willing to ſend a copy

of this paper to be ſubmitted to the Society's cenſure.

The ſame letter mentioned a very extraordinary excreſcence growing in the

brow of a girl in Ireland, reſembling a cow's teat, occaſioned by her mother,

when big of her, being thrown down by a cow, as ſhe milked it, and hit by the

cow's teat on the ſame place, where this excreſcence grew on the child '.

The Earl of PEMBROKE related, that he had read in the Recbercbe de la Veriteſi 1'

the story of a child, whoſe mother having ſeen aman broke on the wheel,when big,

was delivered of it, having as it were, a joint in all thoſe places, where the ma

lefactor had his limbs broken.

A letter of Monſ. WElCHARD VALVASOR from Carniola was read, promiſing

to ſend the Society an account of what is obſervable in the lake of Zirknitz;

and incloſing a map of Croatia accurately made by him, which was ordered to

be procured to be engraven here.

Dr. PAPlN made the experiment of phoſphorus in vacuo, to fee, whether it

would catch fire ; and it was found, that when it grew warm, it became luminous,

but did not fire gun-powder, that was upon it: but the air being admitted, it

ſoon fired the gun-powder. It was ordered, that this experiment be repeated

with a thinner plate ; and that the experiment of the pistol in 'vacuo be tried,

after that ſome air had been produced in it by the exploſion of gun-powder, to ſee,

if that nitrous medium be a fit pabulum for air.

i There was read the relation of a new comet ſeen in September last in the ſign

Virgo, obſerved by Mr. KIRCH at Leipſic out of the Acta Eruditarum for Nov.

1686. lt was direct about the loth degree of Virgo, with about nine degrees

north latitude.

Feb. 23, the preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. HALLEY read a paper of his concerning an experiment for finding the com

parative force of a loadstone at ſeveral distances -, which he conceived might be

best obtained by obſerving the direction of an untouched needle in reſpect of two

loadstones, whereof one to be always at the ſame distance, and the other to be re

moved nearer or farther at pleaſure.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper about phoſphorus in vacuo, and tried the experiment

thereof 3 the ſucceſs of which was, that the phoſphorus in the air ſoon fired,

1.: Register, voi. vi. p. 351. Pbiloſi Tra'ſhct. No. 118. p. 334. forJuly and August 1687.

b By Father MALLEBRANCBE.

but
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but in 'vacuo it only ſparkled, and ſent forth a whitiſh vapour, which afterwards

turned blackiſh This vapour, as ſoon as the air was admitted, took fire, and

went off in a flaſh.

Mr. I-looxa ſhewed his manner of diſcovering the true meridian, by adapting a

teleſcope ſo, as the direction ofthe ſight therein ſhould exactly anſwer to a line on

the outſide of the tube. Then directing this teleſcope towards a ſmall teleſcopic

constellation, called by him the Engliſh roſe (which, he ſaid, he had diſcovered

just about the preſent pole-point, and wherein he formerly had marked the very

point) and then letting fall two perpendicular-s from the ſide ofthe tube, he con

cluded, that the true meridian would be most exactly deſigned; this method

having the advantage of being to be put in practice at all times of the night,

when clear, and theſe ſmall stars to be ſeen witha two feet glaſs.

Mzrrb 2, the preſident in the chair.

Mr. JonN HARWOOD having ſigned the uſual bond, and ſubſcribed his name,

was admitted a fellow.

Mr. CLAVEL, bookſeller, made a propoſal to the Society, deſiring, that they

would encourage the printing of Mr. BAKER's treatiſes. The Society promiſed,

that ſeveral oftlieir members would take the book, when printed, at Igd. a ſheet,

and as much each cut, to be printed in the ſame volume and character as the for

mer book, intitled, Claws paraþolica, and in one language only.

It was ordered, that the manner oſ finding the meridian by help of the ſmall

teleſcopical stars about the pole point be tried at night after the next meeting.

A letter of Mr. NEWTON was read, mentioning his having ſent up the ſecond

book of his mathematical philoſophy.

An account of an experiment made by Mr. HALLEY for finding the proportion

of the decreaſe of the magnetical virtue was read: and it was ordered, that that

argument be proſecuted, and the reſult publiſhed in the Pbiloſopbiml Tranſhctiom.

A paper of Dr. PAPlN was read concerning the quantity of air produced in wruo

by the exploſion of gun-powder; and propoſing the experiment of a jet d'eau in

maw, to ſee how much the water therein would riſe higher than in acre 5 or what
is the oppoſition of the air to water b.

March 9, Sir Cvau. Wch-z, vice-preſident in the chair.

The experiment of finding the meridian line by the means of the teleſc0pical

stars yery near the pole was by reaſon of the cloudy Weather deferred till the next

meeeing.

_' Register, vol.vi. p. 347.

Mr.
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Mr. Evuvu returned the Botam'cum Morzſpelienſk of Dr. MAGNOL, which had

been recommended to his peruſal.

It was ordered, that RAuwoLr's travels having been lent to Dr. DANLEL Cbx

out of the Societ'ys library above two years ſhould be demanded of him.

A letter of Dr. WALLlS to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Oxford March 4., t68?,

was read, containing a farther illustration of his calculus of the oppoſition of the

air to projects -, together with ſome reflexions on Mr. Hooxe's hypotheſis of the

mutability of the poles of the earth *.

On this occaſion, there was read a paragraph of Mr. Nrwrou's mathematical

philoſophy* concerning the direction and poſition of the axis of a globe turning

about itſelf, and ſhewing, that by the addition of ſome new matter on one ſide of

a globe ſo turning, it ſhall make the axis of the globe change its poſition, and rew

volve about the point of the ſurface, where the new matter is added. lt was thought,

that the ſame tranſlation of the axis might be occaſioned in the globe of the earth

by the blowing up of mountains by ſubterraneous fire. "

Dr. Svrvrus of Dublin having been formerly propoſed and approved, was cho

ſen a fellow.

Mr. Povav preſented to the Society atiſſue of feathers in manner of axmantle'

and the pizzle of a ſea-tortoiſe, ſaid by LlGON in his History of Barþadoes, p. '18.

to be of very great virtue in the cure oſ the stone.

Dr. SLOANi-z preſented a vegetable ſubstance growing in the ſea, called by the

Iriſh Dulcſſ, but by him Fucm membmnaceus. l t was reputed_ to be very good for

the ſcurvy, and for that purpoſe uſually chewed by the lriſh.

Mr. Hooxa read a lecture concerning the figure of the atmoſphere, which he

conceived to be of a ſhape much more oval than the water -, both becauſe gravity

is weaker under the equator than under the poles, whereby the air becomes more

expanded there than here -, as likewiſe uponthe account of heat and cold, the ſaid

difference is still more conſiderable. From the proſecution of this notion he pro

miſed to explain the cauſes of ſeveral phaznomena ſeeming of great difficulty, par

ticularly thoſe of the trade-winds.

Dr. PAPlN gave in a paper, ſhewing, that upon trial of the experiment of a jet

d'eau in vacuo, the water in the jet had, contrary to his expectation, riſen leſs high

in 'vacuo than in aere '. He was prepared to ſhew the experiment, but the time be>

ing ſpent, it was deferred to the next meeting.

March 16, there was no meeting, becauſe neither the preſident nor any of the

vice-preſidents were preſent.

= Register, vol. vi. p. 53. fPropoſ. 66 Cor. ult. * Register, vol. vi. p. 348.
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Mart/o 2 Sir CYRIL VVche vice-preſident in the chair. _

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, it was the opinion of the mem

bers now preſent, that the protruſion of mountains by lubterraneous fire or other

wiſe may occaſion ſome alteration of the poles of the earth, as well as the acceffiOn

of new matter.

An extract of a letter of Monſ. Hua'r, Biſhop of Soiſſons, concerning purple

was read, wherein he acknowledged the purple diſcovered by Mr. Coma to be a

ſort oſ the true purpura of the antients, and to have all the marks thereof.

Dr. Aouonav produced a letter, ciated at Tholouſe, Dec. 4, 1686, and

written by Monſ. VEAY, phyſician there, to Monſ. DE ST. Ussaus ', concern

ing a very uncommon hermaphrodite, who was in the habit of the body wholly

female, but had a penis oſ a very conſiderable magnitude, the common paſſage of

urine, ſemen, and the menstrua.

Dr. PAPIN produced the deſcription of an engine for applying the weight or

preſſure of the air for preſſing cyder or the like b.

Mr. HOOKE produced a book intitled New England? Rarz'ties, printed at Lon

don, 1672, in 8vo. In this, 3 , mention is made of a ſcarlet muſcle in that

country at a place called Paſchataway about fifty leagues east from Boston, where

in a cove called Bakers-Cove is a ſort of muſcle with a purple vein, uſed in that

place to mark ſhirts, handkerchiefs, and Other linnen.

There were read out oſ the Nowelle: de la Repuþlique des me for Dec. 1686,

the objections of Monſ. Nurs against Dr. PAPiN's engine for raiſing water,

grounded on the unequal lengths oſ the pipes, whereby the water ſhould riſe

faster in the one than in the other; and ſecondly from the great quantity of air,

that muſt be rareſied to raiſe water to a conſiderable hight, eſpecially if it lie upon

a great inclination.

Dr. PAPlN's anſwers to theſe objections * were read, wherein he endeavoured to

obviate thoſe difficulties, by ſhewing how to avoid the former: and as to the

latter, he computed what force and pipes are neceſſary to make the rareſaction re

quiſite to carry water to the diſtance o 12000 feet; though he remarked, that he

propoſed ſo great a distance with ſome diffidence, uſing the word perhaps.

The Society adjourned their meeting to Wedneſday, April 6th.

1687. Apri16, Dr. GALE vice-'preſident in the chair.

After the minutes of the last meeting were read, the third book of Mr. NEw

TON's treatiſe De Sjstemate Mndi was produced and preſented to the Society. It

3 Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 62. It is printed in the Plailſſ Tranſact. N'. 186. p. 282.

Þ Register, vol. vii. p. 1. t Ibid. vol. vi. p. 348. _
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contained the whole ſystem of celestial motions, as well of the ſecondary as pri

ma'ry planets, with the theory of comets -, which he illustrates by the example oſ

the great comet of 1682, proving that, which appeared in the morning in the

month of Nov. preceding, to have been the ſame comet, that was obſerved in

Dec. and Jan. in the evening.

Upon the mention 0f_ (hell-fiſh yielding a purple juice, Dr. Ronmsox ſaid,

that Dr. LlSTER had diſcovered ſeveral ſorts of land-ſnails having a like tinging

Jmce. '

Dr. GALE reported, that he had lately received a letter of thanks fromfflthe au

thors of the Acta Eruditorum Lipſienſia for the History of Ffflm ſent them as a pre

ſent from the Society. _,

It was ordered, that Mr. HUNT provide ſome oisters, to ſee, whether in a mi

croſcope there could be found any ſuch animalcula, as are reported to be in the

liquor of oisters from a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK printed in the Bibliolbcque

Univerſale.

A letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, dared at Delfſit, April 4., 1687, N, S. con

cerning the structure oſ the teeth, was produced, and ordered to be tranſlated

against the next meeting. ,

A large diſcourſe of Mr. WILLlAM MOLYNEUX was read, concerning the ap

parent magnitude of the ſun and moon *, which ſeem much bigger than is uſual,

when they are near the horizon. In it the author deſigned to ſhew the abſurdity

of the ſeveral attempts to account for this odd phaznomenon, and deſired the opi

nion of the Society thereupon. lt was ordered to try, whether it be really true,

that the angle of the ſun's diameter, when riſing, is not greater than the ſame dia

meter, when the ſun is conſiderably high.

Dr. PAPlN promiſed to bring in at the next meeting a model oſ his cydcr

preſs, and produced ſome green-peaſe preſerved in 'vacua ever ſince the last

ſpring ". They had contracted ſomething of a rancid taste, but were otherwiſe

well preſerved.

Mr. Hooxn ſhewed a method of finding the latitude of places by help of a

planiſphere of the fixt stars, drawn after the gnomonic projection. It was by

finding two stars in the ſame azimuth, and two others in ſome other azimuth

about ninety degrees from the former, at the ſame instant' of time. Then draw

ing lines on the planiſphere through each pair of thoſe stars reſpectively, the corn

mon interſection of thoſe lines will ſhew the latitude oſ the place by the declination

of the point of interſection on the planiſphere. He promiſed to ſhew at the next

meeting how this method might be made more general by ſolving this problem:

two stars come on a certain 'azimuth, and after a given ſpace of time two other

I Register, vol. vii, p. 54. It is printed in the Pbi/qſojib. Tra'zſact. No 187. p. 314.

f Ibid. p. 3,

stars
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stars come on ſome other azimuth: the latitude of the place of obſervation is

required.

April 13. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

There was produced a deputation under the hand of the preſident constituting

the Earl of Pembroke vice-preſident of the Society.

After the reading of the minutes Mr. Hooxe ſhewed a construction of the ro

blem of finding the latitude of a place by the help of two azimuths of two Ears

and the interval of time between them; which being too intricate to be under

stood upon reading, he was deſired to give it in at the next meeting in writing.

There were produced fome grains reſembling wheat ſent to the Society from Mr.

BOYLE. They were ſaid to be fallen in rain in Wiltſhire, and taken by the vul

gar for wheat. They were bitter, and on the out-ſide covered with a looſe huſk

or ſkin, that was intire. The inſide ſeemed made up of very ſmall grains.

Mr. VtYALLER undertook to examine them microſcopically, and make a report

thereo .

Mr. Hooxz remarked, that formerly ſuch grains ſeeming to have fallen in

rain had been inquired into, and found to be no other than ivy berries: and ſuch

he ſuppoſed theſe to be.

Part of Mr. LEEWENHOECK'S letter of April 4., N, S. was read concerning

the structure of the teeth, which he found from microſcopical obſervations in all

animals to be made up of bony veſſels and pipes, which all take their riſe from

the inſide or cavity of the teeth; and that all theſe veſſels have their particular

blood-veſſels, that feed them, and convey nouriſhment to them. And the ob

struction oftheſe bony pipes he conceived to be the cauſe of the rotting of the teeth

and the exceedingly acute pain of the tooth-ach. The rest of the letter was or

dered to be tranſlated.

It was hereupon ſuggested, that the inoſculation of the veins into the arteries

might best be diſcerned in the veſſels, that enter the bones; for that thoſe of the

fleſh, when they become very ſmall, are wholly lost in the parenchyma.

A paper of Dr. PAPiNc was read, wherein he concluded upon experiment,

that the air produced in Tflt'ltct by the firing of gun-powder will not ſuffice to

maintain fire -, for that in a receiver, wherein he had fired three grains of powder

by the ſun, which yielded about T'T of as much air, as would have filled the re

ceiver, he found, that in a very dark room no ſparks of fire were produced upon

the fall of the trigger of a pistol.

He produced the model of his cyder- preſs, which was contrived to apply the

* Register, vol. vii. p. 4. _
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weight of the atmoſphere to a preſs; and the-uſe thereof was ſhewn to the ſatisfaction

of the Society. '

There was given in a printed paper in Italian, publiſhed by the Acadcmia plyi

ſiro-matbematim di Rama, concerning ſome improvements and contrivances for

microſcopes and teleſcopes. It was ordered to be read at the next meeting.

April 20. Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. Hooxr-z intimated a method,

whereby he could more eaſily find the latitude of a place by obſervation of two

azimuths of twice two stars and the interval of time between, which he ſhewed to be

general as Well in the stereographic as the gnomonic projectiOn. lt conſisted in

changing the right aſcenſions of one pair of the stars as much as the heavens move

in the time between the two obſervations, and then proceeding as if the two azi

muths had been obſerved at the ſame moment of time.

Mr. Aunnav produced ſome ſeeds or grains like wheat, ſaid to have fallen in

rain in Wiltſhire at a place called Chalk. They differed from thoſe produced

at the last meeting, being ſomewhat bigger and reddiſh, and their taste not ſo

bitter.

Mr. Corn of Bristol preſented to the Society ſeveral fair ſamples of his purple

on linnen.

He ſent likewiſe an account of the ſuppoſed wheat ſaid to have been rained in

Wiltſhire, which, he obſerved, he had by ſeveral trials found to be no other

than ivy-berriesdz agreeing herein with what had been concluded at the last

meeting.

A paper from Monſ. Jus'rsr. was read concerning the inſcription lately found at

Rome, and publiſhed in N". 18 3 of the Pbiloſopbiml Yranſactiom. It came from

Monſ. Auzou'r, and was chiefly his remarks upon Dr. Vossrvs's interpretation

of that inſcription, from which he diſſented in many particulars.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed a reflecting teleſcope made to take in ſeveral degrees.

This he propoſed as a very proper instrument to diſcover the true pole point

among the teleſcopical fixt stars.

Dr. PAPlN produced ſome gooſeberries, which he had preſerved for a year in

'vatuo with a ſmall quantity ofſugar. They had been ſcalded ſoon after the air had

been pumped out of the veflifl.

There was introduced to this meeting by Dr. CLENCH a Lancaſhire gentleman,

THOMAs BROTHERTON, Eſq; who preſented a branch of Scots fir or pine, which

he had cauſed to be barked in the middle quite round ; and the effect was, that in a

_ i It i' publiſhed in the Pbilqſi Yſa'ſſ N' 186. p. 281.]

vear's
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year s time the wood above the place, where the bark was taken off, was grown

exceedingly, above twice what could have been expected, ifit had not been barked;

but that the under-parts were not grown in the least. Hence it was evident, that

the ſap riſes in the inner parts of the wood, and returns by the Circumference and

the veſſels of the bark, where likewiſe the accretion of the new wood is made. Mr. *

BROTHERTON affirmed, that by an artifice drawn from this and the like experi

ments he could increaſe the growrh of a tree beyond any ſkill yet known; which

method, he conceived, might be of great uſe in the propagation of fruit-trees.

Sir Jorm HOSKYNS gave his opinion, that the leaves of trees ſerve to imbibe

the air, and may in ſome ſenſe be ſaid to be the lungs of trees.

April 27t Sir Jonu Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

Mr. Houcn'r'ou preſented ſome very large acorn cups, brought out of Syria,

and called by the Italians t-alam'e. They were ſaid to be uſed in Venice, both

acorns and cups, by the diers to die black.

He preſented likewiſe a monstrous chicken hatched with four legs at Godalmin

in Surrey.

Mr. Hooxr: remarked, that he had ſeen ſuch a large ſort of acorns, brought

out of Barbary near Tangier.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. HALLEY related, that he

had ſeen at Edmonton in Mr. HUXLEY'S orchard a codling-tree barked all round

the trunk for above ſix inches ſpace, which yet lived, and had recovered a new

bark, that on one ſide joined the old, and began to approach it all round.

The latter part of Mr. LatwaNi-ioacx's letter of the 4th of April was read,

wherein he farther proſecuted the inquiry into the make of the teeth of ſeveral

animals.

Sir JOHN Hosxvus propoſed, that it might be duly examined, what becomes

of the ſwallows, and in what state they are during the winter. In anſwer to

which Mr. HENSHAW affirmed, that the chancellor of Denmark told him, as an

undoubted truth, that in Iceland there had been taken out of the ice ſwallows,

which being afterwards brought into a warm stove recovered and flew about

the room.

A paper of Dr. Havrns was read, wherein he gave an account of experiment,

which he had made, by injecting a quantity of milk and water tinged with indigo

into the inteflinum rectum of a dog, to try, whether it would paſs the valve at the

_ termination of the ileon :

And the ſucceſs was, that it had paſſed near a yard beyond the ſaid valve;

from which he concluded, that copious clysters may in many caſqs be very

uſefully
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uſefully applied, as well for correction of the maſs of blood, as in colic and iliac

paffions.

It was ordered, that it b'e inquired of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, whether he could diſ-

cover any animalcule in the cicatriCula of an egg -, and that he be deſired to inform

the Society about what time of the year he made his obſervations, of the liquor of

oisters being full of animals.

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed again the ſcheme of the construction of the problem of

finding the latitude by azimuths of twice two stars.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper concerning an experiment, which he had made of

distillation in vacuoc; and ſhewed ſome water of limon-peels ſo distilled. The

ſcent thereof was found to be very strong and good, but the water was nearly

inſipid.

May 4. Dr. GALE vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading in the minutes of the last meeting the account of the fir-branch

given by Mr. Brotherton, Dr. Ronmson remarked, that the Straſburg tur

pentine iſſued from the picea, the Marſeilles turpentine from the pinus mari

tima, that of Venice from the larix, and that of Scio from the terebinthus.

Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that he had an account like the former concerning

ſwallows from our watermen, viz. that they have found them in the river

Thames; and that towards the end of the year they aſſemble in great numbers

on the little iſlands of the river, and then ſubmerge themſelves in the water.

Dr. GALE ſaid, that mackerel are blind at their first coming, and have a

film over their eyes; but that in the heat of the ſummer they ſee, and may be

taken with a hook, whereas at first they are only to be caught with nets.

Part ofa letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK of May 9, 1687, N. S. was read,

containing ſome microſcopical obſervations on the structure or constituent parts of

the mealy pabulum of plants, included together with the embryo plants in the

huſk of the ſeed. This he had found in the kernel of a medlar-stone to conſist of

nothing elſe but conglomerated globules. The rest of this letter was ordered to

be tranſlated.

Dr. PITT ſaid, that having taken the yolk of an egg before it was covered

with the white, he had frequently ſeen the cicatricula therein.

A paper was read, communicated by Dr. GALE, and ſaid by him to have been

copied by Mr. HOLLlAR the chirurgeon from the original of Dr.HARvaY, con

taining ſeveral anatomical remarks made by him of the phaenomena proving the cir

f Register, vql. vii. p. 5. _
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culation of the blood, and others hinting the uſe of the viſcera. This paper was

ordered to be filed up and preſerved '.
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" r. All the blood in the body paſſeth twice within one hour through the heart,

and through the lungs : through the heart to receive vivacity, and new ſpi

rits; through the lungs to receive a temperament of heat.

** 2. The panting of the heart is but the pumping about of the blood, in the

expanſion receiving, and in the contraction ſending it out; and it receives ſo

much at every expanſion, that conſidering the great proportion, and the

nLany beatings of the heart in half an hour, it must of neceſſity come round

a out.

** 3. All the blood comes to the heart by the veins, and is ſent from it to the

arteries; for there are many little valvula: in every vein, which open to the

heart, but none from it, which is a demonstration to the ſenſe of this poſition.

" 4. The paſſing of the blood through the artery upon the contraction of

the heart is the cauſe of the pulſe, together with the ſpirits, that come with it.

" 5. The veins in the body have ſeveral names, yet have they a general con

nexion, as if they were truly but one -, for blow the umbilical vein of a dead

child born, and all the veins in the body will preſently ſwell, and be filled

with wind.

" 6. Every artery runs at last intoa vein, and ſo ſends back the blood into the

heart.

** 7. The reaſon we find little or no blood in the arteries after men's death,

is becauſe they have no valvulz to retain it, and ſo it ſlides through in the

veins.

" 8. The reaſon our bladders hold wind after our death, which let in water

before, is, becauſe thoſe various meanders, like the top of a young vein, that

run between the two membranes are ſhut up, and contracted by death.

U 9. The kidney is full of little tears, by which the water drops into the ureters,

and when the stone begins to increaſe, then thoſe teats begin to excoriate,

and being very ſenſible parts, are the chief cauſe of the pain in the body of the

kidne .10. "yIt was a custom at their antient matches of drinking, to take every one

an egg in his hand, and not to stir, untill they could hatch their eggs in their

hands by the extraordinary heat.

" r I. The liver doth not give cincture unto the blood, but rather blood diſ

colouts the liver, for we find it blood in the meſeraic veins before it comes to

the liver. And I have ſeen perfect blood in an egg, before there hath been

an liver.

** 3iz. The liver and ſpleen do not differ in ſubstance; only the great quantity

of blood in the ſpleen, and more corrupt blood, makes it to look ſomewhat

bluer.

V 13. As the first concoction comes to the liver, ſo what is left of that con

coction in the stomach, as yct crude, and what hath paſſed beyond the first con-_

coction into the upper part of the gut, is laboured by the- ſpleen, and by it pre

pared for the liver.

ſ Register, vol. vii. p. 88.

a 5' 14. I
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" 14. I have ſeen a gooſe, that hath had the cazcum almost full of chylus, and

yet beyond all that chylus nothing but excrement z which how ſhe can cject with

out deſiling the ch'ylus is to me a miracle.

" 15. The pancreas or ſweet-bread is as a ſoft pillow to the veins and ar<

teries, and keeps them from twisting, and intorting one about another.

" 16. All arteries are stronger than veins, and every artery hath its greatest

strength nigh the heart, becauſe there it ſuffers the force and impulſion of the

heart, in the emiſſion from the blood, in a great remiſſion from the heart. An

artery cannot be distinguiſhed from a vein, but by the valvulaz.

" 17. The heart, that hangs in its lunula almost just in the midst of the body,

hath two veſſels. One receives the blood from the veins, and ſends it to the

lungs -, the other receives it from the lungs, and ſends it to the arteries.

" 18. In fears and ſorrow, phyſic; becauſe the mind works stronger upon the

body, than the phyſic.

" 19. The diaphragma is that, which cauſeth the hiccough, vomitings, ster

nutations, and ſneezings; laughter is but a convulfion.

" 20. The diaphragma is ſo exceeding ſenſible, and of ſo different'a ſenſe from

the rest, that I am almost induced to think it the organ of the ſixth ſenſe.

" 21. The ſame muſcles, that ſerve for expelling excrements, are alſo cauſes

oſ parturition, and ſending out the foetus. .

" 22. Cut a vein, and the blood will run out; cut an artery, and it will ſpurt

out; which is another demonstration, that it flows from the impulſion of

the heart.

" 23. The cauſe of ſleep is this, that when the ſoporiferous veins are full, and

grow heavy, they fall upon the arteries of the ſenſes, and ſo by little and little

stop up their paſſage, and at last hinder their operation; and as the ſoporiſerous

begins to riſe, ſo men begin to wake,

" 24.. The brain and the marrow are the ſame ſubstance, and one receives nu

triment from'the Other.

" 25. Children's kidneys are like thoſe of veal, full of little rundles, and they

grow into a compact intire ſubstance alterwards.

** 26. Blood comes originally from the heart -, first becauſe there is no life with

out blood, and the heart lives first 3 ſecondly becauſe all the veins are greater,

nigher the heart, than the liver.

** 27. Many men die backward, for Wind enters at the fundament, and ſill: the

guts -, the guts beginning to ſwell blow up the liver and the heart; there the

lungs, and lo the party is ſuffocated. Or cut the navel, that by many ligaments

holds down theſe parts, and the man is preſently strangled. .

" 28. All the fibrae have a natural contraction in themſelves; for take one of

them in a party dead; and stretch it in your hand, and it will contract of itſelf.

" 29. The preſent information and intelligence from our first part to another,

is very admirable; for when one makes a blow at my hand, my eye is the ſen

tinel, and first diſcovers it, and that informs my common ſenſe my reaſon,

my reaſon my will, my will the ſpirits, the ſpirits the arteries, theſe my muſ

cltff, thoſe my hand to ariſe to my general defence, and all this almost in an

m ant. '

i' 30. The
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" 30. The brain is divided just in the middle witha membrane, which they call

" ſuth : no part of the body is ſo full ofveins, as the brain.

" 31. The membranes about the brain both dura and pia are called matres,

** becauſe all other membranes in the body are derived from them.

" 32. The omentum or caul is to keep the guts in due order, when we ride,

a or stir, lest they ſhould twist, or knit, and ſo there could be no paſſage for the

** excrement, which would be preſent death.

" 33. I have ſeen a man's ſpleen on the right ſide removed with the hand, with

" much art and labour, in his proper place.

" 34.. No creatures in proportion have ſo great a ſpleen and brain, as a

' 'man."

Mr. HALLEY gave an account, that he, together with Mr. Hooru, had obſerved

in Greſham-college the ſolar eclipſe on the Sunday preceding, May r, viz. that it

was notably begun at I hour 17:r min. p. m. and that the just end was at 2 hours

3 min. that the greatest chord of the eclipſed part of the ſun was but 9; min. or

about 36 deg. of the ſun's limb ; and conſequently the greatest eclipſe was just A

min. in the ſun's diameter 5.

A paper of Dr. PAPlN h was read, giving an account of an experiment, which

he*had made to try, whether the ingredients oſgun-powder might be found after

exploſion in vacuo. Trial being made before the Society, it was found, that the

parts were ſo diſperſed by the blast, that nothing could be concluded.

May 1 r, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. HENSHAW remarked,

that Dr. HARVEY had conſidered the state of ſwallows in the winter, and had

diſſected ſome of them, which had been found under water, and could not obſerve,

that there was either warmth or motion in them.

It was ordered, that it be inquired from Sweden and the Sound, whether there

be no fluid blood to be ſound in thoſe frozen ſwallows, which are ſaid to revive

there upon being brought into a warm stove.

Mr. CHBTWYND of Ingstree in Staffordſhire being preſent obſerved, that during

the time, that the ſwallows are laid up for_the winter, they moult, and return in the

ſpring with all new feathers.

A note of Monſ. Jus'rar. was read, giving an account of a glaſs-houſe in Paris,

where they make aſubstance reſembling excellent China-ware ; and that there was

a certain perſon well-ſkilled in plants ſent over to the Antilles by the French

King's order, to collect and ſend to France the plants and other rarities of thoſe

iſiands.
\

t P/zilaſoplj. Tranſhct. No. 189. p. 370. for September and October 1687.

l Register, vol. vii. p. 6.
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This note incloſed the Nou'velles de la Republique des Lettre: for the months of

February and March 1687.

Sir ROBER-T GOURDON produced a certificate under the hands of the com

miſiioners of the navy of the great effect of certain pumps of his contrivance :

That his ſmall pump managed by four hands filled a veſſel containing two tuns

in one minute and forty five ſeconds:

That the ordinary hand-pump, at the ſame hight,with four hands filled the ſame

veſſel in ſix minutes:

That his larger pump managed by twelve ſurveyors filled the ſame veſſel in

thirty one ſeconds, and by twelve ſeamen in thirty ſix ſeconds :

But that the ordinary chain-pump managed by ſix ſeamen did not fill it in leſs

than four minutes.

A paper was given in by Dr. PAPIN concerninga way of distilling oil ofſulphur

per mmpannm; for which purpoſe he conceived, that the engine, which he had for

merly ſhewn for the keeping of fire under water, might with ſome little alteration

be very properl.

A letter of Dr. WALLIS to Mr. HALLEY, dated at Oxford April 26, 1687 ",

was read, chiefly relating to the apparent magnitude of the ſun or moon, which

ſeem ſo much bigger near the horizon, than when they are conſiderably high.

This the doctor concluded to be an optic fallacy proceeding from the eye's judg

ing thoſe objects, that are high, to be nearer; and conſequently appearing under

the ſame angle, they are esteemed to be ſo much leſſer as they ſeem nearer.

Mr. Hooxa read a farther diſcourſe concerning his manner of finding the lati

tudes of places by the azimuth of twice two stars.

Mr. BROTHERTON ave in a paperl with ſome figures relating to his experi

ments of the barking o trees. It contained three propoſitions, which he ſuppoſed,

that he had demonstrated z viz.

1. That the ſap (most of it, if not all) aſcends in the veſſels of the ligneous

part of the tree, and not in the cortical part, nor between the cortical and lig

neous part.

2. The increaſe and growth of a tree in thickneſs is by the deſcent of the ſap,

and not by the aſcent : and if there were no deſcent, a tree would increaſe but very

little, if at all.

3. That there is a continual circulation of the ſap all the ſummer ſeaſon, and

during ſuch time as the ſap is stirring, and not a deſcent at Michaelmas only, as

ſome have held.

May 18, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

1 Register, vol. vii. p. 6. is printed in the Philoſ Tranf N'. x87, p. 323_

" lbid. p. 68. The latter part of this letter i It is printed lbid. N" '87. p. 307.

The
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The minutes of the laſt meeting were read.

An experiment was ſhewn by Dr. PAPIN of ſhooting by exhausting the air out

oſ a barrel, to ſee the difference between ſhooting a bullet and a cylindrical flug,

after this manner 1. And it was found, that the barrel being placed horizontal

at three feet ten inches above the floor, the ſpherical bullet ranged forty ſeven feet

two inches, and the llug, which was a cylinder of the ſame diameter and hight

with the bullet, no more than thirty ſeven feet.

Mr. Hooxn read a diſcourſe concerning vegetation grounded on the experi

ments and obſervations ofMr. BROTHERTON, and explaining his three propoſitions

given in at the last meeting. Mr. Hooxa promiſed to inſert this diſcourſe in the

Philoſapbiral Tranſactiam m.

He read a farther diſcourſe concerning his hypotheſis of the mutability oſ the

earth's poles, which he ſound confirmed by an obſervation of ERASMUS BAR

THOLINUS (1152. Mad. Hafn. 1671 Of 1672. tap. 127. p. 220.) who together

with Monſ. PICART obſerved at Uraniburg the angles of poſition of the neigh

bouring places with the meridian, and, as he ſaid, ſound them very different

from the ſame angles ſettled by TYCHO BRAHE about an hundred years before.

Sir Roman-r GOURDON delivered to the Society by the King's order a receit

to cure the bite of a mad dog ", being under the hand of Mr. THOMAS FRAZIER,

. his majesty's chirurgeon. The chief ingredient of this medicine was a plant, which

grows plentifully about Thetford, and is there called tbestar of the earth.

A stranger then preſent gave an account, that alum being powdered and put

into water would cauſe any mud or ſediment in water preſently to ſubſide.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS remarked, that bitter almonds would do the ſame thing as

alum.

Sir Roan'r Gounnow related, that Dr. PLOT had lately propoſed to the king

the barking of all timber, deſigned for the uſe of the navy, in the ſpring, and then

to let the trees stand ſo barked till autumn before they are felled 0 ; which he con

ceived would very much harden the wood, and make it much more durable by

drying and evaporating the ſap during the ſame. This Sir ROBERT GOURDON

ſaid was the practice of the French in felling their timber; but he knew nOthing

of the effect.

May 25. Sir JOHN' HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. BROTHBRTON'S experi

ments occaſioned much diſcourſe about vegetation and graiting. -

1 Register, vol. vii. p. 16. PbiIa/Z Tranſact. N" 187. p. 298. -

'V N" 187. p. 307. * Register, vol. vii. p. 8. See Dr. PLOT's

'_' Register, vol. vii. p. 8. It is printed in the Natural History of Staffordſhire, p. 382.

Z z z 2 Mr
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Mr. Hooxe remarked, that Mr. BROTHERTON had cut on the bark of a 'fir

tree, which in time healed up again -, and that the bark and tree thrOve, though

all the direct fibres of the bark were divided ; which ſeemed to argue inſertions or

anastomoſes in the veſſels of the bark, whereby the ſap deſcends.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS ſaid, that it was a receit to cure a tree of a cancer, first to cut

it to the quick -, then waſh it well in Vinegar and gunpowder, and ſo wrap it up in

cow-dung, which will heal it, and make it grow well again.

Mr. Hooxa remarked, that Mr. BROTHERTON had obſerved, that ſeeds ſuſ

pended in the air no ſooner had emitted their germ out of the huſk but it imme

diately turned upwards against the perpendicular.

Dr. GALE mentioned, that there was in Caius-college library in Cambridge a

manuſcript of one GODFREY WlNSALL or VINOSALVO treating about grafting of

vines, as antient as King RICHARD Il's time.

Mr. Hooxn read a diſcourſe concerning a ſuſpicion of his, that the earth being

made up of heterogeneous arts may have ſome inequality in the diurnal rotation

from the different actionso the ſun and moon 5 and he propoſed an experiment to

try it, by obſerving the interval of time between the paſſages of two stars having

the ſame declination through a fixt teleſoope at ſeveral times of the flame night. In

the ſame diſcourſe he ſuppoſed the reaſon of the moon's keeping one face always

towards the earth to be, becauſe this hither ſide oſ the moon is heavier than any

other, and thereby gravitating most towards the earth, that part is always, except

-a ſmall oſcillatory motion, turned towards us.

A letteroſ Mr. Laewrnnoncx's was read concerning coffee, firſt as to the growth

and texture of the coffee-berry, wherein he ſound very much oil to be contained ;

in which oil he conceived the principal virtue of the coffee to lie -, and proſecuting

that notion he gave direction for roasting the berry, and making coffee drink ak

ter the best manner. In the concluſion he ſaid, that the coffee-berries grow on a

tree as big as our lime-trees, as he had been crediby informed.

Dr. .AGL10NBY was of opinion, that coffee could not be an enemy to the nerves,

unleſs in thoſe, who uſe much drinking of wine, he having obſerved, that coffee

will put wine into a great ferment.

Mr. Hooxn ſuppoſed, that the roasting oſ coffee is a ſort of malting thereof to

make it give its tincture z and that without roasting it would not make coffee.

june I, there was no meeting for want of a vice-preſident.

\ I

jane 8, Sir JOHN Hosvas vice-preſident in the chair.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS obſerved, that in an oak-tree the ſmall under branches

would be killed and rot off by the droppings of the upper boughs on them -, and

1 Yet
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yet the places in the trunk would ſo heal up, that there ſhould be no ſign in the

grain of the wood, that ever there had been ſuch a branch in that place.

He remarked likewiſe, that he had been informed, that in grafting the best way

was to inſert the grafts obliquely -, in which caſe they would not fail to grow, the

barks in ſome part or other being ſure to coaleſce ſo as to make the union neceſſary

for the growth.

Two notes of Monſ. JUSTEL were read z the one 5 concerning a chart of the

eastern parts of Muſcovy bordering on China, to be expected from Holland, and

deſiring the election of Mr. NICHOLAS FAClO into the Society: the other about 'a

new contrivance of Monſ. DE LA Hma to find the variation of the magnetical

needle 3 and to eaſe the great difficulty of finding it at ſea -, and giving an account,

that there was to be expected from Paris the tranſlation of an history of China out

of the Portugueſe, wherein there was an exact plan of the city of Pekin made to

a ſcale, whereby it appeared, that it was much leſs than Dr. Vossrus imagined.

Mr. Hooxa read a diſcourſe concerning a method of finding the interval of

time to the utmost exactneſs, 'by ſhewing how to divide the time of each vibration

of a pendulum into its parts : and he ſhewed the model of an instrument for the

adoing thereof. This he conceived might ſuffice to examine the query, which he

moved at the last meeting, about the unequal rotation of the earth.

Dr. SLOANE related, that there was in London a certain perſon having the diſ

eaſe Phthiriaſis: that he uſed to be ſick, whenever the tumors producing lice

ſtruck inwards to his stomach, but that upon the breaking out of the lice he grew

well again.

Mr. HENSHAW remarked, that FRANCESCO Ram had well obſerved, that there

is a particular ſort of louſe or inſect bred out of all'ſorts of animals and plants 5 and

that his carps, when decayed and ſick, had a kind of lice growing on them.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK was read concerning the growth of gall

nuts, which he found to beexcreſcencies of oak-leaves occaſioned by the laying the

eggs of a ſort of flies on thoſe leave, which coming to hatch gnaw the ribs or

veſſels of the leaves, out of the gleeting moisture whereofhe conceived theſe galls

.-to be produced; and that within them there is commonly found a dead fly or

worm ingendered therein. -

_ Mr. Hooxa produced a book, intitled Mrrograpbia now, publiſhed by one

Garannauus of Nuremberg; giving the figures ofſeveral infects, feeds, &c. many

the ſame] with thoſe in Mr. Hooxa's Mcrograpbia, but much worſe deſigned.

Dr. PAPrN propoſed an experiment, whether he could restore the air vitiated by

noxious effluvia'c 3 the tn'al of which was reſerved till the next meeting.

P Letter-book, vol. xi. p. 25. part 1. p. 22. = Register, vol. vii. p. 12..

'Yzme
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jane 15, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent,

Sir JOHN Hosxvus vice-preſident

Mr. HENSHAW Dr. AGLlONBY

Mr. CREED Mr. Loowrcx

Mr. HILL Mr. Hooxz.

The question being put concerning Mr. HALLEY's ſalary, the gratuity above5ol.

a year to him was remitted to the farther conſideration of the council, and in the

mean time it was determined by ballot, that the treaſurer ſhould pay him 501. for

the last year's ſalary.

Mr. NICHOLAS Facro DE DUILLIBR was propoſed as a candidate by Sir JOHN

HOSKYNS, and approved.

The question being put, whether the order for the payment of Mr. Hooxn's

ſalary, made June 16, 1686, ſhould be executed before any other orders made

ſince either f0r ſalaries 'or gratuities, upon balloting, it was carried in the affir

mative.

On this day there was no meeting of the Some-ry.

j'um' 22, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice'preſident in the chair.

An ezperiment was made oſ the variation of the magnetical needle; but by

reaſon o the wind it could not be determined as it ought : however it was ſeveral

times found about fiVe degrees westerly.

Dr. SLOANE obſerved, that the account given by him at the last meeting of the

'caſe of the phthiriaſis, was related to him by Dr. BATEMAN, who added, that

the patient broke out in pustules all over his body -, and that in thoſe pustules lice,

or an inſcct very like them, were ingendered.

Dr. SLOANE likewiſe remarked, that he had obſerved a ſort of louſe not unlike

a ſheep's tick breeding on ſwallows, which are very troubleſome to them, and

ſometimes kill them.

Mr. HBNSHAW ſaid, that there is a ſort of louſe ſound in cod-fiſh, generally

in the head of the fiſh.

Mr. NlCHOLAS FAcro m: DumeR was propoſed candidate, having been ap

proved by the last council.

Sir JOHN Hosxvus produced a piece of artificial ruby made oſ a ſort of glaſs

tinged with a preparation of gold, according to Mr. Kencxnt's method.

A
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A printed paper oſ Monſ. m: LA HIRE " was read, concerning a magnetical

needle contrived by him in a circular form, ſuppoſing that ſuch a circle would al

ways reſpect the true meridian with the ſame points thereof, and the magnetical

virtue change its place therein 3 alledging ſome experiments of the alteration of

the poles of a magnet analogous to what is found in the globe oſ the earth.

A note of Monſ. JUSTEL'S was read, giving an account of ſome books printed

at Paris, and mentioning, that the authors appointed to draw up the Journal de:

Sſa'vam were Meſſrs COURTlN, Raors, MAILLARD, and DE LA ROBIE.

Mr. HOOKE read a farther lecture concerning the exact meaſure of time, and

ſhewed the demonstration of the diviſion of the arch of oſcillation of a pendulum

ſo as to ſhew equal times: which is done by dividing the arch in the proportion

of ſines, and taking the whole length of the arch vibrated for diameter *.

Mr. HALLEY preſented the plant called star of the earth, being the chief ingre

dient in the remedy for the bite of a mad dog, given in by Sir ROBERT Goua

DON at the meeting of the 18th of May. *

Mr. HOOKE read a relation of the extraordinary force of a burning concave

ſpeculum out of the Acta eruditorum Lz'pſienſia for January 168 7, p. 52. He ſup

poſed, that if ſuch a ſpeculum were made of many feet diameter, the effects thereof

might be expected most prodigious. He propoſed, that ſuch a one might be

made of copper tinned with a mixture oftin, lead, and iſinglaſs, which might be

made very large for a ſmall price, and bear a very good poliſh.

Dr. HAVERS read a letter from a friend of his concerning the cure of a te

neſmus by bitter clysters, the cauſe of the diſeaſe bein worms conglebated in the

intestinum rectum. Theſe were ſuppoſed by ſome o the members preſent to be

aſcarides, though the gentleman, who wrote the letter, ſeemed to be ofa different

opinion.

Dr. PAP IN gave in a paper ' concerning the experiment of destroying air vitiated

with noxious fumes, which he found not to anſwer his expectation; for having

tried by means 'of ajet d'eau to evacuate the fumes of aqua fortis mixt with the

air, he ſound, that the air remaining after ſuch operation was still unſit for preſpi

ration.

He gave an account of an experiment made to ſee, whether the liquor distilled

in 'varuo from white roſes would coagulate, as that of red roſes ſo distilled doth : but

it was found uncongealed.

Time 29, Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

4 It is printed in the Pþilqfl Tranſact. N'. them. L. 1. prop. lii. p. 153.

188. p. 344.. ſ Regiſter, vol. vii. p. 13.

f See Nzwron's Philoſ. Natur. Princip. Ma

' Upon
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Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. HBNSHAW remarked, that

there was uſually foundon whales a louſe of the bigneſs of a man's thumb.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS obſerved, that a ſort of lice are ſometimes found on ſal

mons ; and that thoſe lice are a ſign, that the ſalmons are then out of ſeaſon.

On occaſion of the burning ſpeculum, Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that nothing

yet found would melt black lead z and that he had tried it in'a very strong heat

for fourteen days together; but it came out unchanged.

There was preſented from Dr. CHARLETON ſome ſalt ſhot upon a stick like

ſugar-candy, ſaid to be brought out of Siberia, aprovince of Muſcovy. It was

believed to have been coagulated in ſome ſalt ſpring, and not in a river, as was

ſaid in the paper given in with it.

A note from Monſ. Jus-rzt. was read, giving account, that Mr. Roman: had

much improved the engine, which coniumes ſmoke, and which, he conceived,

might be of great uſe in London, where the ſmoke is ſo offenſive, and ſo prejudi- *

cial to houſhold goods.

Mr. HrNsnAw was of opinion, that the ſalt of ſoot being diffuſed in the air

might probably be more prejudicial to the lungs than the ſmoke itſelf.

Dr. AGLLONBY ſuppoſed, that thoſe vapour: being diffuſed and diluted in the

air must become leſs noxious than when taken into the lungs together with the fuli

ginous matter of the ſmoke.

A paper was read given in by Mr. CLUVERUS concerning ſome tables produced

at this meeting by a foreign gentleman from Mr. WASMUTH, profeſſor at Kiel

.in Holstein. Theſe tables were ſaid to be founded on the holy Scripture, and to

ſerve for chronological and astronomical purpoſes. They were recommended to

Mr. CLUVERUS to peruſe and make a report of.

Mr. Hooxa read a diſcourſe concerning a method of finding the latitude of a

place by obſerving two equal altitudes of a star paſſing near the Zenith, having

found two points, the one perpendicularly under the other, and the exact time be

twixt them.

" A paper of Dr. PAPIN was read about applying his engine for raiſing water by

the rarefaction of the air to the raiſing of any ſort of weight out of deep mines.

Mr. Hooxa obſerved, that a rope strained very tight would ſerve to convey

force or motion much better than any ſuch contrivance.

J'aly 6, at a meeting of the COUNcu. were preſent,

Sir
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Sir JOHN Hosxvus vice-preſident -

Mr. HILL Dr. AGLtONnY

Mr. Lonwrcx Mr. HOOKB.

The question being put, whether Mr. HALLEY ſhould have fifty copies of the

History ofFiſhes instead of the fifty pounds ordered him by the last meeting of the

council, comprehending the twenty books formerly put into the hands of Mr.

SMrTH the bookſeller, it was determined by ballot in the affirmative.

The uestion being put, whether Mr. Hooxa ſhould have the arrears, due to

him by a former order of June 16, 1686, paid him in like manner in copies of

the History of Fzſhes, it was ballotted and allowed : only Mr. Hooxa deſired ſix

months time to conſider of the acceptance of ſuch payment.

It was ordered, that Mr. HALLEY receive a gratuity of twenty other copies of

the History of Fzſhes, in conſideration of his arrears in the last year ending January

27, 1682. '

At a meeting of the SOCIETY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſi

dent in the chair.

Two letters were read concerning the eclipſe of the ſun, May I, 168 7, the one

from Mr. WILLIAM HAYLEY ' made at the Strait's mouth -, the other from Mr.

FRANK at Barbadoes 5.

A paper of Dr. PAPIN h was read about the reaſon of the camcra ffl'olim, or engine

for producing a wind by the running of water, which had been ſuppoſed to pro

ceed from a generation of air by the agitation of the water upon a great fall. This

Dr. PAPIN had found by experience to be untrue 5 and he propoſed in this paper,

that, according to the make of the engine, the air entering into the pipe, whereby

the water deſcends, is carried down with it, and then by its levity makes its way

out at the top of the veſſel, while the water runs out at the bottom.

Mr. Hooxa read a diſcourſe concerning the way of conveying force to a great

distance, which he conceived would best be done by ſome stiff and inflexible rod,

as a Wire, or long pole, or the like z and ſhewed the experiment by communi

cating a force given in the inner hall of Greſham-college acroſs the quadrangle by

means of a packthread, which was found to perform to ſatisfaction.

Dr. Roamsou having examined the plant called star of the earth in the receit

for the bite of a mad dog, ſaid, that it was the ſeſamoz'des Salamzmticum Park. ſiw

Lyrbm': 'viſroſa flore muſcoſa Caſp. Bau/Jim', in Engliſh, Spaniſh rately-fly: that it,

' His letter to Mr. HALLEY, dared at Leg- obſervations are printed in the Pl-i/q/Zvji/J. 'ſrmſ

horn, _lure 8, 1687, is in the Letter-book, vol. N' 189. p. 3-0.

xi. part 1. . 4.. h Register, rol. vii. p. 13.

3 lbid. p. 66. Mr. Hn'tsr's and Mr. FMNK's

Vor.1V. 4 A grows
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grows plentifully about the mills near Newmarket, and about Thetford, Raii Ca

talcg. Plantar. Angl. and is deſcribed, Raii Hzstor.P/antar. tom. 2. inter Lycb

m'das.

Mr. AUBREY remarked, that this plant was to be found near a place called

Chalk in W'iltſhire.

Dr. Ronmsox obſerved, that this plant had not till now been known to have

any medicinal virtue.

j'zdy 13, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes, and mention of the virtue of the plant called star

of the earth, Dr. SLOANE ſaid, that this ſame virtue of curing the bite of a mad

dog is to be ſound in a book called De GRAY's Farrz'er.

Mr. AUBREY remarked, that this ſpeciſic virtue had been well attested to him.

Dr. SLOAN r. added, that he knew a man, who had cured twenty couple of dogs

therewith. *

Mr. HOOKE ſhewed in a microſcope the crystals of the ſalt preſented at the

meeting of June 29 from Dr. CHARLETON, ſaid to have been congealed like ſu

gar-candy on a st1ck in a river of Siberia. The particles thereof were ſhot into

ſquare grains like table diamonds, which looked very fair in the microſcope, ſo

that it appeared to be a ſort ofſal gem or marine ſalt.

The minutes of the Dublin Society for ſeveral months past were read z in which

mention was made of a cavity in the ſkull of birds reaching from one ear to the

other, which was conceived to be deſigned for the exquiſiteneſs of hearing. Mr,

HENSHAW added, that there is a ſmall bony fulcrum ſerving to ſupport this cavity.

Dr. TYSON remarked, that he had obſerved a like confirmation of bones in the

head of an owl, in which bird there is an extraordinary contrivance of a membrane

to dilate and contract the pupil of the eye.

It being mentioned in the minutes of the Dublin Society, that a bruiſed ſcor

pion is a ſure and ſpeedy remedy for the sting of it, SirJOHN HostNs remarked

that he had heard, that after the ſame manner the sting of a waſp might be cal-ac;

by applying the bruiſed waſp.

There being in the ſame minutes an account of a rare caſe of a patient of Dr.

MULLEN, who voided'by stool 'a great number of ſmall bladders filled with mat

ter of different conſistences, and ſome of them pretty large 3 Dr. TYSON obſerved

that ſuch voiding oſ bladders, unleſs in dropſical caſes, is very rare, and most corn:

monly in women, in whom lumps are produced from the ovarium.

2 Dr
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Dr. TYSON communicated his obſervations of what occurred in the diſſection of

the body of Mr. SMlTH' of Highgare, in whoſe bladder were ſound ſeveral leſi'er

bladders oſ ſerum, ſome as big as a pullet's egg, and each ureter stopped with ſuch

a bladder, and withal inflamed ſo, that no urine could paſs by them into the

bladder l.

Dr. SLOANE remarked, that upon cutting a perſon for the stone, there had been

found, instead of a stone, only a stiff mucous ſubstance near as big as one's fist.

Mr. CLUVERUS gave in an account of Mr. WASMu-rn's astro-chronological

tables, whereby he pretended from certain ſabbatical periods, not only to deter

mine the motions of the ſun, moon and planets d Friarſ, without obſervations -, but

alſo to diſcover the true time of any oſ the most remarkable occurrences in the

world without history.

Mr. HALLEY gave in a figure oſ the eclipſe of the ſun obſerved May r, 1687;

wherein he ſhewed the phaſes thereof at London, Barbadoes and Smyrna, whoſe

difference of meridians he determined, viz. Barbadoes 5 hours 58 minutes west,

and Smyrna 1 hour 50 minutes east from London.

And from the obſervation oſ Mr. HAYLEY at the Strait's mouth he found Cape

Trafalgar 28 minutes or 7 degrees to the west of London.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper in anſwer to Mr. HOOKE's objections against the way

of conveying force by the rareſaction oſ the air. lt was, that his pipes being laid

in a trough, and then covered with coarſe turpentine, would thereby be kept

tight and ſecure against the paſſage of the air through any leſſer chinks or holes,

that might be leſt in them.

Mr. Hooxa's diſcourſe, by reaſon it was now late, was referred to the next

meeting.

J'uly 20, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS in the chair.

Mr. HENSHAW obſerved, that a ſort'oſ owls in France and Savoy, called Dukcs,

have an extraordinary faculty oſ dilating and contracting the pupil of the eye.

Mr. Hooxa related, that Mr. VVALLER and himſelſhaving lately diffected ſe

veral eyes, had obſerved a great number of ſmall thrids or nerves entering through

the ſclerotis into the cavity oſ the eye towards the bottom, and proceeding be

tween the ſclerotis and uvea, to terminate in the outward ring oſ the Proceffu: cili

arer, ſo to ſerve for the motion oſ the crystalline humour, and alſo to make the

aperture of the uvea bigger or leſs.

Mr. Hooxz likewiſe read an anſwer to Dr. PAPm's objection to the communi

cation of motion at a distance by rods, with a ſarther explication of the vibration

I Register, vol.vii. p. -,8. Pzrli'o/rlz-lz.Ti-mz_/f No 188. p. 332.

4 A 2 , of
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Of the rods or poles: as alſo another diſcourſe, wherein he farther explained the

great inconvenience of Dr. PAPIN's way, and the impracticability thereof, by

ſhewing l, That it would be next to impoſſible to make pipes to hold ſo perfectly,

as not to leak air in ſome parts. 2, That it would be as difficult to diſcover one

or more ſuch leaks, or, when found, to stop them. 3, That neither his gutters

nor turpentine nor moloſſes would prevent thoſe difficulties z for that all ſuch a gut

ter must be uncovered two leagues, when ſuch leaks happen; next, the gutters

would not do up-hill and down-hill, nor croſs roads : and they would be as diffi

cult to be kept tight from leaking out thoſe ſubstances ; nor would they hinder

evaporation. And though it were poſſible, yet, 4, That the air is the worst of

all media for conveying ſuch power, there being more strength lost thereby than

by any ſolid medium or fluid, as water, &e. becauſe of the great ſpringineſs

thereo .

Mr. Hooxa ſhewed the experiment of vibration of the rods, as a pendulum,

which was by ſuſpending alarge lndian-cane of about thirty feet long by two pack

threads about eight feet in length: by which it was plain how the weight of ſuch

rods or poles for communication of traction or pulſion at adistance might not'only

be made to move freely andwith eaſe, but alſo be in the nature of the weight of a

ſway.

The ſame thing was alſo tried with a large ſcaffold-pale of above forty feet

long, ſuſpended by two ſmall chords, which ſucceeded, as the former to the ſa

tisfaction of thoſe preſent.

Dr. SLOANE preſented a large ſcorpion of St. Cruz in Barbary z which was or

dered to be preſerved in ſpirit of wine in the repoſitory.

7uly 27, Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading of the minutes of the last meeting, it was inquired, whether there

were any emiſſion of light from the eyes of cats to help them to ſee in the dark,

as in glow-worms, fire-flies, and the like: but it was the opinion of the members

preſent, that in eats, owls, and ſuch like animals, the extraordinary faculty of

ſeeing in the dark ariſes from the great dilatation of the pupil of the eye.

Mr. Homer. remarked, that the light ſeen in the eyes of cats is rarely found

but when the cat is frighted; or elſe very earnest after her prey.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS communicated the following receit of one SIMEON PAULI

for a varniſh to coat and preſerve dried plants; infuſe in ſpirit of wine the ſeeds of

wormwood z and then diſſolve therein as much gum elemi as it will take; and

with this varniſh cover the plant. This was thought to be a good means to pre

ſerve inſects and any ſmall animal from periſhing.

Dr. EDWARD BERNARD of Oxford returned two Arabic pſalters formerly bon

rowed out of the Society's library.

Mr.
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Mr. HENSHAW borrowed out of the library two Greek manuſcripts, containing

part of the tragedies of EURlPlDI-IS.

Mr. HALLEY gave a deſcription oſ the water-galls or fiſh reſembling gelly,

which is found commonly in theſe ſeas at this time of the year.

A paper of Dr. PAPlN was delivered in concerning the computation of the ve

. locity impreſſed on a bullet in an exhausted barrel : but it being late, it was re

ferred till the next meeting.

The Society adjourned their meetings till Wedneſday, October 19th.

Octoþer 19, there was no meeting for want of a vice-preſident : but Sir THEO

DORE DE Vaux being preſent promiſed a receit for the bite of a mad dog, which

he had never known to fail. He ſaid, that he had it from MATTHIAS DE Hun

LESBOSK -, and that it conſisted of rue, garlic, Venice-treacle, and tin-filings.

October 26, Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident in the chair.

Upon reading the minutes of the last meeting, Mr. AUBREY remarked, that

the VVelſh have generally black eyes; and the vice-preſident added, that this had
ſi been noted as an argument to prove the old inhabitants of Britain and'the Gauls

to have been the ſame nation, it being obſervable, that their eyes are as generally

black as thoſe of the Germans are grey. -

Dr. TYSON gave a relation of ſome very particular structures, which he had

obſerved in the bones of the ear and eye of an owl; of which he promiſed a

written account.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS remarked, that he had noted in the eyes of ſeveral perſons,

who were very ſharp-lighted, that the iris was of different colours, when looked

on in a different poſition. This he conceived to be cauſed by ſome corrugation in

the ſurface of the iris; whereby thoſe perſons were enabled to dilate their pupil

extraordinarily upon occaſion.

There was preſented from Mr. JAMES FRAZIER the fowl called cappercail or

cock of the wood, being found in the finwood in the Highlands of Scotland,

being a larger ſort of heath-cock of the black kind.

Mr. HOOKE read a letter to himſelf from Mr. WALLER concerning stones, as

nautili and ophiomorphites, lately found by him near Caineſham-bridge in Glou

cesterſhire =. One of theſe stones was evidently formed in the ſhell of a common

nautilus, but much bigger than the uſual ſort; and not only the diapliragms were

most distinct, but alſo the holes in them, whereby the ſeveral cavities communi

cate, were indiſputably diſcovered, and no room leſt to doubt of its having been

once a ſhell.

I Letter-book, vol. xi. part l. p. 67.

A paper
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A paper of Dr. PAPIN was read concerning a way of applying the force of

gun-powder to raiſe weights, and to other mechanical uſes '*-, of which he ſhewed

the experiment. It was by rarefying the air included in a cylinder by the fiaſh of

the powder, and then applying the weight of the atmoſphcre to drive down a plug

into the evacuated cylinder, being the way mentioned in the IVOIFUCUES de [a Itepub

legue des Lettres.

A letter in Latin from JOHN PHlLlP YVURTZELBAUR of Nuremberg to the

Royal Society, dated there, March 31, 1687 c, was produced, containing an ac

count of many of the ſun's meridian altitudes taken in that city the last year, which

ſufficiently proved the latitude of it and the obliquity of the ecliptic to have

been unaltered ſince the time OfBERNAnD WVALTHER, or the year 1487.

Part of a letter of Mr. WlLLlAM MOLYNEUX, dated at Dublin, July 7, 16874,

was read, intimating his deſire, that a new map of the world might' be made ac

cording to the late obſervations.

Mr. WALLER'S account of the tides at Bristol was produced.

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS deſired, that the cappercail or cock of the wood ſhould be

inquired after from lreland, where Dr. Mouun ſaid they were commonly found

in the market.

Nowmber 2. Sir' JOHN l-IOSKYNs vice-preſident in the chair.

Sir THEODORE m: VAUX gave in a paper concerning the cure of the bite ofa

mad dog, being ſeveral receits found by him among the papers ofSir THEO

DORE MAYERNE. This was ordered to be publiſhed in the sz'laſopbz'cal Tranſ

action: *.

Dr.Tv50N having ſaid, that there was a circular bone within the ball of the eye

of an owl, to help to dilate or contract the pupil, Mr. WALLER remarked, that

he had obſerved the ſame thing in a lap-wing; and that the French anatomists

in their Memoires pour I'Histoire der dnimaux alſert the ſame contrivance in the

eye of the eagle.

Mr. ADAlR being preſent ſaid, that the male cappercail is much leſs than the

female: that that preſented at the last meeting was a female. This bird being

ſuppoſed to be of the kind of our black game of heath-cocks was ſaid to be the

best meat ofwild fowl, but the fleſh thereof apt to cormpt.

Sir THEODORE DE VAUX remarked, that near Carcaſſone in Languedoc there

is a lull called A/[omagne de Priape, where the stones are commonly formed into

þh Register, vol. vii. p. 20: _ 4 Letter-book, vol. xi nnrt I. p. 70.

< lbid. p. 64 lt lS printed m the Pþi/qfl F No, 191. p. 4,c8. for December 1687.

Tranſ l\-". 190.. p. 405. '

the
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the ſhape of a human penis 5 one of which stones he promiſed to bring and ſhew to

the Society.

There was preſented from Monſ. JUSTEL a book ſent to the Society by Monſ.

VILLERMONT from Paris, where it was lately printed, concerning the triſection of

an angle, pretended to be doneby right lines and a circle.

Mr. HOOKE read a diſcourſe upon the periplus of HANNO, wherein are ſeveral

things ſeeming to favour his notion of the great changes, that have happened in

the earth; as where mention is made of countries flaming in the night, and a

'high mountain expiring fire 5 the deſcription of which ſeemed to agree with the

Canary iſles, which Mr. HOOKE conceived to have been blown up by fire,

Mr. AoAiR mentioned, that to the westward of the iſles of Scotland called the

Hebrides there was an iſland, which had been frequently ſeen from the land

of Argyle's juriſdiction: but it was not known, that any perſon had been

upon it.

Nowmþer 9. Dr. GALE vice-preſident in the chair.

Dr. GALE gave an account, that there were two ſorts of heath-game in Eng

land, viz. the red and the grey game: That the cock of the grey game is black

like the fowl produced at the last meeting: and that he had been intOrmed, that

the white ſpots, which are found on the feathers of the tail of this bird, wear

away with age, and at length diſappear.

Mr. HOOKE gave his report of Monſ. TARRAGON's book of the triſection of

an angle, which had been recommended to him at the last meeting, viz. that this
construction was not general, and only extended to the trilſiection of ſuch angles,

whoſe third parts were the t, -_',, %, &c. of ſome other angle had by the biſec'tion

of an angle.

Mr. HALLEY read a letter in Latin to himſelf from Mr. WURTZELBAUR, dared

at Nuremburg, 16 Sept. 168 7, O. S. *, containing his obſervations of the eclipſe

of the Ist of May, 1687 *.

He read likewiſe ſeveral letters, containing accounts of the tides, which he had

procured to be obſerved on the ſouth coast ot England.

There was produced a ſheep's head, out of the neck of which grew a ſhort

leg. It was deſired of ſome of the phyſicians oſ' the Society to examine it, and

ſee after what manner it was articulated in the ſkull or vertebrae of the neck.

Dr. PAPIN gave in a paper about the quantity of air evacuated by the flaſh of

gun-powder in his experiment tried on the 26th of October; which paper was read,

T Register, vol.vii. p. 69. 5 See Pþiloſi Tranſact. N'. 189. p. 371. d

an
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and it appeared, that ſortyſſſix parts of fifty nine of the whole cavity oſ the veſſel

had been emptied of air.

Mr. PITFlELD preſented his tranſlation of the Memoire: pour stmir a I'Hrstoire

der Am'maax by the Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris; to which is added, ſin

ſlceouut of the Meaſure of a Degree of a great Circle of the Earl/2, tranſlated from the

French by Mr. WALLER.

Dr. PAPIN repeated the experiment made at the- meeting of the 26th of

October with a third part of the gun-powder uſed then, but ſuppoſed three times as

strong: and the effect was, that the air expelled was equal in bull: to 2 lb. 5 arm.

of water, the powder being but half a ſcruple.

Mr. ADAIR ſhewed ſeveral of his curious maps of Scotland made from his late

ſurvey.

Nov. 16. Sir JOHN HOSKYNS vice-preſident in the chair.

There was preſented from Mr. BOYLE a book lately publiſhed by him, and in

titled A Diſquiſition about the final Cauſe: of Natural Thirty, wxrer'u it is inquired,

whet/ner, and (if at all) 'with wlmt caution a Naturalz'st ſhould admit tbem, To which

are ſubjoined, by 'way of Appendix, ſome uncommon obſervation! about 'vitiatedſig/Jt.

Mr. Hooxn was deſired to peruſe this book, and give an account of its

contents.

Dr. MouuN reported, that he had examined the ſheep's head, produced at the

laſt meeting; and that there appeared no articulation or junction of the ſpurious

leg either with the ſkull or ſpine, but that it was tied by a ligament to the peri

cranium; and _that the inner end-of the bone was ſmall and pointed like

a quill.

Part of a letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, concerning the generation oſ ants,

was read -, wherein he was of opinion, that the white things, taken for their eggs,

are really worms, which, he ſaid, he had obſerved to be hatched into ants in a

little time. The rest of the letter was referred to the next meeting.

A committee was choſen by ballot ſor auditing the treaſurer's accounts, conſist

ing of Sir RlCHARD BULKELEY, Mr. HERBERT, Mr. MEREDlTH, Mr. ASTON,

and Mr. POVEY.

Sir Rianan BULKELEY produced a paper ſent him from Ireland, being the

copy ofa letter from the Biſhop of Meath to Mr. WILLIAM MOLYNEUX, con

taining ſeveral particulars of the examination oſ a young wench in Ireland, out of

the corner-s of whoſe eyes there proceeded grains of corn, as oſ wheat, oats, ryc

or barley. The circumstances were very extraordinary, and all precautions taken

to prevent fraud : but it was found, that the ſame ſort of grains still iſſued; ſo

that, how unlikely ſoever the thing might ſeem, the fraud, if any, could not be

2_ diſcovered,
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diſcovered. It was obſerved, that ten grains in an hour's time was the greatest

number evacuated by her.

November 23, at'a meeting of the COUNCIL were preſent

The Earl of Carbery preſident,

Sir JOHN HOSKYNS Mr. WALLBR

Dr. GALE Mr. Hooxe

Mr. PlTFIELD Mr. Lonwrcx.

Mr. Cum)

The preſident ſigned an order for the payment of the gratuity given Mr. ASTON

of ſixty pounds by an order of council of December I6t , [68 5.

An addreſs of Dr. PAPlN was read, deſiring the payment of his arrears of ſalary

by reaſon of his being about to leave England, in order to be profeſſor of mathe

matics in the univerſity of Marpurg. _ - '

It appearing to the council, that the debts of the Society are ſuch, that they

cannot otherwiſe be ſatisfied, it was ordered, that their stock in the East-India

company be ſold z and that Mr. HILL adviſe the best he can to do it ſpeedily.

The preſident ſigned an order for the payment of ſixty pounds to Mr. HOOKE,

which had been ordered him on the 16th of June, 1686.

lt was ordered, that Dr. PAPlN be aid 221. tor. in full of all accounts, be

ing three quarters ſalary : and the preſi ent ſigned an order accordingly.

At a meeting oſ the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice

preſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. HOOKE gave an account of Mr. Bovtn's book of Firm] Can/25, wherein

by a eat many instances he endeavours to ſhew the unreafonableneſs of thoſe,

who Iny deſign in the proceedings of nature. The ſecond part of the book being an

account of ſeveral accidents befalling the eyes, Mr._Hoor<t deſired, that it might

be peruſed by ſome phyſician of the Society. ,

The latter part of Mr. Luwmmoacx's letter of September 9, 1687, con

cerning the generation of ants was read, wherein he concluded three things,

I- That the real eggs of ants are exceedingly ſmall, and not bigger than ordi

nary grains of ſand. 2. That out of theſe eggs are worms produced, which be

ing without any motion of their own and helpleſs are fed by the old ants z whence

it comes to paſs, that they are ſo buſy in carrying food to their nests in ſummer,

and not in order to lay up any magazine of proviſion against winter, as was vul

garly ſuppoſed : and 3. That thoſe which, were moſt commonly called ants eggs,

VOL. IV. 4. B _ are
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are either thoſe worms or aureliz of young ants, or elſe a ſort of webs, wherein

One ſort oſ ant-worms were obſerved by Mr. LEEWENHOECK to wrap themſelves

a little before their maturity. He took notice by the way of the manner of the

stinging of ants, which he ſound not to be by biting, as ſome imagined, but by

a real sting in the tail, which is all along on the back thereof grooved with a

deep groove not unlike the ſcheit uſed by ſeamen to Wet ſails withal z by means of

which groove the ant conveys to the point of her sting a ſmall drop of venomous

tranſparent liquor, which by its acrimony occaſions the ſmart and ſwelling, that

generally follows the sting of ants.

Sir JOHN Hosvas gave his opinion as to the reaſon, why the young ants

ſhould be found without motion, whilst they are yet white; viz. becauſe the

bones, which in ſuch ants are like ſhells on the out-ſide oſ their limbs, are not yet

firm -, whereby they want the neceſſary instruments ofmoving themſelves.

Mr. HALLEY deſired, that he might bring in an experiment in order to deter

mine the quantity oſ vapour. ariſing out of water warmed to a certain degree 5

which he conceived might be oſ ood uſe in the explication of ſeveral phzenomena
'in metereology and the theory ofgſountains and ſprings; as alſo to ſhew the reaſon

oſ that remarkable current out of the Ocean into the Mediterranean ſea: which

experiment he was ordered to prepare against the next meeting.

Nov. 29, at a meeting oſ the COUNCIL were preſent

Sir JOHN Hosxvns vice-preſident,

Mr. EVELYN i Mr. PXTFIELD

Mr. HlLL Mr. Hooxe

Mr. Loowrcx Mr. WALLER.

Mr. CREED

lt was ordered, that Mr. Hooxr be paid 221. 10 s. for three quarters of a

year's ſalary due to him at Christmas last.

A committee of the council for auditing the treaſurer-'s accounts was ballotted for

and choſen, VlZ. Mr. LODWICK, Mr. PITFIELD, and Mr. W-ALLER, who were

to meet the next morning at eight o'clock.

Mr. HAUTEFEUiLLa, Mr. MlDDLETON, and Mr. WlLLlAM WOTTON were

propoſed to the council as candidates, and being ballotted for were approved to be

propounded to the Society for election.

The vice-preſident ſigned an order for the payment of 201. to Mr. HUNT the

operator for half a year's ſalary due July 14 last.

He likewiſe gave an order for the payment oſ the ſum oſ 121. being in full

forlſigty copies of the Philoſopbiml Tranſactiom of a ſort from No. 184. to No. 188.

me u ve.  

1 Now.
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Not-ember 30, being the day of the anniverſary election of the council and offi'

cers of the Society, the Earl ofCarbery preſident in the chair, the following eleven

members were continued of the council '-, i

JOHN Earl of Carbery Mr. PEPYS

THOMAS Earl of Pembroke Mr. WALLER

Dr. THOMAS GALE Sir josaru WlLLIAMSON

Mr. HENSHAW Sir CHRISTOPHER Warm

Mr. HILL Sir CYRIL chna.

Sir JOHN Hosvas

The ten elected into the council were

HENRY Duke of Norfolk Sir WILLlAM PETTY

Geoaca Earl of Berkley Dr. PlT

Mr.HAYN£s Dr. PLO'r

Mr. HERBERT Dr. SLARE

Mr. PERRY Dr.TY50N.

The Earl of Carbery was continued preſident:

Mr. HILL was continued treaſurer:

Dr. GALE and RICHARD WALLER, Eſq;' were choſen ſecretaries.

Decemb. I, the Earl of CARBERY in the chair.

After the minutes Mr. HOOKE read a lecture, being first a recapitulation of

ſeveral things, which he had produced before the Society the last year, particu

larly concerning the ſpheroidical figure of the earth, the mutation of the poles,

and the conſequences thereof a. He then cited a paſſage out of PLATo's Timmus,

ſeeming to make much for his hypotheſis of the frequency of floods and confla

grations. It was the relation of an old. man to PLA'ro's grandfather, who had it

from an Egyptian priest, that the iſland of Atlantis was once ſo conſiderable, as

to have inhabitants, who had conquered ood part of Africa and Europe ; but

that in one day's time the whole iſland ſun into the ſea. Lastly, he gave a tran

ſlation of HANNo's periplus, from ſome paſſages whereof he collected, that there

was then aconflagration of ſome lands, which, as he interpreted the words um' My,

werein the latitude of 36 degrees, and, as he conceived north-west from Madera :

and he ſuppoſed the mountain called 3er iixnpac in this periplur to be the pic of

Teneriffe ; aſſerting, that he had good grounds for it -, and that the caldera or ba

ſin on the top of it is warm with a ſubterraneous heat.

Dr. GALE remarked, that um' Jeu would bear the ſenſe, which Mr. Hooxz

put upon thoſe words -, but he ſuppoſed this 'periplus to be of a Greek rather than

Carthaginian original, becauſe all the names of places are Greek.

a See his Postbumau: Work', p. 377. 6: ſeqq.

4. B 2 To
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To this it was anſwered, that the Greek tranſlator might take the liberty to

change ſignificant names into his own language.

Dr.ſiGALE obſerved, that the reputed author, or perhaps tranſlator, of this

perip/us was one HiERONYMUS LAMPSACENUS.

Mr. ASTON preſented from the author FRANCls JESSOP, Eſq; his book lately

printed, intitled, Propoſitiones bydrostatim- ad illustrandum Ari/iarcbi Samii ſystema

diſſinatze, &e. which was delivered to Mr. Hooxa to bring in an account of.

A letter of Mr. JoHN WEICHARD VALVASOR, containing an accurate deſcrip
tion of the lake Zirknitz in Carniola b, was produced and ordered to be read at the

next meeting.

A letter of Mr. LEEWENHOECK, containing his microſcopical obſervations on

cochineal and the Jeſuit's bark, Or chinachina, was produced, and ordered to be

tranſlated.

Mr. HALLEY read an account of the quantity ofvapour, which in a day's time

exhales from the ſurface of waterc 5 and by experiment proved it to be in the

warmth of ſummer not leſs than a tenth ofan inch in twelve hours : whence com

puting the quantity of vapour raiſed out of the Mediterranean ſea, as likewiſe that,

which is emptied into it by the rivers, he found, that the vapours exhaled were

nearly three times as much as the rivers repleniſhed, taking the rivers with the

most and the vapours with the least, ſo that the difference ſeemed et oreater.
n ' o ' o

The experiment, on which this argument lS founded, was repeated be ore the So

ciety at the end ofthe meeting.

Decemb. 14, at a meeting of the Councn. were preſent

The Earl of CARBERY preſident

SIR JOHN Hosxvns Mr. HAYNES

Sir CYRm WYCHE Mr. PBRRY

Mr. HENSHAW Mr. HERBERT

. Mr. HILL Dr. TYSON

Dr. SLARe Mſ-WALLER.

Dr. PIT

The preſident ſigned an order for the delivery of a piece of plate of ſixty pounds

value to Mr. WILLIAM MUSGRAVE, being a gratuity given him by an order of

council of Decemb. 16, 1685.

It was ordered, that Mr. ASTON, in conſideration, that his gratuity of ſixty

pounds hath been two years unpaid, and that for two years of the time ſince he

was last excuſed his weekly payments by an order of council of Novemb. 21,

1683, he was ſecretary to the Society, be farther exemPted from the ſaid payments

till Michaelmas last.

* It is printed in the Pbilqſhpb. Tranſact. N0 191. p. 4u. f Ibid. N" 189. p. 336. for Sept. and

Cct- [687. Mſo
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Mr. Paaav, Dr. PrT, Dr. SLARE, and Mr. HERBERT were ſworn of the

council. r

A motion being made, that it was convenient, that the Royal Society's stock

in the East-India corn any ſhould be transferred from Sir JOHN LAURENCFJS

name to that of ſome ot er gentleman of that company, a member of the Society :

it was ordered, that Sir JEREMY SAMBROOKE ſhould be deſired to take it; and

that a letter be written to Sir JOHN LAURBNCE about it.

It was ordered, that Dr. PAPlN have a preſent of four copies of the History of

Fzſhes, and a letter testimonial under the ſeal of the Society of the good ſervices

rendered them by him.

Dr. Ganw's index to the rarities in the repoſitory was referred to Mr. WALLER,

Mr. PBRRY, Dr. Tvson, Dr. Pr'r, and Dr. SLARE, as a committee to inſpect

and make a report of it.

Mr. JOHN WEICHARD VALVASOR of Carniola was propoſed candidate to the

council and approved for election.

It was ordered, that the treaſurer pay Mr. HOOKE thirty-ſeven pounds ten

ſhillings, as a farther gratuity, and in full of all demands ſince the last order of
November 29 past. ſi

At ameeting of the SOClETY on the ſame day, Sir CYRIL WYCHE vice-pre

ſident in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read.

Mr. Hooxa read a diſcourſe tending to ſhew, that the antient story couched

in fable had yet a real and truly historical interpretation *. And after that man

ner he interpreted the story of PB'RSEUS in OVID, deriving Paasrus from meam,

and understanding by him lightning; and the metamorphoſis of ATLAS to have

been the destroying the Heſperian gardens, and blowing up by a ſubterraneous fire

the great mountain Atlas in the place where they were.

He promiſed to ſhew a like mythology of ſeveral of the other fables of antiquity.

Mr. JOHN WEICHARD VALVASOR ofCarniola, Mr.W1LL1AM WOTTON, Mr.

HAUTBFEUILLE, and Mr. BENJAMIN MIDDLETON, having been propoſed can

didates to the council, and approved,were this day elected fellows of the Society.

The first part of Mr. JOl-IN WEXCHARD VALvasoa's letter from Carniola was

read, being an accurate deſcription of the lake Zirknitz in that country, With an

account of the ſeveral ſubterraneous paſſages and holes, at which the water enters

f See his Fast/many: Mrb. p. 377. Uſtff. _

1 into,
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into, and leaves the lake ; as alſo of the manner of fiſhing in thoſe holes -, with

the titles and tenures eſ the ſeveral gentlemen having right to the fiſhery of the

lake. The rest of the letter was referred till the next meeting.

A paper of Sir PHlLlP SKIPPON was read, containing an account of ſeveral

Saxon coins lately found in Suffolk, with ſeveral curious remarks thereupon by

that gentleman d. On the reverſe ofone of theſe coins he found the wordsterling;

by which it appears, that that word was of Saxon original, and not brought in by

the conquest : whereby a mistake of GRONOVIUS deſestertiir, p. 346, who affirmed

the contrary, is rectified.

Some further remarks on the ſame coins by Mr. WlLLlAM WOTTON ® were re

ferred to the next meeting. . '

Sir chHnRD BULKELEY produced a letter from Mr. W'mttAM MOLYNEUX,

ſomewhat calling in question an account, which he had before ſent out of Ireland

concerning a girl, who diſcharged grains of wheat, barley, &e. out of the corners 1

of her eyes z for that a perſon there, upon trial, found, that without pain or trou

ble he could eaſily hide ſeveral grains under his eye-lid, which of themſelves will

start out, unleſs now and then kept back with the finger.

The ſame letter contained an account of a great inundation of water, which had

lately done great'damage to the city of Dublin.

Dr. PAPIN preſented to the Society his engine for the circnlating of water by

the rarefaction of the air z a deſcription of which _is given in N" 178 of the P/Jiloſa

pbical Tranſhctiom '.

Mr. HALLEY ſhewed an experiment, whereby the evacuation of the lake of

Zirknitz and its ſudden filling again were exemplified. He took two baſins, and
ſiplaced them one higher than the other, and ordered them ſo as to communicate

by pipes placed at different hights, ſo that the water ran out of the upper, when

it was full, much faster than when it was in part empty : and the under baſin had

only one pipe to let out the water, which it received from the upper, not large

enough to emit all that came, when the upper was kept near full : ſo that then the

under baſin filled, and a third baſin put into the under, with ſeveral holes pierced

in the bottom, would continue with water in it 5 but the water of the upper baſin.

decreaſing, and the communication with the under at length ceaſing, the water

of the under baſin would in ſome time be drawn off, and the third baſin, with the

holes in the bottom, would be left dry -, very well repreſenting the manner of the

repleniſhing and evacuating of the lake of Zirknitz, as deſcribed by Mr. VALVA

son.

The Society adjourned till after the Christmas holidays.

4 PbiIzſſþ/zfl'ranſact. No 189. p. 3 56. for Sept. and Oct. 1687. e Ibid. p. 361.

ſ P. 1274. for Decemb. 1685.

End aftbc FOURTH VOLUME.
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